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Welcome of Professor Rodolfo Zich 
Rettore of the Politecnico di Torino 

Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24 
10129 Torino, Italy 

It is indeed for me a pleasure to express on behalf of the Politecnico di Torino, 
the very warm welcome of our school of Engineering to this distinguished gathering of 
experts in the realm of Time and Frequency, for the first time in Italy. 

Politecnico di Torino, is one of the largest Italian Universities devoted to the 
technical formation. The enrolment is of about 20 000 students with a faculty of some 
800 professors. We are covering near all the branches of the engineering. The School is, 
at the moment unique in Italy, in the sense that is also formally divided in three levels, 
leading respectively to a diploma, a laurea and finally a doctorate. 

But I am here not only because the Politecnico is the Technical University of 
Torino, but also because, in the past and also at the present, the links with your 
community were always very strong. 

Let me quote just a score of these accomplishments. 
Some of these links go back to 1926, when a researcher that later became 

professor of our Faculty, Giancarlo Vallaury, organised with Dr Morrison of the 
National Bureau of Standards, the first international intercomparison of crystal 
standards between America and Europe. The comparison, with devices made at Bell 
Laboratories, was repeated two years later, reaching an accuracy, in the comparison of 
some units of The measurements were performed also in Leghorn, at the Italian 
Navy Research laboratory. It is refreshing, at three-quarter of century after the facts, to 
read the papers and to remain admired from the ingenuity of those pioneers. 

Professor Mario Boella, another of our Professors, who left us just about 10 
years ago, performed a number of similar accomplishments in Time and Frequency 
Metrology. 

He constructed in 1935 a direct frequency synthesiser, with a decadic formation 
of the output frequency, adopting the principle "addition, addition, division" that was 
industrially adopted after 1950. A more complete and flexible device was made by him 
in 1946. 

But possibly the more lasting activity of Boella was on the piezoelectric 
resonators and on piezoelectric oscillators made at the IEN. At that period the IEN was 
also the department of Electrotechnics and Electronics of Politecnico. 

In the period 1950-1960 Boella made Y-bar resonators and 100 kHz, and 
constructed a series of oscillators, some of witch have survived for more of 180000 
hours of service. This activity is reflected in about 25 papers, in the period 1930-1960. 
Boella started also in 1958 the construction of the IEN caesium beam frequency 
standards, just three years after the Essen device at National Physical Laboratory. 

Research was not limited to the frequency standards, because also clocks and 
experiments in dissemination were performed. Only one is here recalled, the 
measurement of the HF propagation time between IEN and the National Bureau of 
Standards, then in Beltsville, using a two-way method. Second pulses were emitted in 



Torino by IBF and across the ocean by WWV. With a very elegant method, the 
propagation delay and its differences and vagaries at the frequencies of 5, 10 and 15 
MHz were investigated. 

Research activities in the Frequency and Time domain are still performed in our 
school of Engineering; as you will see two caesium frequency standards are being 
mounted, a "strong field" and a fountain. 

The fountain that is inside ad agreement between Politecnico, NIST and IEN; it 
is interesting to note that this time-proven cooperation is still active, more that seventy 
years after the two trips by Morrison to Italy. 

One of our third level schools, that leading to a title of doctor, is active since 
1985; a fair number of the young Italian authors presenting papers at this Forum, took 
their doctorate in Time and Frequency Metrology at our Politecnico. 

The links between your community and Politecnico di Torino were and are 
indeed stron and I hope they will remain so or stronger in the future. 
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obtaining time prediction. oi;(z) - T ~ ~ ( T )  is 
used for estimating range measurement accuracy. 
Limits to the precision of range-rate and range 

Clocks and Tests of Fundamental Physics in Space 
Robert F.C. Vessot, 

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge MA 02138 
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Figure 2 Schematic of the 1976 GP-A 
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A major goal of theoretical physicists is to r-AVERAGING TIME -SECONDS 

include gravitation in an overall theory that now Figure 1 Measurement Capability of a 

includes the electomagnetic, strong and weak Spaceborne Cesium Fountain 1 H-Maser System 
forces. To proceed, it is vital to test the 
underlying assumptions of the principle of 3 .  THE 1976 GRAVITATION 
equivalence that is the foundation of Einstein's REDSHIFT EXPERIMENT AND 
General Theory and to conduct experiments to WHAT WE LEARNED FROM IT 
verify these assumptions with higher and ever 
higher precision so as to verify new ideas and Figure 2 schematically describes the phase- 
possibilities for extending the General Theory. coherent S-band Doppler canceling system used 
New time transfer technology for conducting new to compare the earth and space clocks in the 
tests along with new clocks for space operation 1976 SAO-NASA test of the gravitational red 
provide substantially improved timing accuracy shift. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  , S P I C C E ~ U I ~ I  SvlTCn and frequency stability for these tests. 

2 .  PRESENT STATE OF CLOCK 
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS 

FOR SPACE EXPERIMENTS 

Operation in the near-zero "g" of a low earth 
orbiting spacecraft such as the International 
Space Station (ISS) enables operation of 
extremely high stability oscillators and frequency 
discriminators. At present, timing stability of 
8.6 picosec per day (and frequency stability of 1 
part in 1016) is possible. In the case of cesium 
clocks a comparable level of frequency accuracy 
is now expected from a space borne cesium 
"fountain" frequency discriminator. 

Figure 1 shows the expected oy(z) versus z 
plot for a space borne H-maser controlled by a 
space fountain ~ys teml9~ The approximation for 
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Effects of range-rate (first-order Doppler), 
ionospheric and tropospheric delay were 
systematically removed in real time by 
subtracting one-half of the two-way Doppler 
phase from the one-way phase received by the 
earth station. The gravitationally and 
relativistically induced fractional frequency 
variations (expanded to order c - ~ )  at the output 
from mixer M3 in Figure 2 are: 

A A A 

 ere the total frequency shift is 

fs-fe, and fo is the clock downlink frequency, r, 
is the vector distance between the spacecraft and 

-. 
earth station, and a, is the acceleration of the 
earth station owing to the earth's rotation in an 
inertial frame. ($s-@e) is the gravitational 
potential between the two clocks. The term -. -. 
IV v 2 e- , is from the second-order Doppler effect 

2c2 
of special relativity from the relative velocity of 

-. 4 r 
the two clocks. The ten11 rise is the result of 

the acceleration of the earth station. 

SPACE MASER vc P7 VIA DOPPLER-CPINCEUING 
I nr e.w. 

EXTRAPOLATED 
FOR I Hz B.W. 

EARTH STATION WERS w n ~7 - OATA/ \ 
WRING EXPERIMENT 

SYSTEM 

Figure 3 Stability of Doppler Canceled 
Signals After Removal of Relativistic effects 

Predicted frequency variations obtained from 
tracking information, were fitted to the data. The 
error in the fit of the data was within (+2.5 k 70) 
x of Einstein's prediction. Figure 3 shows 
the Allan deviation of the frequency residuals 
after removing the effects in Equation 1 .4 

The stability of the frequency comparison 
made through the three-link system over signal 
paths of 10,000 km, in the presence of Doppler 
shifts of magnitude rt44 kHz, plus the 
ionospheric and tropospheric noise, is 
comparable to the frequency comparison made 
between the two reference masers in the same 
room. 

3.1 A Svmmetrical Four-Link Svstem to Providg 
Time-Correlated D o D D ~ ~ ~  Data at Both ends of the 
Svstem 

By phase coherently transponding the clock 
downlink signal back to the spacecraft as shown 
in Figure 4,  the system can be made 
symmetrical. One-way, two-way, and Doppler- 
canceled data can be received at both stations of 
the system and can be time correlated. When the 
light time between stations is long compared to 
the intervals required for measurements a 
spatially localized noise process can be canceled 
systematically by time correlation of the data 
from the two stations. Figure 5 shows the 
continuum of space-time paths of the four 
signals in Figure 4. 

Here El(t) and E2(t), signify signal outputs 
representing earth-based one-and two-way data. 
S and S2(t) represent one- and two-way data 
recorded in space. By time-correlating the 
Doppler responses we can systematically cancel a 
spatially localized noise source such as from the 
earth's troposphere and ionosphere.5 

The signal outputs So(t) and Eo(t) in Figure 4 
contain relativistic and gravitational information 
that can also be time-correlated6 The counterpart 
to Equation 4 from the space system is shown 
below as So(t). 

I 0' By adding these two time-ordered dam sets we 
can cancel the first term and double the 
magnitude of the second term representing the 
second-order shift. Conversely, if we subtract 
the data sets, we double the first-term 
representing the gravitational shift and cancel the 
second term. 
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4 THE EINSTEIN EQUIVALENCE 
PRINCIPLE 

The Einstein Equivalence Principle includes 
two additions to the original Newtonian (or 
weak) Equivalence Principle stating that, 
regardless of their composition, all falling bodies 
have the same trajectories. These two additions 
are: Local Lorentz Invariance (LLI). 

The outcome 0f.test.s of the velocity of light 
will be the same for unaccelerated systems 
travelling at any speed and performed anywhere 
and at any time. And 

Local Position Invariance (LPI). 
All tests of physics will give the same result 

no matter where or when they are done. Similar 
clocks compared at different gravitational 
potential must show the gravitational redshift, 
d61c2. The relative frequency between different 
types of clocks when moving together through a 
varying gravitational potential must not change. 

Clocks and oscillators play very strong roles 
in verifying Local Lorentz Invariance and Local 
Position Invariance. 

5 .  TESTS OF LOCAL POSITION 
INVARIANCE AND LOCAL 

LORENTZ INVARIANCE IN 
LOW EARTH ORBIT 

Space versions of the terrestrial "Fountain" 
frequency discriminator are under development for 
operation on the ISS by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) for the 
NASAIPARCS program and by the University 
of Paris for the ESAIACES program. Both 
systems will control the frequency of a 
spaceborne H-Maser. 

The 1 part in 1016 accuracy from the 
combined fountainlmaser, when transmitted to 
earth, will require frequency corrections for the 
effects shown in Equation 1 (with additional 
terms for l/c3 effects). The second-order doppler 
shift is about - 3.3 x 10-lo, the gravitational 
redshift is about +4 x 10-l l .  Tracking with a 
precision of - 0.5 mmlsec in velocity and of 
position within 0.5 m the corrections will 
provide predictions for the relativistic shifts with 
the required precision. The expected agreement 
with general relativity will be 100 times better 
test of General ~ e l a t i v i t ~  (LPI) than was done by 
the 1976 GP-A test. 



5.2 High Stabilitv Oscillators for S ~ a c e  
 erati ti on 

Recently, NASA has approved the 
development of a high stability superconducting 
microwave cavity stabilized oscillator (SUMO) 
for operation in the Low Temperature 
Microgravity Physics Facility to be installed on 
the International Space Station. Operating in 
near-zero g the frequency stability this oscillator 
is substantially better than that of the Hydrogen 
Maser for averaging intervals below 1000 see. 

By comparing the frequency of two such 
microwave cavity stabilized oscillators, whose 
resonator axes are at right angles to each other, 
greatly improved tests of the LLI can be 
performed. The Kennedy-Thomdike (K-T) test 
for a possible velocity dependent preferred 
reference frame can be improved by a factor of 
10,000 and a factor of 870 improvement in a 
Michaelson-Morely test for a possible position 
dependent reference frame. 

If operated in conjunction with the atomic 
frequency discriminators such as PARCS or 
PHARAO substantial further improvement in 
LPI and K-T could be achieved. 

A Space Hydrogen Maser (SHM) is under 
development by the Observatoire de Neuchatel. 
The SHM has substantially reduced size and 

. weight by operating with a dielectrically loaded 
single crystal sapphire cavity resonator. The 
prototype has successfully met the stringent size, 
weight and power constraints for operating in the 
ESA Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) 
program as the oscillator to be controlled by the 
cesium frequency discriminator, PHARAO. 

The H-Maser developed by the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory for the 1976 Gravity 
Probe-A has been redesigned for long term use in 
space for operation on the European Recoverable 
Carrier, which was not reflown. In 1995 the 
system was redesigned for operation on the 
docking module of the Russian Mir station, and 
again, progress was stopped due to scheduling 
problems with Mir. There is renewed interest in 
HMC use for operating on the ISS as a local 
oscillator for the NISTINASA PARCS 
program's frequency discriminator. 

6 .  TESTS OF RELATIVISTIC 
GRAVITATION WITH CLOCKS 

IN A SOLAR PROBE 

6.1 Extension of the GP-A Ex~eriment t~ 
Test General Relativitv with a Solar Probe 

Tests of relativistic gravitation with a clock 
in a space probe approaching within 4 solar radii 
of the sun's center in a polar orbit have been 
proposed.78 

During the 10 hours before and after 
2 perihelion, the value of $/c varies from 5.3 x 

1 o - ~  at perihelion to 2.0 x lom7 at times + lo  
hours from perihelion. Over the same time 
interval, the second-order red shift [@/c212, varies 
from 2.81 x 10-l3 to 4 x as shown in 
Figure 6. 

CRAVITATIONbL REDSHIFT SIGNATURE 
Of 

FYIST-ORDCR EFFECT 
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Figure 6 Relativistic Effects of the Sun's 
Gravity that Could be Observed by a Space Probe 

in a Polar Orbit Going Within 4 solar Radii 



Taking the Allan standard deviation of the 
space clock over 10 hours averaging time as 6 x 
10-16, the accuracy of measurement for the first- 
order measurement of the gravitational redshift is 
1.8 x lo", the corresponding accuracy for the 
second-order measurement of the redshift is 2.5 x 
1 0 3 ,  

The sun's gravitational potential has a 
number of multipole components, the largest of 
which is the quadrupole moment, J2, which 
must be accounted for in the measurement of the 
second-order term in the red shift. 

In Figure 5 we have shown how the localized 
noise near earth can be canceled by taking data at 
the probe. At the earth station, changes in the 
near earth propagation over the 1000 sec of time 
delay between the uplink transmission and 
reception from the transponder will lead to 
incomplete cancelation of propagation noise. 

6.2 Solar   robe ex~e r imen t  to measure 
differential redshift 

A test of Local Position Invariance can be 
done by comparing the hyperfine separation 
frequency of different atoms or ions as they travel 
through the gravitational potential encountered 
by a probe going close to the sun. A test has 
been proposed involving three linear ion traps 
operating with different types of ions.9 

Another test would involve comparison with 
an oscillator whose frequency depends on the 
dimensions of resonator also can set limits on 
the gravitational dependence of the fine structure 
constant that governs these dimensionslO. 

These tests do not require the Doppler 
cancellation system, only the telemetering of the 
changes in relative frequency differences between 
these clocks.. 

7 .  HIGH RESOLUTION VERY 
LONG BASELINE 

INTERFEROMETRY (VLBI) 
ASTRONOMY IN SPACE 

High precision measurement of angle can be 
made with Very Long Baseline Interferometry. 
1 1 v 1 2 g  Figure 7 shows a schematic of VLBI 
where two radio telescopes, separated by a 
distance, L, each detect the arrival of radio noise 
signals from a distant radio star. The noise 
signals are recorded as a function of time and the 
two data sets are time-correlated to obtain the 
angle between the baseline, L, and the radio star. 
VLBI measurements have been used in light 
deflection tests of relativistic gravitation.13 

Angle measurement 8 = c o s - l ( c ~ / ~ )  

Figure 7 Schematic of VLBI with Radio 
Telescopes 

The effect of oscillator instability on 
successive measurements of angle taken t seconds 
apart is 

where 8 is the angle between the propagation 
vector and the baseline. The spacing between the 
fringes is hlL Sine , where h is the wavelength 
of the signals at the antennas. 

The error in successive angular measurements 
owing to the instability of the clocks in a 
terrestrial system with L = 6000 km, assuming 
oy (lo3 sec) = I x 10-15, and 0 = 7~12, is given 
by o,e (lo3 sec) = 5 x 10-l1 rad or 2 m arcsec. 

The present limit is 100 m arcsec level from 
terrestrial stations operating at 7 mm 
wavelength14 with an 8000-km baseline because 
of tropospheric and ionospheric fluctuations. 

Operating VLBI stations in space removes 
limits in angular resolution and baseline distance. 

In 198615 NASA's orbital Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) was 
successfully operated as a space borne radio 
telescope with a number of radio telescopes on 
earth. Today, the Japanese HALCA space borne 
radio telescope is in successful operation with a 
number of US tracking stations.16 



7.1 A S ~ a c e  Borne Four Terminal (VLBI] 
Arrav that Establishes its Own Inertial Reference 
Frame. 

Let us consider a space borne system where L 
= 5 x106 km, oy (lo4 sec) = 4 x 10-16, and 0 = 
x/2. In this case o ~ e  (104sec) = 2 x 10-l3 rad 
or 0.05 m arcsec. For h = 1 mm we have h/L = 
2 x 10-l3 rad and we see that the limit imposed 
by clock stability with lo4 sec integration time 
is capable of resolving fringes at I-mm 
wavelengths in a space borne system with 
baseline distances of 5 x lo6 km. 

While relative angular positions of radio stars, 
and features of their brightness distribution, can 
be made with high precision, the absolute spatial 
orientations of the baselines between stations 
depend on the. choice of a reference frame. In 
earth based VLBI, the earth's orientation is 
defined from the position of very distant radio 
sources. 

Figure 8. shows a three-dimensional array of 
four stations, separated by about 5 x lo6 
kilometers in the form of a giant tetrahedron 
located. I would be located at one of the Lambda 
point in the earth's orbit.17 Each station 
contains a clock and is connected to its three 
neighbors by the four link system shown in 
Figure 4. Using one-way and two-way Doppler 
techniques with time modulation, the six 
baseline distances can be precisely measured to 
define the configuration of the array as a function 
of time. 

We can monitor changes in the orientation of 
this array using the Sagnac effect18, which is the 
basis for laser gyroscopes. Let the area of each 
of the triangular faces of the tetrahedron be Ai 
where (i= 1,2,3,4). By observing the difference in 
arrival times, AT, of light signals sent in 
opposite senses about the closed path about each 
Ai,  we can determine the rotation vector 

A' c2 perpendicular to surface, Ai. Gi(rad1sec) =T 

From the components of rotation measured 
from the four triangles that define the tetrahedron 
we have an over-determination of the rotation of 
the whole array and obtain an estimate of the 
accuracy of the measurement. 

For the array shown in Figure 8, over about 
100 sec of averaging, the accuracy of the 
detection of changes in rotation rate, An, is 1.2 
x 10-l5 radlsec. Located at 1 AU from the sun 
this system would test the Einstein-deSitter 

precession of 3 x radlsec owing to the 
bending of space-time by the sun's gravity and 
this precession must be accounted for. 

Figure 8 A four station array of 
radiotelescopes connected with the 4 link system 

Distant radio stars define the conventionally 
used inertial frame. By invoking the Sagnac 
effect,we can define an inertial frame based on the 
velocity of light in which to determine changes 
in the orientation of the array with reference to 
this inertial frame. 

This array could enable us to compare an 
inertial frame defined by the positions of very 
distant radio sources with an inertial frame 
locally defined by the velocity of light. 

Could this system reveal some aspects of the 
behavior of the "missing matter" in the universe? 

8 .  CONCLUSION 

Since the mid 1960s the frequency stability of 
atomic clocks (or oscillators) continues to 
improve by a factor of about ten every decade. 
The highest levels of clock accuracy and 
frequency stability are now available by 
spaceborne operation. 

We now make measurements of astronomical 
and astrophysical objects near the edge of our 
universe with clocks that operate using quantum 
processes whose dimensions encompass 
staggeringly smaller scales of distance. As tests 
with atomic clocks are extended into space, it is 
clear to the writer that we can expect to see some 
surprises about the nature of our universe. 
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parameters of new acoustic materials perspective for the use in acoustic devices mainly in 
bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators. The advantages and disadvantages of four groups of 
materials are discussed: 

-traditional crystals with quartz like symmetry - berlinite, gallium orthophosphate, 
langasite family crystals; 

-group of strong piezoelectric crystals like lithium tantalate ; 
-low acoustic waves propagation loss piezoelectric and non-piezoelectric materials 

like solid solutions based on crystalline matrix of yttrium aluminum garnets, some spinels; 
- thin dielectric, metal and piezoelectric fiIms. 
The physical mechanisms of acoustic losses and ways of their decrease are discussed. 
The second problem discussed in this review is the use of new materials in various 

types of RF and microwave BAW resonators including high overtone microwave resonators, 
membrane resonators, stacked structures and solidly mounted acoustically isolated (quarter 
wavelength multilayer acoustic mirror) thin film resonators. 

Some new results of the use of BAW resonators in sensors are analyzed. In particular 
high sensitivity gas sensors with close to quarter wavelength thickness gas selective layer is 
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ABSTRACT 

The investigation of the gallium phosphate is 
justified for at least two reasons. Firstly, for the same 
AT compensated cut, the value of its coupling 
coefficient is higher than that of quartz. This suggests 
the possibility of obtaining filters of larger pass-bands. 
Secondly, there is no a+ quartz transition for this 
material, so it can be used over a larger range of 
temperature (cristobalite transition equals 933"C), for 
filter and sensor devices. We shall present our crystal 
growth approach with some new results of infrared 
spectrometry, X-ray topography investigations and 
resonator measurements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the work of Chang and Barsch [I], many 
studies have been devoted to growing and 
characterizing quartz-like materials of general formula 
M"'x"o~ (M=Al, Ga; X=P, As), such as AlP04 and 
GaP04, and to the modeling of bulk and surface 
acoustic waves devices made with these materials. It 
was successively shown that these materials are similar 
to quartz and possess analogous cuts with zero 
frequency temperature coefficients, either for bulk or 
surface wave applications [2]. 

The investigation of the gallium phosphate 
growth is justified for at least two reasons. Firstly, for 
the same AT compensated cut, the value of its coupling 
coefficient is higher than that of quartz [2]. This 
suggests the possibility of obtaining filters of larger 
pass-bands. Secondly, there is no a-p quartz transition 
for this material, so it can be used over a larger range of 
temperature (cristobalite transition equals 933"C), for 
filter and sensor devices. We shall present our crystal 
growth approach with some new results of infrared 
spectrometry, X-ray investigations and resonator 
measurements. 

2. SOLUBILITY INVESTIGATION 

The present knowledge of the solubility of 
GaP04 in different acids being contradictory, a new 
investigation, using two complementary methods, .has 
been carried out in phosphoric, sulfuric acid media and 
their mixtures. From a general point of view, the 
solubility of GaP04 in acid media exhibits a retrograde 
behavior, i.e, the solubility decreases when the 
temperature is raised, at "low" temperature (T<300°C) 
and "low" pressure (PC2MPa). In more drastic 
conditions, the solubility becomes direct. All our 

investigations were performed in the first range of 
temperature and pressure. Some results of this new 
investigation are reported in figure 1. 

Conversely to berlinite, AlP04, the solubility of 
GaP04 in the acid mixtures is not the "mean value" 
between the both acids taken separately. The solubility 
decreases strongly by adding small quantities of H3PO4 
(10%) in H2SO4 medium and, when the temperature of 
crystallization increases, the solubility of GaP04 in the 
mixtures converges to the solubility in phosphoric acid. 

Temperature ('C) 
Figure 1 - Solubility of GaP04 in H2S04 6 and 9 MII, 
H3PO4 9MIl and in the mixtures H2SO4 6 MI1 - H3PO4 
9 MI1 (90110, 80120,70130 and 50150) 

Strong divergences often appear with the 
classical "single crystal dissolution" method for high 
acid concentrations and low temperatures. These 
differences are too important to be due to an 
experimental inaccuracy of the solubility methods. 
Indeed, the single crystal dissolution method leads to 
systematic lower values of the solubility, figure 2. In 
fact, the region between the two curves is the metastable 
zone where no crystallization/dissolution process 
appears. Its accurate knowledge is essential to choose 
the good crystal growth restart conditions and to avoid 
seed dissolution (at lower temperature) or nucleations at 
the seed interface (at higher temperature). 

From this accurate knowledge of the different 
solubility curves, growth restart parameters are chosen 
to be in the metastable zone and, then, avoid any defect 
in the first part of the growth which determines the final 
crystal quality. 
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Figure 2 - Compared solubility curves of GaP04 in 
15 MI1 giving the metastable zone. 

3. CRYSTAL GROWTH STUDIES 

From a general point of view, different 
problems, due to contradictory effect of parameters 
(growth temperature, concentration,...), had to be solved 
to lead to a reproducible growth of high quality GaP04 
crystals. The improvement of the crystal quality can be 
evaluated through the OH content by infrared 
spectroscopy and by X-ray topography. 

Two different investigations were performed in 
order to improve the crystal quality and to lengthen the 
seed dimension along Y-axis (no natural crystal being 
available).Until last year, the only possibility of 
obtaining good GaP04 crystals through the vertical 
gradient method in autoclaves [3] was from Z-seeds in 
phosphoric acid medium with a very low growth rate 
(V, < 0.04 mmlday). All our investigations on GaP04 
crystal growth from X-seeds in vertical autoclaves led to 
disturbed growth giving "H-crystals" [4]. 

3.1 Optimal growth parameters for X-seeds 

After many experiments, in different solvents 
and different growth conditions, the best reproducible 
quality from X-seeds is obtained in the &So4 6Ml1 - 
H3PO4 9Ml1 mixtures with a sufficient supply of solute 
at the interface crystal-solution, i.e. a sufficient 
temperature gradient for a growth temperature and a 
solvent given. 

The different Vx and Vz growth rates are 
summarized in figure 3. The dispersal of the growth 
rates, specially for Vx rates, is due to the morphology of 
the crystals obtained. Almost all of them ended on one 
side, in the +X direction, exhibit underestimated values. 
The main feature of this investigation is the growth rates 
which increase with the temperature gradient, 
independently of the sulfuric/phosphoric acid ratio. Two 
examples of .crystals obtained in these conditions are 
showed in figure 4. 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Temperature gradient ("C) 

Figure 3 - V, and V, growth rates in H2SO4 6W1 - 
H3P04 9Ml1 medium at 175<Tc<180°C. 
(A (90/10), + (80/20), (70/30) and (50150) 
mixtures). 

3.2 Seed lengthening by splicing 

Since V, growth rate is always less than 0.01 
mmld, large crystals cannot be obtained by successive 
growth of nucleations. This Iack of 'large seeds of 
GaP04 requires to develop the lengthening of the 
crystals by the crystal growth epitaxy on a-quartz [5] 
and AlP04 [6] seeds or by the splicing method, which 
we have preferred to investigate . 

In this way, the growth of large crystals was 
carried out from several small Z (or X) GaP04 seeds, 
strictly in line with the Y-direction, spliced on a quartz 
support. In the beginning, well defined crystals with 
natural parallel faces were used [6]. This kind of 
crystals being relatively rare, a new method was 
perfected from any kind of crystals, figures 5. Firstly, 
figure 5a, the crystal is accurately sawn perpendicular to 
the Y-direction, in order to eliminate the ends, 
afterwards, in plates perpendicular to the Z (or X) 
direction. Then, these small seeds are spliced on quartz 
plates, figure 5b. Crystal growth experiments are carried 
out in glass vessels through a modified horizontal 
composite temperature gradient method (HCTG). The 
resulting crystals show a very flat surface without any 
obvious defects (such as twins) at the interfaces between 
small seeds, figure 5c. Nevertheless, after this first 



crystal growth, the X-ray topographs revealed the 
importance of very high dislocation density close to the 
seed junction. These defects can be easily and 
drastically reduced using the "crossed" crystal growth 
method. For example, if the initial seed is a Z-oriented 
one, the resulting crystal must be sawn in X-cuts before 
a new growth experiment, figure 5d, and so on. 

Figures 5: Principle of the splicing method used to 
lengthen crystals in the Y-direction and crystal issued 
from the splicing method. 

So, the combination of seed 
lengthening followed by crossed crystal growth allows 
to obtain good crystals with reasonable size (s 8 cm). 

4. CHARACTERIZATIONS 

Simultaneously, characterizations of crystals 
have been undertaken to check: 

- the crystal morphology; 
- the OH content by infrared spectroscopy; 
- the crystalline quality by X-ray topography; 
- their piezoelectric characteristics. 

4.1 Moruhology characterization 

If the main developed faces in GaP04 crystals 
are m, R, r, n & n',  two kinds of other orientations are 
observed at low temperature (Tc<l7O0C). First, in 
phosphoric acid medium, the crystals are ended by the 
faces { 3 7 2 3 ) & { 3 i,T,T ) faces in the +X , , ,  
direction. Conversely, in the phosphoriclsulfuric 
mixtures, the crystals, always along the +X-direction, 
are ended by the { 2 i 1 } & ( 2 , i , i , i  ) faces. 

3 ) )  

4.2 OH content determination bv infrared spectroscopy 

The OH content in crystal is favored by the 
hydrothermal growth process in acid media and 
influences the piezoelectric characteristics, specially the 
Q-factors of the resonators. In the absorption range 
characteristic of OH groups, the infrared spectrum of 
GaP04 exhibits 3 bands at 3400, 3290 and 3170 cm-' 
which are intrinsic to the material [7]. 

For the OH content, we use the transmittance 
value at 3400 cm-', in agreement with the Krempl & al. 
relation [7]: 

where a *  is the absorbance at 3400 cm-' which is not 
due to OH vibrations (a*=0.078cm-'). 

From our general investigation, three main 
features can be pointed out. If all the other parameters 
are constant, the OH content decreases with the acid 
concentration of the solvent, figure 6, with the growth 
rate, and when the growth temperature rises, figure 7. 

1 ' cm" 

4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 

Figure 6 - Influence of the acid concentration 
on the OH content (the bands at 2920 and 2850 cm-' are 
due to fmger prints). (H3P04 7.5 (I), 9 (2) and 15 (3) 
MI1 at Tc = 160°C). 

3600 3150 2700 2250 

Figure 7 - Influence of the growth temperature on the 
OH content. 

4.3 Characterization of growth defects bv X-ray 
topography. 

In the crystals, the most important kinds of 
defects are dislocations and twins which can be detected 
by X-ray topography. This study was carried out at the 



synchrotron X-ray source of LURE, Orsay, France. Of they can be very useful for high temperature sensor 
course, the results are dependent on the seed quality, but applications. 
also on the growth restart conditions. 

LateralJield excitation of shear modes in Zplates. 
The next example, figures 8, gives an idea of 

the crystal improvement by crossed crystal growth after The interest of this type of measurement is to 

splicing of Z-seeds. The figure 8a, corresponding to a Z- give the unmetallized resonator performances excited by 

slice to the initial spliced Zmseeds, exhibits a a lateral field in the aim to determine the elastic 

high density of dislocations due to the splicing, In the For any plane excited by a lateral 

figure 8b, X-slice from crystal obtained with the field, the resonance frequencies are equal to the 
antiresonance frequencies of the same resonator with a previous Z-seed, the crystal quality becomes better thickness excitation. The relation is: 

(with growth bands which are often met in this material) 
and the last one, figure 8c, Z-slice obtained with the Fr(fUnd,mode),,,, ,,,,, = Fa(fund.mod e) t,,,,, ,,,,, 

-- 

previous X-seed shows only some discrete disloc d" * - - - - - with C = C (unmetall.) = C,, = C,, 
2.2h p 

For this experiment, two plano-convexe Z 
resonators have been made. In this case, the plate 
curvature must be taken into account to recalculate the 
antiresonance frequency constant by the Tiersten theory: 

Where 2h = thickness (in the centre), 
Rc=curvature radius, Mn et Pn intricate functions of the 
constants, Cpe=Cpl stiffened (rotated) constant of the 
mode. V = velocity of plane wave in an infinite 
(piezoelectric) solid = 2Kfa. 

From this correction, it is possible to extract the 
value of the elastic constant C44 for unmetallized plane 
plates. 

The eigen modes of unmetallized plano-convexe 
plates are excited by a nearly in plane field. For this 
measurement, two plano-convexe resonators with a 

Figures 8 - X-ray topographies obtained at different radius curvature of ~ = 1 7 5 m m  were investigated. These 
steps of the splicing process. plates, obtained from lateral berlinite epitaxy in H2SO4 

6Ml1 at Tc=23O0C, exhibit a low OH content 
4.4 - Piezoelectric properties (0.03<a<0.08). The results for the fundamental mode 

AT compensated cut are as good as for quartz, next Table. 

An initial investigation on slices of crystals 
obtained at high temperature (240°C) allowed to find a 
more accurate angle value of the AT compensated cut at 
room temperature (zero first order temperature 
coefficient of the resonance frequency of the 
fundamental mode) Y-1.5'46' [2]. It was observed that 
the thermal variations of the resonance frequency for 
this cut are characterized by a very low value of the 
second order temperature coefficient of the resonance 
frequency (-8 to - 1 0 . e - ~ " ~ ~ ) .  Moreover, this cut displays 
also an angular sensitivity which is smaller than those 
observed for the AT cut of quartz and berlinite. A shift 
of the cut angle of -25' produces only an increase of the 
inversion temperature of about 40°C. Resonators made 
with plates having orientations situated near Y-13" 
display inversion temperatures in the range 130-150°C, 

Table - Main characteristics of both resonators 
(Thickness accuracy = i Ipm, frequency accuracy = a 
few *I  00 Hz). 

If we compare the experimental values for the 
sample NO1 with those calculated from different 
constant sets, the results show that all the recent values 
of Cd4 are similar. As predicted, the corrected values 
obtained are very nearly independent of the constant set 
chosen. The new value of Cd4 is 3.873 10" ~ l m ~ .  



Comparison of experimental and calculated CTFR. 

On the other hand, the comparison of 
experimental and calculated CTFR for different Y- 
rotated cuts seems to indicate that the best set of known 
constants is that given by Krempl & al. in 1998 [8], 
figure 9. 

-20 + Exp. CTFR fund. 

I ' l ~ I ' I ' I ' I ' I ~ ~ ' I ' I ' I ' I ~ I ~ 1 ~  
-25 -24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 

Angle 0 r] 
Figure 9 - Comparison of experimental and calculated 
TCRF. 

Resonator characteristics 

Although the objective was not to measure the 
ultimate value of the Q factor achievable at a given 
frequency, very interesting values were recorded during 
this study from plano-convexe resonators (curvature 
radius = 175 mm) of the order of 8 lo5 at 5 MHz for 
samples with a significant OH content (a=0.8cm-I). On 
the other hand, conversely to quartz resonators, the Q- 
factor increases with temperature. So, for a plano- 
convexe resonator (R=175 mm, Y- 15'301), the Q-factor 
value at 5MHz for the 5' overtone which is 6.8 lo5 at 
room temperature rises to 1.1 lo6 at 11 8S°C. 

Another result of these investigations is the 
observation of a much lower impedance level as for 
similar quartz resonators (the inductances are nearly 5 
times lower). This is very favorable for oscillators 
applications (smaller difference between the loaded and 
the unloaded Q factor for a given oscillator scheme) and 
also to obtain filters with more useful termination 
impedances. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The knowledge of the metastable zone from 
solubility investigations improves the restart growth 
conditions and, then, leads to better quality of gallium 
phosphate crystals. On the other hand, the determination 
of a necessary minimum supply quantity of solute at the 
interface crystal/solution allows to predict the crystal 
growth parameters and to obtain good crystals, even 
from X-seeds. 

For the seed lengthening, the association of the 
splicing and the crossed crystal growth methods leads to 

gallium phosphate crystals of which the high quality 
was controlled by X-ray topographs. 

For the piezoelectric properties, the AT cut was 
accurately specified at Y-15'46'. Even if the objective 
was not to measure the ultimate value of the Q factor, 
very interesting values of the order of 8 lo5 at 5 MHz 
were recorded during this study from plano-convexe 
resonators with a rather high a value (0.8 cm-I). On the 
other hand, from lateral field excitation of shear modes 
in Z plates, it has been possible to specify a very 
accurate value of the C44 value. 
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ABSTRACT : 

To study the propagation of the ferrobielastic 
twinning in quartz crystal, finite elements analyses are 
performed on various parallelepiped X-cut samples. The 
pressure has been applied along Z'axis rotated by y 
degrees towards the crystallograpkc X-axis. A small 
defect has been introduced in the geometry of the sample 
to clearly understand the propagation of the twin walls. 
The energy threshold, corresponding to the coercive 
stress, introduced in the analyses has been deduced from 
new experiments performed at ambient temperature on 
various sanlples cut in different quartz crystals. 

We report that X-cut samples exhibit the same stripe- 
shaped patterns with walls parallel to the optical axis as 
in the experiments. We notice that the coercive stress 
depends strongly on the orientation of the applied 
pressure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As it has been already investigated, the application of 
quartz crystal in pressure and force transducers is 
drastically limited by electrical twinning due to severe 
environmental conditions (high stress and/or high 
temperature). Additionally, the nucleation of electrical 
twins under mechanical or thermal stresses can be 
observed during the manufactwing process of quartz 
resonators, used as well as transducers than "time bases". 

The domain states of a ferroic crystal can be 
structurally reoriented by application of a suitable 
external driven force [I]. a-quartz is a secondary ferroic 
crystal in which the domains (two Dauphine twin states) 
differ particularly by the sign of the sl4 elastic coefficient 
[2,3]. Due to this difference in elastic compliance tensor, 
a properly oriented stress acts to create a strain difference 
between the two states. Dauphine twinning corresponds 
to a 180' rotation about the optical axis resulting in small 
atomic displacements. 

In function of the principle of the lower energy, 
twinning occurs when the free energy of the alternate 
twin state is smaller than this of the existing state. The 
calculated energy difference between free energies of 
each twin state depends only on the stress direction and 
the crystallographic orientation of the sample [2,3]. 

2. MODELIZATION BY F'INITE ELEMENTS 
METHOD 

As it has been shown in [7], the Gibbs' free 
energy function G is used to describe the 
ferrobielastic transfornlation when twin occurs. And 
the energy difference between the two twin states 
existing when the sample is submitted to an uniaxial 
homogeneous compressive stress P, acting along the 
Z"-direction, can be expressed as : 

AG= 2 . s14 . F(cp,B,yl) . p2 

with : s14 = 4.5 . 10-l2 m2/N and where F(cp,B,v) 
depends only on the crystallographic orientation 
(9,B) and on the stress direction y. We note that this 
expression exhibits a quadratic variation in terms of 
P, but it does not contain information about the 
threshold stress which is the energy necessary to 
shift the atoms of the lattice from their initial 
positions (corresponding to the domain I) to the 
alternate positions (domain 11) without breaking the 
interatomic bonds. 

As we know, for X-cut (defined by cp = 90" or - 
30" and 8 = 0), twinning occurs when the uniaxial 
stress is applied in a direction between Y' (or Y") 
and Z' (or Z") as shown by various authors 14-71. 
Furthermore, twinning occurs more easily for large 
magnitudes of the energy Merence. For example, in 
case of the X-cut, the maximum of IF/ is obtained 
with : 

\y = 120' (or -60°), for which : 

AG = -2.8 . p2 (in N/m2) 

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
The basic assumption of our treatment consists of 

stating that the stress-strain relationship is locally 
linear by pieces, the bounds of which are fixed by the 
threshold conditions on the energy difference of the 
twin materials. Since the global material behavior of 
the structure results from summing the behaviors of 
its elements, it is also linear by pieces. So a linear 
FEM solver can be useful for a stepped analysis 
performed through successive runs in which the 
stress-strain switches from one behavior to the twin 
one, for all elements newly obeying the threshold 
condtion. 



Our calculations have been performed by Finite 
Elements Method with SYSTUSQO program on 
parallelepiped samples for which the largest parallel 
faces are perpendicular to the crystallographic X-axis. 
The pressure is applied on the upper face along 2'-axis 
which is rotated by y degrees towards X-axis. 
Conforming to the previous observations, yl will take 
mainly the successive values : -30, -45 and -60". 

The dimensions of the samples introduced in the 
calculation are : 

3,9 and 8 mm along X-, Y'- and Z'-axes. 

The sample has been meshed to obtain cubic meshes 
with 1 mm along each side. The pressure is applied on 
the upper face by the mean of skin meshes, usually used 
in massive structures. 

The boundary conditions are introduced in the lower 
surface as imposed displacements. So, the displacement 
along Z'-axis of all nodes belonging to this plane is fixed 
to zero. Furthermore, to block any rotation, it is 
necessary to impose other displacements along X- and 
Y7-axes : we have chosen to impose a displacement equal 
to zero along Y'-axis for two opposite nodes in the same 
surface and to fixe the node A which is close to the 
middle of the plane (see figure 1). 

P 

twinned and we performed another calculation 
without increasing the applied pressure : we have 
reached the coercive stress, called S,. 

In fact, as we will explained below, the 
propagation depends strongly on the form of the 
sample and of course on the direction of the applied 
pressure. 

2.2 PERFECT CASE 
Here, the sample is a perfect parallelepiped. The 

pressure is homogeneously applied on the upper face 
and ET is introduced as threshold value. 

In the calculation, we increase the pressure until 
one mesh exhibits lower value than ET. We note that 
the quartz sample twinned completely (i.e. the 
energy value of each mesh is lower than ET) as soon 
as the coercive stress is reached 

The next table (Table 1) gathers values 
calculated for different yl-orientations of the X-cut 
samples. We note that the coercive stress depends 
strongly on the orientation of the sample. 

Table 1 : Coercive stress for different orientations 

Fig. 1 : Boundary conditions and loading pressure on 
X-cut sample 

ip (in ") 
Coercive stress (S,) 

(in m a )  

Finally, the st&ess are introduced in two tables 
corresponding to the two domains (I for initial domain 
and I1 for the alternate one). 

At each step and for each mesh, the energy difference 
between the twin states is calculated and compared to a 
chosen threshold which is fixed at : 

-450,000 ~ / r n ~  (and called ET) 
according to previous experiments [a]. Whlle the 

energy Merence for all meshes is higher than the 
threshold value, we increase the applied pressure. When 
a first mesh exhibits a lower value, we change the 
material properties of its because we consider that it is 

2.3 REAL CASE AND PROPAGATION OF THE 
TWINNING 

-30 

680 

Manufactured quartz samples present generally 
defects of parallelism due to the different machining 
operations as cutting, grinding and finally polishing. 
Furthermore, the roughness of the surface in which 
the pressure is applied being not perfect, the contact 
between the press and the sample can create stress 
concentrations. So, it appears as more efficient to 
introduce, in addition of the sticking condition, a 
slight defect in the geometry of the sample. We have 
chosen to induce a 0.1 mm defect in the parallelism 
between the 2 faces perpendicular to the Z'-axis (see 
figure 1). 

We note that the first mesh exhibiting a free 
energy smaller than ET is located in the lower face, 
close to the node A The coercive stress calculated. 
for each y-orientation are presented in the Table 2, 
including two new orientations : - 15 and -75". 

These values are lower than the first one, 
calculated for the perfect case. So, we deduce that 
the geometrical defect favors the process of 
twinning. 

Table 2 : Coercive stress for different orientations 
in a more realistic case 

-45 

448 

-60 

393 

yl (in "1 
S, ia(MPa) 

Deviation with 
perfect case 

-15 
880 

-75 
381 

-30 
575 

18% 

-45 
411 

9 %  

-60 
368 

7 %  



Unlike the previous case, twinning occurs in just one 
or two meshes when the pressure reaches the coercive 
stress. It is so possible here to follow step by step the 
propagation of the twinning by changing elastic 
coefficients of the elements newly obeying the threshold 
condition. The figure 2 presents stepped analysis up to 
the 8~ run for three different orientations of the applied 
pressure (corresponding to three different values of yr). 

To visualize the propagation, we have just plotted 
the meshes located in the front X-face for which the 
normal is coming out. Dashed lines separate the 
meshes, the newly twinned meshes colored in black 
and changed in grey in the following steps. 

Y = -30' Y = -45O Y = -60' 
Fig. 2 : Twinning propagation for different orientations of the loading pressure 

Fig. 3 : Stress-Strain curves for different orientations of the loading pressure 



We observe that the propagation of the twin wall 
is clearly along Y-axis, each mesh newly twinned 
during one particular step being aligned in the Z- 
direction of the crystal. Furthermore, at each step, 
the number of twinned meshes increases when the 
coercive stress decreases. In other words, it seems 
easier to completely twin a X-cut quartz sample 
when the pressure is applied in a direction close to 
- 60" and so, for a given pressure higher than S,, 
twinning occurs more rapidly. 

The previous figure (Fig. 3) represents the stress- 
strain curves for three different orientations and, in 
each case, for two differently located meshes. For 
each w e ,  the pressure is increased up to the 
coercive stress and decreased when the sample is 
completely twinned. The first chosen mesh (number 
#34) is the first for which the energy value reaches 
the threshold one. As it is explained above, it is close 
to the point A belonging to the basic surface. We 
suppose that this is due to the boundary conditions 
which introduce some very small but existing 
stresses. The second one (number #110) is in the 
middle of the sample. 

The following table (Table 3) summarizes our 
main observations concerning particularly the strain 
variations during twinning propagation (and so at a 
gven pressure inducing coercive stress). We have to 
note first that the strains measured in each mesh of 
one given sample are slightly different due to the 
boundary conditions imposed in the point A, 
belonging to the mesh #34. The 3 last lines present 
the strain values calculated during three different 
runs and for the same pressure corresponding to the 
coercive stress (recalled in the second line). During 
the first runs, the strain calculated in the mesh #I10 
decreases slowly to increase after ferrobielastic 
transformation. The last line presents the difference 
between the two extreme states and indicates that 
this difference increases when the coercive stress 
decreases. 

Table 3 : Strain and coercive stress for different 
orientations and for 2 meshes 

3. CONCLUSION 

These first calculations on the model of the 
uniaxial stress explain clearly how the twinning can 
propagate in a very ordinary sample as X-cut 
parallelepipeds. We show that twin walls are parallel 
to Z-axis and propagate along Y-axis up to the 
surface of the sample. It means that twinning can 
propagate up to the edge of the sample without 
increasing pressure. We assume that the twinning is 
initiated by geometrical shape or surface defect or by 
an internal crystal defect, in fact in a locus where it 
can exist a concentration of stresses. But, if this 
model explains how twin walls propagate when the 
loading pressure is applied along a perpendicular to 
the crystallographic X-axis, we suppose that a more 
complicated pattern will be observed for other 
doubly rotated cut samples. 

We have observed too that the crystal 
orientation plays an important role on the stress level 
associated to ferrobielastic twinning. Nevertheless, 
we think that our Finite Elements Method can be 
used to estimate the stress level for ferrobielastic 
twinning in more complicated samples with various 
orientations. 
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LANGASITE FOR SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE SENSORS AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURES 

') Siemens AG, Corporate Technology, Germany 
2, Technical University of Munich, Miinchen, Germany 

3, Technical University of Vienna, Wien, Austria 

Langasite (La3GasSiO14) already has successfully been used as a piezoelecric substrate for 
surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices operating at high temperatures [I]. 
Thermal analyses (DSC) on commercially available Langasite (LGS) 3" wafers prove its 
stability up to temperatures of more than 1000 "C as no phase transition has been observed up 
to the melting point. Chemical and physical investigations of the stoichiometry (RFA, WDX) 
and optical properties (UV-VIS spectroscopy) allow the characterisation of different samples. 
The crystal quality of different LGS wafers has been examined by X-ray topography (XRT), 
high resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) and chemical etching combined with optical 
microscopy. Most of the substrates show only few defects, however, transverse growth 
banding (TGB) perpendicular to the pulling axis (c-axis) has been observed in some crystals 
[21 
High temperature measurements on SAW-delay lines and ID-tags have been carried out up to 
950 "C. Scanning electron analyses of the annealed devices indicate that the TiPt interdigital 
transducers and the SMD-packages are the limiting factors for high temperature applications. 
The LGS substrate itself withstands these temperatures without a measurable change of the 
crystal surface and volume. 

['I J. Hornsteiner et al, Surface acoustic wave sensors for high temperature applications, Proc. 
IEEE International Frequency Control Symposium, pp. 61 5-620, 1998 

[21 A. Zarka et al, New results on high perfection langasite crystals: Studies of crystalline 
defects and modes shapes, Proc, IEEE International Frequency Control Symposium, pp. 629- 
637,1995 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF DEFECT AMD STRAIN CONFIGURATIONS IN LANGANITE AND LANGATATE 
SINGLE CRYSTALS USING SYNCHROTRON WHITE BEAM X-RAY TOPOGRAPRY, AND ASSESSMENT OF 
THEIR INF'LUENCE ON RESONATOR PERFORMANCE 

M. DUDLEY,' B. RAGHOTHAMACHAR,' H. CHEN,' A. KHAN? S. TIDROW, AND C. FAB2 
'Department of Materials Science and Engineering, State University of New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794- 
2275, USA 
2U.S. Army Research Laboratory, 2800 Powder Mill Road, Adelphi, MD 20783-1145, USA 

Synchrotron white beam x-ray topography (SWBXT) has been used to characterize defect and strain configurations in langanite 
and langatate single crystals that are grown using the Czochlski technique. Both wafers sliced from as-grown crystals and 
resonator structures fabricated from as-grown crystals have been examined. Defects observed include growth striations, pre- 
cipitates, and dislocations. The striation contrast is indicative of a slight variation in lattice parameter during growth and is 
possibly associated with the onset of constitutional supercooling in an off-composition melt. The periodicity of the variation is 
likely to be related to the crystal rotation rate. Striations observed on topographs recorded from crystal sections cut parallel to 
the growth axis reveal a cross-section view of the melt-solid interface shape. Typically, this is not observed to be flat but rather 
concave or convex. On topographs recorded from sections cut perpendicular to the growth axis, the growth sttiation structures 
appear as concentric rings and their spacing reveals the periodicity of the striations, and their symmetry reveals the symmetry 
of the thermal field inside the growth chamber. Clear images of precipitates are also routinely observed, and they provide 
further evidence of inhomogeneous constituent element or impurity segregation. An investigation of the chemical nature of the 
inhomogeneities is being done with a combination of techniques, including scanning electron microscopy and infrared spec- 
troscopy. Once identified, strategies for the elimination of the inhomogeneities will be developed. Observations of defect 
configurations in crystal resonator structures enable the influence of the various defects present on resonator Q factors to be 
directly assessed. Preliminary results of this assessment will be presented. This work forms part of a larger project directed 
towards the development of these crystals for various resonator applications. 

Introduction 
It is well known that langasite, or LGS (La3GasSiO14), and 
its isomorphs, langanite or LGN (La3Gas.s~.5014 and 
langatate or LGT (La3Ga5.5T~.@14) are of interest for ap- 
plication as bulk wave resonators for precision oscillators, 
with all three materials exhibiting high piezoelectric cou- 
pling, low acoustic loss (high Q), and temperature com- 
pensation. It is also generally accepted that crystal defects 
can influence mode shapes in such single crystals resona- 
tors. In langasite, the influence of crystal defects such as 
dislocations and growth bands (or striations) on resonator 
mode shapes has been elegantly demonstrated by the work 
of Capelle et d' In this paper, we provide a preliminary 
survey of the quality of langanite and langatate crystals 
carried out using synchrotron white beam x-ray topogra- 
phy (SWBXT). Results obtained from the langasite crys- 
tals studied here were very similar to those observed by 
Capelle et al.' and, as such, are not presented here. Results 
obtained from the langanite and langatate crystals are dis- 
cussed in light of the published work on langasite crystals. 

Results and Discussion 

Langanik? 
Although topopphs were recorded from wafers cut from 
as-grown crystals and resonator structures fabricated on 
such crystals, the features observed were essentially the 
same (apart from the strain contrast risible along the edges 
of the electrode) so that only the former are presented here. 
Figure 1 shows a SWBXT image recorded in transmission 
geometry from an (001) wafer cut from a [001] growth- 

axis langanite crystal boule. Note the concentric growth 
bands or striations. Precipitates or inclusions can also be 
observed, as well as numerous surface scratches. The con- 
centric striations indicate that the growth interface is either 
concave or convex, rather than flat. Chai et aL2 attributed 
the origins of growth striations in langasite crystals to the 
onset of constitutional supercooling in an offcomposition 
melt. It is possible that the growth striations observed in 
the langanite crystals have similar origins. 
Figure 2 shows a pair of stereo SWBXT images, recorded 
in transmission geomehry from a wafer cut parallel to the 
growth axis of a similar langanite bmle. In this example, 
the curved nature of the growth interface is directly revealed 
(although whether it is concave or convex could not be dis- 
cerned since the direction of positive growth was not 
known). Contrast from the striations is observed to reverse 
with the sign of the active reciprocal lattice vector, as shown 
in the enlargement in figure 3. This likely indicates that the 
striation contrast arises from dynamic diffraction effects 
close to the crystal surface, as previously observed in the 
striations in InP  crystal^.^ However, in the InP crystals, the 
striations were clearly identified as being due to inhomo- 
geneous incorporation of dopant during the liquid encap- 
sulated Czochralski growth process. The exact origin of the 
striations observed here is under investigation. Figure 4(a) 
is an enlargement from figure 2 that shows the striations in 
more detail. The figure also reveals small precipitates or 
inclusions that are distributed throughout the crystal. Fig- 
ure 4@) is a similar enlargement that reveals oscillatory 
contrast along the growth interface that appears to be asso- 
ciated with the onset of interface instability. 



Figure 1. SWBXT image recorded in transmission geometry from a langanite 
crystal wafer cut perpendicular to the [001] 'growth axis of the LGN boule. 

Figure 2. Pair of stereo SWBXT images recorded from wafer cut parallel to the [001] 
growth axis of a similar LGN boule. 

Figure 3. Enlargements from figure 2 confirming the reversal of striation contrast 
with reversal of sign of reflection vector. 



Figure 4. Enlargements taken from different areas of figure 2 showing (a) the presence 
of a distribution of precipitates or inclusions, P, and (b) oscillatory contrast, C, along the 
striations, possibly indicating the onset of interface instability. 

Langatrrte 
Figure 5 is a reflection topograph recorded from a langatate 
crystal cut parallel to the growth axis. Deep scratches, S, 
can be observed, as confirmed by optical microscopy. Also 
visible are bands of dislocations, D, possibly associated with 
plastic deformation of the crystal during postgrowth cool- 
ing. These are more clearly observed in the enlargement 
taken from the central region of figure 5, which is presented 
in figure 6, along with the optical image of the same re- 
gion. 
Figure 7 shows a SWBXT image recorded in transmission 
geometry from a langatate wafer cut parallel to the growth 
axis. Note the weak growth striations, E visible along with 
precipitates, P, and scratches, S. 
As in the case of langanite, the exact nature of the growth 
striations is under investigation. 

Conclusions 
Defect configurations somewhat reminiscent of those pre- 
viously  ported for langasitel (confirmed in this group) 
have been observed in both langanite and langatate single 
crystals. Growth striations, precipitates or inclusions, and 
dislocations are observed in both systems. Work is under- 
way to determine the influence of these various defect con- 
figurations on resonator Q-factors. In the future, we expect 
that swboscopic observation ofthe influence of the defect 
configurations on mode shape can be carried out as pio- 
neered by Zarka et a1 (for example, see reference 4). 
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Figure 5. Reflection topograph recorded from a langatate single crystal wafer cut parallel 
to the boule growth axis. 

Figure 6. Enlargement taken from figure 7 along with a reflection optical micrograph of the 
same region showing the deep scratches. 

Figure 7. Tmnsmission SWBXT image recorded from 
a langatate crystal cut parallel to the growth axis. 
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1 ABSTRACT 3 THEORY 

The non-linear differential equations which fully 
describe the behavior of the Coherent Population 
Trapping (CPT) maser in transient and in continuos 
operation are solved and analyzed in a pure three level 
system. The reaction of the field generated by the 
atomic ensemble through the microwave cavity on the 
atoms themselves is fully taken into account. The 
coupling of the atomic ensemble with the microwave 
introduces an unbalance in the populations of the 
ground state hyperfine levels which reduces the intrinsic 
symmetry of a A scheme. The analogous equations for 
the Optically Pumped (OP) maser are also reported and 
compared with the previous ones, allowing a deeper 
understanding of the CFT maser operation. 

The energy level scheme considered in our analysis is 
shown in Fig.1; although the following discussion is 
referred to the Dl optical transition of 8 7 ~ b ,  it can be 
extended to the general case of A transitions in alkali- 
metal atoms, observed in a cell with buffer gas, or more 
in general in a monokinetic ensemble. 

1 I / L f '  F = l  
2 INTRODUCTION bY1 

Fig.1. Three-level system considered in the analysis; ol and a2 and 
The emission of coherent microwave radiation from the arethe laser angular frequencies and wzl12rr is the hyperfie frequency 
ground state of alkali-atoms has been demonstrated in (6.834 GHZ) shifted by various static perturbations described in the 

[I], when the two state hyperfine levels are text. T* is the decay rate from the excited state to the ground state 
levels, yl and y2 are the ground state relaxation rates of the population mupled to a excited state by means of two difference and of the coherence and & is the lasers dduning fiom the 

coherent radiations. This emission is due to the optical resonance. 
oscillating magnetization created in the atomic 
ensemble due to the strong coherence generated by the 
A scheme excitation, which couples the two ground- 
state levels. This coherence is also responsible of the 
dark state which can be observed in the fluorescence 
spectrum 121. 
Beside the physical interest of the above phenomenon 
called Coherent Population Trapping (CFT), 
applications have been proposed in the field of atomic 
cooling lasing without inversion, magnetometry and 
atomic frequency standards. 
In particular the characteristics of the microwave 
emission have been examined both theoretically and 
experimentally in [3], in view of the possible realization 
of a new atomic frequency standard: the "CPT maser". 
The absence of a threshold for the microwave emission 
allowed to simplify the theoretical analysis in the limit 
of neghgible reaction of the microwave field on the 
atomic ensemble (low-Q cavity or low number of 
atoms). From the analysis turned out the possible 
interpretation of the microwave emission as a stimulated 
coherent Raman radiation allowing to ascribe this 
device among the group of atomic oscillators such as 
the hydrogen and rubidium masers [4,5]. 
In this paper we will develop a fully consistent theory 
for this atomic oscillator, taking into account the 
coupling of the atomic ensemble to the microwave 
cavity. Finally we will deduce, in the frame of the same 
theoretical approach, the equations describing the 
intensity pumped maser which allow by comparison a 
deeper understanding of the CPT maser peculiarities. 

The decay rates I?*, yl and y:! take into account the effect 
of the collisions of the Rb atoms with the buffer gas 
which is used to reduce the linewidth broadening due to 
the transit time of the atoms across the laser beams 
(Dicke effect) [6]. The frequency shifts of the 
unperturbed hyperfine frequency and of the optical 
transitions due to the buffer gas are included in the static 
energy level separations as well as the Zeeman shift due 
to the quantization static magnetic field so, which 
&couples also the Zeeman sub-levels in the ground 
state and allows the observation of isolated pairs of 
these levels. The basic physical arrangement considered 
in the analysis is shown in Fig2. 

2 
B 0 

Fig.2. Basic physical arrangemmt. The cavity operates in the mode 
TI3011 and has a loaded quality factor QL; Ptr and Pout are the optical 
transmitted power and the microwave output power. 

The master equation describing the atomic ensemble is 
the generalized Liouville-Bloch equation [6,7]: 



db(t) + 
( t )  = $ [&(t), b (t)] + fwc (t) dt 

where b ( t )  is the density operator, ~ ( t )  is the 

Hamiltonian operator, Re, (t) is the relaxation operator 

and fBXC (t) is an operator describing all the excitation 
processes not induced by external fields (mainly 
spontaneous emission and collisions, in our case). 
The total Hamiltonian operator, resulting by the sum of 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the time-dependent 
perturbation Hamiltonian, in the dipole approximation 
may be written as: 

where ~i (i=1,2,3) are the unperturbed energy 
eigenvalues, which include all the time-independent 
perturbations of the atomic levels; 
d . .=d . .=( i l eF .Za l j )  u J :  are the electric dipole matrix 

elements of the optical transitions and p12 = p2~ is the 
projection of the magnetic dipole moment between the 
ground state hyperfine levels on the microwave 
magnetic field direction. 
The laser field z 1 ( t )  and I?,(t) are assumed of the 
form: 

i El( t )  = i ; n ~ ~ ( t >  = E,,;~ cos(alt + i l  . F )  

( t )  =&E2 ( t )  = Eo2Ga cos(w2 t  + i2 . F )  
(3 

being Za the polarization vector and i, (i=1,2) the 

wave-vectors (ii = k i i )  . The RF field i ( t )  is assumed 
of the form: 

where orf = 01 - 0 2  and Q is a phase angle whose 
meaning will be cleared up later on. 
The relaxation operator may be expressed as (Bloch- 
Wangness-Redfield theory [6]): 

The operator Fa, ( t )  has the form: 

For the off-diagonal terms of the density matrix 
(coherences) we assume solutions of the form: 

where the 6ij are slow time-varying terms. 
We make also the long-wavelength and the rotating- 
wave approximations and we assume that the Doppler 
terms are null or through the Dicke effect [8] or by 
using a cold atom ensemble; moreover the buffer gas is 
assumed to be nitrogen or a mixture containing nitrogen 
to quench the fluorescence light scattered by the atoms. 
Inserting equations (2) to (7) in (1) we obtain the system 
of coupled differential equations which describes our 
atomic ensemble: 

In the system (8) %I, WRZ and b are the Rabi 
frequencies defined as: 

The microwave detuning and the population inversion 
between the ground state levels are defined by 
R, = (w, -a2)  - uZ1 and A =p2,  - pll respectively. 
Equations (8) have been obtained introducing the 
following approximations widely satisfied in the usual 
experimental conditions: 

The third approximation of (10) allows to cancel p33 in 
the optical coherences equations and uncouples the first 
two equations of (8) from the other equations. 
The system (8) has been analyzed analytically in [3] in 
the case of b = 0, leading to the explanation of the dark- 
line observed in the fluorescence spectrum or to the 
coherent microwave emission at wl - a2 observed when 
the atoms are coupled to a low-feedback cavity. 
The microwave emission is due to the macroscopic 
magnetization M oscillating at ol - w2, created by the 
coherence pl Z: 



This magnetization is the "source term" of the classical 
standing field H(?, t) sustained by the cavity; the 

complex amplitude H(?) of the field is [3]: 

where H,(?) is the orthonormal cavity mode, V, the 
cavity volume and Aw, =a, - ( a 2  - 01) z o, - the 
cavity detuning . 
Being the power dissipated in a cavity near resonance 
(Am, << m p l / 2 Q ~ )  given by 

where p,, is the vacuum permeability, from (1 I), (12) 
and (13), following the computations reported in [3], we 
have : 

where k is the number of microwave photons emitted 
by an atom in one second: 

In (15) V, is the volume containing the interacting 
atoms and q' is the filling factor defined as: 

Here ( ), and ( ), mean an average over V, and Vc of 

the mode eigenvectors [6]. From equations (13) and 
(14) we obtain also the fundamental relation between 
the Rabi frequency b of the microwave generated by the 
atomic ensemble and the coherence in the ground state 
(always in the limit of small cavity detuning): 

This last equation, introduced in (8), provides a self- 
consistent set of equations for the description of the 
atoms inside the microwave cavity; as far as the phase 4 
of the generated field is concerned we have from 
equation (12), in the limit of small cavity detuning: 

The last tern of (18) is the phase of the complex 
magnetization M(?) , which is proportional to - 6 1 ~ .  

3.1 CFT MASER 

We consider at the beginning the case of equal intensity 
and exactly tuned lasers, that is ORI =  OR^ = OR (if dl3 = 
d23 as far the Dl line), do and a, = 0; we assume also 
Aw, = 0 (cavity tuned to the hyperfine frequency). In 
this case we have from (8), (17) and (1%) the hilowing 
set of coupled differential equations: 

where A+ = 62, + 61, , A- = 62, - and 6i2 =6;2 + i6;, . 
The optical coherences respond at a rate of the order r* 
and the hyperfine coherence at a rate of the order of yz; 
in the practical cases r' = 10*+10~ s" and y2 = 10+1000 
s-' so that A' and A- reach their equilibrium values inuch 
faster than 812. It is than possible to solve (19) taking 
into account that the optical coherences buiId up rapidly 
while during that time the RF coherence stays at a 
neghgible value and after this build-up the optical 
coherences follow adiabatically the RF coherence. The 
stationary expressions (818 t + a) of A* and A- 

may then be substituted in the first two equations of 
(19). It turns out that = 0 and that the system (19) 
reduces to: 

where T,, = w i  /2 T* plays the role of "transversal 
pumping rate". 
Equations (21) constitute an autonomous system of 
coupled non-linear differential equations which fully 
describes the Cl'T maser behavior and allows to 
evaluate the power generated by the atoms through 
equation (14). The equilibrium solutions be, (6; ).I are 
given by: 



a= 0. Following the same procedure reported for the 
CPT case, we obtain: 

The above system has always only one real solution 
with A, 10 and (6;,), 1 0  (6:, ~ O i f  Q, =O), W K C ~  
represents a stable stationary point of operation of the 
atomic system coupled to the microwave cavity. The 
stability of this equilibrium point may be easily 
analyzed through the eigenvalues of the Jacobian 
associated to (21): it turns out to be a stable spiral when 
k2 (s;,): < 2(y2 or a stable node in the opposite 
case. 
The main physical properties of the stationary solution 
provided by (22) are: 
i) no threshold exists for the coherent emission; 
ii) pl > p22 : the ground state populations are "anti- 
inverted" (more population in the lower state). 

qs1 
Fig.3. Time response of the ground-state coherence and population 
difference to a laser pulse with: yz = 500; k = 3000; Tp= 500. Laser 
pulse width 20 ms. 

The analytical solution of (21) is not known when T, + 
0 and the response of the system to a laser pulse 
(dynamical behavior) has to be analyzed by numerical 
integration, as shown in Fig3 for a particular set of 
physical parameters. 
The effect known as radiation damping is readily 
observed in the transient response reported in Fig. 3: 
oscillation in the switching on transient and reduced 
decay time in the switching off transient. 
Before going further on in the analysis of the CPT 
maser it is useful and instructive to examine the 
coherent emission due to pure intensity pumping. 
,' 

3.2 OP MASER 

The OP maser may be studied in the frame of the three- 
level theory so far developed, setting in (8) %,= % and 

In this case T, = wi / 2  r* plays the role of cclongitudinal 
pumping rate" and represents the main difference with 
respect to the C P '  maser. This difference anyway 
implies a fundamental change in the behavior of the 
atomic ensemble, as we are going to describe. 
The above system admits one or two equilibrium points: 

The point P1 is always existing and represents an atomic 
system with inverted population in the ground state but 
with no emitted radiation; it is a stable point when 
k <(y, + lrp (otherwise is a saddle). The second 

point P2 exists only when k > 4 y and k > (y ,  + r, )' / T, 
and corresponds to an active maser emission; it is stable 
node when k <9(y2 +rp)2 /8rp and a stable spiral in 
the opposite case. The choice between the two solutions 
(f sign) is defined by the initial conditions. 
From the physical point of view we have in this case 
that: a threshold exists for a stable coherent microwave 
emission (k=4y2 ); pZ, >p, ,  : the ground state 
populations are inverted; there is only a well defined 
pumping rate range where the maser enlission can be 
self sustained. 

Fig.4. Dynamical behavior of the OP maser over threshold. k = 3000 
s-', y2 = 500 s-1, T, = 1000 s". Laser pulse width 40 ms. 

Even over threshold noise is required in order to move 
the system from P1 to P2 and to define the sign of the 



solution; this feature is typical of active oscillators. A 
numerical solution of (23) showing the response to a 
laser pulse is reported in Fig.4. We will not go much 
further on in the analysis of the well-known intensity 
pumped maser, but we only remark that many results 
reported in the literature may be easily derived from the 
three-level theory here reported. 

The fundamental difference between CPT and OP 
masers is even more evident in Fig.5 which shows the 
stable operating points for the two oscillators in the 
plane A , 6;2 : in the OP maser no emission takes place 
as far as the population inversion A has reached a 
significant value, while in the CPT case coherent 
emission is present since t = 0' where A z0. 

Fig.5. Parametric plot ofthe coherence versus population inversion for 
the CPT (-) maser and for OP (---) maser. In the second case a 
symmetric solution (- ) is also possible (depending on the initial 

value of Sfi ). k = 5000 i', yz = 500 s'l, Tp = 1000 s". The axes origin 
corresponds tot = 0. 

Figure 6 a) and b) compares the emitted power, 
proportional to k(2 6r2 ): , as a function of the pumping 
rate for the two cases considered in this section. 
Table I summarizes the main differences between the 
CPT and the OP masers; even if both of them emits 
coherent radiation the CPT maser has mostIy the 
features of a passive maser. 

Fig. 6b). Emitted powerOP maser versus the pumping ratethe curves 

are parabolas of equation Pa a k ( 2 ~ ; ~ ) :  = r, - (y + r,l2 /k . 

OP I >O I k / y 2  = 4 I w2, I Threshold 1)s. pump 
Table I. Main physical differences bdween the two types of maser -. 
considered in tde text. 

p,, 
Saturation vs. pump 

Maser 

CPT 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented a new, self-consistent 
theory of the CPT maser, that take in account the 
reaction of the emitted microwave on the atomic system 
itself, The same theoretical approach, based on a three 
level system, is used also to analyze the OP maser, 
allowing a simple and powefil description of its 
behavior. A direct comparison of the two masers is 
possible in the same theoretical framework showing 
similarities and differences between the two 
phenomena. 

A 
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ABSTRACT 

It clearly appears at the present time that 
the frequency accuracy of a small optically pumped 
cesium beam resonator (OPCsBR) is limited by the 
end to end phase difference A$ between the two 
oscillating fields in the Ramsey cavity arms. In a 
small and compact OPCsBR, A$ is unknown 
because the beam reversal procedure is not 
implemented. 

At the Laboratoire de l'Horloge Atomique, 
we designed and operated a small and symmetrical 
optically pumped cesium beam resonator named 
Cs5 which allows us to implement the beam 
reversal technique. 

The description of Cs5 and its frequency 
performances are reported in this paper. The clock 
frequency stability is about 8.10' '~ and less 
than 4.10"~ for z > 1 day. The residual phase 
difference of the Ramsey cavity has been measured 
either by the beam reversal method or by a direct 
method without beam reversal. The values of A$ 
obtained by the two methods and their uncertainties 
are compared and a complete accuracy budget of 
the clock is performed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Small optically pumped cesium beam 
clocks have been extensively studied and evaluated 
in our laboratory 11-21. It appears that they exhibit a 
very satisfactory level of performance for the 
stability. Concerning the accuracy, the limiting 
factor still remains the lack of knowledge of the 
residual cavity phase difference A$ between the 
two arms of the Ramsey cavity. Presently, two 
methods are available to determine A@ : the well 
known beam reversal technique on one hand, and 
the Makdissi-de Clercq method on the other hand. 
In small commercial cesium beam tubes, the first 
method is not applied for evident compactness 
reasons. In order to validate the second method on 
small optically pumped cesium beam resonator, we 
have designed a small machine equiped with two 
ovens which enables the beam reversal. This small 
and symmetrical resonator called Cs5 will be 
detailed in a first part. Then its frequency 
performances will be given. We shall focus our 
attention on the measurement of A@ by the two 
above mentioned methods. Finally an accuracy 

budget will be established and we shall compare the 
A@ uncertainties delivered by the two measurement 
methods. 

1. DESIGN AND FEATURES OF Cs5 

Cs5 is a small and symmetrical optically 
pumped cesium beam resonator. Its design is 
derived from Cs4 developped and studied earlier in 
the laboratory. The main characteristics of Cs4 can 
be found in reference 2. The sketch of Cs5 is shown 
in Figure 1 .  Two ovens are implemented on each 
side of the structure. They are called East oven and 
West oven. They operate continuously at 100°C. 
Two graphite blocks can be moved in front of each 
oven in order to block out the cesium beams. The 
symmetrical structure of Cs5 requires a set of 
identical graphite diaphragms for the beam 
collimation. 

The two light-cesium atom interaction 
zones are identical in the resonator in order to 
ensure either the pumping function or the optical 
detection function. Two photodetection systems are 
outside the resonator. One of them is devoted to the 
laser frequency stabilization. The other delivers the 
clock signal. The two systems can be easily 
interchanged. 

The Cs5 Ramsey cavity has been carefully 
designed in order to avoid microwave leakages [3]. 
Moreover, its Q, factor is low (Q, - 650), and its 
resonance frequency is thermally tuned in order to 
cancel the cavity pulling effect [4]. Finally, this 
cavity operates with the optimum microwave 
excitation level [5]. The main default of our 
Ramsey cavity remains the phase difference A$ 
between the two oscillating fields in the two arms. 
It is well known that the determination of A$ is 
difficult. 

Cs5 is optically driven by a DBR laser 
diode tuned to the cesium Dl line. Most of the 
experiments have been achieved with light tuned to 
the F=4+F=3 transition of the D, line and a 
polarized [6]. The electronic set up is the same as in 
Cs4 resonator. A square frequency modulation 
waveform is used to interrogate the atomic beam 
and a digital PC controlled servo system locks the 
10 MHz VCXO [7]. 
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Figure 1 : Sketch of the symmetrical OPCsBR named Cs5 

2. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 

2.1 Freauency stability 
The first evaluation concerns the 

frequency stability delivered by Cs5. The short 
term stability has been evaluated first. The 
measured signal to noise ratio is about 5000 in one 
Hertz bandwith with the optical configuration 
described above. This value appears to be 
reasonable if we take into account the cesium flux 
decrease due to identical graphite diaphragms. The 
short term frequency stability of Cs5 has been 
measured against the H-Maser of the laboratory. 
Expressed in Allan standard deviation, it is about 
8 . 1 0 - ' ~ . 2 - ~ . ~  (see in Fig 2) for r between 1 and 4000 
seconds. The medium term frequency stability has 
been measured against a HP5071A high stability 
frequency standard. We have found about 4.10-l4 
for z = 1 day see Fig 3. 

Figure 2 : Short term frequency stability of Cs5 
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2.2 Residual phase difference measurements 
We define and @2 as the phase of the 

microwave magnetic field in the two cavity arms 
(see Fig 1). We have A$ = $I - for example. In 
the following, A@ has been measured by two 
methods. The first one is the classical beam reversal 
method [8]. A frequency measurement is done 
when the East oven operates and then when the 
West oven does. All the operational parameters are 
the same (modulation depth, Rabi angular 
frequency, oven temperature,. . .). All the frequency 
shifts are theoretically identical for the two beams 
except the residual phase shift which changes its 
sign with the beam direction. We have : 

A@ = fmeasured - EAST - fnieasured -WEST 

2 ~ ( b , ~ , )  
(3) 

where F(b,wm) is a given factor which can be 
calculated along the lines defines in ref 8.  

The uncertainties o r n e U u r e d - ~ ~ ~ T  and om,,,u,,d. 
are related to the frequency stability. All 

measurements are made with an integration time of 
about one day. The frequency uncertainty is then 
estimated to 4.5.10.'~ (0.4 mHz). The uncertainty 
on F(b,w,), OF, is estimated equal to 5 for a 
nominal value of -253 Hzlrad. It is related to the 
microwave power measurement uncertainty. Figure 
4 shows the results of measurements of A@ as a 
function of F(b,om) by beam reversal technique. 
This last quantity varies by changing b or o m .  The 
dotted line represents the mean value of A@. We 
have : 

A@ = + 21.9 prad + 0.9 prad. 
The associated frequency shift is : 

A$ - prad 
1 40 

Figure 4 : Measurement of A@ by beam reversal 
method. 

The second measurement method has been 
developped first at the LPTF on JPO primary 
frequency standard [9]. The residual phase 
difference measurement requires only one Cs beam. 
This method is based on a set of measurements of 
the clock frequency at various operating conditions 
concerning b and om. The measured frequencies are 
then corrected from the well known frequency 
shifts (second order Doppler shift essentially ; 
cavity pulling effect is not taken into account 
because the cavity is tuned). Let us call fEAsT (fwST) 
these corrected frequencies for the East beam (West 
beam respectively). They can be written : 

 EAST = 0% -h-HP) + A@.F(b, urn) (5) 
 WEST = VO -fo-HP) - A@.F(b, om) 

where fa is the theoretical unperturbed cesium 
frequency and is our reference frequency given 
by the HP507 1A apparatus. 

According to eq. 5, fEAST and f m s ~  vary 
linearly with F(b,wm). A set of frequency 
measurements has been done with several values of 
b and om.  The corrected fEAST and fWsT values are 
then derived and reported as a function of F(b, am) 
on Fig 5. A linear regression by the method of least 
squares identifies the slope and the ordinate at the 
origin yo. Following (5), the slope represents A@ 
and yo the frequency offset of our reference. We 
obtained : 
East beam operation 

A$ = +25.5pradi :32prad and 
YO-EAST = - 4.7 mHz i 8.1 mHz, 

West beam operation 
A@ = + 27.8 prad i- 29 prad and 
yo-wsr = - 7.5 mHz i: 7.4 mHz. 

The frequency shift corrections are respectively 

Figure 5 : Measurements of A@ by a slope method 

We note that A@ and yo deduced from this 
method suffer from a large uncertainty due to large 



electromagnetic instabilities in the laboratory which 
occur during this measurement campaign. It may be 
also due to the fact that the short term frequency 
stability is not good enough when unusual values of 
b and om are set. Concerning the results delivered 
by this method, it appears that we obtained a good 
order of magnitude for A@. The yo value is also in 
agreement with the result of calibration of our 
reference against the UTC-OP via a GPS link 
which wasfo -fOeHp = -2.4 mHz. 

3. Cs5 FREQUENCY EVALUATION 

The most significant frequency shifts have 
been evaluated for this clock. The uncertainty on 
most of them are related to frequency stability 
limitations which fix large integration times. The 
main frequency shifts and their uncertainties are 
gathered in Table 1. 

Frequency shift 1 Rel. value 1 Uncertainty 
Zeeman effect 1 56386.10"~ 1 7.10"~ 
Second order Doppler 1 -3.9. 10'13 1 2.10.'~ 
Cavity pulling 1 0 1 6.10-l5 
RabiRamsey pulling 1 0 1 2.10-l4 
Light shift 0 1 4.10-l4 ' 

Microwave leakages 1 0 1 4.10." 1 
Phase shift with beam 
reversal technique 
Phase shift with East 

beam configuration I 
beam configuration 
Phase shift with West 

k 6.10"~ 

- 7.0.10"~ 

With the beam reversal technique, the 
frequency accuracy is 10'13. It is obtained by a sum 
of effects which have the same order of magnitude. 
In the other case, the A@ value is less accurate and 
the frequency accuracy is clearly limited by the 
phase difference uncertainty. The clock frequency 
accuracy is slightly better than 10-I?. 

3.7.10"~ 

8.9.10.'~ ' 

7.7.10-l3 

Clock accuracy 
Beam reversal technique 
Slope measurement technique 

CONCLUSION 

8.2.10'13 

1.10"~ 
9.10''~ . 

Two methods of measurement of the 
residual phase difference between the two arms, of 
the Ramsey cavity have been implemented in a 
small OPCsBR. One of them used the Makdissi and 
de Clercq method. This method is time consuming. 
Morevover the results were spoilt by unusual large 
uncertainties due to electrical perturbations present 
during the course of the measurements. The second 

Table 1 : Frequency shifts and their uncertainties 

method is the classical beam reversal technique. It 
leads to a more accurate determination of A@. It is 
worth noting that only the last method brings a 
significant accuracy improvement. 
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ABSTRACT 

In navigation satellite systems, it is necessary to 
determine the difference between the onboard time and 
the reference time for each satellite. This offset can be 
estimated in real time by filtering time measurements 
collected over a ground station network. The estimate is 
used to generate a model for predictions when the 
satellite is out of visibility of this network and for the 
generation of the clock parameters which are inserted 
into the navigation message. This analysis has been 
carried out at CNES in the GNSS-2 context and leads to 
specifications for adjustment and prediction errors of 
the onboard time. 

The purpose of this paper is to present our evaluation of 
a PerkinElmer Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standard 
Evaluation Unit (hereafter referred to as RAFS EU) in 
comparison to these specifications. This evaluation 
takes into account the environmental conditions 
estimated at MEO. Temperature variations, magnetic 
field and radiation have been successively applied to the 
RAFS EU in order to determine its sensitivity to each 
parameter and the impact on its performance. 

First, CNES current specifications for Galileo will be 
briefly presented and explained. Second, the CNES test 
bed and test plan for the clock evaluation will be 
reviewed. Third, the PerkinElmer RAFS EU will be 
presented and, last, CNES evaluation results in stable 
and expected environment will be provided in 
comparison to specifications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1996, CNES has conducted studies on global 
navigation satellite concepts for GNSS-2, one with a 
LEOIGEO combination, the other based upon a ME0 
constellation. Within CNES, several departments are 
involved in these studies : the precise orbit 
determination group works on the system analysis and 
the ODS (orbit determination and synchronization) 

overall performance, the radionavigation department is 
in charge of the signal and payload aspects and the time- 
frequency department works on the characterization of 
ultra-stable oscil1ators and atomic clocks. 

For several reasons, the ME0 option was chosen by EC, 
so our studies continue only in this direction. In 1998, 
CNES decided to evaluate the performances of the 
existing atomic clocks. The PerkinElmer Rubidium 
Atomic Frequency Standard was borrowed for this 
purpose. 

2. ONBOARD CLOCK SPECIFICATIONS 

In any navigation satellite systems, the ability to 
transmit the satellite position (ephemeris) and the time 
of the emission (synchronization) very accurately to the 
users is a key point for the performance of the system. 
To perform this function, the following architecture has 
been studied : 

- dual-frequency pseudo-range and carrier phase data 
are collected over a ground station network 

- these data are upload in quasi real time through a 
dedicated uplink 

- onboard software using a Kalman filter computes 
these measurements to provide a precise position- 
velocity-time estimation 

- these data are then used to compute the navigation 
message parameters. 

This architecture allows the navigation message to be 
refreshed as often as needed to meet the performance 
requirements, reduces the operational constraints on the 
ground and it avoids expensive inter-satellite links to 
update the navigation message. Moreover, the same 
measurements are used for orbit and clock estimation, 
as they are correlated it reduces some onboard biases for 
the user. 

A covariance analysis was carried out at CNES in 1997 
[I] with the objective of determining the mean precision 



of onboard synchronization estimation and propagation. 
Position, velocity and time are estimated by a least- 
square adjustment of pseudo-range measurements 
collected over a ground station network. The least- 
square model is then applied to a time interval 
corresponding to the maximum non-visibility period for 
the ground network considered. 

The assumptions for this covariance analysis are the 
following : 

- 5 synchronization stations 
- orbital clock variations < 2 ns 
- station synchronization : 1.9 ns bias, 1 .2x10-l4 drift 
- orbit errors : lm radial, 3.3m along track, 3.lm 

across track 

The table below presents the sensitivity of the 
performance budget (in nanoseconds) : 

/ station synchro 1 2.11 / 3.48 / 
Troposphere 

at the end of the 
adjustment interval 

0.17 

-- - 

Orbit 

Station position 

Thermal clock 
variations 

at 3.5 h 
extrapolation 

0.28 

Receiver noise 

Rb noise 

/Station delay I 
variations 0.98 I 

3.32 

0.68 

5.34 

1.17 

0.27 

1.48 

Table I : Sensitivity of the performance budget 

0.47 

3.67 

Total (RSS) 

In this analysis, the o~bi t  is supposed to be determined 
by a separate filter, which means that it isn't correlated 
to time. This hypothesis is pessimistic for the URE 
budget because clock and radial errors are mixed in the 
pseudo-range and carrier phase measurements. 

The clock time difference is adjusted by a least-square 
parabolic function during a time interval Tadj and the 
resulting model is extrapolated during a time interval 
Text. So the onboard clock requirements are expressed in 
terms o f :  

4.68 

- Sadj : quadratic mean of adjustment residuals over 
the whole adjustment interval Tadj 

- S,, : maximum extrapolation error after Text. 

8.58 

The following graph illustrates these onboard clock 
specifications : 

Clock time difference = oib time - reference time 

Time 

Figure I : Onboard clock model 

CNES preliminary time-frequency specifications for 
GNSS-2 payload are the following : 

Table 2 : Onboard clock specz>cations 

Tadj 

3 h  

3. CNES TEST BED AND TEST PLAN 

In order to verify if an atomic clock meets these 
requirements, the time-frequency department has 
developped a specific navigation test bench. 

s a d j  

< 1.1 ns 

This test bench performs simultaneous time (every 
second) and frequency (every 10 seconds) 
measurements. A PC monitors the whole test bench, 
acquires the time and frequency measurements as well 
as environmental, telemetry and consumption 
measurements. A synopsis is given below : 

Ez 1 
Figure 2 : CNES test bed 

Text s e x t  



Using the same HP' 5071-001A as reference and clock 
under test, we have measured a very low residual noise 
of the test bench : 

Table 3 : Residual noise of the test bench 

The test plan for the RAFS evaluation falls into 4 parts 
- stable environment 
- thermal vacuum 
- magnetic field in vacuum 
- radiation test in vacuum 

The variations of each environmental parameter follow 
CNES/ASPI studies of the ME0  environment for the 
GNSS-2 payload [I]. Temperature and magnetic field 
are expected to follow a sinusoidal variation over the 
orbital period (12 hours), their magnitude being + 1°C 
and k 1pT. As for radiation, ONERA-Toulouse studies 
have determined the ME0 radiation profile : 

Dose Rate 
(radlh) 

Figure 3 : M E 0  dose projle 

The dose rate DR depends on the A1 equivalent 
thickness of the clock and was adjusted to simulate the 
expected operating environment. 

4. PerkinElmer RAFS 

The PerkinElmer RAFS [3] has been developped 
specifically for satellite applications. The goal was to 
offer an aging rate in the low pp10'4/day range and a 
drift-corrected I-day stability in the low pp 1 014 range. 

The physics package is based upon classical Rb gas cell 
frequency standard principles. The EU lamp operates in 
the Xe-Rb mixed mode and is excited by 0.45W of RF 
power at 105 MHz. A separate oven contains the filter 
cell, the temperature of this oven being adjusted for ZLS 
(Zero Light Shift). The absorption cell buffer gases are 
chosen for narrow bandwidth and low TC (Temperature 
Coefficient). The absorption cell length is optimized for 
maximum signallnoise ratio at the chosen light intensity 
and temperature, the latter being the coolest practical for 
operation at a baseplate temperature of +45"C. The 3 
ovens are supported by a fiberglass structure that makes 
effective use of the vacuum environment for thermal 
insulation. The RAFS operates at uniform low fixed 
magnetic field (provided by a 2-section C-field coil 
configuration) for increased stability. The RAFS chassis 
is controlled at +45"C by an integral baseplate 
temperature controller. 

The radiation hardening has been a critical aspect of the 
design : all critical parts and subassemblies have 
undergone radiation testing (in particular the physics 
package). The results of these tests have been analyzed 
by PerkinEImer and have revealed that the RAFS can 
meet the stringent clock performance requirements 
under natural or manmade radiation. 

5. RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION 

CNES evaluation of the RAFS has followed the 
previously described test plan. The axes of the RAFS 
are defined as follows : 

Figure 4 : Axes of PerkinElmer RAFS 

5.1 Stable environment 

This first test was performed in vacuum at 20°C and 
lasted more than 10 days. Frequency stability is 
presented below : q ( 7 )  = 6.5x10-'~.z -'I2 for 0.1 < z < 
5000s : 

The RAFS has a natural frequency output of 
13.40134393 MHz that is a submultiple of the Rb 
atomic resonance. This concept eliminates the RFS 
secondary loop and ground tuning sections, reducing 
size, weight, power consumption and complexity while 
improving performance, radiation hardness and 
reliability. 
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Figure 5 : PerkinElmer RAFS Allan deviation 

Datation performance is summarized in the table below: 

1 o(s.,,) for T, = 3.5 h I < 1.17;- 

<Sadj> for Tadj = 3 h 

<Sadj> for Tadj = 24 h 

- - 

Table 4 : Datation performance in stable environment 

Datation performance 

< 0.18 ns 

< 0.42 ns 

This performance is deemed to be excellent. We have 
now to estimate the sensitivities to environment and the 
ensuing degradation in performance. 

5.2 Thermal vacuum 

The temperature of the thermal chamber was varied so 
that the RAFS underwent a sinusoidal variation of 
temperature of 20 * 1°C with a 12 hour period. This 
test lasted approximately 10 days. 

No frequency sensitivity to temperature variations was 
observed. This is in agreement with PerkinElmer 
specifications : temperature sensitivity is specified 
below the noise level for i: 2.5"C temperature variations 
with the baseplate temperature controller. 

The table below summarizes datation performance 
during this test : 

Table 5 : Datation performance during the thermal 
vacuum test 

<SadJ> for Tad, = 3 h 

<Sad,> for Tad, = 24 h 

o(Se,,) for Text = 3.5 h 

5.3 Magnetic field in vacuum 

Datation performance 

< 0.17 ns 

< 0.37 ns 

< 1 ns 

For this test, the RAFS is still in its vacuum chamber 
but no longer in the thermal chamber so its temperature 
is not controlled as well as for the previous tests. The 
temperature measured by our probe on the baseplate 
stayed between 29 and 31.5"C during the whole test, 
around 10°C above the mean temperature of the 
previous test. So the thermal sensitivity may not be 
negligible and the effect of thermal and magnetic 
variations can not be separated on the datation 
performance. 

The magnetic field is provided by Helmholtz coils and 
was applied on each axis of the RAFS successively. 
The sensitivity specified by PerkinElmer is < 1x10-12/~ 
that is l x l ~ " ~ / p ~ .  The Earth magnetic field at ME0 is 
estimated at * lpT, this value is so small that the 
resulting frequency shift couldn't be measured by our 
test bed. So we decided to apply a larger value : i: 50 pT 
with a 12 hour period. 

The only axis in which sensitivity was detected is the X 
axis, the most sensitive one because it is in line with the 
C-field. This sensitivity was estimated to be around 
3 x 1 0 ' ' ~ / ~ .  

The table below summarizes the datation performance 
measured on each axis : 

Table 6 : Datation performance during the magnetic 
field test 

<Sadj>for 
Tadj = 3 h 

<Sadj> for 
Tadj = 24 h 

o(Sext) for 
Text=3.5 h 

This table confirms that the RAFS has a very low 
sensitivity to magnetic field : the datation performance 
is slightly degraded during applied variations of 
magnetic field 50 times larger than expected. 

5.4 Radiation in vacuum 

X axis 

<0.17ns 

< 0.80 ns 

< 2.03 ns 

The radiation test was performed at ONERA-Toulouse. 
The radiation used was y-rays provided by a MILGA 
Cobalt 60 source. The time and frequency reference was 
a HP Cs 5071A-001 with a Tracking Oscillator. This 
test lasted around 2 months and the radiation lasted 10 
days. 

Taking into account the equivalent Al thickness of the 
test unit, the vacuum chamber wall thickness, and the 
characteristics of the co60 source, the proper distance 
between the RAFS and the co60 source was calculated. 

Y axis 

<0.18ns 

< 0.49 ns 

< 1.56 ns 

Z axis 

<0.17ns 

< 0.43 ns 

< 1.48 ns 



The RAFS was positioned at the appropriate distance. 
The actual dose rate was recorded using a radiation 
probe that was located beside the RAFS. A slightly 
higher than expected dose rate was measured during the 
test. 

Unfortunately, the room temperature was very high 
(between 35 and 37.5"C), during part of the test and 
exceeded the limit over which thermal regulation within 
the clock can be maintained. However during a limited 
period, we did have radiation with temperature below 
the limit : during this period, no frequency sensitivity 
was observed. 

The table below summarizes the datation performance 
for 2 periods during which the temperature was below 
the limit : 

(*) : sinusoidal variations with a period of 12h. 

(**) : following the profile described in section 3. 

<Sadj> for Tndj = 3 h 

<Sadj> for Tadj = 24 h 

o(Sext) for Text= 3.5 h 

The datation performance is slightly degraded by the 
environments. The table below shows the upper bound 
of the performance of the RAFS in the overall 
representative environment (that is accumulating 
temperature, magnetic field and radiation variations) 
and compares it to the CNES preliminary time- 
frequency specifications for the future Galileosat 
payload : 

Radiation 

< 0.18 ns 

< 0.36 nS 

< 1.32 ns 
Table 9 : Estimation of the datation performance in 

representative environment 

<Sadj> for Tadj = 3 h 

<Sadj> for Tadj = 24 h 

o(S,,,) for Text = 3.5 h 

No radiation 

< 0.19 ns 

< 0.44 ns 

< 1.4 ns 

Table 7 : Datation performance during the radiation Since the datation performance of the RAFS is 
test excellent, our Cs reference may contribute to the above 

This table clearly shows that the radiation we applied figures. This contribution is under evaluation, that's 

had no measurable influence on the datation why we announce only upper bounds of the RAFS 

performance. datation performance. Anyway, this table shows that the 
PerkinElmer RAFS is at least three times better than the 
CNES preliminary timelfrequency specifications for the 

CONCLUSION fbture Galileosat payload. 

A complete evaluation of the PerkinElmer RAFS in the 
Galileo context as foreseen by CNES has been 
performed. 

CNES spec 

< I .  I ns 

< 2.1 ns 

< 5 ns 

We have measured a frequency stability of o,(z) = 

6.5~10-13.r -'I2 for 0.1 < T < 5000s. 

RAFS 
performance 

< 0.2 ns 

< 0.5 ns 

< 1.5 ns 

Measurements have showed no sensitivity to 
environment except for the X axis in the magnetic field 
test (because we have applied 50 times the field 
specified). We have evaluated the sensitivities to 
environment by a least mean square method : we have 
adjusted in the same time a linear frequency drift and a 
sensitivity coefficient. This method leads to upper 
bounds of thermal and radiation sensitivities relative to 
the experiment observability capability. 

The table below summarizes these upper bounds : 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we present an overview of two 
missions to fly ultra-hlgh precision atomic clock 
experiments aboard the International Space Station 
(ISS) and perform tests of general relativity theory. 
In particular, we address the role played by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in developing the core 
technologies to support these and future flight 
projects. We also give an overview of the Japanese 
Experiment Module External Facility (EM-EF) 
platform and the challenges of performing a laser 
cooled atomic clock experiment in this 
environment. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Because of the limitations imposed by gravity on 
terrestrial laser cooling experiments, NASA's 
Fundamental Physics program has identified Laser 
Cooling and Atomic Physics (LCAP) as one of 
three disciplines (along with low-temperature and 
gravitational physics) which are poised to take 
advantage of the micro-gravity environment 
offered by the ISS and the Space Shuttle. Two 
clock experiments have been selected by NASA for 
flight aboard the International Space Station (ISS): 
the Primary Atomic Reference Clock in Space 
(PARCS), with principle investigators at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) and the University of Colorado; and the 
Rubidium Atomic Clock Experiment (RACE), with 
principle investigator at Yale University. In 
addition, 12 ground-based investigations have been 
funded to date on topics including atomic clocks, 
Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC), Electric 
Dipole Moment (EDM) searches, and atom 
interferometry. 

The Time and Frequency Sciences and Technology 
Group at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory plays a key 
role in this program, supporting LCAP missions 
through the design, construction and integration of 
instruments capable of meeting the science goals. 
Ground testbeds in our laboratory are used to refine 
our designs and aid in the development of new 
technologies required for the flight missions. 

2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE PARCS AND RACE 
CLOCK EXPERIMENTS 

Two atomic clock experiments will form the first 
generation of LCAP flight projects. Each will rely 
on micro-gravity for their performance and, in 
addition, will utilize the difference in the 
gravitational potential between the earth's surface 
and the International Space Station to perform a 
variety of tests of the theory of general relativity. 
The fxst of these, PARCS, has as Co-Principle 
Investigators Dr. Don Sullivan, and Dr. Bill 
Phillips of NIST, and Professor Neil Ashby of the 
University of Colorado. PARCS is planned to fly 
aboard the space station late in 2004. The other 
flight experiment, RACE, is led by Principle 
Investigator Kurt Gibble, of Yale University. This 
experiment differs from the PARCS experiment in 
that it utilizes a different atomic species (rubidium 
as opposed to cesium) which can result in a 
dramatic reduction of the collisional frequency 
shift, a significant accuracy limitation for cold 
atomic clocks. RACE is expected to fly 16 months 
after PARCS. We are currently targeting each of 
these missions to fly on the Japanese Experiment 
Module's External Facility (EM-EF), an external 
platform aboard the International Space Station 
(ISS). The missions will have a duration between 
six months and one year. 

Each of these missions is currently in its definition 
phase, in which their scientific goals, and the 
instrument requirements to meet these goals, are 
being developed. PARCS is scheduled to move 
into the designlbuild phase in the fall of this year, 
with RACE expected to begin design and build in 
spring of 2002. 

Detailed descriptions of the two instruments have 
been presented elsewhere.lv2 We present here an 
overview of some of the common features. Each of 
the two clocks will utilize a linllin optical 
molasses source (RACE will feature an additional 
collection region, to obtain larger numbers of 
atoms). In order to obtain high stabilities while 
minimizing the effect of the spin-exchange 
collision shift, each clock will launch multiple balls 
into the microwave cavity in a quasi-cw manner. 
This requires the instruments to utilize a system of 
mechanical shutters, so that those atoms within the 
microwave cavity are not effected from radiated 
light from either the source, state selection, or 



detection regions. The local oscillator for the 
PARCS mission is a space qualified hydrogen 
maser built by the Harvard Smithsonian Center for 
Astrophysics (SAO), with a short-term stability of 
better than oy(7)=5 xl0- '~7-"~. A local oscillator 
has not yet been selected for the RACE mission. 
Each mission will utilize GPS carrier-phase 
measurements both for time transfer and precise 
determination of the ISS orbit and velocity. 

3.0 INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 

Instrument development and PI support for both of 
the current flight projects and for later LCAP 
flights is provided by the Time and Frequency 
Sciences and Technology Group of the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. Work in our ground test 
bed has focused initially on demonstrating the 
feasibility of performing laser cooling experiments 
in space. Here the challenges are to dramatically 
reduce the volume and mass requirements of a 
typical laser-cooling experiment, while improving 
the reliability and ruggedness of the apparatus. The 
hardware must be capable of surviving a typical 
space shuttle launch, and of operating 
autonomously for several months. 

One of the most challenging technologies is the 
development of rugged compact laser systems, 
capable of producing high power single fiequency 
laser light with the stability and fiequency 
tunability needed to meet the demands of a laser 
cooling experiment. We have demonstrated a 
compact laser system built within the mass and 
volume constraints of the PARCS mission. Our 
current baseline laser system for PARCS will have 
a single master laser (a New Focus Vortex model 
extended cavity diode laser) that will then be used 
to injection lock two higher power slave lasers. 
Acousto-optical modulators positioned between the 
master and slave laser allow one to have a very fine 
control of the laser fiequency, while similar 
modulators following the slave laser allow the laser 
intensity to be controlled as well. We have 
vibration tested a variety of optical components 
that will be included in the PARCS laser system up 
to the qualification level required for a shuttle 
launch. These components include a Vortex master 
laser, and a variety of acousto-optic modulators, 
optical isolators and mounts. Each of the 
components passed the tests successfully, giving us 
high confidence that these devices are rugged 
enough to survive launch. 

Another example of the unique technologies being 
developed at P L  is the novel non-magnetic shutter 
system shown in figure 1, which is required in 
order to utilize the launching of multiple balls of 
atoms without introducing light shifts. The 
requirements on this shutter are severe-it must be 
capable of performing reliably for one year in ultra- 
high vacuum without perturbing the micro-gravity 

Figure 1. Conceptual design of non-magnetic 
shutter for the PARCS and RACE missions. 

environment, or producing any significant 
magnetic field, which might perturb the clock. 
The shutter must be capable of closing fiom a Icm 
aperture in about 2ms. 

Other components and subsystems are also under 
development to provide ISS experimenters with the 
same capability currently available in ground-based 
laboratories. These include ultra-high vacuum 
systems, and sources of alkali atoms. 

A key to minimizing the overall cost of the LCAP 
program is to develop experiments with as much 
modularity and reusability as possible. Thus the 
laser and optics subassembly for the PARCS 
experiment will also be suitable for a variety of 
future LCAP flights using atomic cesium. The 
RACE laser and optics subassembly, will have a 
similar design to the PARCS one, but will utilize 
different components in order to match the 
rubidium wavelength. Again, this system will be 
designed to be easily refhrbished for future flights 
involving rubidium. Currently it is believed that 
most LCAP flights will utilize one of these atomic 
species. 

4.0 THE JEM-EF PLATFORM 

The ISS carries a number of different platforms, 
both internal and external, for science payloads. Of 
these, we have selected the Japanese Experiment 
Module's Exposed Facility (JEM-EF), shown in 
Fig. 2, as our preferred platform for both clock 
missions. This decision is based on a number of 
criteria, primarily the access to site that would be 
acceptable for placement of a GPS receiver for time 
transfer and precision orbit determination. It is also 
highly desirable to have both the receiver and the 
clock co-located. Co-location of equipment is 
required to determine the position of the clock 
relative to a ground station to within 10 cm, an 
amount that is less than the expected flexing of the 
Space Station structure over a typical orbit. In 
addition it is difficult to obtain a high quality rf or 
optical link between locations on the station that 
are widely separated (and in particular between 
locations inside and outside the station). The 
JEM-EF also allows both zenith and nadir pointing 
instruments, affording us the flexibility of adding a 

3 8 



direct downlink frequency transfer system. Finally, 
a location on the EM-EF also gives proximity to 
the Super-conducting Microwave Oscillator 
(SUMO) instrument. A link between this highly 
stable oscillator and an atomic clock would 
dramatically enhance the science return of each 
in~trument.~ A link to the Atomic Clock Ensemble 
in Space (ACES) experiment would also be highly 
desirable4, but might prove challenging if there is 
no direct line of sight for an optical link between 
the instruments (ACES is expected to be flown on 
either a nadir pointing Express Pallet located on the 
starboard side of the Space Station truss, or on the 
side of the Columbus orbiting facility). 

Figure 3 shows a picture of a typical JEM-EF 
payload bus. Instruments mount into a volume 1 . 8 ~  
1 . 0 ~  0.8m, and must have a mass < 500 kg. A 
maximum of 3000 W of power is allowed per 
payload (in practice this might be considerably 
reduced, because of the limits to the total amount 
of station power available). Up to 2000 W of heat 
can be taken away by a closed water loop. These 
numbers are extremely liberal compared to other 
ISS platforms. 

A potential disadvantage of the EM-EF platform 
arises frorn its proximity to various space station 
structures (in particular the solar panels), which 
limit the viewing of the GPS constellation, and may 
also produce multipathing problems--reflections of 
the GPS signal at the -70dBm level (-20 dB below 
the expected signal amplitude) may disturb the 
carrier phase solution. Finally there is a powerful 
Ku band communications antenna on the platform 
that may cause interference problems. 

Figure 2. View of the Japanese Experimental 
Module's External Facility, with no payloads 
attached. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dual frequency carrier-phase and code 
measurements from geodetic like receivers are a 
promising tool for frequency and time transfer. We 
have carried out the differential calibration of two such 
receivers of Ashtech Z12-T type, by comparing their 
raw pseudo-range measurements with those of classical 
NBS-type time receivers operated side by side. We then 
perform a time comparison between the BNM-LFTF 
and the BIPM using both classical time receivers and 
Ashtech Z12-T and compare the results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Time comparisons are usually carried out with GPS 
time receivers using CIA code measurements. A few 
number of these receivers have had their electrical 
delays absolutely calibrated with an uncertainty of a 
few nanoseconds. By differential measurements of 
receivers operated side by side, it has been possible to 
calibrate over the years most of the receivers oprating 

In order to be used also for time comparisons, such 
receivers should be calibrated to obtain the absolute 
values of the electrical delays. Although a direct 
measurement of the propagation &lays is in principle 
the preferred calibration technique, it is in practice 
easier to carry out differential calibration so only this 
technique is considered here. The carrier-phase 
measurements cannot be used for time comparison, 
because of the ambiguity, but they are used to smooth 
the pseudo-range measurements which, therefore, 
should be calibrated. The outline of the paper is the 
following: First we &fine in section 2 what we consider 
the time reference of the Ashtech Z12-T receivers. 
Then we present in section 3 the differential calibration 
of two such receivers obtained by comparing their raw 
pseudo-range measurements with those of classical 
NBS-type time receivers operated side by side. We then 
perform a time comparison between the BNM-LPTF 
and the BIPM using both NBS-type time receivers and 
Ashtech 212-T, the results of which are presented in 
section 4. 

in time laboratories worldwide so that time 
comparisons used e.g. for TM are expected to be 2. THE INTERNAL REF'ERENCE OF THE 
accurate to within a few nanoseconds. Such an exercise ASHTECH Z12-T RECEIVER 
of differential calibration is also being carried out for 
multi-channel code receivers. The Ashtech Z12-T receiver performs pseudo-range 

and carrier phase measurements which are referred to 
an "interm-reference". This reference is derived from 

Recently the use of dual frequency camer-phase and an externally pro~ded 20 MHz An important 
mde geodetic like receivers mo&jcation of fhe ZlZ-T version with respect to the 

cOm~anmnr It has that the the receiver to umbi*ousb one partiCUIar 
srability No independent cycle of the 20 MHZ to form the internal reference, 

Z 12-T systems is below 1 x 10-l6 for averaging durations therefore providing repeatabiliQ of lhis reference in 
of * a day ['Iy and that an intercontinental frequency case of any interruption of the tracking or operation of 
cornprison be achieved an uncertaing of the receiver, According to the Asht=h documentation, 
1x10-'5 Over a i21> a necessaq quirement to the internal reference is the input 20 - inverted and 
' O m w e  *quency standards. delayed by 15.8 ns. Since the usual time reference in 
Numerous groUPs have initiafed time and frequency 6, traflSfer is a 1 - p ~ ~  signal, it is necessary to 
experiments with such geodetic receivers, including the Z12-T internal reference to this signal. To 
comparisons with other time transfer techniques [3,4]. do so, we direct the 1-PPS and the 20 MHz signals on 

two channels of a digital oscilloscope where the 1-PPS 
signal triggers the data acquisition. By direct 



measurement on the oscilloscope display (Figure l), it 
is possible to determine the relative phase of the two 
signals with an uncertainty lower than one nanosecond. 
It is then possible to ensure that, when the equipment is 
put into operation in a new location or after a power 
off, the relative phase of the internal reference is known 
with respect to the local reference with that same 
uncertainty. In addition, the relative phase of the 20 
MHz and 1-PPS input signals may not be set to an 
arbitrary value: for proper operation of the receiver, the 
relative phase must take a defined value (within a range 
of about +/- 5 ns). The oscilloscope display also allows 
to check the proper configuration of the signals (see an 
example in Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Oscilloscope display of two different valid 
configurations for the relative phase of the 1-PPS and 
20 MHz (Trace 6 and 7) signals. Trace 7 is offset by 7.1 
ns from Trace 6. 

3. DIFFERENTIAL CALIBRATION OF 
ASHTECH 212-T VS. NBS RECEIVER 

In order to perform the differential calibration of the 
Ashtech Z12-T with respect to the NBS receiver at the 
BIPM and the BNM-LPTF, in each laboratory the two 
units have been set up with one reference clock as 
indicated in Figure 2. The 212-T pseudo-range 
measurements (PI and P2) for all satellites in view are 
taken from the RJNEX fiIes, at the nominal sample rate 
of 30 s while the NBS pseudo-ranges (C/A) are 
obtained every second as an auxiliary output, for one 
given satellite at a time according to the BIPM 
international tracking schedule. Before forming the 
difference of the pseudo-ranges, two effects have to be 
taken into account: the geometric effect due to different 
positions of the phase centres of the antennas and that 
of the different timing of the measurements (emission 
time for the NBS, reception time for the Z12-T). In the 
configuration described above, 1248 differential 
measurements may be obtained for each day which, 
owing to a measurement uncertainty of order 10 ns, 
provides an uncertainty on the daily mean of order 0.3 
ns. We could greatly increase the number of 

measurements by taking 1-second measurements with 
the Z12-T and by optimising the NBS schedule, but the 
above mentioned uncertainty is sufficient given the 
uncertainty in the Z12-T reference (see section 2) and 
in the NBS calibration (see below). 

BIPM set-up 

Pulse distribution + "-& 
4 Distribution 

Vdne of delay 

LPT F BIPM 
AN 1 6 S n s  1 5 4 . 1 n s  
TN 5 4  ns 4 7 . 8  n s  
RH 304 n s  4.8 n s  

Figure 2: Experimental set-up at the BIPM. The set-up 
at the BNM-LPTF is similar. 

The calibration of the two NBS units has been 
obtained as follows: The BNM-LPTF NBS5 1A unit has 
been compared to the NIST NBSlO through seven 
calibration trips (differential calibration with a 
travelling receiver) between 1986 and 1996 and the 
dispersion of the seven results is 2 ns (1 0). The BIPM 
NBS5 1B unit has been directly differentially calibrated 
with respect to NBSlO in May 1998 with an uncertainty 
of 2 ns. Occasional calibration trips have been 
conducted between the BIPM and the BNM-LPTF and 
the results are in agreement with the above mentioned 
uncertainties. It is to be noted that the NIST has sent to 
the BIPM results of absolute calibrations of its NBSlO 
carried out in 1986, 1987 and 1998, the uncertainty of 
the latest being 2.8 ns. In addition, both the BIPM and 
the BNM-LFTF NBS receivers are continuously 
compared to other time transfer receivers in each 
laboratory. The daily mean of these Berences show 



some long term signatures that may be attributed to a 
sensitivity to the environment but the dispersion of the 
values is only of order 1 ns (1 0) in both laboratories. 

To conclude, we believe that the electrical delays of 
the NBS receivers at the BIPM and the BNM-LPTF are 
known within an absolute uncertainty of 3 ns but their 
difference is known somewhat better, with an 
uncertainty estimated to 2 ns. Therefore a time link 
between the BIPM and the BNM-LPTF performed with 
NBS receivers is accurate to that same uncertainty. 

The differential calibration of the Z12-T vs. NBS 
has been performed for the BIPM units over 18 days in 
October 1999, January and February 2000 and for the 
BNM-LPTF units over 5 days in February 2000. The 
results obtained are the following: 
Pl(Z12-T) - CJA(NBS51) = +148.2 k 0.3 ns (LPTF) 

Pl(Z12-T) - CJA(NBS51) = +269.1 k 0.3 ns (BIPM) 

The 18 daily means obtained at the BIPM have a 
normal distribution and a standard deviation of 0.5 ns. 
A study is under way in both laboratories in order to 
assess the long term stability of this differential 
calibration. 

It should be stressed that this calibration concerns 
only the PI measurement of the Z12-T. In general, 
when operating such geodetic receivers, the ionosphere- 
fkee linear combination of P1 and P2 (so called P3) is 
used. The differential calibration of the P2 vs. the P1 
measurement, allowing a differential calibration of a P3 
link, will be the subject of a later work. 

4. TIME TRANSFER COMPARISON 

With the equipment described above, it is possible 
to compare the BNM-LPTF and BIPM clocks (over a 
distance of 8.5 km) by several different methods (see 
Figure 3). 

The first method is the classical "Common Vied' 
technique (CV) using the NBS-type receivers. Owing to 
the knowledge of differentially calibrated internal 
delays and measured delays due to the cables, this 
method directly provides the difference (Clock(BIPM)- 
UTC(OP))m for abaut 48 13-min measurements per 
day. The other methods are clock solutions based on 
processing Z12-T phase and code measurements with 
the Bernese V4.1 software [5]. This may be performed 
using either single frequency (LliPl) measurements or 
a ionosphere-free linear combination of dual frequency 
meastments &3/P3). The Bernese clock soltttions 
provide the Merence between the internal references 

of the two receivers at any multiple of the sampling rate 
of 30 s, we choose here 15-minute intervals. By using 
the differential calibration described above, the LlfP1 
solution yields the difference (Clock(J3IPM)- 
UTC(OP))Z~Z~I. The three computations (CV, LlP1, 
L3iP3) of the BPM-LPTF time link have been carried 
out over a period of 5 days from MJD 5 1578 to 5 1582 
(days 35 to 39 of year 2000). Figure 4 shows the 
comparison of (Clock(BIPM)- UTC(OP))Z1~~I with 
(Clock(BIPM)- UTC(0P))c" after application of the 
differential calibration of section 3 and Figure 5 shows 
the two Bernese clock solutions LIB1 and L3/P3, 
without any calibration applied. 

'Classlfal" 
common view 

Figure 3: Clock comparison techniques between the 
BNM-LPTF and the BPM. The known or measured 
calibration delays are indicated between each set of 
measurements. 

In order to compare the different methads, we first 
have to estimate the possible effect of different 
uncertainty sources. In all methods, the antenna phase 
centre coordinates are considered known to within a 
few centimetres and contribute Iess than 0.1 ns to the 
time link uncertainty. The differential effects of 
uncertainties in the tropospheric delays on the time link 
are expected to be lower than 0.1 ns due to the short 
distance, but will cancel even better in the comparison 
of different methods. The differential effects of 
uncertainties in satellite ephemerides are also estimated 
to be lower than 0.1 ns. Finally, also due to the short 
distance, differential ionospheric effects present in the 
CV and LIP1 methods should affect the time link by 



less than one nanosecond, on average. They should 
cancel even better when comparing CV to LIP1 and 
should affect the comparison between the LIP1 and 
L3P3 solutions only at the sub-nanosecond level, on 
average. 

a "  p 0 8 - d  
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I -- t 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the time li& (Clock(B1PM)- 
UTC(0P)) by 212-T LIP1 (awes) and NBS CV 
(open circles) after awcation of the differential 
calibration. 

NBS receivers (section 3) and ii) to the level to which 
the 212-T internal reference may easily be conipred to 
the NBS reference (section 2). 

As shown in Figure 5, we observe that a differential 
calibration of the P2 and P1 measurements is liecessary 
to use the L3P3 method for a time link, as is required 
for any distance above a few tens of kilometres. We 
could use the result obtained here as a calibration of the 
difference of the two receivers: p 3  (Z1 2131~~)' 
P1(Z12BIPM)] - [~~(Z~~LPTF) '  P1(Z12uTF)] = 6.1 ns. 
However it is not advisable to do so because it would be 
valid only for the link between these two receivers in 
the configuration used for this experiment. Differential 
calibration of the P2-P1 delay for each instrument 
(main unit + antenna) should be performed There are 
different ways to achieve this, one being to use a 
calibrated signal simulator, another one being to correct 
the P1 and P2 measurements for the ionospheric &lays 
by using ionosphere models, such as those that may be 
derived from the IGS ionospheric maps 161. Work is 
being carried out in these two directions. 

We have performed the differential calibration of 
" F$ 5,*&4 y & a o  [ two Ashtech Z12-T systems with respect to NBS time 

, s w  r p3 1 transfer receivers, which allows to use the L l P l  
510 ffi& " d 

d: 1d" s t"; a + measurements of the 212-T for clock comparisons. We 
P 5080001 a& a '  ,4dw %@ 

have shown that, over a shod distance link, the NBS 
g 1 - ;  P 
2 amaxr 7.d 9 ? I and Z12-T clock comparisons are equivalent at the sub- 
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Rgure 5: Comparison of the time link between the 
intend references of the BIPM and BNM-LPTF 212-T ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
by the LIP1 and L3P3 methods. 

We acknowledge the NIST for the loan of the 
As shown in Figure 4, we observe that the CV NBS51 receivers located in the B N M - L ~  at Paris 

method and the LIP1 method after differential observatory and at the BIPM. We are indebted to 
calibration, are quivalent at the level of 0.1 ns to Philippe ~oussay  and Campos for the technical 
compute the time link between Clock(BIPM) and operations at the BIPM and BNM-LPTF, respectively. 
UTC(0P) over the indicated period. It remains to be 
seen whether this level of agreement may be reached 
over any time interval because the long term stability of 
the differential calibration has not been studled yet. In 
practice, we may expect that the level of 1 ns could be 
reached because this corresponds i) to the observed 
level of the long-term stability of calibration delays of 
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ABSTRACT 

In the last 15 years international time transfers have 
traditionally been carried out between national timing 
laboratories using the GPS Common-View method. 
More recently, there has been significant activity in the 
Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer 
(TWSTFT) and GPS Carrier-Phase techniques to 
achieve an even higher precision of time transfer. In this 
paper, data obtained using each method are compared 
over one European and one Transatlantic link. These are 
the links between NPL and Physikalisch-Technische 
Bundesanstalt (PTB) and NPL and the US Naval 
Observatory (USNO). Previous comparisons carried out 
between Two-Way and GPS Carrier-Phase have 
sometimes suggested a significant seasonal variation in 
the differences between stheir data. We investigate if 
such an effect is present in our results. We also present 
statistical comparisons of the data by use of variance 
and covariance techniques. Finally, we describe an 
algorithm for combining data from different time 
transfer links to obtain an optimised composite time 
transfer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been significant activity in 
developing higher precision methods of time transfer 
than the traditional method of GPS Common-View. 
This has been motivated by caesium fountain atomic 
frequency standards which are becoming operational in 
national timing laboratories around the world. The Two- 
Way time transfer method has now been demonstrated 
to show a higher precision of time transfer than GPS 
Common-View. Consequently, this method has already 
been introduced into TAI for a small number of 
international links since 1999. Studies of the GPS 
Carrier-Phase technique are presently also underway. 
Previous comparisons carried out between Two-Way 
and GPS Carrier-Phase have sometimes suggested a 
significant seasonal variation in the differences between 
their data [I]. We investigate if such an effect is present 
in our results by studying the NPL-USNO and NPL- 
PTB links. We also carry out statistical comparisons of 
the data. Finally, we describe an algorithm for 
combining data from different time transfer links to 
obtain an optimised composite time transfer. 

2. THE DATA 

Time transfer data for each of the three methods have 
been studied for the NPL-PTB and NPL-USNO Iinks in 
this paper. Table 1 shows the time spans of data that 
have been used. The Two-Way (TW) data have been 
obtained from regular international time transfers which 
take place three days per week (Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday) at times between 1422 UTC and 1439 UTC. 
Each measurement corresponds to data obtained over 
two minutes from which a representative measurement 
is obtained at the mid-point of the data-set. Satre 
modems manufactured by TimeTech are used by NPL 
and PTB to take the measurements whilst a Mitrex 
modem is used by USNO. 

The GPS Carrier-Phase (CP) data have been obtained 
using Geodetic Time Transfer (GeTT) terminals owned 
by the Swiss Federal Office of Metrology (OFMET) 
and located at each of PTB (named PTBA) and USNO 
in Washington (named USNB). NPL has used an 
Ashtech Z-12T (named NPLB). The data have been 
processed and supplied by the Astronomical Institute of 
the University of Berne (AIUB). The reference for 
GeTT PTBA at PTB is the H-maser H2 which is also 
the reference for TW. Corrections to UTC(PTB) are 
available at 30 minute intervals and have been obtained 
via the AIUB. We have used these to correct the PTBA 
data to UTC(PTB). The TW data have also been 
corrected to UTC(PTB) within the convention of the 
TW data format and processing. The reference for 
USNB at USNO is the H-maser MC2 which is also the 
reference for TW and GPS Common-View enabling 
direct comparisons between the three methods. The CP 
data used in this study correspond to a daily mean taken 
for all epochs from a period of +I-0.2 days around 1400 
UTC of each day. This corresponds to the approximate 
time of the TW measurements. 
The GPS Common View (CV) data have been obtained 
using an Allen Osborne Associates (AOA) TTRSA 
receiver at NPL, an AOA TTR6 at USNO and a NBS 
type receiver made by Rockwell Collins at PTB. The 
data used in this paper correspond to daily mean values 
taken from data for each available epoch. 

NPL's TW, CP and CV receivers are all referenced to 
the same H-maser enabling direct comparisons of data. 
However, the TW and CP receivers are located in a 
different laboratory to the CV receivers. A distribution 
amplifier change was carried out for the TW and CP 



receivers on MJD 5 1344 (15'" June 1999). This change 
has necessitated an offset of +1.4 ns to be added to the 
CP data. The same change has been taken account of in 
the convention of the TW data format and processing. 

Each of the data-sets have been calibrated using 
Circular-T. The NPL-USNO data have been calibrated 
using the mean of data from MJD 51434 to 51439 and 
the corresponding period of Circular-T data. The same 
has been carried out for the NPL-PTB data except that 
the data used cover a period from MJD 5 1433 to 5 1435. 

Table 1: Time spans of data studied for each link. 

Method I NPL-PTB (MJD) NPL-USNO (MJD) 
TW 1 5 1252-5 1585 51252-51585 

3. DIRECT COMPARISONS 

Data for the NPL-PTB and NPL-USNO links for each 
of the three methods are shown in Figures 1 and 3. To 
aid visual comparison of the data-sets offsets of +10 and 
-10 ns have been added to the CP and TW data 
respectively. Figures 2 and 4 show the differences 
between measurements for each method. Offsets of 10, 
-10 and -20 ns have been added to the differences CV- 
TW, CV-CP and TW-CP respectively to aid visual 
comparison. The outdoor temperature at NPL at the 
time of measurements has varied seasonally by 30°C 
whilst the indoor temperature of the laboratories 
containing the receivers has been kept constant to within 
3°C. 
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Figure 1: Data for the CV, CP and TW NPL-PTB links. 

Figure 2 shows that there is good agreement between 
the TW and CV links, suggesting that the peak-to-peak 
noise in each is < 4 ns over one year. However, the 
deviations of CP from both TW and CV are greater with 
similar long-term peak-to-peak deviations of -8 ns. This 
indicates that the noise in the CP link is greater than the 
other links and may be as high as 8 ns peak-to-peak. 

There is much less agreement between the TW and 
CV data for the NPL-USNO links. In this case, the 

relative deviations are 10 ns. This is also the case for 
the deviations between CV and CP suggesting that there 
is noise of up to 10 ns peak-to-peak originating in the 
CV link over one year. The most likely explanation is 
that this results from a degradation of the CV link 
caused by ionosphere differences over the Transatlantic 
baseline. The best agreement is found between TW and 
CP where the relative peak-to-peak deviations are of 
magnitude 6 ns. 
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Figure 2: Differences in CV, CP and TW data for the 
NPL-PTB links. 
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Figure 3: Data for the CV, CP and TW NPL-USNO 
links. 
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Figure 4: Differences in CV, CP and TW data for the 
NPL-USNO links. 

It has previously been reported that it is possible to fit 
a sine wave with amplitude 2.7 ns and period of about 
one year to the differences between TW and CP for the 
PTB-USNO link [I]. We find there is no strong 
evidence for such an effect in the data we present. 



However, there is some clear structure with peak-to- 
peak variations of 5 ns occurring over timescales of 
months. We find that although some of these short-term 
deviations are found to correlate with NPL outdoor 
temperature, there is less of a correlation on longer 
timescales such as a year. The major part of the TW 
temperature coefficients are found to arise in outdoor 50 
L2 PTFE coaxial cables. Previous studies of these cables 
[2] suggest that the uplink and downlink temperature 
coefficients are 0.10 and 0.005 nsI0C respectively. These 
could explain variations of 3 ns over one year. There are 
also likely to be significant temperature coefficients for 
the CP hardware [3] which need to be quantified. This 
presently uses outdoor cables of RG-8/U-type. It is 
planned to replace the present outdoor cables for both 
TW and CP with those that are phase stabilised. This 
may lead to lower variations between the two links in 
the future. 

4. STATISTICAL COMPARISONS 

It is not always possible to directly compute Allan 
variances and covariances of the data presented in 
Section 3. This is for two main reasons. Firstly, the data 
may not be evenly sampled as in the case of the TW 
data where the sampling intervals are either two or three 
days. Secondly, there may be a gap in the data due to 
hardware being off-line for certain periods. In order to 
overcome these problems we apply a previously 
described method [4] involving linear interpolation 
between available data in order to estimate 
measurements that are not available. Previous studies 
[4] have found that in the case of TW data the Allan 
variance is underestimated for small values of z using 
this method. 

The Allan variance and covariance are given by the 
equation 

where N is the total number of measurements, xi is the 
ith measurement separated by a time interval z, and 
z = nz, is the averaging time. In the case of the 
variance x and y represent the same data-set. This 

enables us to investigate the distribution of noise 
amongst a group of data-sets. For the covariance 
x and y represent two separate data-sets and this 

enables us to measure the amount of correlated noise 
between them. For two independent time transfer 
methods, the main behaviour that we would expect to 
correlate would be the clock behaviour. Other sources 
of correlation may be environmental conditions such as 
temperature. 

We have used NPL-PTB and NPL-USNO data 
presented in Section 3 from MJDs 51471 to 51525 to 

obtain variances and covariances for each method. In 
order to carry out consistent comparisons we have 
sampled each data-set at the same days as 19 available 
TW measurements. This corresponds to a mean interval 
of about 3 days between measurements. Linear 
interpolation has then been applied to obtain estimated 
measurements for the remaining MJDs. The resulting 
o,(z) values for the variances and covariances are 
shown in Figure 5 and 6. Values have not been plotted 
for averaging times z < 3 days as these are less than the 
mean data interval and expected to be unreliable. The 
CPITW and CVITW covariance values for z = 3 days 
are found to be negative and have not been plotted. 

+TWTW -*-CPCP +CVCV 
TWCP + T W w  +CPCV 

Figure 5: Variances and covariances for each of the 
three methods using data for NPL-PTB. 

Figure 6: Variances and covariances for each of the 
three methods using data for NPL-USNO. 

The NPL-PTB data in Figure 5 show evidence that for z 
< 5 days TW and CP perform better than CV, but that 
for greater averaging times CV performs best. For z > 5 
days the variance and covariances involving CV 
converge to a lower level than the variances of TW and 
CP indicating that CV is revealing the underlying noise 
of the clocks at such averaging times. The CPICV 
covariance gives the lowest values. This indicates the 
true underlying noise type of the clocks. The slope 
suggests that over averaging times of a few days the 
domintifit noise type is random walk frequency 



modulation. It is significant that for z > 5 days both CV 
and TW are significantly better than CP. 

There are greater differences in the variance and 
covariance results in the case of the NPL-USNO links 
shown in Figure 6. It is clear that the greatest level of 
noise is shown by the CV data. TW and CP are found to 
show similar levels of noise that are substantially lower. 
The TW/CV and TW/CP covariance data show low 
levels of correlated noise. The level is particularly low 
for TW/CP with the slope indicating that as for NPL- 
PTB, random walk frequency modulation is the 
dominant noise type. The CV/CP covariance data 
suggest that there is additional correlated noise in the 
GPS-based techniques. It is interesting that the variances 
for TW and CP and the covariances for TW/CV and 
TW/CP converge for z - 10 days, indicating that this is 
the true level of clock noise at such averaging times. 

5. COMBINING TIME TRANSFER LINKS 

To make optimum use of all of the available time 
transfer links between any two locations we have 
combined them into a composite time / frequency 
transfer. We wish to minimise the composite link noise 

%2 ( L )  where 

for a given averaging time (z). C is the clock 
differences being measured, in the example here 
(UTC(USN0)-UTC(NPL)) and N is a linear 
combination of the time transfer measurements 
(containing noise originating from both the time transfer 
links and the clocks under comparison) where: 

are the individual time transfer data-sets and w is a 
vector representing the link weights such that 

where n is the total number of time transfer links 
between NPL and USNO. 

Let R be the covariance matrix formed from the 
individual time transfer data sets ir,' . The leading 
diagonal terms of the matrix give the sum of the 
variance of the individual time transfer links 

( - )  plus the underlying clock noise 

ox2 (C) . The off-diagonal covariance terms give the 

noise of the clock differencesoX2(c) plus any 
correlated time transfer link noise. 

The total noise of the composite time transfer 

0, (N) (Links plus clocks) is given by [5] 

We assume that there are correlations between the 
individual time transfer links but not between the clocks 
and the time transfer links. Minirnising the total noise of 

2 the composite time transfer 0, (N) will then also 
2 minimise the composite link noise 0, ( L )  . The 

following equation was chosen to determine the weights 
w [51 

w' = (R)-' 1 

where w' is a non-normalised weight. The i th 
normalised weight wi is given by wi = w, ' IZw,'. The 
above equation was chosen because the resulting 
weighting procedure has the following properties: 
a) In the absence of off-diagonal covariance terms in 
the matrix R (no correlation between data sets ) the 

2 2 weights are proportional to 1 / 0, , where 0, terms 
form the leading diagonal (variance terms) of the 
covariance matrix R. 
b) Correlated links are de-weighted in comparison to 
uncorrelated links with the same magnitude variance 
terms. 
c) Changing the level of clock noise (adding the same 
value to each element of the covariance matrix) does not 
change the resulting weights. 

A composite time transfer link has been formed from 
TW, CP and CV measurements of UTC(USN0)- 
UTC(NPL). Six time transfer links have been used, 
including the TW, CP and CV links discussed earlier. In 
addition three GPS common-view links have been 
included, using an additional R100-40 GPS receiver at 
USNO and an AOA TTRSA receiver at NPL. The first 
two rows I columns of the covariance matrix represent 
the TW and CP links in that order. The remaining four 
rows I columns represent common-view links. The GPS 
common view receivers used are as follows for links 3 
to 6 respectively: USNO(R100) and NPL(AA276), 
USNO(A0A) and NPL(AA276), USNO(R100) and 
NPL(AA235), and USNO(A0A) and NPL(AA235). 
The data used cover a period from MJD 51471 to MJD 
51525. Unlike in Section 4, all available daily 
measurements are used for each link. Linear 
interpolation is used where there are intervals in data of 

> 1 day. Values of oxL are calculated with an averaging 
time of 3 days and shown in Figure 7. 



Figure 7: The UTC(USN0)-UTC(NPL) link ox2 (ns2) 

covariance matrix R. 

The following weights have been obtained 
[0.537 0.523 - 0.041 0.006 - 0.018 - 0.007] As 
expected the majority of the weighting is being given to 
the TW and CP links. 

4 
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Figure 8: The composite time transfer link and its 
components. 

The composite time transfer link and its components are 
2 

shown in Figure 8. A value of 0, (T = 3 days) of 0.084 

ns2 was obtained. This was significantly lower than the 
scatter on any of the component links. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented in this paper lead us to conclude 
the following. 

The NPL-PTB TW and CV data show good 
agreement suggesting that the noise in each link is < 4 ns 
peak-to-peak over one year. CV is also found to be the 
best link for averaging times > 5 days. There is evidence 
that the CP link shows the greatest noise of up to 8 ns 
peak-to-peak over one year. 

The NPL-USNO TW and CP data show agreement 
to within 6 ns over one year. However, it is apparent that 
the noise in the CV link is greater and may be up to 10 
ns peak-to-peak. The most likely explanation is that this 
is due to degradation of the CV link caused by 
ionosphere differences over the Transatlantic baseline. 

There is some clear structure with peak-to-peak 
variations of 5 ns occurring over timescales of months 

present in the differences between TW and CP in both 
the NPL-PTB and NPL-USNO links. 

An algorithm has been devised and applied to 
combine data from different time transfer links and 
methods to obtain an optimised composite time transfer. 
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Abstract 

An interesting new method of time tralisfer utilizes the inexpensive eight-channel Motorvla 
Oncore VP receiver, together with a t h e  interval counter and a microcomputer. Several of 
such measurement system units called TTS-2 (Time Transfer system -2) has been built and 
tested over two years at the Time Section of the BlPM and the Astrogeodynamical 
Observatory in Poland. Mort rcccntly two TTS-2 wcrc built for tho nocds of the US Naval 
Observatory. The novelty of the method lies in its treatment of the raw pseudo-ranges 
provided by the Motorola module, in accordance with Consultativc Cornrnitteo for Time and 
Frequency (CCTF) standards. The structure of the new time transfer unit is described in brief, 
and the results of some multi-channel time transfer tests as one-site comparison, tilr transfer 
over 1200 knl 7000 lun are presented. The multi-channel mcthod provides an improved 
stability of tin10 transfer compared with the traditional single channel method. 

Of particular interest is a one-site comparison. Four TTU-2's wcrc testcd: two at tho BlPM 
and another two at tho USNO. At each site they were connected to the same antenna and 
relative to a common tirnc source. This one-site test was carried out to characterize the 
receiver hardware noise. All noisc duo to travel of thc signal through space, possiblc 
imperfeclion of receiver software, and antenna rnultipath reflections cancels out in this 
configuration. Only the differentid noise of the two receivers is observed. A single frequency 
standard supplied at each site a 1 pps signal and a 10 MHz reference signal to both TTU-2s. 
The results of the measurements are similitr at at the BTPM and a1 the IJSNO. The t m s  of a 
single pass is 0.6 ns, with all the data lying within a band about 2 tls wide. These results, 
obtained in an air-conditioned laboratory, are satisfactory. Under these good conditions the 
internal noise of the receivers is very low. 

The tests described in this paper prove that the TTS-2 units provide results similar, or better in 
thc case of the multi-channcl n~odt,  to those obtained using classic single-channel time 
receivers. 
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THE TRANSPORTABLE PHARAO FOUNTAIN 
CLOCK 

M. ARGRAI~I,,  Y. IJEMONUE, Pli. LAUWNT, G. S A N T A ~ L L I ,  P. PETIT 
AND A+ CLAIRON 

BNM-LPTT", GI Av. dc! I'OI~~enmtoire, 75014 Piwin, E'rnner; 

We present a first cvd~zi,lon of a t,rmfiportt~l)le Cs foa~it~rrin. Originally, 
t,hc dwicfi wm (ietjijigr~ud m a prototype of a space clock and tested in drcrttft, 
parabolic flights [I]. I1 has been modificd to a fountain geometry while 
preserving i& tararisportt~bi1ity. 

We focus on the frequency shifts dilc too wld collisions and to thc first or- 
der Dopplcr cffcct,. We have measured the collisiond shift, for ~--torns cn~~t~urocl 
in m optical molasses. With 4 10b dcCectcd atoms, it, cmlonnlfi to  3.3 10.' lK. 

The present reldiva ux~ccrtainty ici tc:t,tcr t h r ~ ~ i  10 %. 
Acco~ding to 111urlcricn1 fiirmllt~t,ion\;, the Doppl(?r efft!ct ie c!xptxl,t,cd to 

be much lower t11~~11 our present 10-lB rcsalulion. This results from t h e  
intrinsic syrnmctxy of t,hc int,orrogation i r ~  t~ fo1111tni11 ru~d ?oan' t  account for 
possible defects of the cavity. It is imporl,w.11 to confirm the reliability of the 
model not only for the accuracy evaluation, but also for the dedgr~ of rr sp tm 
clock where the synlinetry is broken. To perform local n ~ e ~ q ~ r e i n e n t s  of the 
ficld phaso, anc pomibility is t,o palr;c? t,ho micxowr~vt?. Wo d ~ ~ c ~ ~ i f ' i t ) ~  a p h ~ c  
stable microwrtvc, switch that IUL* a Mrwh-Zehnd(?r intsrfc..romc?t,~z. I t  ~han ld  
give wccss to thc map of tho phiwe inside the cavity. When t~.amnntirig 
for collisiorre, the quadratic Zeemwn effet, the black body shift and the 
graviLd,io!lrrl ~ b d  shift, the agreernw~t with the FOl fo~~rnttljn .is h i b t ~ r  thm 
2 The measured relative frequency stability is 1.4 10' 13r'1/2. 

Finally, we ilave, dernon~tra~ted thc transporkbility of lhe. clock. Yn a. 
collabor~~tion with the M a  Planck Institut fiir Quantenoptik in Ga.rd~ing 
(Germany), it has heen used as a rcforence for the freque~lcy measurement 
of tBe 1s - 2s t rmi t ion  of hydrogo11 121. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report results of a first uncertainty evaluation of an 
atomic fountain frequency standard at PTB. We also 
give a short discussion of the influence of different 
noise sources on the frequency instability. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the success of the frst  atomic caesium fountain 
frequency standard at the Laboratoire Primaire du 
Temps et des FrCquences (LPTF) [I], there are 
worldwide efforts to build similar devices. 

In the fountain CSFl of PTB, laser cooled caesium 
atoms are collected in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) 
and launched after a 100 ms molasses phase into a 
magnetically shielded titanium vacuum chamber. The 
TEOll microwave cavity used for Ramsey excitation 
has a loaded quality factor of Q=2000 and was 
designed in order to combine a low transversal phase 
gradient and a low sensitivity of the resonance 
frequency to temperature-induced detunings [2]. After 
the microwave interaction the atomic state is analyzed 
in a region above the MOT. Ramsey fringes with a full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of W = 0.86 Hz are 
obtained by launching the atoms to a maximum height 
of 41 cm above the microwave cavity center (83 cm 
above the cooling region). The laser system for cooling, 
repumping and detection consists of two extended- 
cavity diode lasers and one injection-locked slave laser. 
A more detailed description of the complete setup is 
given in [3,4]. 

In Fig. 1 relative frequency differences between the 
CSFl and two hydrogen masers are shown for a period 
of almost 6 weeks. In the course of these measurements 
the power of the microwave interrogation field was 
increased by up to 8 dB relative to the optimum value 
for ~12-pulse excitation. The relative sublevel 
population difference 

with N(F, m ~ )  denoting the number of launched atoms 
in the indicated sublevels, was changed between less 
than 5% and 30% (see below). Also the total number of 
launched atoms was varied by up to a factor of 20. The 
resulting collisional frequency shift was corrected for 
as described below. The linear least squares fits to the 
data points in Fig. 1 indicate frequency difference drifts 
of (1.6 k 0.4).10-16/day and (0.6 1 0.4)~10- '~/da~,  
respectively, which we attribute to frequency drifts of 

MJD -52000 

Fig. 1: Relative frequency differences between CSFl 
and the PTB hydrogen masers H1: o (VCH- 
1005) and H2: (KVARZ CHI-75). The 
averaging time for most of the data points was 
about 22 hours. The error bars reflect the 
statistical uncertainty due to the noise of the 
fountain signal and of the hydrogen masers. 
MJD is the Modified Julian Day 
(MJD 5 1553 = 10 January 2000). The full lines 
are linear fits to the data points. 



the employed hydrogen masers. The observed drifts are 
consistent with the drift between the two hydrogen 
masers which was independently determined as 
(1.7 -+ 0.5),10-16/day. 

2. MAIN UNCERTAINTY CONTRIBUTIONS 

In the following paragraphs we discuss the major 
uncertainty contributions to the fountain frequency as 
they have been evaluated as yet. 

C-field. Typically, the dominant frequency correction 
in caesium frequency standards is the frequency shift 
due to the static magnetic field (C-field) which is 
applied in order to lift the degeneracy of the magnetic 
substates. In the PTB fountain an axial mean static 
magnetic field <B> = 0.1 yT is produced by a long coil 
that is supported by an aluminium cylinder enclosing 
the titanium vacuum chamber. The resulting relative 
frequency correction is - 4 6 . 5 . 1 ~ ' ~  [3]. The temporal 
stability of the C-field yields a relative frequency 
uncertainty contribution of less than 4 . 1 ~ "  if the C- 
field strength is measured once a week. 

The inhomogeneity of the magnetic flux density for 
maximum launch height was measured to be 0.14 nT 
(rms), only 0.14 % of the mean value of 0.1 pT used in 
normal operation. As a result the uncertainty 
contribution due to the inhomogeneity of the C-field is 
negligible (=lo-19) [3,4]. 

Collisional shift. In our fountain the atoms are 
launched in the state F = 4 at a temperature of 2 p K  In 
this case, the scattering process is dominated by s-wave 
scattering and the collisional shift depends linearly on 
the mean density E of the atomic cloud between the 
two microwave interactions [5,6]. 

One possibility to correct the frequency for the 
collisional shift is to determine the shift as a function of 
the absolute value of Z [6]. In order to avoid the 
difficulties of an absolute density measurement, we 
choose an alternative way. We assume that Z is 
proportional to the number of detected atoms Nat, if 
other experimental conditions such as detection 
efficiency, launch height and the atomic temperature 
are left unchanged. The relative variation and the 
absolute value of Na, can be determined with 
uncertainties of less than 0.2% and 15%, respectively, 
from the variation of the relative strength and from the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the detector signal (see below). 
The results of a corresponding measurement are shown 
in Fig. 2. Nat was changed by varying the loading time 
of the MOT. Each data point in Fig. 2 is the result of a 
measurement lasting on average about 12 hours. The 
indicated error bars reflect the statistical uncertainty 
due to the frequency noise of the CSFl and of the 
hydrogen maser and do not take into account the long- 

term hydrogen maser frequency drift. To avoid 
systematic errors due to this drift, the data was 
collected using a random sequence of N,, values in the 
range between 6 . 1 0 ~  and 1 .3.106. The full line in Fig. 2 
indicates a linear least-squares fit to the data with a 
resulting slope of m = - (3.13 f 0.23). 

Fig. 2: Measured relative frequency differences 
between the fountain and hydrogen maser H2 as 
a function of the total number of detected atoms 
No, . The full line is a linear fit to the data points. 

Fig. 2 indicates a linear dependence of the observed 
frequency differences on Nat. This dependence can be 
attributed to the collisional shift of the fountain 
fiequency and confirms our expectation that N,, is 
proportional to E . The constancy of the slope of the 
least-squares fit of Fig. 1 was checked by another 
measurement performed two months later. Here the 
fountain frequency was alternately measured for N,, 
values of about 0.2. lo6 and 1 .2.106. The resulting mean 
slope of m r =  - (2.92 + 0.14).10-~~ agrees with the 
previously determined m value within the respective l o  
uncertainties. This permits the conclusion that a 
possible change of the proportionality factor between 
No, and iT can certainly be controlled to better than 
10%. 

A compromise between low instability and low 
uncertainty due to the collisional frequency shift was 
realized by operating the fountain at N,, = 2.10~. In this 
case, taking the average of m and m' we calculate a 
relative frequency correction due to collisions of 
6.1.10-15, which corresponds to an average density 
iT s 6.1.10~/cm~ using the result of 161. This density 
value is in reasonable agreement with the value of 7T 
that is estimated from the signal size without precise 
knowledge of the atomic cloud size. 

Assuming a maximum change of the proportionality 
factor between Na, and 7T of 10% and taking into 



account the statistical uncertainty of the measured 
slopes m and m', we obtain by taking the square root of 
the quadratic sum of both contributions a relative 
frequency uncertainty contribution of less than 1.1 o*'~. 
This contribution can be further reduced by more 
extended investigations of the collisional frequency 
shift under various experimental conditions. 

Black-bodv shift. The fountain is placed next to the 
other PTB primary clocks in a hall whose temperature 
is stabilized to better than * 0.2 K. Three Pt-100 
thermoresistors are mounted along the C-field coil 
support cylinder. 

The absolute uncertainty of the temperature 
measurement using the Pt-100 thermoresistors is 0.3 K. 
The temperature gradient along the cylinder indicated 
by the thermoresistors is between 0.1 K and 0.2 K. 
Taking into account potential radial temperature 
gradients and the unknown emissivity of the titanium 
chamber, an additional temperature uncertainty of 1 K 
is assumed for the interaction region. During two 
months of frequency measurements, each of the 
indicated temperatures remained stable to within 0.3 K 
with an unchanged temperature gradient. The measured 
mean temperature is 297.0 K, resulting in a relative 
frequency correction of 16.7.1 0'15. Since the absolute 
uncertainty of the temperature is 2 K, the resulting 
relative frequency uncertainty contribution is 0.5. 10-15. 

Maiorana transitions, Rabi-pulling, Ramsev- 
pulling. microwave leakage. In order to avoid 
Majorana transitions, an arrangement of axial 
correction coils prevents zero transitions and abrupt 
changes of the magnetic field in the region between 
MOT and microwave cavity. The population difference 
A (see Eq. 1) can be reduced to less than 5% by careful 
adjustment of the polarization state of the vertical 
molasses beams, which minimizes frequency shifts 
caused by Majorana transitions and by Rabi- and 
Ramsey-pulling. A calculation of the effect of Rabi- 
pulling for A = 20% predicts a shift of less than 1.10-" 
at optimum microwave power. In fact, first 
observations indicate that even for A = 30%, a possible 
total shift is smaller than 2.10-l~ if the microwave 
power is increased by a factor of 9 with respect to the 
optimum power. The signal of the AmF = +1 transitions 
is 1% of the clock transition signal at optimum 
microwave power. We conclude that the relative 
frequency shift effect of Rabi- and Ramsey-pulling, 
Majorana transitions, and microwave leakage is less 
than 0.5.10"~. 

Residual first-order Doppler effect. A general 
advantage of atomic fountain microwave frequency 
standards is that the atoms cross the same microwave 
cavity twice so that a symmetric excitation of spatially 
separated cavity sections is not required. A 
nonvanishing transverse phase variation of the cavity 

field can however give rise to a residual first-order 
Doppler effect frequency shift. 

The microwave field in the cavity can be described as a 
superposition of various field modes which are excited 
with different amplitudes and phases. In our cavity 
design, a single microwave feed excites two 
symmetrically arranged coupling slits [2]. In this case 
the predominant first-order Doppler shift contribution 
is due to the T E l l l  mode, which is excited if the 
coupling by the two slits is asymmetric. 

For a coupling asymmetry of lo%, which is much 
larger than the asymmetry expected in our case, one 
calculates a residual relative first-order Doppler effect 
frequency shift of less than 0 .5 .10~ '~.  In this worst-case 
estimate it is assumed that all atoms ascend through the 
cavity aperture next to one coupling slit and descend 
next to the other slit. This is not the case if well-aligned 
laser beams are centered to the cavity axis and the 
beam intensities are balanced. The actual residual 
Doppler shift is also reduced by the additional 
averaging over cavity phase gradients that results from 
the expansion of the atomic cloud during the ballistic 
flight. 

Second-order Doppler effect. For launching the atoms 
to 41 cm above the microwave cavity they have to be 
launched with an initial velocity of 4.05 m/s. Thus the 
mean quadratic velocity of the atoms above the 
microwave cavity is <v2> = 2.67 m2/s2. Therefore, one 
calculates a corresponding relative frequency shift 
contribution of - 1.5.10-'~. This shift and the associated 
uncertainty contribution of much less than 10.'' are 
neglected here. 

Electronics and microwave spectral impurities. The 
microwave interrogation field of the fountain is 
synthesized from a low-noise 5-MHz quartz oscillator 
(Oscilloquartz OCXO 861 1/02). The oscillator signal is 
multiplied to 9.2 GHz and mixed with the signal of a 
DRO (dielectric resonator oscillator). The beat signal is 
mixed with the output of a frequency synthesizer 
locked to the employed quartz oscillator. The output of 
this mixer is used to phase-lock the DRO, whose 
attenuated output signal excites the fountain microwave 
cavity. 

Calculations show that in our case sidebands of the 
microwave interrogation field with frequency 
separations in the range of 50 Hz are most important to 
consider as a cause for a possible frequency shift. In the 
present system, such sidebands are suppressed to 
- 60 dBc. For a single 50 Hz sideband at - 60 dBc and 
optimum microwave power, one calculates a maximum 
shift of 4.4.1~".  A corresponding relative frequency 
uncertainty contribution of 0.1.1 0-15 is assumed. 

At each launch the output frequency of the synthesizer 
is switched between vo + Wl2 and vo - W/2. Here 



vo = 9 19263 1770 Hz is the clock transition frequency. 
The evaluation of the digitized photodetector tirne-of- 
flight signals indicating the population of the levels 
F = 4 and (F = 3, m~ = 0) yields a time-integrated 
frequency error signal which is to first order 
independent of fluctuations of the total atom number 
[I]. The error signal passes through an analogue circuit 
containing a proportional and an integral path, and is 
finally fed as the control voltage to the quartz 
oscillator. Currently no relative frequency uncertainty 
contribution larger than 0.1.1 0-l5 is expected due to the 
electronics. 

Gravitational red shift. As the gravitational redshift is 
not significant for the realization of the proper second, 
it needs not to be included in the total uncertainty 
budget. However, its knowledge is important for 
comparisons with distant clocks. The mean height of 
the atoms above the geoid during their ballistic flight 
above the microwave cavity center is 80.1 m. The 
corresponding relative frequency correction with 
respect to zero height is - 8.7-10-15. The relative 
uncertainty of this correction is of the order of 10-16. 

We conclude that the main uncertainty contributions of 
the PTB fountain should be of the order of 1.10-l5 or . .  . . . . 

Background pas collisions. Ihe vacuum pressure ln less and that the expected current total 1 o uncertainty IS 

the PTB fountain is in the low Pa range. In this 1.4.10-l5 (Tab. 1). 
pressure range, the estimated relative frequency shift 
due to collisions with background gas atoms and 
molecules is less than 0.5.1 0-l5 [l]. 3. INSTABILITY 

Other effects. There are several other frequency In the present fountain setup we do not preselect atoms 
shifting effects (shift due to cavity pulling, DC Stark in the substate mF= 0 [I]. Hence we have to take into 
shift, Bloch-Siegert shift), which can be estimated to be account a substate partition noise contribution which 
on the order of less than 10-l7 in our case so that they reflects the statistical shot-to-shot fluctuation of the 
are neglected here. number of atoms in the respective substates (F, mF) as 

described by the binomial distribution law [4]. With the 
employed optical detection system, photon shot noise is 
negligible, so that we are mainly concerned with the 
partition noise, the quantum projection noise, electronic 
noise of the photodetector and the local oscillator 
noise. 

The known dependence of the total noise on the 
absolute number of detected atoms N,, enables us to 
infer this number from noise measurements [4]. This 
avoids a determination based on the time-of-flight 
signal which requires an accurate knowledge of the 
fluorescence collection efficiency. 

Fig. 3 shows the resulting Allan standard deviations 

ay(ls) that are observed in frequency measurements 
performed with different numbers N,, of detected 
atoms. No, was changed by varying the MOT loading 
time and thus the ratio of interrogation and cycle time. 
The solid curve in Fig. 3 shows the calculated ay(ls) 
given by [4]: 

oy (z )= -  - = ,  (2) 
mo 

where T, is the cycle time. Eq. (2) takes into account 
substate partition and quantum projection noise (term 
proportional to lIN,,), and detector noise (term 
proportional to 11~~; ) .  The noise contribution due to 
local oscillator noise is omitted. Eq. (2) takes further 
into account that the total number of detected atoms in 
the sublevels ( F  = 4, m~ = 0) and (F = 3, mF = 0) is 
Na118. 
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Fig. 3: *: Measured instability of relative frequency 
difference measurements between the fountain 
and the hydrogen maser H2 for different total 
numbers of detected atoms No,. 
Full line: Instability calculated according to Eq. 
(2) (see text). 
Broken line: Instability calculated for the same 
conditions with preselection of the atoms in 
m ~ =  0. In this case the scale No, represents the 
number of detected atoms multiplied by 8. 

The comparison of measured and calculated (fill line) 
instabilities in Fig. 3 indicates that the noise sources 
taken into account in Eq. (2) well describe the observed 
frequency instability behaviour for No, < 3 .10~ .  For 
larger No,, the measured instability slightly increases 
and deviates from the calculated instability presumably 
due to local oscillator noise [I]. Fig. 3 shows that for 
No,=2.105, the measured instability of relative 
frequency differences is oy(z) = 3.6.10-l3 (~1s)-'" which 
is close to the presently obtainable instability minimum. 
At this point the noise contribution due to the local 
oscillator noise is almost negligible. A detected atom 
number in the range of No, = 2 . 1 0 ~  was also used in the 
evaluation of the relative uncertainty contribution due 
to collisions (see above). 

For comparison the broken line in Fig. 3 indicates the 
calculated instability for the case that the substate 
partition noise contribution in Eq. (2) is zero. This 
situation is realized if atoms are preselected after 
launch so that only atoms in the substate ( F =  3, 
n ? ~  = 0) or (F = 4, r n ~  =0) remain. In this case the scale 
Nu, represents the number of detected atoms multiplied 
by 8. 

With preselection, the number of launched atoms can 
be increased by a factor of 4 relative to the unselected 
case without increase in collisional shift, if 118 of the 
atoms is in the substates r n ~  = 0 [6 ] .  As demonstrated in 
Fig. 3, an interrogation oscillator with reduced 
frequency fluctuations would be required in this case in 

order to take advantage of the resulting enhanced 
intrinsic short-term frequency stability. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have reported a first evaluation of the uncertainty 
contributions of an atomic fountain frequency standard 
developed at PTB. Operating conditions providing an 
advantageous compromise between low uncertainty and 
low instability were identified. Even without 
preselection of atoms in a substate m ~ =  0, a total 
relative frequency uncertainty at the low 10-l5 level 
seems to be feasible at these operating conditions. This 
uncertainty can be obtained at an instability of 
oy(z) = 3.6.10"~ (~IS)" '~ .  

We plan to install a second microwave cavity in the 
present fountain setup in order to preselect launched Cs 
atoms in the sublevel ( F  = 3, r n ~  = 0) using a scheme 
similar to that described in [I]. If an interrogation 
oscillator with a short-time stability oy(ls) < 10-l3 is 
employed, the preselection allows to hrther increase 
the stability of the fountain frequency standard without 
increasing the collisional shift. In addition, the state 
preselection also would allow to further reduce some 
uncertainty contributions (e .g. due to Ramsey pulling). 
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ABSTRACT 

We report on the design, construction, and 
preliminary measurements on the resonator of a 
continuous Cs fountain frequency standard. The 
construction of the resonator is described, and 
preliminary measurements of the available atomic flux, 
of the beam temperature, and of their sensitivity to 
magnetic field are presented, along with the first 
Ramsey fringes obtained in this new type of fountain. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most prototypes of Cs fountain frequency standards 
rely on a pulsed mode of operation [I]: a cloud of cold 
atoms is first captured in an optical molasses or in a 
magneto-optic trap, cooled to low temperatures (a few 
pK), sent in a vertical ballistic flight for microwave 
interrogation and analyzed on its return in the source 
region. This process is repeated at a rate of roughly one 
cyclelsecond. As a result of the pulsed operation, the 
difference between the interrogating frequency and the 
atomic frequeilcy, which is probed during the half- 
second near the apogee, is sampled with a duty cycle 
significantly smaller than one. 

Cold fountains can lead to large improvements of 
both the short-term stability and the accuracy of cesium 
standards. However, their operation in a pulsed mode 
may introduce difficulties to achieve the ultimate short- 
term stability and accuracy that the use of cold atoms 
allow in principle. The best accuracy in cesium 
fountains is achieved for moderate atomic densities to 
limit the contribution of the collisional shift, which is 
proportional to the cold cloud density. The short-term 
stability, however, improves as the square-root of the 
number of atoms probed in each cycle, and its 
optimization would require as high an average atomic 
flux as possible. (The resulting compromise between 
stability and accuracy is almost completely relaxed in 
the case of Rb, which shows a much lower collisional 
cross-section than cesium [2]). Moreover, the short- 
term stability of all pulsed passive standards is affected 
by aliasing effects [2], which impose stringent 
requirements on the quality of the local oscillator used 
to produce the interrogating microwave signal. 

Several methods have been suggested to overcome 
these potential limitations, including the use of tandem 
pulsed resonators [3], or of multiple clouds sent in such 
a way that atoms are present in the interrogating region 
at all times [4]. 

The continuous beam approach [5] provides a 
simple way of reducing by about two orders of 
magnitude both the collisional shift and the aliasing 
effects tied to pulsed operation. Based on the 
experimental demonstration of a continuous beam of 
2.10~ atomsls [6], the Allan deviation of a continuous 
fountain standard using the same initial atomic flux is 
expected to be 7.10-l4 T-'" and the potential for 
accuracy below 1 0 - l ~  [7]. 

We report here on the design, construction, and 
preliminary operation of a continuous fountain as the 
first steps in the development of a primary standard for 
the Swiss federal office of metrology. 

2. FOUNTAIN DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Atomic beam and fountain 
The basic principle of the continuous fountain is 

closely related to that of the now well-known pulsed 
fountain [I]. The main difference, illustrated in the 
simplified schematics of fig. 1, lies in the parabolic - 
rather than linear vertical - shape of the average atomic 
path, which provides the required physical separation 
between atomic preparation and detection regions. Fig. 
2 gives a more detailed picture of the fountain 
configuration. 

The lower part of the vacuum vessel is separated in 
two compartments: source and detection. They are 
efficiently isolated from each other for stray light and 
cesium atoms by appropriate traps and getters while 
being connected to the same ion pump. Cold atoms are 
produced in the source part by capture and cooling 
from a thermal cesium vapour at the intersection of 
three pairs of mutually orthogonal laser beams. Each 
beam has an e-2 diameter of 25mm, a power of 15mW, 
and a circular polarisation opposite to that of the 
counterpropagating beam (0'-o - molasses). One pair is 
horizontal (Ox) and is retroreflected by a roof prism 
inside the vacuum system. The other two pairs are in 
the Oyz plane and propagate at 45O with respect to the 



vertical. The atomic beam is launched vertically 
upwards at an initial velocity vo by the moving 
molasses technique if the frequency of the upward 
{downward) cooling beam is shifted by an amount 
Af= + { - ) vd(h.42). 

In the present state of the fountain, the only atomic 
preparation step following the extraction from the 
source is optical pumping from the F=4 hyperfine 
level to the F=3 level by a weak laser beam tuned to 
the F=4 - F'=4 frequency. Atoms then pass three 
layers of mu-metal magnetic shielding before entering 
the microwave cavity (see below), where the Ramsey 
interrogation process takes place in two separate, 
symmetrical interaction regions. The height of the 
parabola above the cavity is about 30 cm, yielding a 
0.5s transit time between the microwave interactions, 
and a resonance line Q of lo1'. 

In the detection region, the atomic beam crosses a 
retroreflected probe beam from a narrow linewidth 
(200 kHz), extended-cavity diode laser tuned to the 
cycling F=4 - F'=5 transition. The F=4 population, 
which is proportional to the microwave transition 
probability, is monitored by the collected fluorescent 
light. The cycling transition yields up to lo4 
fluorescence photons per atom. With a collection 
efficiency of >2%, the number of photons detected per 
atom in the F=4 level is larger than one, ensuring shot- 
noise limited detection whenever permitted by the 
thermal noise floor, presently at 2.10-l~ WMZ'". Shot- 
noise detection can thus be obtained for the expected 
atomic beam flux of lo5 atomsls. 

Fig. 2: Schematic view of the fountain resonator 

2.2 Microwave cavity 
The microwave cavity (fig. 3) is made from 

oxygen free, high conductivity (OFHC) copper. It is a 
cylindrical, coaxial cavity oscillating in a TE 021 
mode. As shown in fig. 4, the RF magnetic field in 
each interaction zone is vertical (i.e. axial), the field 
distribution in the (r,z) plane is independent of the 
azimuthal angle. The microwave radiation can be 
coupled into and out of the cavity through two irises 
placed at equal distances of the atomic paths and 
connected to waveguide-to-coaxial transitions pieces. 

The two end plates are fitted with cut-off 
waveguides on each of the four atomic beam openings 
to prevent microwave leakage out of the cavity. The 
calculated attenuation for the dominant evanescent 
mode is more than 150dB, neglecting the finite wall 
conductivity. The measured attenuation is >I10 dB, 
presently limited by the measurement technique. All 
components of the cavity are assembled with indium 
seals. The electrical contact between body and end 

Fig. 1: Basic configuration of the continuous plates is ensured at the end of a quarter-wave section 
fountain, showing the 6 cooling beams, the microwave of narrow-gap coaxial cavity (choke). 
cavity and the detection region. 



Fig. 3: Photograph of the microwave cavity. One of 
the coax-to-waveguide feeds is recognizable in the 
foreground. 

Fig. 4: Cut through the microwave cavity in the 
(r,z) plane of the parabola. The lines inside the 
resonator are the H-field lines. Not drawn to scale are 
the cut-offs which are in reality tilted to keep loss of 
atoms due to geometrical reasons to a minimum. The 
central post is on the axis of rotational symmetry for 
the field mode (Oz). 
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Fig. 5: Transmission spectrum of the cavity. In 
addition to the TE 021 mode one makes out the 
TM 021 mode, 140 MHz below the cesium resonance. 

This feature efficiently shifts the frequency of the 
degenerate and unwanted TM mode and inhibits its 
oscillation. 

The measured loaded Q is 11'500, and the 
measured temperature coefficient in vacuum (-140 
kHz/K) is close to a calculated value based on the 
linear expansion coefficient of copper (-152 kHz/K). 

2.3 Magnetic field and shields 

Three cylindrical magnetic shields enclose the 
Ramsey interaction region alone. They are made from 
lmm thick Mumetal. A fourth magnetic field will be 
added around the whole fountain. The static shielding 
factor, defined as the ratio of an ambient axial field 
variation of 10pT to the corresponding axial variation 
at the center of the three shield structure, is 3'500. 

The C-field is wound on an aluminum cylinder 
inside the inner shield. The shields and the microwave 
cavity construction allow an in-situ measurement of the 
axial field in the whole interaction region after 
assembly and demagnetization. Such a field profile is 
shown in fig. 6. The rms inhomogeneity in the 
microwave interaction region, dominated by the 
penetration of the outside field, is 1.5 nT , which is 
expected to contribute less than 10-l6 to the inaccuracy. 

0 100 200 300 

position above lower edge of cavity /mm 

Fig. 6: Axial profile of the static magnetic ("C") 
field. Inhomogeneity is 1.5nT rms over the atomic 
path. 

3. PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 Continuous fountain 
Preliminary flux measurements have been 

performed on the fountain without microwave cavity. 
Two different methods, one based on the optical 
calibration of the detection system, the other on the 
measurement of the atomic shot noise, lead to a total 
flux of >lo5 atomsls (all m~ values) in the detection 
region , which is still short by close to an order of 
magnitude of the expected value. 

A "pusher" laser beam tuned to the F=4 - FV=5 
transition has been implemented to cut thin slices (9.5 
ms) of the atomic beam. The time-of-flight (TOF) 



distribution is recorded using the fluorescence in the 
probe beam. A TOF spectrum is shown in fig. 7. The 
longitudinal temperature deduced from the TOF 
distribution is 55pK. 

0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 

Time of flight [s] 

Fig.7: TOF spectrum of the continuous fountain 
beam. 

We have measured the beam temperature as a 
function of the vertical component B, of the magnetic 
field used to compensate the earth's field in the source 
region (fig. 8). The temperature shows a clear 
minimum that can be used to adjust the compensating 
fields. 

. . .  ' . . . .  ' . . . .  ' . . .  .I50 
0 10 20 30 40 

Vertical magnetic compensation field B, [IT] 

Fig. 8: Longitudinal temperature and beam intensity 
(signal) vs vertical magnetic field B, in molasses. 

The horizontal component B, of the magnetic field 
in the parabola plane has a similar effect on the beam 
temperature (fig.9). However, the beam intensity shows 
a sharp dip on top of a broad maximum. This can be 
explained by two simultaneous effects of the transverse 
fields: heating and acceleration. The useful flux along 
the parabola is at an angle of 1.5" to the vertical 
direction of the moving molasses. As the transverse 
field is varied, both the divergence of the atomic beam 
(transverse temperature) and its average tilt vary. A 

numerical simulation of this combined effect, based on 
experimental heating and drift coefficients [8], is 
shown in fig. 9 and reproduces qualitatively the 
observed feature. 
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Fig. 9: Beam temperature ( 0 )  and beam intensity 
(0  : measurement; dotted line: model) vs. transverse 

magnetic field B,. 

Although most efforts are now concentrated 
towards optimization of the atomic flux, it has been 
possible under the present operating conditions to 
obtain preliminary Ramsey fringes near the clock 
transition frequency (C-field = 1pT) by scanning the 
frequency of the microwave power in the cavity. Figure 
10 shows a scan near the nominal Cs frequency. The 
9.2 GHz signal was obtained from a quartz oscillator 
locked to an H-maser and a frequency multiplier from a 
commercial Cs standard. The SIN ratio does not yet 
allow a detailed analysis of the fringes. However, their 
width (1Hz) is as expected and the decreasing contrast 
far from the central fringe is explained by the beam 
temperature, as demonstrated in fig. 11 by the 
theoretical Ramsey pattern in a 50pK fountain. 
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Fig. 10: Ramsey fringes of the clock transition 
(F=3;m=0 - F=4;m=0) in the continuous fountain. The 
spacing is 1Hz. The decreasing contrast with 
increasing detuning may be used to estimate the 
temperature of the atomic beam (see fig 11). 
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Fig. 1 1: Calculated Ramsey pattern at optimum RF 
power of a fountain beam with 50pK longitudinal 
temperature (10ms RF interactions, 500ms free 
precession time). 

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

A continuous fountain resonator has been 
constructed and first Ramsey fringes have been 
obtained. Optimisation of the beam flux is necessary in 
a first step in order to increase the signal to noise ratio. 
2D transverse cooling will be implemented toward this 
end. 

Implementation of the frequency synthesis under 
construction at NIST and of the signal processing 
software under development will allow to start 
frequency measurements and accuracy evaluation. 

Rotating light traps to prevent stray light in the 
microwave interrogation from the source and detection 
regions will be added after measurement of the 
unattenuated light-shift. 
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ABSTRACT 

We describe a measurement of the collisional fre- 
quency shift in a 87Rb cold atom fountain with a 
frequency resolution of 3 x 10-16. In the clock con- 
figuration, when only the F = 1, r n ~  = 0 and F = 
2 , m ~  = 0 levels are populated, the collisional fre- 
quency shift is found to be 300 times smaller than for 
133Cs. Our measurement is in disagreement by 6.7 
standard deviations with theory published to date. 
In addition, we measure, for the first time in cold 
atom fountains, the cavity pulling frequency shift. 
This shift well-known in hydrogen masers varies lin- 
early with the number of atoms passing through the 
microwave cavity, as does the collisional shift. We 
have therefore subtracted its contribution to deduce 
the collisional frequency shift. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the past 10 years, the accuracy of microwave fre- 
quency standards has been improved by using laser 
cooling techniques. The relative accuracy of LPTF's 
cold atom fountains is now equal to  1.1 x 10-l5 for 
133Cs [$I and 2 x 10-l5 for 87Rb [I]. With a cur- 
rent short term stability of 1.2 x 10-13~-1/2, which 
is limited by the interrogation oscillator phase noise, 
1.4 x lo4  s are needed t o  reach a 10-l5 relative fre- 
quency resolution with these devices. Increasing the 
resolution by a factor 10 would require a 16 days long 
integration. The evaluation of all systematic effects 
with a 10-l6 relative accuracy seems hard to  achieve 
in a reasonable amount of time. 

As shown in [9], the short term stability of cold 
atom fountains can be improved by using an inter- 
rogation oscillator with a lower phase noise, such 
as a sapphire cryogenic oscillator (SCO), instead of 
a BVA quartz oscillator. When using a SCO, the 
short term stability of a Cs fountain can be as low as 
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4 x 10-14~-1/2. the best reported value for primary 
frequency standards. In this case, the short term 
stability is limited by the quantum projection noise 
which is inversely proportional to the number Ar,, 
of detected atoms. Cnless samples of spin correlated 
atoms are used, increasing the atomic flux is the only 
way to further improve the short term stability in 
this regime. Prospects for increasing ATat obviously 
raises the question of the collisional frequency shift, 
which has been measured to  be -2x 10-21/(at.cm-3) 
for Cs [ 5 ] .  It produces a significant frequency shift 
in cold atom fountains even at the 10-l5 level. which 
means that the average atomic density has to be con- 
trolled below the 10% level, a hard task. Based on 
photoassociation cold collision experiments [2] and 
theoretical calculations [7], the collisional frequency 
shift in cold 87Rb clocks is expected to  be 15 times 
smaller than for Cs. Rubidium fountains thus repre- 
sent an attractive alternative to  Cs frequency stan- 
dards. 

2 ATOM NUMBER DEPENDENT EF- 
FECTS IN COLD ATOM FOUNTAINS 

In this paper, we present a measurement of the two 
main atom number dependent effects in a 87Rb foun- 
tain, the collisional frequency shift and the cavity 
pulling effect. The collisional frequency shift is due 
to the interaction between atoms inside the atomic 
cloud during the Ramsey interaction. At low atomic 
density, the effect of the interaction can be described 
in a two-body mean-field approximation. The total 
mean-field energy shift of the atomic cloud is equal to  
(47rfi2/m) x a x  n x N for a non-degenerated gas where 

is the average atomic density and N the total num- 
ber of atoms. a is the s-wave scattering length. In 
the fountain, we drive a transition between two inter- 
nal states 11) and 12)' separated by an energy hzl, 
in such a way that all the population is transferred 
from 11) to  12) when the field is tuned on resonance. 
The driving field frequency has to  match the energy 
fujzl  corrected by the difference between the mean- 
energies per atom in the initial state 11) and the final 
state 12). The collisional frequency shift is thus given 
by 2r6v = (4xfilm) x (a22 - all) x f i ;  where a,, is 



the scattering length for atoms colliding in the inter- 
nal state Ji).  In a more general case, the collisional 
frequency shift is given by the following expression 

171 : 

In this formula, the j index refers to the atomic Zee- 
man substate F , r n ~ ,  j = 10 and 20 represent the 
lower and the higher clock levels ( F  = 1, r n ~  = 0 
and F = 2, mF  = 0). ale,, and azo,, are the scatter- 
ing lengths for atoms colliding in the 10 + j and 20 + j 
internal states. The Kronecker symbol 6,, accounts 
for quantum statistics. 

The second effect which depends on atom num- 
ber is the cavity frequency pulling, well-known in 
hydrogen masers [lo]. In our fountain, the atomic 
transition is probed by a 6.8 GHz microwave field in 
a TEoll resonator with a quality factor Q = 10000. 
The pulling effect is due to the interference inside the 
microwave resonator between the field radiated by 
the input coupler and the field radiated by the atomic 
magnetic dipoles, when the atoms pass through the 
cavity. This interference induces a time dependent 
phase shift between the field inside the resonator and 
the signal delivered by the interrogation oscillator. It 
produces a clock shift that exhibits a dispersive de- 
pendence as a function of the cavity detuning with 
respect to the atomic resonance. Both the width 
and the amplitude of this dispersion curve are pro- 
portional to  Q. The amplitude is also proportional 
to the number of atoms crossing the cavity. When 
the atoms enter the cavity in the upper state (resp. 
lower state) and deposit energy in (resp. remove en- 
ergy from) the cavity, the clock frequency is pulled 
towards (resp. pushed away from) the cavity reso- 
nance frequency. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The cold atom Rb fountain has been described in a 
previous paper [I]. We only underline the most im- 
portant features. The fountain operates in a sequen- 
tial mode. Rubidium atoms are first loaded into a 
magneto-optical trap (MOT). The magnetic field is 
then switched off and the atoms are launched up- 
wards at -- 3.5 m.s-l using the moving molasses 
technique and cooled a t  1.4pK in the moving frame. 
After launch, atoms can be selected in a specific Zee- 
man sublevel by means of microwave and laser pulses. 
On their way up, atoms then cross a copper res- 
onator fed with a very low phase noise microwave 
source near 6.8GHz, the 87Rb ground state hyper- 
fine frequency. On their way down, they cross the 
resonator a second time after a ballistic free flight 

lasting - 5OOms. This reproduces the well-known 
Ramsey interrogation scheme. After the Ramsey 
interaction, atomic populations NF=l and NF=2 
in both hyperfine levels are measured by laser in- 
duced fluorescence. From the transition probabilities 

,,) N F = ~ / ( N F = ~  + N F = ~ )  measured on both sides of the 
central Ramsey fringe, we compute an error signal 
to lock the microwave interrogation oscillator on the 
atomic transition using a numerical servo loop. 

After launch, atoms are spread among the vari- 
ous m~ substates of the F  = 2 manifold. The clock 
has been operated in three configurations. i) nor- 
mal clock operation : atoms in the F  = 2, mF  = 0 
substate are transfered to J 1 , O  > using a microwave 
.ir pulse of duration 432 ps. Atoms remaining in 
( 2 , m ~  # 0 > are pushed away by radiation pres- 
sure. In this case, only three scattering lengths 
alo,lo. alo,2o and a20,zo in equation 1 are involved. 
ii) no selection : all Zeeman sublevels in F = 2 are 
equally populated to 2 - 3%. The frequency shift of 
the 12,O >-+ 1 1 , O  > transition is measured in the 
presence of 12. r n ~  # 0 > populations. iii) Atoms are 
pumped in F = 1 by a 9.2 ms laser pulse tuned to the 
F = 2 -+ F' = 2 optical transition. Atoms remain- 
ing in F = 2 state (< 2%) because of incomplete op- 
tical pumping are pushed away by radiation pressure. 
The launched atoms are equally spread among the 
F  = 1 substates to within 1%. In this case, the tem- 
perature is increased from - 1.4 pK to -- 2.2 p K .  
The frequency shift of the ( 1 , O  >-+ J2,O > transi- 
tion is measured in the presence of (1, mF # 0 > 
populations. 

4 DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENTS 

The atom number dependent frequency shifts are 
measured using a differential method. The num- 
ber of launched atoms is changed every 200 foun- 
tain cycles (- 350 s).  This duration is much longer 
than the time constant of the servo loop used to 
lock the microwave source on the atomic transition 
(-- 4 s),  and yet shorter than the typical time scale 
of the fluctuations of the clock environment. We 
vary either (1) the loading duration of the MOT 
from 100 to 1000 ms or (2) the laser intensities dur- 
ing the loading phase while keeping the loading du- 
ration constant and equal to 800 ms. This tech- 
nique rejects all long term fluctuations which are 
not associated with atom number or density, such as 
the maser frequency drifts, and room temperature, 
black-body radiation and long term magnetic field 
fluctuations. We have checked by comparing method 
(1) and (2), that the magnetic field from the MOT 
coils in method (1) does not produce any system- 
atic frequency shift in the differential measurement. 
When the number of mF = 0 atoms in the detection 
region Nat exceeds 3 x lo6,  the clock frequency stabil- 



ity is 1.5 x 1 0 - ~ ~ r - ' l '  where r is the averaging time 
in seconds. In the differential method, the measure- 
ment resolution is degraded to 2 - 4 x 
depending on the experimental parameters. Each 
differential measurement point lasts N 4 days and 
the relative frequency resolution on the effects which 
depend on atom number reaches 8 - 15 x 10-16. 

5 ATOM NUMBER AND ATOMIC DEN- .. 
SITY CALIBRATION 

For a given fountain geometry, three pieces of infor- 
mation are requested in order to make an absolute 
calibration of the atomic density : the number of 
launched atoms, the spatial distribution just after 
launch, and the atomic velocity distribution. 

The initial size of the atomic cloud is first mea- 
sured by imaging the atomic cloud on a CCD cam- 
era. In order to discriminate between various spa- 
tial distributions, we use an absorption method per- 
formed at the end of the cooling process, just af- 
ter launch time. This method gives information on 
both number and spatial distribution of the atoms 
initially. We monitor the transmission through the 
atomic cloud of a weak probe beam. We check that 
the absorption signal is not polarisation dependent 
: all Zeeman sublevels are equally populated, and 
the coupling coefficient is taken equal to the aver- 
age value of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the 
F = 2 -+ F' = 3 transitions. The absorption signal 
is measured for various diaphragm diameters (20 mm 
down to 1 mm). We fit the results with a model tak- 
ing into account the non-linearity of the absorption 
signal with atom number due to  the optical thick- 
ness of the cloud, as well as the intensity profile of 
the probe beam. We find that the spatial distribu- 
tion is well described by a p(Fj = A / ( l  + (T2/r:))a  
law, where r,  = 2. lmm and cr = 2.5, and we de- 
duce a typical number of 3 x 10' launched atoms, 
spread among the IF = 2, r n ~  > levels. We esti- 
mate that both size and number of atoms are known 
within 20%, over the 6 month duration of our mea- 
surements. 

We then use the time of flight signal in the detec- 
tion region to determine the atomic velocity distri- 
bution. These signals provide 1D information and 
exhibit a non-gaussian shape (fig. 1 ) .  In order to fur- 
ther probe the velocity distribution. we perform a 2D 
test by measuring the number of detected atoms as a 
function of the launch velocity. the atomic cloud be- 
ing truncated by various circular diaphragms, such 
as the cavity cutoffs. We compare these experimen- 
tal data to a Monte-Carlo simulation, that takes into 
account the saturation profile of the laser beams in 
the detection region, the initial spatial and veloc- 
ity distributions. AS shown in fig. 2, the fraction 
of detected atoms strongly depends on the velocity 

distribution model. The two models (gaussian and 
lorentzian-like) fitting the time of flight in fig. 1 lead 
t o  a discrepancy by a factor 2 on the fraction of 
detected atoms. It leads to a distribution which is in 
good agreement with a p ( 5 )  = B / ( l +  ( T ? / V % ) ) ~  law, 
as predicted in [3]. 

1 ,  I 
i 
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atomic velocity in the moving frame (mls) 

Figure 1: Time of flight signal as a function of atomic 
velocity in the moving frame. The initial signal is a func- 
tion of time, and horizontal axis has been rescaled in 
order to read the atomic velocity in the frame of the 
falling atoms. The dotted line corresponds to atoms de- 
tected in the F = 2 hyperfine level crossing the upper 
detection beam. The time of flight has been fitted by 
a gaussian law (solid line) with u, = 11.7mm/s, and 
by a p(C) = B/(1 + ( G ' / v , ~ ) ) ~  law (dashed line) with 
v, = 18mm/s and P = 2.07. The second law gives much 
better agreement with experiment. 

The number of detected atoms as deduced from 
the Monte-Carlo simulation and the absorption 
method is in agreement with an absolute calibration 
of the detection region within 6%. 

From the Monte-Carlo simulation, we also deduce 
the number of atoms crossing the microwave cavity, 
N,,,. This value is used as an input for a numerical 
calculation of the cavity pulling effect. By changing 
the parameters of the spatial and velocity distribu- 
tions used in the Monte-Carlo simulation, we esti- 
mate that N,,, is model dependent within 10%. To- 
gether with the 20% uncertainty on the initial num- 
ber of atoms, we obtain a 23% uncertainty on the 
number of atoms in the cavity. 

The Monte-Carlo simulation finally gives a model 
of the atomic cloud evolution with time from which 
we deduce an absolute calibration of the atomic den- 
sity. Due to the atomic cloud expansion, the atomic 
density varies by a factor .v 30 during the Ram- 
sey interaction. We thus need to take into account 
the non uniform sensitivity of the clock frequency 
to a time dependent perturbation of the atomic fre- 
quency. For each atomic level i, the time dependent 
atomic density is weighted by the sensitivity function 
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Figure 2: Detected fraction of atoms as a function of the 
launching velocity, for the velocity distributions fitting 
the time of flight on fig. 1. Square points : experimental 
data. Dashed line : results of the Monte-Carlo simulation 
for a lorentzian like law (P = 2.07 and u, = 18mm/s). 
Solid line : Monte-Carlo simulation for a gaussian law 
(ow = ll.7mm/s). l i e  normalize each point by the 
number of detected atoms when launching downwards at 
3.5 m/s. The absolute fraction of detected atoms is then 
equal to 95% in the case of the Lorentz like distribution, 
and N 100% in the case of a gaussian distribution. 

g ( t )  and the transition probability P,(t). We then 
average over the duration of the Ramsey interaction 
and over the atomic trajectories that actually cross 
the detection region (2.e. we only take into atoms 
that contribute to  the clock frequency corrections). 
This leads, for each level i, to  an efective atomic 
density n,, that is used in eq. 1 in order to find the 
predicted collisional frequency shift. Typically, when 
IF = 1, m F  = 0 > is initially selected (case i)) ,  the 
total effective density 5 = f i ~ = ~ , ~ , = o  + f iF=2,mF=~ 
reaches 2 x lo7 at.cmP3. The effective atomic den- 
sity has a sharper sensitivity to the models used for 
the spatial and velocity distributions. The overall 
uncertainty on n is 60%. 

Figure3 shows the measurement of the clock fre- 
quency shift as a function of the cavity detuning 
Au,,, = u,,, - vat with respect to  the atomic 
resonance, for atoms initially selected in the F = 
1 , m p  = 0 Zeeman sublevel. Data points have been 
rescaled to  a number of atoms crossing the microwave 
resonator equal to 3 x lo7,  the highest value achieved 
in this experiment. The frequency and the qual- 
ity factor of the microwave cavity have been inde- 
pendently measured as described in [4], with an un- 
certainty of 20 kHz and 4% respectively. The plain 
line on this plot represents a least square fit of the 
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Figure 3: Frequency shift as a function of the microwave 
cavity detuning with respect to the atomic resonance, for 
atoms initially selected in the F = 1, rnp = 0 state. Data 
points have been rescaled to a number of atoms crossing 
the microwave resonator equal to 3 x lo7. 

data points using the following theoretical model : 

bu/v = A(K$ x f i  + f (Au,,,)). f (Au,,,) repre- 
sents the dispersive shape of the cavity pulling ef- 
fect as expected from theoretical calculations for the 
measured quality factor when 3 x lo7 atoms enter 
the microwave resonator. f i  is calculated for each 
data point using our Monte Carlo simulation, given 
the measured spatial and velocity distributions. and 
the number of detected atoms. The collisional fre- 
quency shift coefficient K f $  is left as an adjustable 
parameter. Coefficient A is a global adjustable scale 
factor on the calibration of the number of launched 
atoms. We find A = 1.33 f 0.15 which is in good 
agreement with our estimation of the number of 
atoms in the cavity. From this least square fit, 
we find K,"$ = (-6.4 f 16.4) x l ~ - " / ( a t . c m - ~ )  
by taking only the frequency measurement uncer- 
tainty. This corresponds to  a frequency resolution 
of 3 x 10-16. Taking into account the 60% un- 
certainty on the effective atomic density, we find 
K,c~$ = (-6.4f 19.2) x l ~ - ~ ~ / ( a t . c m - ~ ) .  For compar- 
ison, K,"$ is predicted to  be -11.7 x l ~ - ~ ~ / ( a t . c m - ~ )  
in this case [7]. Our result is 6.7 standard deviation 
away from the theoretical value. Figure 4 shows our 
measurement of the collisional frequency shift as a 
function of the effective atomic density n. Each data 
point in 4 corresponds to  a data  point in fig. 3, from 
which we have subtracted the cavity pulling contri- 
bution. 

We have also measured the collisional frequency 
shift of the IF = l , m F  = 0 >-+ F = 2 , m ~  = 
0 transition when selecting the atoms in IF = 
2 , a l l m ~  > (case ii)), and also in IF = 1 , a l l m ~  > 
(case iii)). After we subtract the cavity pulling 
effect (only the two clock states that couple to  
the microwave field contribute to  this effect), we 
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Figure 4: Frequency shift as a function of the atomic 
density for atoms initially selected in F = 1, r n p  = 0. 

find K:"' = -(5.3 i 1.9) x lO-" / (a t .~m-~)  and 
Kfo1 = -(5.0 k 1.8) x l ~ - ~ ~ / ( a t . c m - ~ ) .  Both val- 
ues are in agreement with theoretical predictions 
within a few our error bars (predicted values are 

= - 5 . 5 9 ~  lO-"/(at .~m-~) and Kfol = - 6 . 7 6 ~  
10-" / (a t .~m-~)) .  

7 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we have measured the collisional fre- 
quency shift in a 87Rb cold atom fountain. For atoms 
initially selected in the IF = 1 . m ~  = 0 > state, 
we find that this shift is equal t o  (-6.4 & 19.2) x 
l ~ - ~ ~ / ( a t . c m - ~ ) ,  a factor 300 smaller than for Cs, in 
disagreement with the predicted value of [7] by 6.7 
standard deviations. When using an optical molasses 
instead of a MOT as a source for the fountain. the 
atomic density is reduced by a factor N 5 compared 
to the highest density achieved in this experiment 
while keeping the same number of detected atoms. 
It is thus possible to make the collisional frequency 
shift a negligible source of uncertainty at the 10-l6 
level in 87Rb fountains. However. our measurement 
of the cavity pulling effect shows that the resonator 
frequency should be tuned on the atomic resonance 
within N 1 kHz in order to take all the benefits of 
the smallness of the collisional shift. Obviously, fur- 
ther investigation is necessary in order to explain 
the disagreement between theory and experiment in 
the regular clock configuration. At this point. it is 
worth mentioning that collision induced frequency 
shift theory also has discrepancy with experiment in 
room temperature and cold hydrogen masers [6, 111. 
These discrepancies could come from a modification 
of the collisional process by the microwave field. Fur- 
ther improvement of t,he short term stability of cold 
atom fountains using very low phase noise cryogenic 
sapphire oscillator [9] could provide a sufficient fre- 
quency resolution to test a possible dependence of 

the collisional shift with the power inside the mi- 
crowave resonator. 
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ABSTRACT 
Quartzlock (UK) Ltd has recently been awarded a 
European Commission 'CRAFT' award to design a new 
reference clock for telecommunications; the ALPHA 1. 
The clock will find application within the fields of 
metrology, telecommunications and radio transmitter 
referencing. 

In addition to the standard passive hydrogen maser and 
GPS elements, the ALPHA 1 will thus incorporate 
GLONASS, Rubidium, BVA crystal oscillator and VLF 
tracking receiver technology. A unique software clock 
will drive all elements in a modular high redundancy 
ring or grid. This allows existing user clocks to be 
joined at any time. A very high resolution and low noise 
floor frequency and phase measurement system will 
also be included. 

The ALPHA 1 is intended to be a modular, flexible 
system featuring high-level redundancy. The objective 
is to combine and reduce a considerable number of 
diverse frequency standards to a single output. This will 
have improved performance (short, medium and long 
term frequency stability of the source), and high 
reliability in that the output should not show any sudden 
phase glitches if the output of one or more of the 
sources should fail. In space, for example, the ability of 
the clock to survive - and maintain stable timing in - 
extreme environmental conditions is at least as 
important as the actual frequency stability of the device. 
The vibrations encountered by such a clock during 
launch far exceed anything experienced in the 
laboratory. 

To monitor the varying environmental conditions the 
ALPHA 1 may face, an in-built environmental monitor 
is being developed to continuously display parameters 
such as humidity, atmospheric pressure, magnetic field, 
vibration, radiation levels, static and lightning risk. In 
addition, it is not feasible to repair failed components 
and so normally satellite systems would cany several 
clocks in case one failed. The multiple redundancy of 
the ALPHA 1 renders this unnecessary. 

This paper will include a full description of the projects 
10 elements, with the improvement expectedlalready 
made outlined. The latest test results in tabular and 
graphical formats will be presented, along with a 
progress report for each element. A short discussion on 
anticipated applications for the Alpha 1 will conclude 
the paper 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Quartzlock (UK) Ltd has recently been granted €400k 
of European Commission money to design a new 
'primary reference clock', the ALPHA 1. It hoped that 
such a clock would find applications within the fields of 
telecommunications, metrology and radio transmitter 
referencing. The clock will not be a primary frequency 
standard like NIST F1, the newly developed Caesiurn 
Fountain Frequency Standard, but will be a 
commercially available 'top-level' clock ensembling 
system for multiple applications. Quartzlock (UK) Ltd 
has proven to be the leading British company in the 
American dominated Time and Frequency field. The 
expertise gained during the previous 20 years in 
developing and producing highly accurate, stable and 
affordable Time and Frequency generation, distribution 
and measurement instrumentation will be used in this 
project. 

This project will bring together the expertise of several 
European companies. Quartzlock (UK) Ltd is to be 
project leader and co-ordinator of the project. K&K 
Messtecknik Gmbh, a small German company will 
develop innovative software for the GPS elements of the 
ALPHA 1. A consortium of small companies 
comprising Simek, Cathodeon, Eltek, Menvier Hybrids 
and Farran technologies will provide expertise in 
thicklthin film technology, scientific glass blowing, 
crystal oscillators and ceramic substrate hybrids. The 
Physikalische-Technische Bundesantalt (PTB) 
Germany's national metrology institute will do the 
primary research into each individual element of the 
proposed 'Primary Reference Clock'. RF solutions and 
Mark Rainer will give expert advice in the fields of 
Hydrogen Maser and Rubidium electronics, GPS and 
LF Tracking receivers. [I] [2] 

The ALPHA 1 is intended to be a modular, flexible 
system featuring high levels of redundancy and 
implementing "state of the art" electronics whilst taking 
care to allow for future developments to be incorporated 
in an evolutionary way rather than requiring 
replacement with consequent disruptions. This in effect 
means that should one element of the system fail, other 
components will ensure continuous high-level 
performance of the overall system. To monitor the 
varying environmental conditions the ALPHA 1 may 
face, an optional, in-built environmental monitor will 
continuously display parameters such as temperature, 
humidity, atmospheric pressure, magnetic field, 
vibration, radiation levels and incident EMP. In 



addition, failed components will be automatically 
isolated without unnecessary disruption of the primary 
time-scale. The multiple redundancy of the ALPHA 1 
will enable effective "hot-swapping to be accomplished 
with ease. In addition to the new passive hydrogen 
maser and GPS elements, the ALPHA 1 could easily 
incorporate GLONASS, Galileo, Rubidium, BVA 
crystal oscillator and LF tracking receiver technology. A 
unique ensembling algorithm will enable all such 
elements to be combined in a modular high redundancy 
ring or grid structure. This allows existing user clocks to 
be joined or removed at any time. The failure or late 
delivery of any element within the system will not 
preclude the optimum performance of the overall 
system. 

The priorities in the performance domain are excellent 
short, medium and long-term stability. The overall 
performance will be that of the best clock or clocks, 
which it includes. This may vary depending on the 
measurement interval such that, for instance, where a 
Caesium and a Rubidium clock are combined, the short- 
term stability of the Rubidium may be enhanced with 
the longer-term accuracy of the Caesium. The ALPHA 
1 system may have international traceability to the 
highest authorities when appropriately referenced, as 
offered by the BIPM in France and NIST in the USA. A 
significant advantage of this system is its strategic 
independence from any one country's military (e.g. GPS 
in the US, Glonass in Russia and Galileo in Europe). 

2. PASSIVE HYDROGEN MASER 
One of the aims of the Hydrogen Maser element of this 
project is to substantially modernise and globalise the 
electronics within the existing Passive Hydrogen Maser, 
currently being produced by IEM Kvarz, Russia. To 
date a significant amount of work has already been 
undertaken to analyse the areas where work may be 
necessary. Quartzlock (UK) Ltd have been working 
with IEM Kvarz for many years now and the expertise 
demonstrated by Quartzlock (UK) Ltd in developing 
new electronics for Rubidium oscillators, in distribution 
amplifiers and GPS disciplined oscillators will be put to 
good use in this project. One of the current worries for 
potential users of Passive Hydrogen Masers is the 
availability of components upon failure of even minor 
elements of the Maser, say a capacitor. Quartzlock 
understand this concern, and as Passive Masers become 
more widely accepted as a viable alternative to high 
performance Cesium, this issue comes to the fore. It is 
anticipated that this new maser will be substantially 
smaller sized, improving its appeal to Telecoms and 
other non-metrology industries. 

The target specification has already been laid down, 
with a core 5 MHz and lpps being the main physical 
output of this new maser. Unlike the current maser, a 
frequency converter will be incorporated, enabling the 

user to obtain maser quality outputs at 0.1, 1.0 and 
10MHz. To date this has only been possible using an 
external frequency converter. In addition to these output 
frequencies, a lpps GPSIGlonass synchronised timing 
output is envisaged. An IRIG-B module will appeal to 
timing users. In unsteered mode (i.e. with no GPS 
disciplining) an output accuracy of 1E-12 over a period 
of 5 years is anticipated. When GPSIGlonass 
disciplining is incorporated, the accuracy should 
improve to 5E-14, determined by the accuracy of the 
on-board Navstar clocks. Performance for many users is 
the short-medium term stability (Is to 1 day). Short- 
term stability specification is currently - 1 . 5 ~ - 1 2 / ~ " ~ ,  
and the improved specification is hoped to be 6 ~ - 1 3 / ~ ' ' ~  
up to about 10000s. Due to the nature of the whole 
system, the GPS-Glonass disciplining will control the 
long-term stability of the system. A definite figure for 
this has yet to be finalized. Phase Noise at 10 kHz from 
the carrier will be reduced to below -155dBc at least 
with -160dBc the objective. In addition to the 
metrological improvements anticipated, it is also 
intended to make the controls and interfaces 
substantially user-friendlier. To that end RS232 control 
will be implemented. 

Quartzlock will continue to work closely with Kvarz on 
fundamental advances, to simplify the use of Hydrogen 
Masers as stable and accurate frequency standards. The 
wall shift problem will be hrther investigated. It is 
hoped to make some further advances in understanding 
this problematic phenomenon. 

3. LF TRACKING RECEIVER 
Quartzlock are currently manufacturers of medium 
stability LF tracking receivers (formerly called off-air 
frequency standards), which use the 198 kHz signal 
from Droitwich in the UK or the 162 kHz France Inter 
signal to discipline either a VCXO or an OCXO. 
However, it has been difficult in the past to make this 
receiver work on other LF signals, such as DCF77 on 
77.5 kHz in Germany and WWVB on 60 kHz in the US. 
In order to increase the export appeal of the unit and to 
provide a lost cost alternative to the use of GPS as a 
method for disciplining an oscillator, Quartzlock have 
started work on developing multiple input frequency 
instruments. This opens up a worldwide market for low 
cost frequency standards. 

One of the problems with using the 198 kHz signal from 
Droitwich is that it suffers from severe phase shifting 
due to sky-wave propagation at night, which 
significantly reduces its short-term accuracy. This 
makes operation even a few tens of kilometres from the 
transmitter at night almost impossible due to 
ionospheric reflections. However, this was preferable to 
using the other LF and VLF signals because of their 
time code modulation, which caused discontinuities and 
made frequency lock difficult with simple PLL 



technology. They also have periods of outage due to 
maintenance, which is inconvenient. Existing receiver 
technology suffers from indeterminate temperature 
coefficients, particularly where ferrites are used, which 
may be the prime cause of medium term frequency 
error. Also receivers are constrained to the use of only 
one frequency by the use of costly RF crystals. 
Analogue filtering techniques as currently employed 
restrict the use of long time constants causing medium- 
term stability degradation. 

It is proposed to employ a microprocessor in the new 
receiver, which will enable the use of a synthesizer in 
the unit. This will have the advantage of removing the 
restriction on input carrier frequency, a significant 
advance. This use of a novel form of direct conversion 
will enable a reduction in the bandwidth of the receiver 
to <I Hz, removing the need for narrow band tuned 
circuits and consequently improving the thermal 
stability of the unit. The narrow bandwidth of the 
receiver also improves the range of the unit and the 
microprocessor permits the use of significantly longer 
time constants. This should improve the short-term 
stability by several orders of magnitude, with the 
limiting factor being local oscillator quality. The long- 
term accuracy will be determined by the frequency 
reference employed at the originating transmitter. A 
Kalman Filter may be implemented at an early stage. 

The design of the new unit will initially allow the use of 
any carrier signal whose frequency is a multiple of 100 
Hz. Also the receiver architecture enables the receiver 
to remain unaffected by all forms of pulse modulation 
currently employed. This includes the A1 pulse 
modulation of MSF rugby. This is the factor, which has 
hitherto made the use of these carrier signals for 
oscillator frequency disciplining extremely difficult. 

It is early days in the design of this unique LF tracking 
receiver, but potential applications include calibration 
and referencing of RF test equipment. The current UK 
market alone is anticipated to be significant 
(Quartzlock currently sell LF tracking receivers in the 
UK). A much larger potential market exists in the rest of 
Europe, the USA and the Far East where LF transmitters 
exist. The customers will be found in and amongst 
utilities, standards laboratories, Telecoms and RF 
engineering. Future papers dedicated to the explanation 
of the new design will be given within the next year, 
when preliminary test results become available. [3] 

4. RUBIDIUM 
Quartzlock are a manufacturer of Rubidium Frequency 
Standards. A major research element of this project is to 
evaluate through detailed technical and scientific 
analysis the following: Rubidium Isotope specification, 
Buffer gas specification, pressure in Rb lamp and cell, 
volume of Rb lamp and cell, environmental 

specification of lamp and cell, MTBF calculation, 
definition of Rb lamp and cell operation, isotope 
placement, inert gas filling, pressure testing, plasma 
evaluation and cell tuning. The overall aim of this 
element is to investigate the reason for Rubidium lamp 
failure and make progress towards extending the lamp 
lifetime. The aim is to increase the reliability and 
environmental stability of the units. This is generally 
measured in the Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) and 
the temperature stability. Temperature stability is 
increasing in importance due to the placement of 
Rubidium in areas of extreme environmental conditions. 
The aim is to increase the range (ambient) over which 
the unit may perform to -65 deg C to +65 deg C, with a 
potential base plate temperature of over 85 deg C. The 
stability over this range should be in the range of 1E-10 
to 1 E- l l giving a temperature coefficient of - 1 .. .. 5E- 
131 deg C, a significant advance over units currently in 
operation. The size of the unit will also be of 
importance if several are to be integrated into the final 
PRC. An enclosure of -220cc has been proposed with 
potential for 150cc version with OCXO footprint. This 
competes favourably with many of the miniature 
rubidium currently being developed and produced in the 
US. The rubidium oscillator will also be sold separately 
(as will hopefi~lly every other element of the system). 

Unfortunately the full specification for this element is 
currently subject to a NDA due to the sensitive nature of 
the work and the high level of competition that currently 
exists in producing rubidium oscillators. 

5. MICROWAVE SATELLITE RECEIVERS 
Quartzlock have been looking at integrating a 
GlonasslGalileo module into their current high 
performance GPS disciplined Rubidium Time and 
Frequency standard for some time now. In context of 
the Craft project the aim is to do several things. The 
purpose of the GPS/GlonasslGalileo element of the PRC 
will be to improve the long-term stability, removing the 
(small) drift element associated with Passive Hydrogen 
Masers (typically of the order of 1E-15 per day) cf 
Cesium. As part of this element an extensive 
improvement will be made in the software packages to 
algorithmically weight the satellite information. This 
potential re-design of the algorithms is to achieve the 
following goals: high level redundancy (unlimited) by 
modular arrangement, limitless generator connection, 
cellular division ability in the event of a crisis, hot swap 
capability with zero transients, nodal connection 
arrangement, inter-node communication ensuring robust 
operation and improved system integrity and security. 
Kalman filtering may be employed. 

Ultimately the long-term performance (offset) of the 
clock must be better than 5E-14 over 5 days. This is 
currently the frequency offset displayed by the present 
engine utilized. This will help improve the overall 



accuracy of the clock. Temperature controlling of the 
antenna and downconvertor will naturally improve the 
timing capabilities of the clock, essential for many 
users. Features like the Quad Helix antenna will 
continue to be used in the new design. 

6. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
Quartzlock currently produce a very high resolution 
Frequency and Phase Comparator measurement system. 
The system has an integrated distribution amplifier and 
rubidium oscillator. The system is limited to 1 Hz 
sampling rate in phase mode, which makes it impossible 
to look at Allan Variance for t less than 1s. This is 
inconvenient for many people producing Rubidium 
Oscillators and high quality OCXO's, where very short 
term stability is of interest. The very high resolution of 
the current system is a result of the techniques 
employed in the phase comparator (frequency different 
multiplier), which is the heart of the system. Quartzlock 
are currently developing a new Phase Comparator that 
will have several advantages. At the moment input 
frequencies are limited to 5 and 10 MHz, which is 
inconvenient for Telecoms users using 1544 kHz, 13 
MHz, 2048 kHz, 800 kHz. The input range will 
therefore be broadened. The unit will also be a 1U 
system dedicated solely to measurement. 

7. TIME TRANSFER MODULE 
Whilst GPS one way is a very cost-effective and useful 
system, it cannot compare the world's best clocks with 
high enough accuracy. The system that is routinely used 
throughout the world is the method of common view, 
whereby users track particular satellites simultaneously 
and note the differences in readings between their 
clocks and the satellite clocks. If two or more users do 
the same then the satellite clock may be subtracted out 
of the equation and the two users have made an accurate 
comparison between their accurate clocks. As part of 
the total package, which the PRC will offer, a time 
transfer module has been proposed. This is to have Ins 
resolution with an accuracy of at least 5ns. The module 
will be similar to those employed for the creation of 
TAIAJTC, in that the inputs will be a lpps of the PRC 
and a reference lpps from common view GPS receiver. 
The software employed in the TT module will enable 
automatic tracking of the BIPM schedule. This enables 
autonomous operation of the module, with automatic 
satellite selection and data collection. Free running 
atomic clocks and not those steered by GPS can only 
make contribution to TAI. GPS disciplined oscillators 
are merely replications of remote timescales (in the case 
of GPS this will be GPS time). Therefore using one 
timescale replication to contribute towards another is of 
no use. If the PRC wishes to follow the BIPM schedule 
and send readings to the BIPM for the creation of 
TAIAJTC, then some method must be found of taking 
the raw unsteered Passive Maser readings and 
measuring these. Due to the unique modular and nodal 

structure envisaged for the PRC, this should not be a 
difficult thing to do. This will enable more laboratories 
to participate. As more and more countries set up 
standards laboratories a cost effective way for them to 
set up a system will find increasing use. The cost for 
this system is not expected to be high as the individual 
elements are really only a basic GPS receiver engine, a 
simple time interval counter and the BIPM software. 

8. SOFTWARE CLOCK 
RingIGrid Phase Alignment Combiner 

In principle this should have two integrated functions 

i) Phase aligning interface modules enabling the 
coupling of each clock to the interconnecting lines. 

ii) A measurement system that enables clock drift to 
effect weighting in the algorithm that realizes averaging 
of clocks in a robust system 

L I 
FIGURE 1 : SIMPLIFIED PRC DIAGRAM 
This will be the innovative element of the clock. Many 
of the individual elements of the clock will have been 
improved but the significant advance in resilience will 
not be possible if this element is not researched and 
implemented properly. 

The objective of this software clock is to combine a 
(considerable) number of diverse frequency standards so 
as to result in a single time-scale, which has improved 
performance (the measure of performance is the short, 
medium and long term frequency stability of the 
source), and hitherto unsurpassed reliability in that the 
time-scale should vary by any more than a negligible 
amount if one or more of the frequency sources should 
fail. In addition, it would be desirable that the random 
behaviour of the output phase of a source should be 
detectable by comparison with the phase of the other 
sources. 

The sources may be divided into two classes: The first is 
the free running oscillator type of source or primary 
clock, which may show a frequency offset from an 
internationally defined time scale. The hydrogen maser 



and the rubidium oscillator are in this class. They may 
have excellent intrinsic stability, but can still have an 
unknown, although small, frequency offset. 

The second class of source is the type, which provides a 
reference to a time scale elsewhere. The quality of the 
link controls the short and medium term stability of the 
standard. In the long term the stability of this class of 
source will approach that of the host time scale. [2] 

The redundancy requirement poses several problems. 
The outputs of the various standards can only be 
combined if they are all in phase and operating at the 
same frequency. If sine waves are added without phase 
alignment, the output sine wave may have zero 
amplitude with some combinations of input phase. If we 
consider a simple system where one source is 
considered to be the master, then the other sources may 
be phase aligned to the master, and all the sources may 
be added together with equal amplitude weighting. If 
one source should now fail, the amplitude of the output 
will only drop by the ratio of the number of sources to 
be combined. This simple system would work quite well 
if all the sources were of the same class and the same 
degree of frequency (phase) stability. If we were 
combining three rubidium oscillators, we would want to 
give them equal amplitude weighting, as the expected 
short-term stability's are similar. One will even derive 
performance benefit as the phase noise (instability) of 
each will not be correlated, and thus the output noise of 
the ensemble will be lower than that of the individuals. 
If we are combining sources of quite different 
performance levels, the output should be substantially 
that of the best standard, for example a hydrogen maser 
(short to medium term). Any addition of output from the 
other standards can only degrade the performance. 

One could argue that a good method would be to 
improve the short-term stability of the lesser sources by 
phase comparison with the hydrogen maser, and then 
phase adjustment (of these standards). This is certainly 
true, and one could then use a higher percentage of the 
improved (phase adjusted) standard in the final output. 
However, if the hydrogen maser did fail, then the 
reference source for the phase adjustment would 
suddenly vanish, and the basic (inferior) noise 
characteristics of the lesser sources would suddenly 
reappear. The next best source, for example the 
rubidium oscillator, could then be designated the master 
and used for phase alignment. However, it would be 
difficult to achieve a smooth change over. 

required, with a different contribution at different 
averaging times. To clarify this, a source of the second 
class would have more weight over a long period of 
time as it is directly referenced to an international time 
scale. 

A major part of this project is in the computer 
algorithms used to derive the notional time scale, and to 
control the phase aligners that condition the outputs of 
each standard before they are added together. It is also 
important that the phase aligners themselves do not 
contribute noise and phase drift. The successful 
implementation of the PRC will combine state of the art 
electronic design, software analysis and control 
algorithms [2] 

9. CONCLUSION 
The ALPHA 1 is intended to improve reliability for 
time standards of all kinds, whether for standard 
laboratory calibration, telecom network synchronisation 
at the Stratum 1 level or national standards laboratories. 
Whilst the advantages of this project are deemed to be 
high, the risks associated with it are very low. The 
ALPHA 1 will be a user-friendly system, with the 
modular structure enabling customer choice and cost 
flexibility, ease of service and the ability to upgrade 
when required. The extreme reliability will be derived 
by virtue of multiple redundancies with all processing 
being accomplished in a distributed fashion. No single 
module or component will be vital for the continued 
operation of the system wherever three or more clocks 
are used and with greater numbers, it is even possible to 
imagine that the system could be separated into two or 
more totally independent systems each of which could 
continue in operation independently. 
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A better solution might be to derive a notional time 
scale based on phase measurement of all the sources and 
the to phase-align all the sources to the notional time 
scale. In this way, the need for a master is overcome. 
Careful consideration of the weighting of each source 
contribution to the notional time scale would be 
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Abstract 

The Laser Mkgdoule is a 240 beam laser facility that will be built in France to study plasma and to 
achieve inertial confinement fusion. For proper operation, it needs a timing system capable of 
distributing 8,000 trigger signals over an area exceeding 30,000 mZ, with an accuracy ranging from 
1 ps down to 5 ps. We developed a system based on very accurate delay generators connected to a 
master clock through a fiber optic time distribution network to face this requirement. We mainly 
focused on the study of the distributing network and the delay generators. An important effort was 
also made to develop time measurement methods in the near-picosecond range. A first prototype 
system was built by the CEA, then an industrialized system with enhanced performances was realized 
for the LIL facility (a 8 beam prototype of the LMJ). It can deliver up to 1,000 trigger signals. We are 
now developing new picosecond measurement methods and keep working to expand the capability of 
the timing system to reach the LMJ requirements. 

1. Introduction 
The Laser MkgaJoule is a 240 beam laser facility that will be built in France to study plasma and to 
achieve inertial confinement fusion. It will be operating in 2008. In this article, we describe the 
principle of its Timing System that must achieve picosecond range accuracy. We present the first 
studies, the prototype developed by the CEA (French Atomic Agency), the first system for a 8 beam 
laser, and the still necessary effort to reach a near picosecond system. 

2. The Laser M6gaJoule project 
The Laser Me'gdoule will concentrate 1.8 MJ of UV light on a small ball, filled with hydrogen 
isotopes, that will be compressed and heated up to the ignition point. The optical power will be 
provided by 240 laser beams that must be precisely focused, power-balanced and synchronized. Each 
laser pulse will have a particular temporal response to generate specific effects such as mechanical 
compression, plasma heating, and ignition. To control the proper operation of the facility, several 
kinds of measurement and control systems have to be developed. The timing system is a critical one. 

Figure 1 : The LMJ building Figure 2 : The target chamber 
30,000 mZ ground surface (at center) : 10 m diameter 



3. Requirements of the Timing System 
To guaranty its proper operation, the facility needs a timing system capable of delivering 8,000 
trigger signals in single shot mode over an area exceeding 30,000 m2, with a dynamic range of up to 
2 s, an accuracy ranging from 1 ps down to 5 ps and a jitter ranging from 100 ns down to 5 ps (rms). 

Fortunately an analysis shows that the needs for high accuracy and low jitter triggers are close to the 
time the light impacts the target (TO,,,,,,), while devices needing soon or late trigger are less sensitive. 
Therefore, to reduce the cost of delay generators, the 8,000 channels of the timing system were 
divided in several classes, each of them having a different accuracy and delay range. 

Table 1 : class specifications 

Figure 3 : class delay ranges 

Class 
Ultra-precise 

Precise 
Fast 
Slaw 

4. The Design of a Distributed Timing System 
To face our specific need, we had to develop a system with the following capabilities : 
- a highly stable reference clock 
- a time distribution network 
- many high quality low cost delay generators 
- a self-calibration tool 
We conceived a system based on very accurate delay generators connected to a master clock through a 
bi-directional fiber optic time distribution network 

Rms jitter 
< 5 ps 
< 15 ps 

<: 100 py 
~ 1 0 C ) n s  

4.1 The Master Clock 
The master clock is unique. It is the only time reference for the facility. It runs a very stable OCXO 
that is calibrated with an exactitude better than by comparison to a GPS clock. It generates an 
optical numerical message whose modulation frequency is connected to its internal quartz, while the 
data stream is used to send trigger information to delay generators. 

Accuracy 
5 Ps 
15 ps 

1 71s + 5 E,-7 x <,hiay 
100ns+5E-7xde lay  

Dynamic rang$ 
+I- 10 ps 
+I- 50 ps 

+!.. 2 00 nrs  
+I- I s 

4.2 The Optical Distribution Network 

Resolution 
< 5 ps 

< 15 ps 
.'I 2 ns 
100 ns 

A distribution network had to be realized to distribute the reference clock and trigger information 
through the entire LMJ building. We chose to use a fiber optic network. A careful technical study and 
economic considerations led us to select a SDH-SONET type link. With a proper choice of 
components, this permits the use of 155.52 MHz standard components from telecommunications. 

4.3 Slave Delay Generators 
Slave units are connected to the optical network. They locally recover the reference 155.52 MHz 
clock and trigger information from the data stream. 



Each slave device also includes several independent delay generators that drive electrical or optical 
trigger outputs. Their design was probably the most difficult point we encountered. They are based on 
real time counters that count each period of the 155.52 MHz reference clock, linked to analog time 
interpolators to generate arbitrary delays with a picosecond resolution. A very careful study had to be 
conducted to avoid any problem such as diaphony, non linearity, noise effects, etc. 

4.4 A Bi-Directional Link 
Fiber optics are easy to use and well fitted to our need, however their propagation delay time varies 
with temperature changes (from 40 psl°Clkm to 170 psIoC/krn for the fiber samples we characterized). 
These variations were not acceptable for our timing system. Therefore, we designed a bi-directional 
link using two slightly different wavelengths that are separated with WDMs. An emitter was added to 
some slave units, while an optical converter and a time interval counter were added to the master unit, 
so that it is possible to monitor propagation delay drifts in the fiber optics. The same functionality, 
coupled to a specific installation procedure also gives us the exact absolute transit time of each fiber. 
In order to reduce the cost of the system, only long fibers are monitored with a bi-directional link. 
Inside a local area of about 10 m, time offsets between slave systems can be considered as constants, 
and do not require to be monitored. So only one slave system per local area needs to drive a bi- 
directional link. We named it the reference slave unit. 
The design of this bi-directional link was the second most critical point of the study. 

Figure 4 summarizes the architecture we described. 

DISTRIBUTED TIMING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 
DIAGRAM 

MASTER CLOCK 
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Figure 4 : The timing system distributed architecture 

5. First implementation 
A first timing system was built by the CEA. It is based on one master unit and 10 slave units, but it 
does not include the bi-directional link. 
Its performances are : 

- trigger channels : 80 
-jitter < 50 ps rms (35 ps typ.) 
- accuracy : 100 ps +5 E-8 x delay 



This system was achieved in 1999. It was designed to be used in the early phases of exploitation of a 8 
laser beam prototype of the LMJ currently under construction, the L.I.L. (Ligne d'Int&gration Laser). 
It will be operated until the end of the year 2000. 

6. Implementation for the L.I.L. 
The second step was to industrialize the prototype system and to enhance its performances for the 
future of the LIL facility. New components were used for delay generators and bi-directional self 
compensating optical links were implemented. The new system reaches the following performances : 

- trigger channels : 800 
-jitter < 15 ps rms 
- accuracy :<I5 ps +5 E-7 x delay 

This new system is scalable and can deliver more than 1,000 electrical or optical triggers. It is 
currently being built and its performances have been validated. It will be deployed in the LIL facility 
during years 2000 to 2002. 

Figure 5 : Picture of some LIL timing system Figure 6 : Synoptic of a slave delay 
components (the master unit and a slave unit) generator unit 

7. Toward a Picosecond Timing System 
The LMJ timing system requires a few more studies to be achieved. 
- the average cost per channel must be decreased 
- high end delay generators and optical links with 5 ps accuracy and jitter must be studied. They are at 
the limit of current technologies, or must rely on new concepts 
- new qualification tools for this timing system have to be developed as they must overpass 
capabilities of current instrumentation. Our laboratory is working on time measurement in order to 
achieve 1 ps accuracy over a 10 ps range, with new methods, by combining different kinds of existing 
instruments, looking for new ones, ... or by developing some new products such as picosecond streak 
cameras for our own needs. 
These efforts must allow us to qualify the LMJ timing system within 3 years. 

8. Conclusion 
The picosecond timing system of the Laser MBgaJoule still requires important studies, both from the 
CEA to enhance its capacities of time measurement in the picosecond range, and from the company in 
charge of the development of the system to reduce costs of low-end delay generators while enhancing 
performances of high-end ones. 
However the important study effort that has already been made, led to the realization of distributed 
timing systems and delay generators whose performances overpass those of other products currently 
available on the market, for lower prices. They can be of interest for other physics facilities. 
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ABSTRACT 

Random fluctuations on the signal of atomic 
clocks onboard satellites in modem radionavigation 
systems represent one of the causes of positioning 
errors. This paper examines the problem of 
prediction of clock errors due to random fluctuations 
of time signal. By using optimum prediction theory, 
theoretical results are compared with simulations 
and experimental measurements of IEN oscillators. 
As an example, the errors in clock prediction are 
evaluated in the case of the currently studied Galileo 
GNSS. 

where ha is the intensity coefficient of the noise. 
Furthermore, as phase deviation x(tj is the quantity 
we are interested now, we can translate the power- 
law model to a form that works with x(tj. It is 
known that PSD of x(tj is related to the PSD of y(t) 
by: 

We will use then new parameters ,8 and gp defined 

by: 

INTRODUCTION 

Clock error onboard satellites impacts navigation 
error as, once a clock is synchronized at a certain 
istant t=O, it is left stand alone for a certain period of 
time and it accumulates an inevitable error x(tj. For 
example a satellite could be out of view of the Earth 
control stations for some hours: in that period the 
clock onboard is used to generate the navigation 
message and the clock error (unknown) influences 
the error in the localisation of the user. According to 
the accuracy goal of the navigation system, the clock 
error should be lower than a certain threshold and is 
therefore important to evaluate the possible time 
deviation x(tj according to the type of clock used. 
In case of frequency standards it is known that, apart 
from "deterministic" variation, the leading 
behaviour in the performance of a clock can be 
ascribed to five different stochastic noises. The last 
are distinguished by the slopes of the single sided 
power spectral densities (PDSs) of frequency 
fluctuations y(t) as hnctions of Fourier frequency in 
a log-log plot. In the standard power-law model, the 
PDS is assumed to be proportional to f a . The five 
different noises are white phase, flicker phase, white 
frequency, flicker frequency and random walk 
frequency, corresponding to integer values of a 
ranging from 2 to -2 respectively. The standard 
power-law model is written as [I]: 

with P=a-2 ranging from 0 to-4. 
In the followig, two approaches are considered 

dealing with the problem of prediction: stochastic 
theory and prediction theory. The last approach was 
already partially developed by Bemier in [12] and 
by Barnes et Allan in [I 11; semiempirical formulas 
were derived by Kartaschoff in [13], together with 
simulation results. 

1. CLOCK ERROR MODEL 

The problem of determining the probable time 
departure x(tj of an oscillator at a certain time t after 
synchronization at initial time PO, is related to the 
statistical model of noises. Infact the best prediction 
for x(t) is the expected value of the process: E(x(tlf 
while the prediction uncertainty is estimated by the 
standard deviation of the probability density 
describing the process at time t. For this reason, we 
examine the statistichal properties of the five noises 
categories that can be used in clock error prediction. 

In the case of white phase noise (WPM, ac2, 
P O ) ,  the process x(tj is characterized by a spectral 
density of phase fluctuations which is indipendent of 
frequency, nominally [2]: 



As real systems are characterized by a frequency 
cut-off f, (related for example to measurement 
system bandwidth), the variance of measured white 
phase noise is not infinite and, since E{x(tj)=O, it is 
equal to the mean square value: 

rr 

.,*,'it) = E / x 2 ( t ) l  = p,if id f  = q ! , ~  (3) 
11 

The variance (3) is related to the Allan variance ad 
to the intensity coefficient h+2, by the following 

relashionship [3]: 

3 4  ( 2 )  
CT; ( r )  = - 

r 
so that: 

by considering a rectangular filter [4] in (3). 

h+2 Therefore q,,, = - 
( 2 ~ ) '  ' 

The best prediction of time departure x() at time t in 
presence of white noise is E/x(t))=O; the uncertainty 
of this prediction is equal to the square of classical 

variance, i.e. u,(t) = Jq,f,  , indipendent of the 

time elapsed after synchronization. 
In the case of white frequency (WFM, a=O, p- 

2), x(t) becomes a random walk and, from the theory 
of Wiener process, the probability density of x(t) is a 
gaussian N(0, q, t) [2] : 

where q, is the diffision parameter measured for 

example in [ n s 2  i s  ] if frequency fluctuations are 
measured in nanoseconds over seconds. The 
variance of x(t) is therefore ot,(t) = q,t and it can 

be related to h,, by means of [ 5 ] :  

The best prediction of x(t) in presence of WFM is 
E{x(#=O; x(t) on the average remains at the 

synchronization error u,(t) = & , increasing with 

In the case of random walkfrequency (RWFM, 
a=-2, ,&-4), x(t) is interpreted as an integrated 
random walk, and its probability density is a 

t 
gaussian N(0, q, - ) [6]: 

3 

where q, is the diffbsion parameter of the frequency 

random walk ( [ n s 2  / s 3  ] for example). From the 
relation of Allan variance with q, [5], we can 
derive: 

The best prediction of time departure in presence of 
R WFM is the synchronization error E{x(t)} =O; the 

prediction uncertainty is u x ( t )  = - h-,t , d 2 y 2  
increasing with 3/2 power of time. 

2. COLOURED NOISE AS FILTERED WHITE 
NOISE 

The two remainig cases, flicker phase and flicker 
frequency, cannot be theoretically modeled. To 
study the behaviour of time signal affected by these 
kind of noises, we applied the theory of filtered 
white noise [7]. If we model discrete coloured noise 
as: 

w(t) x(t) 
white coloured 

gavsrian noise 

function -I Transfer r 
The PDS of w(t) is equal to S,( f )  = q, . We'd like 
to obtain x(t) such that 

Sx( f )  = S , ( f )  1 G ( f )  1 2 =  g p  f P  with the correct 

slope /I of eq. (I) ,  corrisponding to the desidered 
output noise. The transfer function of the filter 
should then be of the form: 

whose corrispondent impulse response is [8]: 

the square root of time. where u(t) is unit step and T i s  Gamma function. 



From optimum prediction theory [7], if which presents the same time dependence found in 
e( t )  = x( t )  - i ( t )  is the prediction error, defined as [ l ]  and[ll]. We can conclude that bestprediction of 
the difference between the real value and predicted time departure x(t) in presence of FPM is the 

one, we can find [9] E{e(t)} = 0 and, since synchronization error E{x(t),'=O, with uncertainty 
r 

estimated coloured noise i ( t )  is represented by a u,(t) = \ j $ - l n ( 2 7 & r )  , increasing with the square 
linear combination of white gaussian samples with 
zero average, it can be stated: root oflogarithm oft .  

In the case of flicker frequency (FFM ,a=-I, 

E(x ( t ) }  = 0 (8) P=+l) substituting (7) and (10) in (9), we can 
obtain that best prediction is the synchronization 

The mean square prediction error is found to be [8]: value with uncertain& u,(t) = Jq~, increasing 

linearly with time. 
I 

In the other three cases, from this prediction 
E'e2(t" = o:") = 5' gir) ' dr (9) theory we would obtain the same results found in 

part 1 by means of stochastic theory. Uncertainty 
prediction formulas for all cases are resumed in 

By substituting (7) in (9) and considering [lo]: Table 1. 

(10) 3. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

we can derive the variance of the prediction for each 
of the five noises. To test the theoretical results, we investigated the 

In particular, for flicker phase noise (FPM, evolution of x(t) by means of simulations. We used 
a=+l, p - I ) ,  function to be integrated presents a Kasdin's algorithm [lo] to generate clocks with 
singularity in t=O but we can write (9) as: sampling time z, = 100s and we examined the 

statistical properties (data mean and variance) of x(t) 
at different instants ( t = 1 OA4s,10A5s,l OA6s ). At 
time t, each clock has accumulated a time departure 

\ ,  

x, ( t )  . The distribution of x, ( t )  should be normal; 

and with the aid of simulation, the value of the the mean value should be E{x,( t )  j=O and variance 
constant E is fixed giving: should follow the theoretical formulas of Table 1. 

To verify that the distributions are normal, 

(11) 
comparison between experimental and theoretical 
distributions was carried out by means of X 2  test; 
an example is illustrated in Fig.1. The simulated 
distributions were all found in agreement with the 

a I Prediction uncertainty u, ( t )  1 theory. Fig.2 reports five of 1000 simulated clocks, 

rectangular filter 

+2 
white phase 

+1 
flicker phase 

\ikl lorentian filter * 
- 

flicker frequency 

-2 
random walk 

freq. 

Table I: prediction uncertainties 

* If in (3) a Lorentian filter IS assumed, u , ( t )  = ,/- 

in the cases of white FM, with the theoretical 
gaussian distribution, at different instants, 

Comparison between theoretical (line)-experimental curve 
(E(x(10A4s))=0,0566ns,dev(x(l OA4s))=2,4064ns) 

Fig. I :  experimental distribution of simulated values 
of x(10A4s) (1000 data) compared with theoretical 
gaussian distribution, in the case offlicker FM 



simulation of 1000 clocks affected by white 
frequency 

40 

I , I - at 10A6s qx(t)j=-2,066ns,dev=30,08ns 

Fig 2: distribution of phase deviation in the Theor 102 ns 

presence of white phase frequency (h, = 3,2E - 20) I I I I 

superimposed. From the plot a good agreement is Table 3: comparison between theoretical and 
visible and in Table 2 the experimental standard measured standard deviations 
deviations of simulated data ari compared with the 
theoretical formulas of Table 1.It can be seen that theoretical results with experimental 
the behaviour observed over 1000 simulated clocks (measured) ones. 
verify to a large extent the developed theory. 

Real measurement data were are also used to 
support theoretical prediction. Deviations x(t) were 
measured with sampling interval z,, = lOOs, from 
Cs HP 5071A (characterized by WFM, 
h,, = 3,8E - 22 ) and Rb HP 5065A (characterized 

by FFM, h-, = 5,28E - 25 ). Then the measures were 
analized to obtain mean and variance of the 
distribution of x(t) at different instants. Fig.3 and 
Fig.4 presents distribution of x(t) at instants t=10A5s 
and 10A6s for the two oscillators. In Table 3 we 

distributions of x(t)(solid line) at 10A5s 
and 10A6s and measured data 

Fig.3: real measurements on Cs HP 5071 A 

~p 

distribution of x(t)(solid line) a t  10A5s 
and 10A6s and measured data 

4 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 
1- 

t [s 
- at 165s:  E[x(t)]=-35,!ns,de\~I 37,0511s 
- at 1 0 % ~ :  E[x(t)]=-386,08ns,de~1061,2ns 

I I 

Fig.4: real measurements on Rb HP 5065 A 

4. GNSS APPLICATION 

Table 2: comparison between theoretical standard We can apply the developed theory to evaluate 
deviation of x(t) and simulated ones errors in the case of clocks which have been 

proposed for Galileo Space Segment. For example, 
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Table 4: stability of the space qualified Rubidium 

RWFM a v ( z )  = 3E - 16 ST ' '  ' I I .  
technical characteristics in terms of stability are 
resumed in Table 4 for a space qualified Rubidium 
by Temex (Neuchatel). Appling formulas in Table 1 
corrispondent to each kind of noise, we can obtain 
the resulting total uncertainty as: 

~ ~ ( r ) = 5 ~ - 1 2 . z - I  

h-, = 1,76E - 32 

which is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
We can conclude that, with an error treshold of 
1,5ns, the synchronization interval should not be 
longer than 5 hours. 

h0=5E-23 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have theoretically derived 

The authors are thankful to Dr. Kasdin of 
Princeton University and to Ing. Godone of IEN for 
their kind support during the preparation of this 
work. 
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ABSTRACT 

Synchronization is usually distributed throughout a 
telecommunications network using the traffic links of 
an SDH or a SONET transport network. The alternative 
synchronization distribution method presented here is 
based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) for 
coarse distribution to a number of subnetworks called 
cells, and on the SDH or the SONET transport network 
for fine distribution to all nodes within the subnetworks. 
The internal structure of the cells and the way the cells 
are interconnected provide for protection against node 
and link failures, and also against local corruption of the 
GPS radio signal. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The most widely used method for distributing 
synchronization in telecommunications networks uses 
SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) or SONET 
(Synchronous Optical Network) transport networks as 
the synchronization carrier. Traditionally a 
synchronization reference signal is generated by a 
central Primary Reference Clock (PRC) with high 
frequency accuracy. The synchronization signal is then 
distributed to all nodes of the network via a tree of slave 
clocks connected by SDWSONET traffic links. This 
paper presents an alternative method based on the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) for coarse distribution 
to a number of subnetworks, and on the SDWSONET 
network for fine distribution to all nodes within the 
subnetworks. The method consists in partitioning the 
network at hand into subnetworks of predefined internal 
structure, and to interconnect the subnetworks 
according to well-defined rules. These rules determine 
the inter-subnetwork or 'external' structure. The 
obtained subnetworks are called 'cells', the resulting 
synchronization network is called a 'cellular 
synchronization network'. The chosen internal and 
external structures result in some interesting properties, 
which will be discussed in detail. 

2. CLASSICAL SYNCHRONIZATION 
NETWORKS 

As stated above, synchronization is usually distributed 
throughout a telecommunications network using the 
traffic links of an SDH or a SONET transport network. 
Often the frequency reference is generated by a Primary 
Reference Clock installed in a centrally located node. 
The PRC usually consists of a redundant set of atomic 
Cesium clocks andlor GPS-receivers. The 
SDWSONET network provides functions for the 
distribution of synchronization from the PRC to all 
nodes of the network via a tree of slave clocks 
interconnected by SDWSONET traffic links. There is 
also a simple messaging protocol for communicating a 
reference source quality information from clock to 
clock throughout the synchronization distribution tree. 
This protocol is called Synchronization Status Message 
(SSM). SSM is also useful for automatic protection 
switching in case of clock or synchronization link 
failures. 

Let us consider a linear chain of SDWSONET nodes 
with their slave clocks. Synchronization reference 
signals are fed to the chain in at least two nodes, 
typically at the two ends of the chain. The direction in 
which synchronization is distributed inside the chain 
depends on priority table settings in the SDWSONET 
equipment. Let us assume that under normal conditions, 
synchronization is distributed from the west end node, 
which is also a synchronization feeding point, to the 
east. In case of a link failure, all nodes east of the failed 
link are cut off in terms of synchronization. Within the 
cut off half of the chain, the synchronization flow will 
automatically change direction. After the automatic 
reconfiguration, the synchronization will flow from the 
east end node, which is the second synchronization 
feeding point, to all nodes east of the failed link. This 
automatic protection switching makes use of the SSM 
and of the priority-based reference selection function. 

These classical - synchronization distribution 
techniques are illustrated schematically in figure 1. The 
upper part of the figure shows a portion of the network 
which is synchronized by a tree of master-slave clocks. 
The lower part of the figure shows one instance of a 



linear chain of clocks which uses the SSM-controlled 
automatic reconfiguration mechanism. The numbers 
next to the arrows (= synchronization links) indicate the 
priorities assigned to the synchronization reference 
inputs. The dashed arrows inside the cirlces (= clocks) 
show the synchronization flow under normal operating 

Figure 1: Classical synchronization network 

conditions: in absence of failures each clock selects the 
priority 1 reference input. For detailed information on 
these synchronization techniques refer to [I] to [S]. 

3. CELLULAR SYNCHRONIZATION 
NETWORKS 

3.1. General amroach 
The cellular synchronization network concept was 

developed with the intention of synchronizing 
telecommunications network to the GPS. Its architecture 
was designed with the following criteria in mind: 

The GPS is the sole primary reference source (no 
atomic Cesium clocks) 
The synchronization distribution to each node is 
protected (redundancy) against link failures, clock 
failures, GPS-receiver failures, and against local 
corruption of the GPS radio signal 
The protection mechanism is automatic (no human 
intervention required) 

These criteria reflect a concern about the possibility of 
failing GPS reception due to radio interference or 
intentional jamming. Because of the stringent 
availability requirements in telecommunications 
networks, a synchronization distribution network must 
provide protection against failure modes with non- 
negligible probablility of occurrence. 

The chosen architecture consists of an aggregation of 
synchronization subnetworks called 'cells'. There exists 
a limited number of standard cell structures called cell 
patterns. The cells are interconnected to form a 
synchronization distribution network that covers the 
entire SDWSONET transport network. The way cells 
are interconnected follows a set of simple rules. 

3.2 The cell's internal structure 
There are two standard cell structures called pattem A 

and pattern B. Figure 2 shows the typical internal 
structure of a pattern A cell. 

Figure 2: Cell pattern A 

It consists of a linear chain of clocks using the SSM 
protocol for automatic protection switching. At both 
ends of the chain there is a GPS-receiver which delivers 
a synchronization signal to the node's co-located clock. 
This synchronization signal is derived from the GPS 
system time. The GPS-receiver's output signal must 

Figure 3: Failure of a GPS-receiver in an A-type cell 

comply with the specifications of ITU-T 
Recommendation G.811 (see [6]) .  The clocks at the two 
ends of the chain provide outgoing synchronization 



links for interconnection with other cells. Figure 2 also 
shows the direction of synchronization flow under 
normal operating conditions (i.e. no failures). Figure 3 
shows what happens in case of failure of the GPS- 
receiver in the west end node: the automatic 
reconfiguration mechanism causes the GPS-receiver in 
the east end node to become the active primary 
reference source. Figure 4 shows the automatic 
reconfiguration caused by a link failure. After the 
automatic reconfiguration, all the clocks east of the 
failed link will get synchronization from the GPS- 
receiver located in the east end node. The failure of a 
clock inside the chain has similar consequences. 

Figure 4: Link failure in an A-type cell 

Cell pattern B resembles pattern A in the sense that it 
also consists of a linear chain of clocks using SSM- 
based automatic reconfiguration. Unlike pattern A, 
pattern B does not contain any GPS-receiver. Instead, 
there are incoming synchronization links connected to 
the chain's western and eastern end clocks. This is 
shown in figure 5. A B-type cell receives 
synchronization from other cells to which it is 
connected via the just mentionned incoming 
synchronization links. This will be shown in section 3.3. 
In case of failures, a pattern B cell essentially behaves 
the same way as a pattern A cell. 

regarding the maximum amount of jitter and wander 
that is allowed at any point in the network. The jitter 
and wander network limits for synchronization 
interfaces are specifed in ITtJ-T Recommendation 
G.823, chapter 6 (see [7]). The maximum chain length 
for the two standard cell patterns will become clear once 
the interconnection rules are defined. Therefore we will 
resume the discussion about the maximum chain length 
at the end of section 3.3. 

3.3 The interconnection rules 
A cellular synchronization distribution network 

consists of a set of A- and B-type cells interconnected 
according to the following rules: 

1) For all B-type cells of the network: each of the two 
synchronization inputs must be connected to a 
synchronization output of an A-type cell; morever 
these inputs must be connected to different 
synchronization outputs (however, the two 
synchronization inputs of a B-type cell may be 
connected to the two synchronization inputs of a 
single A-type cell). 

2) An A-type cell's synchronization output may be 
connected to one or many synchronization inputs of 
B-type cells. 

Rule 1) prohibits connecting the two synchronization 
inputs of a B-type cell to one and the same 
synchronization output of an A-type cell. However, the 
two synchronization inputs of a B-type cell may be 
connected to the two distinct synchronization outputs of 
one and the same A-type cell. 

Figure 6:  Cellular synchronization network 
Figure 5: Cell pattern B 

The maximum length of a chain, i.e. the maximum 
number of clocks in a chain, is limited by considerations 

Figure 6 shows a simple example of a cellular 
synchronization distribution network (or simply 
'cellular synchronization network'). Each ellipse 



represents a cell. The cells are numbered: C1, C2, etc. 
The letter within the parentheses indicates whether the 
cell is an A-type or a B-type cell. 

Here we need to resume the discussion about the 
maximum length of the clock chains in the cells. ITU-T 
Recommendation G.803, chapter 8 (see [4]) describes 
the architecture of a classical SDH-based master-slave 
synchronization distribution network. Section 8.2.4 
states that, in a chain of clocks, there should be no more 
than 20 SDH equipment clocks between the PRC and 
the frst so-called 'node clock' (a node clock is high 
performance slave-clock featuring a bandwidth that is 
three orders of magnitudes narrower than that of an 
ordinary SDH equipment clock; node clocks are used to 
attenuate accumulated jitter and wander). Since there 
are no node clocks in a cellular synchronization 
network, the maximum of 20 SDH equipment clocks 
applies to the maximum number of clocks that may be 
found in the longest possible chain following a GPS- 
receiver. As a consequence of the interconnection rules 
described ealier, the longest possible chain of clocks 
following a GPS-receiver is given by the chaining of 
one A-type cell and one B-type cell. It follows that the 
rule from ITU-T Rec. G.823 is fulfilled, if the chain 
length in both A- and B-type cells is limited to 10 SDH 
equipment clocks. Of course, this limit can be extended 
by the deployment of narrow bandwidth node clocks, as 
described in ITU-T Recommendation G.803; but this 
approach is outside the scope and the motivation of this 
paper. 

3.4 Extended architecture 
It is possible to define a somewhat richer syntax for 

the cellular synchronzation network architecture. 

shows a cell pattern B* which is derived from pattern B. 
Compared to the latter, pattern B* has additional 
synchronization inputs. It can be shown that the SSM- 
based automatic reconfiguration works also with pattern 
B*. These new cell patterns allow for more complex 
topologies to be covered by the cellular architecture. 
This is illustrated only schematically in figure 9. 
Compared to the example of figure 6,  there is an 
additional synchronization link (indicated by the 
boldface arrrow) connecting cells Cl(A) and C6(B). In 
this case the additional link provides additional 
protection against failures affecting the synchronization 
distribution between C1 and C6, and within C6. 

Figure 8: Cell pattern B* 

@ @aJ 
Figure 9: Extended cellular synchronization architecture 

4. PROPERTIES 

The chosen network structure results in some 
interesting network properties. 

Figure 7: Cell pattern A* 4.1 Protection against failures 
An interesting feature is the fact that all nodes of a 

Figures 7 to 9 give some indications on how this can celllllar synchronization network get two reference 
be done. Figure 7 shows a cell pattern A* which is signals coming from two GPS-receivers located in 
derived from pattern A. Compared to the latter, pattern different sites via geographically separate routes. Thus a 
A* features additional synchronization outputs cellular synchronization network is at least protected 
indicated by the boldface arrows. Similarly, figure 8 against any single failure of a link, a clock, or a GPS- 



receiver. Of course, there is also protection against 
many multiple failure cases. The protection against 
GPS-receiver failures includes the case of local 
corruption of the GPS radio signal caused by radio 
interference or intentional jamming. This failure mode 
would not be covered by simply installing two GPS- 
receivers and two antennas on that site, since both 
receivers would capture the same corrupted radio signal. 

4.2. Timing loop prevention 
The topologies resulting from the described cellular 

architecture have the property of necessarily excluding 
timing loop formation. Timing loops occur, when a 
chain of slave-clocks forms a loop, so that the active 
reference input of any of the clocks is actually locked 
indirectly to the output of that same clock. The 
occurrence of a timing loop can have dramatic 
consequences. The clocks on the timing loop are not 
locked to a PRC anymore. Because of the dynamic 
characteristics of the loop, the loop's clock frequency 
diverges, thus causing catastrophic degradation of 
traffic performance (e.g. bit error rate) in the 
telecommunications network. Timing loops occur 
because of human error during the network design 
process or during equipment commissioning. Making 
sure that there is no possibility of timing loop formation 
in a classical redundant master-slave tree network is a 
complex task. One must not only check the primary 
synchronization distribution paths, but also all possible 
path combinations resulting from protection switching 
events. Failures in the network will cause some of the 
clocks to switch to another reference input (automatic 
reference selection function). These switchover events 
modify the topology of the synchronization distribution 
paths. The network designer must make sure that these 
topology changes never lead to the creation of a timing 
loop. Verifying that a network is exempt of timing loops 
is much easier with cellular synchronization networks. 
The internal structure of the cells and the cell 
interconnection rules necessarily exclude timing loops. 
A cell either delivers synchronization to other cells (cell 
patterns A and A*), or receives synchronization from 
other cells (cell patterns B and B*). There are no cells 
which would simultaneously deliver and receive 
synchronization to or from other cells. It is thus 
impossible to interconnect cells in such a way, that a 
timing loop is created. Inside a cell the creation of 
timing loops is prevented by the SSM protocol. The 
way SDH equipment clocks process the SSM is 
standardized in ITU-T Recommendation G.781 (see 
[5 ] ) .  The standard clock behaviour prevents creation of 
timing loops in chains of SDH equipment clocks using 
SSM. Finally, the simplicity of the design rules 
minimize the risk of human error during the network 
design process. 

4.3 Simple and scaleable network design 
One of the most beneficial advantages of cellular 

synchronization networks over classical master-slave 
tree networks lies in the reduced complexity of the 
network planning process. Network planning includes 
the maintenance of the synchronization network plan 
when the traffic network grows or when it undergoes 
topology, equipment, or configuration changes. 
Experience shows that adapting the synchronization 
network to these modifications is a time-consuming task 
with classical master-slave tree designs. Sometimes it is 
necessary to redesign the entire tree topology. Also, 
these changes entail a lot of equipment reconfiguring. 
Adapting a cellular synchronization network is less 
complex. All it takes is appending new cells to the 
existing design or changing the internal design of cells. 
Adding new cells to a cellular network does not affect 
the structure of the already existing network part. 
Changing the internal design of a cell is easy because of 
the cell's simple chain structure. Moreover, a change of 
the internal design of a cell does not affect the inter-cell 
topology. The only point that requires some attention is 
the length of the cell's clock chain, since there exists an 
upper limit (see section 3.3). But again, if the number of 
equipment clocks in a chain grows beyond the upper 
limit, all that is required, is splitting the cell into several 
smaller cells. In short, one can say that cellular 
synchronization networks are easily scaleable. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents an novel method for 
synchronizing telecommunications networks. It is based 
on the Global Positioning System (GPS) for coarse 
distribution to a number of subnetworks, and on the 
SDH/SONET transport network for fme distribution to 
all nodes within the subnetworks. Two types of 
subnetworks with different internal structures are 
defined. A set of rules describes how these 
subnetworks, also called cells, can be combined in order 
to build a network that distributes synchronization to the 
entire telecommunications network under consideration. 
This set of rules determines a class of inter-cell or 
external structures. The chosen internal and external 
structures result in some interesting network properties. 
Synchronization networks of this type are scalable: they 
can be expanded very easily by adding new cells, hence 
the name (( cellular synchronization networks D. This 
kind of scalability greatly facilitates the maintenance of 
a synchronization network plan during times when the 
telecommunications network is growing. Furthermore 
the chosen architecture has the property of excluding 
the formation of timing loops. Another interesting 
feature is the fact that all nodes of a cellular 
synchronization network get two reference signals 



coming from two GPS receivers located in different 
sites via geographically separate routes. Thus the 
network provides protection against link failures, clock 
failures and corrupted GPS radio signals. These 
properties show that the cellular synchronization 
network concept is an interesting alternative to the more 
traditional designs based on a tree of master-slave 
clocks locked to a central Primary Reference Clock. 
Cellular synchronization networks are suitable for a 
wide range of telecommunications networks, both large 
and small. 
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ABSTRACT 

A novel technique for frequency stabilisation 
and phase noise reduction of monolithic oscillators 
is presented. It employs simple transmission line 
resonators which are many wavelengths long to 
increase the oscillator quality factor. Monolithic 
oscillators at 20GHz and 40GHz are realised for the 
application of this techmque. Phase noise reduction 
of more than 20dB was achieved for both 
oscillators. The single side-band phase noise 
obtained was -100dBcHz at lOOKHz offset for the 
20GHz oscillator and -90dBc/Hz at lMHz offset for 
the 40GHz oscillator. The approach does not need 
accurate resonator dimensions or its precise 
placement and no additional circuitry is required. 
Thus, it presents significant potential in the 
development of low cost MMIC oscillators with 
enhanced noise performance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, an increasing number of 
oscillator circuits have been implemented using 
monolithic technology due to the overwhelming 
advantages of size, reliability and cost [I]. These 
oscillators, however, generally have poor phase 
noise performance as the monolithic circuitry has 
relatively low quality factor (Q). To meet the low 
noise requirements of practical systems, some form 
of oscillation stabilising scheme has to be employed. 

The most common frequency stabilisation and 
phase noise reduction techniques are the use of 
dielectric resonator oscillators (DROs) [2,3] and 
phase locked oscillators (PLOs) [4,5]. Due to the 
extraordinarily high Q, DROs offer excellent low 
noise performance. However, they require accurate 
dimensions of the dielectric puck and its precise 
placement on the n~onolithic or package substrate as 
these parameters determine the oscillating 
frequency and stability. This demands careful post- 
fabrication attention, resulting in high 
manufacturing cost and low repeatability. The 
alternative approach of using PLOs requires many 
components such as voltage controlled oscillators, 
frequency dividers and phaseffrequency 
comparators. Furthermore, additional frequency 
multipliers and amplifiers are required due to the 
limited operating frequency of frequency dividers. 
These requirements result in a complex and high 
cost multi-chip scheme at millimeter-wave 
frequencies. 

In this paper, a stabilising technique using 
simple transn~ission line resonators is presented. It 
does not require accurate dimensions or precise 
placement of the resonator. In fact, the transmission 
line resonator is connected directly to the 
monolithic oscillator without any additional 
circuitry. This results in a simple, low cost and 
robust stabilising scheme. A simplified derivation of 
the improvement in oscillator Q and measurement 
results of K and Ka-band monolithic oscillators are 
presented to demonstrate the technique. 

2. TRANSMISSION LINE RESONATORS 

The most effective way of improving an 
oscillator's noise performance is to increase its Q 
factor, as it determines the oscillator's operating 
parameters such as phase noise, frequency stability 
and pulling figure. In this section, the feasibility of 
using long transmission line resonators to increase 
the loaded Q of oscillator circuits is investigated. 

Fig. 1 shows a functional diagram of a 
microwave oscillator. Maintaining the resonator 
plane a-a as a reference, the oscillator circuit and 
the load constitute a microwave generator, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Load 4 

/ 4 1  Oscillator m I 1 ; Circuit Resonator 

a 
Fig. 1 : Functional diagram of a microwave oscillator. 

Transmission Line 
Generator t Resonator 

' - 1 ---+ 
a 

Fig. 2: Equivalent circuit of the oscillator at the 
resonator plane. 

A constant current source IG in parallel with 
source admittance GG is used to represent the 
generator. The resonator is realised using a 
transmission line with characteristic admittance Yo 
and electrical length I. Open-circuited transmission 



line resonators will be considered although 
equivalent results can be obtained with short- 
circuited resonators. The input admittance of the 
transmission line resonator can be expressed as 

Yin = Gin + jB. in 

where 

G. =Y sinh(d) cosh(a!) 
rn 

O sinh2 (at) + cos (pt) (2a) 

B .  =Y sin(@) cos (@) 
In 

O sinh2 (at) + cos (pt) (2b) 

a and p are the attenuation and phase constants of 
the transmission line. 
At frequencies where 1 is an integer number of 
half-wavelengths, 

pf = Nn (3) 
where N is an integer. 

The input admittance is then given by 
Yin = Gin = Yo tanh(d) (4) 

At frequencies in the vicinity of Pl = Nn; the input 
characteristics of the transmission line can be 
modelled by a parallel resonant circuit. The loaded 
Q factor of the resonant circuit can be evaluated as 
161 : 

where ;l, is the resonant wavelength. 
From (5b), it appears that by increasing the 

length of the open-circuited transmission line, QL 
can be increased. This is valid if the transmission 
line is sufficiently low loss such that the terms of 
(&Ar) are negligible. As QL increases with 
increasing length, the associated line losses u ill 
become increasingly significant. This will result in J 

decreasing improvement with increasing length. 
Eventually, as the line losses become excessive, QL 
will start to decrease. 

Another effect of increasing line length is that 
the transmission line will have many closely 
spaced resonant frequencies. Thus, the circuit will 
have spurious response close to the desired 
resonant frequency, which is unacceptable in many 
applications. Therefore, for the approach to be 

feasible, the oscillator circuit must retain some 
selectivity, other than that provided by the 
transmission line. This is to ensure oscillation 
occurs only at a single mode whereby other 
alternative modes are sufficiently suppressed once 
a single oscillation mode is excited [7]. In addition, 
it must be able to operate under dual loading 
conditions, being connected both to an external 
load and a transmission line resonator. This 
requires two output ports with sufficient isolation. 
If these oscillator requirements are met and the 
transmission line resonator is sufliciently low loss, 
increasing the resonator length is an effective way 
to increase QL, and reduce phase noise. A simple 
oscillator circuit fullilling these requirements is the 
balanced oscillator circuit presented in [S]. 

3. OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT 

The schematic diagram of the oscillator 
circuit is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of two FETs 
whose gates are interconnected by a transmission 
line. Capacitive source feedback is applied to both 
FETs to generate a negative conductance at the 
desired oscillation frequency. Looking into the 
gates of each device is a positive susceptance jB. 
The length of the transmission line is chosen such 
that the two devices resonate one another. This is 
achieved by selecting the length so that each 
device's susceptance is transformed to a 
susceptance with the same magnitude but opposite 
in sign. Thus, the device susceptances and the 
transmission line form a resonant circuit, which 
determines the oscillating frequency. The oscillator 
outputs for the external load and transmission line 
resonator connections are taken from the drains of 
the two FETs, providing the required output port 
isolation. 

l olc olc 

jB -;B 

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the oscillator circuit. 

4. MONOLITHIC OSCLLLATOR 
REALISATION 

Based on the oscillator circuit described, 
monolithic oscillators at K and Ka-Band were 
designed to investigate the technique 
experimentally. These chips were fabricated using 



GEC Marconi's standard F20 and H40 processes. 
The F20 process employs 0.5pm gate length 
MESFETs on 200pm thick GaAs substrate. The 
H40 process employs 0.25pm gate length 
AlGaAsIInGaAs pHEMTs on 100pm thick GaAs 
substrate. The oscillator frequencies for the F20 
and H40 processes were chosen to be 20GHz and 
40GHz respectively, to fully exploit the capabilities 
of the devices and to demonstrate the technique for 
millimeter wave applications. 

Photographs of the 20GHz and 40GHz 
oscillators are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The chip 
dimensions are 1.2x1.6mm and 0.9 x 1.3 mm, 
respectively. Each circuit employs two devices with 
capacitive source feedback, laid out in rotational- 
symmetry. Mesa resistors of 3WZ were used for the 
gate bias while quarter-wavelength transmission 
lines were used for the drain bias and source 
grounding. 

Fig. 4: Photograph of K-band oscillator chip. 

Fig. 5: Photograph of the Ka-band oscillator chip. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The oscillator chips were measured on a 
Cascade Microtech probestation. All RF 
connections to the chips were made using 200pn1 
pitch coplanar probes while DC biasing was applied 
though probe needles. 

The K-band oscillator was first measured by 
connecting one of the output ports to a HF'8563E 

spectrum analyser, leaving the other output port 
open-circuited. Stable oscillations at around 20GHz 
with OdBm output power were observed at Vgs=OV 
and Vds=3V. Without altering the biasing 
conditions or the analyser settings except the center 
frequency, the oscillator was then measured with 
open-circuited coaxial cables connected to the other 
output port. Three coaxial cables of different lengths 
were used and their measured parameters are given 
in Table 1: 

Table 1 : Measured parameters of the 3 coaxial 
cables. 

Fig. 6 shows the measured spectra obtained for 
the four different resonator loading conditions. The 
displayed power levels include probe and cable 
losses, which are about 4dB in total. Similar spectra 
were observed when the transmission lines were 
terminated in a short-circuit instead of an open- 
circuit. Spurious oscillations at unwanted signal 
frequencies were not observed in any of the cases. 

RO 
RI 
R2 
R.3 

C m E R  19.849952GHz SPAN 1.OOOMHz 
RBW lokHz VBW IOkHz SWP 5O.Orn~ 

Fig. 6: Frequency spectrums of K-band oscillator with different resonators: 
RO: No external resonator 
R1: Open-circuit resonator oflength ~ l O m  

RZ: Open-circuit resonator of length ESOcrn 
W: Open-circuit resonator of length z100cm 

Fig. 6 depicts a significant lOdB reduction in phase 
noise with the connection of a short transmission 
line resonator, R1. Increasing the resonator length 
by five times, using R2, results in a further 
improvement of about 8dB. Finally, using resonator 
R3, which is twice the length of R2, results in a 
further 3dB improvement. The measured phase 
noise for R3 at lOOkHz offset is about -100dBc/Hz. 

This trend of decreasing phase noise 
improvement with increasing length is depicted in 
Fig. 7. The resonator length is plotted in terms of N, 
the nunlber of half-wavelengths. Also plotted, is the 
increase in QL as the resonator length increases, 
given by (5b). Neglecting the effect of non-linear 
reactances, phase noise near the carrier is inversely 



proportional to eL2 [9]. Therefore, 201og(Qd is 
plotted in Fig. 7 for direct comparison with 
improvement in phase noise. The two curves are in 
general agreement. Therefore, it is evident that 
increasing resonator length effectively increases the 
oscillator QL and equivalently reduces phase noise. 

0 t 00 200 
No. of half-wavelengths, N 

Fig. 7: Improvement in phase noise and 20 log(Qr) vsN for the K-band oscillator. 

The Ka-band oscillator was measured on the 
spectrum analyser using external mixers. The same 
coaxial cables given in Table 1 were used. Fig. 8 
shows the frequency spectra obtained under the 
different resonator loading conditions, with Vgs=OV 
and Vds=2.0V. Note that the displayed power level 
includes probe and cable losses which are about 
7dB, as well as a 40dB attenuator, which was 
included at the input of the external mixer. Fig. 8 
depicts a dramatic 20dB decrease in phase noise 
with the addition of resonator R1. The lowest phase 
noise is obtained using resonator R2, with - 
90dBcMz at lMHz offset. Increasing the resonator 
length to R3 actually causes 3dB degradation in 
phase noise. 

cPrrw 42899158GH2 SPAN 5 .OWmh 
RBW lokHz VBW lokHz SWP 130.Qns 

Fig. 8 Frequency speclmm of Ka-band oscillator with different resonators: 
RO: No external r e so~ to r  
R1' Open-circuit resonator of IenpU~eIOnn 
R2: Open-circuit resonator of length z50cm 
R3' Open-cicuit resonator of lengtll z100c1n 

Fig. 9 shows the measured phase noise 
improvement and the predicted increase in QL as a 
function of resonator length. The curve of 201og(QJ 
predicts a maximum phase noise improvement of 
35dB with resonator length of about 200 half- 
wavelengths. Beyond which, the associated line 

losses become increasing significant such that QL 
starts to decrease and phase noise degrades with 
increasing length. This trend is in agreement with 
the measured results. 

m 
0. 

0 1 0  s 
0 100 200 300 400 

No. of half-wavelengths , N 

Fig 9: Improvement in phase noise and 2bg(Qr) m N  for the&-band oscillator. 

In addition to phase noise reduction, an increase 
in frequency stability was also observed with 
increasing resonator length. As an indication of 
frequency stability, frequency pushing of the two 
oscillators for the different resonators was 
measured. The variation of oscillation frequency 
with drain bias for the K and Ka-band oscillators 
are shown in Figs. 10 and 1 1, respectively. With the 
addition of external resonators, a dramatic decrease 
in frequency pushing was observed for both 
oscillators. The minimum frequency pushing 
measured was 5MHzIV for the K-band oscillator 
and 30MHzlV for the Ka-band oscillator. 

U. 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 

Drain Voltage (V) 
F1g.10: Frequency pushing of  the K-band oscillator 
under different resonator conditions: 

U. 
1.7 1.8 1.9 

Drain Voltage (V) 

Fig. I1  : Frequency pushing of the Ka-band oscillator 
under differed resonator conditions: 



6. CONCLUSION 

This paper has demonstrated that oscillator 
frequency stabilisation and phase noise reduction 
can be achieved using simple transmission line 
resonators. A simplified derivation of the 
improvement in phase noise has been verified 
through measured results of K and Ka-band 
monolithic oscillators. More than 20dB 
improvement in phase noise was obtained for both 
oscillators. For simplicity, widely available coaxial 
transmission lines were used. However, any other 
low loss transmission lines can be employed. In 
fact, further reduction in phase noise can be 
achieved by using extremely low loss transmission 
line media, such as those fabricated using 
micromachining[lO]. The simplicity and robustness 
of the technique offers great potential in the 
development of low-cost MMIC oscillators with 
significantly improved noise performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

The highest short-term frequency stable microwave 
resonator-oscillators utilize liquid helium cooled 
sapphire dielectric resonators. The temperature 
coefficient of frequency of such resonators is very small 
due to residual paramagnetic impurities canceling the 
Temperature Coefficient of Permittivity (TCP). At 
higher temperatures, which are accessible in space or 
with liquid nitrogen, the effect is too weak, and if extra 
impurities are added the loss introduced is too great. An 
alternative technique involves using two low-loss 
dielectric materials with opposite signs of TCP. 
Following this approach a sapphire-rutile resonator was 
designed with mode frequency-temperature turninp 
points between 50 to 80 K, with Q-factors of order 10 . 
Previous designs use thin disks of rutile futed to the 
ends of the sapphire cylinder. Because of the high 
permittivity of rutile such resonators have a high density 
of spurious modes. By placing rings at the end faces 
instead of disks, the majority of the spurious modes are 
raised above the operation frequency and the requirement 
for thin disks is removed. Finite element analysis has 
been applied and compares well with experiment. The 
application to the design of high stability "fly-wheel" 
oscillators for atomic frequency standards is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Low-noise high-stability resonator-oscillators based 
on high-Q sapphire Whispering Gallery (WG) mode 
resonators have become important devices for 
telecommunication, radar and metrological applications. 
The extremely high quslity factor of sapphire, >lo5 at 
room temperature, > 10 at liquid nitrogen temperature 
and >lo9 at liquid helium temperature has enabled the 
lowest phase noise[l, 21 and most frequency stable[3-51 
oscillators in the microwave regime. To create an 
oscillator with exceptional frequency stability, the 
resonator must have the frequency-temperature 
dependence annulled, as well as a high quality factor. 
The Temperature Coefficient of Permittivity (TCP) for 
sapphire is quite large, and of the order of 10 ppm/K at 
77 K. This mechanism allows temperature fluctuations 
to transform to resonator frequency fluctuations. 

The usual electromagnetic technique of annulment is 
due to the effect of paramagnetic impurities contributing 
an opposite temperature coefficient (due to magnetic 
susceptibility) compared to the TCP. This technique 
has only been realized successfully in liquid helium 
environments[6-81. It is important to raise this 
temperature of compensation to 40-80 K if this 

technology is to be developed for space applications and 
for liquid nitrogen cooled devices. To raise the 
temperature of annulment large concentrations d 
paramagnetic impurities are required, which in turn 
significantly degrade the Q-factor[9]. Recently a new 
technique incorporating dielectric compensation to a 
WG sapphire resonator was developed[lO, 111. The 
method consists of placing two dielectric disks at the 
end of the sapphire cylinder as shown in fig. 1. 

7.5 mm 

Fig. 1. Sapphire resonator with rutile diskslrings of 
thickness t, held to the end faces. 

A good choice of compensating material is rutile, 
which has low loss and an opposite sign of TCP. The 
values of TCP for sapphire and rutile have been 
measured accurately from 300 K to below 10 K[12, 131, 
and we used these results to calculate the characteristics 
of a sapphire-rutile resonator as a function of 
temperature. Dielectric compensation was achieved in a 
sapphire-rutile composite WG resonator with a 
measured Q-factor of 3x10' at 56 K. 

From this result and state-of-the-art frequency 
stabilization circuitry, we demonstrate that the current 
technology is suitable for the construction of an ultra- 
stable oscillator with fractional frequency instability of 
order 10-14. This is the 'fly-wheel' oscillator 
requirement necessary for an atomic fountain or cold 
atom clock to reach the performance set by the quantum 
limit[l4]. Even though a liquid helium cooled clock has 
two orders of magnitude better stability[5], the liquid 
nitrogen clock is more easily transportable and much 
cheaper to maintain. The oscillators based on composite 
dielectric resonators can also be considered for use as 
flywheel oscillators for space applications (such as the 
Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space "ACES" project on 
board the International Space Station). State-of-the-art 
quartz oscillators are an order of magnitude worse (-10' 
1 ) and limit the performance of an atomic clock due to 
the Dick Effect[l5, 161. 



2. COMPOSITE RESONATOR PROPERTIES 

2.1 Finite Element Analvsis 
Rigorous analysis of 12 GHz modes in the structure 

(see fig. 1) was achieved by implementing fmite element 
software developed at IRCOM, specifically designed to 
solve resonant anisotropic dielectric systems[l7]. We 
analyzed the frequency-temperature behavior of the 
WGHio,~,o (or Nllo) and the WGEg,o,o (S28) modes. The 
WG notation is the same as introduced at Limoges[l8], 
and the N-S notation means Non (or anti-) -symmetric 
and Symmetric magnetic field in the axial direction 
respectively, and the following number denotes the 
ascending order in li-equency [l3, 191. The annulment 
temperature versus thickness graphs are shown in fig. 2, 
and the ele~tric field density plots are shown in fig. 3. 

Rutile Thickness, t [mm] 
Fig. 2. Annulment temperature versus thickness for 
various modes. Regions of mode compensation are 
labeled R and regions with spurious mode interaction 
are labeled M: 3a: WGHlo,o,o (Nllo) mode with disks cf 
rutile fixed to the end faces. 3b: WGHlo,o,o (Nl~o) mode 
with rings rather than disks futed to the ends. 3c: 
WGEs,o,o (S~P,) mode with disks of rutile futed to the 
end faces. 3d: WGEs,o,o (S2s) mode with rings rather 
than disks fixed to the ends. 

Fig. 3a. Electric field density plot for the W G H I ~ , ~ , O  
mode in the labeled regions of fig. 2a. 

Fig. 3c. Electric field density plot for the WGEs,o,o mode 
in the labeled regions of fig. 2c. 

Fig. 3d. Electric field density plot for the W G E s , ~ , ~  
mode in the labeled regions of fig. 2d. 

To calculate the frequency-temperature dependence the 
anisotropic permittivity and expansion coefficients of 
sapphire and rutile need to be known as a function cf 
temperature[l2, 131. Using these values an automatic 
program was written to calculate the fi-equency of the 
resonator as a function of temperature at intervals of 2.5 
K between 20 to 62.5 K and intervals of 10 K above 70 
K. A polynomial fit was then applied to this data to find 
the annulment temperature. This procedure was carried 
out for rutile thickness between 0.03 to 1.0 mm, and the 
results of calculations are plotted in fig. 2. Due to the 
symmetry of a cylindrical resonator, it was only 
necessary to calculate the frequency and field patterns in 
114 of the resonator as shown in figure 3a to 3d. 

All the li-equencies of the analyzed modes were close 
to 12 GHz at cryogenic temperatures. The fi-equency cf 
the same mode in the composite resonator in 
comparison to the bare sapphire resonator was higher for 
WGE modes as the axial boundary condition at the top 
and bottom sapphire-rutile interface causes the field to be 
squashed M e r  into the sapphire (a Bragg effect). 
conversely, the li-equency is lower in the WGH modes 
as the axial boundary conditions cause the field to be 
stretched by the rutile disks due to the larger 
permittivity of rutile. 

In general for a small thickness of rutile (-0.03 mm) 
there is not enough rutile to fully compensate the 

Fig. 3b. Electric field density plot for the WGHIO,O,O resonator. Instead a point of inflection occurs at about 
mode in the labeled regions of fig. 2b. 20-30 K for both WGE and WGH modes. When the 



thickness gets large enough the inflection point turns 
into an annulment point and separates in two. At the 
point of separation the second derivative is matched as 
well as the frst and a flat annulment point of zero 
curvature is created. At larger values of thickness excess 
spurious modes exist due to modes mainly in the rutile. 
To lessen the spurious mode density we introduced 
rings (with an inner diameter of 23.6 mm) held to the 
ends. This had the effect of tuning the spurious rutile 
modes to higher frequencies with correspondingly larger 
ii-equency separations, and reduced the effect. However, 
the effect of the spurious modes on WGE and WGH 
modes are significantly different. Thus, we describe 
them separately in the following two subsections. 

2.2 Temoerature Characteristics for WGE Modes 
Fig. 2c and 2d show the annulment temperature 

versus thickness for the WGE8,0,0 mode. The rutile acts 
to only perturb the resonant frequency when the 
thickness is less than about 0.12 mm. This is the linear 
regime where the annulment temperature is proportional 
to the thickness. However, at about 0.12 mm in the 
disk structure and 0.15 mm in the ring structure a 
spurious mode starts to interact with the sapphire 
W G E s , ~ , ~  mode. This interaction with the new spurious 
mode is caused from the tangential boundary conditions, 
which require the transverse electric field between the 
rutile and sapphire to be continuous at the top and 
bottom of the sapphire resonator. The electric field 
density plots of the mode as a h c t i o n  of rutile 
thickness are shown in figures 3c and 3d. The first rutile 
modes that effect the sapphire mode are dominately TE 
due to the smaller permittivity of rutile in the 
perpendicular plane of the crystal. 

After the thickness becomes large enough the spu;ious 
mode is tuned lower in frequency than the WGEg,o,o 
mode and the annulment temperature starts to decrease 
in temperature (anti-resonant effect). The rutile disks can 
support many WG modes, and in the range of thickness 
ii-om 0 to 1 mm five more spurious mode interactions 
exist. If we substitute the disk for a ring structure, the 
frequency and separation of these modes are raised high 
enough that only one spurious mode remains out of the 
five. 

It is interesting to note if we ignore the interacting 
WG modes in rutile, the temperature versus thickness 
characteristic with the disk and ring in fig. 2c and 2d are 
very similar. The first resonance due to the new mode 
occurs only at a slightly different thickness, unlike the 
other rutile WG modes, which are shifted greatly. Also, 
a local minimum in the annulment temperature- 
thickness characteristic occurs in both cases close to 
0.75 mm. This suggests an effect that is mainly due to 
the boundary conditions at the top and bottom sapphire- 
rutile interface, between the sapphire WGE mode and 
the first TE Bragg mode in the rutile. The WGE modes 
are quasi-TE and hence have the majority of the electric 
field tangential to this boundary. Thus, WGE modes 
couple strongly to this new mode. This phenomenon is 
a manifestation of the Bragg effect[20]. 

2.3 Temperature Characteristics for WGH Modes 
WGH modes are quasi-TM, therefore the majority of 

the electric field is normal to the sapphire-rutile 
boundary and the modes do not couple strongly to the 
new Bragg modes, which are quasi TE. Inspecting fig. 
2a and 2b closely, small kinks at 0.12 mm in 2a and 
0.15 mm in 2b are present. This is due to the small 
hybrid TE component coupling to the new TE Bragg 
mode. The coupling is too small to see the Bragg effect 
dominate due to the dominant TM structure. Thus, in 
general as the rutile thickness is increased, so does the 
annulment temperature as long as the interactions with 
spurious modes are ignored. When we replace the disk 
with the ring, three spurious rutile WG modes are 
reduced to one, in the range of thickness fiom 0 to 1 
mm. 

2.4 Comparison with Experiment 
Two rutile rings 0.42 mm thick with inner diameter 

of 23.6 mm were held to the ends of the sapphire by 
sapphire holders incorporating a spring mechanism. 
Sapphire is the only material that we considered, so the 
Q-factor would not to be degraded. Measurements of 
fkequency and Q-factor were achieved using standard 
techniques, similar to that as described by Luiten et. 
a1.[21]. Experimental results and calculation are 
compared in table 1. 

Table 1. C o m ~ a r i s o n  of ex~erimental  results with 
finite element c'alculation 

Mode I WGEa.o.o I WGHlo,o,o I 
I I 

Measured fieauencv at 1 12.031 1 11.916 . . 
annulment temperature [GHz] . I I 

Calculated frequencv at 1 12.071 1 1 1.947 . . 
annulment temperature [GHz]. I 

Measured annulment I 55 I 72 
temperature [K]. I 
temperature [K] . 

Measured curvature 
[ppm/KZ1 

Calculated curvature 
[ p p m / ~ 2 ]  

Measured Q-factor 

Even though we have not modeled the support system 
for the rutile rings, results of experiment and finite 
element modeling are in good agreement. This shows 
that finite element analysis is an excellent technique to 
design such a resonator for both WGE and WGH 
modes. This type of resonator is very difficult to model 
accurately with other techniques. Also it is important to 
note, if it was not for the ring structure (rather than a 
disk structure) the turning point temperature for WGE 
modes could not have been designed for accurately due 
to the large spurious mode density, without having 

11 061 

Calculated annulment 

0.0365 

0.0395 

4 
I 

54 76 

0.44 

0.37 

6 

Calculated Q-factor I 3 0 9 



extremely thin disks. For example, previous results 
with 0.2 mm thin disks enabled the design of the 
turning point temperature for WGH modes, but not 
WGE modes [22]. 

Q-factors were also calculated by solving for complex 
frequencies. Losses due to the dielectric and copper 
cavity were taken into account. It should be noted here 
that the measured Q-factor of the W G E 8 , ~ , ~  mode is 
degraded due to the influence of a nearby weakly 
interacting spurious mode not calculated in the software, 
which also slightly reduces the curvature. The WGE9,0,0 
mode has been measured at 13 GHz (but not modeled) 
and also had a compensation point close to 55 K with a 
Q-factor of 30 million. This result is evidence that the 
Q-factor ofthe WGE*,o,o mode should be of the order of 
30 million as predicted, if the near by mode did not 
degrade the performance. The mode is believed to be 
coupled to the support structure and with redesign we 
anticipate an improved Q-factor for this mode. 

3. OSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE 
CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Freauencv Variations due to Electronic Noisg 
It is customary to characterize the frequency instability 

of an oscillator by the square root of Allan variance 
(SRAV), oy [23]. This is the primary measure of 

oscillator frequency instability in the time domain. 
Taking the minimum value of oy and multiplying it 

by the resonator Q-factor: 6 = o v ~ ,  another 

characteristic of an oscillator frequency stability, termed 
the line splitting factor is defined. Assuming the 
oscillator is frequency stabilized with a frequency noise 
suppression system, the line splitting factor can be 
interpreted as fraction of the resonator bandwidth within 
which the oscillator remains locked, with respect to the 
center of resonance. 

Our goal is to build a microwave oscillator with a 
short-term frequency instability of order 10-14. This is a 
necessary requirement to achieve the potential of a 
typical atomic Cs fountain or cold atom frequency 
standard for space applications. The UWA sapphire 
clock has been locked with a line sglitting factor of 10' 
to obtain an instability of order lo-' [5]. The JPL 87 K 
mechanically temperature compensated clock also locked 
with a line splitting factor of lo-' to obtain a stability of 
10"~[24]. The voltage noise floor in an optimized 
Pound frequency discriminator was measured and th? 
SRAV calculated. For a resonance with a Q-factor of 10 
the measurements translate to a discriminator noise floor 
of 3 x 10-l5 from 1 to 10 seconds of averaging time, 
rising to 3 x at 100 seconds, which is suitable f a  
an atomic frequency standard. 

temperature fluctuations, was calculated to be 1.5 x 1 0'15 
at 1 second rising to 3 x 10-l4 at 30 seconds of averaging 
time. This assumes a temperature control maintaining 
the resonator within a 100 pK of the turning point, 
which is achievable with current temperature control 
technology. This calculation however, was without 
active temperature control, which when implemented, 
will even further reduce this source of noise. 

4. CONCLUSION 

One would prefer the mtile to act solely perturbatively 
on the sapphire resonator. Clearly this does not always 
occur. However our analysis clearly shows how to avoid 
resonant effects, as well as furnish an understanding of 
the modes in such a structure. Specifically we have 
shown by holding mtile rings to the end faces of a 
cylindrical sapphire resonator good designability of the 
annulment temperature above 30 K can be achieved with 
a low spurious mode density. These temperatures are 
easily accessible by closed cycle reiiigerators, liquid 
nitrogen and radiative coolers for space applications. 
Also, we have shown that a frequency stabilized 
oscillator based on this resonator has the potential to 
pump an atomic frequency standard at the quantum 
limit. 
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Abstract 
The SC 301 and 310 mode resonators have been 
developed over past several years in Besancon 
(perpendicular field) and in Warsaw (lateral 
field).The first results of 301 mode resonators 
excited by lateral field were presented on 12& 
EFI?; in Warsaw. The Q factor of 8,2 MHz 
resonator was 1,3 x lo6 and motional resistance 
was about 400R. The 3 11 mode resonators were 
presented on the Joint Meeting in 1999 in 
Besancon. Two different electrodes c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n s  
were presented. The first gives the Q factor of 5 
MHz resonators about 2 x lo6 and motional 
resistance over 700 S2, with the 310 mode 
resistance of only about 900 R. The second gives Q 
factor over 1,7 x lo6 and motional resistance 340 
R ,  with another modes vibrations resistance over 
1000 R. At Tele and Radio Research Institute 
investigations on the lateral field excited resonators 
working on 301 or 311 modes are still being 
continued. By the electrodes configuration 
modification it was possible to obtain Q factor of 5 
MHz resonators over 2 x lo6 and resistance about 
200R. These parameters were obtained as a result 
of investigations of anharmonic modes excitation 
areas by lateral and perpendicular field. 3 11 mode 
10 MHz resonators were also designed and Q 
factor over 1,2 x lo6 and motional resistance about 
800 R were obtained. The 311 mode resonators 
exhibit about four times higher motional 
capacitance than classic lateral field 300 mode 
resonators. It means that for these resonators the 
frequency adjusting tolerance can be four times 
wider. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The first resonators utilizing an anharmonic modes 
were developed in 1996 [l].These were resonators 
excited by perpendicular field with four electrodes 
configuration. The next were resonators excited by 
lateral field for 301 or 310 anharmonic mode 
vibrations presented in 1998 [2] and for 3 11 mode 
presented in 1999 [3]. These were the initial 
constructions presenting only the possibility of 
these modes excitation. In last year were carried 
out next investigations giving results in resonators 
parameters possible for practical utilization. 
In the case of lateral field excited resonators the 

main problem is very narrow range of frequency 
adjustment. The classic lateral field resonators 
exhibit very low motional capacitance and are in 
practice non adjustable in oscillator. The 

anharmonic mode utilizing resonators exhibit 
higher motional capacitance and significant wider 
range of frequency adjustment in oscillator. But the 
first models of resonators exhibited sigmflcantly 
lower values of Q factor and in result higher level 
of noise. Presented below results of investigations 
show possibility of Q factor and motional 
resistance improvement by electrodes 
configuration and thickness modification. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
2.1. 30 1 mode resonators 
The first lateral field excited anharmonic mode 
resonators presented on 12& EFTF were made of 
round plano-convex SC cut plates designed for 
classic resonators with frequency 8,192 MHz on 
third overtone main mode. The best of these 
resonators exhibited motional resistance 390S-2, Q 
factor 1,3 x lo6 and motional capacitance 0,038 
fF. Comparing its parameters to classic lateral field 
resonator, Q factor and motional resistance were 
the same and motional capacitance was two times 
higher. 
Next the 301 mode 5MHz resonators with the same 
electrodes configuration were designed. The 
resonators were manufactured and their parameters 
were measured. The electrical parameters of these 
resonators in comparison with classic LFE 
resonators are presented in tab. 1. 

Tab. 1 Parameters of 300 and 301 mode resonators 

The Q factor of these resonators was wer 30% 
lower with about 50% motional capacitance 
increase. 
The main works over 301 mode resonators 
improvement concerned Q factor and motional 
capacitance increase and motional resistance 
lowering. For 301 mode vibrations excitation the 
electrodes presented in fig. 1 were used. The first 
stage was the inner electrode widening and 
electrode thickness optimization. The next stage 
was a slight electrodes configuration modification. 
Two versions of the inner electrode wit11 0,5 and 
1,2 mm width were checked and electrode 
thickness 35 and 50 nm were used (in previous 





Tab. 5 .  Parameters of 5 MHz 110 mode resonator 

2.3. The 3 1 1 resonators 
The two kinds of electrode configurations of 31 1 
mode anharmonic resonators were presented on 
Joint Meeting EFTF and FCS in Besancon [2]. 
These electrodes shape vs. X ray topography of 
vibration regons comparison showed the 
electrodes positioning on vibrating areas. As a 
result one can not expect the aging effect induced 
by electrodes lowering. For removing electrodes 
from active regions it was necessary to recognize 
vibrations direction in every active region. The 
active regions shape of 311 mode is presented in 
fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 .  3 1 1 mode pattern [2] 

For the vibration regions excitation polarity 
recognize the simple electrodes configuration on 
printed circuit board, presented in fig. 6 was 
designed. In the gapes between electrodes electric 
field directions are almost opposite. The quartz 
plate movement along the electrodes in central 
position gives excitation decay in position 
corresponding to excitation area centers over the 
gapes between electrodes. The quartz plate 
movement in direction perpendicular to electrodes 
gives si@~cant signal increase in position where 
two excitation regons in the plate axis are 
positioned over one gap and one of other excitation 
region is positioned over the second gap. 

Fig. 6. Electrodes configuration for the 3 11 mode 
vibration regions excitation polarity recognize 

These results show the same polarity of regions 
laying in one symmetry axis and opposite polarity 
of regions laying on perpendicular symmetry axis. 
On the basis of these results the four strip 
electrodes configuration was designed. This 
electrodes configuration is presented in fig. 7. The 
5MHz and 10 MHz resonators, with this electrodes 
configuration were made. These resonators 
parameters are presented in tab. 6 and 7. 

Comparing presented results with 301 mode 
resonators one can notice the low repeatability of 
electric parameters of 5 MHz 3 11 mode resonators. 
The parameters spread is wide. In one group there 
are existing resonators with diametrical dfferent 
values of Q factor, motional resistance and 
motional capacitance. The Q factor values are 
significant lower than in classic resonators. These 
are the first samples of this kind of resonators. 
Probably it will be necessary also in this case to 
move electrodes from the center of plate as in 301 
mode resonators. In the case of 10 MHz resonators 
repeatability of electric parameters is better. The Q 
factor values are comparable with classic 
resonators. 

- 
Fig. 7. The four strip electrodes configuration for 

3 11 mode excitation 
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One of 5 MHz resonators with B1 (fig. 4) electrode It exhibited long term stability in the first month 
configuration was mounted in oscillator and it's 8E-1 llday. After six month of aging the long term 
aging was measured. stability was 5E-1 llday. 

Tab. 2. The 5MHz anharmonic f30 resonators parameters 

Tab. 3. The 8,192 MHz anharmonic f30 resonators parameters 

2.2. The 1 10 mode resonator this resonator are presented in tab. 5. This 
It was checked that this mode is excited stronger as resonator exhibits Iugher Q value in comparison 
101 mode. Only one resonator on fundamental with classic resonator and over two times lower 
anharmonic mode 110 with electrodes presented in value of resistance and over two times higher 
fig. 1 was made. The 5MHz resonator was made value of motional capacitance in comparison with 
with curvature radius 200 mm. The parameters of LFE 100 mode resonator. 

Tab. 4. The 10 MHz anharmonic f301 resonators parameters 

P24 
P25 
P26 
P20 
P21 

PFE300 
LFE300 

R 
[mm] 
500 
500 
500 
1000 
1000 
1000 
750 

Electrode 
thickness [nm] 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
100 
50 

f~ 

p] 
10000 664 
10 000 842 
9 999 125 
10056 362 
10054 129 
10000000 
9 999 996 

R1 
[n] 
440 
350 
475 
375 
474 

40-55 
650 

C1 
[a~] 

33,53 
40,56 
28,69 
36,51 
32,52 
260 
19 

10E6 

1,07 
1,08 
1,13 
1,13 
1 ,o 

1,l-1,3 
1,28 

Electrodes 

fig. 4, B 
B 1 

B 

$ 6 5  
$611.5 



Tab. 6. The parameters of 3 11 mode 5MHz resonators with four strip electrodes 

Tab. 7. The parameters of 3 11 mode 10 MHz resonators with four strip electrodes 

Electrodes 

fig. 7 

$8 
$5/2,3 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
Compari~g presented results with the previously 
presented it is possible to notice the progress in 
anharmonic resonators parameters, but it is not 
easy. The higher frequency resonators exhibit 
better parameters in comparison with classic 
resonators. A specially good parameters exhibits 
resonator of fundamental mode 110. The 3 1 l mode 
resonators are not optimized yet. The optimization 
of their parameters has to be continued. This 
optimization is very d~Ecult  because of low 
repeatability of resonators parameters. Probably it 
is caused by very large sensitivity of resonator 
parameters to little changes in quartz plate and 
electrode geometry. On the basis of presented 
a b v e  experimental results one can confirm 
without any doubt that anharmonic mode lateral 
field excited resonators can reach parameters 
similar as classic resonators and in comparison 
with LFE main mode resonators they exhibit lower 
motional resistance and few times higher motional 
capacitance. The main problem in their technology 
is that resonant frequency of quartz plate measured 
in conventional electrodes configuration is not the 
same as resonant frequency utilized in resonator. 
But thls problem is possible to overcome by special 
electrodes configuration use. The second problem 
is an accurate determination of electrode direction. 

It needs very precise quart plate positioning in the 
electrode depositing masks, Tlus problem has not 
been solved yet and probably it is the main source 
of resonator parameters low repeatability. 

R1 
[a] 
680 
765 
212 
400 
435 

65-80 
520 

f s 
I 

5 069 758 
5 069 913 
5 130 555 
5 119 171 
5 102 035 
5 000 000 
5 000 003 

No 

P 3 3  
P 54 
P 5 6  
P 58 
P 3 1  

PFE300 
LFE300 

Electrodes 

fig. 7 

$ 6.5 
$ 611.5 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper will give a theoretical overview of the 
influence of different surface parameters on the 
behaviour of the quartz crystal components. It is 
possible to calculate different types of crystal shapes 
with various structures of the surface. The results give 
tendencies and very important values for the tolerances 
in blank production to keep the specified values of the 
final product, e.g. dips, C1-tolerances or the attenuation 
of inharmonic modes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is very important for the blank manufacturer to know 
which mechanical tolerances are usable to determine 
electrical parameters of the final crystal. 
A FDM (finite differences method) program was written 
which calculates the influence of different surface 
parameters on the behaviour of the quartz crystal 
components with high resolution. In this way it is 
possible to calculate different types of crystal shapes, 
mean plane, bevelled, convex or special structured 
blanks (e.g. inverted mesa) with various structures of 
the surface, mean roughness, wedge or concave surface. 

2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The program has been developed over the time, see [4] 
to [8]. The basis for the calculation program is the 
calculation of vibration-modes of quartz crystal 
resonators with different dimensions and surface 
contours. It is based on the publication of Beaver [I]. 

The starting points are the differential 
equations 

[h(Y I +Y 2.1 )).I - (pkh2 /Dm)y2  a 0 
(2) 

and the boundary conditions 

In this way it is possible to calculate the vibrations of 
crystal resonators of various shapes, of different cut 
angles, with different electrode dimensions and at 
different temperatures. The input parameters are the 
mechanical values of the mounted finish blank. They 
are : 
- shape factors including: 

- thickness 
- electrode diameter and material 
- surface roughness (different models) 
- surface wedge (plano-parallel) 
- surfaceconcave 

- cut angle (three axis rotations available ) 
- temperature 

The output values of the program are: 
- eigenvalues and frequencies 
- amplitude distribution 
- relative amplitude ratio per mode 
- relative C1 (integrated amplitude) per mode 
- graphical display 

The program works in steps and adds the mechanical 
values step by step to the structure (i.e. starting from 
shape type (plano, convex, mesa, etc.), add roughness, 
add wedge, add concave part, add electrode on the 
surface, add holder damping). For the determination of 
the cut angle, a three dimensional tensor rotation and 
the temperature dependency of the physical constants 
are used. Calculation accuracy must be better or equal 
the real*8 notatian of Fortran. In the case of lower 
accuracy the resolution of the calculation is not 
sufficient. 

The calculated values are comparable with the 
measured values. Although there is an offset between 
calculation and measurements, the results are useful for 
calculation of tolerances, for the direct comparison in 
one or two points and for the adjustment of ranges. 

The structure of the calculated elements is very 
important for such types of FEM or FDM calculations. 
For the calcuiations with shear vibrations, the ratio of 



thickness to width of the element should be larger than 
2:l to obtain good results. In the case of smaller ratios, 
the stifhess of the shear modes is too high. 
This is necessary to provide adequate minimum 
resolution for different blank dimensions, e.g. 17 MHz 
blank with 8 mm diameter, mesh width 0.05rnm, 160 
meshes in one direction. 
The program is written in FORTRAN and uses a 
DIGITAL Fortran Compiler. The resolution is 
adjustable in the start-phase of the program and depends 
on the used type of computer. It runs on normal PC's. 

3. CALCULATIONS AND THEIR RESULTS 

Different results for plano blanks and contoured blanks 
are published in [5] and [6]. For more information on 
the influence of the surface roughness see [7] and on 
inverted mesa blanks [8]. Mechanical values of the 
blank for the best energy trapping, temperature 
fiequency behaviour and inharmonic mode damping are 
determined. In addition, calculation of the influence of 
wedge and concave blank forms is also computed. 

An example of an 8mm diameter 0,l mm thick 
AT-blank with a calculation in one direction is used to 
show the utility of the program. In this case, face shear 
modes are not included. The effects of the wedge 
shape, the roughness, concave part and the effect of 
electrode thickness on concave blanks are included in 
the calculations. Figures 1 to 3 show mode chart 
dependencies for different diameters and also the 
temperature dependency. These values determine the' 
tolerances of the diameter or width and length, 
respectively. The blank dimensions diameter, electrode 
and mean thickness in the following calculations 
correspond to the blank of Figure 2. Figures 4, 5 and 6 
show the influence of a wedge, of roughness, or of a 
concave part, respectively, on the temperature mode 
chart of the blank. 
The wedge influences the amplitude deviation of the 
main mode and the inharmonic modes and also the 
values of Rl and C1 and the damping of the inharmonic 
modes. The roughness influences also the R1 and C1 
values and the amplitude ratio of the inharmonic modes 
and the main mode, but the fiequency mode charts are 
not changed significantly. The surface roughness 
influences over scattering effects on the surface also the 
temperature fiequency curves (dips) [7], [8]. Figure 7 
shows the mode chart dependent on the concave part for 
a blank with a fixed film thickness. In this case the 
coupling parameters for the unwanted mode show a 
significant change versus small concave variations this 
means that the blank is very sensitive for dips. Figure 8 
shows the mode chart of this blank for different film 
thickness. The influences on the inharmonic modes and 
the instability of the vibration in the range of thin film 
thickness are visible very well. In Figure 9, the normal 
amplitude deviation of the main mode and the f is t  

inharmonic mode for this blank without concave part is 
shown. In Figure 10, it is seen that the concave part 
influences these modes and Figure 11 shows the last 
stage for a normal vibration. For thinner films the main 
mode is splitted and not usable. In that case the blank 
will nm on an inharmonic mode with high R1 values. 
Figures 12 to 14 show the dependencies of two modes 
firom the Z- and Y-rotation of an AT-blank. This 
influences very strongly the coupling parameters (dips) 
and is caused by the cutting process. Table 1 shows 
principal dependencies of the electrical values of the 
finished crystal on the mechanical parameters, 
possibilities to use the FDM-Calculation, and the 
determined mechanical tolerances. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Table 1 shows the conclusions for the production 
tolerances in the blank manufacturing area Special 
values can be fixed by production parameters, like 
frequency and electrode. Others are used to calculate 
each new specification. This program is a very good 
tool in the design phase of a new blank with delicate 
specification in the electrical parameters or in the 
temperature fiequency behaviour. Test calculations have 
shown that this program is also usehl for other cuts 
such as SC. Also is it possible to calculate the influence 
of the material, like changing of constants or etch 
channels as well. 
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Table 1 Principal dependencies and results 

Mechanical dimensions 
Diameter Temperature frequency Mode chart and 20 % of the thickness 
or width /length for strips (cut angle) and dips and Q- amplitude deviation 

value _- -- - - - -  -- 
Thickness (blank frequency- Temperature frequency dips Mode chart Thickness tolerance < 
plate back) Inharmonic modes 10 % of F~ of the 

electrode .---_ ----- ----- -- l -(I - -I--_ _.-- .I - -  _ .- ___. ^--_I"^.L^ ---- _ -- _ . 
Shape and surface -- - . .- -- -- 

Shape @lano, bevel, lenses) Q-value Amplitude deviation To be calculated 
C1 Mode chart 
Inharmonic modes 
Dips 

------- Temperature -."---- %!E?i?Y ----- - - _ _ _ _  -----.- 
Flatness (wedge ,concave ) Inharmonic modes Amplitude deviation Wedge < I% blank 

C 1 
Q-value 

-- - -- -- -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- - 
Q-value 
C 1 
Inharmonic modes 
Cou lin parameters for dips 

-" P ---- -- 
-- P-" 

C1 vlitude deviation 
Inharmonic modes ~ i e  chart 

- - -- Coupling - - - Parameters - - - - -. -- - for dips - -- -- - --- - - - --- 
Electrode material (mass, Temperature-frequency Only mass dependency To be calculated 
stress) Stress dips 
-. - - - ----- - - -. *--- --- " . . -- --- . - .- , - . --- . - -- - - -- - -- - -- - - 
Mounting -- - - - -  - -  - .  - - -  - - -- - - . ?- - -- - .- - - 

Mounting points Temperature- frequency - Amplitude deviation with To be calculated - 
Dips damping points 

Material . - - - - . - -- 
cut angle 

." .... 
Tem 
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ABSTRACT 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW LD-CUT 

This paper deals with the study of quartz crystal cuts 
with low isochronism defect. We have already shown 
that it exists at least one cut, working in C-mode, for 
which the isochronism defect is practically null. The C- 
mode is thermally compensated in order to use the 
resonator in Ultra Stable Oscillator for Time-Frequency 
applications. 

Here, we entirely characterize this new cut (called 
LD-cut), mounted in a BVA structure. We justify the 
choices of the design parameters and compare 
theoretical and measured electrical parameters. 

Further, we present measurements of isochronism 
defect on other temperature compensated doubly rotated 
cuts working on B-mode. 

Key words : Isochronism defect, contoured resonator, 
doubly rotated cut, BVA resonator. 

2.1 Design Parameters : 
We have reported [I] some measurements on the 

isochronism defect of thermally compensated C-mode 
resonators for cuts with a cp angle ranged between SC- 
and X+30-cuts (with 8 close to +34'). The curve of the 
isochronism defect versus cp cross the zero-axis for a 
value close to 27' (see Figure 1). 

Numerous LD-cut BVA resonators, designed in 
order to work on the 3rd overtone, have been 
manufactured. Their mean parameters are compared 
with these of the well-known SC-cut. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper [I], we have checked the R - " ~  
dependence of the amplitude frequency effect of plano- -0,5 

convex auartz resonators versus the radius of curvature 
and we have found that existing theoretical 
investigations give a relatively good description of this 
effect except in the case of too much trapped vibrations. 
Moreover, we have pointed out that it exists at least one 
temperature compensated cut working on C-mode with 
a very low isochronism defect. 

In the first part we present new resonators which 
have been manufactured in BVA technology with cut 
angles close to those for which the isochronism defect is 
null. This new cut (called LD-cut standing for Low 
isochronism Defect) has been investigated in order to 
know precisely its motional parameters as well as all 
characteristics necessary to use it in an Ultra Stable 
Oscillator. 

In the second part we study temperature- 
compensated resonators operating on B-mode because 
we wonder whether it exists an other cut with low 
isochronism defect. The 8 angle of these cuts ranges in 
[-47',-23'1 (according to the IRE 49 convention). We 
report results about their measured isochronism defect 
and thermal sensitivity. 

- 1  

cP(") 
Figure 1 : Isochronism defect versus cp 

To obtain a resonant frequency at 10 MHz for the 
C-mode third overtone, the calculation of the effective 
elastic constant leads to a thickness of 0.563 mm, 
slightly higher than this of the SC-cut (0.559 mm). 

For convenience reason, we have decided to keep 
the same values of the vibrating part and electrodes 
diameters than these of the SC-cut currently 
manufactured at the laboratory, i.e. an inside diameter 
of 10.6 mm (which is the diameter of the vibrating 
part) and an electrode diameter of 6 mm. 

One of the key advantages of the BVA resonator is 
the possibility of choosing the orientation of the four 
"bridges" in order to reduce the frequency shift due to 
the in-plane stresses induced by the mounting structure. 
These small bridges connect the vibrating part of the 
crystal and the dormant part and it is well known that 
those of the SC-cut resonators are aligned along the 
projections of X- and Z-axes in the plane of the cut. For 
the LD-cut, we have calculated the Ratajski coefficient 



Kf versus the azimutal angle u(. The curve, shown on 
Figure 2, computed from [2], indicates that the best 
orientations for the two pairs of bridges are 0 and 80". 

.1 ,00E-14 

-1,50E-14 

-2,OOE-14 

-2,50E-14 

W(") 

Figure 2 : Radial stresses sensitivity 

So, the design of the new LD-cut is such as indicated 
on the Figure 3. 

Figure 3 : Position of bridges 

The well known theory of energy trapping [3] has 
been used to calculate the radius of curvature in order to 
have an optimal tra ping of vibration, i.e. to obtain a ! vibration at least 10' times lower in the periphery of the 
vibrating part than in the center, and the calculation of 
the M, and P, coefficients [3] leads respectively to 
radius of curvature of 480 mm and 320 mm. So, the best 
compromise (depending too of our mechanical 
possibilities) is R, = 300 mm which leads to a 
theoretical motional resistance of 125 R. Our choice as 
also been leaded by the fact that a too much trapped 
vibration leads to an higher motional resistance. 

2.2 Resonator Properties 
Six LD-cut BVA resonators have been realized and 

enclosed under vacuum in a HC40lU can. The typical 
value of their motional resistance and the frequency 
spectrum around the 3 1 ~  overtones of B- and C-modes 
are presented in table 1, in which we have also included 

the resonance frequencies of the SC-cut for comparison 
purposes. 

Table 1 : Frequency spectrum of LD- and SC-cuts 

We should note that B- and C-modes are nearer on LD- 
cut than on SC-cut. 

We have performed an X-ray topography of the C- 
mode 3rd overtone to confirm that the vibration is 
correctly trapped (drive level +6 dBm). As we can see 
on the Figure 4 the vibration is well confined in the 
middle of the resonator, preventing from edge effects. 

Mode 
C 300 
C320 
C302 
C 340 
C 322 
C 304 

B 300 

Figure 4 : X-ray topography of the C300 

The motional parameters of the C- and B-modes, 3rd 
overtone, are reported on Table 2. As comparison we 
have also included the motional parameters of the same 
modes for the SC-cut. 

The motional resistance is a little bit greater but the 
self too and then the quality factor stay very good. 

Below (figure 5) ,  we present the frequency- 
temperature curve, in the range [20, 110 "C], of a LD- 
cut (with a cut angle adjusted to obtain a turnover point 
at 80°C) which is, here too, compared to the SC-cut 
one. If the AF between 25°C and the turnover 
temperature is close to 200 Hz for the SC-cut, it is 
rather close to 300 Hz for the LD-cut. So, the curve is 

LD-cut 
F (kHz) 
10000 
10107 
10122 
10220 
10228 
10245 

10755 

SC-cut 

R (a) 
138 
266 
276 

- 
- 
- 

60 

F (kHz) 
10000 
10128 
10140 
10258 
10267 
10282 

10914 

R (a) 
85 
130 
140 

55 



not so "flat" around the turnover point but, since the 
inflexion point is located at an higher temperature, 
resonators with higher turnover point can be made. 

0,0E+00 
20 40 80 80 100 120 

Temperature ("C) 
Figure 5 : Frequency-temperature curves 

for LD- and SC-cuts 

2.3 Isochronism defect : 
Precise measurement of the isochronism defect of 

the C-mode 31d overtone is not easy because of its very 
small value. Indeed thermal effects and precision of the 
bench make the measurement difficult. But we are able 
to insure that the absolute relative frequency shift is 
smaller than : 

5.10'" / pW 

These measurements have been performed with a 
power on the resonator ranged between 10 to 500 pW. 
So, the drive level sensitivity of this cut is 20 to 30 
times lower than this of the SC-cut. Moreover the power 
limitation due to the instability of the resonance at high 
level is about 7.5 mW instead of 1.3 mW for the SC-cut 
if the resonators have the same trapping of vibration. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF OTHER CUTS 

3.1 Resonators Parameters 
In order to study the isochronism defect, we have 

been interested in cuts working on thermal compensated 
modes. 

It is well known that the temperature frequency 
dependence can be fitted by the cubic law: 

where AT=T-To, To being the temperature reference 
(usually 25°C). A mode is said temperature 
compensated when the a coefficient is close to zero. 
Only the B- and C-modes can be compensated. The 
Figure 6 shows the loci a = 0 of these 2 modes for cp 
ranged in [45, 60'1. It should be noted that for 
convenience we have taken cp in the range [45,60] and 8 
in [20,50] instead of [0,15] and [-50,-201 respectively as 
it should be according to the usual convention, but due 

to the symmetries of the quartz crystal, both ranges are 
the same. 

We have also indicated, for some particular cuts, 
the ratio between the frequencies of the C- and B- 
modes and the electromechanical coupling factor k2 (in 
10"). 

Figure 6 : Loci of temperature compensated C- and 
B- modes 

Since the C-mode coupling factor is very low for 
those cuts (null for cp=  60°), we have been just 
interested in the B-mode. 

Moreover the small frequency shift between B- and 
C-modes for compensated cut with 8<30° impose us to 
limit our measurements on cuts with 8>30". 

So, following the above discussion, we have chosen 
4 orientations on the upper part of the B-mode locus 
with 8 ranged in [34", 47.5'1. 

For manufacturing convenience, the resonators of 
each orientation are electroded. The electrodes and 
active part diameters are respectively of 7 and 13.2 rnrn 
for all resonators. The radius of curvature has been 
calculated to trap the 31d overtone. Table 3 gathers 
design parameters values of these resonators. 

Table 3 : Resonators Parameters 

(* The resonator #4 is a BT-cut resonator and usually 
defined as a single rotated cut by 8 = -45.3O.) 

3.2 Resonators Properties 
We have studied these resonators by measuring 

their resonance frequencies, motional resistances, 
quality factors Q, positions of the turn-over points and 
anisochronisms. Results are presented in Table 4 where 
we have also included the first order temperature 
coefficient a. 



Table 4 : Resonators Properties 4. CONCLUSION 

An expression of the isochronism defect is given by 
(see [I]) : 

AF &PCP 

where 

y is an intrinsic constant of the cut for a given mode. 
The other terms are defined in reference [4]. y include 

The properties of the new LD-cut resonators 
manufactured in a BVA structure are very correct and 
it will certainly be possible to make very good 
oscillators with it. For the moment test in oscillators 
has just been made with prototypes and the short term 
stability has been measured close to 3.10.'~ at Is. The 
phase noise of a LD-cut resonator has also been 
measured (passive method) and leads to a typical value 
o,(z) of 1.5. 10-l3 at 1s (Allan variance). Moreover the 
high value of the limitation power for the LD-cut (7.5 
mW) present at least a great interest for radar-type 
applications. Indeed it is well known that the long term 
stability is worth for high driving level but for those 
kind of applications only the short term stability is of 
interest and then the increasing of the driving level can 
improve it. 

Although measured isochronism defect are not so 
high, the study of new cuts has shown that there is no 
usable cuts with null isochronism defect on B-mode. 
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For the realized cuts. we have calculated the Y and a 
coefficients for a resonator working on the 3d oiertone 
with a thickness of 0.5 mm. Results are summarized in 
Table 5. 

Table 5 : y and a coefficients 
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Direct mapping of the vibration modes of piemelectric dcviccs using white 
bcam sf roboscopic topography tit ESKF'. 

R. Capcllc, J. Ddtaint & Y. Epclboin 
I,MCP, llMR 7590 CNRS, Univcrsitb P, d. M, Curic and 11. Ilidcrot, IYCSP 

Casc 1 15,4 place Jussicu 75252 Paris Cedex 05, Francc 

X-ray t,opography is one of the most pwcrful techniques 1.0 assess thc vibration modes oflhe 
pitzoelmtric deviccs [I]  widely used for frcqucncy generation and filtering, Wc havc previously 
shown 121 that polychro~natic beam with an cxtrc~nely small divergence as available at third 
gcncratioli synchrotrotl sourccs such us ESRF, allows thc direct determination of thc modc shnpc of 
dcvices having a vibrating amplitude in the tangc actually used in most of thcir applications 
ranging from some pW up to several mW. Thc width of the diffraction in~agc obtaincd on thc film 
in thc case of se~tion topography, is proportional to thc local rotation of Ihe lattice planc, thus wc 
obtain a direct recording of thc vibration ttmplitudc. 

Tlie theoretical analysis of this techniquc will bc detailed in the communication together with the 
results concerning plano-convcxc resonators with dif'crcnt parameters (overtones rank and 
constitution parameters). Maps of lhc amplitude of the vibration along the surface ofthe dcvicc will 
be shown. 'l'hcy will be precisely comparcd with computed oncs. 

This mcthod will also he applicd to dctennine thc amplitude of vibration in surfacc wavc 
devices. I'hc case of the two difliaction geometry will be cxamincd. Kaylcigh wave propagating on 
Y cut lithium niohatc will he considered for the I3ragg geometry and wc will prcscnt the results ofa 
dircct and quantitative measurement. of thc vibration anplitude. In a similar Inaner as for lhe bulk 
wavc, thc aniplitude is cxtractcd from the value of thc dcflexion of the diffractcd bcam due to Ihe 
vibration around its position at. zcro displacement. For thc I,auc gcometry we will considcr thc casc 
of S'1' quartz devices and present a study ofthc influcncc of several paratnctcrs on the diffracting 
imagc (amplitude, ratlo of thc acoustical wave length to the thickness of the platc). 

111 A. Y~rka, B. Capelle, J. I>&aint & J. Schwarb~l (1987) Proc. 41st Annual Frcqu. Contr. Symp. 
pp 236-240, NY, USA 
121 Capcllc I3. ,  Dctaint J & Epclboin Y. (1999), to be publishcd. 
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ABSTRACT 

The theory of parametric amplification of acoustic 
waves in bulk acoustic composite resonator has been 
developed. Two mechanisms of nonlinearity such as AC 
controlled boundary conditions and nonlinear 
piezoeffect were analyzed. Numerical calculations 
revealed the possibility of parametric amplification of 
acoustic waves in structures involved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work is devoted to the investigation of different 
mechanisms of parametric excitation and interaction of 
acoustic oscillations and electromagnetic fields in bulk 
acoustic wave (BAW) resonators containink a 
piezoelectric layer or a plate as an acoustic load. The 
interaction between the acoustic oscillations and 
microwave fields applied to the load - piezoelectric 
layer - occurs due to the change in the electrical 
boundary conditions and physical phenomena appearing 
in the piezoelectric media in an AC electric field. 

In a nonlinear piezoelectric media subjected to time 
periodical electric field or in a media with periodically 
changing boundary conditions the waves of alternating 
electric fields both in time and space are exited. Some of 
these electrical field waves may enhance additional 
damping or gain of acoustic waves. It happens under 
synchronism in space and time between electric field 
waves and acoustic modes (parametric resonance ). 

It was found that the input electric impedance of the 
composite resonator depends on the frequency and 
amplitude of the external electric load variations (in 
practice it can be realized by varactor load controlled by 
applied AC voltage). Parametric resonance takes place 
when the frequency of the applied voltage R equals 
2w,,,/n, where w ,  is the frequency of one of the 
composite resonator modes, n is an integer. It is the 
amplitude of the voltage that controls the rearranging of 
the spectrum of the resonator. At some amplitude of the 
voltage parametric amplification of acoustic waves may 
take place and in this case the sign of the real part of the 
input electric impedance changes. 

The parametric phenomena also take place when 
electric field is directly applied to the piezoelectric 
media. In this case the propagation parameters of the 
acoustic waves are periodically changed by the field via 
non-linear piezoeffect. 

The parametric phenomena considered effect the 
operating parameters of bulk acoustic wave resonators 

and they can be used for the development of parametric 
acoustoelectron amplifiers and generators for 
microwaves. 

2. PARAMETRIC EFFECTS DUE TO 
VARIATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The model of BAW composite resonator made of 
two piezoelectric layers is shown in Fig. 1. It consists in 
essence of two piezoelectric transducers. One of them 
(1) - the electrical input of the structure - is connected 
with the source of signal of frequency w. The second 
one (2) - output - is connected with an electrical 
capacitor. Its capacitance depends on applied voltage 
and changes periodically with frequency R as C(Q) =, 

C, (1 + m C O S ~ ~ )  , where m is a modulation amplitude. 

Metallic electrodes are located at x = -1, 0, d and 
considered as infinitesimally thin with ideal 
conductivity. 

a b 

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the BAW composite 
resonators: a - with electrically loaded by AC controlled 
capacitance; b - subjected into alternative electric field 

The calculation of an electrical input impedance of this 
structure is based on the solution of the system of 
equations: wave equation for mechanical displacement 
u and Poisson equation for electrical displacement D 
[I321 

where 



($1 - (")E(" + ($1 I (.s) (.s) ( s ,  
D m  - E m ,  n e ~ ~ E ~ s ' + - e u ~ ~ ~ ~ v  ukl , (2) 2 

Here TI,, Cilki, eiik and e,kl,,, are stress, elastic, 
piezoelectric and nonlinear piezoelectric tensors 
respectively, u, and E,,, are deformation and dielectric 

permeability tensors; I,(') is an electric current, S is a 

beam crossection (transducer aperture), l ,  j.k,l,m,n= 1,2,3. 

Superscript s =l indicates the layer involved. 
These equations should be added by appropriate 

mechanical boundary conditions corresponding to 
continuity of stress and deformation on interface 
between layers 1,2 and the absence of stresses on free 
boundaries 

q;" ( d )  = qJ2) (-1) = 0  , q;" (0 )  = qj2) (0)  , 

u,'" (0 )  = u,'~' (0 )  . (3) 
From here now we shall consider 1D problem and 

neglect nonlinear piezoeffect. Then 

( s )  - ($1 - ( s )  
ul - u x  - U  , E , = E , = E , T ( " = T ; ; ) ,  r/  

- 0)  - e(.s), eii]m = 0  , cA$] = cp) , (jnl - exxx - 
where x is a coordinate in the direction of wave 

propagation. In this case the Eqs. 1 will take a form 

where = ( e ( s ) ) 2  ! (Ec~"))  is electro~nechanical 

coupling constant. 
Voltages across the layers are 

-1 d 

0 0 

The current in branch 2 depends simultaneously on 
C ( '  and f12) 

Eqs.4,5 are equivalent to electrical boundary conditions. 
The product of C(Q) and f12) produces nonlinearity 
connecting acoustic and electric subsystems and 
generating excitations of the system on combined 

frequencies on = # - na . Then the solutions of 

Eqs. 1 ',2 will be found in the form 

Here E:';) is a space independent amplitude, q f )  = 

Ion l v  '" and v'" = dc( ' )  ! p'" are wave vector 
and wave velocity respectively. 

0 0 . 5  o!Q 1 

Fig.2. The normalized dispersion laws 

In Fig.2 the frequency dependences of q / q ,  = +q, / q,, , 
where q,  = R/v(" are represented. Arrows show the 

points, where intersections of the acoustic mode (solid 
line) with one of the induced electroacoustic excitations 
(dashed line) occur. The connection between modes 
results from boundary conditions due to space 

independent electric fields E::) . These amplitudes for 

different n satisfy an infinite system of coupled Eqs.4 
resulting from Eq.5. Strictly speaking we should take 
into consideration all harmonics. The effective mutual 
harmonics influence rapidly vanishes with the increase 
of harmonic number n , so we shall confine ourselves to 
the case of n=O, +1. Then the uniform fields 
corresponding to these modes in parametric layer may 
be represented as follows 

where 



S 
C - - - capacitance of layer 2. 

2 - , ( 2 ' 1  

here. Out of resonance point C2 -a f 0 one can define 

input electric impedance Z ,  as 

t 1 

For transducer layer one can obtain At the resonance point R - w = w one can get 

i ~ :  E '  - - I S z, = vo (a)  + K (0) 
, E o , = O ,  C 1 = -  (8) = zo ( w )  + 2, ( w )  . (1 1) 

O0 - d , d  &(I'd I (@)  

After substitution Eqs.6-8 into mechanical boundary 
conditions for each harmonic one can express 

amplitudes u:,:,) in terms of current 

= I ~ ~ - ~ w  = -idl V,, ( w )  . 
(9) 

The end result is a connection between the voltage 

v ( ' ) (w)  = Vo (a)  + (i-2 - o) and the current 

(Eq..9): 

v "' (o) = Zo (o) Ioe- 'W + Z ,  ( w ) ~ ~ e - " " - ~ "  (10) 
The impedances in Eq. 10 take a form 

1 
Z 0 ( w )  = - t 

i d ,  

1 (kt"' )' i~ sin qi l )d - 2Zf(1 - cos q iUd)  -.-. 
i d ,  q;"d sin qA1'd - i~ cos q:"d 

where 

~ ( 2 )  I - 2r(w)  tg cos q$d 
Z = i F t g q $ l  2 

1 - ~ ( w )  tg qA2'1 cos qil'd 
and 

erlcal s h t i o n s  
The dependences of input electric impedance of 
composite resonator structure consisting of input (ZnO) 
and parametric (LiNb03) piezoelectric layers as a 
function of frequency at different modulation 
amplitudes were calculated. Dissipation losses are taken 
into account by replacing c t )  + c t )  + jV"'w, . 

- - - - - -- 

4 (258 4.26 4.262 4.264 
f, Hertz 

Fig.3. The reactance frequency dependences at different 
modulation amplitude: a - m = 0; b - m = 0.8 

( k  
Z 1 ( w )  = --(I - 1 

)(1 - cos qi2'1) . In Fig.3a'the position of the resonant peak at the absence 

dl cos qi2'1 of capacitance modulation is shown. In Fig.3b the 

1 
appearance of additional peak in the presence of 

), cosq:)d 
, modulation is demonstrated. It is seen that real part of 

(l- cos qj"d z ' ~ ' ~ ~  ~ ( w )  impedance is becoming negative in some frequency 

'Z")q:l)d range. The change of the sign means, that there is a 
sin qj1)d - i~ cos qAi)d signal amplification instead of damping. 

where In Fig.4 the frequency dependencies of ReZ, near the 
( 2 )  2 ( k  1 C,2m resonant peak at different amplitude modulations are 

g1 = -pr C,  + Co 
is a dimensionless connection illustrated. As it is seen, with the increase of m the 

amplitude of ReZ, also increases. 

parameter. The expressions for r ( w ,  0, g: )  and The threshold value of m for sign change onset is very 
small (m = 2.8 10'~) and the frequency interval where 

F(w,  Q,  g: ) are too complicated and not presented ReZ. becomes positive increases with rn, as it is shown 
in Fig.5. 



the electric field in it are V(R) = V, cosRt  , 

-2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 
f-FO, Hertz 

Fig.4. . Frequency dependences of resonant peak at 
different modulation amplitudes m =I ;  0.4, 0.2; 0. Fo = 
426.27 MHz 

nl 

l o 0  

f, Hertz 

Fig.5.The region of negative reactance at (m, f) plane 

In numerical simulations we used conventional 
parameters of materials for acoustic waves propagation 
in z-axis of the crystals involved. The diameter of the 
electrodes was lmm, thickness of ZnO layer was 4pm 
and for LiNb03 layer - 400pm. 

3. PARAMETRIC EFFECTS DUE TO 
NONLINEAR PIEZOEFFECT 

Now we consider the situation when AC electric field 
is applied directly to the piezoelectric media. Nonlinear 
interaction between the field and acoustic waves 
propagating in the crystal is provided by nonlinear 
piezoeffect. The voltage applied to parametric layer and 

E(R) = E, (elrn + e-In' ) ,  E, = V2 121. 
We will neglect parametric interaction in the transducer 

layer and suppose that e!!,,, = 0 .  Let's assume that in 

the parametric layer e$, = e . We will take into 

account in the stress tensor only the nonlinear terms, 
containing electric field ,!?(a) . Then we get 

Eq.13 is a Mathieu equation with variable coefficients 
and its solution may be found as 

n 

Substitute Eq. 14 into Eq. 13 one can get infinite chain of 
( 3 )  coupled equations for amplitudes U ,  

[ v ( 2 ) ( q ( 2 ) ) 2  - (W - n Q ) 2 ] U r )  = 

In the absence of nonlinear piezoeffect or event E = 0 
Eq. 15 resolves itself into case of noninteracting 

harmonics ubs) considered above. The appropriate 

dispersion curves are also shown in Fig.2. 
Confine ourselves as before to the first resonance only 

we can cut the chain Eq.15. Then we get characteristic 
equation for coupled wave uo and u,  

( 2 )  2 ( 2 )  2 [ (m2 - ~ ( ~ ' ( q  ) I [ ( @  - - ~ ( ~ ' ( q  ) ] = 

The solution of Eq. 16 is 
I 

where -- 
e B  y = -2 

, ( 2 ) , p )  is a dimensionless couple parameter 

( 2 )  Two other roots are qj;: = -q,,2 . 
As a result the solution for amplitude may be written as 



q ; ~ ' * ' ~  
K,o = 1, K, ,  = 

2 ( 2 )  ' (0-n)2 -q,v 

-so0 0 500 
f-Fo, Hertz 

Fig.6. Frequency dependences of the resonant peak near 
Fo = 444.135 MHz at different electric fields: a - 0; b - 
77.54; c - 77. 55; d - 77.65; e - 100 kV/m 

For impedance Z,  defined in Eqs. 10, 1 1 we obtain 

Zr = Zo (0) + Z ,  (0) , where 

z, (0) = 

iZN sin q;)d - 2(1- cos  qt 'd)  

id, sin qi')d - iZ, cos  qil'd 

and 

(1 - cos q i l ) d ) ( l  - cos q , ( " d ) @ ( ~ )  

(sin qL1)d - i Z N  cos qL"d) sin q,'"d 

The complicated expressions for N(w,  R, g: ) and 

a(&), a, g: ) are and not presented here. 

3.1. Numerical s h l a t i o n s  
The dependence of input electric impedance of 

composite resonator structure consisting of input (ZnO) 
and parametric (LiNb03) piezoelectric layers as a 
function of frequency at different electric fields with R 
= 20 applied to the parametric layer is calculated. The 
results are shown in Fig.6. With the increase of the field 
up to threshold value 77.55 kV/m the resonant peak at 
first is sharpened (Fig.6a,b) and then change its sign 
(Fig.6~). It means that parametric effects at initial stage 
decrease total acoustic attenuation and increase the 
effective quality factor of the structure. At some electric 
field all losses are compensated by parametric gain - 
this field corresponds to the threshold for parametric 
amplification. Subsequent increase of the field leads to 
the frequency interval broadening where parametric 
amplification occurs (Fig.6d,e). 

The work was partly supported by ISTC Grant Ne1030. 
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION 

In this work we show experimentally and In this paper we examine two-channel 
theoretically that cross-correlation analysis of the interferometer noise measurement systems (NMS) 
output of a two-channel noise measurement system that use cross-correlation to measure PM or AM 
(NMS) yields the differential PM and AM noise of noise in a device under test (DUT). We use a 
one input relative to the reference port. We also show simplification of the entire measurement system to 
that the statistical uncertainty, which sets the ultimate facilitate the measurements at X-band. By changing 
spectral resolution in the thermal-noise-limited the noise temperature of the two inputs we show that 
regime, is approximately the same for both single- 
and two-channel NMS. 

p W  - i n t e r f e r o m e t e r  
( c h a n n e l  1) 

A t t e n u a t o r  

F r o m  
p W  - s o u r c e  
( r e f e r e n c e  - s i g n a l )  

P h a s e  s h i f t e r  pW - i n t e r f e r o m  e t e r  
( c h a n n e l  2 )  

Figure la. Two-channel interferometric noise measurement system (NMS). DUT is the device under test, SA is a - 
spectrum analyzer, DBM is a double-balanced mixer, and cp,,, are phase shifters. 

I C a l i b r a t i n g  
s i g n  a1 

Figure lb. Experimental setup for ,studying the basic properties of cross-correlation noise measurement systems. 
VCP is a voltage controlled phase shifter. 

Work of the US Government not subject to US copyright 



this approach measures only the difference in input 
noise between the two inputs. We show that the 
statistical uncertainty is approximately the same for 
single- and two-channel systems. Practical 
considerations, however, indicate that the two- 
channel systems will provide better confidence for 
the measurement when the noise added by the DUT 
is near or below the ambient thermal noise in the 
reference arm of the interferometer. 

voltage noise floor of the NMS (see noise spectra in 
Fig. 3). The error bars in Fig. 2 show the statistical 
uncertainty in the three measurements, (see 
discussion below). 

The left-hand vertical scale shows the output 
in dB below 1 V in a I Hz bandwidth (dBV/Hz). The 
right-hand vertical scale shows the equivalent 
temperature. 

temperatures T,,, and Tnsz are attached to the inputs carrier frequency of 9 GHz and a Fourier frequency 
of the measurement system (ports 1 and 2 of 3 dB of 35 kHz. Curve 1 is the single-channel voltage 
hybrid, respectively). Variable attenuators al and noise spectral density for Tlnp2 = To. Curve 2 is the 

a2 allow the effective temperatures of the input cross-channel voltage noise spectral density for 

noise, Tlnpl and cnp2 , to be varied from the highest TInp2 = To. Curve 3 is the cross-channel voltage 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THERMAL 
NOISE CANCELLATION EFFECTS IN 
TWO-CHANNEL NOISE MEASUREMENT -110b,* 

values of TnS1 and Tns2 to the level of ambient noise spectral density when TInp2 is increased from 

SYSTEMS 5 . 
> 
m 

Figure l a  shows a two-channel NMS. q -120 
CiO Figure l b  shows the readout portion (low-noise 

homodyne down-converter) of this system that was 2 
* -130 used to study the noise processes in a two-channel 

NMS [l-51. Two 3 dB pads simulate the loss in the 5 
power combiners used in the double interferometer 
for carrier suppression. The experimental setup also -140 
contains two microwave amplifiers and two double 
balanced mixers. Phase shifiers p1 and yl2 are used 

temperature To .  For example, To to TI,] . 
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for optimizing the sensitivities of both channels with 

Variable attenuator a3 in the path of the 

-150 

calibration signal was used to set the level of the 
carrier at the inputs of the microwave amplifiers to 
approximately -47 dB below 1 mW (-47 dBm), which 
was a typical operating condition. To simplify the 
data analysis, the sensitivities of both channels of the 
NMS were made approximately equal. This was 
achieved by adjusting the gain of low noise amplifier 
GLNA , in one of the channels. 

The spectral densities of various voltage 
fluctuations measured with the above setup as a 
function of the intensity of the input noise are shown 
in Fig. 2. These data were collected at a Fourier 
frequency of 35 kHz, which was chosen to minimize 
the effect of microwave amplifier flicker noise on the 

m ~ ~ ~ ' 3 L 3 ~ i L ~ ~ s ' m L L ~  

Curve 1 in Fig. 2 shows the dependence of 
the rms voltage noise at the output of a single- 
channel NMS on attenuation al with the 

temperature of port 2 TInpZ = To (attenuation a2 is 

set to a maximum). From these data we see that the 
noise floor of the single-channel NMS expressed in 
temperature units was approximately 1300 K. 

Curve 2 shows the cross-channel rms 
voltage as a function of a ] .  It was acquired when 
both channels were identically tuned (phase 
sensitivities were maximized) and TjnpZ = To . These 

data indicate that, to within the experimental error, 
the cross-spectral density of output voltage 

0 10 20 30 40 
respect to either phase or amplitude variations of the 
incoming signal. The latter is derived from the same Attenuation, dB 

source, which drives the mixer's local oscillator (LO) Figure 2. Voltage fluctuations (or equivalent 
ports and enables the calibration of the readout temperature) at the output of a PM or AM NMS as a 
system. Two noise sources with effective function of intensity of the input noise Tlnul at a 



Fourier frequency, Hz 

Figure 3. Curve 1 is the measured rms voltage noise floor of a single-channel NMS, curve 2 is the measured rms 
voltage noise floor of a two-channel NMS, and horizontal line 3 is the calculated rms voltage noise of a single- 
channel measurement system due to ambient temperature fluctuations. 

fluctuations Sul,z is proportional to the difference of 

effective noise temperatures: 
Sul ,2  CC- Tinpi -T,mp2 . (2) 

Curve 3 was acquired under the same 
conditions as above, except that the noise 
temperature at port 2 was increased to match that of 
the port 1. These data are also consistent with Eq. (2). 

The data of Fig.:! provide conclusive 
experimental evidence that using cross-correlation 
analysis of the two identically tuned (either phase or 
amplitude sensitive) outputs of a two-channel NMS 
yield the difference of the spectral density of the 
noise between the two inputs. 

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the data 
from curve 1 and 2 from Fig.2 on Fourier frequency 
offset f. The heavy horizontal line corresponds to the 
thermal noise floor of a single-channel NMS at T = 

300K. For f above a few kHz the mean value of 
cross-spectral voltage noise is 12 to 15 dB below the 
thermal noise floor of a single-channel system. 

The fractional statistical uncertainty of the 

measurement in curve I of Fig. 3 is kl/&, 

where Navg is the number of averages [6 ] .  When 

the DUT noise is much less than the single-channel 
noise, the average value of the cross-correlated 

output also falls as 1/6 [6,7]. The result is that 

the fractional statistical uncertainty of the cross- 
correlated two-channel measurement in curve 2 of 
Fig. 3 is approximately 1 when the effective 
temperature of the input noise cnp is close to the 

ambient temperature. The large uncertainty in 
voltage noise cross-spectral density at Fourier 
frequencies above 3 kHz indicates that the noise 
originates from the single-channel noise reduced by 
the cross-correlation signal processing. This residual 
noise sets an upper limit to the smallest variations in 
the measurement system noise floor (or DUT) that 
can be resolved. In Fig. 3 we compare the spectral 
resolutions of a single- and a two-channel NMS by 
considering their voltage noise floors in curves 1 and 
2 respectively. Each noise floor looks like a 'fuzzy' 
trace due to the scatter of experimental data. By 
measuring the width of such a trace in the vicinity of 
a given Fourier frequency, one can empirically 
estimate the spectral resolution of the measurement 
system. Intervals a 1  and a12 approximately 
characterize the spectral resolutions of the single- and 
two-channel measurement systems, respectively. At 
Fourier frequencies above 35 kHz: 

g, = 7x10-' v/& and cr12 = 1.2x10-' v/& 
5 for NW = 10 . These results are consistent with 

the fluctuations in both noise measurements 



decreasing as 1 / G .  See Section I11 for further 

discussion. 
Similar effects of single-channel noise 

suppression were observed in the early experiments 
with conventional two-channel cross-correlation 
NMS that used double balanced mixers as phase 
detectors [a]. However, the differential noise floors 
did not drop below kBT,/P,,, until much higher 
Fourier frequencies due to the high level of flicker 
noise exhibited by these mixers. 

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CROSS- 
SPECTRAL DENSITY OF VOLTAGE 
FLUCTUATIONS IN THE THERMAL-NOISE- 
SUPPRESSION REGIME 

The complex amplitudes of the output 
signals of an ideal 3 dB hybrid coupler are given by 

where p~ is a hybrid differential phase shift and U ,  

and U 2  are the complex amplitudes of the input 
signals (see Fig. 1). The differential phase shift in (3) 
is ~ / 2  to satisfy the energy conservation conditions. 

If there is a loss in the hybrid, equations (3) 
are no longer valid and a complete set of S -  
parameters are required to describe the relationship 
between the complex amplitudes of input and output 
signals [9]. Apart from that, the differential phase 
shift in a real hybrid coupler is frequency dependent. 
For example, for commonly used coplanar stripline 

0 couplers, p~ varies by + 7 with respect to ~ / 2  
in the operating frequency range. In the following 
analysis we assume the above description of an ideal 
3 dB coupler, remembering that p~ = n/2 . 

Considering a noise source with a white 
power spectrum at the input of the measurement 
system (port 1 in Fig. I), we can write analytical 
expressions for the cross-spectral densities of the 
output voltage fluctuations that are a result of both 
PM and AM components. 

The effect of PM components is given by 

(4) 
where qnpl is the effective temperature of the noise 

entering port 1, X2 is the calibration factor, and A2] 

and Z2] are phase angles calculated 

(5) 
Combining (4) and ( 9 ,  the cross-spectral 

density of output voltage fluctuations due to the first 
noise source is obtained: 

By analogy, the cross-spectral density of 
voltage fluctuations caused by the second noise 
source attached to port 2 in Fig. 1 is 

Combining (6) and (7) results in the total 
cross-spectral density of voltage fluctuations at the 
output of the NMS: 

which at pH = n/2 becomes 

where the phase angle A2, is close to n/2, for 
identically tuned channels of the NMS. 

The above result confirms that the two- 
channel NMS performs a differential temperature 
measurement. From previous discussion it also 
follows that the low voltage noise cross-spectral 
density must be observed with arbitrary noise sources 
no matter how high their intensities, provided that (i) 
noise sources are stationary and (ii) their intensities 
are matched. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

We have clearly shown that, in contrast to 
the traditional single-channel NMS, the two-channel 
NMS with cross-correlation yields the differential 
PM or AM noise between the two input ports. Since 
this noise difference is determined on a narrow 
bandwidth basis, these results apply whether the 
global character of the noise is white or varies with 
Fourier frequency. 

The resolution of a two-channel NMS with 

good carrier suppression is typically 2 /G 
lower than that of a single-channel system. For 
example, assuming that both channels are phase 
sensitive, the cross-correlation analysis yields 

asA2] = p2 -p1  and Z2] = p2 + p l  .[lo] 
The voltage noise cross-spectral density due 

to AM components of input noise is 
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where SF is the spectral density of PM fluctuations 

in the DUT, kg is Boltzmann's constant, To is the 

ambient temperature, Pinp and Ldut are the power at 

the input of the DUT and its insertion loss, 6 is the 
parameter ( (61 << 1 ) characterizing the asymmetry 

between the two-channels, and NaVg is the number 

of averages. This is to be compared with the results 
for a single-channel system of 

The statistical uncertainty of the 
measurements is 

,' \ 

where p = 1 for single-channel NMS and f3 ;s 2 for 
two-channel NMS. 

These results demonstrate that both single- 
and two-channel measurement systems are capable of 
measuring the additive PM (AM) noise in the DUT 
with an effective temperature smaller than the 
ambient temperature. Moreover, the two-channel 
measurement system does not, in principle, offer an 

' 

advantage over the single-channel one, as far as the 
spectral resolution of noise measurements is 
concerned, and it is more complicated. However, in 
practical terms, the non-stationary nature of the noise, 
the temporal separation of calibration and 
measurement, and the difficulty of reproducing the 
calibrations for two measurements make it extremely 
difficult to resolve noise which is more than 10 dB 
below the noise floor in a single-channel NMS. 
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ABSTRACT tected by cross correlating the two outputs of a dou- 
ble interferometer [4]. Theoretical support of this 

Very interesting sensitivity can be obtained with finding was given, which showed that the contribu- 
noise measurement systems built in two channels tions of different noise sources to the output cross 
when their outputs are cross-correlated [I, 21. This correlation are indeed expected to compensate, in 
concept was recently applied to microwave interfer- the particular circuit structure considered, in such a 
ometers [3], and it was suggested that this approach way that the thermal noise is obliterated under ther- 
produces a peculiar noise cancellation phenomenon ma1 equilibrium conditions. 
due to its structure [4]. 

In this paper, a scattering matrix based analysis of 
such systems is spelled out, which sheds light on their 
noise limits and their criticalities. In particular, it is 
shown that the compensation of contributions from 
different noise sources to the output cross-correlation 
is intrinsic of the two-channel structure, subject to 
certain conditions, and is not peculiar of interferom- 
etry. 

These conditions are sufficient to obtain the noise 
compensation, and it's not necessary to double up 
the interferometer, if that is the technique of choice. 
A novel scheme of correlated interferometer is hence 
proposed, in which compensation is obtained with- 
out the complications introduced by the double in- 
strument. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Two channel noise measurement systems have 
been widely used for years, in conjunction with cross 
correlation techniques, in order to discriminate be- 
tween the noise contributions of the Device Under 
Test (DUT) and those of the measurement appara- 
tus [I]. 

In doing so, it was commonly assumed that the 
noise signal of the DUT, equally divided between 
the two channels, would show up totally correlated 
at their output, while the noise generated by the 
two measurement channels would show up totally 
uncorrelated and thus be discriminated against by 
the system. However, no detailed discussion of this 
assumption is easily found in the literature of papers 
presenting cross correlation results in two channel 
noise measurements. 

It was recently reported that only the extra DUT 
noise (the fraction exceeding thermal noise) is de- 

In this paper a more general approach is adopted, 
in which no predetermined structure is assumed for 
the system. It is shown that, under certain condi- 
tions, no correlation is expected between the noise 
observed at  two ports of any system in thermal equi- 
librium, irrespective of its architecture. Ideal inter- 
ferometers happen to meet these conditions, but they 
are not the only circuits that do. 

By the same token, as systems can be closer or 
further away from these conditions, attention must 
be paid in assessing the degree to which thermal noise 
is compensated, in the output cross correlation, when 
working with any kind of two channel measurement 
system. A critical review is then proposed here of the 
above mentioned assumption, which is at the basis 
of double channel cross correlated measurements. 

A simple interferometric system is also proposed, 
in which the task of compensating for thermal noise 
is performed outside of the interferometer. In this 
way the two functions can be optimized separately. 

2. THEORY 

The discussion of noise cross correlation in double 
channel measurement systems will be carried out in 
three successive steps. In this section the first two 
will be discussed, which assume a perfect system. In 
the next section the types of relevant non-idealities 
that exist in a real system will be addressed. 

3. Lossless systems in equilibrium 

A lossless N-port linear system will be first con- 
sidered, that is one whose scattering matrix S meets 



the unitarity condition SST* = 1, or 

Such a system will not generate noise because it 
is lossless, and therefore the noise observed at  the 
generic port i is solely a combination of contributions 
from all N ports. These are here assumed to be 
closed on matched terminations. By using incoming 
power waves ai and outcoming power waves bi, it is 

and this formula can be used to figure out the cross 
spectrum bSij(f) of the noise power waves coming 
out of ports i and j. The latter, by definition, is the 
Fourier transform of the cross-correlation 'Rij(7), 
which should be calculated as 

Supposing that all incoming power waves are to- 
tally uncorrelated to one another (which means that 
"Sk,(f) = "Skk(f)akr identically), it is easily found 
that 

where "Skk (f)  is the power spectrum of ah. 
An important simplification is obtained in (4) if 

all the incoming noise power waves are similar, in 
the sense that they have the same power spectrum 
("Skk(f) = "S(f)),  because the latter can then be 
moved as a multiplier outside of the sum, yielding 

It can be easily seen from the unitarity conditions 
(1) that bi and bj (with i # j )  are then totally un- 
correlated. Both their cross correlation and cross 
spectrum are identically null! 

What this means is that, in any non dissipative N- 
port structure, the cross-correlation between noise 
power waves outgoing any two ports is always zero, 
provided all incoming noise power waves are uncorre- 
lated and have the same power spectrum. This con- 
dition is filled if only thermal noise is present and the 
whole system is in thermal equilibrium, although it 
can be satisfied also in the presence of different noise 
processes (e.g. flicker or random walk) if the power 
spectra are the same for all sources. 

An easy generalization of this property can be de- 
vised in the case where the system is not totally 
lossless, provided losses are concentrated in such a 
fashion that they can, in a gedanken way, be consid- 
ered as external to the system and connected to it 
through hidden matched ports. The conclusions of 
this paragraph would apply to that case also. 

4. Two-channel measurements 

While the case dealt with in the previous para- 
graph is particularly easy to discuss, the model used 
is not adequate to cover the case of two-channel mea- 
surement systems. 

One problem with these is that detection front- 
ends, whether they are amplifiers or mixers or other- 
wise, usually feed backward (into the system) noise 
signals with spectral distributions that are different 
from those of the other noise sources. Then the prop- 
erty demonstrated above would not hold true any 
longer. 

Another problem is that, in a real system, noise 
voltages or currents are detected, rather than power 
waves. In order to study a more realistic situation, 
the quantity bi f ai should then be considered at  
each port, and the relevant cross-spectrum between 
ports i and j should be thought of as obtained from 
the cross-correlation Rij (7) = < (bi (t) f ai (t)) (b5 (t + 
7) zt a; (t + T )  > rather than from eq.(3). As a result, 
the observable cross-spectrum Sij( f )  at  ports i and 
j becomes 

This expression does not vanish, even in the as- 
sumption that all incoming noise power waves have 
the same spectrum, because of the existence of the 
last two terms. 

Moreover, supposing that i and j identify the two 
output ports of a two-channel noise measurement 
system, it is to  be expected that the noise fed back 
by the detection front-ends be different from that 
generated by other sources, so that not even the first 
part of (6) should be expected to vanish. 

However, if all other sources are equal and in equi- 
librium, (6) can be rewritten as 

where the contributions of the front-ends have been 
made explicit. It can then be noticed that all the 
contributions to the output cross correlation coming 
from the detection front-ends include the connecting 
scattering matrix element Sij (or Sji) as a multiplier. 
AS a consequence, such contributions vanish if Sij = 
Sji = 0. In this case, due to (I) ,  the output cross- 
spectrum would also vanish according to (6) or (7). 

The conclusion of this discussion is that, in a loss- 
less system matched at  all ports and in equilibrium, 



the condition that the output (i and j )  ports be pe- 
fectly isolated (Sij = Sji = 0) is sufficient for the 
output cross correlation to vanish. 

At this point it must be noticed that a two-channel 
noise measurement system, even if ideal, differs in- 
trinsecally from the depicted model because of the 
DUT that it hosts within. In fact, the noise gener- 
ated by the latter, which is exactly the object of the 
measurement, does not come from the outside of the 
system. The generalization proposed at  the end of 
section 3 does not help in this case because the DUT 
usually has two ports, and the noise that it presents 
at both can hardly be assumed uncorrelated. 

However, it was shown in [5] on purely thermody- 
namical considerations that thermal noise generated 
within a system matched at  all ports does not induce 
correlation between any two perfectly isolated ports, 
if the system is in thermal equilibrium. This result 
can obviously be generalized to cases where all noise 
sources are similar, even if they are not just ther- 
mal. The initial assumption that all noise sources 
are external to the system can thus be removed. 

The conclusion is that only excess DUT noise is 
theoretically expected to contribute t o  the output 
cross-correlation if the two channels of the measure- 
ment system are perfectly isolated, irrespective of the 
system architecture. Excess noise should be under- 
stood here as the difference between the DUT's noise 
power spectrum and the system's equilibrium noise 
(e.g. the thermal noise spectrum kT) .  Incidentally, 
it should be noticed that the sign of this difference 
gets easily lost in the cross-spectrum measurement, 
with the effect that it may be hard to distinguish be- 
tween DUT noise spectra above or below equilibrium 
noise by the same amount. 

This conclusion applies to any two-channel system, 
and points to possible mistakes in the interpreta- 
tion of results obtained with cross-correlated two- 
channel measurement systems. In fact, the already 
mentioned assumption that is at the basis of their 
adoption is usually that such a system can detect 
all the DUT noise, because it is shared by the two 
channels. It turns out instead that only excess DUT 
noise is detected in an ideal system, with the addi- 
tional possible ambiguity on whether the DUT noise 
is above or below the system's equilibrium noise. 

5. I M P E R F E C T I O N S  

The effects of the limited compliance of a real sys- 
tem with the conditions assumed for an ideal one 
in the previous section will be examined in this sec- 
tion. Deviations from the three conditions of perfect 
equilibrium, perfect output isolation, and perfectly 
matched loads at  all ports will be considered sepa- 
rately, in the assumption that their effects can be 
superimposed linearly. This assumes that deviations 

Figure 1: Simple model of the N-port system which 
is used in the text as a support for discussion. 

are small. 
Since the focus here is on determining the noise 

limits for the considered systems, the DUT will be 
removed in the following. 

The discussion will be carried on with reference 
to Fig. 1, where a simple model of such a system is 
given. 

For this system, assuming that the two outputs are 
at  ports i and j ,  in perfectly ideal conditions (that is 
when Sij = Sji = 0 and noise spectra available at all 
other ports are similar and uncorrelated), equation 
(7) is reduced simply to  

While (8)  vanishes, modifications have to be intro- 
duced in it for the different non-idealities. 

6. Imperfect equilibrium 

A noise imbalance at port k would prevent the 
vanishing of the output cross-spectrum. By defining 

the latter can be written as 

s i j ( f )  = siks;kaA(f ) a  (10) 

For example, this may raise from a temperature dif- 
ference AT between the two terminations. In this 
case it would be " A ( f )  = kAT. If AT = 0.3K, the 
noise limit resulting from this imbalance would be 
some 30 dB below thermal noise. 

7 .  Imperfect isolation 

If the output isolation is not perfect (S,, # O ) ,  
then the detection front-ends contribute to the cross- 
spectrum, and (8)  must be written again in full as in 
(7 ) .  



Figure 2: Model of a real system with a mismatched 
load, showing how the mismatch can be included in 
the system's modified scattering matrix S' 

In the unlikely event that the noise fed back by 
the detection front-ends be equal to that of the other 
noise sources ( a S i i ( f )  = a S j j ( f )  = a S ( f ) ) ,  equation 
( 7 )  would reduce to 

As a matter of fact, if the noise fed back by the front- 
ends is not too far from equilibrium, equation (11) 
may be not such a bad approximation anyway, pro- 
vided Sij and Sji  are not too far from zero, because 
then it can be assumed that SiiS;i and SijS;j be 
much smaller than SikSj*k for any k, with the conse- 
quence that (11) is almost the same as (7). 

In any case, if for example the output isolation is 
-30 dB, the resulting noise limit will be found about 
30 dB below the noise fed back into the system by 
the detection front-ends. 

8. Imperfectiy matched loads 

The case of imperfect matching at one or all ports 
can be rather easily reconducted to the previous case. 

In fact, a mismatch at  port k, producing a re- 
flection coefficient rk, can be thought of as intro- 
duced by a two-port structure inserted between the 
load and an ideal system's port, as shown in Fig. 2. 
By characterizing this structure with its two-by-two 
scattering matrix, an adjusted scattering matrix S' 
can be calculated for the whole system. What is rel- 
evant is the term SIj obtained in this way, which is 
given by 

The meaning of (12) is soon recognized by inspection, 
as it represents the fraction of the noise, fed back into 
the system by the front-end of channel i, that couples 
into channel j by reflection on the mismatched load 
in port k. 

If the mismatch is, for example, -30 dB, the result- 
ing noise limit is again of the order of 30 dB below 
the noise coming from the detection front-ends. 

On the bright side, it can be pointed out that this 
contribution can be manipulated by acting on the 
load matches, and can even be played against the 
previous two kinds of contributions, with the aim of 
minimizing the noise limit of the whole two-channel 
measurement system. In fact, for example, if Sij is 
the output coupling of a reciprocal non-ideal system, 
it appears from (12) that the modified output cou- 
pling S; can be trimmed down to vanish by inserting 
a load mismatch at port 5, such that 

This kind of fix can obviously be expected to work 
only in narrow band operation, but this is exactly the 
situation in systems designed to measure modulation 
noise around a given carrier. 

CROSS 
DUT Isolation 

SPECTRUM 

Figure 3: Model of the two-channel noise measure- 
ment system, in which it is underlined how the sys- 
tem's performance depends critically on the charac- 
teristics of the power splitter 

9. P O W E R  S P L I T T E R S  A N D  NOISE 
LIMITS  

At some point of a two-channel system, down- 
stream from the DUT, some kind of power split- 
ter has to be employed, as illustrated in Fig. 3. If 
everything that exists after the splitter is consid- 
ered as part of the detection devices, then the detec- 
tion front-ends are right next to the splitter's output 
ports, and the characteristics of the splitter itself, in 
particular its output isolation, are most important to 
determine the noise limits of the two-channel system, 
according to the discussion of section 5. The latter 
will determine how much the noise fed back by the 
front-ends contribute to the output cross-correlation. 

If the device used is just a common off-the-shelf 
power splitter, with no particular isolation property, 
then the analysis offered in section 7 may not even 
hold, as it was done in the assumption of small devi- 



ations from ideality. A realistic analysis would then 
be much more complicated than the present one. 

If instead a coupler is used, it would typically be 
a 3 dB (e.g. hybrid) coupler, in order to present 
similar signal levels to the two front-ends. Values of 
the order of a few percent can then be assumed for 
the isolation 512 if a good quality broadband off-the- 
shelf device is employed. According to ( l l ) ,  a noise 
limit of the order of 20 dB below the noise fed back by 
the detection front-ends would then be experienced 
(for example 20 dB below thermal noise if such back- 
fed noise is not too far from equilibrium). 

It must be pointed out, however, that even a com- 
mercial coupler can be trimmed up externally for op- 
timum isolation, if only narrow band operation is 
needed, which is usually the case in noise measure- 
ment systems. In this case, it might be possible to 
improve significantly the situation. 

Of course, two isolators could alternatively be in- 
serted at the output of the splitter in order to in- 
crease the isolation and reduce the front-end contri- 
bution. In this case, however, the (excess) noise of 
the isolators themselves would also give a contribu- 
tion, albeit small. 

Figure 4: Proposed scheme of a simple interferometer 
with cross-correlation 

10. INTERFEROMETERS 

Interferometers have been used in many disciplines 
for a long time [6,.7], and were recently intensively 
developed for application in noise measurement sys- 
tems (for some ot the best results see 181). Their 
main advantage in this perspective is the reduction 
in detection (amplifier) noise that they achieve by 
suppressing the carrier, and consequently their ca- 
pability of realizing very low noise limits in real time 
operation, without the need of resorting to time con- 
suming statistical post-processing, and without the 
disadvantage of becoming blind to part of the DUT 
noise. For these properties of theirs, they are suitable 
for use in noise reduction servo loops. 

As already mentioned, a two-channel cross- 
correlation system based on a double interferometer 

has been proposed [4] as a means to further decrease 
their noise limits. 

After the discussion given above, however, it ap- 
pears questionable whether combining the two tech- 
niques would bear any advantage, apart from de- 
creasing averaging times for the cross-correlation 
(cross-spectrum) convergence because the carrier 
suppression reduces the detector noise, and possibly 
relaxing the specifications for output isolation, for 
the same reason. 

Because of the complications involved in combin- 
ing the two techniques, and because the major ad- 
vantage of real-time operation is lost in the process, 
the right answer is probably positive only when these 
two gains are considered very important. 

In particular, it should be pointed out that obtain- 
ing satisfactory operation from a two-channel inter- 
ferometric system with cross-correlation requires at 
least the optimization of two features at  the same 
time: one is the carrier extinction ratio (or fringe 
contrast), which is the mark of a good interferome- 
ter, and the other is the output isolation, which was 
shown here to be needed for best operation of the 
two-channel system. 

Careful adjustments must therefore be made in the 
interferometer to fill the first need (commercial 3 dB 
couplers are typically not good enough to this aim), 
and also on the power splitting device in order to 
maximize the isolation of the two outputs. 

The latter task is no different than in any two- 
channel system. However, if the power splitter is 
also part of the interferometer, it is to be expected 
that the two optimization tasks might not be easily 
performed at  the same time. 

For this reason a simple system, in which the cor- 
rect operation of the interferometer and the isolation 
of the two outputs can be optimized separately, is 
proposed here, in Fig. 4, as possibly the best solu- 
tion for marrying interferometry with the two-cannel 
cross-correlation technique. 

In this scheme, the interferometer can be opti- 
mized in order to minimize the noise coming from 
the input to its useful output, and the output cou- 
pler can be optimized in order to maximize the out- 
put isolation. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper it was shown theoretically that no 
cross-correlation (i.e, a vanishing cross-spectrum) is 
expected between the two outputs of any "ideal" two- 
channel noise measurement system. By "ideal" it is 
intended here that all noise is in perfect equilibrium, 
the two output channels are perfectly isolated, and 
all ports are closed on perfectly matched loads. The 
detailed structure of the system is otherwise irrele- 
vant. Only the excess noise of a DUT can be ob- 



served in such systems. 
Noise limits appear in the output cross-spectrum if 

one or more of these ideality conditions are met only 
to a certain level. These limits were evaluated in the 
paper. It  turns out that they can derive from two 
possible sources: a noise imbalance from the loads, 
and noise fed back by the front-ends of the detectors 
that couple into the other output channel due to lack 
of isolation. This latter contribution may well be the 
main one in most cases, particularly if the detector 
noise is not very low. 

Trimming of the system for noise floor optimiza- 
tion can be tried, and is expected to work in a narrow 
band, although it appears not trivial to obtain levels 
much lower than say 30 dB below the thermal noise. 

Interferometers can obviously be arranged in a 
two-channel configuration and combined with the 
cross-correlation technique, although it is argued 
here that the advantages of this technique appear 
questionable, while the price of giving up real-time 
operation and becoming blind to equilibrium noise is 
certain. 

If marrying the two techniques is nevertheless con- 
sidered desirable for some particular application, the 
problem arises of optimizing a t  the same time the 
output isolation and the carrier suppression of the 
interferometer. This appears hard if the two tasks 
are performed by the same device. As a solution for 
this problem, a very simple scheme of a two-channel 
system using interferometry was proposed here, in 
which the two optimization tasks can be performed 
separately on two different parts of the system. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report on a novel frequency discriminator, 
which employs a bi-directional (BD) configuration 
(patent pending). Microwaves pass in both directions 
through each arm of the interferometer. The 
discriminator sensitivity was found to be 6 dB higher 
than that for the conventional interferometer. Also, as 
no circulator is used inside the interferometer its phase 
noise contribution becomes negligible. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A frequency discriminator (FD) comprises a 
dispersive element such as a resonator or a delay line 
and a phase sensitive read-out system. The FD is used to 
detect and cancel oscillator frequency excursions from 
the frequency of operation. The sensitivity ultimately 
determines the performance of a frequency-stabilized 
oscillator. 

Galani et a1 [I, 21, combined a part of the incident 
signal with the reflected signal from a dielectric 
resonator. Using a double balanced mixer phase 
detector, a phase error was fed back to reduce the phase 
noise in an oscillator. This technique is limited by the 
noise temperature of the mixer, which is typically of the 
order lo4 K. By critically coupling the reflection port of 
the resonator (suppressing the carrier), the effect of the 
high mixer noise temperature on the sensitivity can be 
reduced. This can be further improved by placing an RF 
amplifier in front of the mixer. This method necessarily 
relies on near perfect critical coupling to avoid the 
production of power dependent flicker noise in the 
amplifier. G.J. Dick et a1 [3] implemented this method 
to achieve a phase noise of -125 dBciHz, at 1 kHz offset 
from the carrier, in a 8.6 GHz quartz oscillator by 
locking it to a 77 K sapphire loaded cavity FD. 

Significant improvements in the sensitivity of FDs 
have recently been achieved with applications of 
microwave circuit interferometry to the design of noise 
measurement systems [4-61. The interferometer is tuned 
to a "dark" port by balancing phase and attenuation in 
the arms. This technique overcame the problems 
associated with the critical coupling technique. 
Interferometric FDs are capable of operating with 
almost thermal noise limited sensitivity. Malung use of 
an interferometric FD based on a room temperature 
sapphire loaded cavity resonator, the phase noise of an 

X-band oscillator was reduced to -150 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz 
offset from the carrier[4]. 

In this paper, we outline an alternative 
interferometer configuration, where a 6 dB better 
sensitivity than the conventional interferometer can be 
achieved. Apart from that, the circulator necessary in [4] 
may be moved outside the interferometer. Transfer 
bnctions of the FD output and voltage-to-frequency 
conversion ratios are compared with conversion ratios 
for the conventional interferometric FD. Experimentally 
measured results are compared with those calculated 
and found to be in good agreement. 

2. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL 

In order to model the FD circuit presented in this 
paper, a high-Q resonator was modeled as a parallel 
LCR circuit (Fig. 1). The probes were modeled as 
resistive with small series inductance (pi and p,) due to 
probe design. Coupling on ports 1 and 2 are defined by 
Px = RIR, where x = 1 or 2 and the effective coupling 
PI* = P1/(1+P2) and visa versa. 

Figure 1: Equivalent parallel LCR circuit model for a 
high-Q resonator with small series inductance (pl, p2) 
from the loop probes. R1 and R2 represent probe 
resistance. 

3. BI-DIRECTIONAL INTERFEROMETRIC FD 

The BD FD is shown schematically in Fig. 2. It 
comprises an interferometer with phase shifter (cp) and 
attenuator (a)  in one arm to meet the necessary 
conditions to suppress the carrier at the output of a 3-dB 
hybrid. A microwave signal is applied at the sum ( 2 )  
port of the hybrid (input in Fig. 2), and travels through 
both arms of the interferometer. The four amplitude 
components are combined in the hybrid as a sum (C) or 
difference (A) of the returned signals. Generally, when a 
"dark" port is created at one output port of the hybrid a 
"bright" port is created at the other. Two cases are 



illustrated; where the carrier is suppressed at the A-port 
(output 1 in Fig. 2) and where it is suppressed at the Z- 
port (output 2 in Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2:Schematic of BD interferometric FD. 

4. CARRIER SUPPRESSION AT HYBRID A-PORT 

When carrier suppression is achieved at the hybrid 
A-port, the on-resonance output amplitude transfer 
function for the "dark" port (TA) is 

where a 180" 3-dB hybrid was assumed. By equating TA 
to zero, phase and amplitude balance conditions of 
carrier suppression are determined. The required 

attenuation is a = - PI + 1 with the required 
2 l + P l  -Pz 

phase balance conditions; cp = 0 when PI* 5 1 and p2* < 
1, and lqll = x12 when either P I *  2 1 or p2* 2 1. The 
parameter a must be positive representing an additional 
attenuation required for carrier suppression. 

5. C A N E R  SUPPRESSION AT HYBRID C-PORT 

In the BD configuration where the carrier is 
suppressed at the hybrid Z-port, the on-resonance output 
amplitude transfer function for the "dark" port is given 
by 

T, = 
e-'"-"' (PI - PI - 1) + (P2 - PI - 1) + 2 e - a - " J Z K  (2) 

2(Pl+ P2 + 1) PI +P2 + 1  
but different phase and amplitude balance conditions to 
(1) are required. Analysis of this configuration was 
quite complex, however when P2 = 0.5 it is simplified. 
Under this constraint, the conditions required for carrier 
suppression are; firstly, when P1+P2 I 1, 

1 1-PI + P2 and = A ~ ~ T ~ ~ [  a=-1.1 I Jl-(Pl +P2l2 
2 l+P,-Pz 2 m  

The latter hnction evaluates as a continuous function 
varying from x12 to 0, not discrete values as in the A- 

coupled or Icpl = n when overcoupled. 

6. FD SENSITIVITY 

port configuration. Secondly, when Pl+P2 2 1 

One of the important figures of merit of a FD is its 
frequency sensitivity or conversion efficiency. This is 
expressed as 

(3) 

a = In 

where (d[ImT]/dJ is the absolute value of the frequency 
derivative of the imaginary part of the interferometer 
transfer function (either TA or TZ). It is maximized when 
fres=fosc. fres is the resonance frequency of the resonator 
andf,,, the operational frequency of the oscillator, K is 
the mixer power-to-voltage conversion ratio, Phc, the 
power incident on the interferometer and K,,, the gain 
of the low noise microwave amplifier. 

For the carrier suppressed A-port 

2 + 

1-PI +P2 

where = fres/2QL and QL is the loaded Q-factor. 
Id[ImT]ldJ becomes maximized when P2 = 1 and P I  = 0 
or visa versa. It simplifies in this case to 0.51Afo.s, which 
is identical in the conventional interferometer. 

and cp = 0 when under- 

For the carrier suppressed C-port 

which becomes maximized when P1=P2= 0.5. In this 
case, it simplifies to llAfo.s. 

Normalized SFD is plotted in Fig. 3 for each of these 
FDs with optimum coupling. SFD is expressed in dB 
units relative to the maximum value of the conventional 
interferometric FD (critically coupled to resonator). The 
maximum value of frequency sensitivity in the BDI: 
configuration is 6 dB better than that for both the 
conventional interferometer and the BDA configuration. 
(Subscripts, A and Z, denotes carrier-suppression port). 

When either port becomes uncoupled from the 
resonator (that is, zero coupling) in the BDA 
configuration, the resulting topology is identical with 
the conventional reflection interferometric FD using a 
hybrid and no circulator [7]. This is the condition for the 
maximum SFD in the BDA FD (shown by curve 1 in Fig. 
3 when p2 = 0 and 1). When the coupling on the port 1 
(curve l a  in Fig. 4) is unity the coupling on port 2 is 
zero. The maximum sensitivity of the BDZ FD is when 
pl = P2 = 0.5 (see curve 2 in Figs 7 & 8). 



Coupl lnQ P o r t  2 

Figure 3: Comparison of normalized SFD, maximized by 
adjusting PI  for a range of coupling values p2. Curve 1 is 
for the BDA FD and curve 2 for the BDZ FD. 

Coupl ing Port  2 

Figure 4: The relationship between the coupling on the 
resonator ports required to yield the maximum value of 
SFD. Each curve corresponds to the same numbered 
curve in Fig. 3, that is, curve 1 for the BDbFD and curve 
2 for the BDz FD. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Both BD configurations were examined 
experimentally. A copper cavity housing a single crystal 
sapphire resonator was coupled to an interferometer via 
loop probes and coaxial lines. A phase shifter was 
inserted in one arm and an attenuator in the other (see 
Fig. 5). The output scattering amplitudes were measured 
at the sum and difference ports of a 3-dB 180" hybrid by 
a vector network analyzer. Various coupling conditions 
were chosen, the carrier suppressed by about 60 dB 
(Figs 6 & 7). Normalized SFD values were calculated 
and compared with those modeled. Since the circuit was 
broken each time a measurement was made some 
variation from the modeled value is expected (Table 1). 

An examination of the output amplitudes of the 
carrier-suppressed and "bright" ports in both BD 
configurations revealed that they were shifted in 
frequency relative to each other. This was seen as the 
effect of small loop probe inductance. Once this was 
added to the model the agreement was excellent for the 
BDA configuration (Fig. 6) but failed to match the 
"bright" port in the BDZ configuration (Fig.7). However 
the frequency shift was in the predicted direction. The 
discrepancy in the result may be due to some additional 
phase shift introduced through the addition of a 
circulator. 

Figure 5: Experimental set up for bi-directional 
interferometric configuration. This comprised a phase 
shifter (cp), an attenuator (a),  a 180" 3-dB hybrid and a 
copper cavity housing a single crystal sapphire 
resonator coupled to the interferometer via loop probes. 

Table 1: Modeled and measured values of SFD 
(normalized to the bold value) for the BDA and BDz 
configurations. The last column is the percentage 
difference. 

jl P-2 Model Measured % 
A 0.08 0.99 1 .OOO 0.898 11 

I  
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Figure 6: The output power in dBm at the carrier- 
suppressed port (curve 1) and the "bright" port (curve 2) 
in the BDA configuration plotted against fractional 
frequency detuning. Both minima are shifted up in 
frequency. The modeled curves are the grey solid lines 
and the black points are the measured data. 

8. DISCUSSION 

Only the BDz FD, because of its high sensitivity, 
will be considered in the following analysis. Assuming 
that a mechanical phase shifter and attenuator is used, 
zero reference phase shifter error (6cpref = 0) and the 
operational frequency of the oscillator is equal to the 



resonator resonance frequency, then the phase noise 
floor of the BDx FD may be written as 

where p = Pi  = P 2  '5: 0.5; CSp is the level of carrier 
suppression; kB is Boltzmann's constant; To, the 
ambient temperature; T,,, the microwave amplifier 
noise temperature at the carrier-suppressed port; f ,  the 
Fourier frequency and ST is the circulator phase 

noise. The first term of (4) results from thermal noise 
generated in lossy components of the FD as well as 
microwave amplifier intrinsic noise. The second term is 
the result of noise generation in the circulator. The 
mixer noise is not taken into account in the first term of 
(4) because high amplifier gain makes its contribution 
insignificant. Comparing this with the conventional 
interferometric FD (employing a 3-dB hybrid at both the 
input and output of the interferometer), it is seen to be 6 
dB less at all Fourier frequencies. 

0 5 10 15 20 
Frequency detuning (fres- fO,,)lfres [XI o"] 

Figure 7: The output power in dBm at the carrier- 
suppressed port (curve 1) and the "bright" port (curve 2) 
in the BDZ configuration plotted against fractional 
frequency. Both minima are shifted up in frequency. 
The modeled curves are the grey solid lines and the 
black points are the measured data. 

9. CONCLUSION 

Fig. 8 illustrates how it may be used to reduce the 
phase noise in an oscillator. A signal is taken from the 
oscillator and injected into the FD via the input port of 
the 3-dB hybrid and the carrier is suppressed at the 
output of the circulator at this port. In practice, either 
port could be used to inject the signal. In the ideal 
situation (no loss in the arms or hybrid and P i  =P2= 0.5), 
when the carrier is perfectly suppressed all power is 
dissipated in the resonator and no power is seen at the 
other hybrid port, on or off resonance. Under these 
conditions zero added phase or attenuation is required. 
In a real system, however, small attenuation and phase 
shift is needed to balance transmission line and loop 
probe losses and phase added by line discontinuities. 

As a result, the BD FD's phase noise floor is 6 dB 
lower than the conventional interferometric FD. The bi- 
directional FD, where a circulator is placed at the input 
port and the carrier is suppressed at the output of that 
circulator, is superior in performance and not limited by 
the circulator phase noise contribution. In fact, the 
carrier power, driving the noise generation in the 
circulator, is suppressed by the compensating arm of the 
interferometer, without the need of optimum coupling. 

JX ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c a  pan 

high-Q cavity (" 
Figure 8: Schematic of BD frequency discriminator with 
carrier suppression at the injected signal port. 
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Abstract 
A radiofrequency interferometer is combined with the 
correlation-and-averaging enhancement of sensitivity 
in a new scheme for the measurement of the phase noise 
of a component. The method requires the assumption 
that the non-thermal phase noise of the component 
being tested (DUT) is dominant compared to the am- 
plitude noise, which is consistent with the general ex- 
perience in radiofrequency domain. The new scheme is 
based on the amplification of the DUT noise sidebands, 
and on the simultaneous measurement of the amplified 
noise by means of two mixers driven in quadrature, 
k45O off the carrier. Due to the particular detection 
phase relationships, the instrument rejects the thermal 
noise and the noise of the measurement amplifier, de- 
spite the fact that this amplifier is shared by the two 
channels of the correlator. The paper provides the the- 
oretical background of the method and experimental 
results. The sensitivity of the first 100 MHz proto- 
type, given in terms of the S,(f) floor, is some 12 dB 
below kBT/Po, i.e. the thermal energy referred to the 
carrier power. 

1 Introduction 
The double interferometer, first proposed in [I], was 
aimed to increase the sensitivity of the interferometric 
noise measurement system by correlating and averag- 
ing the output of two equal interferometers that simul- 
taneously measure the same device under test (DUT). 
It become soon clear that the sensitivity of the dou- 
ble interferometer is not limited by the thermal energy 

interferometers detectors 

~ B T ,  where k = 1 . 3 8 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~  J / K  is the Boltzmann 
constant and T is the absolute temperature of the ma- 
chine [2, 31. This feature does not relies upon a specific 
technology because the reported results were obtained 
in the VHF and microwave bands with quite a different 
type of components. 

The microwave interferometer as a phase noise mea- 
surement tool was proposed in the late 60ties 141, and 
subsequently improved and extended to the active cor- 
rection of noise [5]. Further studies [6] provided in- 
creased theoretical insight and new design rules that 
improve the overall performances and extend the op- 
erating frequency to the HF and VHF bands, and that 
are also valid for the double interferometer. In ad- 
dition, a modified scheme [7] allows the measurement 
of the frequency stability of quartz resonators with a 
sensitivity of 10-14. 

Finally, it was proved theoretically and experimen- 
tally [8, 91 that the high sensitivity of the double inter- 
ferometer relies upon the difference of spectrum densi- 
ties, and therefore the thermal noise is rejected if the 
temperature of the instrument is homogeneous. Later 
on, the theory was confirmed by other research groups 
[lo, 111. Furthermore, the same approach makes pos- 
sible the realization of high sensitivity spectrum ana- 
lyzers. Prototypes operating at audio and microwave 
frequencies 1121 show a noise floor significantly lower 
than kBT. 

The following sections recall the basic mechanism 
of noise rejection, introduce a new scheme for noise 
measurement and present experimental results. 

Figure 1: Double interferometer. Figure 2: Correlation interferometer. 
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Figure 3: Single-amplifier correlation interferometer. 

2 Basics of the Noise Rejection by Correlation 
When the sum and the difference 

of two independent random signals n l  (t) and n2 (t) are 
inserted in the cross correlation function 

they result in the difference of the two indivindual cor- 
relation functions 

because RnIn,(r)  = RL2n1 (7) = 0. 
The cross power spectrum density (PSD) of a(t) and 

b(t) is, by definition, 

where the integral performs the Fourier transform. In- 
dicating with Nl(f)  and N2(f) the PSD of nl( t )  and 
nz(t), the cross PSD is 

Dividing N ( f )  in thermal noise Nth(f )  = l c ~ T  and 
extra noise Nex ( f )  , we get 

This means that if port 1 is regarded as the input of an 
instrument and port 2 is terminated to a resistor (hence 
n2(t) is a pure thermal fluctuation), and assuming 
that the temperature is homogeneous (TI = T2), the 
instrument compensates for thermal noise and mea- 
sures the extra noise N,e"(f) only. Alternatively, both 
ports 1 and 2 are terminated to a resistor. In this 

condition, the instrument noise floor gives the tern- 
perature inhomogeneity TI - T2. It is worthly to be 
remarked that this noise compensation mechanism is 
based only on the mathematical properties of noise. 
Thus n l  (t) + ns (t) and n l  (t) - n2 (t) can be obtained 
either by means of a lossless 3 dB coupler or just as 
the result of an algebraic operation. 

The above noise rejection mechanism is exploited 
by the double interferometer, that rejects the ther- 
mal noise generated by the three resistive terminations 
(Fig. 1). In addition, this instrument rejects the in- 
terferometer noise because the two interferometers are 
independent, and it rejects the amplifier noise for the 
same reason. All the analytical calculations, involv- 
ing the random signals of the three terminations, are 
reported in [8] and [9]. A simplified scheme (Fig. 2) 
uses one interferometer instead of two, which makes 
the rejection of the interferometer noise impossible. 
Nonetheless, the rejection of both thermal and am- 
plifier noise still takes place, and works in the same 
way. 

3 Single-Amplifier Correlation Measurements 
The scheme of the proposed instrument is shown in 
Fig. 3. In the presence of noise, the signal at  the DUT 
output is of the form 

s(t) = Vo cos wot + n,(t) sin wot + nc(t) cos wot (8) 

where Vo is the peak voltage of the carrier a t  frequency 
vo = wo/2n, and n,(t) and nc(t) are independent ran- 
dom voltages. Taking coswot as the phase reference, 
n,(t) represents the phase noise, and n,(t) the am- 
plitude noise. Introducing the superscripts 'th' and 
'ex' for thermal and extra (i.e. non-thermal) noise, 
we can divide the noise as n, (t) = nkh(t) + ny( t )  
and n,(t) = nkh(t) + ny( t ) .  While nt,h (t) and n$ (t) 
are always independent, we assume that also n y ( t )  
and n y ( t )  are independent. This assumption, to be 
checked for the specific DUT, is consistent with the 
observation that parametric AM and PM noise types 
are generally originated by different, and therefore in- 
dependent, physical phenomena. 



4 Im PM noise 
u (t) = n,y( t) l f i  
d ( t )  = - n,&)l f i  

AM noise 
u (1) = nc( t ) l f i  
d ( t )  = n,(t)lfi  

Figure 4: Vector representation of phase and ampli- 
tude noise on the complex plane, and the detection of 
noise on the u and d axes. 

Setting the variable attenuation e and the variable 
phase shift y' equal to the DUT phase and attenuation, 
the carrier Vo cos wot is suppressed at  the A output of 
the hybrid, and consequently only the DUT noise is 
present at  the amplifier input. This noise is amplified 
and down converted to baseband. Because the phase of 
mixer LO signals are &45", the detected signals (Fig. 4) 
are 

where Ic is the gain that results from all the gain and 
losses along the signal path. A vector representation of 
phase and amplitude noise, and their I45"  detection, 
is shown in Fig. 4; the suppressed carrier is on the real 
axis. The f 45" detection is somewhat similar to the 
FM stereo broadcastings, in which L&R (i.e., left k 
right) are transmitted, or to the PAL television sys- 
tems, in which the signals are Y I C ,  i.e. chrominance 
& luminance. L and R,  as well as Y and C, are a pair 
of independent, thus orthogonal, random signals. 

From (9) and (9) and Fig. 3, the cross PSD at the 
instrument output is 

It should be stressed that the proposed instrument 
does not give information on the validity of the as- 
sumption S F ( f )  <( S F ( f ) .  The latter must result 
from a different analysis, either theoretical or experi- 
mental. Finally, the AM noise might be dominant. If 
this occurrs, the instrument can be used to measure 
SF( f )  in the same way. 

In the proposed scheme, the noise of the amplifier 
is rejected, and this occurrs despite of the fact that 
a single amplifier is shared by the two channels. In 
fact, as the carrier is suppressed, the amplifier works 
in its fully linear regime, thus its noise contribution is 
of the additive type. Thus, the amplifier noise can be 
represented as 

where y is an arbitrary phase. As a property of ran- 
dom noise, n:(t) and n:(t) are independent, and this 
holds for any y. Therefore, the amplifier noise vanishes 
because the axes u and d are in quadrature. 

The white noise at one output, not rejected by 
correlation, is S U o  ( f )  = S~II (f)  = ~FI~BTo Ro/esern, .- . ~. . 

which corresponds to a single-arm phase noise floor 
S,o(f) = 4 e h F k ~ T o / P ~ .  The cross PSD floor is re- 
duced increasing the number m of averages until the 
hardware limitation, which is due to the noise of the 
interferometer components - mainly the variable at- 
tenuator. and phase shifter responsible of the carrier 
suppression - and to the accuracy of the quadrature 
condition between the two detectors. Finally, it should 
be remarked that the sensitivity of other correlation 
schemes may be limited by the isolation between the 
two amplifiers, as discussed in [ll], and that this prob- 
lem is avoided with the single-amplifier scheme. 

~ R o p o  4 Implementation and Results 
sud(f) = [sff(f) - sv(f)l ' (I1) The prototype we experimented on works at the carrier 

where g is the amplifier gain, eh is the loss of the hybrid 
located at the DUT output, l, is the loss of the hybrid 
located at  the amplifier output, and C, is the SSB loss 
of the mixer. Equations (9) and (10) are of the same 
form of (1) and (2), whereat the mechanism of thermal 
noise rejection described in Section 2 takes place. As 
thermal noise is unbiased, i.e. Sbh(f) = Skh(f), it van- 
ishes in the correlation-and-averaging process. Hence 
the extra noise only remains. 

In most cases of interest the PM extra noise is 
dominant compared to the AM noise. Thus, taking 
S r ( f )  <( SF(f) as an hypothesis, the output cross 
PSD is proportional to extra phase noise S F ( f )  of the 
DUT according to 

frequency vo = 100 MHz, with a carrier power Po = 4 
dBm at  the DUT output. The amplifier gain is g = 
41.5 dB and a noise figure F 21 1.5 dB. The hybrid 
losses are eh  = 1 dB, at the DUT output and !, = 0.4 
dB at  the amplifier output, and the SSB loss of the 
mixers is C, = 5.5 dB. The residual carrier never 
exceeds -20 dBm at  the amplifier output, which is 
some 35 dB below the 1 dB saturation level. All the 
design follows the rules given in [6] .  

The adjustment and calibration procedure is stright- 
forward. The interferometer is firstly replaced with 
a synthesizer connected to the input of the amplifier. 
Thus a signal of power P, and frequency v, close to u, is 
injected, which results in a beat note at  the frequency 
fs = us - vo of some kilohertz a t  the two outputs. The 
corresponding rms voltage is V = d g ~ , ~ o / 2 e , C ,  in- 
dependent of the phase setting, which gives the SSB 
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Figure 5: ~nstrument noise, in the absence of the DUT. 

gain V2/P, = gRo/21sl, of the instrument. Then, 
the phase y, is adjusted for the two output to be in 
quadrature, which is accomplished observing the out- 
put cross spectrum when the amplifier is driven by the 
synthesizer. As Sud (fS) is imaginary when the two de- 
tectors are in quadrature, the instrument is adjusted 
for %{Sud( fs)) = 0. At this stage, the interferometer 
is reinserted, removing the syntesizer; a phase mod- 
ulator, calibrated by means of a network analyzer, is 
inserted as the DUT. Subsequently, the common phase 
yc must be set for the two detectors to be at 4~45' with 
respect to the carrier. This is accomplished by provi- 
sionally setting the machine for arm u to detect AM 
and arm d PM, which is observed as a null of d( t )  in 
the presence of a phase modulation, and then replacing 
the cable in series to yc with a 45' longer one. Finally, 
the instrument gain Sud(f)/S, ( f )  is measured inject- 
ing a phase modulation S, (f) .  The measured gain is 
of 60.4 dBV/rad, with an asymmetry of some k0.2 dB 
between the two arms, including two 40 dB low noise 
amplifiers inserted between the mixers and the FFT 
analyzer. 

Figure 5 top shows the instrument noise resulting 
from a first experiment, in which the interferometer is 
removed and the amplifier is terminated to a resistor. 
Results are given in dBm/Hz, which is the phisical 
unit of the PSD of bare random noise, not referred 
to a carrier. The single-arm noise is of some -172.5 
dBm/Hz, which is consistent with the amplifier noise 
figure F 2 1.5 dB. The absence of flicker, evident in 
the left part of the figure, is due to the absence of a 

Injected SF( f) d ~ r a d ~ l ~ z  

Figure 6: Injection of phase noise in the DUT path. 

Output input 

carrier signal. The cross PSD reveals a noise rejection 
of 22 dB, which is limited by the averaging capability 
(m = 32767) of the FFT analyzer. The noise floor is 
of some 20 dB below the thermal energy kBT, and it is 

phase 
modulator 

expected to further decrease if the number of averages 
is increased. 

The instrument noise measured on the complete con- 
figuration is shown in Fig. 5 bottom. The single-arm 
noise reveals the presence of flicker around f = 100 
Hz, and some asymmetry between the two arms. The 
single-arm white noise is the same as observed in the 
absence of the interferometer. The cross PSD re- 
veals the presence of flicker S, - -174 dBrad2/Hz 
at  f = 100 Hz, which is due to the interferometer. A 
spurious signal is present in the 15 to 50 kHz region. 
For f > 7 kHz, and depending on frequency, the in- 
strument noise is of some -188 to -190 dBrad2/Hz, 
which is 10 to 12 dB lower than kBT/Po. 

A more conclusive experiment consists of the injec- 
tion of a phase modulation in the DUT path, according 
to the scheme of Fig. 6 top. A special phase modu- 
lator is needed, whose low noise feature is obtained 
combining a low insertion loss with a small modu- 
lation index capability. The modulator is driven by 
the internal noise source of the FFT analyzer, atten- 
uated by a factor l a .  The measurement results are 
shown in Fig. 6 bottom. As la increases (leftwards in 
the figure), the injected noise SF decreases propor- 
tionally to l / l a .  In the left part of the figure, for 
SZnj < -160 d ~ r a d ' / ~ z ,  the single-arm measures 
are limited by the amplifier noise. On the other hand, 
the correlation measures are well aligned on the strigh 
line SFme,, = Szn4 even on the left part of the plot, 
where the injected signal is lower than the thermal floor 
kBT/Po 21 -178 dBrad2/Hz. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Anti-Jitter Circuit (AJC) can be cascaded to give 
60dB or more reduction in phase noise This paper 
compares the ultimate noise performance limits of the 
AJC and on-chip oscillators. Except perhaps at high 
microwave frequencies it is difficult to implement 
oscillator inductors on an integrated circuit chip and 
such inductors will in any case have a poor Q factor. 
For this reason the noise comparison is also made with 
RC on-chip oscillators at lower frequencies. 

The aim of this paper is to show that where the current 
source is mainly from "majority carriers" the Shot 
noise can be significantly below the maximum. 
Theoretical improvements of 25 to 40dB or more 
would appear to be possible over what previously has 
been stated. This indicates that the AJC used as or with 
an on-chip RC oscillator will certainly give better 
performance than existing on-chip LC oscillators. It 
now appears that an AJC may also be capable of 
reaching the performance of even the best LC voltage 
controlled Oscillators. 

INTRODUCTION 

transistor the transconductance is directly related to the 
transistor current and so this degree of freedom is not 
then available. 

The use of bipolar devices also made it difficult to 
obtain high enough input impedances to be able to 
obtain long enough time constants for a low enough 
frequency limit of sideband suppression; that is 
without the use of large value capacitors that could not 
be integrated on a chip. The analysis in this paper 
shows that a single relatively large (1-100nF) off-chip 
capacitor can have a highly beneficial effect on the 
ultimate level of noise suppression. 

The acceptance of the necessity of a single off-chip 
capacitor has made it possible to define an optimum 
control loop design for the AJC. This optimum defines 
the best time response and frequency response 
achievable for the AJC when considered as a linear 
control system. 

A new assessment of the dominant noise sources in the 
AJC is presented. This shows that the 'shot noise' 
contribution was previously overestimated [2], and 
often will not be the limiting source of noise. 

The Anti-Jitter Circuit (AJC) was first introduced at The optimal control loop and noise design of the AJC 
the EFTF in 1996 [I] and it has undergone progressive is presented as a few simple design rules,. 
improvement since then[2,3,4]. These improvements 
have been in highest frequency of operation, frequency REPRESENTATIVE AJC CIRCUIT 
range, lowest suppression frequency, settling time, Input 

power consumption and ease of integration. It remains (a) s i ~ a l  

as a unique circuit that can be cascaded to produce t 

more than 60dB of phase noise in principle on any 
frequency source. The limit of suppression is set by f 

transconductance and still deliver the milliamp or so 
currents that are typically required in the AJC. The 

T* 

Figure 1. Anti Jitter Circuit Principle: - 
original AJC circuits assumed that a FET with (a) Basic  lock Diagram 

sufficiently low transconductance could always be (b) Input monostable with jitter on central pulse 
(c) Integrator output (op2) and Comparator switching level made available by choice of the appropriate gate ( 0 ~ 3 )  

width-to-length ratio in manufacture. In the bipolar 

the internal noise sources of the circuit and this paper output 

extends previous investigations of these [ 2 ] .  (b)  r 
- , 4 

I 
I 
I 8 

In the last year the AJC has been redesigned so that it 
now can be implemented in all bipolar as well as all 
FET or mixed FET and bipolar technologies. The 
major problem was that the integrator current source 
transistors could not be made with low enough gain or 

r---l 

8 ,  
1 I 

I 
I 
I I 
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input monostable integrator emitter follower comparator 

Figure 2 Practical 8 Mhz Adiabatic Anti-Jitter Circuit 

The block diagram of Fig 1 shows the basic principle 
of the AJC. Note that the integrator waveform (long) 
downslope intersects the comparator switching level at 
the same place in time irrespective of the time jitter in 
the (integrated) input pulses. This is the mechanisms 
by which the jitter is removed. 

Fig 2 shows a practical circuit of an 'adiabatic' AJC 
[4] using off-the-shelf (discrete) components. 
('Adiabatic' means that the core part of the AJC is 
powered from the input pulses.) The single package of 
4 nand gates at the input make up a pulse monostable 
together with the timing circuit of C, and R, that sets 
the pulse length. Strictly speaking, this circuit is not 
necessary because the 'fixed' packet of charge (current 
x time) formed by switching Cg between two voltage 
levels substitutes for the input pulse and creates the 
up-slope part of the integrator waveform. The . . 
integrator capacitor Cint is charged by this charge 
packet and discharged steadily by the FET acting as a 
current sink. 

After a high impedance emitter follower buffer there is 
an op-amp comparator and a second triggered 
monostable to form the output pulse signal. The 
second monostable uses the same circuit as the first 
with the values shown this AJC works up to about 
10MHz. 

AJC CONTROL LOOP DESIGN RULES 

The central 'adiabatic' part of the circuit of Figure 2 is 
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows an 'all-bipolar' 
version of the central adiabatic core of the AJC. It is 
the components in this core parts of the AJC that have 
to be chosen according to a set of 'design rules' so that 
the AJC has 'best' performance. The approach is an 
extension of what was in previous papers [2,3,4]. 

Best control loop performance is when good phase and 
time jitter suppression is achieved over as wide a range 
of modulation sideband frequencies as possible. This 
is achieved if the combination of Ci,, and the FET (or 

bipolar) current sink behaves as an integrator down to 
the lowest possible (suppression) frequency. 

tint j kFjI 
Res 

- 

Figure 3 FET-Bipolar AJC Adiabatic Core Circuit 

Cint i-,p: 
I 

Figure 4 All-Bipolar AJC Adiabatic Core Circuit 

The AJC can be treated as a control loop where the 
current sink is considered as an input. The objective is 
to design this control loop so that transfer function 
from the current i input in to the voltage Vinr on the 
integrator is 11s because this represents perfect 
integration with respect to time. The actual transfer 
function, taking the feedback through Rf into account, 
is found to be 



One open loop pole in the denominator of this 
expression is at s = 0 The other is at the important 
break frequency Is1 = a of the components Cint, Cf , Rf , 
and R, , all connected in series. We therefore define 
this as 

Critical damping for the above two closed-loop poles 
is found to give an optimum compromise between 
settling speed and lowest suppression frequency. 
Critical damping occurs for the loop gain condition: 

( Cf + Cint + g m  cfW2 = 4 gm Cint C' (Rf + Rs ) 
(3) 

As a limiting case we can choose to make the resistor 
Rs zero and this gives 

G c ~ ( s )  = Vint /i 
= gm (1 + s C f R f ) / (  S (Cf + Cint + ~Cint CfRf )  +gm) 

(4) 

The critical damping condition then becomes 

(Cf + ~ i n t ) ~  = 4 gm Rf Cint Cf ( 5 )  

The usual AJC design has Cf >> Cint and then the 
optimum loop gain condition is: 

cf = 4 gm Rf Cint (6) 

As another limiting case we can choose the resistor 
value R, so that 

This condition gives the minimum value for Cf. 
Smaller values than this will result in a suppression 
frequency that is unnecessarily higher than the 
minimum set by the value of a defined above 

An intermediate case is with the capacitor C' slightly 
too small and R, increased from zero until critical 
damping is again achieved. This occurs approximately 
when 

Cf = 4 gm Rf Cint /( 1 +gm R ~ ) ~  (3) 

and the value for R, can be found by solving this 
equation for the given value of Cf. 

In practice the main consequence of this rule is that Cf 
becomes too large to be considered for integration on a 
chip unless the transconductance gm is made suitably 
low. In the case of a FET this can be achieved by 
choice of transistor geometry on the chip. In the case 
of a bipolar transistor the transconductance is directly 
related to the emitter current or the emitter resistor 
value (if not decoupled) It is then not possible to 
obtain a low enough gm with the integrator capacitor 
discharge current at the values required for optimum 
AJC performance. 

As discussed above the resistor R, can conveniently be 
adjusted to prevent underdamped oscillations if the 
capacitor C' is not seriously too small. Too small a 
value of C' will in general result in a pro rata rise in 
the lowest frequency of suppression. 

The above are the important control loop design rules 
for ensuring optimum performance of the AJC and 
they are incorporated in the overall list of design rules 
given below 

AJC NOISE ANALYSIS 
With Cf >> Cint and hence Rf >> R, the transfer function 
then becomes 

The position of only one of the denominator poles is a 
function of the transistor transconductance gm. As a 
compromise between settling speed and lowest 
suppression frequency we choose to place the movable 
pole at about a quarter of the frequency of the fixed 
pole and this conveniently gives the same condition as 
shown in equation (6) 

Minimum noise design of the AJC is now addressed. 
Previous papers have identified Shot noise and thermal 
noise in resistors as the main sources of noise to be 
minimised [2]. 

The Shot noise is assumed to occur on the discharge 
current idir In the previous paper [2] it was assumed 
that this noise would for the entire current idis This 
would only be true if the current were entirely made 
up of minority carriers for which the Shot noise 
partitioning effect would hold. In a bipolar transistor it 
is argued that only the minority carriers from the base 
current contribution to the collector current should be 
taken into account. This means that the Shot noise 



should be less by the current gain P of the transistor. 
For the typical transistor gain of 100 the noise would 
be improved by 20dB. The Shot noise current in is 
therefore given by 

where the electron charge q, = 1 . 6 ~ 1 0 " ~  coulomb. 

When converted by the discharge slope to time and 
hence to phase deviation, this noise is found to result 
in an RMS phase deviation of 

wheref, is the carrier output frequency and f, is the 
sideband frequency. 

But we then have for the phase noise power spectral 
density 

For an AJC operating at lOMHz with only one 
milliamp of discharge current from a bipolar transistor 
with a current gain p of 100 we have at 10 kHz from 
carrier 

This is found to be better than many synthesised signal 
generators at this frequency. 

The dominant resistor noise for a bipolar transistor is 
assumed to come from the resistance connected 
between the base and emitter. In a typical AJC this 
would be comparable with or less than the typical 
device noise resistance of about lk. However if the 
series resistor R, is larger than this it becomes the 
dominant source of resistor noise. Thus R, should be 
kept as low as possible by appropriate choice of Cf . 

It is useful to compare the Shot noise and resistor 
noise in this example. For a l k  noise resistance the 
RMS current noise in 1Hz bandwidth is 

iR =( 4 kT / R)'.~ = 4 x 4x10-" / lo3 = 4x10-" amps 
(14) 

For a bipolar transistor with a current gain of 100 and 
collector current of lmilliamp the equivalent RMS 
base current Shot noise from equation (10) is 

in = ( 2 qe idis /P) 0'5 = 
( 2x1 .6~10- '~  /100)'.~ = 5.66~10-l1 amps (15) 

This shows that the estimate of Shot noise may still be 
too high because it implies an equivalent Shot noise 
resistance of about 200k This is far higher than 
observed in practice. . 

If then resistor noise is found to be dominant from 
further measurements we can expect a well designed 
AJC to be 200 times or 23dB better than given in the 
above example in equation (13). This would equate to 
the performance of the best available Voltage 
Controlled Oscillators (VCOs). 

The above noise analysis has been for a bipolar 
transistor current source. On the basis that FET and 
bipolar low noise amplifiers in general have 
comparable performance the same can be expected 
when these are used in the AJC. 

AJC DESIGN RULES 

From the above analysis it is now possible to articulate 
some design rules for the (adiabatic) AJC that will 
ensure best overall performance. 

1. Choose integrator capacitor Cint discharge 
current, idis to be as high as allowed by 
component and system specifications. This 
ensures lowest current noise contribution 

2. Increase Ci,, to give smallest ramp peak-to- 
peak voltage swing V,, on Cint that still ensures 
reliable comparator switching. This ensures the 
lowest suppression frequency limit. 

3. Make input pulses as short as possible 
remembering that the average pulse current 
has to be equal to the discharge current idis. 

This maximises the peak phase error that can be 
cancelled without loss of pulses. 

4. Make the combination of the feedback resistor 
Rf and the comparator (buffer) input loading 
impedance (resistance) as high as possible. This 
also ensures the lowest possible frequency 
suppression frequency I/(RfCint). 

5. If AC coupling to the comparator is used 
ensure the coupling cut-off frequency is at least 
ten times lower than the lowest suppression 
frequency. 

6. Choose the filter capacitor Cf according to the 
rule 



where g, is the effective transconductance of 
the discharge device. If an undecoupled source or 
emitter resistor Re, is used g, cannot be higher 
than R,;'. Note that lower g, gives a lower value 
for C' Rf has to be kept high because of rule 4. 

7. Series resistor R, can be adjusted to 
compensate for inaccurate Cf but for lowest 
noise it should not exceed about l k  

COMPARISON WITH ON-CHIP OSCILLATORS 

The phase noise figure of merit for an oscillator is 
P Q ~ / N ~ ,  where P is the oscillator power presented at 
the input to the oscillator amplifier, Q is the tuned 
circuit quality factor, and Na is the effective thermal 
noise appearing at the input of the amplifier. Assuming 
an active device in the oscillator with a noise factor of 
no worse than about 2 we find that P Q ~  for a good 
VCO will be no less than about 0.1 watts or volt/amps. 

In RC oscillators (with the frequency set by resistors 
and capacitors only) the effective Q is generally very 
low. For example a Wien Bridge oscillator has a Q of 
113 and a two pole "state-space" oscillator will have an 
effective Q of 1 to 2. To achieve a P Q ~  value of 0.1 
watts will then require a power of around lOOmW or 
more. This is considered to be too high for a practical 
on-chip oscillator. 

Analysis of the AJC has shown that this level of 
performance can be achieved with currents of about 
lma, implying a power consumption of about 10mW. 
The explanation of this apparent discrepancy is that a 
current source presents a high value of 'dynamic' 
resistance that is essentially noiseless. Noiseless 
resistances imply a highly beneficial lack of thermal 
equilibrium. Thus the Na in the P Q ~ /  Na figure of merit 
is much lower than expected from the assumption of 
thermal equilibrium. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An AJC designed according to the design rules given 
here can be cascaded to suppress the phase noise of 
source with poor noise and high time jitter to a level of 
the best LC Voltage Controlled Oscillators. 

The ultimate on-chip AJC performance is calculated to 
be better than for existing on-chip RC or LC 
oscillators. 
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Shot noise on current sources in the AJC have been 
overestimated and it may prove to be less important 
than resistor or thermal noise. Ultimate phase noise 
performance is now predicted to be 25 to 40dB better 
than previously stated. 
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ABSTRACT 

The report addresses the statistical properties of an- 
harmonic modes of BAW crystal resonators in oscilla- 
tors excited by noise or intended modulation and con- 
sidered as sensors of environment. The modulated 
noisy model of a closed loop oscillator is studied for its 
amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency modulation 
characteristics caused by an anharmonic influence. We 
consider in detail the amplitude, phase, and time de- 
rivatives of the sensor signal and present their prob- 
ability distributions for the different SNR. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite of natural redundancy of a crystal resonator 
spectrum, design of precision crystal oscillators is fo- 
cused on excitation of a general BAW mode ("C" 
mode for shear-thickness vibrations) jointly with sup- 
pression of another so called spurious (anharmonic) 
ones. It brought excellent results [I], [2] and has fur- 
ther potential. At the same time, many efforts are un- 
derway to reduce the oscillator operation instabilities 
caused by its sensitivity to aging, temperature, accel- 
eration, magnetic field, etc., and it is naturally that 
resonator anharmonics seem to be very attractive preci- 
sion sensors for dramatically improving an oscillator 
operational stability. 

Once we are operating anharmonic sensors, frst, we 
must define the rules for their excitation in precision 
oscillators to avoid frequency instability and signifi- 
cant control errors. Fig. 1 shows the signal spectrum in 
an oscillator of generalized anharmonic sensor re- 
sponses caused by both a noise and intended modula- 
tion. Each frequency fa, (6) = v,, (6) - v, (6) , where 

v, is a carrier of i-th anharmonic sensor and vos is 
that of an oscillator, depends on an environment desta- 
bilizing vector [3]. Under the noise floor excitation 
only, an anharmonic exhibits little power, and signifi- 
cant time is necessary to estimate its frequency with 
the desired accuracy. External modulation strongly 
increases the effect so that sensor signal processing 
may be carried out in real time. This basic concept of 
the recently proposed modulational method [3], pro- 
vides for the optimal excitation level of the sensor to 
avoid its frequency interaction with the fundamental 
mode through the thermal field, unlike the case of self- 
excited dual-mode oscillators. 

I "'" Responses caused by anhannonic sensors 
Noise modulation Intended 

effect modulation effect 

, ,  4 , ;  
No~se floor 

-.I 1.1 I 
o f x e  fo2(e fO3(i 1 f 

Figure 1. Generalized splashes of phase spectral density of 
crystal oscillator caused by anharmonic sensors. 

In the report, we discuss probability properties of 
anharmonic sensor amplitude and phase responses. 

2. FLUCTUATING MODEL OF A CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATOR WITH ANHARMONIC SENSORS 

Let us form a closed loop oscillator with limiting 
amplifier of linearized gain G and linear resonant feed- 
backs of the resonator principle and anharmonics 
modes with responses H,(jw) and H,(jw), respectively 
(Fig. 2), where V,,,,, V,, and V, are correspondent volt- 
ages, Vn is white Gaussian noises with known covari- 
ance, and 

Y,, (t) = V,  (t) + Vn 0 )  , (1) 
where K(t) is the deterministic part of the input signal 

and V,(t) is its random component. Generally c ( t )  

determines the noise floor at large offset frequencies. 

Limiting amplifier 
Y n  VO", 

Resonator princi~le  

, r-------------------------- 
\ , , - - - - - - - - - - . - - - ,  

t I H -..-. 1 ---- 
I 1 ----.--.-..-. .' ! Feedbacks 

caused by 
resonator 

I -+ 1 , 
I 1 .--.......... 2 ' b--------------------------J 

Figure 2. The closed loop model of a crystal oscillator 
with anharmonic sensors. 



2.1. Deterministic Signals 
Generally, in oscillators, a noise or intended modu- 

lation causes both AM and FM with the following sig- 
nal representation 

v,(t> = [Vo + ~,(t)]cos[2xv~t ((t)] (2) 
where V, is a peak voltage, ~ , ( t )  is an amplitude time 
variation, vo is a nominal carrier frequency, and 4(t) is 
a time variation of phase. For the simple harmonic 
modulation signal S(t) we get ~ , ( t )  = E~ COS(G!Z - 4,) , 

(( t)  = m$ s i n ( a  - 4,) + 4, , which, thus, brings (2) into 

the form 
V, (t) = V, [I + mA c o s ( ~ t  - (,)I 
x cos[aot + m, sin(nt -(,,,)+(,I' 

(3 

where R = 2nf , a, = 2m0,  mA = %. = k H , E,, and 
vo A A 

m = OOm are amplitude and phase peak variations, 
+ Q a  

(o is initial phase, f is modulation hquency, 
m, = k,H, , k, and k, are coefficients of static AM 

and FM, H, (f) , 4, (f) and H, (f) , (, (f) are modu- 
lation amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency char- 
acteristics (AFC) and (PFC), respectively, for AM and 
FM. Non-uniformities in question for both AFC and 
PFC are caused by an anharmonic sensor and, for this 
reason, we may call them its amplitude-frequency and 
phase-fiequency responses in oscillator signals. 

Under real conditions of m, << 1, m, << 1, and 

m, << 1, we get AFC and PFC mAi , ma,, +,, , and 40, 
with respect to i-th anharmonic sensor: 

m,, = hio + 2mA,ki cos(+, - 4,) + k: , (4) 

mAo sin + k, sin 4, 4,, = arctan , 
mAo cos + k, cos 4, 

(5  

m,, sin $,, - k, sin (, 
I$,, = arctan , (7) 

m,, cos (oo - k, cos 4, 
where g = Q 1 a , ,  ki(f) = ((f)/Vo is a coefficient of 

additional AM caused by sensor feedback, mAo , moo, 

(,, , and $,, are values of AFC and PFC beyond an- 

harmonic sensor bandwidth. 

2.2. Random Signals 
Because of the narrow-band nature of crystal oscil- 

lator signals, we present the random signal in (1) as a 
narrow-band stationary Gaussian process [4] caused by 
the oscillator noise floor 

~ , ( t )  = A(t)cos[a,t - ~ ( t ) ] ,  (8) 
where a, = 0, + n , A(t) is the random amplitude dis- 

tributed by the Rayleigh law on the interval [O,+oo], 
and Y(t) is the random phase uniformly distributed on 

the interval [-71, XI. Summing the most power upper 
spectral line of a signal fallen within bandwidth of a 
sensor of the frequency ob with a noise (8), we come 
from (4)-(7) to 

mA, = d(bI + AsinY)1 +(b2 + A C O S Y ) ~  , (9) 
b, + Asin Y 

= arctan 
b2 + ACOSY ' 

mu, = \j(dl + AsinY)' + (d, + A C O S Y ) ~  , (1 1) 

where bl = KT + V + , ~ A O  sin$,, 9 

b 2 = ~ , + V + f m A o c o s ~ A o ,  d, =V;,-V+fm,osin~,o, and 

and phase of upper spectral line of an oscillator signal; 
Kc and qs are amplitudes of the orthogonal compo- 

nents of the sensor response; AsinY = XI and 

AcosY = X2 are independent Gaussian random proc- 
esses with zero means and equal variances 

2 2 ox, = o,, = 0'.  Following in (9)-(12) through the 
Gilbert transform to the analytical signal, we get the 
orthogonal components 

U(t)sin q(t) = y, (t) + X, (t) , (13) 

U(t>coscp(t> = y,(t) + X2(t)Y (14) 
where y l=b , , d I ,  y z = b 2 , d 2 ,  U ( t ) 2 0 ,  and 
- 7~ I ( ~ ( t )  < n . Finally, it follows from (9)-(10) that 

Thus, noise properties of the sensor may be learned 
through studies of (9)-(10). Here the main task is to 
get probability distributions of m, , m, , 4, , and I$,, 

and their time derivatives mLVo (t) = dm,,, ( t )  l dt and 

$',,,(t) = d+A,m(t)ldt as sensor signal is slowly 

changed due to environment. By this way, we can es- 
timate the optimal sensor parameters needed for opti- 
mal design of frequency control systems. 

3. PROBABILITY PROPERTIES 
OF SENSOR RESPONSES 

Pursuing the aim, we use here generalized represen- 
tation of the signals due to anharmonic series tuned 
circuit in forms y, = yo l(l +s'), y2 = -yoqI(l + s*), 

and 



where yo is the value of amplitude y at the sensor 
resonance frequency v, , = Q, (V 1 V, - v, 1 V) is gener- 
alized detuning, Q, is a sensor Q-factor. 

Let us learn the probability properties of characteris- 
tics m~,,(t), cp~.dt), dm,,, (t) 1 dt , and dcp,,, (t) 1 dt . 

dx Noting that functions X I ,  X,, X; = -1, and 
dt 

X; = dY, are jointly Gaussian non-correlated random 
dt 

processes, we get their joint probability distribution in 
a form of 

P(X, ,x , ,x; ,x;)  

where XI = m,,, sincp,,, - y, ,  X, = m,,, coscp,,, - y,, 

X/ = m;,,  sin^,, + m~,co~;,, cos(+'~,w 9 
and 

X; = m;,, coscp,,, - m,,,cp>,, sincp,,+ , 0: and 0: are 
variances of the input random process and its time de- 
rivative, y ,  and y2 are defined by (16). 

To transfer from variables X, , X, , X,' , and Xi  to 

m~,,(t),  PA,,(^), m;,, ( t )  , and cp;,, (t) , respectively, we 
find out the Jacobean 

2 
a(xl,x2,x;,x;)1 ~ O A , ~  y r n ; , ~  .o;,~) = m ~ , ~  and 
come from (17) to the four-dimensional distribution 

x exp -,[mi. -2mA,. (Y, sincp,. + ~2 c 0 s 9 A , w  )+y21 { 2:. 

where envelope is in the range 0 I V = m,,, I rn, 

phase in the range - n I cp = cp',,, 5 7t , and correspon- 

dent derivatives are in the range - rn I ma,, ,cp;,, I rn . 

3.1. Modulation AFC and Their Derivatives in Time 
To obtain joint distribution p(mA,o,m>,,) we cany 

out series integration of (1 7) over cptA,, from -rn to +rn 
and over (PA,, from -n to +x , and get 

where lo(~) is a modified Bessel function. Variables in 
(1 8) are separated to allow 

As may be seen, distribution p(mA,,) is the Ray- 

leigh-Rice's law, and p(m;,,) is normally distributed 

with zero mean iii;,lp = 0 and variance 0: = o:. Fig. 

3 and Fig.4 show distributions (19) for y l oe = 1 and 

y lo, = 9 ,  respectively. Under internal noise excita- 

tion only, there is y / o c  I 1 , and distribution obeys the 

Rayleigh's law (Fig. 3). With intended modulation we 
get y lo, > 1 ,  so that with y lo, >> 1 the distribution 

tends to the normal law (Fig. 4) and the variance tends 
to that of the noise O:,B + 0:. 

3.2. Modulation PFC 
To define the phase distribution p(rpA,,) we inte- 

grate (17) ( P ' ~ , ~  from -a, to +rn , over mA,, from 0 to rn 
and over m k, ,  from -a, to w. We get as a result 

where p = arctan(yl I y2). The mean and variance of 
the phase are defined as 

- Yl (P,., = arctan- - (22) 
Y2 

As we may see, expectation of (21) does not depend 
on SNR and is defined by the sensor feedback only. 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show correspondent distributions (2 1) 
for the SNR = 1 and SNR = 6,  respectively. Here, with 
y l o ,  + rn, variance of the sensor phase response 

tends zero oi + 0,  and distribution (2 1) tends to delta 

function. It means that, with high SNR, the oscillator 
noise does not influence the sensor phase. This must be 
pointed as a splendid property. Contrary, with 
y I oe = I ,  the phase exhibits extremely small response 

(Fig. 3), and significant time is necessary for the phase 
estimation statistically. 





5 
Figure 4. Probability densities with intended modulation (SNR = 6): a) AFC; b) PFC; c) Time derivative of PFC 

5. CONCLUSION 

The oscillator loop mode with additional resonant 
feedback caused by anharmonic sensors is character- 
ized by modulation AFC and PFC owing to the sensor 
response. It strongly depends on the gain GH, at its 
frequency and let us assume that it will bring about 
wide use of anharmonic sensors in precision crystal 
oscillator frequency control systems and play the criti- 
cal role for the computerized OCXO and VCXO based 
on the modulational method. 
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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of the possibility of the use of 
electrostrictive forces for the excitation of acoustic 
waves in solids and in resonator plates is given. High 
excitation efficiency is achieved due to the increase in 
the electric field near the electrodes made of nanotube 
thin films. Acoustic properties of such films are 
investigated. Electrical impedance of electrostrictively 
excited plates with nanotube carbon electrodes is 
evaluated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

From the nonlinear theory of dielectric [l-31 it is known 
that the effect of electrostriction can be used for the 
excitation of acoustic waves in nonpiezoelectric solids 
if the bias DC electric field is applied to crystalline 
media. The electrostriction constants are usually 
relatively small and the effective excitation of the 
acoustic waves is possible if a very high intensity bias 
electric field is applied [4]. Carbon nanotube films are 
formed by carbon atoms and the both tops of the tube 
are of semi-spherical form. The diameters of the 
nanotubes and the distances between them are ranged 
fkom a few angstroms to a few nanometers. Due to very 
small diameters of the carbon spheres at the tops of the 
tubes very high values of electric fields can be easily 
generated near the tops of the nanotubes. The increase 
in the efficiency (under constant applied voltage) or the 
possibility to decrease bias voltage applied to the 
electroacoustic transducers based on electrostriction can 
be achieved if to use nanotube film as electrodes. But 
there are some problems when using these carbon 
nanotube films and with the evaluation of possible 
parameters of such transducers. The first one is the 
lack of the information about real acoustic parameters of 
the nanotubes (previously they were only predicted 
theoretically [6]) .  In this work they are found 
experimentally using HBAR spectroscopy [7]. The 
second problem is the evaluation of the intensity of the 
electric field generated by the film consisting of the 
parallel nanotubes normal to the surface of the dielectric 
plate. The third one is to reveal the connection between 
the electric field generated in dielectric by the tubes and 
resulting deformatioris. All these problems are discussed 
in the report. The electrical impedance of 
nonpiezoelectric crystalline plate electrostrictively 

excited by both applied constant bias and alternate 
electric fields. 

2. HBAR SPECTROSCOPY OF NANOTUBE 
CARBON FILMS 

The high overtone BAW composite resonator used 
for the evaluation of the acoustic parameters of the film 
is schematically shown in Fig.1. It consists of a rather 
thick plate made of some acoustically transparent 
material with flat parallel faces, an electrode layer, a 
piezoelectric film, and another electrode layer. The 
piezoelectric film deposited on one side of the plate with 
the electrodes serves as an electromechanical transducer 
providing electrical connection between the resonator 
and an external electrical circuit. The thin film of the 
nanotubes under investigation is deposited on the other 
face of the plate. The high overtone BAW composite 
resonator is a multi-fkequency resonator . The resonance 
occurs at the frequency O = a, if an integer number n 
of half-wavelengths are equal to the total thickness of 
the structure. 

'f Ze 4 

y 
laver 

b 

plate 

I' 'P 

t 2  d t, 1 L 
Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the BAW composite 
resonator with the layer under investigation. 

From the analysis of the resonant properties of the 
structure acoustic properties of the layer under 
investigation can be found using 



where 

+q(" )d )  tan w p )  I 
ZI B = I --tan(&) + q(" )d )  tan w k )  - 
Zl 

2 2  $y' = Arc tan - tan wp)  
2, 

q , b , p, , P 2 ,  6 are complex vectors (taking into 

account the losses in the layers e.g. q = q' - iq" ) d , 

1 , t ,  , f : ,  , L are the corresponding thickness of the 
layers. 

When the layer under investigation is absent F, (a . , )  = 

0. When the layer under investigation is 
present the shift in O n  obeys (2). This expression is 
convenient for the calculation of the material density of 
the film. In case 6,L << 1 

One can find the sound velocity in the layer V ,  with 
the numerical solution of the equation 

All the necessary quantities involved in (2,3) can be 
taken from the experimental data on the measurements 
of the frequency shifts on various harmonics an and 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In our experiments we used high overtone bulk 
acoustic wave resonators consisting of a [loo] oriented 
YAG plate (180 pm thickness) with flat parallel faces 
with a piezoelectric ZnO thin-film (1,5pm) and Pt- 
electrodes (100 nm) deposited on one of the plate 
surfaces. The nanotube carbone layer under 
investigation was deposited onto the other free surface 

of the YAG plate. The nanotube films were synthesized 
by electron-beam evaporation of pure graphite in 
vacuum [8]. Tunnel electron microscopy image of the 
film is shown in Fig.2 

Fig.2. Tunnel electron microscope image of investigated 
film 

In the experiments the frequencies of some series of the 
resonant peaks of the resonator in the fiequency range 
between 1500 and 2000 MHz were measured before and 
after the the nanotube film was deposited on it. 

To find material densities of the nanotube carbon 
films ((thin)) films were used (the thickness was 140 nm). 
In the frequency band (1500MHz-2000MHz) the 
thickness of the films was much smaller than a quarter 
of a wavelength. The obtained (using (3)) values of the 
material densities for the different nanotube films are: 
2.0* 0.1 g/cm3 and 2.1 * 0.1 g/cm3. It is interesting to 
compare these data with those of graphite: for usual non- 
ideal samples typical values are near 2.2 g/m3. 
For the velocity measurements we used "thick" films 
(thickness 246 nrn). The best fit of the experimental 
points to theoretical estimation is achieved for sound 
velocities near 20 x 10' cmls. 
The estimated value of c13 is of the order of 1 TPa. 
This value is in accordance with [5-61. 
In our experiments we could not find any increase in the 
attenuation in the composite BAW resonator connected 
with the presence of the nanotube film. 

4. ON THE USE OF THE NANOTUBES FOR AW 
EXCITATION 

The effect of electrostriction (tensor components are 
xYkl ) may be considered as piezoeffect proportional to 

the DC bias electric field E, 

eyk = xrik,E, 
Due to very small diameters of carbon spheres on the 
tops of the tubes very high values of electric fields may 
be easily generated near the tops of the nanotubes. It 
makes it possible to increase the efficiency of capacitive 
electroacoustic transducers based on electrostriction and 
to use such transducers for resonant excitation of 



nonpiezoelectric plate as it is shown in fig.3. To obtain 
effective electromechanical coupling such resonator is 
placed in a bias DC electric field. 

Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of the BAW composite 
resonator made of nonpiezoelectric plate (thickness d) 
with carbon nanotube film electrodes (thickness tl  and 
tz). 

Electric field intensity near the tops of single nanotubes 
was found from the direct solution of the Laplace 
equation for electric potential. The single nanotube was 
modeled as half of a conductive ellipsoid placed 
perpendicularly to one of the plane capacitor plate. It 
was found that electric field intensity decays in a very 
small distance from the tube. So, it was possible to 
neglect charge redistribution due to mutual influence of 
the neighbor tubes and to use the superposition principle 
for the evaluation of total field intensity. The example of 
such dependence of z component of the electric field on 
the transverse X and Y coordinates is shown in Fig.4a 
(the distance from the top z = 0.1 nm) and for the 
distance from the top is shown in Fig.4b. Here 
Eo corresponds to the field in a parallel plate capacitor. 
The result of the calculation of the resulting electric 
field for the group of 5 x 5 nanotubes (model of the 
bundle) is presented in Fig.5. The diameters of the 
nanotubes are 0.5 nm, the field is calculated for the 
points located at the distance 0.2 nrn from the tops. 

Fig. 5. The result of the calculation'or the resulting 
electric field for the group of 5 x 5 nanotubes . 

lo0 
lo4 10'' lo* 10" lo0 . 101 lo2 

d,nm 

Fig. 4, a) Calculated value of electric field near the 
single nanotube. b) Dependence of the electric field on 
the distance from the top of nanotube. 

The fields generated with bundles are more smooth than 
those generated with one nanotube. So, to obtain high 
values of the fields one has to place the dielectric layer 
in which the acoustic waves is generated close to the 
tops of the tubes. The theory and the experimental study 
of electroacoustic excitation by electrostatic and 
electrostriction forces was developed in [4]. Several 
assumptions were made to modify the theory for 
electrostrictive excitation by electric fields generated 
by carbon nanotube films . The spot of the intense of 
the electric field inside dielectric (the source of 
deformations) was considered as a place for a piston (or 
spherical) transducer of radius a much smaller than a 
wavelength. The resulting acoustic field in Z direction 
generated by the lattice composed of such transducers 
was obtained as a result of surnmurizing. The number of 
elementary transducers per unit length along X and Y 
were n, and ny . For a wide aperture transducer (D ) 
the parameter D /h>>l ,  the resulting wave was a plane 



wave with the additional phase shift x / 2 .  The 
effective electromechanical coupling modulus was - 

2 2 found to be P = 2 x a  n,n,,y Eo. Here y is a factor 

of the increase in the electric field on the boundary of 
solid due to a small diameter of the tube. E, is the 
value of bias electric field in a plane capasitor. One can - 
use p in calculations of transducers and resonators 

effective acoustic wave excitation in non-piezoelectric 
plates. 

instead of piezomodulus fi ik l  using expressions derived 
for piezoelectric devices. As an example in Fig.6 we 
present the results of the calculation of modulus and the 
phase of the jrd overtone electrical impedance Z, of 

the YAG plate (thickness &I290 pm along [loo]) 
excited by the electrostrictive transducer made of the 

nanotube carbon film providing that n, = ny  = 1 0 6 ,  
y =33, a= 5 nm, D = 7 mm. Bias voltage V= 30 V was 
applied. Sharp resonance and antiresonance peaks are 
seen. Q = 1.8 10' for f, = 9987500 Hz. 

10' 

1 a' 

10' 

6102 
lo0 

10' 
.2 -1.5 -1 4.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

Herb x 101 
Fig. 6. Calculated dependencies of phase and modulus 
of electric input impedance of YAG plate 
electrostrictively excited by electrodes made of carbon 
nanotube film. Centra1,frequency on the graphs is 10 
MHz 

Because of the dependence of electromechanical 

coupling coefficient K* on the electric field the 
resonance frequency is tuned as it is shown in Fig.7. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Using the BAW spectroscopy method material density 
and the elastic constants for carbon nanotube films were 
directly evaluated. It was also found that the intrinsic 
acoustic losses in nanotubes are negligibly small. The 
effect of the increase in the electric field near the 
electrode with nanotube thin films can be used for 

Fig. 7. The dependencies of electromechanical coupling 
coefficient K and the change of resonance frequency 
on the electric field. 
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ABSTRACT 

Love-wave devices for detection of chemical species 
were studied, and a simulation model based on 
analytical resolution was developed in order to 
determine the mass sensitivity for several structures. 
We focused on the simulation of devices equipped with 
polymeric sensitive layers, as such specific coatings 
showed their ability for gadliquid detection. 
Organophosphorus detection was performed in order to 
improve theoretical results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Love wave sensors have been receiving a great deal 
of attention for a few years [I-41, as they can be more 
sensitive than SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) devices, 
and as they are able to work in both gas and liquid 
media. But, up to now, very few papers concerned the 
use of Love-wave devices for the detection of chemical 
species [3,4]. 

In this paper, we present a model of Love-wave 
devices which allows to predict mass sensitivity, by 
calculation of the wave propagation. This model is 
based on an analytical resolution of motion system and 
allows to take into account the substrate anisotropy. We 
focused on the simulation of devices equipped with 

the interaction between the overlay and the acoustic 
waves, these changes induce wave velocity variations. 
In many applications, the most 'significant and best 
controlled effect is the wave velocity perturbation due 
to mass loading. Our aim is to develop a model of the 
Love wave structure to predict its mass sensitivity. 

Love wave devices consist in layered structures 
composed with an anisotropic piezoelectric substrate 
(e.g, quartz) and an isotropic guiding layer. For 
gaslliquid detection a third layer called sensitive 
coating is added (fig 1). The substrate piezoelectricity 
allows to generate elastic waves. These ones are then 
coupled into the guiding layer. Because of the 
waveguiding effect, these waves can be very sensitive to 
surface perturbations, and a high sensitivity to surface 
mass loading can be obtained. 

tx3 Sepitividve coating, pb, pb, V,, ~b 

direction 

Figure 1 : Love multilayer structure 
polymeric sensitive layers as they have demonstrated 
their ability for such applications [5,6]. We study the 

On the figure 1, y, cij, p and V are respectively the 
shear modulus (one of the two Lam6 constants), 

influence of sensitive layer parameters on the sensor 
stiffness constants, density and shear bulk wave 

mass sensitivity, because this knowledge is of primary 
velocity of each material, with a suffix "s", "h" or "b" 

importance to optimise a sensor and to analyse the test 
referring respectively to the substrate, the guiding layer, 

results. 
An organophosphorus detection is presented to and the sensitive layer. x ~ , ~ , ~  are variables defined as 

follow to simplify equations : 
demonstrate the ability of Love wave devices for gas 
detection. - substrate : X, =cad- with anisotropic 

2. THEORY 
- guiding layer : xh = ,/v2/v; - 1 , 

Love mode-based chemical sensors, consist of an 
acoustic delay line coated with a chemical sorbing - mass loading layer : xb = 4- 
layer. The physical properties of this sensitive material To describe Love-wave propagation, it is necessary 
(mass, stiffness, conductivity ... ) change due to sorption to solve motion system in the case of shear horizontal 
of the chemical compound to be r~~ez~sured- Because of waves, This type of resolution has been developed for 



an isotropic Love-wave structure (isotropic layer, 
isotropic substrate) in ref 7. We propose to resume this 
resolution method for the Love mode structure in the 
case of an anisotropic substrate and for the three 
layered structure (substrate, guiding layer, sensitive 
layer). It should be noticed that piezoelectricity is 
neglected : this can be done, as the quartz has a very 
low electromechanical coupling coefficient. Taking into 
account mechanical boundary conditions at each 
interface of the structure (displacement and stress 
continuity), the resolution of motion equations in each 
layer leads to the following dispersion relations : 
- simple Love structure (substrate and guiding layer) : - - 

- three layered structure (with mass loading layer of 
thickness b): 

where n is an integer which represents mode order, and 
k is the wavelength number. 

It can be noted that physical and propagation 
parameters clearly appear in obtained analytical 
relations, so their influence could be determined. As the 
velocity appears in definition of variables X, equations 
(1) and (2) allow to calculate the Love wave velocity for 
each mode (the mode is selected by n value) versus h 
(guiding layer thickness) and b (mass loading layer 
thickness). This propagation model was implemented 
with MapleV software, and permits to predict mass 
sensitivity for different structures. 

3. INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 

Our aim is to simulate Love wave structures in order 
to determine an optimised design and to predict the 
sensor response in the case of gas detection. In the 
following the considered structures are composed with 
AT-cut quartz substrate (Euler angles (0°,1220,900), 
anisotropic, piezoelectricity neglected), SiOz guiding 
layer (isotropic) and polymeric sensitive layer 
(isotropic). The mass loading layer will be thin in order 
to neglect viscoelastic losses. As we say in paragraph 2, 
the most important effect in sensor response is the mass 
loading effect. So we characterise the Love-wave sensor 
response with the velocity mass loading sensitivity 
defined as follow : 

where : 
Apb is the polymer density increase modelling the 

mass loading effect during the gaslpolymer interaction. 
b is the sensitive layer thickness. 

AV=V1 - Vo is the velocity shift due to mass effect 
and is calculated as follow : 

Vo (without mass loading effect) is obtained with 

Vb = ,/= in ~ b ,  and VI (with mass loading effect) 

is obtained with Vb = , / /  in xb. 

3.1 Influence of the guiding laver (Si02) Darameters 
As it is .now well known for Love-wave 

devices [l,2], the simulation shows an optimum 
guiding layer thickness hop, at which the mass 
sensitivity is a maximum. We demonstrate that for a 
prescribed polymer (pb and pb known), the values of b 
(up to 100 nm) and of Apb (up to 50% of pb) due to 
mass loading have negligible influence on hop,. So, for a 
prescribed polymer, we are able to determine hop, in 
order to design an optimised device. 

Figure 2 : Velocity mass sensitivity versus guiding 
layer thickness. Love-wave structure : 

AT-cut quartz/Si02/PMMA (thickness b = 100 nm), 
wavelenght A = 40 pm ,distance center to center 

Lcc = 125 A, aperture W = 50 A. 

3.2 Influence of the sensitive laver Darameters 
To predict the sensor response in conditions close to 

experience, we focus on chemical sensitive coating 
parameters and their influence on sensor sensitivity. 
Note that sensitive layer physical parameters clearly 
appear in equation (2), so their influence is easy to 
determine. 

We present the influence of the sensitive coating 
density, shear modulus and thickness on the velocity 
mass sensitivity. It could be noticed that physical 
parameters of materials are difficult to find in the 
literature, particularly for polymers which are often 
developed specifically for one application. 
In the following, the wavelength h is fixed at 40 pm 
and the guiding layer thickness h is fixed at 6 pm 
(= hop,). Unless other specifications, the sensitive layer 
parameters are those of PMMA [8] : pb = 1100 kg/m3, 





compounds have been undertaken. Detection of DMMP 
shows the ability of Love-wave sensors to detect 
chemical compounds at sub ppm level. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new dual-mode quartz pressure sensor HCQG (Hostile environment Crystal Quartz Gauge) is based on the principle 
of CQGf (Crystal Quartz Gauge) that has been used in the oil and gas industry for the past 10 years. The CQG design is 
limited to a maximum pressure of 15,000 psi (103 MPa). The maximum pressure limitation is caused by twinning of 
crystalline quartz that is a precursor to mechanical fracture. The new design for high pressure and temperature 
applications was obtained by carrying out three-dimensional, finite-element stress analyses of many probe structures. 
We analyzed probe structure elements with large stress concentrations that are prone to twinning when subjected to high 
pressures and temperatures. Design modifications to the probe structure enabled us to reduce the stress magnification in 
those critical areas. Prototypes made with the new design have been successfully fabricated and tested up to 25,500 psi 
(175 MPa) and 180 "C. This paper will present the development details, resonator characteristics, and performance of 
HCQG over the entire pressure and temperature ranges. 

t Mark of Schlumberger 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High precision pressure and temperature sensors are, 
generally, made of crystalline quartz because of its 
excellent stability under temperature and pressure 
cyclings; high material Q; and minimal hysteresis under 
loading and unloading [I-21. While the mechanical 
strength and stability of the material are critically 
dependent on its surface preparation, such as 
mechanical polishing and chemical etching [3], it is 
known that crystalline quartz is approximately 24 times 
stronger in compression than in tension. Given this 
mechanical property of quartz, it is desirable to design 
probe structure and sensing element so that the entire 
structure is largely in compression. 

A thickness-shear quartz resonator frequency changes 
as a function of biasing stresses and temperature 
gradients in its vibrating element [I-2, 4-81, Different 
crystalline orientations of quartz exhibit significantly 
different stress-frequency and temperature-frequency 
characteristics. A dual-mode thickness-shear quartz 
pressure sensor is designed with a crystalline orientation 
such that the B-mode is largely sensitive to the 
temperature and the C-mode is largely sensitive to the 
biasing stresses in the resonator element [4-81. These 
characteristics of the two thickness-shear modes enable 
the inversion of changes in the two thickness-shear 
resonant frequencies for the biasing stresses and 
temperature of the resonator element. The biasing 
stresses in the resonator element are caused by the 
applied hydrostatic pressure to the exterior of a probe 
structure. The probe structure design allows some 

optimization of the transfonnation ratio of applied 
pressure to the stresses produced in the resonator 
element. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the CQG 
probe structure. This probe structure consists of three 
cylindrical parts: the central portion has a rectangular 
plate that is an integral part of the cylindrical shell; and 
the two end caps that have hollowed interior and are 
hermetically sealed to the central portion. The 
rectangular plate is the sensing element of the probe 
structure. A doubly-rotated orientation of crystalline 
quartz is used to design a dual-mode thickness shear 
resonator with different pressure and temperature 
characteristics for the two modes. 

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the CQG probe 



11. DESIGN CHANGE AND STRESS ANALYSIS 111. STATIC CALIBRATION RESULTS 

Previous three-dimensional stress analyses indicated 
large stress concentrations at the small fillet of the 
sensing element. These large stresses are potential 
causes of failure in a high-pressure environment 
primarily because of material twinning. Therefore, it is 
conceivable that reducing these large stresses may 
enable its use in a high-pressure environment. Figure 2 
shows the sensing element of the existing CQG and 
HCQG with different end shapes. With a larger radius 
of fillet in the new HCQG design, we have found 
significant reductions in stress concentrations that 
enabled a successful design of HCQG for high-pressure 
applications. 

A three dimensional finite element method (FEM) is 
used to model the stress distributions in the entire 
HCQG probe structure under a hydrostatic pressure of 
103 MPa (15 Kpsi). Ten-node tetrahedral anisotropic 
elements are employed to simulate stresses in the quartz 
material, and the number of elements in this modeling is 
about 20,000. Figure 3 shows the calculated stress 
distributions in the reonator body. The third principal 
stress that represents the maximum compressive stress 
in the quartz material is evaluated. As can be seen from 
the result shown in Figure 3, the minimum stress 
(maximum compressive stress) on the sensing element 
is approximately -280 MPa for an external hydrostatic 
pressure of 103 MPa (15 Kpsi), and it would be -470 
MPa for an external hydrostatic pressure of 172 MPa 
(25 Kpsi). 

NY'. . ,, 

Figure 2: Sensing element of CQG with small radius of 
fillet (left) and the new design with a larger one for HCQG. 
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Figure 3: Stress distribution in the resonator body of 
HCQG under a hydrostatic pressure of 103 MPa (1 5Kpsi). 

The HCQGs with a modified probe structure were 
calibrated over a pressure range of atmospheric pressure 
to 172 MPa (25 Kpsi) and a temperature range of 35°C 
to 175OC. Under static conditions, both the externally 
applied pressure Ps and probe temperature T,  can be 
retrieved from two calibration polynomials with two 
arguments as shown below. 

where f, and f, are the frequencies of the primarily 
pressure sensitive (C-mode) and primarily temperature 
sensitive (B-mode), respectively. Both coefficients A, 
and B ,  have 36 nonzero elements. The largest exponent 
n off, and,f, is chosen to be 5 for both Ps and T,. 

In Figure 4 we show the pressure sensitivities of 
HCQG at two temperatures. The pressure sensitivity of 
the C-mode of the new HCQG is only 10% smaller than 
that of the CQG design over the entire pressure and 
temperature ranges, and the sensitivity varies almost 
linearly up to the maximum pressure of 172 MPa (25 
Kp si) . 

Pressure Sensitivity of C-mode 
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Figure 4: Pressure sensitivity of HCQG up to 172 MPa 
(25 Kpsi) at 82°C and 175 "C. 
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Figure 5: Histograms of static calibration error in 231 
pressure and temperature points. 



Figure 5 shows histograms of the calibration errors 
from static calibration of three HCQGs. It can be seen 
that only a few errors exceeded the calibration error of 
k50 ppm (k8.6 KPa or 1.25 psi) and their standard 
deviations are small to within the order of 20 ppm (3.4 
KPa or 0.5 psi) among the 231 points of pressure and 
temperature combinations. Our results suggest that the 
HCQG probe can be calibrated with extremely small 
errors that are equivalent to those of the existing CQGs. 
The hysteresis values on the pressure readings for the 
three gauges were small to within 90 ppm (15.5 KPa or 
2.25 psi). 

IV. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION 

Several static and dynamic tests were performed to 
verify the performances of the HCQG. In this section 
we present the results including the resonance data at 
higher temperatures. 

Pressure transient analyses are routinely used for 
estimating reservoir permeability. During a draw-down 
and build-up analysis, the probe is subjected to pressure 
steps ranging from 69 KPa to 13.8 MPa (10 to 2000 
psi), and pressure transients may last from 6 to 30 
seconds. To circumvent the transient behavior of the 
pressure gauge, we have developed a dynamic 
compensation algorithm that corrects the pressure 
reading drift caused by the temperature gradients in the 
sensing resonator. Figure 6 shows the response of the 
HCQG and CQG to a pressure step of 34 MPa (5 Kpsi) 
to atmospheric pressure. Both HCQG and CQG 
pressure readings after dynamic compensation stabilize 
at around 10 seconds, while a conventional single mode 
quartz gauge takes a much longer time. The dynamic 
response of HCQG to the pressure step is confirmed to 
be equivalent to those of the existing CQGs. 
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Figure 6: Fast response of HCQG and CQG to a 
pressure step 
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Figure 7: Allan variance of HCQG at various 
temperatures with the counter gate time of 1 second. 

Figure 7 shows the Allan variance [9] of pressure 
readings of two HCQGs and more than 60 CQGs 
(+markers). This test was performed at atmospheric 
pressure and at various temperatures. The counter gate 
time was set to 1 second. A rather small variance 
indicates the mean pressure stability of HCQG to be 
better than 0.003 psi. 

At the 1 3Ih EFTF, we presented the long-term stability 
of the CQG probe at 103 MPa, 150°C or 175°C for 
qualifying a pressure sensor for permanent monitoring 
systems [lo].  The second long-term stability test of the 
entire CQG system including the pressure gauge, clock 
for digitization at down hole and their oscillator circuits 
was carried out in the same pressure and temperature 
environment. This test has been done with the existing 
CQG. We expect similar results for the HCQG as well, 
because there are few differences that might affect the 
long-term stability characteristics of these two gauges. 
The pressure reading changes in Figure 8 includes drift 
of the pressure gauge, clock and the effect of 
degradation in the electronics. The two CQG A and B in 
150°C show excellent stability to well within k3.4 KPa 
(0.5 psi) for over 6000 hours (250 days), and another 
two CQG C and D at 175OC is still within k6.9 KPa (1 
psi). These gauges have been continuously vibrated with 
oscillators driven at 1 micro-watt. 
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Figure 8: Long-term stability of existing CQG with its 
electronics at two high temperatures. Gray lines indicate 
the long-term stability of the CQG probe only 
(presented at the 13Ih EFTF in Besan~on) 
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Figure 9: Resonator Q value of HCQG in a high 
pressure, high temperature environment. 



Hostile environment wells characterized by high 
pressures and high temperatures exist at many places. 
To investigate the feasibility of using the HCQG in such 
hostile environments, we measured the resonator 
characteristics of the HCQG probe with a network 
analyzer and a TC network. Figure 9 shows the resonator 
Q values of the HCQG up to 155 MPa (22.5 Kpsi), 
190°C or 138 MPa (20 Kpsi). 200°C. Among all the test 
points, the Q values are essentially constant and the C- 
mode values are at least more than one million (10"). 
These results indicate that the HCQG can be 
successf~~lly used in such hostile environments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has described an HCQG development 
history and the results of its evaluation tests. First of all, 
very small calibration errors of less than +_50 ppm in full 
scale suggest that we can claim total accuracy of HCQG 
at less than k200 ppm in full scale (34 KPa or 5 psi) 
including errors from the clock and pressure system 
uncertainty. This is the best performance among the 
pressure sensors with the operation range of up to 172 
MPa (25 Kpsi), 175°C. 

Other test results also exhibit the superiority of 
HCQG to other quartz pressure sensor technologies. 
Pressure resolution and dynamic response are found to 
be equivalent to the existing CQG, and the long-term 
stability of CQG at 103 MPa (15 Kpsi) with its 
electronics at high temperatures are excellent to within 
k3.4 KPa (0.5 psi) at 150°C and k6.9 KPa (1 psi) at 
175°C for over 6000 hours. In addition, a good resonator 
Q values up to 155 MPa (22.5 Kpsi), 190°C or 138 MPa 
(20 Kpsi), 200°C suggests that it will operate in hostile 
environments. 

These results confirm that the HCQG characteristics 
exceed the demanding specifications for both the well- 
tests and permanent monitoring systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

Different diode-pumped Tm:YAG and Tm-Ho:YAG 
lasers operating near the room temperature with 
continuos-wave emission at 2 pm have been developed. 
A throughout characterization in both multi- and 
single-longitudinal mode regimes has been performed 
by experimentally determining the corresponding 
threshold and slope efficiency values. Continuous-wave 
output powers of more than 70 mW and 35 mW have 
been obtained in single longitudinal mode operation 
near the room temperature for Tm:YAG and 
Tm-Ho:YAG lasers, respectively. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High-resolution spectroscopy and frequency 
metrology in the 2 pm region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum are assuming an important scientific interest in 
order to realize high-accuracy optical frequency 
standards and frequency connections between standards 
at different wavelength [I]. Lasers with emission at a 
wavelength of 2 pm are also useful sources for 
applications that require eye-safe propagation through 
the atmosphere. Such applications include coherent 
Doppler-LIDAR, DIAL measurements of C 0 2  and H20, 
and Doppler velocimetry (wind shear detection, global 
wind speed measurement from satellite) [2, 31. 
Moreover these sources may be useful in medical 
applications because the water molecule presents strong 
absorption in this wavelength region [4]. All these 
applications require significant power, single frequency 
operation, and wide frequency tuning range. 

In this work, single-frequency diode-pumped Tm:YAG 
and Tm-Ho:YAG lasers with continuos wave emission 
around 2 pm have been developed at room temperature. 
The achieved results on the characterizations in multi- 
and single- longitudinal mode regime are hereby 
reported. 

2 FIBER-PUMPEL3 Trn:YAG AND TmHo:YAG LASER 

The Tm:YAG and Tm-Ho:YAG crystals used in our 
experiments, supplied by Scientific Material, have a 
nominal dopant concentration of 9.3% with ~ m ~ +  ions 
and 5.7% with ~ m ~ +  and 0.36% with HO~+,  respectively. 

A schematic diagram of the relevant energy levels of both 
the ~ m ~ +  and ~ 0 ~ '  ions in a YAG host is reported in 
Fig. 1. The upper and lower laser levels are 3 ~ 4  and 3 ~ 6  

for the Tm:YAG system whereas in the Tm-Ho:YAG 
laser the levels are ' I ~  a 5 ~ 8  in the Ho3+ ions. For each 
absorbed pumping photon from the 3 ~ 6 + 3 ~ 4  levels, two 
~ m ~ +  ions are raised in the upper laser level by means of 
a cross-relaxation process between the ~ m ~ +  levels 
3 H 4 + 3 ~ 4  and 3~6-+3H4. The population inversion in the 
Ho system is obtained by means of an energy transfer 
process between 3 ~ 4 + 3 ~ 6  and 'I~+'I,. 

$d=9 

Pump @ h785 nm 
3b ' ~ 5  e#d=lI A Energy transfer 

Laser @ h2.1 pm 

Figure 1. Energy levels of ~ m ~ +  and ~ 0 ~ '  ions in YAG. 

To build the laser cavity, we used an end-pumped 
hemispherical resonator as shown in Fig. 2. The end 
facets of the active material are flat polished and 
covered with dicroic multidielectric coatings. The first 
facet of the laser crystal is coated for high reflectivity 
(HR>99.99%) at 2 pm laser wavelength and for high 
transmission (HT>96%) at the pump wavelength 
781 nm. The second facet is antireflection coated at the 
laser wavelength (AR<0.2%) and for a high reflectivity 
at pump wavelength (R>95%). Approximately 69% 
(42%) of the incident pump power at 781 nm is 
absorbed during a single pass through the 3 mm long 
Tm:YAG (Tm-Ho:YAG) laser crystal. Using the 
double-pass pumping configuration, more than 90% 
(65%) of the available pump power can be usefully 
absorbed within the Tm:YAG (Tm-Ho:YAG) active 
medium. In the longitudinal pumping scheme the gain 
element cannot be arbitrarily long, thus achieving 
maximal pump absorption, because in these quasi-three 
level lasers a significant population inversion always 
needs to be maintained in order to avoid reabsorption losses. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the Tm:YAG and Tm-Ho:YAG laser cavity. 

Therefore, when choosing the optimal length of the gain 
medium, there is a trade-off between the pumping 
efficiency and the optimal profile for the population 
inversion. The HR coating at 781 nm on the second 
facet of the active medium, in addition to providing for 
higher pump absorption, also guarantees a much more 
uniform inversion, and thus gain, profile in the active 
medium. A spherical output coupling mirror (T=l%), 
with radius of curvature of -60 mm, is placed at 
-37 mrn geometrical distance from the first (pump 
entrance) facet of the crystal. 

The laser was originally end pumped by a 
fiber-coupled AlGaAs laser diode (OPC-DO10-785- 
HBl250) emitting up to 5 W around 781 nm. The 1 m 
long optical fiber carrying the pump radiation has a 
diameter of 250 ym with a numerical aperture of 0.22. 
The pump beam was focused into the laser crystal, with 
a spot-size of -190 ym, by means of two spherical 
lenses with focal lengths of 40mm and 25 mm, 
respectively. Recently, a novel high-brightness 
fiber-coupled pump diode has been used instead of the 
previous device in the same end-pumping configuration 
but using an output coupler with radius of curvature of 
-40 rnrn. The new pump source has a 100 ym fiber core 
(diameter) with a numerical aperture of 0.22 and a 
maximum output power of 3 W at 781 nm. In this case, 
an optical imaging system with two spherical lenses of 
focal lengths fi=20 mm and f2=30 mm, respectively, has 
been adopted. With this more intense pump beam the 
population inversion within the active medium reaches a 
much higher value than in the previous case. This turns 
out in a lower pump threshold and higher laser 
efficiency. The pump wavelength is tuned to the ~ m ~ +  
absorption peak, near 78 1 nm [5], using a thermoelectric 
cooler (TEC) to control the temperature of the laser 
diode at -20.5 "C. The YAG crystal is held in a copper 

3. MEASUREMENTS AND CHARACTERIZATION 

The optimized laser configuration (higher brightness 
pump diode) allowed to achieve rather low threshold 
values for both the active media: Pm,Tm=352 mW for the 
Tm:YAG laser and Pth,Tm-Ho~285 mW for the 
Tm-Ho:YAG laser. The corresponding slope 
efficiencies turned out to be qym=23% for the Tm:YAG 
laser and 7h.,,,.~~=19.2% for the Tm-Ho:YAG laser. 
Figure 3 shows, as an example, the typical Tm-Ho:YAG 
laser output in multimode regime versus the incident 
pump power (for the two pump system configurations). 
The high threshold value achieved with the initial 
pumping scheme (diamond data point in the diagram) is 
a direct consequence of the quite large pump spot size 
realized in the active medium (125 ym) compared to the 
laser spot dimension (140 ym) [ 6 ] .  The improvement in 
terms of performance can therefore observed when a 
better mode matching is realized using the higher 
brightness pump diode. 
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Figure 4. Transverse profile of the Tm:YAG and Tm-Ho:YAG laser beam. 

We measured the transverse dimension of both the cavity length value near the optical instability point 
pump beam and laser mode by matching a 10-times (hemispherical cavity configuration) where the pump to 
magnified image of the output face of the crystal on a laser mode matching is maximized. 
Vidicon camera (&,=2.2 pm) connected to a beam 
profiler system. ~ h e ~ ~ l a s e r  shows a TEMW beam spot, 
corresponding to a single spatial mode (see Figs. 4). By 
taking both near-field and far-field measurements, the 
M2 value for the laser beam was calculated, turning out 
into similar values in the two propagation planes, 
M 2 , a 2 , ,  and always being less than 1.2 (diffraction 
limited laser beam [7]) for all the operating conditions. 

The laser performance have been characterized in 
terms of the crystal temperature and cavity length (Figs. 
5 and 6). For both the laser systems, slope efficiency 
and threshold pump power have been measured as a 
function of the operating crystal temperature. Due to the 
intrinsic behavior of a quasi-three level laser system, the 
threshold pump power is reduced and the slope 
efficiency is increased, as the temperature is decreased. 
Typical measurement results are shown in Fig. 5 for the 
Tm-Ho:YAG laser (the Tm:YAG system behaves in a 
similar way but with lower sensitivity to temperature 
changes). 

Slope elficiency lo Thresiiolri power [rriW] 
1 6  
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Figure 5. Slope efficiency and threshold pump power as 
a function of the Tm-Ho:YAG crystal temperature. 

The output power versus cavity length characterization, 
reported in Fig. 6 in the case of the Tm:YAG laser at an 
operating temperature of 14 "C, shows an optimum 
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Figure 6. Output power of Tm:YAG laser as a function 
of the cavity length. 

Single frequency operation of the Tm:YAG laser is 
achieved using an uncoated high index (SF10) etalon 
with a thickness of 200 ym. Note that a round-trip loss 
discrimination of less than 1% is enough, in this low- 
gain active material, to ensure single mode oscillation. 
A maximum single-frequency output power of 70 mW 
is achieved with an incident pump power of 2.7 W for 
the Tm:YAG laser. 

Due to the wider gain bandwidth of the 
Tm-Ho:YAG system, single mode selection is more 
critical. Figure 7 shows the Tm-Ho:YAG laser spectrum 
in multimode regime as measured with a scanning 
Fabry-Perot interferometer with a finesse of 50 and free 
spectral range of 380 GHz. Seven of the eight observed 
peaks are different longitudinal mode frequency 
separated by 28 GHz around 2.097 ym whereas the last 
peak is near a wavelenght of 2.092 ym. In order to 
select the single longitudinal mode it was necessary to 
place within the cavity a 135 ym etalon with 80% 
reflectivity and a Lyot filter (based on a 5 rnrn thick 
quartz plate at Brewster angle) in the same time. In this 
way, a maximum single-frequency output power of 
35 mW is achieved with an incident pump power of 
2.7 W. Figure 8 shows the single frequency spectrum of 
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Figure 7. Spectrum of the multimode Tm-Ho:YAG 
laser. 

the Tm-Ho:YAG laser analyzed by means of a confocal 
Fabry-Perot cavity (Finesse 100) and a photodetector 
connected to a digital scope. 

No special cautions have been taken for long term 
stability with the current hardware. The laser minors are 
mounted on an aluminum baseplate; in the near future 
we will replace these mounts with super Invar 
baseplates. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS 

Characterization of multi- and single-longitudinal 
mode Tm:YAG and Tm-Ho:YAG lasers with 
continuos-wave emission around 2 pm has been 
presented. These types of optical oscillators are 
interesting sources in high-resolution spectroscopy, 
metrology, and high-sensitivity optical sensors. 

For these applications it is very important to achieve 
high performance in terms of amplitude and frequency 
stability. In this sense, and in particular for the 
Tm-Ho:YAG laser, the next experimental work will be 
addressed to the active amplitude stabilization (Relative 
Intensity Noise suppression by means of an 
optoelectronic control loop) and to the frequency 
stabilization (against resonant cavities or molecular 
absorption lines e.g. HBr) of the developed laser 
system. 
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Figure 8. Spectrum of the single mode Tm-Ho:YAG 
laser. 
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Performance of a compact, 9 pm to 11 pm (27 to 33 THz) tunable, high resolution diode-laser- 
based dzference-frequency spectrometer using a type-I1 cut AgGaSz nonlinear cvstal is reported. 
This spectrometer is built for high resolution spectroscopy of Os04 and SF6 molecules so as to 
extend the inaared reference grid of the BNM-LPTFwhich is based on the stabilization of the C02  
laser on an OsOl saturated absorption line. From 35 mW and 100 mW of the pump powers, 
respectively at 778 nm and 842 nm, more than 50 nW of the infrared radiation is generated. 
Although 1 pW power level is necessary for saturated absorption spectroscopy of the OsO4 
molecule, 50 n Ware enough v w e  tighter focus the beam in the Fabry-Perot absorption cell. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In firequency metrology, secondary optical frequency 
' standards are based on the stabilization of a laser 

line to a narrow molecular saturated absorption line. 
Heavy spherical molecules such as OsO4, SF6 or 
SiF4 are potential accurate fiequency references for 
an infrared-to-visible frequency measurement chain. 
Up to now, in the 9-pm to 11-pm (27-33 THz) 
range, C02 secondary frequency standards such as 
the one in our laboratory (the BNM-LPTF) [l] 
cannot be continuously tuned. Because C02 lasers 
lack tunability, only some coincidences between 
laser and molecular lines can be used as fiequency 
references. Up to now, to solve the CO2 tunability 
limitations, electro-optic modulators are used. 
Although the latter allow continuous tunability over 
more than 10 GHz, the device is heavy, expensive 
and has low efficiency. Another solution to perform 
spectroscopy in the 10-pm range is the use of 
infirared (IR) lead salt diode lasers. But these laser 
diodes, liquid nitrogen cooled, are very noisy and 
their tunability is difficult to control. Moreover, the 
typical linewidth of these IR laser diodes is about 
10 MHz. High resolution spectroscopy with such 
diode lasers is not possible. To extend the infrared 
fiequency reference grid of the BNM-LPTF, it is 
then necessary to built an alternative, broadly 
tunable source to C02  laser. This source is obtained 
by difference frequency generation (DFG) of two 
diode lasers in a nonlinear crystal. DFG 
spectrometers with nanowatt or microwatt level 
output have already been reported for high 
resolution spectroscopy and trace gas detection. 
Usually, high power lasers, such as diode laser- 
pumped Nd:YAG, Ti:sapphire, or dye lasers are 

combined with diode lasers to generate cw IR 
radiation from 3 pm to 6 pm [2-51. Recently, for 
compactness and portability of these spectrometers, 
many groups are interested in an all-diode-laser 
based, broadly tunable device [6-81. Such a portable 
device can contribute efficiently to local 
atmospheric gas monitoring. This paper report on 
our compact and portable, 9-pm to 11-pm tunable, 
alldiode-laser based difference frequency source 
and its performance. To our knowledge, this is the 
first time that such a long wavelength alldiode-laser 
based difference-frequency spectrometer is being 
developed. Our aim is to generate a microwatt level 
power to perform high resolution spectroscopy of 
Os04 so as to replace the C02 laser in its spectral 
gaps in the BNM-LPTF frequency chain. 

2. DUALCAVITY, HIGH RESOLUTION DFG 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

To perform high resolution spectroscopy, the near 
inffared diode lasers are two extended cavity diode 
lasers (ECDL) operating around &=778 nm (pump) 
and h2=842 nrn (signal). The pump wavelength (13) 
is chosen with respect to the BNM-LPTF rubidium 
two-photon firequency standard. The stabilization of 
the two ECDL to the same high finesse cavity gives 
a sub-kilohertz linewidth. The advantage of the use 
of the same cavity for this stabilization is the 
correlation between the frequency residual noise of 
the two ECDL, and so, by difference-frequency 
mixing, the generated IR radiation would have a 
better spectral purity than each of the ECDL. The 
setup of this stabilization is described elsewhere 
[9, 101. The power available firom these ECDL are 



not enough for the difference-frequency mixing the APP. The generated infrared radiation is 
setup. The two high purity radiations are then used collimated by a ZnSe lens before being focused in a 
to injection-lock two other diode lasers with nominal 300-pm diameter, liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe 
power P3=50 mW (at h3=778 nm) and P2400  mW detector. 
(at h2=842 nm). In this injection-locking stage, and 
to allow fine-tuning of the spectrometer, the 842-nm 
master radiation is double-passed through a 200- 
MHz acousto-optic modulator controlled by a 
radioftequency synthesizer. This allows fine-tuning 
over 150 MHz with a step as small as 1 Hz. After 
beam reshaping and isolation, the powers available 
for the difference-eequency mixing are 35 mW at 
778 nm and 120 mW at 842 nm. 
The dual-cavity difference-frequency experimental 

F=S cm setup is sketched in Fig. 1. In this final setup and due 
to its two times higher conversion efficiency, a type- 
TI phase-matching (e -we)  cut AgGaS2 crystal is 
chosen with respect to the type-I cut (0-0%) [9]. 
This crystal, phase-matchable in its Fig. 1: Dual-cavity DFG experimental set-up. The 
transparency window (0.47-12 ~ m ) ,  is the only use of a dual-cavity allows to have an independent 
nonlinear material suitable for our dual-cavity cavity length semo to the corresponding laser 
design [ll]. The latter is chosen to simultaneously gequency. The output coupler is made of ZnSe and 
enhance the pump and signal low Power. Such a is coated for high reflection in the near-R (R>99%) 
cavity has already been used to control the and high transmission in the IR (~=90%). 
simultaneous resonance of the pump and idler ~ p p = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h i ~  prism pair, p ~ ~ = p ~ l ~ i ~ i ~ ~  beam 
radiation in a type4 OPO [12, 131, but to our splitter. 
knowledge, it is the first time that it is used in a DFG 
experiment. The advantage of such a cavity is the 
possibility to independently stabilize each cavity 3. DUAL-CAVITY CHARACTERISTICS 
arm to the corresponding laser gequency. Moreover, 
compared to a classical linear cavity, the two-arm The input coupler of the two arms are chosen to 
cavity allows a broader tunability. The two arms of impedance-match the intracavity loss. ~h~ latter is 
the dual cavify are coupled by a low-loss polarizing estimated to about 8% by separately measuring the 
beam splitter (PBS). This coupling is possible only loss of each intracavity optical component. To because the two laser diode radiation must be cross- optimize the impedancematchin& we have tested 
polarized to satisfy the collinear phase-matching three input couplers for each cavity meir 
condition. The men phase matching cut characteristics and the performance obtained are 
crysta1 is placed in the arm the presented in Table 1. The best input couplers have 
cavity for the difference-tiequency mixing. The 10.8% and 9.2% transmission, respectively at 

path length the 778-nrn cavity arm 778 nm and 842 nm. From the measured finesse F of 
(respectively, the 842-nm cavity arm) is 12.9 cm the cavity, one can retrieve the real intracavity loss 
(resp., 9.8 cm) corresponding to a 75 pm (resp., (p): p=2n/F-T, where T is the transmission factor of 
96 beam waist. Due a poor 'patid the input mirror. In our case, p is about 15%, that is 
beam profile of the two slave diode lasers, the use of two times higher than the estimated one. The high 
an anamOvhic prism pair is necessary to transmission factors of the input couplers are then 
modematch the laser mode to the TEMoo mode of necessary to impedance match this high intracavity 
the cavity: without the APP, the mode-matching rate loss. 
is about 35% while it is increased to about 75% with 

Mirror 1 

29 3.8 9.2 26 47 2.9 
22 79 4.6 4.1 3 1 37 2.4 

Table 1: Measured characteristics of the 778-nm arm (left hand side) and the 842-nm arm (right hand side) of the 
dual-cavity. Mirror 2 and mirror 3, with respectively 9.2% and 10.8% transmission at 842 nm and 778 nm, allow 
to impedance match the intracavity loss. The resulting enhancement factors, S, of the 778-nm arm and the 842- 
nm arm are respectively 4.6 and 2.9. These small enhancement factors are due to the high intracavity loss (15%). 



The output coupler is a ZnSe mirror with a 90% 
transmission in the infiared and a reflectivity better 
than 99% in the near-infiared. Due to the high 
intracavity loss, the estimated enhancement factor 
is only 2.9 for the 842-nm arm and 4.6 for the 778- 
nm arm. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In Fig. 2, the infiared powers are plotted against the 
842 nm powers for a fixed 778-nm laser power 
(35 mW) in fiont of the cavity. The lower curve is 
obtained when no cavity is used (singlepass DFG 
experiment). The corresponding conversion 
efficiency is 1.8 pW/W2, which is 35% lower than 
our previous measured value [14] and three times 
lower than the theoretical one (5.2 ~ W / W ~ ) .  This 
discrepancy can be explained by the elliptical cross 
section of the infiared radiation (due to walkoff 
angle) and by the fact that HgCdTe detector is 
placed far fiom the nonlinear crystal (>l meter): 
part of the focused spot falls outside the 300-pm 
diameter detector. The measured power is estimated 
to about two times lower than the real generated 
power. To remedy to this problem, a ZnSe 
anamorphic prism will be placed in the beam path 
so as to circularize the IR beam profile. 

842-nm laser power (mW) 

Fig. 2: Compared conversion efficiencies for single 
pass, singly resonant and doubly-resonant 
configuration. The measured enhancement factor is 
about 4.6 for the 778-nm arm and 3 for the 842-nm 
arm. This factor can be improved by reducing the 
intracavity loss and by a better impedance 
matching. 

The intermediate curve is obtained when only the 
778-nm radiation is resonating (conversion 
efficiency=5.8 pw/W2). And the upper curve is 

obtained when the two radiations are resonating 
(conversion efficiency1 5.76 pW/W2). By 
comparing the resonant DFG experimental 
conversion efficiency to the single-pass DFG 
conversion efficiency, one can retrieve the 
measured enhancement factor: 3.2 for the 778-nm 
arm and 2.8 for the 842-nm arm. This corresponds 
to the estimated enhancement factors deduced fiom 
the cavity finesses (table 1). From P3=35 mW and 
P2=100 mW in fiont of the dual-cavity, more than 
50 nW of IR radiation is generated. To optimize the 
generated power to the microwatt level, reduction 
of the intracavity loss is necessary. 

5. PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SFa WITH THE 
DOUBLY-RESONANT DEVICE 

A first demonstration of our DFG spectrometer 
capability has been performed with a singly 
resonant (778-nm resonant) configuration [14]. In 
the latter reference, we have shown linear 
absorption spectra of SF6 in cell while the 778-nm 
master frequency is continuously tuned over 
2 GHz. Presently, our spectrometer is working in a 
doubly-resonant configuration with more than 
50 nW power. The tuning procedure is the 
following. For a targeted IR wavelength 
hiR=l 0.56 pm, corresponding the P(18) absorption 
lines of SF6 for instance, broad tuning can be 
obtained in three ways: crystal temperature tuning, 
crystal angle tuning or pump wavelengths tuning. 
Angle tuning is not convenient, since it requires a 
re-alignment of the cavity arms. Actually, it is 
possible to broadly tune the IR wavelength while 
keeping the same phase-matching crystal angle 0, 
by changing simultaneously the near-IR 
wavelengths. Indeed, the phase-matching condition 

with 1 / 2, = 11 il, - 1 /A,, can be solved for one 

of the near-IR wavelengths while fixing 0 and hm. 
Hence for each targeted hIR one can always find a 
pair (hp, hs) satisfying (I), without any re- 
alignment of the cavity. For instance, for the above 
targeted IR wavelength, the two pumps have to be 
tuned to hp=780.2740 nm and hs=842.5434 nm. 
The hf wavelength acceptance bandwidth is quite 
large (2 nm, e.g.>l THz). Fine continuous-tuning, 
without mode-hops, is obtained by sweeping the 
extended cavity length of the master pump (Ap) 
laser (the corresponding dual-cavity arm follows 
up). Part of the sweeping voltage ramp has to be fed 
to the slave diode current to obtain about 2 GHz 
hysteresis-fiee tuning range. Up to 12 GHz tuning 
range can be obtained but with an hysteresis on the 



descending ramp, causing the dual-arm length servo 
to unlock. 
Fig. 3 shows a spectrum of the P(18)-P(19) 
manifolds of SF6, obtained with three consecutive 
sweeps. The spectra is still contaminated by artifact 
lines coming from the intensity modulation of the 
IR baseline. These modulations originate from 
some etalon effects due to the spurious subcavity 
formed by the prism which reflects the IR power 
and the output mirror. We are implementing a 
baseline compensation technique to improve the 
quality of the Doppler spectra Presently, the entire 
27-33 THz spectral range can then be explored by 
steps of 2 GHz without hysteresis. 

Fig.3: Preliminary Doppler spectrum of SF6 
(100 mTorr, cell length 20 cm). Some of the 
smaller intensity lines are artifacts. 

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

We have demonstrated the capabilities and 
performance of a portable and 9-pm to 11-pm 
tunable difference-frequency spectrometer using 
diode laser as pump sources. The spectrometer, 
which delivers more than 50 nW of R radiation 
power, can work as a 30-GHZ accurate difference- 
frequency standard in the near-IR range. When used 
with a femtosecond (fs) laser comb, this 
spectrometer allows to directly link the microwave 
frequency standard to the optical frequency 
standard (Fig. 4), hence, allowing to avoid the 
complexity of the classical harmonic frequency 
chain. Indeed, the frequency-domain comb of such 
a fs laser is controllable and strictly uniform 
[15, 161 : its repetition rate is equal to the mode 
spacing A. Hence, by servo-locking the repetition 
rate to the cesium primary standard, this constant 
comb spacing A can be exactly known. Then by 
counting number of modes, n, which separate the 
two near-IR diode lasers, and by measuring the 
beatnote between each diode laser frequency and 
the nearest mode of the mode-locked laser, we can 
measure the absolute frequency of the IR radiation 
nA, so the absolute frequency of an Os04 molecule 
transition on which the IR radiation is stabilized. 
Such a new frequency chain also allows transposing 
the IR frequency standard to the near-Wvisible 
domain. It will then be possible to disseminate the 
BNM-LPTF infixed frequency standard to the 

other laboratories by using only classical optical 
fibers. 

Comb generated by a modelocked Ti :sapphire 
laser (femtosecond) A-' 

Fig 4 : Schematic of an absolute measurement of 
the Os04 saturated absorption lines by using a 
broadband mode locked Ti:Sapphire laser. This is a 
new frequency chain which allows to directly link 
the microwave and the optical frequencies. 
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ABSTRACT 
A single-mode distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser has 
been frequency locked to a CO, absorption line at 
1578.665 nm. A mechanical lead screw provided coarse 
wavelength tuning, while wavelength modulation and 
fast frequency corrections were applied by straining the 
fibre laser with piezoelectric transducers. With a suitable 
choice of absorption line such a system may serve as 
absolute frequency reference for DWDM grids in 
telecommunication. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Single frequency lasers with narrow line width are 
attractive for applications such as laser spectroscopy, for 
sensor systems, or as wavelength standards in optical 
communication. Distributed feedback (DFB) erbium 
doped fibre lasers meet the requirements, and with the 
excellent wavelength selectability throughout the 
telecommunication C and L bands ranging from 1525 to 
1610 nrn, they represent an interesting alternative to 
semiconductor lasers. The drawback of fibre lasers in 
connection with some of these applications is that tuning 
and modulation is less straightforward to implement than 
is the case for semiconductor DFB lasers. We here apply 
the strain approach which has recently been described by 
Wetjen et al. [I]. The laser is locked by the first 
derivative technique to an absorption line in CO,, and the 
stability of the system is validated by heterodyning 
against an extended cavity laser (ECL), offset locked to 
the same line. One possible application of such a system 
is to serve as an absolute wavelength reference in 
DWDM grids used for telecommunication [2]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The DFB fiber laser is fabricated by introducing a Bragg 
grating into the core of an El3' doped fiber [3]. The 
unpacked fiber laser is epoxy-bonded at two 'spots just 

outside the grating, and one end is adjustable by a lead 
screw and two piezoelectric transducers (PZT). The 
entire base of the aluminium mount is temperature 
controlled to ensure passive stability. Output powers up 
to 4 mW were achieved. The tuneable fibre system was 
characterised using a 2 GHz scanning Fabry-Perot 
interferometer, a Burleigh WA-1500 wave meter, and 
through beat frequency measurement, using a New Focus 
model 6262 extended cavity laser (ECL) tunable from 
1510 - 1590nm. 

Temperature 
controlled base 

<> 
\ 

Abs. 
cell 

Mod Servo 

Lockin G 
Auto-bal. 
diff. detector 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for a fibre laser locked to a 
CO, absorption line. 



3. TUNING AND MODULATION 

Coarse tuning as illustrated in Fig.2 is accomplished with 
the lead screw at a rate of 6.8 nmlmm, referred to the 
displacement of the screw, corresponding to about 11 
nrnlmm referred to the stretching of the fibre. To avoid 
damage to the fibre, tuning was limited to 2.7 nm (325 
GHz), corresponding to a relative length change of 
0.0023. Based on geometrical considerations alone, this 
strain would imply a tuning of 3.6 nm, the difference 
reflecting the strain induced change of the refractive 
index. 

6.78 nmlmm 
816 GHzlmm 

screw displacement (mm) 

Fig.2 Coarse tuning by mechanical lead screw 

Intermediate range tuning is possible by controlling the 
temperature of the base plate to which the fibre laser is 
thermally anchored. Over the range 20-30 OC the 
wavelength tunes linearly with a coefficient of 0.0326 
nmI0C, as shown in Fig.3. 

temperature (OC) 

Fig.3 Temperature tuning of fibre laser 

Modulation is induced through either of two piezoelectric 
transducers, a coarse PZT with a nominal displacement of 
15 pm at 150 V, and a fine PZT with a displacementof 
approximately 0.9 pm at 150 V. The frequency response 
of both piezos as given in Fig.4 shows a uniform fall-off 
with frequency up to about 2 kHz, while several 
mechanical resonances were observed at higher 
frequencies. Maximum tuning was limited to 0.12 nm 
(14.4 GHz) for the coarse piezo and 0.0055 nm (660 
MHz) for the fine piezo by the maximum voltage at the 
piezos. 

frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 4 Frequency response of coarse PZT (circles) and 
fine PZT (squares). 

An undesirable feature of the laser used in these 
experiments is the presence of an unexpectedly strong 
dependence of output power on the fibre strain, and an 
associated strong amplitude modulation induced by strain 
modulation. Whether this is an inherent property of the 
fibre, or whether it is induced by the mounting of the 
laser, is not known at present. 

4. FREQUENCY LOCKING 

In order to enable locking to an absolute frequency 
reference, the fibre laser was designed to operate at 1578 
nm, in the vicinity of absorption lines of the 30012 t 
00001 combination band of CO,. For the present work 
we chose the P16 line at 1578.665 nm [4] with a line 
strength of 1.56.10-23 cmlmol and a self broadening 
parameter of 2.96 MHzImbar [5]. 

The fibre laser was locked to the line centre of the 
absorption dip produced by three passes through a 20 cm 
cell sealed with Brewster windows, and filled with CO, to 
a non-optimised pressure of about 200 mbar. Wavelength 



modulation was induced through the fine piezo at 555 Hz 
with a peak-to-peak modulation width of 130 MHz. The 
use of an auto-balanced photoreceiver (New Focus 
Nirvana) enabled elimination of the offset of the 1-f 
signal, created by the amplitude modulation (Fig.5). The 
origin of the residual etalon effects has not been 
identified so far. 

In order to produce a beat frequency suitable for 
counting, the ECL was locked to the side of the same 
absorption line, using a separate single pass cell of 127 
cm length, also filled to a pressure of about 200 mbar. A 
reference signal was branched off in front of the cell and 
subtracted from the transmitted signal in a difference 
detector. By adjusting the magnitude of the reference 
signal, the zero crossing of the combined signal could be 
shifted relative to the line centre in order to produce an 
offset of about 650 MHz. 

-1.5 1 1 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 

Frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 5. First harmonic profile of the P16 line of CO, at 
1578.665 nm obtained with a tuneable fibre laser and 
auto-balanced detection (a) or traditional balanced 
detection (b). 

5. ALLAN VARIANCE 

Signals from the two lasers were combined on a fast 
detector, and the beat frequency was displayed on a 
Tektronix 2756P spectrum analyser and counted. An 
Allan variance analysis of the countings indicates that the 
lock has no effect for integration times shorter than about 
20 s, whereas for longer integration times the stability is 
improved by about one order of magnitude (Fig.6). The 
long-term beat frequency stability of around 5.1C8, 
corresponding to 10 MHz, was limited by the sensitivity 
of the ECL lock to changes in the level of the signal 
transmitted through the 127 cm cell. It is therefore 
reasonable to take lo-' or 2 MHz, as measured for 
integration times less than 20 s, as an upper limit of the 

fibre laser stability. From the beat note spectrum we 
could estimate the line width of the fibre laser to a few 
MHz. This is somewhat higher than reported for both the 
ECL and a packed fibre laser [5], and may be caused by 
acoustical noise in the laboratory as well as by the 
construction of the fibre laser mount. Another limitation 
at present may be caused by the significant power 
variation with frequency tuning of the fibre laser, and the 
associated amplitude modulation. These effects are under 
hrther investigation. 

Integration time (s) 

1 E-07 
C 
m 

Fig.6 Allan variance analysis of the beat frequency 
between the fibre laser and the ECL. 
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Due to the low noise and narrow line width, tuneable 
DFB fibre lasers are attractive sources for metrologic and 
spectroscopic applications. An absolute wavelength 
standard with 2 MHz stability, locked to a Doppler- 
broadened absorption line in CO, and suitable for 
DWDM applications in telecommunication, has been 
demonstrated. Other candidate molecules for operation in 
the 1520 to 1610 nm wavelength range include C,H,, 
HCN, H,S, and CO. Improvement of the stability of the 
present wavelength standard may be achieved through 
optimisation of the absorption cells and reduction of the 
laser amplitude modulation, and a tighter limit on the 
stability may be obtained by a more sophisticated locking 
of the reference laser. 

The use of Doppler free techniques would in principle 
lead to a significant improvement of the stability. 
However, in the context of present day DWDM grids 
with minimum channel widths of 50 GHz [2], locking to 
Doppler broadened lines is sufficient to meet the 
requirements of telecommunication. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present 10 pm secondary frequency standards 
based on the CO2 laser locked onto a saturated 
absorption resonance of OsO,, reach an accuracy of a 
few x 10-13. This paper deals with our attempt to 
increase this performance by using a two-photon 
resonance and a molecular beam. We report 
observation of Ramsey fkinges on a 10.6 pm two- 
photon transition of SF6. We used two interaction 
zones separated by 8 cm or 20 cm and fringes of 
periodicity down to 1.5 kHz were recorded. The 
experimental apparatus might be adapted to increase 
the resolution by an order of magnitude. This system is 
thus a very serious candidate for a frequency standard 
with a potential accuracy in the 1 0-14- 1 0-l5 range. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

COz lasers stabilized on narrow sub-Doppler 
molecular resonances are widely used as secondary 
frequency standards in the 9-12 pm spectral region. 
Using this technique, the C02 laser locked onto a 
saturated absorption resonance of Os04 provides a 
secondary frequency standard in the 10 pm region, 
with very good stability characteristics [I, 21. Its . 
accuracy reaches 10 Hz for the optimal lines. 

To improve this performance the well-known 
strategy is to record narrower and narrower lines ; 
since most of the systematic errors are proportional to 
the linewidth of the frequency reference any increase in 
the experimental resolution will result in an increase in 
the ultimate accuracy of the fkequency standard. To 
push the transit broadening limit down, we tested the 
method of slow molecule detection [3-51. The 
resolution was increased up to a few hundreds of Hz, 
but with a degraded signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
Alternatively, the possibility of slowing and trapping 
molecules is very limited for the moment [6]. 

Alternatively to cell spectroscopy, a well-known 
technique to reduce the transit broadening is to use a 
molecular beam and to apply the method of separated 
fields of Rarnsey [7]. Nevertheless the possibility of 
high resolution spectroscopy with a molecular beam 

has been little explored at 10 pm. Ramsey fringes have 
been observed with SF6 using a saturated absorption 
resonance [8]. Recently some two-photon lines were 
observed and calculated in SF6, opening the 
opportunity to develop two-photon Ramsey fringes 19- 
111. 

This paper presents some preliminary results of 
narrow Ramsey fringes obtained using a two-photon 
Doppler-free absorption. 

2. TWO-PHOTON RAMSEY FRINGES 

The main point of Ramsey spectroscopy [7] is to 
provide a signal of which the linewidth is no longer 
limited by the transit time through the laser beam. For 
this purpose, the single interaction zone is replaced by 
two spatially separated zones, with a fixed relative 
optical phase. When a molecule has passed through the 
first zone of interaction it is in a coherent superposition 
of lower and upper levels. The coherence precesses 
freely between two zones. In the second zone, the 
molecule is either excited or de-excited, depending on 
the relative phase between the excitation field and the 
coherence. Thus, fiinges develop in the excitation 
probability versus the laser frequency, and their 
spacing depends on the transit time between the two 
zones. 

In the optical domain, this method must be 
associated with a sub-Doppler technique in order to 
avoid scrambling of the fiinge pattern. The use of 
saturated absorption and a three- or four-zone 
configuration [8, 12, 131 imposes severe conditions on 
parallelism and equidistances which, in practice, limit 
the distance between zones and, finally, the ultimate 
resolution. By contrast, in the case of two-photon 
spectroscopy only two zones are required, each 
comprising a standing wave, and the Doppler shift is 
compensated in each one [14]. The experimental signal 
should exhibit fringes of spacing half the inverse of the 
transit time between two zones for the mean velocity. 
The contrast is unity [13, 151 if the observed transition 
is well isolated. The only constraint is that the relative 
phase of the standing wave between two zones 
vanishes. This is easily fulfilled by generating both 
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standing waves inside the same Fabry-Perot cavity; in 
addition this guaranties that the central fringe 
coincides with the molecular resonance. The side 
fringes will be attenuated due to the longitudinal 
velocity dispersion and the entire pattern is 
superimposed on the broader two-photon signal arising 
fiom the absorption in one single zone. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Preliminary 10 kHz two-photon Ramsey fringes 
were already observed on SF6 elsewhere [16], with a 
resolution limited by the hyperfine structure and the 
laser linewidth. We plan to reach much higher 
resolution, and have constructed an apparatus with an 
adjustable interzone distance, to give fringes from 2 
kHz to 50 Hz. 

The experiment was performed on the P(4) E 
transition of the 2v3 band of SF6. The two-photon 
resonance is composed of four main hyperfine 
components spanning approximately 40 kHz [17]. The 
detuning fiom the intermediate level is 76 MHz [ l  11. 

The experimental set-up is presented in Figure 1. It 
is composed of three parts: the frequency-controlled 
laser system, the Fabry-Perot cavity, and the molecular 
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Figure 1 : Experimental scheme @OM: acousto- 
optic modulator, FM : frequency modulation) 
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3.1 The laser sources 
The performance of our frequency-controlled laser 

The first laser is frequency-locked to a strong 
saturation line of Os04, and the beat note between this 
laser and the second laser is then phase-locked to a 
tunable synthesizer. Thus, the stability acquired by the 
Os04 lock is transferred to the second laser, which is 
also tunable around each emission line of C02. The 
main stability characteristics are: a laser linewidth of 
the order of 6 Hz (FWHM) which is 2x lomL3 in relative 
value, and an Allan variance of 0.1 Hz 
( Avlv = 3.5 x 10-15) for a time constant of 100 s. The 
reproducibility was estimated to be 10 Hz. This 
stability performance ensures that our experimental 
resolution will not be limited by the laser itself. 

3.2 The folded Fabry-Perot cavity 
A key point of the experiment is the generation of 

the two phase-coherent standing waves forming the 
two interaction zones for the Ramsey spectroscopy. 
They are realized within a four-mirror folded Fabry- 
Perot cavity. The cavity is symmetric; the coupling 
mirrors are plano-concave with a 50 m curvature, 
while the folding mirrors are plane. The beam radius is 
almost constant inside the cavity and is approximately 
3 mm for a 10 or 20 cm interzone spacing. The 
reflectivity of each mirror is 99.8%, leading to a 
finesse of 500. 

The mirrors are mounted on an independent 
structure and can be translated along this structure to 
adjust the interzone distance. Each concave mirror is 
mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) in order 
to modulate or adjust the cavity length, while the 
transmitted signal is used for locking the cavity 
resonance onto the laser frequency. 

3.3 The molecular beam 
The molecular beam apparatus was designed for a 

supersonic expansion of SF6. This allows a rotational 
cooling of the beam, which produces a strong 
enhancement of the population in the J=4 level. We use 
either a pure SF6 or a He-seeded beam, with an input 
pressure of a few x105 Pa. In the latter case, the 
expansion has better performance, but the velocity is 
faster, so the transit time is shorter, and the resolution 
is smaller. 

The apparatus is 3 meters long with two vacuum 
chambers separated by a skimmer. For a pure SF6 
beam, the mean velocity is typically 370 mls with a 
longitudinal dispersion of 55 d s .  The beam 
divergence is of the order of 30 mrad. The total flux in 
the J=4 level is a few 10" molecules/s, and the 
measured rotational temperature is less than 30 K. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

system has already been described-in detail [2]. It 
employs two C02 lasers emitting in the 10 pm region. Fringes are recorded on the transmission of the 

cavity, detection channel Dl in Fig. 1, to take 



advantage of the enhancement of the signal contrast 
due to this cavity. For low-noise detection purpose the 
laser fi-equency is modulated through the synthesizer 
driving the phase-lock loop. Alternatively, the signal 
can be read on the molecular beam itself by probing its 
absorption on the upper 1-photon transition using rapid 
adiabatic passage with an auxiliary beam, detection 
channel D2 in Fig. 1. If the modulation depth is small 
enough, the laser frequency modulation can be applied 
to the radiofiequency driving the AOM 1, and the 
auxiliary beam is not then modulated. 

4.1 8-cm interzone 
Fig. 2 displays an ultra-high resolution two-photon 
spectrum for a 8 cm spacing between zones [18]. The 
central part exhibits Ramsey fiinges with more than 10 
oscillations, which are superimposed on the broader 
signal arising fiom the two-photon absorption in a 
single zone. 
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Figure 2 : Two-photon absorption signal detected on the 
cavity transmission beam. Experimental conditions are : 
laser FM at 1.012 kHz, depth 500 Hz, I6 m W in the 
cavity, 5x16 Pa pure S& beam, accumulation time 2.4 
skoint. Data are fitted with the derivative of a Gaussian. 

The fiinges were recorded on the transmission of 
the cavity for an input pressure of 5 xlo5 Pa. The 
optimum power in the folded standing wave was about 
16 mW, which corresponds roughly to a 7d2 pulse for 
the two-photon transition. The background signal fits 
very well to the derivative of a Gaussian, peak-to-peak 
width 30 kHz. The width is a convolution of the transit 
lineshape (peak-to-peak width 28 kHz) with the 
hyperfine structure. The central part of the spectrum, 
corresponding to the main hyperfine component, has 
been fitted with a sine superimposed on a slope. This 
yields a fiinge periodicity of 2.3 kHz and a relative 
determination of the cen.tral fiequency with better than 
10 Hz precision. This is limited by the SNR, which is 
approximately 3 for 1 s. The periodicity is consistent 
with the theoretical value u12D with u=370 m/s and 

D=8 cm. The contributions of other hyperfine 
components are less visible. 

Since we are using FM at low fiequency, the 
amplitude of the fiinges should be greatly enhanced 
compared to the two-photon absorption background, 
and this is obviously not the case. Taking into account 
the molecular beam divergence and the hyperfine 
structure is not sufficient to explain this loss of 
contrast. From comparison with a line shape 
simulation we deduced that the fiinges arise fiom 
roughly one order of magnitude less molecules than 
expected. 'This loss of signal could originate in an 
imperfect alignement of the two zones relative to the 
beam axis, or to a partial molecular decoherence 
between two zones, due to residual small angles 
collisions. Different tests are now under progress to 
discriminate between these processes. 

Fringes recorded by detection channel D2, Fig. 1, 
using rapid adiabatic passage exhibited a little smaller 
SNR (2 for 1 s) while the signal itself was reduced 
roughly an order of magnitude. The SNR is limited by 
the technical intensity noise of the auxiliary beam. 
Thus this detection channel, which has theoretically no 
background, should benefit fiom an active reduction of 
the laser intensity noise. 

4.2 20-cm interzone 
As a second step, to increase the resolution, we 

recorded some fiinges with a 20-cm interzone. But 
with a pure SF6 beam, the SNR was degraded to about 
1 for 10 s averaging time. 

To overcome this problem, we decided to seed the 
beam with He, since its supersonic expansion has 
better performance. In addition the dynamics of the 
heavier SF6 molecules inside the He beam enhance the 
partial flux in the beam center. Figure 3 displays a 
typical spectrum performed with 25 % SF6 in He and a 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 3 : Fringes detected on the cavity transmission 
beam. Experimental conditions are: FM applied on the 
laser PZT at 462 Hz, depth 400 Hz, 26 m W in the cavity, 
25 % SF6 beam at 5x16 Pa, 5 skoint. Data are fifted 
with a sine superimposed on a slope. 



20 cm interzone spacing. Data are fitted with a sine 
superimposed on a slope, giving a 1.5 kHz periodicity 
This is consistent with the faster velocity of 590 mls of 
the molecules. The fringes were recorded on the 
transmission of the cavity for a total input pressure of 5 
x 10' Pa. The SNR is roughly 2 for 1 s averaging time. 

When decreasing the SF6 proportion, the resolution 
is decreased but the signal is increased. Figure 
4 displays a spectrum with 5 % SF6 recorded on the 
transmission of the cavity for an input pressure of 4 
x105 Pa. The background signal fits with the derivative 
of a Gaussian, peak-to-peak width 80 kHz. This is 
broader than in Fig. 2, since the velocity is now 1070 
rn/s and then the transit time is longer. The central part 
of the spectrum has been fitted with a sine 
superimposed on a slope, resulting in a fiinge 
periodicity of 2.8 kHz. The SNR is 2 for 1 s The 
contributions of other hyperfine components are now 
evident. 
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Figure 4 : Fringes detected on the caviry transmission 
beam. Experimental conditions : FM applied on the 
laser PZT at 962 Hz, depth 500 Hz, 4 7 m W in the cavity, 
5 % SF6 beam at 4x16  Pa, accumulation time 2 s/point. 
Data areJitted with the derivative of a Gaussian. 

5. METROLOGICAL FEATURES 

In this last part we consider the different effects 
which might affect the accuracy or reproducibility of a 
fiequency standard based on two-photon Ramsey 
fringes [19]. 

First we should point out that there is a negligible 
recoil effect in Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy 
1151. Also there can be no pressure shift for the 
Ramsey fiinges, since there are no collisions in a beam. 

The magnetic shift is negligible provided we set a 
p-metal shield to cancel the earth's field. We can easily 
obtain a 0.1 % attenuation, which should result in a 
shift less than 0.1 Hz. Note that the Zeernan effect was 
previously measured for a P(39) and a P(46) Am=hl 
line of Os04 [20], and shifts of the order of 100 Hz/ 1 0"' 
T were obtained. 

To estimate the shift induced by the second-order 
Doppler effect (SODE), we have only to take into 
account the contribution of the velocity component 
along the molecular beam. The transverse velocity 
gives a negligible contribution since the beam 
divergence is small. The shift is 

(veg /2)(u2/2c2)(l + 112 (AU/UY), with (v, 12) the 

two-photon frequency, u the mean velocity in the 
beam, and Au the longitudinal dispersion. We calculate 
a 23 Hz shift where the second term, corresponding to 
the velocity dispersion, contributes only 1%. The 
uncertainty depends on the accuracy of the mean 
velocity and is of the order of 1 Hz. It could be 
decreased by repeating the same experiment with a SF6 
beam seeded with different proportions of He, and 
measuring the different shifts. The experimental value 
u and Au might also be measured more precisely fiom 
an analysis of the fiinges. 

The light shift is known to be the weak point of 
two-photon spectroscopy compared to saturated 
absorption. However this effect is not so important for 
two reasons. First, the resulting shift is proportional to 
the difference of the transition probabilities for the two 
one-photon transitions, which is small for the 
rovibrational transitions used here. Second, the effect is 
much reduced because the interaction with the strong 
field lasts a negligible time compared to the transit 
time between two zones. If we consider the dominant 
contribution of the intermediate level, the shift is [15, 

211: = (nR ~~)$~rgl/ lperl  - ~ p e r ~ / ~ v ~ g ~ ) ( ~ / ~ )  ; OR 

is the effective angular Rabi fiequency for the two- 
photon excitation, w is the beam waist, D is the 
interzone distance, pp, is the transition dipole for the 

P<-a one-photon transition. g,r,e represent, 
respectively: the ground, intermediate and upper levels. 
For the P(4) E transition, we have 

excitation equivalent to a 7c/2 pulse, waist 3 mm, the 
shift is 19 Hz for an interzone distance of 20 cm. This 
shift should be easily determined by extrapolating the 
measurements at different laser powers to zero power. 
The accuracy will depend on the SNR and will be 
proportional to the resolution. 

Lastly, the black-body radiation might induce a 
non-negligible shift. For a ro-vibrational transition in a 
molecule the effect will generally be much smaller than 
for an electronic transition in an atom. Here, however, 
the effect will be magnified since the black body 
emission peak is precisely in the 10 pn region. In fact 
the Ramsey experiment could be used to measure this 
effect, which has never been studied in the 30 THz 
domain. 



6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we present our results of two-photon 
Ramsey fringes in the 10 pn region. Our spectra 
exhibit a periodicity between 2.8 and 1.5 kHz, which 
improves by a factor 6 the previous results obtained 
with a saturated absorption resonance of SF6 [8]. The 
fringes arise from a 8 cm or a 20 cm interzone 
separation, which demonstrates the experimental 
advantage of a two-photon configuration. 

Using the same transition with detection of slow 
molecules in a cell [5], we achieved a linewidth of 280 
Hz (HWHM) to be compared with the present 375 Hz 
linewidth (HWHM) of the fringes. But the present 
setup allows a better SNR and has the potential to 
increase the resolution by an order of magnitude. 
Considerable room are also available for both signal 
improvement and noise reduction. Concerning the 
metrological features, the systematic effects are either 
very small or can be easily and precisely measured or 
calculated. This system is thus a very serious candidate 
for a frequency standard in the infrared with a 
potential accuracy in the 10-l5 range. 
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Abstract 

A Double Oven Controlled Quartz Crystal 
Oscillator using an SC-Cut resonator is presented, 
focusing on the main parameters useful for system 
applications (either in locked or hold-over mode) 
like stability versus temperature (static and 
dynamic), load and power supply changes and 
aging, as well as the linearity of the frequency 
control. 

We present results of such an oscillator built in an 
industrial low profile package (51x41~25 mm). 
This double oven oscillator, which is based on a 
new thermo-mechanical structure, choosen after 
extensive simulation and data correlation based on 
our own long-time production of highly stable 
quartz crystal oscillators, meets the following 
performances,: 

- Thermal stability better than 2E-10 
from 0 to 60°C. 

- Aging in the range of few parts of 
1 E- 1 1 per day. 

- Low phase noise. 
- Linearity < 10% 

Also, absolute performances of a GPS 
synchronization module equipped with this 
oscillator is provided (time deviation during 
temperature variation and stability in hold-over 
mode). 

11 Oscillator design 

The block diagram of this oscillator is shown on 
figure 1. 

Figure 1 

To produce oscillator for telecommunications and 
synchronization applications, the design must be a 
compromise between performances, size and cost. 
For this reason, this part is based on a classical 
oscillating loop, including an Automatic Control 
Gain. This allows to use a reasonable quantity of 
components to obtain high performances. A big 
effort was done on minimization of the 
sensitivities to load and power supply changes and 
stability of the internal voltage references, as well 
as the one used internally than the one provided 
for user's application. 

In the same state of mind, the thermal control is 
made through a single loop managing the two 
ovens. 



On figure 2, the thermo-mechanical shows the two 
ovens, the location of the resonator, glued at the 
bottom of the internal one to optimize thermal 
conductivity, and the upper PC board, working 
like the cap of the internal oven. As far as possible 
the most critical and sensible components are 
placed in this area, to prevent thermal effects. 

Figure 3 

Figure 2 

The external oven, powered by two heaters, 
recovers the heart and the whole is hermetically 
sealed by the final package. 

This structure was defined thanks to the 
experience of Oscilloquartz in high stability 
OCXO, calculations and experimental results. 
Calculations made with SPICE simulator using 
the Electrical-Thermal equivalence : 

U = M  
P = Rth x T 

allow to define a rough structure, on which impact 
of modified thermal resistivity are quickly 
obtained. 

For better accuracy, both simulations with PRO- 
MECHANICA THERMAL or experimental 
results obtained by placing sensors in the 
oscillators are necessary. 

Hereafter an example of the thermal gradient, 
measured using sensors and the B-mode of the 
resonator is shown. 

The gradient measured inside the internal oven is 
better than 0.3"C between top and bottom and the 
variation of the bottom, where the resonator is 
placed, is only O.l°C when the external 
temperature varies from 0 to 60°C. 

That means that if we can set the oven exactly at 
the value of the Turn-Over Point of the resonator, 
its influence is drastically reduced (in the range of 
E-1 1). If an offset of 0.2"C is introduced (which 
can be generated very easily by an error of only 
2% on the determination of the TOP), then the 
resonator influence goes up in the range of E-10 
(Figure 4) 

-. - - . -- - 

1 TOP = 86°C - Offset = 0 I 
I 
I I 

1 TOP = 86°C - Offset = 0.2"C I 
I I 

Figure 4 



31 Performances results 

Thermal stabilitv : 
A typical figure of thermal stability obtained with 
this oscillator under normalized operating 
conditions is provided in Figure 5. Maximum 
deviation is 1.5E- 10. 

8663 - Theml Stability 
2E-10 

Figure 5 

The right way to design is confirmed by results 
obtained with a single oven oscillator (8743 
model). In that case the maximum deviation is 
2.5E-9 over 0-70°C 

Figure 6 

Linearitv : 
Uses in a system means that the oscillator will 
work in a locked loop in which a D/A converter 
will give it voltage step to control and adjust the 
final frequency. If the frequency voltage slope is 
huge and highly non linear, this will cause 
degradations of the long term tracking and noise 
generation. 

This oscillator is designed in order to meet this 
requirement by providing a linearity of the 
Frequency Voltage Control better than 2 %. 
(Figure 7). 

8663 -Frequency Control 

vc (V) 

8663 -Frequency Control 
Linearity vs Voltage 

Figure 7 

Aging : 
Low linearity can be achieved if the frequency 
excursion is reduced, therefore the aging must be 
low also. Long term frequency variations in the 
range of few parts of E- 11 are achievable in a very 
short operating time (typically less than 20 days). 



Phase Noise : 

Figure 9 

Standard Phase noise figure is -95dBc @ 1 Hz and 
-145 dBc @100kHz. 
A low phase noise option (-100dBc @1Hz and 
-1SOdBc @100kHz) is also available with good 
production yield. 

5 1 Conclusion 

The best conclusion to proove the influence of 
such an oscillator on the final performances of a 
system is to make a comparison between two 
models. 

A typical a~ulication : The 45 10 GPS Module 

MTIE with ETSI 300-019-2-3.2 
(25'C to 55OC with 30'Clh gradient) 

Figure 10 

a 8663 B6SG oscillator (Thermal stability = 
6E-lo), compared to the template of a Level 1 
System. 

Performance is largely better than the 
specification. 
Moreover we have plotted a result obtained on a 
similar system using an OCXO with a thermal 
stability around 1 E-9. 
This system does not meet the specification. 
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Today's market for mobile communication products with the demand for small-size and high-per- 
formance products is putting a high miniaturization pressure on all components invoked in the 
functionality of a mobile phone, As the analogue front-end of multi-mode CDMA systems is rea- 
lised using a heterndyne concept, channel filtering and blocking of interfering signals is per- 
formed using SAW filters i n  the IF stage. This papers describes prerequisites for the design of 
three types of highly rniniaturised filter solutions invoked in a multi-band/rnulti-mode CDMA 
handheld. 

The IS-95 C ~ M A  system in the PCS-band calls for a channel bandwidth of 1. ,25 MHz as well as 
for supression of adjacent channels at f,+ 1.25 MHz. We will present an extension of the classical 
2-path concept in order to realize an IF-filter for CDMA-1900 at 21 0.38 MHz with a 5 dB band- 
width of 1.5 MHz on Quartz in a 5x5 mm2 ceramic package. In the last couple of years 2-path 
SAW filters have been widely used as IF filters in mobile phones, especially for GSM systems at 
IF frequencies below 100 MHz. This design technique offers a grcat potential for size reducrjon 
compared to inline structures because the acoustical path is folded. The last SAW IF filter genera- 
tion for CDMA-1900 redized as inIine structures was typically mounted into a 13.3x6.5 mm2 
package. Ln order to achieve the tremendous size reduction of 70 % the Z-path concept has been 
combined with the RSPUDT design techniques resulting in a recursive 2-path filter. Both trans- 
ducers have weighted excitation and reflection functions. The latter exhibit phase reversal thus 
forming longitudindly coupled resonant cavities leading to steep skirt9.A~ an example a filter 
having a typical insertion attenuation of 8.2 dB and a selectivity at f , t  1.25 hIHz of typically 39 
dB will be presented. The ms deviation from linear phase amounts to 2.3 degree typically in a 
frequency range of f,+-0.62 MHz. It will be shown that the theoretical and experimental results 
are in good agreement. 
For a CDMA system in the AMPS-band requirements are more stringent, as very high supnssion 
already at f C 4 . 9  MHz is requested, It will be shown how with the 2-path technique the transfer 
function can be shaped by using the additional selectivity provided by the inclined reflector pair 
for high ultimate as well as for increased close-in rejection rsp. steepness of the filter's skirts.As 
an example we will present a filter at a center frequency of 110.0 MHz housed in a 13.3x6.5 mm2 
ceramic package which shows an insertion attenuation of less than 8 dB and a selectivity of more 
than 38 dB at f,+-0.9 MHz. 
In addition to the digital transmission also analog AMPS with a 30 ktrz wide FM channel is sup- 
ported in CDMA-800 phones. This requires a very narrowband IF filter which provides sufficient 
selectivity at f,+-60 Wrz for the supression of the alternate channels. We wilI show a design 
approach using the technique of transversly coupled resonances (TCF) which enables us to real- 
ize the requirements with a filter at 85.38 MHz in a 9x5 mm2 ceramic package. The underlying 
method of computation as wcll as a comparison with experiments will be shown. 
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A new oscillsrtor designed to meet the requirements of today's CDMA base station will 
be presented. The design consists of three basic parts, the oscillator, frequency 
synthesizer and thermal controller. Computer simulations revealed new insights into the 
temperature characteristics of crystal oscillators and patent pending designs for the 
frequency synthesizer and thermal control architecrure will be presented. 

The DCXO architecture is based on an oscillator designed primarily for the lowest and 
most predictable temperature coefficient possible. Classically, initial frequency 
calibration and adjustment for aging is accomp\ished by changing the value of a reacdve 
element placed in series with the crystal. This requires the crystal frequency to be withrn 
its runing range and adds temperature sensitive components such a s  inductors and 
vmctor diodes to the oscillator circuit. A frequency synthesizer was designed to perform 
the frequency calibration and aging adjustments. The oscillator and crystal subsequently 
were designed for the optimal temperarure stability, phase noise and aging performance. 
A SMHz 5' overtone crystal was designed for low aging, high stability and suppression 
of the 3'%venone C and B modes thus further simplifying the osciilator design. 

Direct synthesizers (DDS) have some major limitations such as limited frequency 
resolution and a highly spurious output spectrum. With a unique architecture a PLL was 
combined with a 32 bit DDS resulting in a frequency synthesizer with resolution less than 
3 x 10-12 and an output spectrum free of spurious signals. 

The thermal control consispi of a double oven which has thermal gain greater than 
100,000. This is accomplished with a zero temperature gradient outer oven. The zero 
gradient oven uses a system of satellite heating semiconductors control1ed by a main 
controller. The heat dissipation of the satellite heaters and the conuoller is optimized over 
the auter oven surface in such a way as to minimize the temperature change of the crystal 
to less than 0.001" C over the ambient temperature range of -55" C to 70" C. 

Martin B. Bloch 
Frequency Electronics, h c .  
55 Charles Lindbergh Blvd. 
Uniondale. NY 11553 
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ABSTRACT 

A quartz crystal oscillator can be thought of as a 
resonator connected across an amplifier considered as a 
nonlinear dipole the impedance of which depends on the 
amplitude of the current that gets through it. 

The nonlinear amplifier resistance and reactance are 
obtained by replacing the resonator with a sinusoidal 
current source of same frequency and performing a set 
of transient analyses giving the current source a larger 
and larger magnitude. 

A Fourier analysis performed on the steady state 
voltage across the dipolar amplifier allows us to 
calculate both real and imaginary parts of the dipolar 
impedance as a function of the current amplitude. 

From these curves, it is then possible to accurately 
calculate the oscillation amplitude and frequency 
without having to perform unacceptably long transient 
analysis needed by a direct oscillator closed loop 
simulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For many years a large number of analytical and 
numerical methods have been developed to predict the 
behaviour of quartz crystal oscillators with higher and 
higher accuracy. Because of the very high resonator's 
quality factor, a number of numerical methods fail to 
converge in a reasonable computer time or lack 
accuracy. 

In the method presented here, the oscillator is 
considered as a resonator connected across an amplifier 
that behaves like a dipole whose impedance is evaluated 
at the resonator's frequency. This method is not new 
and has been widely used in the past [ I ,  21. 
Nevertheless, when used together with an electrical 
simulator like SPICE it should become an accurate and 
powerful tool for the quartz crystal oscillator design. 

To describe the nonlinear behaviour of the dipolar 
amplifier, the resonator is replaced by a sinusoidal 
current source of a given amplitude at the oscillator 
resonant frequency and a transient analysis is performed 
by using an electrical simulator like SPICE. Real and 
imaginary parts of the dipolar impedance for the actual 
current amplitude are then obtained by performing a 
Fourier analysis on the steady state voltage across the 
dipole. Nonlinear amplifier resistance and reactance are 
obtained by giving the sinusoidal current source a larger 
and larger amplitude. 

Afterwards, oscillation condition reduces to state that 
when steady state is reached, the resonator impedance is 
exactly equal and of opposite sign to the amplifier 
impedance. The real part of this complex identity gives 
the oscillation amplitudes while the imaginary part 
gives the frequency shift with respect to the resonator 
frequency. 

This method is quite simple to implement in a 
simulation program and can be used to quickly and 
accurately obtain steady state oscillation conditions, 
amplitude and frequency transients, oscillator sensitivity 
to various parameters (component value, temperature, 
supply voltage, . . .) amplitude and phase noise spectra, 
etc. 

It should be emphasized that the oscillator behaviour 
is fully described by only analyzing the amplifier 
impedance thus avoiding unacceptably long transient 
analysis met with the oscillator closed loop simulation. 

Eventually, by using slowly varying functions 
method, amplitude and frequency transients can be 
easily obtained. 

2. DIPOLAR REPRESENTATION 

The method used can be summarized by looking at 
the oscillator represented in Fig. la.  The resonator is 
regarded as an impedance strongly varying with the 
frequency and slightly varying with amplitude (because 
of the isochronism defect) while the amplifier is 
considered to be a nonlinear dipole the impedance of 
which strongly depends on the current amplitude and 
weakly varying with frequency. 

Amplifier ZD RD 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Dipolar representation of an oscillator (a )  and 
resonator and ampl$er impedance (b) 

It results from these properties that the oscillator 
frequency is mainly fixed by the resonant frequency of 
the resonator while the amplitude is determined by the 
amplifier nonlinearities. 

The representation used assumes that the resonator is 
reduced to its series resonant branch (L,, C,, R,) 
(Fig. Ib) while other elements like parallel capacitance 
or pulling capacitance are included in the amplifier 
dipole. The amplifier dipole (Fig. lb) can be represented 
by a nonlinear resistance in series with a nonlinear 



inductance that vary with the amplitude of the current 
and may have negative or positive value. 

As it will be shown later, when using high-Q series 
resonant circuit such as quartz crystal resonator, the 
loop current x, in the oscillator is almost perfectly 
sinusoidal while the voltage across the resonator may 
have a large harmonic distortion. This feature leads to 
analyze the circuit assuming that the main variable is 
the loop current x. 

3. OSCILLATION CONDITION 

When oscillation occurs in the circuit represented in 
Fig. la ,  the voltage e across the resonator is identical to 
the one across the amplifier. Calling x the loop current, 
the oscillation condition is straightforward 

e=Z,x=-Z,x 3 (Z,+Z,)x=O (1) 

The impedance ZQ of the resonator represented in 
Fig. Ib  can be written as 

While the impedance ZD of the amplifier is 

Z ,  = R, + sL, (3)  
where s is the Laplace's operator. Replacing (2 )  and (3) 
in (1) leads to the oscillation equation 

where 

is the series resonant frequency of the resonator. It 
should be recalled that RD and LD depend on the 
amplitude y of the loop current x. 

4. STARTING CONDITION AND STEADY STATE 

Equation (4) looks like a second order differential 
operator that may produce increasing amplitude solution 
only if the first order term have a negative value. If RDs 
is the value of the nonlinear dipolar resistance at very 
low current amplitude O, = O), starting condition reduces 
to Ry + R,, < 0 (6 )  

where LD(yo) is the value of the steady state dipolar 
inductance. 

As we will see in a next section, Eqs. (6) ,  (7) and (8) 
give a simple way to determine the starting condition 
and steady state amplitude and frequency as soon as the 
dipolar resistance and inductance are expressed as 
nonlinear function of the current amplitude. ' 

5. AMPLIFIER DIPOLAR IMPEDANCE 

Except in a limited number of cases, it is not possible 
to derive an analytical expression of the nonlinear 
functions RD(y) and L D ~ )  from the analysis of the 
amplifier. On the other hand, electrical simulator like 
SPICE can be used to accurately obtain these functions 
from a set of transient analyses. 

To this end, the resonator in Fig. la,  is merely 
replaced by a sinusoidal current source of frequency 
close to the resonator's frequency w, (Fig. 2). 

Sinusoidal current source 

Amplifier ZD 1 
Fig. 2. Amplifier dipolar impedance characterization 

By giving the amplitude y several values a set of 
transient analyses with sufficient duration to reach the. 
steady state are performed. Then, by performing a 
Fourier analysis on the voltage e across the amplifier 
dipole, it is possible to calculate both real and imaginary 
parts of the dipolar impedance and derive both dipolar 
resistance and inductance of the amplifier as a function 
of the current amplitude y. 

6. DEMONSTRATING EXAMPLES 

6.1 Van der Pol's oscillator 

An% 

As the oscillation amplitude increases, the dipolar Fig. 3. Van der Pol Oscillator 
resistance increases so that the value of the first order 
coefficient increases, the steady state is reached when Fig. 3 shows a simple behavioural Van der Pol 

this coefficient becomes null, thus the steady state oscillator that can be analyzed either theoretically or by 
using electrical simulator. 

dipolar resistance R, ( y o  ) is given by In this example, the amplifier has a nonlinear gain that 
R, +R,(Y,,)=O (7) is taken under the form : 

where yo is the steady state amplitude of the oscillation. v = ~ u ( 1  - &u2)  (10) 
Eq. (4) also gives the steady state frequency of the Replacing the resonator by a sinusoidal current source 
oscillation that takes the form x of amplitude y and calculating the dipolar impedance 

at the fundamental frequency we obtain- 
(8) 



This impedance has no imaginary part so that it is 
reduced to a nonlinear resistance that is a quadratic 
function of the current amplitude y (Fig. 4). 

Dipolar resistance (n) 
300 

Simulated + 
Calculated - 

1 

Starting condition (6) becomes here 
R, =(I-A)R<-R, (12) 

1 / 

Eq. (12) shows that the amplifier must have an initial 
negative resistance of magnitude larger than the 
resonator's series resistance for the oscillation to occur. 

Steady state amplitude is given by Eq. (7) that has the 

Current amplitude (mA) 

form 

-300 i . 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Fig. 4. Dipolar resistance of the Van der Pol's 
amplifier obtained by analytical method (solid line) and 
by simulation (+) using: A = 4, E = 0.02 V-', R = 100 Q, 

R,= 126Q 

so that 

where R ,  = -R, - R, = (A - 1 ) ~  - R, (15) 

should be called the "resistance margin" of the oscillator 
(Fig. 4). Note that since LD = 0 the oscillation frequency 
is only fixed by the resonator (Eq. 8). 

It can be shown in Fig. 4 that the value of RD obtained 
by using the simulation procedure described in section 5 
gives the same result as obtained by analytical method. 

6.2 Transconductance oscillator 

en'-I 

Fig. 5. Transconductance oscillator 

Fig. 5 represents another simple example of 
behavioural transconductance oscillator. 

Taking the 'nonlinear transconductance of the 
amplifier under the form 

i = -GU(I-&u2) (16) 

the dipolar impedance Z ,  = R, + jL,o, takes the form 

with a = o, RC . This expression is obtained by giving 

the two capacitors C1 and C2 the same capacitance C 
and the two resistances R1 and R2 the same resistance R. 

Current ampllude (mA) 

Fig. 6. Dipolar resistance (a)  and dipolar inductance 
(b)  of the transductance amplifier using: G = 22 M, 

E =  113, C=200pF,  R =  1 0 k n , R q =  126Q 

-2.51 

Here the dipolar resistance and the dipolar inductance 
are both quadratic function of the current amplitude y 
(Fig. 6). 

Eq. (7) gives the steady state amplitude, here we have 

-2.52 

where the resistance margin Rw is defined by 

Simulated + (b) Dipolar Inductance (wH) 
Calculated - 

- J- 

As yo is determined by the resistance condition (7), 
the actual value of the dipolar inductance can be 



obtained by giving the current amplitude y the value yo 
in the imaginary part of the dipolar impedance (18) 

<< 1 so that relative frequency 

shift with respect to the resonator frequency can be 
obtained from Eq. (8) under the form 

In the example shown in Figs. 5 and 6, Eqs. (19) and 
Af (22) give y,, = 7.38mA and - = 1.2826 lo-" these 
f ,  

results are quite close from those obtained by using 
simulated curves (Fig. 6). 

7. AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY TRANSIENTS 

d 
Substituting the differential operator - for the 

dt 
Laplace's variable s in (4) and applying the operator to 
the loop current x leads to a nonlinear second order 
differential equation that takes the form 

Because the loop current is a quasi sinusoidal 
function, Eq. (23) can be considered as a linear second 
order differential equation with a small nonlinear 
perturbation term in the right hand side 

The oscillation amplitude and frequency offset can be 
obtained by using the variable change 

K = C O S ( ~ , ~  + cp) (25) 

where the amplitude y and the phase cp are slowly 
varying function of time. By using averaging method 
described in [ 5 ] ,  Eq. (24) can be replaced by the 
approximate associated system [3,4] 

Where Rd(y) and Ld(y) are the previously obtained 
nonlinear functions of the current amplitude y. Solving 
system (26) by numerical method allows us to quickly 
obtain the amplitude and frequency transients. Fig. 7 
shows the result obtained with the transconductance 
oscillator described in Fig. 5. 

10 
Current envelope (mA) 

8 

Time (rns) 
-10 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 

1285 
Relative frequency shift transient (ppm) 1 

1 Time (ms) 
1280 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 

Fig. 7. Amplitude and frequency transients of the 
transconductance oscillator 

It should be noted that the steady state amplitude and 
frequency shift are in perfect agreement with those 
obtained in the previous section. 

To compare results obtained by the dipolar impedance 
method and by the direct closed loop method, the 
resonator has been given a rather low quality factor 
(Q = 500), such a weak Q-factor explains the quite large 
frequency shift obtained. 

8. COLPITTS OSCILLATOR 

Fig. 8. Colpitts oscillator 

Fig. 8 shows a more realistic example of Colpitts 
oscillator. By using the same procedure as described in 
section 5, the nonlinear resistance and reactance are 
obtained (Fig. 9) so that the steady state amplitude and 



relative frequency shift can be calculated using Eqs. (7) 
and (22) respectively. In the present case we obtain 

Af yo = 552 pA and - = 3475 ppm 
' f 

1 (a) Dipolar resistance (Q) A 

(b) Dipolar inductance (pH) 
-6.9 - 

-7 - 

-7.1 . 

-350 

-7,. y 
Current amplitude (PA) 

-7 8 

/ 1 
Current amplitude (wA) 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 

Fig. 9. Dipolar resistance (a)  and 
dipolar inductance (b) of the Colpitts oscillator 

-400 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 

-6.8 , I 

By solving the associated system (26), the amplitude 
and frequency transients are easily obtained as shown in 
Fig. 10. Note that the steady state amplitude and 
frequency shift are identical to those obtained by using 
the nonlinear impedance method. As in the previous 
example, the large frequency shift is due to the low Q- 
factor of the resonator used. 

9. CONCLUSION 

By using electrical simulation program like SPICE, it 
is possible to describe the nonlinear behaviour of the 
oscillator amplifier by looking at it as a nonlinear 
dipolar impedance whose real and imaginary parts can 
be obtained by performing a set of transient analyses. 

Applying simple oscillation condition, both steady 
state amplitude and frequency can be easily and 
accurately obtained without having to simulate a time 
consuming high-Q circuit. 

In addition oscillation amplitude and frequency 
transients can be quickly obtained by using slowly 
varying function method 

A perturbation method analog to the one described in 
[5] can be easily implemented to obtain amplitude and 
phase noise spectra. 

600 
Current amplitude (PA) 

Time (us) 
3400! 2b 40 60 80 1, 120 1.h I!O 

Fig. 10. Amplitude and frequency transients of the 
Colpitts oscillator 

It should be emphasized that all the steps of the 
method presented in this paper are currently being 
automated so as to develop an efficient and powerful 
oscillator CAD tool. 
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O M  PRESENTATION PREFERRED 
The University of Western Australia (UWA) and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) are in the process 

of developing an absolute optical kequency synthesis chain for the purpose of interrogating the electronic structure of 

laser-cooled atoms1. The kequency chain is based upon the modem approach of frequency-interval bisection2, 

combined with an optical kequency comb generated using a mode-locked laser3, and has a goal resolution of 1 part in 

1015 over 1 second of integration time. This resolution is only possible because of the extremely high spectral purity, 

and kequency stability of the UWAdeveloped sapphire microwave oscillato~, combined with high bandwidth optical 

phase-locked loops at each stage of the chain. Although the kequency-interval division approach to synthesis has many 

advantages over traditional designs, it has potential pitfalls arising fiom the necessity to generate non-linear signals 

fiom low power continuous-wave outputs of laser diodes, the necessity to generate radiation in places that are not 

necessarily accessible to diode laser technology, and the need for high quality optical phase-locking between weak non- 

linear signals. 'This presentation will address each of these difficulties in turn, and present methods for overcoming 

them. In addition, we will particularly address the operational difficulties that arise because of the need for a high 

bandwidth linkage between the optical and microwave domains. 

The UWA/PTB design commences with the frequency interval that exists between a signal at 1064nm and its second 

harmonic: this initial wavelength was chosen as it coincides with an existing optical fiequency standard at UWA. The 

interval between 1064 and 532nm is then bisected by three interval bisection stages so as to generate two signals, 

which are phase-coherent with the 1064nm signal, but lie at 946nm and 851nm. This residual interval will then be 

bridged using a compact diode-pumped C + + : L ~ S ~ A I F ~  mode-locked laser. One of the modes of the optical comb will 

be phase-locked to the 946nm signal, while the repetition rate of the laser is simultaneously phase-locked to the 

microwave reference source output. The phase of the beat-note formed between the 851nm signal and the closest 

mode of the comb will be stabilised with respect to a radio-frequency reference oscillator, by adjustment of the phase 

of the 1064nm optical source. This ensures that the 1064nm source is phase-coherent with the microwave reference if 

each of the bisection stages, and the mode-locked laser, have sufficiently low noise. in this presentation we will 

introduce our design, show that it is capable of a synthesis resolution in the range, and describe our progress 

towards completion of the chain. In particular, we will present experimental measurements of the propagation of 

kequency fluctuations through a cascade of divider stages, show generation of narrow-linewidth diode-laser radiation 

- Inear for each wavelength needed in the chain design, and demonstrate that sufficient power is generated in each non 1' 

process to enable high quality optical phase-locking. Tests of a divider unit show that phase-locking of the non-linear 

signals is stable for periods that are only limited by mode-hopping in the master lasers (- 12 hours), with residual 

phase-fluctuations of order 10-*rad2/'z inside the bandwidth of the loop (O.5MHz) when just -50nW fallson the photo- 

detector. 

1 A Luiten, R Kovecich, and J McFerran. IEEE Trans. Instnun. Meas. 48. 558-562 (1999). 
2 HR Telle, D Meschede, and TW HBnsch, Opt. Lett. 15, 532-534 (1990). 
3 T Udem, J Reichet-t, R Holzwarth, and TW Hiinsch, Opt. Lett. 24, 881-882 (1999). 
4 AN Luiten AG Mann, et aL in Proc. 19th Freq. Control Svmp. (FCS), San Fransisco, C A .  1995). p. 433-437. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present the results of the experimental 
investigation of the detection and mixing properties of 
Schottky barrier diodes in the visible and near infrared 
regions. We used diodes with different semiconductor 
substrates, GaAs, InP and InSb, and different contact 
geometries. We used the diodes in the regions 458 - 
633 nm and 1.3-1.5 ym. The video signals from the 
different devices were measured together with the beat 
notes from different modes of the visible lasers and high 
order harmonics of a microwave radiation. In the visible 
the GaAs-diode proved to be a very effective detector but 
has a very low fi-equency conversion efficiency and it 
generated no beat signal below 510 nm. On the 
contrary, InP and InSb-SBD operate very effectively as 
mixers, even with relatively low detection efficiencies, 
up to the blue. In the region 1.3 -1.5 ym the GaAs 
diode does not work while InP and InSb continue to be 
effective. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years Schottky barrier diodes (SBD) have 
raised great interest due to their advantages over other 
devices in heterodyne detection in a very large 
wavelengths range. These diodes operate at room 
temperature and present a very high operation speed and 
a much higher stability than conventional Metal- 
Insulator-Metal (MIM) diodes. For these reasons they 
have been used extensively for nonlinear frequency 
mixing in the MM, SMM (FIR), IR ranges, [l-61. The 
extension of these operations to the visible region has a 
large metrological interest, but only a few works dealing 
with MIM and Schottky diodes in the visible have been 
published up to now [7-91. 
A mixing signal up to 1 THz has been observed with 
MIM- diodes as a difference of two green laser lines [7] 
or two dye lasers [9]. The signal-to noise ratio however 
was quite poor with a large and unpredictable spread of 
performance between different diodes. Point-contact 
Schottky diodes have demonstrated more efficiency and 
more reliability [S]. Recently an attempt was made to 
utilize the silver plasmon resonance to enhance the 
mixing signals of a point contact device for visible 
radiation at 633 nm from an He-Ne laser. [lo], but till 
now there are no significant improvements over earlier 
devices. 

In the present paper we report the results of an 
experimental investigation on the mixing and detection 
properties of point-contact diodes at visible fi-equencies 
by using as semiconductor substrates new materials (InP 
and InSb) and comparing their performances to those of 
conventional GaAs diodes. Our results demonstrate a 
better behaviour of these devices as detectors and mixers 
for visible light with respect to conventional MIM 
diodes and prove a dramatic enhancement in the signal 
to noise ratio with respect to GaAs Schottky diodes 
when used as mixers; these results make them very 
attractive for use in spectroscopy, laser frequency 
measurements and metrology. 

2. Experiment and results 

The investigated diodes presented two types of 
structure: honeycomb and point contact. GaAs and InP 
diodes were produced in the Semiconductor Institute 
(Tomsk, Russia), in collaboration with the Institute uf 
Laser Physics (Novosibirsk, Russia) with an 
honeycomb structure with window diameters of 1.65 
pm and 1.5 pm, respectively [ I ,  5, 61. InSb and InP 
diodes were assembled in the Physics Department of the 
Pisa University with a classic point contact structure 
with a large semiconductor platelet as the post [l  11. The 
contacts to the semiconductor posts are made by a 
tungsten whisker, electrochemically etched to the 
desired tip radius by means of a 2N solution of NaOH. 

Fig. 1 Photo of the InSb -W junction 



We used wires of 30 pm in diameter for the honeycomb 
diodes while a 127 ym wire was used for the point 
contact diodes. The curvature radii of the tips were 
around 50-60 nm, controlled together with the 
geometry of the contacts by a Scanning Electron 
Microsco e. The InSb crystals have a carrier density of P, about 10 , InP of loL2,  at 77 K. InSb proved to be a 
soft material and the tip just penetrate the semiconductor 
surface, in the case of InP, a material harder than InSb, a 
gold layer was deposed on the surface in order to ensure 
stable and ripetitive contacts.. A gold coated crystal 
shows a better video signal in comparison to an 
uncoated one while the mixing signal does not show 
signative differences. 

V (a. u.) 

Fig. 2 Non-linear part of the I-V characteristic of an InSb 
Scottky diode 

The I-V characterstic of the different device are 
completely different and InSb is the only one showing a 
symmetric one. 

light 
chopper 

Fig. 3. The experimental setup. 

The characteristic of the InP SBD made in Tomsk are 
classical ones, that of the devise made in Pisa shows an 
asymmetry between forward and reverse bias, the reverse 
is closer to a line; the InSb characteristic is close to an 
ohmic contact, but the non linear part shows a very 
interesting shape, fig. 2. 
The experimental setup for the investigation of the 
diodes response is schematically shown in Fig. 3. It 
consisted of a laser radiation source, a microwave 
source, an SBD and an oscilloscope or a spectrum 
analyzer as the registering apparatus. The laser radiation 
was focused onto the SBD by a lens of 10-mm of focal 
length and the RF radiation was coupled to the diode 
from an HP 8350B sweep oscillator directly by a 
microwave horn. 

Frequency (MHz) 

Fig. 4 Beat note betwwen two longitudilal modes of an 
He-Ne laser, generated by an InSb SBD. 

At 633 nm we used as the laser source an He-Ne-laser 
with an output power of about 7 mW, typically working 
on two adjacent longitudinal TEMoo modes. In the 
green and the blue we used an Ar-ion laser, with an 
output power of about 50 mW.. In the infrared diode 
lasers were used. We measured the rectified videosignals 
by an oscilloscope. Fig.4 shows the tipical beat detected 
by the spectum analyzer 
In the whole explored range of visible wavelength the 
GaAs diodes give always the largest video signals, 
fig.5. We have also tested the frequency mixing 
properties of the devices by sending the detected signal 
after amplification in a spectrum analyzer with a 
bandwidth of 100 kHz and observing the beat notes 
between different radiation modes of the He-Ne laser and 
up to the 25th harmonic of the microwave radiation. 
In Fig. 6 we show the experimental results for mixing. 
As mixers, both InP- and InSb diodes proved to be 
largely more effective than GaAs. The intermode beat 
signal of the He-Ne-laser at fb = 875 MHz was observed 
with a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of 70 dB and 68 dB 
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SUB-HERTZ BEAT NOTE BETWEEN TWO ELECT-OPTICAL PA.RA.MEmC 
OSCILLATORS ' . 

~h~sikalisch-~echnische Bundesanstalt D-38023 Braunschweig, Gennany 

We demonstrate a 700 mHz wide beat note generated by riva laser diode pumped electro- 
optical parametric oscillarors (EOPO) oscillating at'AaS50 nm. Such an oscillator [I] is based 
on an electlo-aptic phase modulator @OM), an empty resonator, a photo diode and a rf ampli- 
fier. The oscillation loop feeds the beat note between the pump and the resonant field to the 
EOM. The' resulting PM side-band sumajns the resonator excitation. We used a quiet, high 
finesse resonator (-50 kHz FWI-M) whose phase slope was much steeper than that of the os- 
cillation loop leading twan intrinsically srnd frequency noise crosstalk from the pump to the 
EOPO emission. As a W e r  improvement, we rqoved even these small frequency pulling 
effects by (frequency-offset) phase locking the pump field to the EOPO emission. 
In this initial experiments, we stabilized both to adjacent longitudinal ,modes (FSR = 2 Gk) 
of the high finesse resonator in order to avoid the need an effective acoustical shielding of the 
cavity. 
Effects ultimately Limiting the emission, line widths of these novel oscillators will be discussed 
together with possible applications in metrology and spectros.copy. 

(13 A: Wolf, H. R. Telle: Opt. Lett. 23, 1775 (1998) 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we describe the construction and 
performance of an optical frequency comb generator 
for the NPL methane-to-strontium frequency chain. A 
simple single-cavity design using a commercial electro- 
optic phase modulator is shown to be sufficient to 
generate a 3 THz-wide comb in the near infrared. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A programme of optical frequency chain 
development is being undertaken at NPL, to provide a 
facility for improved absolute frequency measurements 
of a range of new and existing optical frequency 
standards [I,  21. In particular, this work is being 
pursued in support of the development of optical 
frequency standards based on forbidden transitions in 
cold, trapped, single ions of strontium and ytterbium. 
The initial aim is to relate the frequency of the " ~ r +  
2 ~ 1 1 2  - 2 ~ 5 1 2  electric quadrupole transition at 444.8 THz 
(674 nm) [3] to that of a methane-stabilised helium- 
neon laser system (HeNe/CH4) at 88.4 THz (3 -39 pm). 
The strontium transition, which has a natural linewidth 
of 0.4 Hz, is the first optical transition in a cold, 
trapped ion to be adopted by the Comitk International 
des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) as a recommended 
radiation for the realisation of the metre, with a relative 
standard uncertainty of 1.3 x l@1° [4], following abs- 
olute frequency measurements at NRC, Canada, and at 
NPL. The determination of the frequency using the 
NRC phase-coherent frequency chain has recently been 
improved to give a measurement with a relative 
standard uncertainty of 4.5 x 10-l3 [5]. The NPL meas- 
urement used an interferometric technique referenced 
to an iodine-stabilised HeNe laser standard, and has a 
relative standard uncertainty of 1.3 x l@1° [6]. The 
initial target of our methane-to-strontium frequency 
chain is to reduce the uncertainty of measurement of 
the NPL strontium ion traps to the few kHz level. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the NPL methane- 
to-strontium frequency chain. vo: frequency of the 

88 + HeNe/CH4 standard; vs,: frequency of the Sr ion 
trap standard; OFC: optical frequency comb; v,: 
comb modulation frequency. 

2. METHANE-TO-STRONTIUM CHAIN 

The frequency of the strontium transition is only 
2.9 THz greater than five times the HeNeICH4 
frequency, making the latter a particularly convenient 
reference standard for this measurement and resulting 
in a relatively straightforward frequency linkage, 
illustrated in figure 1. 

2.1 Methane-stabilised HeNe standard 
The HeNe/CH4 standard which is the initial 

reference for the chain is a TOFS-60 device 
constructed by the group of M. Gubin at the P.N. 
Lebedev Physical Laboratory [7]. The absolute fre- 
quency of this laser has been measured using the rf-to- 
optical frequency chains at PTB and LPTF with 
relative standard uncertainty 4x10-l3 and 
reproducibility over an interval of one year between 
successive measurements at PTB of 1.2 x l@13 [8]. 



2.2 Optical frequency svnthesis 
The output power of the TOFS-60 system is too low 

to directly drive any non-linear process. We generate 
400 mW of single-frequency 88.4 THz radiation using 
a singly-resonant optical parametric oscillator (OPO) 
pumped by a single-frequency Nd:YLF laser [2]. 

The " ~ r +  frequency has been synthesised by sum 
frequency mixing (SFM) of the methane frequency and 
an extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) at 356.4 THz 
(841 nm) in potassium niobate. We intend to use 
periodically-poled lithium niobate (PPLN) to obtain 
greater non-linear conversion efficiency for this process 
when sum-frequency mixing with the OPO output. The 
OPO output is also frequency doubled in AgGaSe2 to 
provide a frequency reference for a DFB laser at 176.8 
THz (1696 nm). The output of the DFB laser is 
frequency doubled in PPLN to provide a frequency 
reference for an ECDL at 353.5 THz (848 nm). These 
non-linear interactions are all performed in single-pass 
geometry, eliminating the need for build-up cavity 
locking systems which may introduce additional noise 
into the locked chain. The frequency difference of 2.9 
THz between the two ECDLs is bridged by an optical 
frequency comb which is described in detail in the 
remainder of this paper. 

3. OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMB 

3.1 Theorv 
An optical frequency comb [9,10] uses an electro- 

optic phase modulator (EOM) to superimpose a micro- 
wave frequency v, onto an optical carrier frequency vc, 
producing a comb of equally spaced modulation 
sidebands. Typically, the single-pass modulation index 
p is such that energy is shifted mainly into the first- 
order sidebands at vc * v,, and the power in higher- 
order sidebands falls off rapidly with increasing order 
number. To enhance the power in these modes, and 
hence the number of modes which can be detected, the 
EOM is placed inside an optical cavity which is 
resonant with both the carrier and all the sidebands, i.e. 
the free spectral range of this cavity is equal to, or is a 
subharmonic of, the modulation frequency. Thus the 
sidebands generated from the carrier pass back through 
the EOM and generate secondary sidebands, which are 
also resonant with the cavity and generate further 
sidebands. In this way, a wide comb of modes spaced 
by the modulation frequency v,,, can be produced. The 
accuracy of the frequency intervals between these 
modes is determined by the accuracy of the microwave 
oscillator used to drive the EOM. 

As a result of the finite cavity finesse, the output 
power of the higher-order sidebands falls off 
exponentially. The power Pk in the kth sideband of the 
comb is given approximately by [9] 

reference cavity 9 PD 

cavity lock pD w 
to SFM I 

to beat with 
doubled 1 . 7 ~ ~ m  DFB 

Figure 2. Layout of the optical frequency comb 
system. (01: optical isolator; h/2: half-wave plate; 
PZT: piezo element; PD: photodiode; APD: 
avalanche photodiode.) 

where F and q ~ p  are the finesse and peak transmission, 
respectively, of the optical cavity with the microwave 
power to the modulator switched off, and Pi, is the 
laser power incident on the cavity. Clearly, a large 
single-pass modulation index and a high cavity finesse 
are key to obtaining a wide frequency span. 

3.2 Ex~erimental set-up 
The optical frequency comb uses a commercial 

EOM consisting of an anti-reflection coated MgO- 
doped LiNb03 crystal embedded in a resonant 
microwave cavity. The microwave resonance has a 
bandwidth of around 50 MHz and the resonant 
frequency can be tuned manually over the range 9.2-9.7 
GHz. In our device, the optimum modulation index is 
obtained near 9.7 GHz. A low noise microwave 
synthesiser is used to drive the EOM, to prevent 
collapse of the high-order sidebands due to the 
multiplied phase-noise amplitude. 

This EOM is placed inside a two-mirror optical 
cavity as shown in figure 2. The length of this cavity is 
chosen so that its free spectral range is equal to one 
twelfth of the modulation frequency v,. With the 
microwave power to the modulator switched off, this 
cavity has a finesse F of around 200 and a peak 
transmission ~ F P  of around 0.3. The laser used to drive 
the comb is an ECDL operating at around 355 THz, 
which is locked to a temperature-stabilised reference 
cavity using the side-of-fringe technique. The power 
incident on the comb cavity is about 10 mW. 
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Figure 3. FM lineshape obtained in transmission 
with the EOM on. The cavity FSR corresponds to 
a phase change of n radians and the full width of 
the FM lineshape corresponds to twice the 
modulation index, P. 

When the microwave power to the modulator is 
turned on, the transmission of the comb cavity as a 
function of the cavity length changes from the usual 
Airy function of the unmodulated resonator to a broad 
frequency modulation (FM) lineshape, figure 3. This 
lineshape is used to optimise the alignment and the 
length of the comb cavity, and also enables the 
modulation index to be determined, because the width 
of the lineshape, expressed in terms of phase, is 20. 

The comb cavity is servo-locked to the frequency of 
the ECDL used to drive the comb, with the lock point 
at the trough of the FM lineshape. To achieve this, the 
cavity length is dithered at a frequency of 3 kHz by 
means of piezo-mounted mirror. The light reflected 
from the cavity is phase-sensitively detected at the 
dither frequency to generate a discriminator signal, and 
then integrated to provide feedback to the cavity piezo. 

I 

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Beat frequency (MHz) 

Figure 4. Spectrum analyser trace showing simul- 
taneous beats with two comb modes separated by 
2.9 THz: (a) beat between 841 nm laser and 155th 
comb mode; (b) beat between 848 nrn laser and - 
145th comb mode. The EOM is driven with 0.7 W 
at 9.683 GHz. Resolution bandwidth 100 kHz, 
sweep rate 0.5 ms/MHz. 

3.3 Beats swctra 
The performance of the comb is investigated by 

looking at beat signals between the comb output and 
the ECDLs at 353.5 THz and 356.4 THz using 
avalanche photodiodes. A beat signal is only seen 
between an ECDL and the comb mode k nearest in 
frequency, because the bandwidth of the avalanche 
photodiodes is about 1 GHz. Measurement of the 
ECDL frequencies on a wavemeter with 10 MHz 
resolution is sufficient to determine which comb mode 
is contributing to a beat signal. 

The ECDLs can be tuned in frequency to beat with 
selected comb modes. With a microwave power of 
about 0.7 W applied to the EOM at 9.683 GHz (which 
gives a modulation index of about 0.3 radians), combs 
with a width of 3 THz have been achieved. The power 
in the higher-order comb modes is observed to fall off 
at a rate of about -23 dB/THz, in good agreement with 
the value predicted using equation (1). 

Figure 4 shows beat signals between the 841 nrn 
and 848 nm ECDLs and two comb modes 2.9 THz 
apart. These are simultaneous beat signals observed on 
a single avalanche photodiode. Beats with an improved 
signal-to-noise can be observed by using a grating to 
separate the two beats spatially and to reduce the 
number of unwanted comb modes which reach the 
detectors, as indicated in figure 2. This decreases the 
noise level determined by the dc power because the 
higher powers in the second beat laser, the carrier and 
the lower-order comb modes are not detected. 

3.4 Limits to the comb width 
The limit of the frequency difference at which 

beats can be detected between comb modes and a 
second laser depends on the power of the sidebands. 
From equation ( l ) ,  it can be seen that the power in a 
particular high order sideband increases as either F or 
0 is increased. However, this equation holds only in 
the ideal case that material dispersion does not exist. 
In practice, the span of an optical frequency comb is 
limited by the dispersion of the cavity elements, in 
particular dispersion in the electro-optic crystal. With 
dispersion, the outer sidebands of the comb are no 
longer resonant with the cavity and so their intra- 
cavity fields are too low to generate further sidebands. 
Thus a sharp drop in sideband power is observed 
above some maximum sideband number. 

It has been shown that the dispersion-limited comb 
width is given by [ l l ]  

where & is the wavelength of the laser used to drive the 
comb, LC and n, are the length and extraordinary 
refractive index of the EOM crystal respectively, and c 



is the speed of light. Using Sellmeier equations for 
MgO-doped LiNb03 given in reference [12], we 
estimate that for a modulation index of P = 0.3, A v ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
should be about 3 THz at 845 nm. Hence it appears that 
the width of our comb is currently limited by dispersion 
in the EOM crystal. 

3.5 Possible im~rovements 
The simplest way to increase the power in the 

higher-order sidebands of the comb, and also the span 
of the comb, is to increase the modulation index 0. 
Since p is proportional to the square root of the 
microwave power into the modulator, the dispersion- 
limited comb width scales as the fourth root of the 
power. Using a higher power microwave amplifier, we 
estimate that we should be able to increase the power 
by around a factor of four before heat dissipation in the 
modulator becomes a serious problem. This should 
increase the comb span by a factor of 42, and give an 
order-of-magnitude increase in the power of the comb 
modes with k = k150. 

Because of the practical limits to the modulation 
index imposed by the microwave power which can 
safely be used to drive the modulator, several 
techniques have been devised to overcome the 
dispersion limit to the comb width. Dispersion- 
compensating prisms have been inserted into the comb 
cavity [131, and recently a novel type of comb 
consisting of an optical parametric oscillator with an 
intracavity EOM has been demonstrated [14]. These 
arrangements, however, are significantly more complex 
than the simple two-mirror cavity described here. 
Another approach is to broaden the comb spectrum by 
amplification and four-wave mixing in a dispersion- 
flattened optical fibre [15, 161. 

Although the fraction of the optical power 
transferred to a high-order sideband of the comb can be 
increased by increasing the modulation index and the 
finesse of the optical cavity, this decreases the total 
optical power in the comb. The modulation transfers 
power away from the carrier frequency into the 
sidebands, and this apparent loss at the carrier 
frequency reduces the coupling efficiency of the laser 
to the cavity. The coupling efficiency may be improved 
by using an input coupling cavity which is frequency 
locked to the carrier frequency [17]. However, the 
amount of optical power that should be coupled into the 
comb cavity is limited by photorefractive damage in the 
EOM crystal, and so if this technique is used great care 
must be taken not to exceed this damage threshold. 

In a similar way, a filter cavity can be used to 
achieve efficient output coupling of a particular 
sideband from the comb [18]. If a short, high finesse, 
filter cavity is used which has a free spectral range 
greater than the comb width, the full power of a single 
sideband can be extracted from the comb cavity, whilst 
keeping the carrier and all the other sidebands trapped 

inside. This gives an improvement in the signal-to- 
noise ratio in the beat signals observed. However, it is 
not clear that it is possible to extract two comb modes 
on either side of the carrier frequency in this way. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated that a simple design of 
single-cavity optical frequency comb generator is 
adequate to bridge a 2.9 THz-wide frequency mismatch 
in the NPL methane-to-strontium frequency chain. The 
passive comb generator design we have developed has 
a number of applications within our absolute optical 
frequency metrology programme. After the initial 
measurement of the strontium frequency it is intended 
to reconfigure the NPL frequency chain to synthesise 
the 5th harmonic of the CH4 standard and to link to the 
Sr' standard by means of an optical frequency comb 
bridging the 441.9 THz - 444.8 THz interval. This will 
simplify the future development of the frequency chain 
to embrace measurements of other optical frequency 
standards. However, the development of a 3 THz-wide 
comb at 674 nm is more challenging than at 848 nm, 
because MgO-doped LiNb03 is more dispersive at 
shorter wavelengths. 

As part of our programme to develop a compact all- 
solid-state caesium-to-optical frequency chain we also 
intend to develop a broad active comb generator based 
on a repetition-rate stabilised, Kerr-lens mode-locked 
femtosecond Tisapphire laser [19]. Futher broadening 
of such a comb by self-phase modulation in an optical 
fibre has recently been demonstrated [20,21], offering 
the possibility of directly relating the HeNe/CH4 
frequency to the caesium primary standard. 

Despite these recent advances, there remains a role 
for passive comb generators such as that described in 
this paper, particularly in spectral regions inaccessible 
to Ti:sapphire lasers, for example around 474 THz for 
diode-laser spectroscopy of 12, and in the 1.5 pm 
optical communications band. A frequency chain in- 
corporating both active and passive comb generators 
will offer direct linkage to the caesium primary 
frequency standard for optical frequencies throughout 
the visible and near-infrared. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydrogenic systems are simple enough that it is 
possible to calculate the energies of their transitions 
with an accuracy approaching or exceeding that with 
which they can be measured. In this paper we discuss 
the status of measurements and theory for such systems, 
and consider the current limitations to the accuracy 
achieved. One source of theoretical uncertainty arises 
from two-loop quantum electrodynamic corrections to 
the energy levels. We describe an experiment designed 
to test these corrections: a measurement of the 2SlI2- 
2P312 transition in si13+ by laser spectroscopy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the hydrogen atom and hydrogenic 
(one-electron) ions has emerged as a fertile area for 
research into future frequency standards [I]. Indeed, 
the two-photon 243 nm ISll2-2SlI2 transition in the 
hydrogen atom has recently been included in a new list 
of approved radiations for the practical realisation of 
the metre [2]. The particular interest of this interval lies 
in the fact that, uniquely among present optical 
frequency standards, it may be calculated with an 
accuracy approaching that with which it has been 
measured. 

Transitions with An > 0 in hydrogen span a large 
frequency range from radiofrequencies into the vacuum 
ultraviolet. For hydrogenic ions of higher nuclear 
charge Z, this range extends into the X-ray region of the 
spectrum due to the z2 scaling of the gross energy level 
structure. These transitions can be regarded as forming 
a "natural" frequency scale governed by the Rydberg 
constant R, = m,e4/(8~02h3c). Thus hydrogenic systems 
offer the possibility of a set of frequency standards 
extending from radiofrequencies into the X-ray region, 
which would be closely linked to fundamental constants 
via the Rydberg constant. 

2. CURRENT STATUS OF HYDROGEN AS A 
CALCULABLE FREQUENCY STANDARD 

2.1 Experiment 
Since the advent of Doppler-free two-photon 

spectroscopy, which enabled the intrinsically narrow 
1S112-2S1,2 transition to be studied, impressive 
improvements in the measurement of its frequency have 
been achieved (see figure 1). 

projection 
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Fig. 1. Accuracy of measurements of the 1S112-2S112 
two-photon transition in hydrogen. 

The early absolute frequency measurements of this 
transition [3-51 used tellurium standards for calibration. 
A major improvement in accuracy was achieved by 
Hansch and co-workers who developed a frequency 
chain to relate the 1S112-2S1/2 interval to a methane- 
stabilized helium-neon laser standard (HeNe/CH4) at 
3.39 pm [6]. This made use of the fortunate 
coincidence that the frequency of the laser at 486 nm, 
which is doubled to excite the two-photon transition, 
lies close to the 7' harmonic of the HeNe/CH4 
standard. Originally the frequency mismatch of 2.1 
THz was bridged interferometrically, but in the most 
accurate measurement of the ISll2-2SlI2 transition 
frequency to date, it was determined using a phase- 
coherent chain of five cascaded optical frequency 
dividers [7]. This enabled the absolute frequency of the 



transition to be determined to 3.4 parts in 1013, limited 
by the reproducibility of the HeNe/CH4 standard. 
Recently, techniques have been developed for bridging 
large frequency intervals in the optical region using 
mode-locked femtosecond lasers [8], enabling the 
optical frequency of the 1S1,2-2S112 transition to be 
compared directly with the microwave frequency of a 
caesium atomic clock. Coupled with higher spectral 
resolution and an improved theoretical model of the 
lineshape which allows the unperturbed transition 
frequency to be determined to an accuracy of 1.5 parts 
in 1014 [9], a significantly improved absolute frequency 
measurement is anticipated in the near future. 

2.2 Theorv 
To calculate transition frequencies in hydrogen to 

an accuracy comparable with the experimental 
precision which has been achieved, it is necessary to 
take into account a large number of corrections to the 
values obtained using the Dirac equation. These 
include quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections, 
pure and radiative recoil corrections arising from the 
finite nuclear mass, and a correction due to the non- 
zero volume of the nucleus. The evaluation of these 
corrections is an extremely challenging task (see for 
example the review of Pachucki et al. [lo]). 

Uncertainties in the calculations arise from a 
number of sources. Firstly, the calculation of these 
corrections depends on the values of certain 
fundamental constants, namely the electron to proton 
mass ratio mJm, and the fine structure constant a. The 
values of mdm, and a in the most recent adjustment of 
the fundamental constants [I 11 have relative standard 
uncertainties of 2.1 x lug and 3.7 x respectively. 
The largest correction depending on m Jm,, is of order 
mJmp = 5 x and so is known with an accuracy of 
around 10-12. The largest term depending on a is 
included in the Dirac energy, and is of order a2 = 5 x 
10'~; the uncertainty of this term is therefore around 2 x 
1 ~ ' ~ .  Further refinement of the theoretical calculations 
beyond these levels will therefore require improved 
measurements of both these fundamental constants. 

Secondly, the nuclear size correction to the energy 
of the S states currently has a large uncertainty because 
the two most precise measurements of the root mean 
square charge radius of the proton disagree [12,13]. 
This uncertainty comes in at the level of 5 x lull for 
the 1 s  state of hydrogen, and is reduced by a factor of n 
for higher-lying levels. Although the Rydberg constant 
has been determined with an accuracy of 8.3 parts in 
1012 by considering other transitions in addition to the 
1S112-2S112 transition [7,14], a new measurement of the 
proton radius is greatly to be desired. 

The final type of uncertainty arises from higher- 
order terms which are neglected in the calculations. For 
example, whilst the one-loop electron self-energy has 
recently been calculated with high numerical accuracy 

(2.4 parts in 1016 for the 1s  state of hydrogen) [15], the 
situation for the two-loop binding corrections is less 
satisfactory. The energy shift due to the two-loop 
corrections may be written in the form AE,, = 
m,~~(dn)~[(Za)~/n~]~,(~a) where G,(Za) is usually 
written as a double expansion in powers of ,(Za) and 
ln(Za). The leading-order term in this expansion has 
been known for many years [16], but recent 
calculations have yielded a larger than expected value 
for the term of order a 2 ( ~ a ) 5  [17,18], and suggested 
that higher-order terms may also be larger than 
anticipated [19]. All the indications are that the 
convergence of this series expansion is very poor, and 
that it would be desirable to carry out a high-accuracy 
numerical calculation which avoids the expansion, as 
has been done for the one-loop self energy. 

3. SINGLY IONIZED HELIUM AND HIGHER-Z 
ONE-ELECTRON SYSTEMS 

3.1 HeC 
The theoretical limitations of the proton size 

uncertainty may be avoided in He+, where the nuclear 
size (that of the alpha particle) is well known. This has 
motivated a project at the University of Sussex, which 
aims to determine the 2 s  Lamb shift in HeC via 
measurements of two-photon 2s-nS,nD transitions [20]. 
By comparing the results with the measurements in 
hydrogen, it should be possible to separate out the 
nuclear size and QED contributions to the Lamb shift. 
There is also a nine standard deviation discrepancy 
between the latest theoretical calculations and the best 
previous measurement of the 2 s  Lamb shift for HeC, 
carried out using a quenching anisotropy method [21]. 
However, an unexpected polarization-related 
systematic effect in that experiment is currently under 
investigation, and may resolve the situation [22]. 

3.2 Higher-Z hydrogenic ions 
The energy of gross structure transitions in 

hydrogenic systems scales as z2. Thus as Z increases 
the Lyman-a transitions move from the UV to the 
X-ray region of the spectrum. Highly charged one- 
electron ions can be made in a variety of ways. High 
velocity beams from heavy ion accelerators with 
velocities 5-10% of the speed of light can be stripped 
by a thin foil or gas; alternatively recoil ions can be 
excited by passing such a beam through a dilute gas, 
e.g. neon or argon. One-electron ions can also be 
produced in plasma sources or electron beam ion traps. 

The best measurements of Lyman-a wavelengths in 
one-electron ions in the range E12-28 have reported 
accuracies of up to 5 ppm [23-251. Measurements of 
lower accuracy have been made right up to ugl+ [26], 
for which the energy of the Lyman-a X-rays is about 
100 keV. These transitions could one day serve as 



calculable frequency standards in the X-ray region, if 
the QED contributions can be calculated with sufficient 
accuracy. 

4. LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF THE 2 s  LAMB 
SHIFT IN HYDROGENIC SILICON 

4.1 Motivation 
Owing to the rapid scaling of QED effects with 

atomic number Z, transitions in highly charged ions are 
much more sensitive than hydrogen to the two-loop 
binding corrections to the energy levels. Measurements 
in highly charged hydrogenic ions could therefore test 
the calculations of these terms, and enable the viability 
of hydrogen and other hydrogenic systems as frequency 
standards to be assessed. For example, the 2S112-2P312 
transitions in a number of medium-Z hydrogenic ions 
lie in a wavelength range which is accessible to high- 
power tuneable lasers. The most sensitive measurement 
to date in this range of Z is that for p14+ [27], which has 
a fractional precision of 0.14% of the 2 s  Lamb shift. 
This is about the same size as the self-energy correction 
of order a 2 ( ~ a ) 5 ,  and hence improved precision is 
really required to obtain a critical test of theory. 

fine-structure 

Fig. 2. Partial term diagram of a hydrogenic ion, 
showing the transition that would be induced in an n=2 
laser resonance experiment. (Not to scale.) 

4.2 Principle of the exveriment 
The technique for studying the 2SIl2-2P3/2 

transitions in medium-Z ions by laser spectroscopy is 
illustrated in figure 2. Laser radiation is used to excite 
ions from the metastable 2SlIz state to the 2P3/2 state, 
from which they rapidly decay to the ground state via 
an allowed electric dipole transition. The resonance is 
monitored by observing the rate of emission of 
Lyman-a photons as a function of the laser frequency. 
The 2s  Lamb shift may be deduced from such a 
measurement of the 2S112-2P312 interval because the 
n=2 fine structure splitting is more accurately known 
theoretically. 

4.3 Source of highly charged ions 
All previous 2 s  Lamb shift measurements for 

medium-Z hydrogen-like ions have been carried out 
using fast ion beams, and uncertainties associated with 
Doppler shifts form a significant source of error in all 
these experiments. Various methods have been 
employed or suggested for reducing the sensitivity of 
fast beam experiments to Doppler corrections [28-301, 
A measurement of the 2S112-2P3,2 transition frequency 
in N ~ +  using a fast ion beam is currently under way at 
Florida State University [3 I]. Our approach, however, 
is to reduce such systematic errors by using slow ions 
trapped in the Oxford electron beam ion trap (EBIT) 
[32], which have no net centre-of-mass motion. 

The operation of an EBIT is described in detail 
elsewhere 1331. Briefly, neutral atoms or low charge 
state ions are injected into an electron beam which is 
compressed to high current density by an axial 
magnetic field, where they are stripped to high charge 
states by sequential electron impact ionization. The 
resulting ions are confined radially by a combination of 
the space charge of the electron beam and the axial 
magnetic field, whilst axial trapping is achieved using 
potentials applied to a series of cylindrical electrodes. 
In this way, the ions are confined to a cylindrical 
volume about 70 pm in diameter and 2 cm in length, 
where they are further excited by electron impact for 
spectroscopic measurements. The ionization balance 
obtained within the trap depends on parameters such as 
the electron beam energy and background gas pressure. 

4.4 Choice of ion 
We have decided to begin our studies by measuring 

the 2S1~2-2P312 interval in hydrogen-like si13+. This 
transition has previously been observed using a fast ion 
beam [34] but there has been no precision measurement 
of its frequency to date. Our choice of si13+ is based on 
the availability of high-power commercial lasers at the 
appropriate wavelength, the ease of ion production in 
an EBIT, and the efficiency with which the Lyman-a 
X-rays can be detected. The 2S112-2P312 transition in 
si13+ is at a wavelength of approximately 734 nm, and 
has a natural width of about 7 nm, so can be studied 
using a Ti:sapphire laser. Silicon ions have been 
injected into the Oxford EBIT using a metallic vapour 
vacuum arc (MEVVA) ion source 11351, and an electron 
beam energy of 3-4 keV has been shown to be 
sufficient to produce the hydrogen-like charge state 
[36]. The Lyman-a X-rays have an energy of about 2 
keV, and may conveniently be observed using a 
lithium-drifted silicon (Si(Li)) detector. 

4.5 Ex~erimental arrangement 
Although the lifetime of the 2S1/2 state is much 

longer than that of the 2P312 state, it is still only 16 ns. 
For this reason, very high laser power (several kW or 



more) is required to obtain a reasonable transition rate 
to the 2P3/2 state [37]. Such intensities may be obtained 
by using an extremely high finesse enhancement cavity 
to build up the output power from a frequency- 
stabilized laser [38]. 

phase 
shifter 4 EOM 

X-ray detector 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the laser system to be 
used for a measurement of the 2S112-2P312 transition 
frequency in si13+. (01: optical isolator, Al2: half wave 
plate, A/4: quarter wave plate, PBS: polarizing 
beamsplitter, VCO: voltage-controlled oscillator, AOM: 
acousto-optic modulator, EOM: electro-optic modulator, 
PD: photodiode.) 

The source of 734 nm radiation is a continuous- 
wave, single-frequency Ti:sapphire laser which will be 
coupled into a high finesse cavity constructed around 
the Oxford EBIT as shown in figure 3. The trapped 
si13+ ions will lie at the laser beam waist within the 
enhancement cavity, and to keep the finesse of the 
cavity as high as possible it is necessary for the high 
reflectivity mirrors to lie within the EBIT vacuum 
chamber. The Tisapphire laser will be locked to the 
high finesse cavity using the rf sideband locking 
technique [39]. Fast frequency fluctuations will be 
corrected using an acousto-optic modulator in a double- 
pass configuration, whilst the slower branch of the 
servo loop will use a piezo-mounted mirror in the laser 
cavity. 

Construction of a prototype enhancement cavity and 
the associated locking electronics is currently 
underway. This cavity, which will initially operate in 
air, consists of two identical mirrors with 20 ppm 
absorption plus scattering loss, and 200 ppm 
transmission. The cavity dimensions are somewhat 

constrained by the ion trap geometry; we intend to use 
mirrors with 0.5 m radius of curvature, positioned in a 
near-confocal arrangement. This will give a l/e2 beam 
waist radius of around 250 pm, sufficiently large to 
avoid serious difficulties in aligning the laser beam to 
the trapped ions. Such a cavity has a finesse gf around 
1.4 x lo4, which for an incident laser power of 100 mwY 
would give an average intensity of about 4 kW e2 at 
the beam waist, sufficient to obtain a reasonable 2SlI2- 
2P312 transition rate. 
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1. ABSTRACT 

The carrier stability and synchronization of cellular 
or military mobile frequency agile transcievers, 
producing a radio signal which is hard to track from 
a stationary site, can be analyzed onboard with the 
assistance of a wideband time and frequency 
transmitter. The principle is to bring through the 
UHF link a reference comparable to that obtained in 
laboratory conditions to a moving platform which 
gives the possibility to test the equipment in real 
operating conditions and limits the effects of 
internal couplings within a network Test results 
indicate an obtainable timing error below 1 ps or a 
frequency uncertainty comparable to that of the 
reference in use with just 20 klELz of RF spectrum 
down to - 105 dBm RX level when using a low-cost 
communications receiver and basic modulation 
schemes. With a 1 W EIRP the maximum range is 
over 10 km on ground and exceeds 100 km at 3000 
meters or above and slow fading or drop-outs are 
tolerated up to 130 ms. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Many modern mobile communication systems are 
partly based on extremely accurate oscillators forming 
either their transmitting frequencies or synchronizing 
their bit patterns or both. Typical uncertainties already 
implemented include the lug level of GSM networks 
and the super performance frequency agile transceivers 
in military aircraft approaching lo-" for about two to 
three hours. The obvious problem is how to verify the 
performance of individual transmitters or receivers 
without being limited to the artificial laboratory 
environment or relying on the highly filtered data 
available through the respective network management 
computer. Particularly systems where the base station 
tries to adjust the mobile to follow its frequency or 
synchronization pattern, may provide misleading 
interpretations due to the "rubber band" effect. As long 
as the geographically large control loop is closed and 
does not reach its adjustment limit the system will work 
but we don't know the individual offsets or delays. 
Some observed related problems are documented in e.g. 
[I.] and [2.]. 

Although a number of task-sepcific T&F transceiver 
systems exist they are either at least partly based on the 
utilization of satellites generally being out of the direct 
control of the user segment or on very dedicated 
expensive hardware. Our attempt has been to evaluate 
the possibilities of using less costly COTS devices and 
to find both a system architecture and a simple 
modulation or coding scheme providing a straight 
forward way to test mobile oscillators. Typical 
applications would be analyzing the frequency control 
characteristics in a GSM1800- system or measurements 
of frequency hopping radios installed in tactical 
vehicles, both radio designs producing a signal which 
is hard to track from e.g. a stationary reference site. 

3. THE TEST ARRANGEMENT 

The suggested idea has been tested with a cesium- 
locked transmitter - receiver system where the standard 
locks the carriers and simultaneously modulates them 
with e.g. a combination of a sine wave and a 1 PPS 
pulse train. Thus we can in principle measure 
frequency deviations, estimate the doppler shift and test 
the syncronization as well. The enhancement in 
accuracy is mainly based on the quasi-continuous 
characteristic of the test signal when compared to the 
complicated hopping or spread spectrum principles 
employed in the systems under test and being the only 
thing to track if a measurement were tried from the 
stationary site. Besides, a very high momentary 
resolution can be obtained from the UHF carrier itself 
which has a roughly 1 ns cycle time. The mobile 
instrumentation includes a cheap commercial 
communications receiver, a time interval counter and a 
phase comparator. If accessible in the transceiver under 
test, its own reference can be compared e.g. with the 
regenerated 1 MHz signal but a fractional measurement 
is naturally also possible. 

The transmitter system is presented schematically in 
Fig. 1. A caesium clock [3.] was used as the main 
reference in an attempt to be compliant with the high 
stability requirements of e.g. military radios. However, 
quite soon after the very first field trials, the stationary 
HP 5071 opt 001 cesium, see Fig. 2., failed due to tube 
collapse and it took (the late) Hewlett Packard roughly 
four months to repair the unit. Besides this, the clock 



was "lost" by the local HP representative for several 
weeks. 

Some, perhaps less obvious tricks have been tried to get 
the most out of the simple receiver which prevents the 
use of sophisticated modulations or complicated coding 
algorithms. The standard frequency output of 10 MHz 
from the cesium is used to lock the transmitter carrier 
and simultaneously to modulate the transmitter with an 
optional combination of a 1 MHz sine wave and a 1 
PPS pulse train. This arrangement gives us the 
possibility not only to measure frequency deviations but 
also allows an accurate estimation of the doppler shift 
due to the relative motion and further gives a way to 
test the syncronization by a comparison between the 
actual bit pattern and the 1 PPS waveform. 

The measuring equipment on the mobile platform uses 
an ICOM R7100 receiver, an ovenized crystal oscillator 
which was documented in [4], a counter and a phase 
comparator. Fig. 3 demonstrates the instrumentation 
lay-out in the test van whereas the most vital elements 
are better visible in Fig. 4. Most of the tests performed 
up to now have relied on a comparison of either 500 
kHz, 1 kHz or the second tic. Key requirements for the 
"production version" of the RX instrumentation are 
small size and weight plus a very reliable construction 
(often a synonym for simple) because of the usually 
very harsh environment. These were partly not met by 
the prototype, mainly due to the continuous need of 
reassembling the equipment into the van for each 
separate test case. 

SLP-1 O( 
REF IN 

Fig. 1. The test transmitter arrangement includes a 
caesium clock, a UHF wideband generator and a coder 
which can be omitted if the 1 PPS signal can be used on 
the mobile platform as such. The antenna pattern could 
be directional as well, if needed. 

Fig. 3. A view to the test vehicle interior with the TI 
receiver and the analyzer in the upper corner. Note the 
somewhat complicated power supply arrangement. 

Fig. 4. A close-up of the receiving installation in the 
lab environment. The phase lock unit is in front of the 
communications receiver. 

4. OPERATING RANGE 

Numerous test with both airborne and terrain vehichle 
mounted receivers indicate a very satisfactory service 
volume with only + 30 dBm of EIRP. This is partly due 

Fig. 2. Here it is, the most unreliable part of the test to the limited 20 kHz IF bandwidth found suitable for 

installation - HP 5071 A opt 00 1 cesium clock the applications where epoch information is not needed but 

prologned repair of which caused a four month delay to also caused by the low noise figure of an amateur 

our field trials. receiver. Fig. 5. is a radar plot from northern Finland 
showing a test flight with a Hawk jet trainer (Finnish 



Air Force) where the top and bottom turning points 
indicate the sites, about 150 km from the transmitter, 
where the signal went unusable. The altitude was 3000 
meters and the aircraft antenna gain was - 10 dBi. For 
more aggressive flying, needed e.g. when evaluating 
equipment characteristics important in ground support 
tasks (high G values, turbulence), tests have been 
conducted around 150 meters above average terrain 
level. Typically the measuring equipment could be used 
up to 10 km but over hilly areas only to roughly 3-5 
km. 

Fig. 5. This radar plot shows the operating range 
obtained at 3000 meters with just a simple ground 
plane antenna at the TX site. 

5. EFFECTS OF CARRIER LOSS 

The first simple configuration tried was to use just pure 
sinewave modulation and from that extract at the RX 
site both a frequency reference and time interval 
information. For this type of system the most obvious 
problem would be a momentary loss of carrier due to 
e.g. heavy shading or interference. Because we have to 
regenerate all the timing information after the receiver, 
a phase lock seems to be an attractive alternative. Its 
time constants are crucial for the operation under 
dynamically changing conditions but are - as known - 
more or less a compromise with the steady state noise 
characteristics and partly drift-like phenomena as well. 

To start with, Fig. 6 shows the rough test where the 
carrier was kept silent for one minute which should 
simulate a reasonably severe propagation problem or 
even equipment turnsn. As is seen, the design which 
was optimized for steady state performance, requires 
about 17 seconds to relock, and what is still worse, the 
frequency error increases immediately after the 

swithching of carrier power. Apparently this is 
avoidable with the addition of a fast hold-mode switch, 

500 mvldiv 5 s Idiv, delta T 16.8 s 

Fig. 6.  The high stability phase lock unit unfortunately 
requires almost 17 seconds to re-stabilize itself after the 
carrier has been momentarily lost. 

In a more realistic scenario we have to accept a 
continuous 'stream of interruptions occuring at random 
intervals. This has been tested with a waveform like the 
one shown in Fig. 7., where the carrier appears and 
dissappears consecutively. It is important to note that 
the state of the lock just before the carrier turn-on is 
almost as critical as the accumulated frequency error 
(with reference to the ground oscillator). The typical 
pattern of 1 second drop outs occwing every ten 
seconds (approximately, of course) indicates that the 
selected circuit would be more than 30 percent of the 
time in an unlocked state. 

500 mVIdiv 2 s Idiv, delta T 3.36 s 

Fig. 7. If the carrier is frequently interrupted, both the 
ON and OFF time constants become important. With 
just ten seconds between channel disturbances each 
lasting 1.0 s it seems adequate to allow 3.4 seconds for 
stabilization. 

If the electronic time constant is adjusted or the RF 
path can be improved e.g. by using space diversity 
reception, we are able to do much better, as can be seen 
in Fig. 8. The system no more notices the absence of 
carrier if the duration is less than 130 ms. Measured at 
an average RX input level of -100 dBm the momentary 
frequency error was here less than 1 kHz (no 
averaging). 



Error (us) 

Fig. 8. A further reduction of the carrier OFF time 
obviously improves the performance. The tested circuit 
no more noticed the drop-out if it was shorter than 134 
ms and the repetition rate was below 100 mHz. 

When the UHF path satisfies the predescribed 
conditions, quite nice performace figures can be 
obtained by using just 20 kHz of bandwidth. The 
momentary timing error as obtained from the phase 
locked crystal oscillator stays at around 500 ns (no 
averaging) which is clarified is Fig.9. The test receiver 
input level was kept at - 90 dBm but the signal came 
via a realistic propagation path having conventional 
industrial interference and temporary multipath 
problems due to adjacent moving objects. 

SPAN 5 us 
13zl samples 

Fig. 9. Phase-locked 1 PPS output at -80 dl3m RX 
level. The receiving bandwidth was only 5.5 kHz, FM 
modulation. 

Long term tests are not very probable with moving 
oscillators staying within reasonable geographical 
limits. However, as the necessary instrumentation was 
there, a several hundred hour recording was taken, this 
time with the receiver stationary and using the system 
of [5.] and [6.] as a reference. Obviously we see in the 
plot of Fig. 10. the error both in the transmitter phase 
lock and additionally the drifting of the time interval 
counter's trigger level as a function of elapsed time. 

200 Time (hours) 600 

Fig. 10. In the long run, with averaged samples over 
100 seconds and a plotted sample spacing of 10 000 s 
we observe the TX system drift (HP-ESG2000) in this 
1 PPS comparison recording at - 90 dl3m RX level, FM 
demodulation and 100 kHz IF bandwidth. 

6. COMBINED MODULATIONS 

After a satisfactory level was achieved with the 
continuous FM scheme, a trial was made to include 
absolute timing information to the transmitted signal as 
well in an easy form for the receiver. The main problem 
was to keep the signal within the bandwidth allocated 
by the telecommunication authorities and at the same 
time maintain the highest possible timing resolution. It 
turned out to be possible just to pulse modulate the test 
generator so that the carrier was suppressed by - 80 dB 
for 50 microseconds and to detect this from the same 
audio output where the previous phase locking 
information came out. To have the sharpest turn-over 
point for triggering, a careful evaluation of the 
receiver's AGC performance was carried out. The 
optimum result is shown in Fig. 11. as the first 
derivative of the input waveform. Naturally, due to the 
switching nature of the pulse modulated signal, we had 
to use the widest available bandwidth of the receiver 
which caused a 10 dB increase in the pre-detection 
noise floor. 

50 mVIdiv 200 us ldiv 
dVIdt 1 kVIs, min. at -186 mV 

Fig. 11. If using simple carrier keying, an optimum TI 
reference point was found at the point of highest rate of 
change of the RX audio output. RX level was -80 dBm, 
FM detection and 100 kHz IF bandwidth. 



The communications receiver was able to 
simultaneously detect both the quasi-continuous FM 
signal and the 50 ps absence of the carrier to form a 
separate 1 MHz frequency output and a true 1 PPS 
information. However, partly due to the required 
increase in the IF bandwidth and partly due to 
occasional spikes in the audio waveform, the 
uncertainty became a compromise showing a 
momentary value near 10 ps, as is clarified in Fig. 12. 

Fig. 12. The cost of epoch information is the worse- 
than-expected time interval uncertainty. Under 
otherwise similar conditions than in Fig. 9 the error is 
twentyfold. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It seems quite possible to assemble a working T&F 
transmitter - receiver setup for ad hoc tests from 
common RF hardware without special and generally 
expensive synchronization equipment. Current results 
with a low-cost communications receiver and some 
simple external electronics suggest a worst-case (99.9 
%) sync error less than 1 ps, a frequency uncertainty 
approaching that of the reference with a relative drift of 
5.5* 10-l5 and a timing resolution better than 10 ns, 
obtainable down to - 105 dBm received signal level but 
all this only if there is not a need to transfer the epoch 
infromation to the mobile installation. The present 
system produces, depending on selected modulation, a 
complex spectrum width of 20 kHz, extending to 10 
MHz if pulse modulation is added, between the - 60 
dBc points. With a 1 W EIRP the maximum range is 
over 10 km on ground and exceeds 100 km at 3000 
meters or above and slow fading or dropouts are 
tolerated up to 130 ms. UHF carrier frequencies look 
most promising due to their propagation characteristics 
and reasonable antenna alternatives but if available, a 
licence for at least 1 Mhz of spectral width should be 
acquired. 
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Abstract 

The present article, based on ESA Patent 407, describes a novel technique aiming at transferring to a low performance remote 
clock in space, the time and frequency stability of a state of the art ground atomic clock. 
The technique is based upon a standard communication system, a pulsed on board PLL, and a direct measurement, via the 
communication system itself, of the space-ground clock delay. Preliminary measurements have shown that the on board tracking 
phase Sitter can be <I0  at the clock frequency i.e. the system performances can reach the sub-nanosecond level. 
Some potential applications of the proposed new transfer technique are: 
- Generation of a world wide real time clock reference in space based upon state of the art ground atomic clock without having 

to physically place complex, heavy aAd difficult to maintain atomic clocks on board. 
- Capability to perform accurate Time and Frequency comparison with less accurate ground-based clocks for industrial 

calibrations or real time clock applications. 
- Precise synchronisation of switches and networks, wherever located in the world, for digital communications purposes. 
- Navigation and positioning in the vicinity of the earth and in deep space. 
- Comparison of widely separated ground clocks with state of the art performances (for example: next generation of primary 

Caesium clocks). 

1. System Overview 

The (minimum) reference system configuration which allows implementing the method we propose is depicted in Fig. 1 and 
consists of: 

1) one or more Master Stations equipped with a clock of the highest performance conceivable today with the following 
characteristics: 

Ground Reference Clock Characteristics 

7 

1 o - ~  
1 o - ~  

lo-' 
1 oO 
10 
100 
1000 
10000 
100000 (- 1 day) 
T >lo5 

The characterization of clock frequency stability is given as usual in term of the square root of the two-sample Allan Variance: 

- 
y (T) being the frequency averaged over the time internal t, N is the number of (the frequency averaged) samples. 

The ground reference clock is a composite clock that realizes the best conceivable combination for short, medium and long-term 
performances corresponding to: 

- state of the art quartz crystal oscillator for < .r < 10" s 
- Hydrogen Maser for 1 < T I 1000s 
- cold Cs clock for t 2 1000s 



2) one synchronization module placed on a geostationary satellite made o f  

a) TDMA demodulator 
b) clock module: which includes an oscillator with much lower frequency stability than the ground clock, and 

a data processor for lopback information to the ground 
c) TDM modulator 

The up-link transmission rate is determining the overall system time stability which can be achieved (see table I). However the 
method as such is frequency independent, i.e. it is limited only by the state of the art technology for phase tracking of both on 
board module and ground station module. This means that the results shown on Table 1 may evolve when better technology 
allows smaller peak-to-peak phase jitter for on board tracking (e.g, faster comparators, more accurate equalisation of delay paths 
within the clock module, higher clock frequency). 
Table 1 gives an indication of the relative frequency error over one day that can be achieved with this approach in relation to the 
up-link access rate. 
Values of phase jitter less than Ins have been measured in a laboratory implementation for simulating the key elements of the 
system-where a Caesium Reference Clock for the ground station and a simple quartz oscillator (Afif n 10.~) for the on board 
module were used. 
The on board module breadboard was based on a digital PLL and the clock rate utilised was 32.768 MHz. 
On the basis of this experiment a further reduction of peak to peak phase difference between the up link clock and the on board 
clock is deemed possible up to the level 0. l o  which is to-day the theoretical technology limit. 

This could be achieved by implementing the following improvements to the module: 

- use of an Ultra Stable Oscillator as the space clock. This clock should have much improved performances compared to 
the simple oscillator present in the simulation experiment. 

- reduction of loop noise bandwidth 
- use of longer clock window duty cycle 
- Technological improvement of the phase comparator set up/hold time, D/A resolution, and loop filter gain. 

2. Method Outline 

The method here proposed is based upon the availability of a very high performance clock at one or more system main stations 
and of an oscillator placed on board the satellite in a special synchronization module that will be described hereafter. 
The reference system for this explanation is supposed to be based on TDMA system running via a geo-stationary satellite. 
The synchronization module (see fig. 2) is based on a digital PLL that incorporates: a TDMA Demodulator, a TDM Modulator 
and a Clock Module including: phase compar_ators (one per input clock), low pass filter, VCXO (based on an Ultra Stable 
Oscillator USO) and on board data processor for feedback information to the ground master station. 
The main stations ground clocks can be initially considered as reference clocks, even if they are not synchronized with one 
another. The mutual synchronization will occurs automatically by means of the method described hereafter, realizing one of 
the objectives of this method. 
As shown in fig. 2 the output of the on board TDMA Demodulator provides the data transmitted by the ground main stations and 
also a clock which is recovered by the Demodulator and is used in the Clock Module as source for synchronization. 
The goal of this method consists in obtaining a very accurate phase synchronization between the ground main station clock and 
the on board clock. The achieved degree of accuracy between these two clocks is such to allow users to rely on the on board clock 
as system reference clock instead of ground clock. In fact the system will maintain a phase synchronization better than l o  between 
the ground clock and the on board clock. 
A peculiar characteristic of the proposed method is that the clock signal recovered by the on board TDMA Demodulator and 
produced by the ground main station is used in gated mode, i.e. not continuously. 
This implies that only a fixed number N of clock cycles, for each TDMA frame, are used for phase estimation. These N clock 
pulses are contained in a clock window shown in Fig. 3. The clock window follows the UW window and is independent from 
the on board burst arrival time variation which only affects the UW position in the frame but not the content of the clock window. 
The average phase associated to the N clock pulses contained in the clock window is then compared with the on board oscillator 
phase and any difference between the two is used in the PLL to reach and maintain the phase difference below 1 ". 
The method is articulated into four consecutive Phases. 

Phase I :  Acquisition Phase 
In this initial phase. the on board clock that is in free running mode. has most likely a slight frequency difference with the ground 
main station clock but, most important, there is an uncertainty on the knowledge of the actual satellite position that needs to be 
recovered in order establish a common time base between space and ground, which is the basis for this method. The loop back 
mechanism related to the burst time of arrival makes sure that this frequency difference and the delay are properly recovered. At 
the end of this phase the burst transmitted from the main station is received on board at nominal time and also the on board and 
on ground frequencies coincide. 
In order to do this an appropriate bandwidth is used for the On board module Low Pass Filter. The loop back information, 
regarding the on board Time of Arrival of the main station burst is contained in a specific field of the continuous TDM down link 
frame. This information is recovered by the ground station and used to implement the appropriate corrections to its burst 
transmission instant until the Acquisition phase is over. 



PIzase 2: Synchronization Phase 
In this phase the on board PLL works in tracking mode, and a much narrower bandwidth is used for the PLL Loop Filter. This 
allows reaching and maintaining a very accurate phase synchronization between on board and on ground clock. 
The phase comparison is done in the Clock Module every TDMA frame (whose duration is in the order of ms). While the space 
clock is locked in phase to the time shifted ground clock burst, the ground station measures the 2-way delay suffered by the 
ground clock burst and computes by simple models the one-way delay. This information is used for shifting the ground clock 
burst timing exactly of the one-way delay. This operation can be performed every TDMA frame. As a result the space clock will 
run in synchronization with the ground clock within an error of I l o  of phase (at the clock frequency). The on board clock can 
now be used as system reference clock, with the same characteristics and performances of the main clock on ground as long as 
the tracking of the two clock holds. The on board reference clock is also driving the multitude of on board clock modules used 
for the TDMA communications. 

Phase 3: Synclzronization of two or more distant ground clocks via the on board clock. 
At this point, a second stations having the same clock characteristics as the first main station, can access the satellite and, after 
following similar steps as depicted in Phase 1 and 2; can synchronize the associated on-board clock module. The time difference 
between this clock module and the on board reference clock represent the time difference between the two stations. This 
information is transmitted to the station which can than be synchronized to the first one. The process can continue infinitely and 
the synchronization of a multitude of ground stations becomes possible. 
This fulfills the main goal of the patent: achieving Time and Frequency dissemination between distant points. 

Plzase 4: Clock dissemination from space. 
At this point a very reliable. stable and accurate clock source is available on board, without having to physically place a high 
performance atomic clock on the spacecraft. 

3. Conclusion 

The reference on board clock can be disseminated to a variety of users, which range from frequency calibration users, to telecom 
network operators or to mobile users. The detail definition of phase 4 depends on the type of system configuration, which in this 
explanation has  assumed to be a geo-stationary satellite. More applications can be covered by constellations of satellites whether 
in a fixed geo position or orbiting round the earth. For assessing the final performances of the method outlined when used in a 
specific application, a further investigation of the symmetry of the up-down delay need to performed including the contribution 
from the ionspheric effects as well as geometrical effects. 
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This report will discuss the latest accomplishments of the CCTF WG on TWSTFT. It 
will include a brief discussion on the inclusion of TWSTFT data in the formation of TAI, 
latest developments in the Pacific Rim, the status of stations participating in the WG and 
future plans. 
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CORRECTIONS FOR SEVERAL TAI TIME LINKS 
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Several IGS (International GPS Service) analysis centres provide now ionosphere products in 
the form of global ionosphere TEC (Total Electron Content) maps. Typically, these maps 
contain the zenithal TEC as a func~ion of longitude and latitude in a 5" by 2.5" grid, renewed 
every two hours. Starting in August 1999 the ionosphere products of the IGS CODE (Centre 
for Orbit Determination in Europe) analysis centre are used for the ionospheric correction of 
several long and medium distance time links in the TAI network. We show the improvements 
in stability and accuracy resulting from the use of the IGS products rather than the standard 
STANAG (STANdardisation AGreement) model for the ionosphere. When compared to 
ionospheric corrections from on site dual-frequency measurements with non calibrated 
receivers (the method previously used for two long distance links) we see roughly equivalent 
stability, but improved accuracy and reliability, due to the adjustment of satellite and receiver 
biases in the IGS solution and to the large number of receivers used by the IGS. We expect 
that in the near future several more time linksswill be corrected for ionosphere using the IGS 
products which should prove advantageous especially in light of the up-coming strong 
ionospheric activity due to the solar maximum expected around 200 1. 
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Microwave ceramic dielectric resonators (DRs) based on RETiNb06 [RE=Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, 
Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Y and Yb] have been prepared by the conventional solid State ceramic route. 
The DR samples are characterised by XRD, SEM and spectroscopic methods. The microwave 
dielectric properties are measured by resonant methods using a Network Analyser. The 
microwave measurement results show that the aeschnite-priorite type ceramics with RE= Ce, 
Pr, Nd and Sm show high E, in the range 44 to 55 and positive tf. The euxenite-polycrase type 
ceramics with RE= Gd, Tb, Dy, Y and Yb have low dielectric constant in the range 19 to 22 
and negative ~ f .  The unloaded quality factor (QXf)  of the samples are in the range 5000 to 
20000. Among the materials under study, EuTiNbO6 has high quality factor and low 
temperature variation of resonant frequency and is a possible material for microwave 
resonator applications. The dielectric constant and temperature variation of resonant 
frequency of EuTiNbOe ceramic is in between that of aeshynite and euxenite group of 
materials. The structure and dielectric properties of these materials depend on the ionic radius 
of the rare earth ion. The XRD, Raman and FTIR studies reveal a symmetry different from 
that of aschynite and euxenite group for EuTiNb06 
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ABSTRACT 

We develop here a new method to determine the 
hydroxyl concentration in quartz crystal. The procedure 
is deduced from the Paterson method and it consists in 
obtaining an integral absorption factor I, expressed in 
cm- ' / l~/10~ Si], which relates the OH concentration 
(noticed [OW) with the integral surface under the IR 
absorption spectra and the a3500 coefficient. This method 
has been applied to different kinds of samples issued 
from synthetic and natural quartz and submitted to 
various treatments as sweeping, irradiation or annealing. 
A calibration line is obtained for each kind of sample 
and the [OH] is deduced directly from the curve. 

Key-words : IR-FT, OH concentration, quartz crystal. 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

In the last fifty years, several publications have 
been written about the hydrogen in quartz. The 
hydrolytic weaking as well the frequency shifts of 
electronic quartz components are examples of 
technological purposes supported by these investigations 
[I, 21. The hydrogen content is ranged from 10 to about 
200 pglg for cultured quartz used in electronic 
applications. In natural species as amethyst and some 
cultured quartz, this rank can achieve an important 
magnitude (- 1000 pglg) (31. 

The hydrogen in quartz can be found in many 
defects centers as : 
- [H~o~]' called hydrogenic groups, 
- OH related defects, as Al-OH, Li-OH and Na-OH, 
- [Si20/H+] (atomic hydrogen) where H+ is trapped by 

an oxygen site in the c axis channels, 
- paramagnetic and diamagnetic species as 

[AlOdl?]', [Si20/H']' and [AIofl]' (4 - 71. 

As it can be noticed, the hydrogen in quartz most 
frequently occurs bonded to oxygen. The resulting OH 
bond is highly polar and as consequence this dipole 
absorbs the infrared radiation. Thus, IR spectroscopic 
methods represent an important tool for the investigation 
of the OH- related defects. Usually, IR spectrum of 
quartz shows as feature a broad absorption band in the 
region of 3 pm. This band is superimposed upon several 
sharp bands in the same region, as shown in Figure 1. 

The sharp absorptions are related to the specific 
hydrogen point defects as A1-OH and M-OH (M= Li, 
Na, K...). Then, two kinds of IR absorptions can be 
identified in the region of 3pm : The broad band and the 
sharp absorptions. The sharp bands are extensively 
commented in the specialized literature [8 - 101. 
Comparatively the investigations about the broad OH 
band are more restrictive and they have been 
concentrated in the fields of the deformation and 
plasticity studies on quartz and its correspondent 
hydrolytic weakening [I, 111. 

The nature and the structure of the defect 
correlated with the broad absorption band is not yet well 
understood. For some authors, it has been associated 
with the group Si-OH [Ill and for others, with 
microbubbles of liquid water (liquid inclusions) or 
clusters of water molecules [7]. In some recent studies, it 
has been proposed the (4EQs, (or [~404]') and the Hz0 
interstitial defects as, maybe, precursors of the 3580 cm-' 
OH absorption band [4, 121. In this case the 
substitutional (4H)si and the H20 interstitial defects 
could be included as a kind of defects related with the 
broad absorption band. 

Paterson in [13] has proposed a formula to 
evaluate the hydroxyl (OH-) content related to this broad 
absorption band appearing in the 3 pm region of the IR 
spectrum. So, it is possible to estimate the OH content 
associated with other defects in spite of the specific 
impurities as Al, Li, Na, K, Ag, Cu, ... 

Our work is based on the application of 
Parterson's equation in order to evaluate the water- 
related species associated to the broad OH band. Quartz 
samples of different origins (natural and cultured 
crystals) have been selected. After the application of 
Paterson's formula by numerical integration in the 
region of 3700 to 3100 cm-', a calibration line is 
obtained for each quartz material. The acquisition of this 
line is also based on the evaluation of the absorption 
coefficient (a3500) and the area of the spectrum. 

2 - METHODOLOGY 

The infrared results have been obtained by using 
a single beam NICOLET Magna 750 FT-IR 
spectrometer. The samples were put inside a cryogenic 
cell with CaF2 windows and cooled to the nitrogen liquid 
temperature. The spectra were recorded at 0.125 cm-' 



resolution at least and 250 scans were taken for each 
spectrum. The results were evaluated by the OMNIC 
software : It gives the area of the spectrum and the 
absorption of each sharp band. 

The methods to estimate the bulk hydrogen in 
quartz or the water content are restricted. In fact they are 
based on the determination of an absorption coefficient 
for a specific wavenumber and a molar absorptivity 
constant from a standard substance [7]. Also, some 
procedures have been evaluated by the determination of 
an integral absorption in the spectral regon of the broad 
band [3]. Others have applied directly, the value of a3500 
coefficient to determine the hydrogen content [14]. As 
Paterson, to evaluate the OH content he proposes in 
1982 a procedure that takes into account the area of the 
spectrum. This method is based in the determination of a 
calibration line to various glasses, quam, silica, 
muscovite, pure water and others. The following 
relationship is obtained : 

where : 
I= integral molar absorption coefficient (~m'~/(mol HA) 
y = orientation factor (taken equal to 113, for isotropic 
OH orientation distribution). 

By means the formula : 

where : C is the molar concentration 
K : absorption coeff. at a speclfic wavenumber w (cm-') 
E : molar absorption coefficient 

and A, the integral absorption coefficient. 
For each w (cm-') corresponds a K(w) taken 

from the IR spectrum in the interval Aw. The absorption 
coefficient can be determined by the Beer-Lambert's 
equation : 

After the substitution of equation [2.1] into [2.2] and by 
numerical integration of the entire broad band, we have : 

c = [OH] 
Aw = integration interval (cm-') 
t = thickness of the sample (cm) 
TB = transmission (%) on the base base line (Figure 1) 
TA = transmission (%) on the absorption line (Figure 1) 

The Paterson's expression is applicable in the 
interval of 3780 to 2600 cm-'. For this work we have 
used it in the range 3700 to 3 100 cm-', but in removing 
the OH strength absorption of each sharp band (Fig. 1). 

The numerical integration has been realized 
with the Basic software. Earlier, other authors have 
employed ths  method to evaluate [Om [15,16]. 

The values TA and TB are taken from the IR 
spectnun after defining the two absorption and base 
lines. 

3800 3mO 3s00 3SOo 3400 EaCQ 3200 3100 
WPwrunans (arrt) 

figure 1 - Low temperature IR spectrum of synthetic sample - Broad OH Absorption Band. 



where, 
Tx = transmission (%) at X cm-' 
t = sample thickness (in cm) 

Table 1 gives an example of [OH] Table 2 - IR Measurements - Absorbance for the Sptl$ 
determination by numerical integration. The interval Aw sample (with t = 0.266 cm) 

Then, we determine the [Ow as follow (Item 1 
to 6). The numerical application is deduced from our 
first example : 
(1) Total Area It =25.263 cm" which was determined 

by the OMNIC software. This total area corresponds 
to the surface under the spectrum in the absorbance 
condition. In order to obtain the cm-2 unit, measured 
areas should be normalized in dividing by the path- 
length (t). From the equation [2.2], we should note 
that the integral k(w).dw corresponds to the area 
evaluated by the OMNIC software. 

(2) The broad band area is designated as "effective 
area" and it represents the total spectrum surface for 
which the surfaces of each band are deduced. Here 
we find : 13.296 cm". 

has been chosen, arbitrarily, as 50 cm-'. The results can 
be expressed in mol HA, pglg (ppmw) or in relation to 
the Si atoms, [N/10' Si] (ppma). 

In order to evaluate the method proposed in ths  
work, other important results should be obtained. They 
consist in the determination of the areas of the broad- 
band and of each sharp band the evaluation of the a3500 

coefficient and this of I which is the integral absorption 
factor (cm-' / 1 ~ / 1 0 ~ ~ i ] )  that relates the [OH] with the 
effective area and the a3500 coefficient. This last 
coefficient is calculated as : 

(3) a3500 coefficient is determined by the equation [2.5]. 
Here we find : a3500 = 0.017 cm-' 

(4) We call Ref, the ratio between the broad band area 
of spectrum obtained by the OMNIC software and 
the a3500 absorption coefficient. We have noted a 
smooth linear relation between these parameters. 
For our sample, we obtain : Ref = 782 cm-I 

1 T38oo 
(-) too weak strength 

a3500 = - log - 
t T3500 

P.51 

Band (cm-') 
3580 
3563 
3550 
3395 
3365 
3305 
3297 
3 197 
Total 

(5) The OH content is evaluated by the Paterson's 
method (see Table 1). 

Area/t (cm-') 
0.034 
0.004 

0.538 
0.462 
0.132 
5.267 
5.530 
11.967 

Here we propose the determination of the 
integral absorption coefficient, I, from the relation of 
OH content and the Ref. In fact, there is an intensive 
correlation with the [OH] evaluated by numerical 
integration and the a 3500 coefficient. In order to improve 
the relation above, the "effective area" of the spectrum 
should be determined. 

Originally, the units of I are ~ m - ~ l  [OH], where 
the [Ow can be expressed in mol HA, ppmw or 
[ N I ~ o ~ s ~ ] .  As indicated by the evaluation proposed 
above, I will be gven in cm-' per [OH]. 

The OH content is obtained indirectly by the 
calibration line, where I and Ref values are plotted. 

Ref Then, [OH] = - 
I 

3 - SAMPLES DESCRIPTION 

In almost samples, we have applied different 
kinds of treatments as irradiation, annealing and 
electrodiffusion. 



Electrodiffusion, called too sweeping, was 
carried out by applying an electric field of 1500 Vlcm 
along the c-axis of the crystal, when the temperature of 
500°C was reached. Two conditions were employed : air 
and inert (N2) atmospheres. 

For natural quartz, the irradiation doses used 
are the following : .6, .8 and 1 Mrad. 

At least, the heat temperature applied for the 
annealing was 350 "C under inert conditions. 

So, the calibration lines were obtained from the 
following samples submitted to the above conditions : 

- natural quartz, TQ : AT-cuts with 0.5 and 0.15 cm 
of thickness ; 

- cultured quartz, SP, identical to the previous ones ; - cultured quartz from SAWYER (SW), Y-cut, 0.5 
cm of thickness cut in Z and +X growth regions. 
The samples were exposed at 100 Krad radiation 
(from Cesium source) and an additional dose of 
ionizing radiation (from X-rays source) was 
applied ; 

- various brazilian natural quartz Z-cut samples with 
a thickness of 0.5 cm. These quartz samples were 
submitted to the same treatment as described for TQ 
q-. 

4 - RESULTS 

The calibration curves are presented in the 
figures 2 to 5. We can note a good linearity between the 
numerous experimental measurements in each quartz 
@ty and so a good accuracy. The average fitting 
factor is about 0.95. Furthermore, this precision can 
increase if the differences between the samples were 
reduced as its thickness and its origin. 

SP Quartz 
5 0  ' , ' ,  I , 8 . , , , , ,  

1 - Y * 9.024 + 0.054~ Ra O.EB7 j 

Ref (cm ' I )  

Figure 2 - [Om Calibration Line - 
SP synthetic quartz. 

TQ Quartz 
50 --I__--___ 

i-;= .:.5e; +: 0.42 x R = 0,;59 

40 1 4 
a 

1 5- 
a ,- 3 
,' . I 

1 
.---- 

1 00 
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i 
Figure 3 - [OIq Calibration Line - Nat TQ quartz 

SW Quartz - B1+ B3 
50,- ' , , , - 7_7___--, 

t - ~+9875+0.056~ R.0913 

i 1 
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0 200 400 600 800 1000 
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Figure 4 - [OH] Calibration Line - Sawyer synt quartz. 

NQ Quartz 
S O T i  ' ' ' , 

i. -- 

y a -3.971 + 0.045 x R s 0.828 '7 
40 

1 
i 

Ref (cm ") 

Figure 5 - [Om Calibration Line - Nat. brazilian 
4uartz. 

The present results show that the Paterson's 
procedure associated with the methodology developped 
in this work can supply a practical method to estimate 
the OH content of quartz samples. Based on the 
assummon that many times the investigations are 
camed out by only one kind of sample, this method can 
mean a reduction on the time's analysis. 

In order to venfy the variation in applying the 
numerical integration procedure and the method 



proposed in this work, the OH concentration was 
obtained by both methods. 
Some results are presented in Table 3. They are 
numbered too in the previous SP and TQ calibration 
lines. The mean error is 13 % and the smallest 
variations are observed for the cultured quartz samples, 
SP and SW. 

Other important feature of this method is that it 
can be evaluated from the spectra at low temperature or 
at room temperature. Measurements realized on the 
broad absorption band, in both conditions,show that the 

value of I (or A) can be taken as being practically the 
same. However, in order to v e w  with accuracy this 
observation, an identical procedure of analysis should be 
carried out for the IR results taken at room temperature. 
Also, others publications have mentioned some cases 
where the broad infrared absorption band remains 
unchanged on reducing the temperature (Paterson, 
1986 ; Aines et al., 1984). 

Table 3 - OH Concentration 
I [OH] - [NIIO' Si] 1 

I (I) Calibration Curve -C.C. I I (I[) Numerical Integration Calibration - Paterson Method I 
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ABSTRACT : 

Numerous and previous papers, devoted to the 
ferrobielastic effect of the quartz crystal, explain 
how the twinning propagates in a sample when 
uniaxial pressure is applied in a properly drection. 
Furthermore, the role of the impurities on the 
coercive stress has been discussed and compared to 
the hardness of the material. But any author has 
been published results about effect of the 
temperature on the pressure level responsible of the 
twinning. 

Here, we present some experiments realized on 
X-cut samples built in natural or synthetic quartz 
crystal having never been submitted to any stress. 
We show that the role of the temperature cannot be 
understood only by the temperature variation of 
compliance coefficients which take place in the 
"Gibbs free-energy function". Indeed, the coercive 
stress measured at 100°C is 75% of the coercive 
stress obtained at ambient temperature. Furthermore, 
we show that it is not too influenced by structural 
defects but it is just linked to atomic and molecular 
thermal vibration energy which increase with 
temperature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The knowledge of the ferrobielastic twinning and 
its determination are of prime importance in the 
framework of the "raw" material qualification. 
Indeed, electrical twins can be present in the as- 
grown quartz block or generated by successive 
mechanical operations necessary to the realization of 
a resonator : it is what is called "twins induced by 
ferrobielastic effect", consequence of a property of 
ferroic materials [I]. It is advisable however to 
distinguish synthetic quartz and natural quartz 
because the parameters of the synthetic crystal 
growth are now ~ ~ c i e n t l y  controlled so that no 
twins are generated during the growth. On the other 
hand, the conditions of natural quartz growth having 
been more unstable, the coexistence of several fields 
of different orientations is very current and more 
detrimental for its industrial use. So, in t h s  case it is 
necessary to make twins detection before any use. 

In the same way, to realize force (or stress) 
sensors, it is essential to control this phenomena of 
ferrobielasticity which induces appearance of various 
states generated by the application of pressure. It is 
sigmficant to know the levels of threshold for which 
the twin appears. 

2. SAMPLES DEFINITION AND 
EXPEFUMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

The samples which are used for our handling 
were cut out in natural and synthetic quartz blocks. 
The natural ones come from Madagascar and Brazil. 
No addtional geological information on these 
crystals has been obtained. The samples have neither 
visible macroscopic defects, such as fluid inclusions, 
nor optical twins. The samples were prepared 
according to the operations of cutting, grinding and 
polishing usually employed in the LCEP laboratory. 
The process of cutting was carried out by annular 
diamond saw. The defect of orientation was always 
lower than 30". After cutting surfaces of the 
samples were rectrfied, grinded and polished in 
order to remove stresses and cutting traces. 

We carried out our experiments in applying a 
quasi uniaxial force on X-cut samples rotated by an 
angle of -45" towards X-axis. They have a 
parallelepipedic form with 8 mm along the 
compressive stress and the surface where the 
pressure is applied is 3x9 mn? (3 mm along X-axis). 
Once the sample setting up, we apply an increasing 
pressure on its. When the stress reaches a value 
which is called threshold (corresponding to the 
coercive stress), we observe a jump in a stress-strain 
curve. The pressure is still increased to insure a 
complete twinning of the sample. According to 
previous works 121, each experiment has been 
performed on VIRGIN sample because the pressure 
decreases when the sample is repeatedly twinned. 

The apparatus used to apply almost uniaxial 
compressive stress was described in a previous work 
[3]. We recall here that the applied force is measured 
by a strain gauge load cell, whereas two pairs of 
displacement gauges indicate the vertical 
displacement on each side of the sample setting 
between two hardened steel platens. The axial strain 



is evaluated from the average of these two 
differential cbsplacements. 

Furthermore, the temperature is induced by a 
PID regulation system. Nevertheless, up to now, the 
maximum of temperature reached is about 120°C. 

We will upgrade the system for future 
experiments to reach higher temperatures, more than 
250°C which is the weakening temperature. 

Analog input / board and PC computer 

Fig. 1 : experimental arrangement 

3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SAMPLES 

The samples used in our experiments were 
obtained from the Z-growth region of a synthetic 
quartz grown by Sawyer Res. Products and natural 
quartz from Brazil and Madagascar. They are free of 
macroscopic imperfections as inclusions and twins. 
Furthermore, the natural samples are free of 
dislocations. Their characterization consist in using, 
in one hand, a non destructive method, as IR, to 
quallfy "in sit# the hydroxyl content of each 
sample, and, in other hand, to quantlfy the metallic 
impurities content of each already twinned sample. 
Furthermore, the IR spectra have been recording 
before and after experiments in order to observe an 
eventual change in the repartition of defects. Table 1 
gives the values of a well known intrinsic coeff. a. 

Table 1 : values of a3s00 for the different quartz 
1 Brazil \ Madagascar 1 synthetic 

The following figures (Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c) present 
the IR spectra for the three kinds of samples 
obtained at ambient temperature. 
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Figure 2a, 2b and 2c : IR-spectra for Brazilian, 
Madagascan and Synthetic quartz samples at 

ambient temperature 

Table 2 gathers the contents of metallic 
impurities measured by Inductively Coupled Plasma 
(ICP) spectrometry following a precise method 
developed in LCEP laboratory. 



Fig. 3a, 3b and 3c : Experimental Stress-Strain curves versus temperature for : 
MADAGASCAN, BRAZILIAN and SYNTHETIC Quartz respectively 



4. RESULTS : 

These experiments make it possible to obtain the 
curves representing the stress according to the strain. 
These graphs (Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c) show well the 
evolution of the crystal structure of the sample 
during handling. The curves are formed by linear 
segments characteristic of the linear relation linking 
the stress to the strain. The setting under pressure of 
the sample and the unloading are translated on the 
curves by portions of linear curves having no the 
same slope. These slopes depend on the elastic 
coefficients of each state [4]. Therefore the samples 
exhibit a change in their elastic coefficients. The 
change from one slope to the other one can be 
instantaneous or stepped. If the rising cuye presents 
several discontinuities, each step corresponds to the 
twinning of a part of the sample. In contrary, the 
entire sample twins instantaneously. 

On the previous curves, we note a temperature 
effect on the threshold of twinning (according to [5, 
61). The coercive stress decreases strongly. Indeed, 
when the sample is heated, the atomic vibration 
energy is modified and so the contribution of 
additional mechanical stresses facilitates the 
switching in the alternate state. The table hereafter 
recapitulates t h s  decrease of the coercive stress with 
temperature and shows that this variation is of the 
same order for a same family of quartz crystal. In 
other words, we observe similar behavior for the two 
kinds of natural quartz and a more important 
decreasing for the synthetic one which is so more 
"weak". 

5. CONCLUSION : 

Table 3 : Dependency of the coercive stress with 
the temperature 

- The coercive stress decreases when the sample 
is repeatedly twinned 

- The coercive stress depends strongly on the 
material quality (as proved in previous 
experiments) 

- when the temperature increases, the coercive 
stress strongly decreases 

- the temperature behaviors of the two Natural 
Quartz are similar. 

Coercive 
Stress (MPa) 

Synthetic 

Madagascar 

Brazil 
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T = 80°C 

240 (63%) 

405 (90%) 

410 (87%) 

Our study was devoted to the behavior of 
material ferrobielastic such as quartz. The 
manufacture of the pressure sensors can camed out 
only by a good knowledge of material and its 
behavior under severe conditions of temperature and 
pressure. Thus the results obtained during this work 
are : 

T = 110°C 
- 

180 (48%) 

350 (78%) 

370 (79%) 
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The influence of Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) 
on the structure and on the sheet resistance of thin 
aluminium layers - basic material for electrodes in 
acustoelectronics - has been investigated. The alu- 
minum layers with thickness of 1200 A have been de- 
posited on quarts substrates AT cut by three differ- 
ent methods: DC magnetron sputtering, RF sputter- 
ing and thermal vacuum evaporation. The samples 
ob~ained have been subjected to RTA in vacuum of 
the order of 6 . 6 6 ~  10-~Pa ,  temperature of the heater 
of 700' C up to 800' C for time durations of 5 s up 
to 180 s. 

The structural investigations of the samples have 
been carried out by Reflection High Energy Electron 
Diffraction (RHEEED) with accelerating tension of 
50 kV. 

The changes in the sheet resistance of the layers 
have been registered using the four point technique. 

It has been established that the sheet resistance 
of the three kinds of layers is a function of the RTA 
parameters (temperature and duration) and it has a 
maximum. This behaviour could be explained with 
processes taking place at the interface Al-Si02 as 
well as at the A1 layer itself. 

The aging of quartz crystal resonators is the main 
problem for their long term utilization. According to 
J .  Vig [I], the aging mechanisms include: contamina- 
tion effects, stress effects, electrode effects, changes 
in the quartz material. One of the main effects is 
the effect of changes in the chemical composition 
and in the structure of electrodes. Thin Al, Ag and 
Au layers are most frequently used as electrodes in 
quartz resonators. These layers should meet the re- 
quirements for long term stability of their properties, 
which depends on the fabrication conditions as well 
as on the sequential temperature treatments. The 
stress in the layers is also a function of the prepara- 

tion conditions (substrate temperature, layers thick- 
ness, fabrication method). The stress in the elec- 
trodes could be either compressive or tensile. In 
many cases of thin Au electrodes the stress was found 
to be compressive and a transition to tensile stress 
was experienced only at annealing [2]. Changes in 
the quartz substrates themselves are also possible 
with time and under temperature treatment. The 
imperfections that are subject to changes include sur- 
face defects, point defects, dislocations, impurities, 
inclusions and twince [3]. Obviously, the stability of 
the films depends mainly on the deposition temper- 
ature and on the temperature subsequent to  deposi- 
tion. 

The aim of this work is to investigate the effect 
of rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in vacuum on the 
structure, morphology and on the sheet resistance of 
thin A1 films prepared by three different methods of 
deposition. 

Thin aluminum layers have been deposited on pol- 
ished quartz substrates AT cut. Three deposition 
met hods have been used: thermal vacuum deposi- 
tion, DC magnetron sputtering and RF sputtering. 

The process of A1 thermal vacuum evaporation is 
realized at base vacuum pressure of 6.66 x Pa. 
The thickness of the evaporated A1 layer is 1200.J 
and the deposition rate is 240 nm/min. The dis- 
tance between the substrate and the evaporator is 
10 cm. During the deposition the substrate is not 
intentionally heated. 

The A1 layers deposited by DC magnetron sput-, 
tering have a thickness of 2000A and the deposition 
parameters are: deposition rate 71 nm/min, vacuum 
0.3Pa and power - 7 kW. 

The RF sputtering process uses A1 target with 
1% Si content and is done in an Ar ambient. The 
base pressure of the system was 1 x Pa and 
the working pressure was 3 Pa at power density of 
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Flg 1 Electronograph picture of evaporated A1 layers after 
RTA at 800' C,  180 s. 

Fig. 3. Electronograph picture of DC magnetron sputtered 
A1 layer after RTA at 700' C, 180 s. 

Fig. 2. Electronograph picture of as-deposited DC magnetron 
sputtered A1 layer 

5.25 W/cm2. Under these conditions A1 layer with a 
thickness of 1200 A was deposited at deposition rate 
of 32 nmlrnin. 

The structures Al-quartz obtained by the three 
method have been subjected to rapid thermal an- 
nealing in vacuum - 6.66 x 10-~Pa ,  at temperature 
of the heater 700, and 800' C for durations ranging 
between 5 to 180 s. 

The structure and the morphology of the A1 lay- 
ers have been investigated before and after the RTA 
treatment through Reflection High Energy Electron 
Diffraction (RHEED) and Secondary Electron Mi- 
croscopy (SEM) using JSM - 5300. 

The results from the investigations show that the 
changes appearing in the layers are a function of the 
RTA parameters and the initial parameters of the 
as-deposited layers. 

The layers obtained by thermal evaporation are 
polycrystal. Their RTA treatment up to 180 s at 
800' C leads to the appearance of small differences 
in the Debay lines, which could be explained with 
the initial phase of texturizing (Fig. 1). 

The layers obtained by DC magnetron sputtering 
are amorphous. They show initial phase of recrystal- 
lization after being subjected to RTA even at 700' C. 
Typical electronogarns of the layers before and after 
RTA are shown in Figs 2 and 3. 

The RF sputtered films exhibit polycrystal struc- 
ture immediately after their deposition. After the 
RTA treatment in the temperature range investi- 
gated no substantial changers have been registered. 

The morphology of the Al-layers before and af- 
ter annealing have been studied using SEM. A typ- 
ical morphological surface of as-deposited layers is 

Fig. 4. Electron microscope picture of as-deposited A1 layer. 

shown in Fig. 4. The surface is characterized by 
the presence of a great number of pores. As a result 
of RTA the morphology indicates homogenization of 
the surface (see Fig. 5). It can be supposed that the 
morphological changes in Al-films are due to the den- 
sification of the layers which have undergone RTA. 
More details of the morphological changes of thin Al- 
films deposited by different methods are studied in 
[4,51. 

The changes in the sheet resistance, p, of the A1 
layers after RTA are registered using four point probe 
technique. 

Depending on the fabrication method, the sheet 
resistivity of as-deposited thin A1 layers may differ by 
magnitude. While for DC sputtered layers the typi- 
cal value of p, is 0.158R/O, for RF deposited layers it 
is 2.2R/CI and for thermally evaporated layers it may 
reach 20R/0. The difference in p, for as-deposited 

Fig. 5. Electron microscope picture of A1 layer after RTA at 
BOO0 C, 180 s. 



layers is probably due to differences in the mecha- 
nisms of deposition for the processes of evaporation 
and sputtering respectively. 

In the case of vacuum evaporation the material to 
be deposited is evaporated and condensed at the sub- 
strate surface at a vacuum sufficient to prevent col- 
lisions between the film forming atoms and residual 
gas atoms as they travel the distance between source 
and substrate. Thus the vacuum deposition process 
involves atoms having thermal energies (0.1-0.5 eV) 
[Bl.  

Sputter deposited films are formed by the conden- 
sation of atoms formed by sputtering. These ejected 
atoms may have energies (1-100 eV) much greater 
than thermal ones [7]. 

This is the reason the sputter deposited films to 
have better adhesion than vacuum deposited ones. 
Maybe the difference in p, of the layers obtained by 
the two deposition techniques is due to the differ- 
ences in the energy of the atoms forming the layers. 

Fig. 6 (a,b,c,) illustrates the change of p, for A1 
layers after RTA at 700 and 800' C for durations up 
to 180 s. The dependences show one and the same 
tendency in the change of p, independently of the 
deposition method. 

Fig. 6 a) shows the change of p, for thermally 
evaporated Al-layers. Two regions can be distin- 
guished for both the temperatures of annealing: the 
first one when p, increases and the second one when 
p, gradually decreases its values. It should be no- 
ticed that during the first 15 s of the annealing the 
changes in p, are negligible for both the anneal- 
ing temperatures. The maximum in the dependence 
p , ( t )  for annealing temperatures of 700 and 800' C 
has been displaced along time axis. At the higher 
annealing temperature the maximum is reached af- 
ter 30 s,  while at the lower annealing temperature it 
is reached for 60 s. The decreasing of p, for the an- 
nealing temperature interval investigated is gradual 
and the values for 800' C are lower than these for 
700' C. The maximum change of p, a t  700' is 30%, 
and for 800' C RTA it is 40% respectively. 

Similar are the results about the RF-sputtered Al 
films (Fig. 6 b). The maximal change of p, after 
RTA at 700' C is 19%, and for 800' - 45%. The 
times for reaching the maximal values are the same 
as for the evaporated layers. For the DC magnetron 
sputters A1 layers the change in p, is established to 
be 22% after RTA a t  a temperature of 700°. 

The observed (Fig. 6 c)) dependence could be ex- 
plained with the changes taking place in the system 
Al-quartz: in the aluminum layer itself as well as of 
the interface Al-SiO2. 

The top interface A1203-A1 is simply a result of 
the exposure of the aluminum metallization to air, 
which results in the formation of an oxide film ap- 
proximately 30A thick [8]. This interface does not 
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Fig. 6. Sheet resistance of A1 films deposited by different 
techniques on the annealing parameters: a) evaporation; 
b) RF sputtering; c) DC magnetron sputtering. 
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affect device characteristics whereas the other inter- 
face Al-Si02 is complex and has some effect on de- 
vice performance. It has been experimentally proven, 
that A1 reduces SiOz at direct contact. As a result 
of the reaction Alz03 and free Si are obtained 

I )  

b) 

This reaction proceeds as a result of the existing 
difference between the A1203 heat formation - 399 
kcal/mol and the one for a-quartz formation -201,34 
kcal/mol [I]. Thus at the interface of the system Al- 
quartz a All Alz03, SiO2 and Si are presented. The 

I I I 



effective thickness of the A1 layer decreases and as 
consequence the values of p, increase. This assump- 
tion is confirmed as well by the investigations of the 
Al-Si02 system microhardness after RTA treatment 
[g], which show that a layer of constant hardness 
has been detected under the initial interface. It is 
supposed that this results from incorporation of A1 
atoms into the surface layer of the substrate, reduc- 
tion of the Si02 and diffusion of the atoms of a cer- 
tain element during the process of preparation and 
rapid thermal annealing of the structures. 

The second region of the pa dependence on the du- 
ration of RTA is characterized by gradual decreasing 
of p,. This decay for the longer annealing times is 
probably due to recrystallization process related to 
the temperature treatment. 

Similar dependence of the resistivity change as a 
function of the substrate temperature during the de- 
position has been registered for thin Au films. It has 
been established that the pa decrease is weaker when 
the layer is deposited a t  temperatures close to the 
recrystallization ones of Au [lo]. 

We have shown in this paper that the rapid ther- 
mal annealing of resonator structures in the temper- 
ature range 700° C and 800" C of the heater for 
durations up to 180 s influence the structure, the 
morphology and the sheet resistance of thin A1 lay- 
ers deposited on quartz. It has been supposed that 
the change in the sheet resistance is due to processes 
taking place at the interface A1-Si02 as well as of the 
A1 layer itself. 

This work was partly supported by the Bulgarian 
Ministry of Science and Education in the frame of 
Project a902 
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ABSTRACT 

Full set of independent elastic, dielectric and 
piezoelectric constants of most close analogue of 
langasite (La3 GagSiOl4) - La3GagGeOl q crystals 
were measured at room temperature by combination of 
ultrasonic resonance and pulse methods. 
Peculiarities of bulk ultrasonic wave propagation were 

investigated. 
Temperature dependencies of several ultrasonic mode 

velocities were measured and elastic anomalies which 
ensure temperature compensated cut were established. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Crystals La3GagSiOl4 (langasite, LGS) belong to 
group of very promising materials for frequency control 
 device^["^^^. Up to day more than 40 compounds with 
similar structure were synthesized and for some of them 
better than for LGS piezoelectric properties were found 
"". But most close analogue of langasite crystals, 
which can be obtained by substitution Ge instead of Si 
is still unstudied. 

At present paper crystals of La3Ga~GeOl4 were 
grown and piezoelectric, elastic and dielectric constants 
were measured at room temperature. On the base 
derived from above measurements N 1  matrices of 
elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric constants 
characteristics of elastic wave propagation were 
calculated. Temperature dependencies of several mode 
sound velocities were measured. 

2. CRYSTAL, EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
AND MEASUREMENT METHODS 

La3GagGe014 (LGG) melts congruently at the 
same temperature as La3GagSiOl4(LGS) (-1470' C) 
and its single crystals may be grown from the melt by 
the Czochralski technique. The growth is complicated 
by the Ge02 evaporation. An 200g La3GagGeOl4 
bode, 23mm in diameter and 90 mm in length used for 
specimens fabrication, was grown on [OOl] LGS seed 
from stoichiometric melt in atmosphere 3%02+97%N2 
at pulling rate 4mm/h and rotation rate 35 rpm. Crystal 

has an rounded side surface etched by GeO2 vapour 
from melt and a flat bottom. Crystal was colourless and 
transparent up to half length , then some inclusions 
appeared and crystal quality progressivly decreased up 
to bottom. 

As a LGS crystals LGG which were grown at 
present work were right handed. 

For resonance and dielectric permeability study bars 
(14 to 21x2.5x1.5 mm3), platea (15 to 20x 16 to 21x 1 
mm3) with various orientation were made. Accuracy of 
orientation was better than 10'. On opposite surfaces of 
those samples silver electrodes were deposited. 

For pulse ultrasonic measurements two 
parallelepipeds (1 5x 18x 19 mm3) one with orientation 
along main crystallographic directions , other with one 
face under 450 angle to Y and Z axis(14x15x17 mm3) 
with orientation accuracy better than 10' were made. 

Dielectric constants were obtained by measurement 
of capacity plates of Y- and Z cuts at the frequency 1 
kHz with electric field in specimens of 100 to 200 
V/sm. 

Electromechanical properties of the LGG crystals 
were measured by resonance-antiresonance methodr4] . 

Elastic properties were measured by pulse ultrasonic 
methods - the synchronous ring and phase pulse 
methods at a frequences 15 -30 MHz. 

3. PROPERTIES OF LGG AT ROOM 
TEMPERATURE 

Electromechanical properties of LGG, which were 
derived from resonance measurement presented at 
Table1 with the similiar data of LGS. Big deviation in 
kt and k26 values had to be point out. It mold be 
explained by inhomogenities influence, which usially 
more strong for thickness modes. 

From those data and dielectric constants 
piesoelectric strain constants were obtained. On the 
base experimental data for several sound mode 
velocities elastic stifness modules were calculated. 

All independent dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic 
constants of LGG crystals together with early published 
data of LGS are presented at Table 2. 



Table 1 
Elecromechanical data of La3 GagGe0 14 (LGG) and 
La3GagSiOl4 (LGS) crystals 

Table3 
Piezoelectric strain dk(10-l2 CM), elastic stigness cikE 
(10" ~ l m ' )  and dielectric permittivity constants E ~ S O  

and dencity p (g/sm3) of La3GagGeOl4 and 
La3Gag Si0 14 single crystals 

From Table 2 ones can see than LGG have higher 
piezolectric constants and less elastic constants than 
LGS. 

Using Christoffel relations and Table 2 data 
characteristics of sound wave propagation at LGG 
crystals were calculated. On Fig 1 cross sections of the 
phase velocities of LGG by plates (OOl), (010) and 
(100) are shown compare with LGS values. From the 
picture ones can see that sound velocities of LGG less 
than LGS ones but for both crystals angular 
dependencies of all modes very similar. On the Fig2 are 
shown dependencies group wave direction from wave 
normal direction. 

4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES OF LGG 
SOUND VELOCITIES. 

Temperature dependencies of sound velocities of 
various mode of LGG crystals were measured at 
temperature range 10- 70 OC. Some of them represented 
at Fig 3. 

We can see from pictures that almost all modes 
have normal behaviour: decreasing of sound velocities 
with temperature growth. But velocities of two modes: 
slow shear waves along Y and X direction have 
abnormal increasing with temperature growth. Slow 
shear mode most important for BAW application and as 
for LGS abnormal behaviour indicate existance of 
rotated Y cuts with zero temperature coefficients. 

5. CONCLUSION 

LalGagGeOl4 (LGG) crystals could be useful for 
frequency control application. Above information also 
could useful for understanding nature of elastic 
anomalies at langasite family materials. 

Work was partly support by the Russian Fund of 
Fundamental Investigation Grant N 99-2-17242 
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Fig. 1 Cross sections of the phase velocities surfaces in La3GasGe OI4 (. . .) and 
La3Ga5SiO14 (-) crystals by the (a) (00 I), (b) (1 00) and (c) (0 10) planes: 
Q-quasi, L-longitudinal, S-shear 



Direction of the wawe normal, Direction of the wawe normal, deg 

Direction of the wawe normal, deg 

Fig.2 . Direction of acoustic beam propagation (group velocities) as a function of the direction 
ofthe wave normal for La3GasGe OI4 (-) and La3GasSiO14 (*) crystals, 
(a) (001). (b) (100) and (c) (010) planes: Q-quasi, L-longitudinal, S-shear waves. 
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Fig. 3 - Temperature dependencies of the phase velocities of LalGaSGeO,, crystals a) longitudinal along X, 
b) longitudinal along Y, c) fast shear along X, d) fast shear along Y, e) slow shear along X, f) slow shear along Y 
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ABSTRACT 

Based on the Tiersten's theory of the monolithic 
structures [I], a theoretical calculation of the coupling 
coefficient of quartz and langasite monolithic two-pole 
filters as a function of mass-loading was performed 
[2,3]. The study revealed that the mass-loading 
influence on coupling coefficient of langasite filters is 
much smaller than in the case of quartz filters. 

This conclusion is supported by the new 
experimental results of mass-loading effect on langasite 
electrical resonator parameters which are presented in 
this paper. The Y-cut plan-parallel polished Sawyer 
langasite blanks with 14mm diameter, 5 MHz frequency 
and AT-cut quartz resonators having the same 
parameters were deposited by vacuum evaporation of 
the Ag and Au electrodes. 

Using the Ballato's transmission-line analogs of 
thickness-shear vibrating plates [4,5], the effective 
mass-loading, effective coupling coefficient, motional 
inductance and quality factor as a function of hasmonic 
order were computed. The analysis of the results shows 
that the mass-loading effect on characteristics of 
langasite resonators is less important than in the case of 
quartz resonators. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Langasite crystal is one of the promising material 
for applications in acoustoelectronic and piezoelectric 
devices. The larger coupling coefficient of langasite in 
comparison with quartz allow to get filters with larger 
bandwidth and to use higher ranks overtones. Also, 
the main characteristics of the langasite crystals 
compare favourably with those of quartz: the absence 
of phase transitions up to the melting point and low 
acoustic wave propagation losses [6,7,8]. Y-cut 
langasite plates, which vibrates in thickness-shear mcde, 
exhibit a good thermal stability, low values of the 
equivalent motional inductance and series resistance and 
high electromechanical coupling coefficient. The size of 
the LGS devices are smaller by 30% than that of quartz 
devices [9,10,11,12]. 

Theoretical and experimental investigations of the 
mass-loading effect on plan-parallel and plan-convex 
AT and SC-cut quartz resonators were performed 
[13,14,15,16]. In this study was used the Ballato's 

transmission-line analogs of the thickness-shear 
resonators with a non-uniform distribution of vibratory 
motion over the electroded area of the crystal. As 
suggested in the papers [15,16] the non-uniform 
distribution of motion is associated with the effects at 
interface electrode-piezoelectric substrate. Using the 
Tiersten's analysis of trapped-energy resonators 
vibrating in coupled thickness-shear and thickness-twist 
modes [17], a correction of the mass-loading and 
coupling coefficient was performed in [IS]. Thus, we 
can suppose, that non-uniform distribution of motion 
could be due to two factors: 1) the coupling of the 
thickness-shear and thickness-twist modes; 2) stress 
related effects at electrode-substrate interface. The 
experimental results regarding mass-loading effects on 
quartz resonators characteristics pointed out that the 
harmonic dependence of the motional inductance for 
large thickness of electrodes, small electrode diameters 
and high frequencies can be ascribed to stress effects 
associated to the deposited metallic electrodes on the 
piezoelectric plates, while in the case of small electrode 
thickness, large electrode diameter and low frequencies 
the inductance behaviour could be explained by the 
coupling of thickness-shear with thickness-twist modes. 

Based on Tiersten's analysis an accurate calculation 
of the coupling coefficient dependence on geometrical 
dimensions and mass-loading for quartz and langasite 
monolithic structures was performed [2,3]. We have 
studied the effect of mass-loading on the coupling 
coefficient of langasite and quartz monolithic filters and 
we have found that the effect on langasite filters is 
lower than on quartz filters. 

In this paper are compared the experimentally 
results of the mass-loading effects on Y-cut langasite 
resonators characteristics with those on AT-cut quartz 
resonators. The analysis of the results revealed that the 
maximum variation of the effective mass-loading, 
effective coupling coefficient and inductance as a 
function on harmonics for various electrode diameters 
and thicknesses is significantly lower for langasite 
resonators than for quartz resonators. We can ascribe 
thls behaviour to lower interfacial stress in the case of 
Y-cut langasite resonators than for AT-cut quartz 
resonators. This new property of langasite allows to 
conclude that langasite is more advantageous than 
quartz for applications in piezoelectric devices. 



2. EXPERIMENTAL 

For experiments were used Sawyer Y-cut plan- 
parallel polished langasite and AT-cut quartz plates with 
14 mm diameter and 5 MHz resonant frequency. The 
quartz blanks were processed with the usual technology. 
As-cut langasite wafers were lapped with 3 pm alumina 
powder. Between lapping and polishing steps, langasite 
wafers were chemically etched in a 2HN03:CH3COOH 
solution for removal of disturbed layer due to 
mechanical treatment. Polishing process used slurry of 
colloidal alkaline suspension of silica gel (QUSO) on a 
Politex pad material [19]. 

Ag and Au electrode layers with 75, 125, 200 nm 
thicknesses and with 4.6 and 7 mm electrode diameters 
were deposited on quartz and langasite blanks The 
electrode deposition was made by thermal evaporation 
in vacuum using a JEOL - JEE 4X installatioh. 

The resonance and antiresonance frequencies and 
series resistances of the fundamental, 3rd, 5th and 7th 
overtones of the free and electroded plates were 
measured after every electrode layer. On the basis of the 
relations for the transmission-line equivalent electrical 
circuit of the piezoelectric plate resonator which 
vibrates in the thickness-shear mode, the effective 
mass-loading, piezoelectric coupling coefficient, 
motional inductance, motional capacitance and quality 
factor were calculated. Mass-loading effect could be 
evidenced by the change of these parameters on 
harmonic order. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on our previous theoretical results [2,3] 
obtained for coupling coefficient of quartz and langasite 
monolithic filters, we expected to have a smaller 
influence of mass-loading on electrical characteristics of 
langasite resonators than on those of quartz resonators. 

We analysed the harmonic dependence of the most 
significant resonator parameters: effective mass- 
loading, motional inductance and quality factor. 
Because the behaviour of the effective coupling 
coefficient and motional inductance are opposite and 
strictly correlated, we will discuss in detail the harmonic 
dependence of inductance for various electrode 
parameters (material, thickness, diameter ). 

To compare the influence of the electrodes on quartz 
and langasite resonator parameters, eight plates from 
each type of crystal having identical diameters (14 mm) 
and resonant frequencies ( 5MHz ), were deposited Ag 
and Au electrodes with 7 and 4.6 mm diameters and 
thickness of 75,125,200 nm. 

The values of the effective mass-loading, motional 
inductance and quality factor, averaged over eight 
resonators, were calculated in every case. 

3.1 Effective mass-loading ua 
Figure 1 shows the effective mass-loading variation 

with harmonic order for quartz and langasite resonators 

deposited with Ag electrodes having 7 mm diameter and 
75, 125 and 200 nm thicknesses. 

A----------.--A-.-----------A 
1.4 

LGS: 

1.2 --a--  75nm -0- 75 nm - - m - -  125 nm -0- 125 nm 

Fig. 1 Harmonic dependence of effective mass-loading 
for quartz and langasite resonators. 

One observes that the effective mass-loading of 
quartz resonators is different from that of the langasite 
resonators: while for quartz resonators the effective 
mass-loading increases with harmonics, in the case of 
langasite resonators effective mass-loading decreases. 
The variation of effective mass-loading for various 
electrode thicknesses is smaller for langasite resonators 
than for quartz resonators. 

3.2 Motional inductance L 
The behaviour of the motional inductance is the most 

significant for comparison of mass-loading influence on 
quartz and langasite resonators. The inductance L was 
plotted versus harmonic order for quartz and langasite 
resonators (figure 2) with the same electrode parameters 
(Ag electrodes, 7 mm diameter and 75, 125, 200 nm 
thicknesses). 

- 
I - 1  QUARTZ: LGS: I 

Fig.2 Inductance variation with harmonic order for 
quartz and LGS resonators 



By analysing the figures we observe : 
- the inductance of quartz resonators increases with 

harmonics for all electrode thicknesses, while the 
inductance of langasite resonators is almost constant; 

- the change of electrode thickness determines a 
significant variation of inductance in the case of quartz 
resonators, but almost no change for langasite 
resonators. 

Taking into account the previous results related to 
mass-loading effect [14,15,16] the change of inductance 
with harmonics was ascribed to the internal stress at 
interface electrode-piezoelectric substrate. We can 
conclude that the Y-cut langasite develops smaller 
stresses at interface than AT-cut quartz resonators 
having a similar behaviour with SC-cut quartz 
resonators. Consequently, the mass-loading influence on 
langasite resonators is lower than on quartz resonators 
due to the specific material constants of the two crystals 
and could be considered a new Y cut langasite property. 

Figure 3 shows the harmonic dependence of 
motional inductance for quartz and langasite resonators 
with Au deposited electrodes having 100 nm 
thickness and 4.6 and 7 mm diameters. 

QUARTZ: 

--0-- 100 nrn ; de= 7 mm 
0.16 --.-- 100 nm ; de= 4.6 mm 

-0- 100nm; d,= 7mm 
-0- 100 nrn ; de= 4.6 mrn 

Fig.3. Harmonic dependence of inductance on 
electrode diameter. 

The same conclusion (smaller mass-loading effect 
for langasite) can be drawn by comparing the quartz and 
langasite behaviour fiom figure 3. While the inductance 
of quartz resonators increases almost 2.5 times when 
the electrode diameter decreases from 7mm to 4.6mm, 
the inductance of langasite resonators presents a very 
small change with electrode diameter. 

3.3 Oualitv factor Q 
The quality factor values of langasite and quartz 

resonators deposited with Ag electrodes (7mm diameter, 
100, 125, 150 nm thickness ) are presented in figure 4. 

Analysing this figure one observes that the 
normalized Q values measured for all electrode 
thicknesses are higher in the case of langasite 
(especially on third harmonic) than for quartz 
resonators. For both type of resonators the optimum 

electrode thickness which determines the maximum 
quality factor is 125 nm. 

Fig.4 The quality factor dependence on harmonics for 
various electrode thickness 
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To see the quality factor dependence on electrode 
diameter for the same electrode thickness, in figure 5 is 
presented the normalized Q factor versus harmonics 
order for quartz and langasite resonators with 100nrn 
electrode thickness and 4.6 and 7 mm electrode 
diameters. 
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Fig.5 Quality factor variation with electrode diameter 
for quartz and langasite resonators. 

The most important differences between the 
behaviour of quartz and langasite resonators are: 

- for quartz resonators the quality factor increases with 
the electrode diameter change from 7 to 4.6 mm, while 
for langasite resonators Q factor decreases when the 
diameter increases; 
- the increase of electrode diameter determines in the 

case of quartz resonators a shift of the maximum quality 
factor towards smaller harmonics, but the maximum Q 
factor of langasite resonators is situated at 3rd 
harmonic. 



4. CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental results obtained in this study allow 
to conclude that the mass-loading influence on langasite 
resonators characteristics is much smaller than in the 
case of quartz resonators. This behaviour is a feature of 
langasite, which has been pointed out for the first time 
in our theoretical calculation of coupling coefficient of 
monolithic structure as a function of mass-loading [2,3]. 

The analysis of the two types of resonators revealed 
the following differences between them: 

- effective mass-loading increases with harmonic order 
for AT-cut quartz resonators and decreases for Y-cut 
langasite resonators; 

- maximum variation of the effective mass-loading and 
inductance harmonic dependence for various materials, 
electrode thicknesses and diameters is significantly 
lower in the case of Y-cut langasite than'for AT-cut 
quartz resonators; 
- the quality factor of quartz resonators increases with 

decrease of electrode diameter and thickness; Q factor 
of langasite resonators decreases when the electrode 
diameter and thickness decrease; 
- maximum Q factor values of the quartz resonators 

shift to lower harmonics with decrease of electrode 
diameter and thickness, while the langasite quality 
factor is situated at 3rd overtones. 

Based on our previous results [I 3,14,15,16], 
according to which the inductance change with mass- 
loading is due to the internal stresses at interface 
electrode-piezoelectric substrate, we could ascribe the 
specific behaviour of inductance of Y-cut langasite 
resonators to a much smaller interfacial stresses in 
comparison with AT-cut quartz resonators. 

The general conclusion related to mass-loading 
influence on langasite devices (resonators and 
monolithic filters) is that, due to the specific material 
constants of langasite crystal, the langasite devices are 
superior to quartz devices. 

The present results could contribute at the 
optimization of the high performance devices. 
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METHOD OF TIFE IMPROVEMENT OF THE SAW SENSOR SENSITIVITY 

C. Kopycki, J. Filipiak 
Institute of Applied Physics, Military University of Technology, 

2, Kaliskiego St., 00-908 Warsaw, Poland 

The main structural component of the sensor based on surface acoustic waves (SAW) 
is a delay line. It consists of two interdigital transducers (IDT). One of them generates a 
surface wave, which propagates in the surface region of the piezoelectric substratum. The 
wave reaches the receiving transducer after the delay time. The principle of the SAW sensor's 
operation is based on measuring the changes of SAW'S delay time. The above changes are 
produced by influence of measured quantity on the piezoelectric surface region between IDT. 
The sensitivity of the sensor mentioned above is proportional to the changes of the SAW 
delay time. Mentioned values are up to few ps, therefore they are very small and difficult to 
measure. The change of the delay time is proportional to the length of the wave propagation 
path. Therefore, when the region between interdigital transducers is longer, changes of a delay 
time are bigger, so a sensitivity of the SAW sensor is higher. The distance between IDTs is 
limited by the length of the piezoelectric substrate. Moreover, long substrates put up the cost 
of the sensor and increase its dimensions. 
A long wave propagation path can be obtained by using multiple transit signals (MTS) in a 
delay line. MTS are generated, in a SAW delay line, during reflection of a surface wave 
caused by an electrical regeneration. Transit signals' theoretical analysis was conducted. It 
allowed to maximise an amplitude of MTS and to obtain signals separated in time. Theoretical 
results were put up for experimental verification. Special measuring system, allowing to 
measure changes of delay time of reflected signals (MTS) between transducers as a function 
of changes state of the surface region, was designed and realised. The result of the 
measurement shows that the SAW sensor sensitivity is proportional to the number pathways 
of the wave between transducers. Presented method is a simple way to increasing (up to a few 
times) a sensitivity of the SAW sensor for measurements all non-electrical quantities. 
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THE SAW VIBRATION SENSOR 

C. Kopycki, J. Filipiak 
Institute of Applied Physics, Military University of Technology, 

2, Kaliskiego St., 00-908 Warsaw, Poland 

The principle of operation of the SAW vibration sensor is based on measuring the 
changes of SAW'S delay time. The above changes are produced by influence of vibration on 
the piezoelectric surface region between interdigital transducers. The practical approach to the 
SAW vibration sensor requires investigation of the following subjects: 

a) construction of the sensor, 
b) way of the SAW delay-time measurement, 
c) recording of the measurements. 

During the above investigation the analysis of the piezoelectric-beam vibration was 
conducted. Theoretical results were put up for experimental verification. The breaking stress 
was determined for the investigated substrates. The described steps of the sensor realisation 
allow to determine dimensions of the substratum, and to select an aggregated mass (mounted 
on the free end of the beam). This part of the research allows to choose piezoelectric material 
basing on its mechanical properties. 
The next task concerning the SAW vibration sensor is realisation of the SAW delay line. It 
was designed, and thereafter made using photolithography method. Further on the way of 
SAW delay-time measuring was developed. It allows to prepare a measuring system. Both 
methods: based on the SAW generator and the phase detector were analysed. During the 
selection the following criteria were taken into consideration: sensitivity and a resolution of 
the sensor, and simplicity of the measuring system. Finally, measurements was realised by the 
measurement of the frequency of the generator with delay line in its phase-locked feedback 
loop. The frequency of the SAW generator is in the range from a few tenth up to several 
hundred MHz. The range depends on the required parameters and the device's construction. 
The changes of the frequency caused by the measured acceleration are about 10 to 90 kHz so 
they are small in comparison to the fi-equency of the generator. The second generator with the 
constant frequency, nearly the same as the frequency of the main one, must be used and only 
measuring of the beat frequency allows us the precise measurement of the selected quantity. 

The selected technical data of the SAW vibration sensor, which was realised are as 
follows: 

m 
a) measurement range: k2,5g (gz10 ), frequency range (Os20)Hz, 

S 

kHz mV 
b) sensitivity: 8,5 --- , voltage sensitivity 180 - 

g g 
Mentioned above parameters of the sensor allows to refer it as a high sensitivity. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper is a continuation of the 
author's works on creation of the microwave self- 
excited oscillating sensors of high-temperature tech- 
nological processes [I], mainly processes of burning. 
Sensor's circuit includes a flush-mounted antenna, 
emitting into monitoring medium. Then its admittance 
is transformed into a measuring signal - frequency of 
generation. Temperature error is stipulated by two rea- 
sons: natural frequency instability of self-excited os- 
cillator (SEO) and antenna's influence during its non- 
stationary heating. Investigation of the last one is a 
subject of the present paper. 

The research, conducted in dispersing ap- 
proximation, includes: 

An approximation of four components of an- 
tenna's complex conductivity and transmission line 
temperature's dependencies, 

An analytical description of complex reflectivity 

from antenna J ? ( T )  = Re r ( T )  + Im T ( T ) ,  which 
influence to the frequency of generation is investi- 
gated earlier in [I] ,  

Linearization of the found dependencies and 
searching of minimums Re T ( T )  and Im T ( T )  . 

It is shown, that under the random combina- 
tion of electric and constructive antenna's parameters , 
such minimums are absent. Modifications of con- 
structions, where an antenna's parts are made of an 
electrotechnical materials with various temperature 
coefficients (TC), are suggested. The relations be- 
tween TC, providing the constancy of Re T ( T )  and 

ImT(T) in a temperature range (that is the average 
quadrate of temperature fluctuations), are found. This 
range is limited by the linear approximation. 

The nonlinearity account of r ( ~ )  is effected 
by recovery of second members of the Tailor's series, 
discarded under the linearization and let to determine 
the boundaries of the specified range. An average 
quadrate of frequency's temperature fluctuations of the 
sensor and measurement error do not exceed an al- 
lowed significance within the limits of these bounda- 
ries. 

The suggested technique is considered in 
more detail with reference to the ring slit antenna [I]. 
Here, the choice of TC provides variations of the slit 
width, more essential, than in traditional construction. 
Such way compensates not only a slit's capacities 
growth, but also an antenna's conductivity of emission. 

Because the antenna's contribution to the fie- 
quency in sensors of the given type is dominant, the 
obtained result allows to improve stability more than on 
the order. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

. Head part of one of the sensor's models with an 
antenna is shown on fig. 1. 

1 

fig. 1 Antenna's construction 

Sensor is set up in a reactor's wall 2 with an operating 
body 1 being monitored, which has temperature . The 
particular realization of an antenna is a ring slit 3, cut in 
short-circuited end of coaxial transmission line (4,5,6). 
The oscillator with a coaxial resonator (it isn't shown on 
fig.1) is in an external medium with tempera- 
ture TO << q .  Sensor's dynamics is described in [I] .  



The measuring signal is formed due to generation fre- 
quency dependence on an antenna's parameters - con- 

ductivity yA and reflectivity h(h). 
In the working position antenna is heated up 

to temperature TA < q .  During the propagation in a 
sensor's body the temperature waves are attenuating. 
The application of dielectric with low temperature dif- 
fusivity for main thermoleading details manufacturing 
promoted this. Antenna is required to be metallic, here- 
from its influence to the frequency instability and 
measurement error is dominant. Fast response to the 
temperature variations is characteristic for antenna, 
while the heating of the sensor is rather long. 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

Stabilization of reflectivity FA is necessary 
for reaching the purpose, pointed in a title. Authors [2] 
have used here the distributed in engineering effect, 
based on temperature coefficients (TC) difference of 
two details, forming an internal and external edges of a 
slit. In our case their results could not be applied di- 
rectly, because the antenna is principally displaced and 

& / d j  , &/ dT are big. However the mathe- 

matical statement of a problem coincides. In the spe- 
cific temperatures range AT the reflectivity should 
satisfy to condition 

l f l / d ~ l 5  6 = D/AT , ( 1 )  

where the permissible error D is connected to fre- 
quency instability by a rather simple ratio [I]. With 

allowance that FA = lrAl e x p ( j q A )  the condition 

(1) is divided into two parts: for module and for phase. 
In the consequent computations it seems convenient to 
use a little bit changed statement: 

The further material of the paper is devoted 
to determination of the ratios between antenna's con- 
ductivity components and transmission line, sizes of 
details and TC of materials, under which the condi- 
tions (2) are observed. 

3. APPROXIMATION 

Graph-analytical dependencies of conductivi- 

ties g~ and aCA are obtained in work [2], the inter- 

nal R1 and external R2 radiuses of slit act as argu- 
ments, referred to a wavelength. To say more exactly, 

arguments are: for g~ - is (Rl + R2) /: , for CR - 
is ( R ~  / R ~ )  . Under the realization of graphic depend- 

encies approximation, it seems convenient to use their 
half-sum r  - average radius and dimension d - slit's 
width, also referred to the wavelength A . 
General view of approximating functions is: 

where A7B are connected with an average magnitudes 

g A  and C A  under the nominal temperature, 

r, - 0 , 0 5 1 ,  p  - 0,011 (p > d ) ,  a - 1,5 ... 2 .  
With allowance of well-known dependence of sizes 
from temperature and under the condition of 

KTAT = K1,2AT << 1 ,  where K1 2 - is TC of de- 

tails 4 and 6, let's transform the ratio (3) to Tailor se- 
ries. Then in a linear approximation we receive: 

correspondingly the magnitudes of derivatives (when 
d  / r  << 1) is the following: 

K , + K ,  + _._L K - K  
dT r-r ,  d - p  

Wave conductivity g and internal capacity 

C, of excitation line mainly depend on permittivity. A 
dielectric 5, chosen by the recommendation [7], has TC 
two orders less than K1,2. Therefore further we take 

into account only average magnitudes of g and C, ; 
and their contribution into fluctuation - is only qualita- 
tive. 

4. BASIC EQUATIONS 

Let's present reflectivity as a function of tem- 
Derature: 



By replacing ( T )  = g~ + AgA (T)  and 

b = WC(T)  = W[C + AC(T)], 
g ( T )  = g + Ag(T) with allowance for increment's 
smallness we have: 

i A ( T )  = i A [ l + d l  + d 2 ]  , ( 5 )  
AgA T Ag + jmAC 

where = , symbol T as 
g A T g +  j d c  

an increments argument hereinafter is omitted. Set of 
real and imaginary parts and differentiating, we shall 
receive: 
d Re rA ( T )  = R,.- d g ~  + R2 . z.+ dg 

dT dT 

d ImrA ( T )  
W = -R3 . -- dg dgA +wR~.--+ 

dT dT dT 

(6b) 
Magnitudes R1,2,3 we shall reveal below. By virtue of 

dg dCr the mentioned smallness of - and - let's pres- 
dT dT 

ent the corresponding members in both expressions by 
small constant magnitude p Gust not to lose it), saving 
this sign irrespective of a multiplying it on other mag- 
nitudes. 
Substituting (4) in (6), we have 

Where Y3,4 = -R3v1,2 T (41.2 + a),  
7 - 

- Kronecker delta ( = 0,  t2 = 1 ), 

2 2 Ml 2 = ( g A  T g )  + b , dimension of inequalities 

(Ohmldegree) 
Solving the system of inequalities, by taking for 
definiteness K1 as argument, we shall receive an area 

of the permissible magnitude K 2 ,  corresponding to the 
posed problem shown on fig.2: 

fig.2 Graphic solution of the inequalities system (7) 

Kmin < K1,2 > Kmax - 1 0-5 (8). 
The third inequality reflects the known physical fact. 
Preliminary estimations showed that the magni- 

tudes 4 . 2  do not exert the practical influence. 

5. SPECTRAL DENSITY 

The heat exchange between monitored operat- 
ing bo* and chamber's wall happens by a radiation and 
convection. Last one predominates [3]. The amplitudes 
of temperature oscillations are connected by a ratio [4]: 

T A = q / \ / m ,  where q=,,/-,w- an- 

gular frequency, a -temperature diffusivity factor, 

H = cq- / q  , a~ -thermoreturn coefficient, q  - heat 
conduction. For metals on frequency F>lOHz the ratio 
is q / H  > 1 .  

The research level of spectral density (SD) 

s ~ ( F )  cannot be considered as sufficient, especially in 
a high-frequency (F>lOHz) range. Our point of view is 
based on temperature with pressure and acoustic occur- 
rence correlation, which are investigated better. On fig.3 

curves 1 and 2 correspond to SD o~s'(F) and 

S A ( ~ ) .  The form of SD envelope of reflectivity 

s ~ ( F )  repeats S A ( F ) .  The curves 3 and 4 in this 

case reflect two situations: non-observance and tend to 
observance of conditions (8). 



fig.3 Spectral densities , 

At last the curves 5 and 6 are the SD enve- 
lopes of frequency fluctuations, generated by an an- 
tenna (5) and resonator of the sensor (6). They are rep- 
resented in relative units. In the last case, as it is shown 
in [5], the damping of high-frequency temperature 
waves is essentially more severe. In case of equality of 
frequency fluctuations on dispersion (this is comply 
with optimum designing norms), the contribution of an 
antenna to a high-frequency part of total SD 

S/ (F) = s5 (F) + s6 (F) is more essential Be- 

tween that, the interest to the microwave sensors is 
connected just with this part of a spectrum. 
Permissible level of frequency fluctuations, propor- 

2 tional to f , is arbitrarily shown by horizontal line on 
fig. 2. It is seen that the suppression of low-frequency 
fluctuation processes is problematic. 

6. NUMERICAL METHODS AND MINIMIZA- 
TION. 

Minimization of frequency fluctuations now 
consists in magnification of the area of three inequali- 
ties intersection, down to full overlapping. To be exact, 
this will be a location of two first inequalities in the 
boundaries of third, which causes a technical solvabil- 
ity of the problem. For us these boundaries are physi- 
cal constants. 

This operation is made by choice of magni- 

t u d e ~ & , , ~ .  For this purpose three independent pa- 

rameters can be used only: r, d and g. Other magni- 

tudes or their functions (conductivity g A  and b), or 

constants (approximating factors r, , p , a and implic- 

itly present digit 2). 
The following equality corresponds to the op- 

timum situation: 

r, Y4 = Y, Y3 (91, 
under which fulfillment the temperature fluctuations 

of a reflectivity in an accepted approximation are equal 
to zero (if not to take into account influence of g and 

C, fluctuations being displayed b y p ) .  Now the 
boundaries of two inequalities are symmetric relative to 

shareable point K2Y1 / Y2 = K2Y3 / Y4 . Permissible 

errors while are different ( f 3  + f4  ), therefore obser- 

vance of the other condition is desirable: 

f 3 / Y 2  = f41Y4 or f3Y4 = f 4 Y 2 ,  (10) 
then also boundaries of inequalities will coincide. That 
means, the consequent selection of metals with TC 

K1,2 will minimize errors of ~ e p  and 1mP at the 

same extent. 
Narrow interval of TC magnitudes of electro- 

technical metals (Kmin, Kmax) eliminates reaching of 
these conditions. Additional restrictions are: high 
transmission factor of working function preservation by 

the sensor: [I], for what mCA > g A , but g A is 
rather big (not less than a few mSm). The last one en- 
sures principally necessary antenna emission. 

The analytical expressions obtained are hard- 
reviewed. The numerical analysis for global extremum 
searching is necessary. Here we shall limit by an 
evaluation of parameters and recommendations for im- 
proving frequency thermostability of concrete sensors, 
investigated experimentally before. 

The sensor of permittivity of an ionized gas 
(flame). Parameters: 

g A  = (5. . .8)mSm, g = 2 0 m S m  , 

b = mCA = (20 ... 4 0 ) m S m ,  r = 0,075 

( R ,  = 5,6mm),  d = (1,5...3)10-3 (slit width is 0,: 

+ 0,l  mm), 2 = 75mm (f=4Hhz). It is seen that sen- 
sors differ only by the slit width. 

Calculation has shown that the members of 
equality (10) differs in 1,3 ... 1,6 times, and of equality 
(1 1) - little more. That means construction and electrical 
parameters are not optimal. Under the permissible in- 

stability 6/ and AT = 2O0the area of inequalities 

intersection is small, though the metals are selected on 
the ratio in [7]. 

7. DISCUSSION 

Let's explain the physical processes, which 
take place here. The essential feature of antenna, that 
slit is non-resonance and its length is L = 2nR < 112 
(or r<1/4n 1). Under the heating the length is "getting 

closer" to resonance (albeit not much), and g~ is 

growing. At the same time the slit is widening and C A  
is reducing. But this reduction is not enough for 
achievement the constancy of rA (or, backward, too 

much) under the equal TC ( K ,  = K2 ). It is necessary 



to have K1 < K 2  or K1 > K2 . Under the unsuc- 

cessful choice of base electrical parameters, i.e. aver- 

age magnitudes of gA and CA , it could happen, that 
the necessary (from two first inequalities (7)) value 

K1 < 0 .  Than the compensation is possible under the 
condition of electric magnitudes- conductivities varia- 
tions. The suggested compensation method (as [ 1) in 
any case is effective in a limited temperature range, the 

reason is: nonlinearity of dependencies of gA ( T )  , 
CA (7') and rA ( T )  . At the same time there's no 
need to magnify this influence, because the maximum 
magnitude of KT under the fluctuations smaller than 

l o d 2 ,  and in the interesting frequency range (more 

than few Hz) < 1 o - ~  . Corresponding nonlinear errors 

have the order ( K T ) ~  < (1 0- '... 1 o - ~ )  . The other 
reason of error is multiplicative: dependence of con- 
version factor d o / d ~  (&  - monitored parameter) 

from g and CA , therefore from T  and K1,2.  In 

this case this dependence is bigger, than without the 
compensation. At last, the third error: number of elec- 
trotechnical metals (application of which is economi- 
cally reasonable) is not much. This error could become 
the main one. Indeed, under the requested [ 1, replace- 

ment of ruthenium ( K I  = 9 . I  ou6 ), which is for sure 
more expensive than gold, by titanium 

6 
( K = 8,2 10- ), applied to mentioned above exam- 

4 ples, will give an error 10- 3. . .1~-  . 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Bimetallic antenna application facilitates stability 
of an autodyne sensor frequency, subjected to the 
heating, and allows to reduce the monitoring error. 
Physical mechanism of stabilization is specified 
by finding the proportion between active and re- 
active components of antenna's admittance, which 
depend differently (and nonlinearly) from ring slit 
radius and width. 
TC values of two metals are diverse here, unlike in 
the matched antenna [ 5 ] .  Their optimum values 
correlate with antenna's conductances and trans- 
mission line. Last interrelation could be consid- 
ered nontrivial. Latter influences on the sensor's 
operating characteristics [I]. That is why the op- 
timum could be obtained not always. 
Mutual compensation of temperaturedependent 
parameters, specifying high frequency stability, is 
obtained in a limited range of temperature fluc- 
tuations. This is explained by the referred nonline- 

arity. Fast fluctuations, which have smaller ampli- 
tudes, are being suppressed more effectively. That 
again proves the sensor's efficiency in monitoring 
of the fast processes. 

Special thanks to A.Avksentiev for consulting. 
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ABSTRACT 2. EXPERIMENTALS 

TMAH and NaOH etchants are used to micromachine 
beams on various (hhl) silicon planes. An experimental 
and comparative study of the changes in the shape and in 
the width of beams with the cut and with the direction of 
alignment is undertaken. In addition for TMAH 
theoretical shapes are derived from the' CAO tool 
TENSOSIM and the effect of misalignment is 
theoretically investigated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Resonant structures composed of a seismic mass 
suspended by bridges or of vibrating beams can be 
fabricated in silicon plates by micromachining [1,2]. 
Moreover similar structures and cantilever loaded by a 
mesa serve also of mechanical structures for 
piezoresistive or capacitive silicon sensors such as 
accelerometers [3]. Up to now KOH or EDP based 
etchants [1,2,4,5] are usually used to fabricate silicon 
structures essentially in (100) and (110) wafers. 
Recently interest in TMAH [6] and NaOH [5] etchants is 
revived. In particular TMAH solutions are fully 
compatible with IC fabrication processes. These etchants 
are highly anisotropic and as a result width of beams and 
of cantilevers and shapes of structures depend on the 
orientation of the silicon plate and of the direction of 
alignments of the mask pattern. It should be also outlined 
that it may be of interest to fabricate structures in non- 
conventional plates such as (hhl) plates. Consequently it 
becomes necessary to characterize the anisotropy of the 
chemical attack of silicon plates in TMAH and NaOH 
solutions. 
For this purpose, in this paper a study of the anisotropy is 
made for two solutions : TMAHJWater (25% in weight) 
and NaOH (37% in weight). Experimental results on 
shapes of beams produced on various (hhl) plates are 
reported with a special attention on technical problems 
caused by the anisotropic chemical attack such as 
formation of limiting facets, lateral underetch and 
development of sharp profiles. A comparison of the two 
etchants is undertaken from a practical point of view 
(width w of beams, shape of cross-section). Finally the 
simulation tool TENSOSIM previously derived by C.R. 
TELLIER [4,6] is used to obtain theoretical shapes of 
beams etched in TMAH and to outline effects due to a 
misalignment of the mask pattern or to small changes of 
the wafer orientation. 

2.1. Ex~erimental details 
The starting materials were two sides polished singly or 
doubly-rotated silicon plates whose orientation are listed 
in table 1. A 1.3 pm thick masking oxide was grown at 
1100°C in steam. The beams were fabricated using 
standard bulk micromachining techniques. A side of 
plates was patterned into a serie of beams with various 
alignment angles YA. Figure 1 gives the mask pattern 
and the corresponding designation for the various beams 
with initial width w,= 600 pm. 

Figure 1 : The mask pattern 

The horizontal beam (H) was theoretically aligned along 
a direction indicated in table 1. Patterned plates were 
etched in TMAH (25% in wt) and in NaOH (37% in wt) 
solutions maintened at a constant temperature of 70°C 
and 80°C respectively. The total durations of etching, 
for TMAH and for NaOH, were chosen to avoid the 
complete opening of beams. In this condition only 
cavities are formed and it remains possible to study the 
geometrical features of the etched bottom surfaces. 
Etched surfaces and general shape of beams were 
examined by Scanning Electron Microscopy. Width w 
of etched beams were measured at + 5 pm using an 
optical microscope. In addition depths of etch Ad were 
evaluated from profilometry studies. 

( plate ((100) / (110) l(112) l(441) / 

Table 1 : Depth of etch and direction <D> of alignment 

2.2 Experimental results 
2.2.1 Etched surfaces 
Even if in practice beams are open it remains of interest 
to compare briefly for the two etchants the geometrical 
features of etched surface because degraded surfaces are 
frequently associated with the formation of terraced 



edges [4]. Figures 2 and 3 give SEM images of the 
bottom surfaces etched in TMAH and NaOH solutions 
respectively. We observe that { 100) surface excepted the 
NaOH etchant causes a marked degradation of surfaces 
with the formation of terraced surfaces (on (1 12) and 
(441) planes) or of sharp hillocks on (110) plane. In 
particular on deeply etched (1 10) plane (Ad =I90 pm) the 
peak to valley height R,,, as evaluated from profilometry 
traces exceeds 20 wm. 

Figure 2: Surfaces etched in TMAH, a ,b, c and d are for 
(loo), (1 12), (441) and (1 10) surfaces respectively. 

comparison between TMAH and NaOH etchants more 
easier the reduced decrement in width, A* =Aw/Ad, is 
also indicated in this table using the experimental values 
of the depth of etch, Ad, collected in table 1. 
Examination of tables 1 and 2 reveals several features : 
i) Turning attention to planes (100) and (1 11) for which 

the ratio Ad (1 10)lAd (100) are crudely similar for the 
two etchants we observe that for most of beams changes 
in anisotropy are less rapid for NaOH than for TMAH 
when orientation of plate changes from (100) to (1 11). 
A behaviour which is not strictly verified for (hhl) 
planes. 
ii) For most of the cuts investigated here the evolution 
of the ratio AwlAd with the angle of alignment YA is not 
so marked for NaOH solution than for TMAH etchant. 
Only the (112) plate departs from this behavior which 
is particularly accentuated for (100) and (1 10) plates. 
iii) For plates (loo), (1 10) and (1 12) horizontal beams 
(H, 'PA =0°) exhibit small decrement Aw in width as 
expected for beams aligned in theory along the 
intersection <D> of a { I l l }  plane with the reference 
plate. The fact that beam H on (441) plane behaves 
differently indicates a misalignment with respect to the 
<110> intersecting direction. 

Figure 3: Surfaces etched in NaOH, A ,B, C and D 
are for (1 OO), (1 12), (44 1) and (1 10) surfaces 

i) Far from comers the cross-sectional profile of a beam 
is determined by the direction of alignment because we 
are concerned with a 2D etching process [4]. So rather 
planar facets ( Figs 4 a, b,c ) seem to 6ound beams in 
the case of TMAH etchant. On the contrary for the 
NaOH solution edges appear to be more terraced or 
terminated by terraced shoulders (Fig. 5C). This 
observation is also valid for beam H which is expected 
to be bounded only by vertical { 11 1 ) planes. 
ii) For the two etchants {I 11 } which dissolve 

2.2.2 Width of beams. very slowly [4-61 participate to the concave comer 
The fmal width w of beams formed on the differently undercutting and as a consequence top of 
oriented silicon plate are reported in table 2. To make the 

TMAH 
Beam 

H 
B 1 
B2 
V 
B3 

- 

H 
B 1 
B2 
V 
B3 

YA (O) 

0 
3 0 
60 
90 
135 

(1 10) 
w AwlAd 

585 
385 
540 
400 
410 

Table 2 : width w and reduced width A* = AwIAd for the various beams etched in (hhl) planes. 

(100) 
w AwIAd 

.14 
2.07 
.58 
1.93 
1.83 

(1 12) 
w AwIAd 

590 
410 
410 
590 
510 

L 

560 
380 
490 
390 
435 
-- 

(441) 
w AwIAd 

NaOH 

0.2 
3.8 
3.8 
.2 
1.8 

.4 
2.2 
1.1 
2.1 
1.65 

370 
390 
420 
390 
485 

1.91 
1.75 
1.5 
1.75 
.96 

1.33 
1.2 
1 

1.58 
0.17 

.2 1 
1.15 
.45 
-95 
1.45 

570 
3 10 
525 
390 
355 

0 
3 0 
60 
90 
135 

.17 
2.37 
2.33 
.17 

2.12 

.27 
2.63 
0.68 
1.9 

2.22 

580 
3 15 
320 
580 
345 

560 
380 
515 
420 
320 

440 
455 
480 
410 
580 



Figure 4 : SEM images of built-in beams B2 (a,b) , H (c) and B3 (d) etched in a (1 10) plane by TMAH etchant 

Figure 6 : SEM images of built-in beams B2 (a,b) , H (c) and B1 (d) etched in a (1 12) plane by TMAH etchant 

\ <  

TGAH (a,b) and NaOH (A,B) etched in a (100) plane by NaOH 



corresponding concave corners look similar. by AY,A in the contrary of the top contour of comers. 
These remarks apply also for (1 12) and (441) plates with But for some directions of alignment both inclinations 
in particular : concave undercutting and width of beams may be 
i) Terracing present on beams shoulders (Figs 7A, B, D significantly modified (see section 3.2). 
and 8 A, B) for NaOH in contrast with TMAH behavior 
(Figs 6 and 8a, b) 
ii) Rather identical top contours at comers. 
But extension of (I 11) facets at comer is less important 
for beams etched in NaOH than for those fabricated with 
TMAH (compare Fig. 7D with Fig. 6d for example).If 
we turn attention to (100) plates (Fig. 9) we observe that 
for the two etchants the development of planar { I l l )  
facets prevails at concave corners. But here again edges 
of beams are terraced (Figs. 9 A, B) in the case of NaOH 
solution. 
The experimental study allows us to conclude that the Figure 10 : Theoretical H and B2 beams on (1 10) plane 
anisotropy of the N ~ O H  solution differs markedly from 
that related to TMAH 25%. Owing to the degradation of 
{ 1 10) and {hhl) surfaces etched in NaOH and to the 
simultaneous terracing of boundering planes the TMAH 
etchant seems at first sight more convenient than NaOH 
35% solution. But NaOH can constitute an alternative 
etchant for the micromachining of structures in {loo) 
planes. 

3. THEORETICAL STUDY 
Figure 11 : Beam B3 on (110) plane , effect of 

3.1. 3D etching shaves misalignment. a, b, c are for AYA = +2.5", 0" and -2.5' 
Tentatives are made to derive theoretical shapes for 
beams etched in TMAH using the simulation tool 
"TENSOSIM" [4,6] which presents the advantage to 
furnish 3D etching shapes for any cut and for any 
direction of alignment of beams. The simulator 
"TENSOSIM is based on the tensorial model of the 
anisotropic dissolution [4] which predicts that for the 
beam structures studied here : 
i) the 3D etching at concave corners built-in structures is 
governed by maxima maximora of the dissolution 
slowness. Thus { I l l )  facets are in priority formed at 
corners as observed on SEM images Figure 12 : Theoretical H and B2 beams on (1 12) plane 

ii) The 2D etching shapes (cross~sections of beams) are 
composed of "facets" associated with maxima in the 
cross-sectional polar diagram of L. So etched shapes for 
cross-sections may be very sensitive to the alignment 
angle YA. 
For convenience 3D etching shapes are represented as 
constant-level contour diagrams. Lateral underetchings 
UL beneath the mask and mean slopes of edge beams are 
extracted from theoretical 2D cross-sections. Let us 
concentrate our attention to the (1 10) plane for which the 
two sides of beams satisfy the two-fold symmetry about 
the perpendicular [I101 direction as given evidence by 
theoretical shapes of Figures 10 a,b and 11 related to 
beams H, B2 and B3. In practice table 2 reveals that UL 

20 pm for the beam H indicating a misalignement AYA 
of few degree even if theoretical shape of Figure 10 is in 
accord with the SEM image of Fig. 4c. Figure 11 
illustrates the effect of misalignments AYA = + 2.5" on 
the theoretical beam B3. Here the general shape and 
inclination of limiting facets are not markedly affected 

Simulations of theoretical shapes for beams H and B2 
(Fig. 12) on (112) plane agree also with experimental 
shapes of Figures 6c and 6a,b. We thus infer that the 
database is rather appropriate and consequently we can 
use the simulator to study effects of misalignment ATA 
or of small deviations Acp , and AO, on the angles of cut 
(as defined from the IEEE standard of piezelectricity) 
and on the width of beams. 
3.2. Effects of misalignment and of disorientation 
First we focus on (1 10) beams and specially on beams 
with large decrement Aw in width (Figs. 13 and 14). A 
misalignment AYA = 12.5" on beam B3 (Fig. 13) 
modifies essentially Aw. Since for (110) plane 
misaligments leave the cross-sectional profiles of beam 
symmetrical (see Fig. 13) modifications induced by 
misalignments AYA = + 2,5" are represented on the 
same figure (Fig. 14b) for the vertical beam V. For beam 
V small disorientations Aq . = k 2", A9, = i 2O (Figs. 
14d and 14c) destroy the symmetry and change 
significantly both the cross-sectional shape and Aw. In 



fact whatever is the starting plane disorientations and [5] I. Zubel, I. Barycka "Silicon anisotropic etching in 
misalignments cause for specific alignments marked alkaline solutions", Sensors and Actuators, 70( 1999) 
changes in the width w. Moreover Acp , andlor A8, 8 1-97 
affect more and less the depth of etch of Ad. In tables 3 
and 4 are collected theoretical values of AwlAd and Ad [6] A.R. Charbonnieras, C.R. Tellier, "Characterization 

for some beams etched on (1 10) and (1 12) planes in the of the Anisotropic Chemical Attack of {hkO) Silicon 

case of moderate misalignments and disorientations. Plates in a TMAH Solution. Determination of a 

Deviations of AwiAd (in % with respect to theoretical Database", Sensors and Actuators. 77( 1999) 81-97 

orientation) are also indicated. Examination of these 
tables reveals that final beams are more sensitive to 
misalignment AYA than to small changes in the angles of 
cut. For misalignments of h 2,5" departures for of AwlAd 
can reach 25% for (1 10) planes and exceed 25% for 
(112) planes. Moreover more marked deviations are 
expected for misalignment of the horizontal beam. 

Table 3 : Effect of misalignment and disorientation on 
the reduced width of beams A*for the (1 10) plane. 

CONCLUSION 

Beams are micromachined on various {hhl) planes using 
NaOH 37% and TMAH 25% solutions. The results show 
that surfaces and edges bounding beams are less 
degraded with the TMAH etchant. Moreover etching 
shapes and width of beams depend on the direction of 
alignment. So it is shown that the simulator TENSOSIM 
constitutes a convenient CAO tool for evaluating 
changes due to misalignment or to small deviations in 
the angles of cut. 
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Table 4 : Effect of misalignment and disorientation on 
the reduced width of beams A* and Ad (in ym). The case 
of a (1 12) plane. 

Figure 13: Cross-sections of the beam B3 on the (1 10) 
plane a, b, c are respectively for AYA= o',AYA=+~.~' and 
AYA= -2.5' 

Figure 14: Cross-sections of the beam V on the (1 10) 
plane b, c and d are respectively for b: AYA=+~.~ '  (1) 
and AYA= -2.5' (2), c : Aqo = -2O, d : A0, = -2'. a is for 
a perfectly oriented beam 
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ABSTRACT 

The numerical analysis of the phase noise 
dependencies upon an active device operation 
mode in the precision crystal oscillator is carried 
out. The relations between a coefficient of 
amplitude to phase noise conversion and a ratio 
of the device linear mode realm to non-linear 
mode realm are evaluated. It is shown, that the 
maintenance of operation mode which provide 
both said symmetric amplitude limitation of 
formed oscillation is the necessary condition for 
oscillator phase noise minimization. 

1. TASK SETTING 

The purposes of phase noise minimization in 
precision quartz oscillator demand the detailed 
analysis of all possible mechanisms of their 
appearance [I]. The device with the non-linear 
amplitude characteristic is an unavoidable part of 
any oscillator, therefore estimation of influence 
of it operation mode on a phase of noise level is 
an actual task. The digital mathematical 
simulation of oscillations is widely used to 
investigate noise in generators [2] and to 
evaluate influences of the circuit parameters on 
the frequency stability [3]. Importance of these 
research methods consists also in permitting to 
observe dependence on one parameter change 
within the interconnected parameters set. It is 
usually impossible in the natural experiments 
and measurements. Numerical simulation allows 
rather simple to set and to change the non-linear 
realm of active device operation mode. This 
paper discusses the dependencies of amplitude to 
phase noise conversion coefficient calculated by 
means of a self-oscillating system dynamical 
model. The ratio of time when the active device 
operates in linear mode to whole oscillation 
period is a main parameter which influence was 
researched. The second parameter which 

influence on phase noise level was investigated 
is the symmetry of the oscillation amplitude 
limitation. It can be tuned by changing a 
transistor initial current or by the variable loads 
in emitter and collector circuits. This factor 
influence on a whole level of the oscillator phase 
noise and was suggested that it affects through 
changing of the harmonics components, which 
level influences on a value of the device complex 
transfer function slope. 

The considered model of the quartz oscillator 
takes into account the following parameters: 
nonlinear and linear behavior of the 
amplification device, non-linear dependencies of 
transistor base junction capacity upon signal 
level, transistor active device inertia and signal 
delay. The parameters of the precision crystal 
oscillator diagram are described in [4]. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The considered quartz generator can be 
represented by the following self-oscillating 
system. Such system contains: the active devise 
with nonlinear amplitude characteristic, in a 
feed-back of which a second order filter is 
included. The active devise has inertia. It can be 
represented as an integrating circuit time 
constant Z, and as a time delay parameter ~ d .  

Thus the Laplace image of transistor current 
transmission coefficient a(s) is determined by 
following expression: 

zd=0,2 tf, 
za=O,8 tf ,  
where tf. - time of a fly through the transistor 
base zone. The time constant of the integrating 
circuit can be expressed as T, = CbRh, it allows 
to include in a model non-linear dependence of 



base-emitter transistor junction capacitance by 
following expression: 

0,5CoU when U>O 

Co l dw when US0 

where Ap - height of a transition junction 
potential barrier. Such self-oscillating system is 
described by the following system of the 
differential equations: 

where x = x (0 - current of a quartz resonator at a 
sequential resonance, y = y (t) - managing 
voltage on the emitter-base junction, Q and COO- 

loaded quality and resonance frequency of a 
quartz resonator correspondingly, F ( ' -  
amplitude characteristic of the active device. 
The transistor connection scheme with common 
base allows operating in circuit with zero power 
supply collector voltage. So such scheme has 
low value of a signal amplitude limitation in 
collector at a positive half-wave of an oscillation. 
The transistor collector junction becomes opened 
if the voltage exceeds value Aq. The same 
voltage affects on emitter - base junction at a 
negative half-wave of an oscillation. So the 
scheme operate in the realm where non-linear 
behavior happens a main pate of oscillation 
period. The similarity of emitter and collector 
junction voltage -current characteristics allows 
to write a following expression for derivative of 
the function F (y): 

-%X&IA~)  if y<usD 
d Au7 -& F(~)' so i f  uSD < Y < ~ S U P  

So d m  A )  f us, <Y I *v 
, (2) 

where so - a slope of the transistor transfer 
function in a linear amplification mode, which 
takes a voltage range on the transistor basis from 
Usli up to Uasrii3, U,, - maximum of signal 
amplitude value in the collector circuit. Model 
does not include values of passive components of 
the generator scheme, but by changing included 
in the formula (2) parameters it is possible to 

simulate the most various modes of the oscillator 
operation. 

3. SOLUTION AND CALIBRATION 
METHODS 

The set of equations (1) was solved with the 
help of numerical integration procedure. The 
fourth order Rung Kutte method was used. The 
choice of a method is caused by it high stability 
and small accumulation of a calculation errors. 

To achieve correspondence between the 
calculation signal and the signal at the researched 
oscillator output some precaution had been 
made. The special calibration procedure of 
calculations accuracy was applied, it allows to 
calculate oscillations when dissipative term has 
high Q-factor and therefore has the very small 
coefficient. The oscillation time was calculated 
when the dissipative term coefficient was 
equaled to zero. If the oscillation (with selected 
integration time discrete) decreases faster than at 
Q oscillation periods, a neutralized term (like a 
positive feed-back) was added to the dissipative 
coefficient. It permits to compensate fading 
caused by excessive stability of a numerical 
integration algorithm. Such trick has allowed to 
achieve the reasonable compromise between 
computing expenditures and calculations 
accuracy. The usually demanded accuracy was 
achieved with calculation of 40 signal samples 
values on each oscillation period. 

The processing of an obtained sequence of 
the signal samples and calculation of phase 
deviation dependence in time was produced with 
the help of algorithm described in [ 5 ] .  The added 
error at this stage of the calculations did not 
exceed rd. 

4. CALCULATION RESULTS 

The obtained functions for the amplitude to 
phase noise conversion coefficient kaph are 
presented on a figure 1. The graphics show 
dependencies of the conversion coefficient upon 
ratio of realm in which transistor works in a 
linear mode Ul,,,=USUP - USD to the whole signal 
amplitude realm - U,,. The solid curve belongs 
to a variant, when the function Ff(y) has a central 
symmetry relatively the center of an oscillation 
amplitudes range. The dashed curve belongs to 
dependence at which, not symmetry of 
boundaries of a linear mode from Um to USUP 
equals 5 % from value of Urn, and the doted 
curve corresponds to 10 % to difference of the 
linear site boundaries. 
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Fig. 1 The amplitude to phase noise conversion coefficient upon ratio of linear realm to whole 
operation realm. 
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ABSTRACT 

CQE works for several years on double oven 
technology. This work completes the paper presented 
last year with some practical aspect[l]. This paper 
describes the thermal adjustment needed in fbnction of 
the turnover point of the crystal. The span of the 
turnover point was 15°C around the nominal value. We 
will discuss about the non-linearity of the fbnction for 
this adjustment. We will present the inner oven 
fbnction which is mostly linear, and the second oven 
one which diverges in fbnction of the turnover point. 
We also give a possible explanation of this non- 
linearity. This study gives us a solution to improve the 
thermal adjustment of our oven crystal oscillator. This 
work improves our ability for mass production of 
double oven. We present statistical results acquired 
during this experiment. We use this principle for other 
type of oven crystal oscillator in order to reduce the 
setting phase. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Production of DOCXO increases for several years. 
These types of OCXO require high performance crystal 
resonators. One of the major characteristic for these 
crystals is the turnover point of the thermal response. 
The crystal manufacturers process shows a gaussian 
repartition for the value of the turnover point. Then, to 
increase the yield of the resonator, we use a large range 
of turnover point. This large range of turnover point 
introduces a large needs of operation during the setting 
phase. We will first present a fbnctional scheme of 
DQCXO regulation and explain the traditional setting 
phase. Increasing the range of the turnover point 
induces an increasing number of the operation thermal 
cycling. We have tried to use a statistical method to 
help us to do the setting phase. We also give an 
explanation of the results obtained during this 
experiment. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL 
REGULATION USING IN DOCXO 

As everybody knows resonance frequency of quartz 
resonator is highly dependent on temperature. 
Temperature variations involve, in general, variations 
of oscillators' frequency. It seems to be interesting to 
choose a resonator which has a low thermal sensitivity 

in order to make up for drawback. But this process is 
not always sufficient so a correction device of thermal 
effects must be associated to the oscillator. 
Two methods can be distinguished depending on 
whether the correction action acts on cause or on 
effect : - Action on effect : it consists of putting right 

the temperature effect on frequency, it is the 
thermal balancing (TCXO : Temperature 
Compensated Crystal Oscillator) 

- Action on cause : it allows to protect the 
crystal resonator from temperature variations, 
it is a thermostatic control (OCXO : Oven 
Controlled Crystal Oscillator) 

In view of metrological oscillators' requirements, 
nothing short of OCXO's allow to obtain a good 
frequency stability. OCXO's are equipped with a 
resonator which has a discharged overvoltage the 
highest as possible so as to have insidcant 
repercussions from ageing or random fluctuations of 
electronics components which make up the oscillator 
on the resonator fundamental frequency. A part or the 
totality of the crystal oscillator is set in an electronic 
oven exact and very steady. In high stability OCXO, 
frequency drift due to temperature variation is 
minimized by using a double oven which immunizes 
the crystal oscillator from environmental temperature 
variation. This method enables the crystal resonator to 
operate at an almost constant temperature, leading to 
minimum frequency deviation (few part in lo-", lo-") 
regardless of the ambient temperature range. 

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '  I 

Fig 1 Functional scheme of a DOCXO 



To reduce temperature fluctuations' effects of 
thermostat used, the temperature of the Oven 1 is 
adjusted on the temperature of resonator's turnover 
point. Resonator's functional temperature corresponds 
to a point of horizontal tangent of the frequency- 
temperature relation. The temperature of the Oven 1 is 
chosen a few degree above the wanted limit 
temperature of hnctioning of the OCXO in order to 
taken into account inner overheating. 
The frequency's t h e d c  stability of a such oscillator is 
obtained : 

- by using an SC cut 
- because of precision of setting of oven at a 

temperature about the resonator's turnover 
point (thermical offset) - because of the oven's thermic stability. 

These demands set up control process with low 
tolerances so expensive. This cost is to be divided 
between resonator's fabrication and electronic control. 

The external oven is adjusted in such a way that 
internal control is only a low regulation. It involves 
that the oven 1 sees only temperature variation of a few 
degrees. Near the crystal, temperature variation is 
amply under the degree. 

3. SETTING PHASE USING A NARROW 
RANGE FOR TURNOVER POINT 

The setting phase of such a regulation consists first to 
adjust correctly internal control. Two method are used : 

- temperature of oven 1 is adjusted on turnover 
point's temperature of the crystal. It is the 
ideal case where electronics parameters are 
constant on the temperature range. 

- Temperature of oven 1 is adjusted a few 
degrees above or under turnover point's 
temperature of the crystal. In this case, 
oscillator's electronics parameters change 
over temperature range. Frequency variations 
due to electronic is compensated thanks to a 
variation of resonance frequency of the crystal 
in such a way that the oscillator gives a 
fkequency as stable as possible in the 
temperature range. 

The setting of the oven 2 is done so that consumption's 
variation of the internal oven is the lowest on OCXO's 
functional range. 
Product's ideas man has a couple (Tovenl, Toven2) 
which will serve to him of beginning point in 
optimisation process of the final choice of (Tovenl, 
Toven2). Then by averaging, the best adjustment is 
established in order to have the best adjustment phase 
for the OCXO's production. 

When the range of crystal's turnover point becomes too 
much wide in comparison with the precision wanted, 
this adjustment is slightly changed while specifying the 
different offsets in comparison with crystal's turnover 
point. 

TOWN 1 = Tam, + Offset 1 
TOVEN2 = Tam,,, + Offset2 

Considering performances demanded for majority of 
OCXO's, it is this type of adjustment that is used. In 
fact this type of adjustment functions as long as the 
frequency precision is around a few part per billion. 
Moreover, to have such a precision, crystals are 
designed with a turnover point between a range of 
about five degrees. When fiequency precision becomes 
lower and specification about crystal's turnover point 
becomes wider, we can notice that adjustment which 
contained a single offset is not enough efficient. 

4. PROBLEMS INDUCED BY USING A LARGE 
TURNOVER POINT 

For double oven crystal oscillator the usual frequency 
stabili versus tem erature range is contained between 'J 2. 1U and 2.10-'' ; sometimes it could be 2.1~".  
Moreover the crystal turnover point is distributed as 
gaussian law around the specified value. The standard 
deviation is about 10 degrees. The specification asked 
for crystal used in double oven are within a few degree. 
At1 crystals with a turnover point outside this range are 
rejected. The yield for crystal production in these 
conditions is only around 50%. This is due to the 
narrow range of turnover point asked for the double 
oven oscillator. This yield has an important aspect for 
the price of the crystal. Also for the capacity of 
production. As the volume increases, and the price 
decreases, the crystal resonator cost is an important 
issue. One possibility would be the use of a wide range 
of turnover point. The benefit realised at one point cost 
of crystal resonator won't be overcharged by the cost 
of an increasing setting phase. That's exactly the 
purpose of this document explaining the way we used 
to work for double oven with crystal presenting large 
range of turnover point. The range used was more than 
15 degrees. 
The goals of our work was to achieve a frequency 
stability of 2.10- 10 over a temperature range of O°C to 
70°C using crystal resonator with turnover point 
contained in the range 75°C to 90°C. This for hundred 
pieces, not anymore prototypes but serial production. 
Rapidly we notice a real divergence of the value 
obtained and the usual setting 

TOVENl = Tmm,, + Offset1 
TOVEN2 = TtumOveT + Offset2 

TOVENl = < Toven 1 >. 
TOVEN2 = < Toven2 > 



The way used is a successive approximation used on 
the two ovens without initial value. The interaction of 
the two ovens weren't taken into account. 

Fig 2 - Zero order approximation vs turnover point 
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turnover point ('C) 

Fig 3 - Number of thermal cycle vs turnover point 

After plotting the first data, we give the main idea to 
improve the setting phase. This was the use of a 
mathematical interpolation of data. This interpolation 
would be polynomial. In fact the traditional setting 
with narrow turnover was a constant offset, that is not 
more than a polynomial of degree zero. We have used 
at the beginning first degree polynomials. 

5. SETTING PHASE USING A LINEAR 
METHOD 

In fact we use a linear function to calculate the two 
value of the oven. 

TOVENl = Al.  Two,, + B1 
TOVEN2 = A2. T,,.,,,,, + B2 

The coefficient of this function were calculated on the 
first value founded by the traditional methods. 

Fig 4 - One order approximation vs turnover point 

This method was applied for about 50 pieces. By using 
the first value we obtain better results, In reality we 
gain of number of measurement done. Nevertheless we 
had difficulties with the linear hnction. We complete 
the plotting with the results of the new 50 pieces. At 
this point the deviation obtained by the linear function 
was t90 far away from the plot, Then we intrduce 
more degree in the polynomial function. After 
calculation we obtain the best results with a third order 
polynomial. High order introduces artefact at the end of 
the series, low value and high value. Those extreme 
values are the worst case for the setting. 

6. FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS WITH A NON- 
LINEAR LAW 

We use a third prder fClnCtion t~ ~alculate the initial 
value for the temperature of the two oven. By this way 
we obtain more than 50% of the device within the 
specification with only one more adjustment. 

TOVENl = Al. T: + B~.T: + C1 T, + Dl 
TOVENl = A2. T: + B~.T: + C2 Tt + D2 



8. CONCLUSION 

Fig 5 - Third order approximation vs turnover point 

7. RESULTS 

The divergence shows by the statistical analysis could 
probably be explained by the thermal modification 
inside the OCXO. We try to find out which parameter 
could change with a variation of the value of the 
temperature setting. Our conclusion is that the thermal 
resistivity of one material in the thermal path changes 
from the heating element to the crystal resonator. We 
check the thermal behaviour of all the materials used 
inside the OCXO [2]. None of them shows significant 
variation change of thermal resistivity. 
The thermal is composed by ceramic, glass, but also a 
small portion of air. The inner oven is completely 
isolated by air. When we check the thermal behaviour 
of air with respect to the element give by [Z]. we find a 
significant change of the thermal resistivity of the air. 
As the thermal resistivity of the air change the isotherm 
surrounding the inner oven will change. The variation 
shows a decrease of resistivity with an higher 
temperature. If we compare these results to an 
electrical case the isopotentiel extend more over. In our 
case the thermal resistivity decrease will extend the 
isotherm at the same temperature. In the seem time the 
thermal loss increase. As these losses increase the 
temperature setting needs to increase to maintain the 
same temperature at the crystal resonator. The 
extension of the isotherm at higher temperature will 
affect the ouside temperature setting. The second oven 
need to be colder than at low temperature. 

This work highlight the support of statistical methods 
in OCXO production. The visualization of results give 
us a new approach for understanding the hdarnentals 
of this types of OCXO. The physical phenomena could 
be explain with a rather simple approach. The goals 
which was to reduce the overall production cost is 
reach, we are able to use a wide range of turnover point 
with minimum setting phase. This methodology has 
been extend to other OCXO product. 
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The paper addresses the new method for evaluation 
of the vibration frequencies of the resonator employ- 
ing thickness-shear vibrations with the convex piezo- 
plate. The method is based on the use of the approxi- 
mating expression for calculation of the frequency 
spectrum, evaluation of its parameters proceeding 
from the obtained experimental data, and following 
account of the electrode boundary influence into the 
resonator frequency spectrum. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern oven controlled crystal oscillators (OCXO) 
of precise frequency are now at that stage of develop- 
ment when further progress in the frequency instability 
by traditional methods is achieved by making rather 
noticeable efforts [ I ]  because their long-term fre- 
quency noise is limited for the first hand by the desta- 
bilizing factors (temperature, aging, mechanical vibra- 
tions, accelerations, etc.) influencing crystal resonator. 
In principle, recently proposed the modulational 
method [ 2 ]  allows substantial progress in this direction 
being based on use of a crystal resonator anharmonic 
modes as sensors of the environment [3]. However, the 
modulation results in the non-linear spectral products 
whose presence in the bandwidth of the sensor anhar- 
monic mode may yield undesired splashes in the os- 
cillator phase spectra. This phenomenon may be pre- 
vented if the natural frequencies of the anharmonic 
vibrations of a crystal resonator are accurately deter- 
mined at the early stage 

In the report we consider in detail the methodology 
of the natural frequencies calculation of the localized 
thickness-shear vibrations in a frame of the advanced 
method in application to the crystal resonator of AT- 
cut with convex piezoelectric element. We obtain cor- 
respondent results and comparisons with experimental 
data [9]  The efficiency of the advanced method is 
explained by possibility to get the limited accuracy 
obtained by the effective equations. As the major 
practical sense of the studies we note that any shape of 
the crystal plate and electrodes may be accurately con- 
sidered in a frame of this approach We present the 
final expressions for the most interested shapes of a 
resonator accounting correspondent boundary condi- 
tions and piezoelectric anisotropy. 

2. QUAZI-EQUIYIDISTANT FREQUENCY 
SPECTRUM 

The frequency spectrum of natural vibrations of a 
convex piezoelectric element is defined in frame of the 
piezoelectric theory [lo] as 

where 

p=o 

k, f = 0, 1, 2 ,. .., n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., R is radius of curva- 
ture of a piezoelectric element (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. The intersection of the con\.es piezoelectric 

Here the coefficients Q$', are expressed in terms of 

piezoelectric constants [ 101, and W,, (n) are the matrix 

elements of operator W which describes the influence 
produced by the electrode boundary on the frequency 
spectrum. The following holds true 

2 a,,, --a&, << A ,  (3) 

where A is a potentiai jump at the boundary of the 
electrode, and zero boundary condition for the vibra- 
tions may be taken [6] as an operator W. As a result, 
for W',(n) we may get the explicit expressions pre- 

sented as a function of p parameter which is defined 
by the vibrations damping length (an electrode radius 
ratio) for (3). An accuracy of the coefficient Rap, 

definition ( 2 )  in (1) is significantly limited by the ap- 
proximate model of vibrations of a piezoplate with a 
electrodes. At the same time, the explicit expression 
(1) for the frequency a,, ailows consideratior1 with 



high accuracy the coefficients QaDn as parameters 

derived from the experimentally obtained several fre- 
quencies. Below we consider the efficiency of such 
approach with respect to AT-cut quartz crystal reso- 
nator being based on the experimental data [9 ]  The 
"C' mode spectrum has been considered in assump- 
tion that the vibration modes k, I = 0, 1, ... and n = 1, 
2, 3, ... correspond to that k, I,  t1= 1, 2, 3, . . . of [9] .  

With p >> 1, the influence produced by the elec- 
trode boundary can be neglected and in the quadratic 
approximation fiom ( I )  we get 

The first three ter~ns in (4) are obtained l?y the linear 
approximation that brings to the equidistant vibration 
spectrum, and the rest nonefluidistance ones arc the 
non-linear products. Once simulated, we have finally 
seen, the approach is valid as we got small disagree- 
ment of the predicted frequencies and experimental 
data of 10"-10-~. It follows also that for some fre- 
quencies the linear and quadratic approximations give 
just the same error. To improve the convergence of 
series (1) and to get better approximation the partial 
summation has been done. As a result, we obtained 

where constant u,, is defined through the experimen- 

tal frequency a,,, . Formula (5) gives more accurate 

estimates with the error of about lo4 -lo4, To get the 
same accuracy we get the foilowing approximation 

1 + u,,?I 
where the constants a,, and n, are atso given in 

Table 2 being defined by the method of least squares. 
For the rest frequencies we get 

a;(, E a:,, -a&, +a;,, + k l 0  (7) 
where a,(,, and a,,, are dcrivcd from formulas (5) 

and (6), and constant Q,, is obtained by data. In 
comparison with quadratic approximation (4) onty the 
five parameters had been required in the case of (7) 
though we got more high accuracy. 

3. INFLUENCE PRODUCED BY THE 
ELECTRODE BOUNDARY 

In the frequency domain (3) closed to the funda- 
mental frequency of on the influence produced by the 
electrode boundary i s  analyzed being based on the 
equation 

- d"p ~ * . J ( x , . . ~ )  + b>i + n - b,x<, + c(xf + xi)]4(x,. x,), (8) 

where w is vibration frequency defined by (S), with 
zero boundary conditions for the function Afx, , x , )  at 
the boundary of -electrode 

A(x , ,x , )~ ,  = 0 .  (9) 

In equation (X), tensor 8 and the constants a, h, , 
and c account anisotropy and thickness L(x,,xz) of 
the convex piezoelement and depend on the number n 
of the mechanical harmonic In the axes x and ,v of a 
tensor flP the equation (8) takes the form 

4 + [ + ( + " ,  (10) - ri, - - 
a 2 x  3 y  

x ''l(.Y,,L) = ~!)2.'l(,v,,,~) 

where dl and d2 are piezoelement axes, with the 
boundary condition ~ ( x ' ) j , =  0, where 

- 7  2 hf + by2 b b o;=o,+u------, x -3, and -2. It 
4c " -2  0 - 2c 

follows from (10) that the center of natural frequencies 
is located at the point O'(x,], y,,) and is shifted for the 

electrode center O(O,O) that is pointed by vector 

$ ( ~ , , ~ i , )  (Fig .3). To estimate the boundary influence 

let us set an operator 

and consider the differential expression 
cGir - F%U = vP(u,i ,) , (13) 

where 

I/ =A(?) is a solution of the boundary-value problem 
(IO), U =G(?,?') is a Green function satisfying the 
equation 

[ ~ - a ' - ~ - c ( ~ - i , ) ' ~ ( i . ? ~ ) = - 4 n 8 ( 3 - ) ,  (14) 
where 6(x' -2 ' )  is delta function. We can obtain from 
(10) and (14) for A(?) the following integral relation- 
ship 

1 a ( . ~ )  = - j'j' [G(T, - ,~(T)BG(x, B I ) ~ I ~ , ~ :  . (1 5 )  
4n , 

where S is a projection of an electrode onto the plane 
x0y. Based on the Green formula 

II(~B~~-i%ll)d'~=fgPdl (16) 
S r 

and the boundary condition (9) we reduce the expres- 
sion (1 5) into the form of 

where I' is a contour which outlines the eIectrode 
bound fi that is a normal to the contour T. The Green 
hnction ~ ( j i , ? ' )  is defined from (16) and (17) by the 
expansion 



where Y,I (3 = ( X ) ~ L .  b) and 
1/x,= 

1 - , are fundamental 

functions of the harmonic oscillator, h = ~ ( n ) ,  
7 

A-I = if, d = d, , d 2 ,  H,(x) is a Hermite polyno- 

mial. Here G;,, is a frequency spectrum of the vibra- 

tions localized between the electrode if we do not con- 
sider the influence of the boundary 

where k, I = 0, 1, 2, . . .  . The solution of (10) may be 
presented in the form of 

A(?) = C '4,, Y,, (2) . (20) 
k,l  

Substituting (18) and (20) into (17) we obtain the 
equations system for Ak,, : 

where 

(22) 
We solve (21) with (22) in a frame of the distur- 

bance theory that and get for (19) in a general case 
2 - 3  " k,n = C!,l;m + 1%. (n) , (23) 

where W, (n)  I W,,, describes in the general case the 

influence of electrode boundary in the vicinity of the 
frequency on. While studied we accounted that elec- 

trodes used for excitation of both anharmonic and h n -  
damental modes may have, in principle, different 
shapes (Fig 2) 

Figure 2. Shapes of the e!ectrodes limited by the "smooth" contours or contours with the "break" 

3.1. Ellivsoid shape of electrodes 

Let us take that the symmetry axes xl and y1 of an 
e!ectrode of an ellipsoid shape with dimensions 21 and 
2b are turned at an angle 4, reiatively the axes x, y of a 
tensor dUp (Fig.20). In this case, the additional term 
pykl(n) in (23) is defined by the expression < I . and h, (x) = 2-' H ,  (x) , p, 5, 

and q are non-dimensional parameters. We see that 
amendment (24) depends on the disorientation ang!e b1 
of the symmehy axes of an electrode and tensor dLp and 
the coordinates center o ' ( . Y ~ > ~ ~ ~ ) .  Its value is stipulated 

by those vibrations, which are localized along a direc- 
tion tp,, + ~(tp,,; t, t$ in the area of AY ss 1 / p wide. 

Assume, t!le shift between 0 ' ( x o , ~ v 0 )  and O ( X , , ~ , )  
does not exceed the reference l e n ~ t h  7,. = and the 

smallest size of an electrode exceeds h significantly. If 



the transverse dimensions 20 and 2b are such that 
u2 < - < 1 then we get for expression (23) b' - 

'13 \ 2  
where a'Oj(l-U) = J e -I I -Up 

I h f  (.x)Jx. 

In the particular case, electrodes have the circular 
slupe with radius r, and the following expression is 

valid for the amendment l.Z:, (n) 

where p = r ; /h .  If the electrode dimensions anisot- 

ropy dominates over the anisotropy of tensor 8, i.e. 
u2 U 
- < E and = - then the add it.;,(~) is estimated 
b" 3, 
by the expression 

it 4, = 0; r 
2 

Wk, ( t l )  < 

1 2 '  2 
i 

(2 7) 

3.2. Complicated electrodes 

Let us consider resonator ~vith the most complicated 
electrodes (Fig.2b, c). Assunle an electrode shape has 
a "special" point (point 1 in Fig 26 and points 1,  2, 3, 
and 4 in Fig 2c) There the breaking sector is tangent 
to the contour and an angle 42 < x Such a shape with 
the only segment of an angle 42 yields 

where Q ~ ) ( z ) =  rmexp(-ZU)TI:(~- x) lx  

The electrodes may also be done of a another shape, 
namely, the rectangular, square, hexagons and so on. If 
a contour r has a flat section at a distance cr fro111 tile 
center, then we must use the following add 

(29) 
where p = u l h .  

3.3. Studies of the amendment W,, 01) 
It follows from the formulas (25H29) that for the 

circular-shape electrode only the amendment W,, ( I? )  

does not depend on angle 4,. Let us investigate the 
influence of the disorientation angle on the w,(I?) 

beluvior. In first, we introduce the coefficierd of ani- 
sotropy K,, (n) 2 1 

which maximal value K,,(v) is given by 

(3 1) 
and depends on the piezoelectric parameters and elec- 
trodes shape For the ellipsoid shape of electrodes we 
get that (a), (b), and (c), (d) in (311, correspond to the 
shape with broken boundary area Let us add that the 
coefficient (3 1) for (30) strongly depends on the angle 
$1 . Thus, the electrode shape influences on the fre- 
quency spectrum via the amendment w,, (n) . Here the 

K ,, (11 ) 2 . 

major factor is a disorientation angle 4,. If the elec- 
trode has a circular shape then ~ , ( r z )  does not &pend 

a' 62 - 2 
0' v~xp[c-) .  it' e < - - 6 1  (a) 

a -  - s h -  2"- 1 b ?  

- 0 esP[(1-~bz] $ p c i .  (h) 

I 
-esp [(I - E )p J (c) 
E 

I yexp:(~-~b'] (dl 
. E  E 

on $1, i.e. the coefficient k',(,z) equals I .  In contrary, 
possible cracks in the electrode (break of its segment) 
or chips (flat area of the electrode contour) increase 
that dependence. Appreciable "splash" of the amend- 
ment will occur in a case of the break direction coin- 



cides to major axis of tensor 8' or if direction of the 
normal fi coincides to the fiat area and the major 
tensor axis c t f f i .  So, through the analysis of the tensor 
8' and orientation of its major axes we come to the 
accurate frequency spectrum definition of the convex 
piezoelectric element employing thickness-shear vi- 
brations. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown in the paper t h t  the advanced ap- 
proach for accurate frequency spectra definition of a 
quartz crystal resonator employing thickness-shear 
vibrations with electrodes of an arbitrary shape is effi- 
cient within a frame of the linear piezoelectric theory. 
Numerous calculations showed that in any case the 
predicted frequency vajues fit experimental data much 
more good in comparison with that obtained by the 
traditional linear theory approach. It allows offering 
the method for high accuracy definition of the crystal 
resonator frequencies being based on the minimal 
number of parameters some of those are obtained ex- 
perimentally. To justify it, we brought the example of 
the Frequency spectra calculation of natural vibrations 
of an AT-cut quartz crystal resonator based on the 
experimental data and predicted values obtained by 
Hertl, el a1 in a frame of the linear theory. We note 
with this that in order to get more accurate estimates 
and expend the analyzing spectra width within an ad- 
vanced approach, one may take into consideration 
more large number of the parameters. 

The alost irrlpoltant and practically useful result 
consists expressions for the amendments w,, (n)  corre- 

spond to the electrodes with the most preferable 
shapes, which may be used for anharmonic sensors 
excitation with required energy jointly with the h n -  
damental mode by modulational method [2]. We have 
brought those for the electrodes of the circular, elfip- 
soid, rectangular, square a ~ d  some another ones and 
show with this that the center of energy localizatiotl 
does not coincide with the center of symmetry of the 
convex electrode, thereat the similar oscillations are 
localized in the definite direction The favored direc- 
tion of localization is conditioned by many factors, 
namely, by anisotropy of piezoelectric, electrode 
shape, orientarion of the symmetry axes of electrodes 
and tensor cPP. Thus, from the another hand, through 
the resonator spectra s t ~ ~ d i e s  we have possibility to get 
the additional information about piezoelectric element. 
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Abstract 

New hyperstable quartz oscillators have been 
introduced at the Joint Meeting in Besangon (April 
1999). They exhibited stabilities down to 5x1 0'14 
together with drift down to 5x10-12/day and 
resistance under severe environments. 

However, those oscillators had to be modified for 
space qualification and miniaturized from 650 cm3 
down to less than 250 cm3. In particular, the 
oscillators had to be constructed for use under high 
vacuum. In other words, best results shoi~ld be 
obtained under vacuum though running the 
oscillator under atmospheric pressure should also 
be possible (then the thermal behavior could be 
shightly degraded). 

In this paper, the oscillator construction is first 
presented together with reasons for technical 
choices (in fact, some construction details are very 
important to improve final results under 
qualification tests). Also presented are the most 
important qualification tests for space use, in 
particular phase noise and Allan Variance, 
sensitivity to environmental parameters 
(temperature, magnetic field, vibrations...). 

In conclusion, the results are presented and 
discussed in view of future use under space 
conditions. 

I - INTRODUCTION 

Recently, quartz oscillators with short term 
stabilities clearly under 1x10-'~ were needed for the 
cold atom space project (Project "Horloge 

Atomique par Refroidissement d'Atomes en 
Orbite" said PHARAO Project) and interesting 
results were obtained 1 .  All published 
measurements of short term stabilities were made 
outside the laboratory in particular in Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA (needless 
to say measurements of GAT) down to 5 x 1 ~ ' ~  or 
less on a 10 MHz quartz oscillator are not trivial). 
All fundamental concepts have been previously 
described, see [I] and references quoted then. Of 
course, mini-BVA resonators for space applications 
have been used [2]. The goal of this poster paper 
was to show progress in construction of 
Identification and Qualification Models (IQM) 
and deliver practical results on those. 

II - CONSTR UCTION OF IDENTIFICATION 
AND QUALIFZCA TZON MODELS 

The hyperstable bva quartz oscillator for space 
applications can be seen on next general view. 

Fig. 1 - Hyperstable bva quartz oscillator for space 
applications - General view 

Inside view of Fig. 2 shows various parts glued for 
vibration purposes. Internal oscillator block is about 
48 an3. 



Fig 2 - Hyperstable oscillator 
(identification and qualiJication model). 

Inside view shows parts glued for vibration 
purposes. Internal oscillator block is about 48 ern3 

Fig. 3 shows internal block opened with two 
internal mumetal half-shells, oven resonator and 4 
stainless steel fixations. Those fixations have been 
carefully calculated to allow a given thermal loss 
flux under vacuum. 

Fig. 3 - Internal block (48 em3) opened showing the 
2 internal haZfmumetaE shells, oven, resonator and 

4 stainless steel fucations. 

Fig. 4 shows the internal oscillatw with the two 
half-shells assembled. 

Fig. 4 - Internal oscillator with the 2 halfshells 
assembled 

Internal oscillator (48 cm3) is located inside 2 
mumetal half-shells. True thermal regulation 
(=80°C) is achieved for resonator and oscillator 
circuits ; thermal regulation also drives heating 
elements located on external side of the two half- 
shells. 

Hyperstable oscillator will be operated between 
25°C and 35°C with temperature oscillation (+ 1°C 
in 90 minutes) around working point (in vacuum or 
air). 

Frequency variations all causes included must be 
less than 2x10-". 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show concurnption tests 
respectively under atmospheric pressure and under 
vacuum. 

test under atmospheric pressure 

external temperature (OC) 

ext. Temperature 1 total current 
consumption 
10 "C 377 mA 
20 "C 322 mA 
30 "C 268 mA 
40 "C 213 mA 
50 "C 158 mA 

-+ Current C 1 (mA) 
-+ Current C2 (mA) 

Current C4 (mA) 
-m- total (mA) 

Fig. 5 - current consumption of the only oven (oscillator alone : 20mA) under 15V 

264 



test under vacuum ext Temperature 1 total current 
consumption 

10 O C  133 mA 
113 mA 

-r-- Current C2 (m4) 

A Current (m4) 

external tern perature ('C) 

Fig. 6 - current consumption of the only oven (oscillator alone : 20mA) under 15V 

lV - HYPERSTABLE OSCILLATOR UNDER 
VIBRATION TESTS 

Two identification and qualification models have 
been extensively tested under vibrations (Fig. 7). 

tests. (The oscillator, previously located very close 
to its actual place does not exhibit any magnetic 

field influence). 
I 

The first thing to do was to check that results 
obtained were not partially caused by some 
magnetic field influence. But the oscillator located 
very close to its actual place did not exhibit any 
magnetic field influence (more exactly influence 
was under our system resolution). Then, fiequency 
tests under three successive vibration levels were 
performed with continuous frequency recording. 
This is unusual since frequency is generally 
measured before and after vibrations. Results 
appear on Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. 

One oscillator exhibited an important fiequency 
permarnent deviation (2x10") after the test but this 
turned out to be connected with deficient soldering 
of one connection and could easily be fixed. 

Af I Fo = f(vibrations on X axis) 

Frequency reference : H-Maser at 10 Mhz Time (seconds) 

1 U Increasing level fiom 0 gZ/Hz to 0,05 g2/Hz 
2 Constant level at 0,05 g2/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 
3 Increasing level fiom 0 g2/Hz to 0,2 g2/Hz 
4 U Constant level at 0,2 gZ/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 
5 * Increasing level from 0 gZ/Hz to 0,5 g2/Hz 
6 Constant level at 0,5 g2/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 

Fig. 8 



Af I FO = f(vibrations on Y axis) 

/ ' I0f2 Frequency test under three successive vibration levels 1 Idlf 

10 -1 I 

0 100 m 3M) 4 W 5 0 0 8 0 0  700 800 9M) 1 m  11Mf 1200 

Frequency reference H-Maser at 10 Mhz Time (seconds) 

I W Increasing level from 0 gZ/Hz to 0,05 g2/Hz 
2 e3 Constant level at 0,05 gZ/Hz during 2 .minutes, then null level 
3 G Increasing level fiom 0 gZ/Hz to 0,2 gZ/Hz 
4 G Constant level at 0,2 g2/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 
5 @ Increasing level fiom 0 gZ/Hz to 0,5 g2/Hz 
6 G Constant level at 0,5 gZ/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 

Fig. 9 

~f I Fo = f(vibrations on Z axis) I 1 0 , 9 ,  I 

\ . l i d  \ I  I Frequency test under three successive vibration leVels 

Frequency reference : H-Maser at 10 Mhz Time (seconds) 

1 # Increasing level fiom 0 gZ/Hz to 0,05 gZ/Hz 
2 e3 Constant level at 0,05 g2/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 
3 e3 Increasing level fiom 0 gZ/Hz to 0,2 gZ/Hz 
4 e3 Constant level at 0,2 g2/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 
5 Increasing level from 0 gZ/Hz to 0,5 gZ/Hz 
6 G Constant level at 0,5 gZ/Hz during 2 minutes, then null level 

Fig. 10 

V - CONCLUSION 

One important test to be performed was to check 
short term stabilities. Results have been obtained in 
our facility against an hydrogen maser specially 
constructed for us by Observatoire de NeuchEitel 
(Switzerland). Four oscillators have been tested and 
results were always clearly under 1x10-l3 between 
Is and 100s. Results completely confirmed 
previous measurements [I].  Extensive tests will 
now be performed on final qualification models. 

Then, principal results are summarized as 
follows : 

> Hyperstable 10 MHz oscillators (using bva 
space qualified resonators 3'* overtone SC- 
cut resonators) have been modified in view 
of space applications. 



9 Performances already demonstrated (Joint 
Meeting 1999) are maintained under vacuum 
and space conditions. 

9 Principal technical choices justify as follows: 

Greatly improved stifiess allows no 
resonance below 2000 Hz and permits 
non destructive 0.5 g2/Hz vibration 
levels. 

Four stainless steel fixations connect 
internal oscillator block to external shell 
and allow precise thermal exchanges. 

Almost no electrical wire connections. 

two mumetal half-shells allow insensitivity 
to magnetic field. 

9 Principal results and oscillator characteris- 
tics: 

Low volume and weight (227 cm3 for 
423 g) 

cr,,(~) always < 1x10-l3 (1s < .s < 100 s) 
o,( 1 Os), 
typical: 7x10-'~, 
lowest: 5x10-14, 
aging (typical): 5x1 0-'*/day 

Af7&< 2x1 0- I  all causes included 
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Surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) devices find extensive application in modern 
communications. Piezoelectric crystals are used as substrate materials for creating 
such devices. However, contrary to a non-piezoelectric case, piezoelectricity may 
result in the prohibition of SAW propagation in some exceptional cases. The first 
explicitly mentioned example of the geometry where no surface wave solution could 
be found corresponds to rotated Y-cut X-propagating berlinite [I]. Similar cases have 
been recently found for langasite and quartz [2]. On the other hand, the absence of 
SAW solution in a computational search for any specific geometry is not a guarantee 
of true non-existence of SAWs because it can be related only to numerical difficulties 
of computations near the degeneracy points. 

To find more convincing evidence for non-existence of SAWs, we study in detail a 
fine structure of the phase velocity branches for normal and leaky SAWs near the 
degeneracy points of exceptional-wave type in rotated Y-cut piezoelectric trigonal 
crystals, with SAW propagation in the X-direction. It is found that the influence of 
piezoelectricity in the case of free surface of the crystal results in the splitting of 
exceptional waves which occur in langasite at the cut-rotation angles 139" and 150". 
Such two generalized exceptional waves in crystals of 32 class possess only lateral 
piezoelectric activity, that is, they are accompanied by only near-surface electrical 
fields due to non-zero normal component of the electrical displacement while the 
electrical field in the bulk of crystal tends to zero with distance from the surface. The 
range of angles between the values corresponding to the splitted exceptional wave lies 
in the region 137. 1" - 152.7" where according to Ref. [2] SAWs do not exist. We have 
found a prolongation of the SAW branch between the mentioned angles, that is, in the 
prohibited region. This continuity of the velocity curve is in agreement with an 
expected polynomial form of a secular equation for SAWs. On the other hand, the 
prolongation of the curve is identified as a non-physical solution because it includes 
the partial waves increasing away from the surface. Thus, this fine structure of the 
velocity curves is a convincing evidence of the non-existence of SAWs in the specific 
geometry under consideration. Similar fine structure has been found for leaky SAWs 
in quartz. The surprising thing is that there is a slight deviation of the leaky SAW 
degeneracy points and exceptional wave velocities in the case of free surface. 

1. R. M. O'Connell and P. H. Carr, High piezoelectric coupling temperature 
compensated cuts of berlinite (AlP04) for SAW applications, IEEE Trans. SU-24, 376 
(1 977). 
2. T. Sato, M. Murota, and Y. Shimizu, Characteristics of Rayleigh and leaky surface 
acoustic wave propagating on a La3GasSiO14, Jap. J. Appl. Phys. Part 1 37, 2914 
(1998). 
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1- ABSTRACT 

During the last few years, different papers have been 
presented, showing either 10 MHz ultra stable 
oscillators, stability class of a few lo-", short term of 
some 10-13, or miniaturized, SMD versions, with a class 
of stability of a few 

A.R.Electronique has investigated in an alternative way 
which takes place between these products and consists in 
providing high stability, very low phase noise in low size 
enclosures, combined with a very efficient performance 
versus cost ratio. 

This concept is based on the use of A.R.Electronique 
designed, SC cut resonators (HC-53/U or TO-8, 4 points 
enclosure), associated with a very low noise electronic. 
The thermal regulation is done with a single oven, low 
size. This principle has been derivated in two versions : 

The PULSAR-SL family reaches short term stability 
better than 5.1 0-131 Is, very low phase noise, associated 
with temperature stability of a few 10'lO, in a very low 
profile case 4 1 x 5 1 x 20 rnm. 

The same concept has been used for ruggerized 
versions devoted to airborne applications (civil / 
military), with low g sensitivity resonators. These 
oscillators give very fast warm-up and low phase noise 
under vibration. 
The paper will breafly describe the electronic, thermal 
and mechanical designs. 

The main electrical characteristics and frequency 
stability will be given and placed in regard with other 
actual products. 

Special developements and characterizations for 
particular applications will be also presented. 

2- INTRODUCTION 

Placed beetwen the miniature, SMD or not, OCXO's 
The miniature JUMBOSTAR-FB family offers a class of with limited characteristics and very high stability, 
stability of a few lo-', short term lower than 8.10-l3 / Is, high volume, expensive OCXO's, the last generation of 
low phase noise, in a 27 x 36 x 16 mm package. A.R.Electronique oscillators have been designed for 

the optimization of three criterias : stability-size-cost. 

TABLE [I] : TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 



They are destinated for the new applications in the For very special requirements, the need of a direct, 
telecommunication fields, digital broadcast, TTNC, GPS lower frequency resonator can be planed (typically 5 
receivers, instrumentation, where the continuous MHz, SC cut, 31d O.T.). The fundamental concepts of 
evolution of performances (transmission rate speed, these oscillators can be used, with some restrictions 
precision of localization. ..) requires the use of high due to the crystal enclosure size (minimum oscillator's 
stability frequency sources, together with miniature size height of 25mm). 
(low profile) and reasonable price. 3.2- Electronic circuitry : 

This last oscillator's design has been declined in two 
families offering complementary classes of stability 
(JUMBOSTAR-FB, PULSAR-SL). Specific versions for 
hardened environmental conditions (civil and military 
avionic) have been also developped. This concept was 
also characterized, as preliminary investigation, under 
specific space environment (vacuum). 

2- CHARACTERISTICS REQUIREMENTS 

In order to precise the technical context of this study, the 
table [I]  shows the main electrical and mechanical 
characteristics of these oscillators, in comparison with 
the related existing families. 

3- DESIGN - TECHNICAL CONCEPT 

The technical requirements have directly involved some 
technological choices concerning the crystal resonator, 
the oscillator's design, as well as the mechanical 
structure and the thermal control. 

3.1- Quartz resonator : 
The 10 MHz nominal frequency is well adapted for the 
majority of the expected needs. Based on SC cut crystals, 
3 1 ~  overtone, this frequency range allows to reach a best 
compromise for stability rate, size and manufacturing 
costs. 
The geometrical blanks design is optimized in order to 
reduce the complex lapping phases. 
The housing in HC-53N or low profile, TO8 enclosure, 4 
points mounting is well adapted for the reduction of the 
oven volum, and consequently of the whole oscillator's 
size. 
The crystal manufacturing process includes stabilization 
cycles as well as computer characterized pre-aging tests, 
according with adapted high temperature profiles that 
have been optimized during this study. 
The levels of achieved characteristics for this type of 
crystal are shown in the following chapters. 
These measurements have been performed on the whole 
oscillators. 
The 10 MHz range resonators can be used within a larger 
frequency scale, through a multiplication or a division of 
the oscillator's frequency. However, it will induce a 
phase noise degradation on the fmal frequency (20 log N 
factor for multiplication, noise contribution due to the 
logic IC's for division). 

The high level of expected characteristics for phase 
noise, short term stability (Allan Variance) requires the 
use of low noise components with optimized bias 
points. This approach eliminates the use of full 
integrated, ASIC oscillators. 
The oscillator is a colpitts types slightly modified. The 
peripheral funtions (insulation and amplifier stages, 
voltage regulators) have been specially designed, in 
order to reduce both phase noise and frequency 
stability contributions : supply voltage sensitivity, load 
sensitivity, as well as long term stability, thermal 
behavior. 

3.3- Thermo-mechanical structure : 
The mechanical design is involved by the expecting 
size and costs requirements. The internal structure is 
centered around the oven, which is optimized for the 
crystal resonator's thermal regulation. For the 
JUMBOSTAR-FB family, the sensitive electronic 
functions are pseudo-temperature regulated. This 
regulation is more precise for the PULSAR-SL 
versions, where the size criterions are not so severe. A 
special effort has been made for minimizing the 
number of the mechanical components. 
These mechanical structures have been also declined 
for hardened versions, adapted to avionic requirements 
(larger temperature ranges, vibrations, schok). In that 
case, the optimization of the mechanical behavior 
under vibration modifies the thermal insulation of the 
oven, which degrades the consumption. The start-up 
speed, which is an important requirement for these 
products, will require a significative increasement of 
the oven power after turn-on. 

3.4- Electronic temperature control : 
The final thermal regulation of the oven is function of 
the mechanical structure as well as the associated 
electronic circuitry. The single oven solution has been 
choosen: a double oven concept is greatly 
unfavourable for global size, adjustment processes and 
reliability. 
The control circuit is fully integrated (ASIC), except 
the temperature sensor and the power heating elements. 
Beyond the obtention of high regulation rates for low 
temperature slopes (<loCImin.), the thermal design has 
taken into account the response to fast temperature 
steps : these kinds of OCXO's are normally working 
under very low temperature gradient. However, they 
have to keep their stability under accidental 
disturbances (typically, delocked PLL after the opening 
of a rack system). 



For the derived avionic versions, the internal temperature 
gradient effect (ITGE) has to be characterized. It 
corresponds to the overall frequency shift due to the 
variation of the OCXO's geometrical orientation. 

The table [2] shows the intrinsec thermal behavior of the 
different oscillator's families. 
These characterizations are made by measurement of the 
b mode frequency of the SC cut resonators (linear slope 
of -30ppmI0C). 
For evalutation, some probe tests have been realized 
under vaccum (pressure < 10-5 torr), for space 
applications. 

Table 2 : THERMAL REGULATION 
OCXO I TEMP.REGULATION I 

( (ext, AT = 100°C) 
Type ) Volume I Height I Quartz I Oscillator 

4- MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

The most significative measurements are now shown and 
discussed. For general datas, please refer to table [I]. 

4.1- Long term stability 
The aging is measured 2 times per day over 20 to 90 
days (automatic bench). Fig [I] is a typical curve. 

Fig [l] : PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - TYPICAL AGING 

DAYS 

Statistical results on a batch of lOOp are shown on fig 
121 (after 2 1 days) and [3] (after 60 days). 

Fig [ 2 ] .  PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - AGINGlMONTH AFTER 21 DAYS 

Fig [3] PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - AGINGIMONTH AFTER 60 DAYS 

4.2- Frequency vs temperature 
For very precise requirements, this characteristic is 
performed with a complete temperature cycle (+25, - 
20, +60, +25"C, O,SoC1min, 400 min) (fig [4]). 

Fig [4] ' PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - FREQUENCY vs TEMP 

.PO -10 0 10 PO 30 1 0  50 6 0  7 0  

Tenperam ('C) 

The similar test have been applied as preliminary 
experimentation under vacuum, without any change 
with the standard version (fig [5]). 

Fig [i] PULSAR-SL 10 MHz -FREQUENCY vr TEMP (under vacuum) 

l i lm rom tam om rbm 2aw rum rom y lm aow row 

Temp;rowe ('q 

Fig [6] shows the frequency response to a temperature 
step of +I-35°C (temp, slope of 1°C/sec.). 

F I ~  [6] ' PULSAR-SL - FCY vs TEMPERATURE STEP 
( E- 9 

L +6WC 

Fig (71 characterizes the I.T.G.E. test. Both 
temperature and g sensitivity effects are simultaneously 
taken into account. 

Fig [q : JUMBOSTAR-FB 10 MHz - I.T.G.E. 

5 - 15 

1 I I I I 1 

- .05 

2- X+ AXIS - X+ X- Y+ Y- 
- 

I 
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4.3- Start-up 
The thermal design combined with the intrinsec SC cut 
characteristics offer a very short stabilization time for 
both frequency and consumption (fig [8], [9]). 

Fig [8] : JUMBOSTAR-FB 10 MHz - START-UP (+2S°C) 

Fig [9] . PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - START-UP (+25'C) 

-. 1 " 

4.4- Retrace 
The retrace behavior is mainly dependant of the quartz 
resonator, as well as the test profile. Fig [lo], [ l l ]  give 
statistical results on 20 pieces, 40 and 400 min after turn 
on (24 hours turn off at +25"C). 

Fig [lo] : PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - RETRACE (TO + 40min) 

Fig [ l  11 : PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - RETRACE (TO + 400min) 

(frequency measurements refered to frequency before turn off) 

4.5- Phase noise 
This parameter has been particulary optimized during the 
study. Fig [12] shows a typical curve (PULSAR-SL). 

Fig [l2] : PULSAR-SL 10 MHz - PHASENOISE (dBc/Hz) 
-30r. . . . . . .  ,., ......... I ' '~'"'1"' r-'- "" ' ' ' ---. ,---. . 

The JUMBOSTAR-FB is slightly degraded (see table 
[I]), because of some electronic simplifications due to 
the size. 

4.6- Short term stability 
The Allan Variance is measured in the time domain by 
comparison with a reference US0 (fig [13]). 

Fig [13] : ALLAN VARIANCE 

This measurement can be also derivated from the phase 
noise curve, after frequency versus time domain 
conversion. 

5- CONCLUSION 

Initially designed for specific applications, these 
families of compact, high stability, low noise 
oscillators are now completely qualified. Their modular 
structures are well adapted for complementary 
developements where size and high performance 
criteria are critical. 
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Introduction 

It is well known that thermosensitive quartz 
resonators (TQR) can be used as high sensitive and high 
precise temperature sensor for temperatures from -80°C 
to +250°C (190K to 520K) [I]. Some publications [2,3] 
show the interest to implement such kind of resonators 
as temperature sensors for cryogenic temperatures. This 
paper represents some new results of our investigation 
of TQR in the temperature interval from 4.2K to 300K. 
The goal of this research was to test the possibility of 
using this kind of resonators as high sensitive 
temperature sensors for cryogenic temperatures. More 
over, we experiment with TQR prepared and tested to 
measure temperatures from 220K to 520K. So we hope 
to extend this interval and to cover the temperatures 
from 4.2K to 520K with one sensor. 

1. Experiment 

The TQR are prepared of I 
synthetic quartz with Q-facto 
over 2.10~ on yxb1/10°54'/ 
11°06'-cut plates The 1 1 
resonators are hermetically 
sealed using thermoresistive 
welding in standard capsules of 
HC-18U type (dimensions 
13.501104.6 mm), filled wit 

I I 
helium (fig. 1). Fig. 1 Quartz resonator 

The basic problems we solved when testing TQR at 
cryogenic temperatures were: 

- Assembling of proper equipment allowing to 
obtain temperatures in the temperature interval 
from 4.2K to 300K; 

- Design of quartz generator with TQR outside of 
the electronic circuit; 

- Measurement of the frequency and the 
temperature of the TQR simultaneously; 

- Saving of the measured data for further 
observation and analysis. 

The experimental equipment used is schematically 
shown on fig.2. It has two versions. One for measure- 
ment of temperatures from 77K to 300K where the 
coolant is liquid nitrogen and an other for temperatures 
from 4.2K to 300K using liquid helium. The liquid 
gases are saved in special containers. The temperature at 

the top of the container is room temperature (300K) and 
lightly decreases to 77K (4.2K) at the liquid surface. So 
to put the resonators at different temperatures it is 
necessary to move them vertically inside the container. 
For tlus purpose a special stock is designed. A copper 
shield thermally isolates its head where two resonators 
and a calibrated temperature sensor having good 
thermal contact are installed. 

The TQR are connected by means of co-ordinated 
coaxial cables to special quartz generators (QG) and 
excited on 3-th overtone at 26.5 MHz. The connection 
between the QG and the TQR is fine balanced. The 
output of the QG represents a sinusoidal signal. The 
instability of the TQR within 10s at constant 
temperature is lass than *7.5x10-'. 

B 
d 
3 

Special container 

Fig.2 Experimental equipment 

The output signals of the QG are measured using 
high precise frequency counters supplied with IEEE-488 
interface. To compute the temperature we use a 
calibrated thermoresistor which currant and voltage are 
measured by picoampermeter and microvoltmeter 
respectively. 

The data measured is send to the personal computer 
(PC) every second. The PC computes the temperature 
on the base of the calibration data and the measured 
currant and voltage data, saves the frequency and 
temperature data in files on a hard disk and shows their 
values as graphics on the screen. The graphics represent 
the course of the temperature and the frequency in 
chosen time interval, 10 minutes usually. 



Having this equipment the experiment is carried out 
as follows. First the stock with the mounted 
thermoresistor and resonators in its head is placed at the 
top of the container. In a short time the temperature of 
the head obtains the temperature of the gas at this place. 
Then the stock is moved down. Again for some minutes 
the resonators and the thermoresistor obtain the 
temperature of the surrounding gas. So with slowly 
movements and waitings the head of the stock reaches 
the liquid gas. Then this procedure is repeated by 
movement in the reverse direction. During this time the 
temperature and the frequency are measured 
simultaneously and data is saved on computer's disk. 

More then 100 resonators are tested at cryogenic 
temperatures. Some of them are measured two or three 
times below to nitrogen and helium temperatures. 

For the analyses of this big amount of experimental 
data a computer program is designed. Some of its 
functions are listed below. 

1. Display of the experimental data. Thls function 
restores the graphics as they are during the 
experiment and allows observing the pictures in 
details. So some fine instabilities of the 
resonators behaviour were found. 

2. Creation of temperature-frequency 
characteristics (TFC). Thls is the main function 
of the analyses. TFC can be prepared for 
different temperature intervals for different 
resonators. 

3. Auuroximation of the data and the TFC using 
some mathematical functions. Because of the 
low sensitivity of the thermoresistors we use, in 
some temperature intervals the temperature data 
is measured inaccurate. To smooth the TFC- 
graphics we approximate temperature data using 
exponent function or other functions. The 
approximation of the TFC allows finding the 
temperature sensitivity of the resonator. 

4. Elimination of wrong data. During the 
experiment casual apparatus errors input wrong 
frequency or temperature data. When analysing 
the data using functions 1 and 2 it is possible to 
remove such kind of errors. 

5. Hardcopy of the graphics. This is a very useful 
function when showing and archiving data. The 
so prepared pictures can be inserted in text 
documents. 

2. Results 

The experience of more than two years of experiments 
and the analyses of the measured data can be 
generalised as follows. 

1. In the temperature interval from 4.2K to 70K the 
TFC of all resonators are non-linear monotonous 

b) 
Fig.3. Typical temperature frequency characteristic 

increased functions (fig.3a). In t h ~ s  interval the 
sensitivity increases with the increase of the 
temperature starting with a value of about 2HzK at 
4.2K and reaches up to 600HzK at 70K. Over 70K 
the TFC has linear character and the sensitivity 
reaches about 1000Kz/K. Typical TFC for the 
temperature interval from 4.2K to 300K is shown on 
fig.3b. The TFC in all temperature intervals are good 
approximated with polynomial of 3-th degree. Other 
measurements and analyses [3] show that the 
resonators keep their sensitivity and the linearity of 
their TFC to temperatures of about 500K. 

2. For some of the resonators in particular temperature 
intervals (from 90K to llOK and from 120K to 
135K) dtfferent disturbances and instabilities were 
registered: 
- increase of the noise level (fig.4a); 
- fluctuation of the frequency at some 

temperatures (fig.4b); 
- frequency jumping (fig.4~); 
- stopping of the resonator vibration (fig.4d). 

It is interesting to note that in most of the cases of 
instability when putting the resonator again at the 
temperature of disturbance the TFC is normal, i.e the 
disturbance disappears. This is possible when the time 
between the two consequent measurements is within a 
few days. When this time is more than a week the 
instability can be observed again. 



Fig. 4a Noise 
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Fig. 4b Fluctuation of the frequency 
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Fig. 5 Reverse TFC 
3. Discussion 

The most possible reasons of these instabilities are: 

1. The influence of the resonator's holders. 

Because of the different temperature coefficients of 
quartz and holder's metal it is possible the presence of 
tension between the holder and the crystal. The same 
situation is possible at the interface between the quartz 
plate and the resonator's electrodes. 

Fig. 4c Frequency jumping 

Fig. 4d S t o p p i n g  

An interesting phenomenon is observed at 
temperatures under 10K (fig.5). Some of the resonators 
(no more than 74%) have reverse TFC at these 
temperatures (with the increase of the temperature the 
frequency decreases and vice versa). such results are 
observed and described by other authors [5], but up to 
now no conclusive proof. 

4. Conclusions 

This type of TQR can be used as temperature sensor 
for cryogenic temperatures. For temperatures over 20K 
its sensitivity permits to achieve accuracy better than 
0.002K. Before the calibration of the resonators it is 
necessary to test them for instabilities. The selection of 
the QG and the precise measurement of the resonator's 
frequency are very important too. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the paper a multi-port technique approach to the 
piezoelectric resonators basic parameters measurement by 
transmission method has been presented The circuit for 
measurement of SZ, coefficient of scattering mabix of two 
port devices (such as quartz resonator connected to test 
fixture) has been designed in the form of switched five- 
port. Analogously with classical six-port reflectometer, 
the switched five-port realizes various superpositions of 
the waves incident on and transmitted by two-port DUT. 
Proceeded by suitable calibration procedure, the Szl 
coefficient of DUT can be calculated from measurement 
of the power of these waves. The switched five-port for 
Szl measurement has been realized in lumped elements 
technique for frequency range 1 - 500 MHz. The 
mathematical analysis of measurement accuracy of five- 
port has been carried out. The parameters of selected 
types of quartz resonators have been measured with the 
use of this five-port and the results were compared with 
those obtained by other iiieasureinent techniques. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IEC recommends the quartz resonator basic 
parameters measurement by automatic network affa1y~er 
with automatic error correction [3]. The resmtw is 
placed in special test fixture enabling the calibration of 
measurement path by cennecting precision impdance 
standards in place of the resonator. Quartz resonator is 
generally a symmetric& device, and d ~ e s  not posses a 
well defined connection plane (such plme is arbitrarily 
defined 2 mm from resenator enclosure). In 50 Ohm 
systems there exists a scatter field around resonator leads 
that can not be calibrated out. The solution to this 
problem in the form of special test fixture has been 
presented during 1999 Joint Meeting EFTF-JEEE IFCS 
( [6] ,  pages 449-452). 

An alternative to heterodyne network analyzer 
technique for precise impedance measurements is 
multiport technique [I]. In this technique there is no 
down-converting of measurement signal to IF frequency 
but instead various superpositions of waves incident, 
reflected and transmitted by measured device are arranged 
and its S-matrix is calculated from measured power of 
these waves. The six-port reflectometer for 1-500 MHz 
bandwidth realized in the form of equivalent switched 
four-port reflectometer in lumped element technique was 
developed several years age in ITR and presented during 
9th EFTF in Besancon ([4], pages 458-461) and 12' EFTF 
in Warsaw ([5] pages 280-285). Two such reflectometers 
can be arranged into complete network analyzer. The 

switched nature of the reflectometers makes the 
calibration process extremely difficult. At ITR another 
solution has been proposed. A separate circuit has been 
developed for Szl coefficient measurement and special 
commutation circuit arrangement makes the manual 
switching between reflectometer and SZ1 -meter 
unnecessary. 

2. S21-METER CIRCUIT 

2.1 Practical realization 
The block diagram of &-meter is presented in 

fig.1. The measurement signal is divided between one 
branch consisting of series connection of attenuator Ar, 
measurement adapter Sx and attenuator Br, and second 
branch made from series connection of attenuator At, 
switched transmittance ST and attenuator Bt. The signals 
from two branches are combined in Sc and the power of 
the combined signal is measured by power detector Prn. 

TO REFLECTOMETER PART . *. . 
./ . 

, , k -. 

Fig.1. Block diagram of meter and S-matrices of its 
elements. 



Assuming infinite isolation and perfect match of 
splitter Ss and combiner Sc (i.e. Is=Ic=Gs=G~O), the 
amplitude of wave incident on power detector can be 
written as: 

Equation (1) has the form analogous to equation 
describing six-port reflectometer [I] with SZ1 substituting 
r and ST, substituting q-points. The same criteria for 
choosing ST; [l] and the same calibration procedure can 
thus be applied to Szl-meter as to classical six-port 
reflectometer. The transmittances have been realized as 
all-pass ladder networks of first-order, second order and 
direct connection, shown in fig.2. 

I 
A n - * 

k 0 . 8  pH, C=300 pF, L1=0.16 pH, C1=l.6 nF, L2=4 pH, 
C2=64 pF 

Fig.2. Circuit realization of switched transmittances. 

The ladder form has been chosen because if offers greater 
flexibility in phase characteristics and doesn't need 
mutual transformers for practical realization (however 
balun transformers at the input and output are needed). 
Fig.3 shows the phase difference between the three all- 
pass networks. In the frequency range 4+150 MHz the 
minimum phase difference is 90 degrees. 

1 l o  fW"4 100 1000 

Fig.3. Phase difference between switched transmittances 
of fig.2. 

When the assumption of infinite isolation and 
perfect match of splitter Ss and combiner Sc are dropped 

the expression describing the amplitude of the wave 
incident on power detector is much more complicated 
than equation (1) and has the form 

with non-zero coefficients cl and c2 of S X ~ , ~  in numerator 
and denominator. As such it is not quite analogous to the 
equation describing the amplitude of waves incident on 
power detector in classical six-port reflectometer. 
However, the coefficients c l  and c2 are each sums of 
products of Is, Ic, Gs, Gc, at, bt, ar, br and are "small" 
compared to bl and b2. The appearance of CI S X ~ ~ ~  and 
c2sx212 terms can be treated as error in the power 
measurement. The values of Is, Ic, Gs, Gc have been 
measured and substituted (together with 
at=b~a1=br=0.16) into equation (2). The coefficients c l  
and c2 have been calculated as sums of absolute values 
(the relative phase of Is, Ic, Gs, Gc is not known). The 
upper bound on relative difference of the power of waves 
incident on power detector calculated by equation (1) and 
(2) has been estimated as 0.5%. This difference can be 
made arbitrarily small by increasing the attenuation 
coefficients of At and Bt but this is limited by power 
detector sensitivity and noise. 

2.2 Calibration and accwacv analysis 
The S21-meter has been calibrated in the 1 - 150 

MHz frequency range by the Engen method [2]. The 
circuit realizing various transmittances connected in place 
of Sx has been realized as series connection of switched 
attenuator and all-pass network identical to the one 
presented in fig.2. The calculated calibration constants 
were then used for accuracy analysis in accordance with 
the algorithm presented in flow chart form in fig.4. 

ENTERING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 
I 

CALCULATION OF POWER RATIOS 
FOR S21 VALUES COVERING THE UNIT CIRCLE 

r 4 
\I/ 

PERTURBATION OF POWER RATIOS 
BY THE AMOUNT CORRESPONDING 

TO 0.5 % POWER MEAS. UNCERTAINTY 

I times 

RECALCULATION OF CALIBRATION 
CONSTANTS I 

I 

DEVIATION OF CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 

Fig.4. Algorithm for calculation of standard deviation of 
calibration constants. 

The uncertainties of the real and imaginary part of 
S2] were calculated from equation (3) and (4) 



where oki is the uncertainty (standard deviation) of 
calibration constant ki and ImSzl are real and 
imaginary parts of Szl as functions of calibration 
constants ki and power ratios p,. 

The accuracy analysis that has been carried out 
takes into account only the error caused by non-perfect 
nature of splitter Ss and combiner Sc. However, very 
good linearity and excellent resolution of the power meter 
[4,5] make the above mentioned error dominant. 

The calculated measurement uncertainties 
(standard deviation) of the SZI absolute value and phase 
h e  presented in fig:5 and. fig.6. 

Fig.5. Uncertainty (standard deviation) of SZ1 absolute 
value. 

I 

Fig.6. Uncertainty (standard deviation) of SZ1 phase 

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

3.1 SZ1 measurement results -- 
The S21 coefficient of measurement adapter with 

selected resonators has been measured by the switched 
multi-port S21 meter presented above and by HP8753D 

network analyzer. The results are presented in fig 7 to 
fig. 9. 

Fig.7. Magnitude and phase of Szl coefficient of 
measurement adapter with 19.193 MHz rezonator 

' I l Y 4  -100 00 J 
4.192 4.193 4.193 4.194 4.194 4.195 4.195 

f [MHz] 

Fig.8. Magnitude and phase of S2] coefficient of 
measurement adapter with 4.193 MHz rezonator 



Fig.9. Magnitude and phase of Szl coefficient of 

Table 1. 
1 Parameter I Circle fitting I Circle fitting 

Difference in fs resonant freauencv has been caused bv - .  
frequency shift of signal sources used by multip& 
network analyzer and HP8753D. 

measurement adapter with 8 1.07 MHz rezonator 4. CONCLUSION 

3.2Resonator mameters vreliminarv measurement results 
The complete circuit for SII and SZI coefficients 

measurement is presented in fin. 10. 
Sf 1 meter u 

Fig. 10. Simplified diagram of multiport network analyzer 

In the case of quartz resonator measurement the 
problem is to deembed the resonator scattering matrix 
from measurement adapter scattering matrix. The 
necessary equations have been presented at the Joint 
Meeting EETF-IEEE lFCS ([6], pages 449-452). It has 
been assumed that the resonator is a symmetrical device 
with four-element electrical equivalent circuit. The 
resonator admittance Y has been calculated from: 

and the circle fitting method [3] has been used to extract 
the equivalent circuit parameters. 

The parameters of three resonators of nominal 
frequencies 4.193 MHz,  19.193 MHz and 81.077 MHz 
have been measured with the use of specially designed 
measurement adapter [6] by the multiport circuit from fig. 
10 and the HP8753D network analyzer. The results are 
presented in table 1. 

The main advantage of the presented multiport 
network analyzer is its simplicity. Although it has been 
calibrated in the frequency range ls200 MHz, increasing 
the number of switched transmittances STi could broaden 
its bandwidth. The intrinsic error of the Szl measurement 
method is of the order comparable to the Sll measurement 
error caused by power detector nonlinearity and noise in 
well designed multiport reflectometers. 

The q m  resonator measurement results presented 
above should be compared with those obtained in APC- 
3.5 (or APC-7) test fixture. 
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ABSTRACT 
For ensuring of high temperature stability of frequency 
under tight restrictions on dimensions, low power 
consumption and setting time of output frequency with 
assigned precision the thennocompensated crystal 
oscillators (TCXOs) are widely used. The best stability 
is achieved with the use of digital thennocornpensated 
oscillators (DTCXOs). However, the use of digital 
methods worsens the spectrum of output oscillations. 
In tlie present work the problems of influence of digital 
blocks on output spectrum of DTCXO with frequency- 
type thennosensors are considered. The results of 
theoretical and experimental researches are compared. 
The recommendations for account of parameters of 
compensation circuit from the poult of view of output 
spectrum improvement are given. 

INTRODUCTION 
The requirements to frequency stability of 

reference oscillation sources are constantly increased. 
Simultaneously with this the requirements to their 
miniaturization are increased too. When it is necessary 
to ensure fre uenc stability within the limits of 
3. .30 loY, and the dimensions and power 
consumption should be minimum, TCXOs are used. 
The widely used oscillators with analog 
thermocompensation have low power consumption and 
small diinensions, but tlieir frequency stability in the 
temperature range is usually not better than 
5 .  . . . 1. For obtaining of higher stability the 
crystal oscillators with digital thennocompelisation 
(DTCXOs) are used. In [I, 2, 31 the oscillators with 
frequency stability of 3. lo8 in the temperature range (- 
40 . . . + 85) "C are described. However, except the 
temperature stability of frequency the main parameter 
for any oscillator is the cleanness of output signal 
spectrum. Tlie digital shaping of compensatory effect 
inevitably results in the appearance of specific 
component in the output oscillation spectrum, however 
this phenomenon is investigated unsufficiently and 
there are no recommendations for spectrum 
improvement. The purpose of the present work is to fill 
this lack by theoretical arid experimental researches of 
digital thennoconperisation process. 

1. THE MAIN INFORMATION ABOUT 
THERMOCOMPENSATION PROCESS 

111 DTCXOs with the best stability (including those 
described in [I-31) frequency-type thermosensors are 
used, namely tllernosensitive crystal resonators or 
thennosensitive modes of dual-mode resonators. The 
block diagram of compensatory effect shaping in such 
oscillators is given it1 Fig. 1. 
The compelisatory effect car1 be both of analog, and 
digital fonn. In the first case the control code through 
the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) passes to the 
controlled oscillator, but in the second case this code 
passes to the frequency synthesizer. 

Pulse sequence , 
Nonlinear 

action circuit Converter 

N or N+1 

Thermosensitive 

oscillator 

Fig. 1. Structure of compensation action forming 

Let's consider the important ratio between the required 
frequency stability, steepness of thermosensor curve, 
time of impulse account and the pulsing amplitude of 
compensatory effect. 
If thennosensor steepness is equal to S,,,,,, operating 
ternperature range is AT, and the word length of the 
counter is 11, for defiiition of utlambiguous 
measurement the inequality should be executed 

rc 2 2" 1 S,,,,,, AT (1) 

Here T, - time of impulse account by the counter 

which influences greatly on output signal spectnun, 
The word length of the counter n influences 

on digitization of temperature measurement and, 
corollary, on a potentially attainable accuracy of 
thermocompensation. In the process of step 
approxitnation of compensatory function the 
component of digitization error of thermosensor signal 
is determined as 

where af is steepness of frequency vs. temperature 

curve of reference resonator in the given ternperature 
range. For AT- cut the maximum value af in 

operating temperature range has the value of the order 

1.1@/'~. For piecewise linear approxitnation of 
compensatory functioll thermocompensatioti error at 
the expense of digitization of thermosensor signal is 
determined as [4] 

Where a, is factor of the second degree of frequency 
vs, temperature curve expansion of reference resonator 
in the set in the given temperature range, - current 
temperature. 

The expressions (2) and (3) allow to select the 
necessary value of n , ensuring allowable 
thennocompensation error. 



The compensatory effect has a discrete 
nature, as its value can be changed only at the moments 
of termination of impulse account by the counter of 
impulses from the frequency-type thennosensor, and 
the argument of function of nonlinear transformation 
can have only discrete values. The discrete nature of 
compensatory effect results in the extension of its 
spectrum, that leads to deterioration of output sig~ial 
spectrum dependent on the modulatiilg action spectrum 
and modulation index. Proceeding from tliis, we shall 
conduct a research of spectrum of compensatory 
action, 

The average amount of impulses with period 
of T ( T ) ,  which appeared in the counter from die 

thermosensor during zc, is determined as 

# = zc / T ( T ) .  Generally, this ratio has fractional 
values, while the counter can record only integer 
amount of impulses (fronts). It results in the fact that 
under no~icorrelatednesses of being accounted fronts of 
impulses and account interval either N (where 
N =en t@) ) ,  or N+l impulses can be fixed in the 

counter. The probability P (P E [0,1] ) of N+ 1 impulses 
realization is determined by a fractional part of the 
ratio rc / T ( T )  Durhg long time of observation the 

equality is executed 

R=N(P-I)+(N+I). P 
As to each value of the counter (argument of 

compensatory effect) the own value of compensatory 
codes is corresponds, the average value of 
compensatory effect can be determined as - 

K = K N  - ( P - ~ ) + K ~ + ~  .P . (4) 

where KN and KN+* - values of compensatory codes 

corresponding to the conditic)~~~ of the counter N and 
N+ 1 accordingly. 

The expression (4) corresponds to a piecewise 
linear ititerpolatiotl of compensatory fwiction 
according to Lagrange, tliat allows on tlie basis of 
averaging of compensatory sequence to realize the 
elementary interpolator [4] arid to use the expression 
(3) for determination of word length of the counter. 
Under the certain temperatures (on the boundaries of 
temperature ranges of the width A 0  ) the ratio Tc / T ( T )  

accepts the integer values, and the compensatory effect 
is constant in time. Under the other temperature values 
of the environment the compensatory effect will be 
changed in steps, tliat results in the appearance of 
specific compotietits in the specvurn. 

2. COMPUTATION OF COMPENSATORY 
EFFECT SPECTRUM 

At the output of nonlinear functiollal converter the 
impulse sequence generally is acyclic with wide 
spectrum. This sequence can be considered as sampling 
of periodic sigrial of unit amplitude with period T and 
on-off time ratio 1/P, which is made with period t. Let's 

present the sample and hold as the sum of products of 
shifted in time each from other on the magnitude d 
signals shown on Fig. 2, and 6 + 0 .  

Fig. 2 

As both signals in this Figure are periodic with period 
T, we shall take the advantage of the formula for 
presentation of periodic signals [I]: 

For logic signals of suigle amplitude and duration ?this 
expression will be transformed to a kind: 

Let's consider that the zero instait of time corresponds 
to the beginning of the second signal, and the first 
signal is sliifted concerning the second one on the 
magnitude D (initial shift of signals). Then, according 
to (4), the Laplace transform of the upper signal in 
Fig.3 will be equal: 

For the lower signal in the same Figure the Laplace 
transform is equal: 

The image of product of both signals is expressed by 
the formula: 

. h+im 

h-im 
The sum of sliifted products (7) can be calculated on 
the basis of Laplace transformations and formula for 
the sum of geometrical progression: 

Substituting in (8) expressions (5..7) and passuig 
further to the limit of 8 + 0, we get the following 
formula for the signal at the output of 
thermocompensatoin system U (S) (9): 



For determination of signal specmn we shall consider 
that the variable S in this fonnula accepts the values 
lyitig on a conjugate axis of a complex plane. Then the 
parameter 1 in the formulas (7) and (9) should be more 
than zero. 
The integrmd in expression (9) has, at least, a double 
zero wlien Z =-I, therefore for calculation of an 
integral (9) it is possible to close a path of integration 
by an arc of a circle of an infinite radius lying in the 
left half-plane. But then this integral car] be calculated 
through residues of an illtegrand (10): 

Using the rules of calculation of residues and taking 
into account, that the pole of die second order when 
Z=S is removable, the expression (10) after some 
transformations can be presented as follows (1 1): 

Transferrulg from Laplace transform to the 
components of signal spectrum in the expression (1 1) it 
is necessary to substitute S by jo, and to multiply the 
expression by 2 for those co~nponents of spectrum, 
where o#O. However in practical accounts it is not 
convenient to use only imaginary values of S because 
when the values of angular frequencies correspond to 
the radicals of denominators, in the expression (1 1) the 
indeterminacy of an kind 010 are received which are 
necessary to be uncovered. Besides it is necessary to 
take into account, that during spectrum measurement 
by an actual device having nonzero band of the 
equivalent filter, the measured spectrum can 
considerably differ in its appearance from the 
theoretical one because the actual device detennines 
average weighted value of siglial spectral components 
in a filter passbald. To make the calculation of signal 
spectrum like the kind that is received in the actual 
measuring instrument, it is necessary to refuse the use 
of only imaginary values of S in the expression (11). 
Let's consider that S =p+jo. The parameter r 
corresponds to a half of the width of an oscillatory 
outlilie passband: p = 0.5.oJQ 

Taking into co~~sideration all rneritioned above 
the expression for amplitudes of  spectral components 
we shall present as follows: 

u ( ~ )  =kl-e-*)-- 

Here wj - the frequency set, in which the spectrum 

calculation is made, Sj = pi jwi , yl = A / z  - 
normalized shift of the first signal with reference to the 
second one (I# €]0,1[ ), M - limits of summation. 
During spectrum calculation in narrow frequency band 
it is possible to use constant value for magnitude p, that 
will correspond to a constant width of an equivalent 
oscillatory outline passband. If the calculation need to 
be made in broad frequency band, it is necessary to use 
a criterion of persistence of a quality-factor. In this 
case magnitude p will depend on current value of 
frequency o. If it is necessary to make calculation of a 
spectrum in N frequency points uniformly placed in 
logarithmic scale in the range from 01, (lower 

frequency of the range) up to wh . (upper frequency of 
the range), for choice of a parameter p it is possible to 

use the following inequality: p, 2 o;(m-l)/(m+l). 

where wi+l = wi . m , m = N ihl* o lo 

In expression (12), in difference from ( l l ) ,  the 
calculation of the sums in finite lirnits is used. 
The spectrum computation (15) for special cases (with 
periodic sequence of impulses) have shown that if the 
values of a limit M is of the order 60 ... 100 the 
calculation errors should be less than 1 dB. The value 
of parameter y (normalized delay), as expected, 
practically does not influence the results of spectrum 
account. However it is impossible to select the value P 
equal 0 or 1. It is connected with the fact that impulse 
signals (fig. 3) when P = l/k2 are multiplied in the field 
of fronts, where their approximate representation has 
the greatest error. If to select values yl in a range of 
values from 0.1 up to 0.9, the results practically do not 
differ from each other. It is necessary, however to 
monitor, that the magnitude of expression (11P-yl) does 
not accept the integer values, because in this case 
multiplication of signals in the field of fronts will also 
happen. It is possible to recommend making several 
accounts with different values of the normalized delay 
y to be convinced, that the identical results are 
received. 



3.COMPUTATION OF OUTPUT OSCILLATION 
SPECTRUM 

At small modulation indexes the spectnun components 
of output signal of controlled oscillator are directly 
proportional to magnitude of a modulation index (witli 
a constant of proportionality of 0.5). Therefore for the 
iinal computation of an output spectrum at the 
supposition of a small modulatio~l index the fonnula 
(13) rnay be used: 

s.F uoUt ( m i )  = U ( W ~ ) . K ~ ( W ~ ) - > ?  (13) 
W  i 

Where mi - value of angular frequencies, in which one 

is calculated the components of a output signal 
spectrum, u(u,) - spectral components of 

compensation voltage , calculated by the fonnula (12) 
, Fd - frequency of a deviation (in experiment it was 

equal to 30 Hz, that is typical for statistical piecewise 

linear interpolation [4] ), KF - transmission factor of 

the filter (in this case KF =I 1 (l+jo.0.00075)). 
In Fig.3 and Fig.4 the modulation indexes under 
various values of probability P (various relative 
position inside interpolation interval) are indicated. 

0.01 0.1 1 10 

Fig.3. The modulation indexes when p=0.5207 

0 01 0 1 1 

Fig.4. The modulation index when p=0.0017 

Hereinafter this signal is subjected to filtration, arid the 
amplitudes of maximum components essentially 
decrease. While selecting the type of filter it is 
necessary to remember that the increase of its time 
constant results in the appearance of dynanic 
thermocompensatio~~ error, and this effect should be 
taken into account. 
You can see on Fig.3 arid FigA, that the form of a 
spectrum esseritially depends on parameter ?, wliicli 
can change in the range of temperature. Therefore, the 
spectrutn of compensatory effect in the range of 
temperatures will be nonconstant. The user usually is 
not interested in instaitaneous spectrum value, but the 
limits in which the spectnun is under external actions, 
are of great interest for him. We had calculated the 
envelope of possible realizations of compensatory 
effect spectrum with modification of a parameter ? 
from 0 up to 1. Tlie plot the envelope of spectrum is 
indicated in Fig5. The form of this plot can be 
approximated by the expression (14): 

Fig.5 The envelope of compensatory voltage spectrum 

From this expression it is visible, that close to the 
carrier the amplitude of spectral components is 
determined by the ratio ar f  . A@ * z, = af / S,, 
Obtained in (13) the expression allows to calculate the 
spectrum of compensatory action (which has pulsing 
character) with concrete parameters of 
thennocompensation system. Its form will be 
influenced to a great extent by thennosensor steepness 
S, range of operating temperatures AT, word length of 
the counter of impulses n and required stability @ . 
The pulsing control signal will cause frequency 
modulation of the output signal. And, each of spectral 
components of control signal can cause the emergence 
of infinite number of components in the output 
spectrum (depending on modulation index), If 
modulation index is small, the form of FM oscillation 
spectrum coincides with the form of AM-oscillation 
with the precision of a factor. In Fig.6 is the plot of 
counted values of modulation index for actual values of 



range of reorganization of the controlled oscillator and 
the spectrum of control action. It is visible, that the 
value of modulation index with all values of 
modulating frequencies is less than 1. Therefore, the 
expression (14) can be used for calculation of an output 
spectrum. 
In Fig.7 and Fig.8 the spectnun obtained 
experimentally (in the unit which imitates the work of 
actual oscillator) are indicated. The measurements were 
made by spectrum analyzer EUROPTEST PN 9000, 
which has a threshold of its own noise of - 160 dB. 

j-p K 4/8/1999 NRWTEST 1 

Fig.7. Experimental spectrum of imitative DTCXO 

Fig.8. Experimental spectrum of imitative DTCXO. 

(in the simulating unit the oscillator of a low class was 
used) on frequencies close to the carrier, and 
interference of the display's frequencies. It means, that 
the expressions (15) (16) can be really used for 
simulation of output signal spectnun of any DTCXO, 
using the compensatory circuit of Fig. 1. 

CONCLUSION 
On the basis of the produced researches it is possible to 
make the following conclusions: 
1. The spectrum of DTCXO output signal, having the 
structural diagram of Fig. 1, contains spurious 
components. The instantaneous shape of a spectrum 
depends on ambient temperature. Enveloping of all 
possible values of these spectrums is featured by 
expression (14). 
2. Near to carrier the amplitude of spurious component 
of a spectrum is defined by the ration of a F-T curve 
slope of a reference resonator and of F-T curve slope of 
a temperature sensor. Therefore, it is desirable to use 
temperature sensors with the greatest value of a slope. 
From this point of view the usage as a temperature 
sensor of B -mode a SC-cut [3,4] is more preferential 
than usage of a difference of 1-st and 3-rd harmonics of 
a C - mode C [1,2] . 
3. The obtained formulas model a spectrum of DTCXO 
output enough precisely, that allows to use them for 
optimization of DTCXO structure. 
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From the comparison of fig. 7,8 and fig.3,4 it is visible 
that coincidence of experimental and counted values is 
rather close. Some differences are explained by 
influence of the controlled oscillator that has own noise 
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 

Surface-mount quartz crystals and oscillators face a 
growing demand in compact electronic devices, 
extending into higher-accuracy applications. This calls 
for updating of the measurement techniques. Recent 
IEC proposals [4-51 adapt IEC standard 60444 [l-31 to 
include SMD quartz crystals. The present paper 
proposes a modified measurement set-up, derived fkom 
IEC-60444 but especially developed for ceramic 
surface-mount quartz crystals with a metal lid. 
Important in this set-up is the grounding of the lid and 
the opportunity to apply a twin load capacitance. Metal- 
type crystals like e.g. HC49 are nearly symmetric 
regarding their connections, and they are frequently 
applied without connection to ground. Ceramic crystals 
with a metal lid (like e.g. NKS7) are often applied with 
the metal lid connected to ground, in order to minimize 
electromagnetic radiation. This makes the ceramic 
crystals intrinsically asymmetric. 

In the regular measuring set-up, interchanging the 
crystal connections as well as using the set-up with or 
without grounding of the crystal lid yields significantly 
different measurement results for the static capacitance 
Co and the load-resonance frequency. These are caused 
by stray and holder capacitances. The value determined 
for Co becomes smaller by grounding the lid. As a 
consequence, the pulling range and pulling sensitivity 
change also. This can have a bearing to the behaviour of 
a grounded ceramic crystal applied in a VCXO-type 
oscillator. 
This paper quantifies and explains the asymmetric 
behaviour for measurements with load capacitance and 
the influence on load-resonance fkequency 
determination. With a one-sided load capacitance, 
measuring with grounded lid yields a lower load- 
resonance frequency than with ungrounded lid. 
Interchanging the connections yields also different 
values for the load-resonance fkequency. 
With twin load capacitance (equal on both sides of the 
crystal) the difference between grounded and 
ungrounded lid measurements will be minimized. Also, 
the asymmetric behaviour with respect to the 
connections is eliminated. 

In series-resonance measurement, interchanging the 
connections of an NKS7-type crystal has practically no 
influence on the equivalent electrical parameters or on 
the series-resonance frequency. 
In load-resonance measurement, it can be seen that the 
setup with twin load capacitance is less sensitive to 
stray and holder capacitances than the setup with the 
one-sided load capacitance. 

The methods for the passive measurement for quartz 
crystal units are described in the IEC 60444- series 
publications. For leaded crystals, the well-known pi- 
network with blade contacts is used. Although 
grounding of the enclosure is already mentioned in IEC 
60444-1[1], it is often neglected in practice, i.e. 
measurements of the resonance frequency f, and load 
resonance frequency fL are usually performed with 
ungrounded enclosure. 
With the advent of SMD-type crystals, the pi-network 
had to be modified for the adaptation of non-leaded 
crystal units. In a recent IEC-proposal [5] details of an 
SMD-adapter have been described, consisting of an 
adapter plate for f,- and equivalent parameter 
measurement and a second plate equipped with a load 
capacitor for fL-measurement. 
In order to suppress electromagnetic interference, 
modern SMD-type crystals are built with a ceramic 
carrier that is covered by a metal lid. The carrier has 
four connecting pads. Two of them are internally 
connected with the lid and they are used for grounding 
the device. 
Due to this construction the distribution of static 
capacitances within the crystal has become asymmetric. 
As a consequence, load-resonance fkequency will 
depend on the orientation of the crystal with respect to 
the load capacitor when the crystal is grounded. 

In the following section experimental data will be given 
for three fundamental crystals in a 5x7mm ceramic 
enclosure with a metal lid (NKS7). The nominal 
frequencies of the three crystals are 16.384 MHz, 
20.833 MHz and 26.8 MHz. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

2.1 Distribution of static capacitances of the crvstal 
The static capacitance of the crystal can be split into 
three contributions: 
- the static capacitance between the electrodes of the 

crystal resonator: Coel 
- the capacitances between the metal lid and lower 

and upper electrode, respectively, of the crystal 
resonator: Cohl and COh2 

The values can be determined from a measurement with 
a capacitance meter. To this end, the following 
capacitances have been measured at lMHz (see Figure 
1): - CI: capacitance between both resonator connections. 
- C~I, CIII: capacitances between the resonator pads 

and metal lid. 



3 Figure 1 

Then Coel , Cohl and COh2 can be determined by a least 
squares fit from the equations: 

Average values obtained by the least squares fit for the 
three crystals are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Calculated values for CO,~, C O ~ I  and CO~Z.  

1.12 
1.09 1.39 
1.10 1.40 

2.2 Cross-talk capacitance 
For the measurement of leadless crystal units the pi- 
network had to be equipped with contact springs. Due to 
them the cross talk capacitance has been increased 
considerably. According to IEC 60444-1 [I], the cross 
talk capacitance C, can be determined from the cross- 
talk attenuation A, with open pi-network: 

Ac -- 

We found for the-SMD pi-network: C, = 2.15 pF. This 
value is taken into account during the normalization. 

2.3 Results of the measurement of resonance freauencv 
and equivalent parameters 
Resonance frequency and equivalent electrical 
parameters have been measured for the three crystals in 
two configurations: 1) crystal ungrounded; 

2) crystal grounded. 

Results are given in the following tables. 

Table 2: f, and equivalent parameters for 16.384 MHz. 
I GND ( Co I C1 1 L1 I R1 1 f r 

Table 3: f, and equivalent parameters for 20.833 MHz.. 
( GND I Co I C1 1 L1 I R1 I fr 

Due to grounding, the effective Co for the three crystals 
is lowered respectively by 0.65pF, 0.64pF and 0.66pF. 
The change of the other parameters is negligible. 

Table 4: fr and equivalent parameters for 26.8 MHz. 

2.4 Results of fr ,-measurement 
Load resonance frequency has been measured for the 
three crystal frequencies with CL=lOpF and CL=SPF, 
respectively, in the following six configurations: 
A. Load capacitance CL consisting of two capacitors 

placed on both sides of the crystal (CL1=CL2=20pF 
for CL=10 pF; CL1=CL2=10pF for CL=5 pF). 

1) ungrounded (used as reference); 2) grounded 
B. one-sided capacitor of 10 pF, connected to crystal 

connection pad 2 (located close to COh2) 
1) ungrounded; 2) grounded 

C. one-sided capacitor of 10 pF, connected to crystal 
connection pad 1 (located close to COhl) 

1) ungrounded; 2) grounded 
Results are given in Tables 5-10. 

Table 5: fT -measurement (CT =10~F)  for 16.384MHz 

GND 
Y/N 
N 
Y 

* taken as reference 

R1 
[Ql 
6.7 
6.8 

Table 6: f, -measurement (CT =5tlF) for 16.384MHz. 

f r 

[kHz1 
26785.239 
26785.248 

Co 
[PFI 
4.59 
3.93 

* taken as reference 

C1 
[fFl 

17.11 
17.12 

" . . -  A ,  

L1 
[mHl 
2.07 
2.06 

Pull. rng 
[ P P ~ I  

5 . . . 1 0 ~ F  

GND 
Y/N 

CLI 
[PFI 

f~ 

[kHz1 
CLZ 
[PFI 

(fL-fref)/fref 

[ P P ~ I  



833MHz. occur (- -31 .. -40 ppm for CL=lOpF; - -64 .. -85 
pprn for CL=5 pF) compared to the twin load 
capacitance situation. The dependence on the 
orientation of the crystal becomes substantial (- 5 
pprn for CL= 1 0 pF; - 1 3 pprn for CL=5 pF). 

- The pulling range is evidently affected by the 
measuring configuration (change of - 18%, see last 
columns of Tables 6, 8 and 10). 

3. RESULT OF PSPICE SIMULATIONS 

Table 9: fL-measurement (CLZlOpF) for 26.8 MHz. 

Table 10: fL-measurement (CL=5pF) for 26.8 MHz. 
1 GND I CLI I CLZ I f~ 1 (f~-fref)/fref I PUII. rng ( 

From these results, the following conclusions can be 
drawn: 
- For the three crystals the frequency deviations are 

comparable in size. 
- If a symmetrical, twin load capacitance is used the 

frequency difference between ungrounded and 
grounded measurement is practically negligible. 

- In the case of a one-sided load capacitance with the 
crystal grounded large deviations occur (- -19 
pprn for C ~ = l 0  pF; - - 41 pprn for CL=5pF) with 
respect to the case of twin load capacitance. There 
is also a slight dependence on the orientation of the 
crystal (- 2 pprn for 10pF; - 4 pprn for 5pF). 

- If the crystal is grounded even larger deviations 

To understand the frequency deviations, PSPICE 
simulations have been performed using the experimental 
equivalent parameters of the crystals. 
For the determination of load-resonance frequency of 
the crystal in the pi-network , phase-zero frequency has 
been calculated with PSPICE using a frequency 
resolution of 1 Hz. All six configurations (A1 , A2, B 1, 
B2, C1, C2) have been simulated for the three crystals 
and both values of CL (10 pF resp. 5 pF). To explain the 
frequency deviations, configurations A3, B3 and C3 are 
simulated. Explanation follows in the next section. 

In order to obtain a better agreement with the measured 
data, we had to take the stray capacitances of the 
contacts for the capacitors and the crystal into account. 
The circuit used for simulation is given in Figure 2. 

1 I I ,  - 
-0 l=ungroundcd 2- &d 

Figure 2: Simulation circuit. DC-paths are omitted for 
simplicity. 

The simulation results for the three crystals are 
presented in Tables 1 1, 12 and 13. In the last column the 
experimental values are shown for comparison. The 
parameter sets used for the circuit are given in the 
headings of the tables. 

Evidently, there remain discrepancies between theory 
and experiment. These are due to the finite 
measurement accuracy for the electrical parameters of 
the crystal and to the simplifications made for the stray 
effects. But the order of magnitude and the trend of the 
values are described correctly. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The difference regarding Co in the equivalent parameter 
measurement can be explained in the following manner: 
If the crystal is not grounded the series combination of 
cohl and coh2 is in parallel to coel, i.e. (1/COhl + I I c O ~ ~ ) . ~  

is added. For the 16.384 MHz example this amounts to 
0.62pF (in agreement with the experimental difference). 



If the crystal is grounded Cohl and Corn are practically 
shorted by the low impedance of the pi-network (12.5 Q 
on each side). This is low compared to the impedance of 
the holder capacitances (about 7 kQ). Therefore the 
contributions of Cohl and COh2 approximately vanish in 
the grounded measurement. 
Similar arguments can be used for the grounded 
measurement with Cload. Again, the pi-network can be 
considered approximately as a short compared to the 
capacitive impedances. 

Table 11: Results of PSpice simulations for the 16.384 
MHz crystal. We used: C1=12.93fF; L1=7.30364mH 
(chosen to match the experimental f, ); R1=11.7Q; 
Coel=2.58 pF; Cohl=l. 12pF; CoU=1 .41pF; Cspafl= 0.7pF; 

  hen cLe f fE (2  / ( 2  c L + c O h ) ) - l  =CL+COh 12. 
Since the contribution of the holder capacitances is onIy 
Coh/2, this explains the increase of load resonance 
frequency in the case of twin load capacitance. 
(Incidentally, the same holds for the contribution of 
CSpay1 and Cs,ay2 (see Figure 2)). 
On the other hand, the influence of asymmetric holder 
capacitances in the case of grounded measurement with 
one-sided Cload is clarified by equations 6 and 7. 

Csaayl= 0.9pF; Cseay2= 0.9pF. 

Table 12: Results of PSpice simulations for the 20.833 
MHz crystal. We used: C1=15.51fF; L1=3.766mH 
(chosen to match the experimental f,); R1=7.6Q; 
Coel=3 .23pF; Cohl=l .09pF; Coh2=1.39pF; Cs,afl=0.7pF; 

* taken as reference 

C,m,l= 0.9pF; Csmy2= 0.9pF. 

f~ 

[kHz1 
Sim. 

df/f 
[ P P ~ I  
Sim. 

GND 
Y/N 

* taken as reference 

dflf 
[ P P ~ I  
Meas. 

C L ~ / C O ~ ~ / C O ~ ~ / C L ~  
[PFI 

This means that CLi and Cohl resp. CL2 and COh2 are 
connected in parallel to each other when the crystal is 
grounded resulting in an effective capacitance of 
C~leff=C~l + C0h1 respa CLZ~~FCLZ + COU. 

df/f 
[ P P ~ I  
Meas. 

Then, the effective load capacitance CLeR for the three 
configurations with grounded crystal is: 

\ -1 

df/f 
[ P P ~ I  
Sim. 

GND 
Y/N 

Equation 5 (case A2) can be simplified if everything is 
symmetric (C L1 = C L2 = 2 CL and Cohl= C0h2 = C O ~ ) .  

When the real capacitances are replaced by the effective 
load capacitances mentioned above and grounding is 
omitted (see rows A3, B3, C3 in Tables 11, 12 and 13) , 
PSPICE calculations give the same results as in the real 
case (for fundamental SMD-type crystals up to 27 MHz) 
This confirms the interpretation. 

CLI/CO~I/CO~Z/CLZ 
[PFI 

4.1. Impact on oscillators 
The crystal parameters are vital to the design of 
oscillators, in particular for those having narrow 
tolerances without such compensation mechanisms as 
applied e.g. in TCXOs. New SMD designs of oscillators 
often use an open blank and oscillator IC packed in a 
ceramic enclosure, the metal lid of which is grounded to 
minimize electromagnetic radiation. The crystal 
structure is then equal to the oscillator structure apart 

FL 
[kHz1 
Sim. 



from the IC; but the oscillator is always connected to blank frequency. The load-resonance frequency as well 
ground. The equivalent to the NKS7-crystal is a 5x7 as the pulling range of crystals depend on the 
mm clock oscillator or VCXO, see Figure 3 and 4. measurement configuration, see Tables 6, 8 and 10. This 

Figure 3: Clock oscillator 
without resonator. 

Figure 4: Clock oscillator 
with resonator. 

must be taken into account to obtain the right 
correlation between crystal and oscillator. 

5. CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that there is a considerable influence 
of the Cload configuration on load-resonance frequency 
if the crystal is grounded. Further, the asymmetry of 
holder capacitances plays a role if the measurement is 
performed with a one-sided load capacitance. 

In order to avoid measuring differences between 
different places it is desirable to take those aspects into 
account in the standardization of load-resonance 
frequency measurement. The twin load capacitance 
confirruration appears to be the better choice because the 

u 

Table 13: Results of PSpice simulations for the 26.8 results do not depend on the orientation of the crystal 

MHz crystal. We used: C1=17. 12fF; L1=2.06227mH and because it is less sensitive to stray capacitances. 

(chosen to match the experimental f,): R1=6.8R: ., , . 
Coel=3.73pF; Cohl=l.lOpF; Coh2=1 .40pF; CSmfl=O.7pF; 
CSmyl= 0.9pF; CsWay2= 0.9pF. 

1 GND I CLI /CO~I /CO~~/CL~  I f~ I dflf I dflf I 
I Sim. ( Sim. 1 G a s :  

Cr=w 

A typical total tolerance is 25 ppm, including 
calibration, drift due to reflow soldering, stability over 
temperature from -40 to +85 "C, load and supply 
variations, and aging. For VCXOs, an additional 
absolute pulling range is often defined as h50 or h100 
PPm. 
As the first stage in development of a new oscillator we 
normally manufacture an NKS7 crystal with the same 

Of course, correlation between frequency measurement 
according to IEC 60444 and working frequency in the 
application is just as important. Therefore, it is 
advisable to mark the pad 1 position of the SMD-crystal 
and take care of a fixed orientation in the oscillator 
circuit when placing the crystal. 
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ABSTRACT 
Extended aging test results for time periods of up to 

1900 days will be presented to provide an insight into the 
long-term drift characteristics of quartz crystal 
oscillators. The results will be discussed to show the 
effects of variations in environmental conditions and 
power on-off cycles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Very long time scale aging measurements have been 

made for several types of quartz crystal oscillators 
including AT and SC cut oven controlled crystal 
oscillators (OCXO) as well as temperature compensated 
crystal oscillators (TCXO.) Although every OCXO is 
aged in production, data is usually only collected for the 
period of time necessary to meet the aging rate 
specification. TCXOs are seldom aged at all due to the 
long test times required to determine the true aging 
performance. Studies on aging performance results for 
large groups of oscillators over extended periods of time 
are typically not available. 

Many of the test results shown are of oscillators that 
are either overruns from production orders, units that did 
not meet a particular specification or exhibited abnormal 
behavior during the aging test measurement. It must be 
noted that the large number of data shown with frequency 
perturbations is not the norm and represents a small 
fraction of a percent of oscillators that do not show 
abnormalities. Nevertheless, data collected from these 
oscillators over extended periods of time exhibit 
interesting qualities that are worth noting. A number of 
oscillators were, in fact, intentionally left on the Aging 
System specifically to study the aging process and the 
data for these oscillators are also presented. 

The data represents real world performance as it 
captures the cyclic variations in daily and seasonal 
changes as well as the effects of retrace due to power 
failures and scheduled systems maintenance. It is 
important to realize that the true aging performance of the 
quartz crystal oscillator is aliased by these factors. 

2. METHOD 
The data presented for each oscillator has been 

collected by averaging up to 20 samples of a 1 second 
gate interval approximately every 2 hours. Automated 
test measurements on all oscillators are made 
continuously via software control except when they are 
either loaded onto or unloaded from the Aging System 
each day. During this process, data collection is ceased 
for approximately 3 to 5 hours. 

Interruptions may also be a result of routine 
maintenance work conducted on the Aging System or 
electrical power failures. In such cases, the oscillators 
may be powered off for several hours and data collection 
may be stopped for up to a few days. 

All data presented have been reduced in size by 
removing every other data point due to limitations in the 
graphing software. The time scale has been normalized 
with the last data point taken on 15 February, 2000 
representing day 0 on the x-axis labeled "Number of 
Days." As a result, all data points taken prior to this date 
are represented by a negative number of days from the 
normalized date. This is to facilitate locating events that 
are common to the data set of more than one unit and, 
hence, isolating them from being the behavior of a single 
oscillator. 

Stray points have been removed from the results 
shown to allow observation of data of interest. Stray data 
points occur primarily due to wear in the Aging System 
test fixture sockets and RF switches from excessive use. 
This results in erroneous frequency readings due to 
occasional intermittent contact along the RF signal path. 

3. AGING 
Aging is the change in frequency of the oscillator over 

time under constant environmental and system-level 
conditions. Aging in quartz crystal oscillators is caused 
by changes in either the quartz crystal itself or the 
remaining components in the oscillator assembly. 

Aging in quartz crystals is the result of a combination 
of several factors. Some of these factors may include the 
diffusion of impurities and the outgassing of the quartz 
crystal, its holder, the glass or ceramic base and the 
adhesive used to mount the quartz. It may also include 
metal migration from the electrodes into the quartz 
surface. These events involve an exchange in the mass of 
the quartz crystal which causes a change in its frequency. 

Other factors that also contribute to the aging .of 
quartz crystals include stress relief of the crystal mounts 
and microscopic holder leaks. While gross leaks in 
holders are known to cause a downward shift in the 
frequency, the effects of microscopic leaks on long term 
aging performance is not well understood. 

Frequency drift due to changes in component values 
over its life may either directly affect the oscillating loop 
or the steady state function of the sustaining circuits such 
as voltage regulation, oven control and signal output 
stages. 



The magnitude of aging related to components within 
the oscillating loop or the surrounding circuits is 
dependent on the reactance slope of the crystal at 
the operating frequency. To better understand the effect 
of component value drift within the oscillating loop on 
the aging performance, we need to consider the simplified 
impedance block diagram shown in Figure 1. 
I 1 

I Figure 1 

Quartz Crystal Oscillator Circuit Ez9l 
Under resonance, 

zx = - zc (1) 
Where Zx is the quartz crystal impedance and Zc is 

the oscillator circuit impedance. 
Since, 

Z = R + j X  ( 2 )  
Substituting Equation (2) into (1) gives us, 

R x + j X x = - & - j X c  (3 

R x = - &  (4) 
and Xx = - Xc (5) 
Equation (4) represents the condition for sustained 

oscillation at a given amplitude and is independent of 
frequency. Whereas, Equation (5) represents the 
frequency of oscillation. The slope of the Reactance vs. 
Frequency curve at the operating point, dX/df, is 
sometimes referred to as the "pullability" of the quartz 
crystal. 

Some typical values of dX/df in Q/Hz at series 
resonance for different crystal cuts and overtones are 
shown in Table 1. 

1 10MHz I 0.2 1.4 14.5 
Table 1 

Frequency 
5 MHz 

The reactance of the circuit components is responsible 
for the frequency of the oscillating loop. Suppose that 
the reactance of all components other than the quartz 
crystal changes by AXc after several years. For 
resonance to occur under the new conditions, Equation 
(5) must still be satisfied. 

Therefore, 

Xx+AXx=-Xc-AX= (6 )  
(Xx + O x )  represents a new operating point on the 

Reactance vs. Frequency curve of the quartz crystal and a 
corresponding frequency. The change in frequency is 
given by, 

Af = AXx / (dX/df) (7) 
Therefore, if a 10pH inductor drifts 1% over the 

course of its life, using Equation (7), a 5MHz SC Cut 3'* 

Overtone oscillator would drift 0.029 Hz or 5.7 x 
fractional frequency. Compared to this, a 10 MHz SC 
Cut 3rd Overtone oscillator would drift 0.433 Hz or 4.3 x 
1 0-O8 and a 10 MHz AT Cut 3rd Overtone oscillator would 
drift 4.488 Hz or 4.5 x lo-''. It is important to note that 
an oscillator capable of excessive tuning (or "pullability") 
is also prone to greater aging rates. 

The magnitude of aging related to components in the 
oven control circuit of an OCXO is dependent on the 
temperature co-efficient of the quartz crystal. Table 2  
shows approximate values of the temperature co-efficient, 
C, at the turn-point temperature of AT and SC Cut quartz 
crystals in "c". 

1 AT Cut  2 x 

AT Fund 

Table 2 

I 

AT 3rd I SC 3rd 

The fractional frequency, Aff, deviation due to a AT 
oven temperature change is given by, 

~ f f  =  CAT^ (8) 
Therefore, a 0.2 "C change in the oven temperature 

over the life of an AT Cut OCXO operating at the turn- 
point, will result in a 4 x lo-' fractional frequency 
change. As it can be seen, the effects of component value 
drift in the oven control circuit will usually be 
overshadowed by drift within the oscillating loop. 

SC Cut  

7.1 

The aging performance of quartz crystal oscillators is 
a complex phenomenon that is the cumulative effect of 
many factors, only a few of which have been mentioned. 
The effects of some of these factors may tend to cancel 
one another while others may dominate the aging 
performance. Furthermore, the effects of these factors 
may also decay at different rates causing them to 
dominate at different times during the aging process. 

2 x 1 0 - ~  

110 

4. FIELD OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Under normal operating conditions an oscillator may 

be subject to a number of environmental changes such as 
temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure 
fluctuations, as well as changes in system-level 
parameters such as power on-off cycles, supply voltage 
and tuning voltage instabilities. To determine the aging 
performance, it is important to distinguish and isolate the 
effects of these factors on the frequency of the oscillator. 

Evident in the data presented are the effects of warm- 
up, retrace and thermal stability. They are discussed 
below to differentiate these factors from the aging 
process, which is only possible with large data sets 
spanning several years. 

4.1 Warm-up 
Warm-up is the change in frequency that occurs when 

the quartz crystal and the components are raised in 
temperature due to the application of power. While this 
is obvious in OCXOs, it is also present to a smaller 
extent in TCXOs and VCXOs (voltage controlled crystal 
oscillators) as a result of heat dissipation from the circuit 



components. Warm-up in OCXOs, where it is most 
evident, is typically specified on the order of several 
minutes. The warm-up time is the time it takes for the 
frequency of the oscillator to reach within a specified 
frequency tolerance taken at a referenced time period of 
usually 1 hour from when the power is applied to the 
oscillator. However, it must be understood that warm-up 
does not cease after the specified warm-up time period 
and, therefore, must not be misinterpreted as aging. In 
fact, frequency changes due to the warm-up process may 
last up to several weeks. This is evident from the graph 
shown in Figure 8. 

4.2 Retrace 
Retrace is the shift in frequency observed by 

powering off the oscillator and then back on after some 
time. It is measured by taking the difference between the 
stabilized fiequency, followed by a specified power off 
time period of usually 24 hours and the frequency 
measured after a power on time period of usually 1 to 2 
hours conducted at a defined constant ambient 
temperature. Retrace is depicted in the graph in Figure 2 
as a result of a power failure at -1 50 days and -47 days 
which lasted for approximately 2 to 4 hours. 
I 1 5 MHz SC Cut Yd Overtone OCXO / 

-1e-091 , ! , . , . , , 

-500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 
T~me In Days 

Figure 2 
When operating for extended periods of time under 

static conditions, primarily temperature, the quartz crystal 
oscillator components tend to physically "anneal" 
themselves to that operating state. When the oscillator is 
powered off, the components begin the process of 
"annealing" themselves to the new state, the extent of 
which is dependent on the time period in this new state 
and the temperature difference between the two. When 
the oscillator is powered on again, the components 
physically change back to a state similar to right before 
when the power was turned off. However, they may not 
reach the exact state at which they originally existed 
resulting in retrace effects. Since, physical changes in a 
component causes a change in its electrical 
characteristics, this in turn will result in a fiequency 
change. Components within the oscillating loop are the 
primary contributors to retrace and as with warm-up, 
OCXOs are much more susceptible to retrace due to the 

greater temperature difference between the power on and 
off states. In TCXOs, retrace is usually overshadowed by 
the larger temperature dependent variations and higher 
aging rates as seen in Figure 3. 

Depending on the time period for which the oscillator 
was powered off and the type of product, it may take 
anywhere from a few hours to several weeks for the 
quartz crystal oscillator to recover from the effects of 
being powered off and return to its previous aging rate. 
In other instances, the oscillator may not exhibit the 
effects of retrace, for the same power failure event. In 
analyzing the data for this study, it was noted that the 
magnitude of retrace offset was typically proportional to 
the aging rate of that oscillator. 

4.3 Thermal Stabilitv 
The effects of thermal stability can overshadow the 

true aging performance of an oscillator under normal 
operating conditions, especially when seasonal changes 
are considered. Quartz Crystal Oscillators with lower 
thermal stability such as TCXOs and VCXOs are much 
more susceptible to misinterpretation of the aging rate 
measurements than, say, precision double-oven OCXOs 
as seen in Figures 3 and 9. 

5. AGING PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
Aging test results for several types of oscillators is 

presented. Two recent power failures are prominently 
evident on almost all the data presented. A power failure 
on 30" December, 1999 at day 4 7  (not a Y2K related 
event!) lasted for approximately 3 to 4 hours. As a result, 
data collection was stopped for 4 days. Another power 
failure at day -150 lasted for nearly 2 hours. The entire 
Aging System was physically moved to the new 
manufacturing facility in an adjoining building in 1997. 
The resulting power interruption lasting over 6 hours is 
evident at day -837. 

5.1 AT Cut Quartz Crvstal Oscillator Results 
Figure 3 depicts the aging performance of a 10 MHz 

AT Cut TCXO over 1799 days. 

10 MHz AT Cut Fundamental TCXO 

1 -2000 -1500 -1000 -500 0 
Tlme In Days 

Figure 3 



The daily variations in frequency due to temperature 
is clearly evident and expected. It is quite interesting to 
also note the cyclic behavior due to seasonal changes. It 
is important to realize that the yearly aging rate cannot be 
accurately determined by the first year of data collection 
alone, as the aging slopes during the transition from the 
Winter to Summer season and vice versa, are several 
magnitudes higher than the average yearly aging rate. 

Similar aging performance was recorded for 3 other 
10 MHz TCXOs over similar time periods and 2 TCXOs 
at 17.3828 12 MHz over 243 and 1 1 19 days each. 

In comparison, aging performance for 13 MHz 
Fundamental OCXOs are shown in Figure 4. 

13 MHz AT Cut Fundamental OCXO I 

o j  I I 

-600 -400 -200 0 
T~me In Davs 

Figure 4 

1 

I 10 MHz AT Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 1 

I -2e-07 
-1250 -1000 -750 -500 -250 0 

T~me ~n Days 1 
Figure 5 

Aging results for 10 MHz 31d Overtone quartz crystal 
oscillators are shown in Figure 5. 

The aging performance of 2 OCXOs using 50 MHz 
3rd Overtone quartz crystals are shown in Figure 6 .  The 
steps seen appear on both oscillators at exactly the same 
time period indicating some external perturbation. 

100 MHz 3Td Overtone OCXO aging performance 
results are shown in Figure 7. Once again, the frequency 
shift occurs at exactly the same time period on both units 
with the exception of two frequency steps at -617 days 
and -433 days seen on one of the oscillators. The 

osciilators without the steps, is less prone to retrace from 
the power failures at -150 and -47 days. 

50 MHz AT Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 

I -8e-07 1 
-1250 -1000 -750 -560 -250 o 

T~me In Davs I 
1 I 

Figure 6 
I 

I 
I 

100 MHz AT Cut Yd Overtone OCXO 1 

-7e-06 1 1 
-1250 -1000 -750 -500 -250 0 

T~me In Davs 

Figure 7 
With the exception of the 100 MHz oscillators with 

much higher aging rates, the cyclic seasonal behavior can 
be noticed in each of the results presented. 

5.2 SC Cut Ouartz Crystal Oscillators Results 
Aging results for 5 and 10 MHz SC Cut OCXOs are 

presented. Figure 8 shows a very correlated aging 
performance of 2 oscillators over a 195 1 day time period. 
Seasonal cycles are also noticeable in these results. 

I 5 MHz S C  Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO I 

-1e-07 1 ! ' I  1 - 2 L  -1500 -1000 -500 
T~me ~n Davs I 

Figure 8 



One oscillator exhibited a downward tail during the 
f ~ s t  few days of aging. Thereafter, it aged with a positive 
slope, followed by a steady negative slope with a 
diminishing rate. The gradual and smooth transition fiom 
either a positive to negative aging slope or vice versa 
which can occur over various time periods, is not an 
uncommon behavior that is perhaps more noticeable in 
oscillators with low aging rates. 

Figure 9 shows additional performance results for 5 
MHz 31d Overtone OCXOs. - 
I 5 MHz SC Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 1 

-1250 -1000 -750 -500 -250 0 
T~me 1n Days 

Figure 9 
I I 

10 MHz SC Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 

-5e-08 
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Figure 10 
I 

10 MHz SC Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 1 2 5 e - 0 7 7 1  
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-- 

Figure 11 

Aging results for 10 MHz 31d Overtone OCXOs is 
shown in Figures 10 and 11. It is interesthg to note that 
one of the oscillators exhibits two frequency states 
between which it jumps from -925 days to -872 days. 

Figure 12 shows aging results for 10 MHz 5" 
Overtone OCXOs. 

10 MHz SC Cut 5th Overtone OCXO 

I I 
-3e-08 
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Figure 12 

5.3 Experimental Results 
An aging experiment was devised involving 32 

OCXOs to study aging trends of 5 MHz SC Cut 31d 
Overtone crystals. 
I 1 

I 5 MHz SC Cut Yd Overtone OCXO 1 

1 I 

Figure 13 
I 

I 

I 
I 5 MHz SC Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 
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Figure 14 



Positive 1 Negative 1 25 
Positive / Positive 1 29 

It was noticed that 13 oscillators exhibited a primarily 
positive aging slope while 19 oscillators exhibited a 
negative aging slope.. Oscillators with positive aging 
slopes recorded an average of 1.5 x total fractional 
frequency change over a period of approximately 600 
days, or about 2.5 x l@"/day. Whereas, those with a 
negative slope recorded an average of 7.5 x 10'09 over the 
same period, or about 1.3 x l@"/day, a factor of 2 better. 
Representative results from the two groups are shown in 
Figures 13 and 14. 

In analyzing the results of 226 oscillators for this 
study, the retrace effects for the 3 known power failures 
at day -837, -150 and -47 were recorded and are 
presented in Table 3 below. 

Positive 1 Both 
Positive / Negligible 

I 
5 

Aging Slope Direction / 
Retrace Offset Direction 

# of 
Units 

Negative / Positive 
Negative / Negative 
Negative / Both 

( Total 1 226 1 
Table 3 

93 
24 
2 

Negative / Negligible 
Undetermined (Due to Data Quality) 

It is interesting to note that, of the 17 1 oscillators with 
discernable retrace offset in one direction, 69% moved in 
the opposite direction to the aging slope. 

6 
39 

5.4 Other Interesting Results 
A 10 MHz AT Cut 31d Overtone OCXO aging 

performance results due to a leak in the quartz crystal 
holder is shown in Figure 15. 
I 

10 MHz AT Cut 3rd Overtone OCXO 
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I 
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I 
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L 1 

Figure 16 

6.  CONCLUSION 
Aging is a complex process. The aging rate typically 

scales with the reactance slope of the quartz crystal, 
indicating some dependency on component performance. 

It can sometimes be difficult to detect the aging 
performance of an oscillator without sufficient amount of 
data. Results heavily aliased by environmental effects 
can lead to misinterpretation for small data sets. 

Retrace effects are common to all types of oscillators. 
However, the magnitude of retrace is somewhat 
independent of the type of oscillator. 

For system level calculations, developing an error 
budget that includes all frequency dependent factors, 
primarily aging, is a good practice. This may be used to 
determine whether the application is able to tolerate the 
expected change in frequency of the quartz crystal 
oscillator over its life or if the available minimum tuning 
range is sufficient to offset this change. 
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Figure 15 
Figure 16 shows the result of a different 10 MHz AT 

3rd Overtone OCXO with a precursor event occurring at 
day -254. This may be the result of the intersection of 
another oscillation mode aging at a different rate. 
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ABSTRACT 

CVD diamond''', due to there remarkable properties, 
offer much attraction in fabrication of layered structure 
SAW devices operating on the GHz range. The 
complexity of layered structures requires the 
establishment of precise simulation techniques to reduce 
the number of cycles of design-process-test necessary to 
perform and to improve the performance of SAW 
devices. 
A simulator based on coupling of mode (COM) theory 
previously developed for modelling the bulk structure 
SAW devices, was modified to be adapted for layered 
structures. The frequency response of ZnOldiamond/Si 
SAW filter was calculated and the results was compared 
with experimental ones extracted from the literature[']. 
A good agreement is obtained for the frequencies within 
and close to the pass-band of the filter. Outside of this 
pass-band, the experimental frequency response exhibits 
an asymmetry, which is not reproduced by simulation. 
This asymmetry is attributed to the dispersion, as a 
function of frequency, of SAW velocity ( v p )  and 

electromechanical coupling coefficient ( K ) which can 
not be neglected in the case of the layered structure and 
particularly on the GHz range. In the original program 

developed for bulk structure, K and V ,  was assumed 
to be constant. To take into account the effect of 
dispersion, the program was modified by the 
introduction of dispersive model. The confrontation 
between the results obtained by simulation including the 
dispersive model and by experimental measurements 
shows a good agreement. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The SAW devices which the principle is based on 
the propagation of surface acoustic wave, record a 
greatly evolution du to there various areas of 
applications: resonators, filters, sensors.. .This devices 
are typically made in piezoelectric materials such as 
quartz, lithium niobate, or lithium tantalate in which an 
acoustic wave can be launched by the application of a 
RF field to a surface interdigital transducer. The 
travelling wave can then be intercepted and converted 
back to an electric signal at a neighbouring IDT. The 

acoustic velocity on the substrate (Vp) by the formula : 

fo  =V, /A. However it is very difficult to design such 

a filter in GHz frequencies, due to limitations through 
the photolithography process. These limitations are 
related to the wavelength of the acoustic vibration in 
solid medium, which is close to the micrometer range in 
the materials listed above. 

CVD diamond is used as substrate material in order 
to obtain high frequency SAW devices. It's receiving a 
much attraction due to its remarkable characteristics of 
large SAW velocity. A variety of layered structures with 
a diamond film such as ZnolDiamond or AlNIDiamond 
(figure 1) are expected to be applied for high frequency 
SAW devices having large velocities[21. 

In order to realise the layered structures SAW 
devices, an important number of cycles of design- 
process-test is necessary. This number can be greatly 
reduced by to proceeded'of numerical simulation. This 
theoretical study based on the coupling of modes 
(COM) theory, enable the determination of frequency 
response of SAW device. 

In this paper, the simulatorf3] based on COM theory, 
previously developed for bulk substrate SAW devices, 
was modified to be adapted for layered structures. 

I Silicon I /  

Figure 1: Schematic design of ZnO/Diamond/i layered 
structure 

resonant frequency ( f o )  of such structure is related to 

the spacing between the IDT fingers (h14) and the 



2. COM EQUATIONS AND ADAPTATION OF 
THE PROGRAM 

The coupling of modes theory is based to the 
concept that the progressing wave and counter- 
progress in^ wave couple with each other in periodic 
structures1'. This theory can express the device 
characteristics satisfactorily and is thus a most 
appropriate means of analysing SAW devices. 

We considered a SAW mode amplitude propagating 
~ ' ( x )  in +x direction. The COM equations(2) governing 
this propagation can be written as: 

aA- (x) 
-= j ~ , ~  A+(x) + j e ,  A-(x) + j { V  ax 

27T 

where * U  = -7 , p is the wavenumber, f' is the 

periodic length of JDT, V is the applied voltage of the 

IDT, I ( x )  is the current following the structure, KI2 

is the mutual coupling coefficient, ( is the transduction 

coefficient and C is capacitance of IDT. 
The software based on this theory is used to 

calculaate a frequency response of different bulk 
substrate SAW devices such as filters and resonators. 
In the first time, this program is validated by the 
simulation of frequency response of SAW filter bulk 
substrates (quartz). The simulation results were 
compared to experimental ones performed on device 
completely developed in our laboratory. It consists of 
two identical bidirectional interdigital Transducers 
etched from a thin film deposited on a ST cut quartz 
crystal by conventional lithography process. The IDTs 
wich have a 150 nm aluminium thickness, present a 
lines and spaces of 8ym and consequently the period of 
the transducer is h=32 y m  This result in a centre 
frequency of approximately 98.4 MHz. Figure (2) 
shows that the experimental and simulated result 
exhibits a good agreement in the pass-band. Outside this 
band, loss divergence is observed probably due to the 
experimental set-up. 
In the second time, the program will be adapted for 
layered structures in order to take into account the effect 
of influence of each layer on the propagation. For that, a 
sub program related to this structure is introduced. 

Thanks to its highest SAW velocity among all materials, 
diamond combined with a piezoelectric thin film as 
ZnO, can provide advantage for the fabrication of high 
frequency SAW devices. Ln order to validate this 
program, we simulated the frequency response of the 
ZnOlDiamondlSi SAW filter and the result will be 

compared with experimental ones performed by 
Nakahata et alL2'; 

94 96 98 ii 102 

Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 2: Frequency response of quartz SAW filter: 
experimental and simulated results 

To calculate a propagation velocity (V,) of surface 

acoustic wave in ZnO/Diamond/Si layered structure, we 
assumed that the thickness of diamond film used is large 
enough to neglected the influence of the silicon 
substrate. This velocity (V,) is calculated by another 
software[51, which calculates the resulting spectrum of 
the light scattered by the ripple effect (surface 
corrugation) as obtained by the Brillouin spectroscopy. 
This software uses a Green's function formalism to 
calculate the corresponding scattering cross section. To 
simulate the surface mode spectrum it is necessary to 
introduce some elastic parameters in the software. In 
our case, we have combined the experimental values 
obtained for the elastic constants of an, from the elastic 
point of view, isotropic CVD-Diamond film[61 (our 
substrate, ell = 1140.5 GPa and ~ ~ ~ = 5 2 5 . 5  GPa) with the 
literature1'] values of ZnO (assuming an isotropisation of 
the elastic constants of the ZnO film, ell = 210 GPa and 
c44 = 42 GPa). The obtained results are shown in figure 3. 
The lower curve represents the variation of the Rayleigh 
mode velocity (the relevant SAW mode) as function of the 
product kh ( k  corresponds to the acoustic wave vector 

and h is the thickness of the ZnO f h ,  k = ?!! ). The 
A 

COM parameters has been also calculated for this stmcture. 
Considering the technological parameters used by 
Nakahata et al[21, kh = 0.5, the velocity of the first mode 
of surface acoustic wave (Rayleigh mode) deduced for 
the plot of figure (3) is V, = 10000 m l s ; This value 
agrees well with the experimental one. 
The frequency responses of ZnOLDiarnondJSi simulated 
and measured are shown in figure (4). We can observe 
that the simulation agrees well with the measured results 
at the pass-band. Although a discrepancy is obtained at 
the stop-band 



dispersion of electromechanical coupling coefficient as 
a function of frequency is neglected. In this study, the 

Figure 3: Velocity dispersion versus ( kh ) of ZnO/Diamond/Si 
SAW filter for different propagation modes of surface acoustic 

waves 

The experimental frequency response exhibits an 
asymmetry, which is not reproduced by the simulation. 
This asymmetry can be attributed to the dispersion of 
SAW velocity (V,) and electromechanical coupling 

coefficient ( K ' )  as a function of frequency. This 
dispersion can not be neglected in the layered structures 
because the various materials composing this structure 

determine the value of K 2  and V,  . In the original 
program developed for bulk substrates, these parameters 
were assumed to be constant. 

- ewrimental 
! result 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 4: comparison between experimental and 
simulated frequency responses for ZnO/Diamond/Si 

SAW filter 

3. Dispersion effect 

The velocity dispersion in SAW layered structure 
was already studied by Hachigo et al's-91 using Smith's 
equivalent circuit model. In their simulations the 

dispersion of V ,  and K' as a function of frequency 
will be considered and their effects, on frequency 
response will be presented and compared to 
experimental results. 

Velocitv dispersion 

Considering the non-dispersive model, the frequency 

response is symmetric around central frequency ( fo). 
The number of arches contained in a whole frequency 
response band is the same in the right side or in the left 

side of f,, . This is not the case of the experimental 

response where the number of arches is lower in the left 

side of fo. This can be explained by a variation of 

acoustic velocity as a function of frequency. Figure 2 
shows that the velocity varies with the product kh, 
knowing that is h constant and k is equal 2~ 12. The 
asymmetry observed is easily explained with the 
variation of velocity shown in figure 2. In order to take 
into account this effect, a velocity dispersive model is 
introduced in the program. The frequency response 
obtained by this model is reported in figure 5 and the 
comparison with experimental one shows a good 
synchronisation. The discrepancy observed in the 
magnitude of signal is due to the dispersion of 
electromechanical coupling coefficient as a function of 
frequency. 

- " I  i I I -exoerimtal result I 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 5: simulated result including velocity dispersion 
compared with experimental once 

Electromechanical couuling coefficient dispersion 

The electromechanical coupling coefficient is 
v 2  -v," defined as ~2 , O Where: 

v,' 



V, and V,  are respectively open-circuited and short- 

circuited phase velocities of the surface acoustic wave. 

The K' coefficient is of crucial importance for 
estimating strength to surface acoustic waves on layered 
structures. The experimental results shows that the 
rejection of the frequency above fo is lower than the 

rejection of frequency below fo. Knowing that the 

insertion loss varies with the K ' coefficient, the 
asymmetry observed can be explained by its dispersion 
as a function of frequency. This dispersion can be 
attributed to the influence of various materials forming 
the SAW structure on the velocity and consequently on 

the K . Figure 6 shows the effect of K dispersion on 
the frequency response of SAW filter by the comparison 
of dispersive and non-dispersive model. 

- 
-20 - eqerimental 

non-dispersive 
model 

-70 -sl 
1,23 1,24 1,25 1,26 1,27 1,28 1,29 1,30 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 6: Simulated result including K dispersion as a 
function of frequency compared with experimental once 

4. Conclusion 

A COM program originally developed for SAW 
bulk substrates was adapted for layered structures. The 

effect of dispersion, on SAW velocity V p  and 

electromechanical coupling coefficient K as a 
function of frequency was introduced in the program. 
Layered structure ZnO/Diamond/Si was simulated by 
the modification of the program with dispersive and 
non-dispersive models, and the results compared with 
the experimental one. The non-dispersive model agrees 
well with measurements but only in the pass-band. The 
velocity dispersive model enables to improve the 
frequency response in stop-band too in regard to 
synchronisation of arch. However, the magnitude of 
arch shows a discrepancy compared to experimental 
responses. This discrepancy is corrected by the 

introduction of K dispersion effect. The combination 

of both V ,  and K dispersion effect is in progress. 
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ABSTRACT 
The next generation frequency references for high 

volume applications, such as base stations and telecom 
digital switches, require a very stable ovenized crystal 
oscillator. The 220 Series oscillator has been designed 
by MTI-Milliren Technologies, Inc. and through 
extensive testing and evaluation, the oscillator has proven 
to provide the performance attributes necessary to hlfill 
most, if not all, hture system requirements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The 220 Series oscillator utilizes SC cut quartz 

resonators in recently developed low profile TO-8 
holders, achieving a typical thermal stability of 5e-9 per 
100°C at a low cost. Housed in a standard SMT or 
through-hole 16 pin .dual in-line welded hermetic 
package, the product measures 24.77mm x 20.32mm x 
12.70rnm. The oscillator consumes 2.5W (typical) 
during warm-up and approximately 0.8W @ 25'C, steady 
state. Key parameters, such as thermal stability, phase 
noise, short term stability, supply voltage sensitivity, and 
aging are comparable and, in many cases better, than that 
obtained by traditional and much larger units currently 
available. 

The 220 Series utilizes a new oscillator topology, 
which reduces the component count and improves 
reliability by a factor of approximately 2 times over 
traditional circuit designs. The entire assembly including 
oven control, heaters, voltage regulation, and oscillator 
circuit is accomplished with five active components. 

The 220 Series has been designed to be a product that 
can be consistently manufactured in a high volume 
production environment. Test data characterizing the 
various key parameters will be shown. 

OSC 

2. PRODUCT DESIGN 
The key design goals in developing the 220 Series 
:illator have been: 

Thermal Stability < le-8 per 100C 

High Reliability, MTBF 
Low Power Consumption 

Very Fast Warm-up 
Standard Package, Reduced Size, Surface 
Mounting, High Integrity Hermetic Seal, Rugged 
for High Shock and Vibration Environments 

Manufacturability and Consistency 

A circuit topology was adopted to allow a significant 
reduction in component count compared to traditional 
approaches such as Colpitts, Pierce, etc. A MMIC 
amplifier gain block with the quartz resonator, mode 
selector, and matching network in the feedback path 
achieves the targeted goals. Proper choice of the mode 
selector and matching filter component values allow the 
quartz to operate around series resonance. Figure 1 
shows the oscillator block diagram. The entire oscillator 
assembly, including buffer amplifiers, is ovenized for 
best performance. 

Matching Filter A,,, 

0 

L$e$ode S ~ l e c t ~ r  

Tuning 
Reactance 

Figure 1 
The 220 Series uses a common 16 pin DIL 

mechanical package which offers good hermetic seal 
characteristics and the ability to provide a surface 
mountable package. Figure 2 shows photo of both pin 
and surface mounting types compared to a US 5 cent 
coin. 

Low cost, High Volume Production Figure 2 

300 



3. PERFORMANCE DATA 
Data is shown for a number of important oscillator 

parameters. Sets of results were chosen to be 
representative for 2 common products, 5 and lOMHz 
units using SC cut quartz with 12V supply inputs and 
+!?dBm sine outputs. 

3.1 Phase Noise Results 

Phase noise data is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for 
5 and IOMHz versions respectively. Results were 
obtained using an HP 3048 system for pairs of like units. 
Typical specification limits are shown as solid straight 
lines. 

Figure 3 

10 MHz 220 Series SC Cut 
HP OMBR h r r l e r :  1 0 . ~ t 0 6  M 8/11/98 10:46:09 - 10:51:40 

l W K  

Figure 4 

3.2 O u ~ u t  spectrum Results 

Output spectrums are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for 
typical examples of 5 and lOMHz oscillators 
respectively. The output circuit contains a matching 
filter, which allows for low harmonic content as seen in 
the graphs below. 

I OUTPUT SPECTRUM (OdBCS 8 7dBm) 

. m ~  F r . q ~ n ; y  a MHz 4 ~ 4 0 7  

I 5 MHz 220 SC 

I J 
Figure 5 
I I 

I 

OUTPUT SPECTRUM (WBc=9.2dBm) I 

I J 

Figure 6 

3.3 Thermal stability Results 

The thermal stability is shown for both 5 and lOMHz 
units in Figures 7 and 10. Each stability graph is 
referenced to its respective "Temperature vs. Time" 
graph. This method of presentation allows the complete 
data set to be viewed in context to thermal transients and 
other phenomena, which might otherwise be missed in a 
simple Frequency vs. Temperature presentation. The 
Temperature vs. Time graph is shown for each frequency 
in Figures 8 and 1 1 respectively. The data for a 5MHz 
unit shows an up-down ramp with returns to 25C, while 
the lOMHz unit is a unidirectional ramp. Up-down 
ramps are most useful for qualification testing while 
single direction ramps are most used in production test. 
Each set of data also includes a Power vs. Time graph, 
see Figures 9 and 12 for 5 and 1 OMHz respectively. 
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3.4 Warm-up Results 3.5 Tuning Function Results 

Warm-up data is shown in Figure 13 for a 5MHz SC 
220 series oscillator. The measurements were made after 
an off period of greater than 2 hours. A graph of power 
vs. time is shown in Figure 14. The power consumption 
was measured in still air. The frequency is within a 2e-8 
window in approximately 2 minutes at 25C. Although 
not shown, the frequency actually starts out at -20e-6 and 
quickly rises to the operating frequency. The small 
positive section of the graph represents an overshoot 
caused by a less than perfect SC crystal cut. Performance 
data for IOMHz product is very similar to 5MHz and thus 
no separate data is presented for this case. 

WARMUP FROM 25OC I 
I 5 MHz 220 SC I 

I I 
Figure 13 

I 
WARMVP POWER 25% I 

I 

Figure 14 

Tuning curves are shown below for 5 and IOMHz 220 
series oscillators in Figures 15 and 16 respectively. Note 
that the tuning rate of the IOMHz oscillators is 
approximately 4 times greater than the 5MHz product. 
The tuning range scales proportionally to the dX/dF of 
the quartz crystal and the available reactance swing of the 
tuning varactor diode. Note the non-linearity on the 
5MHz plot. Many specifications omit the 0 to 0.5V 
range to avoid this area. The linearity represented by the 
graphs below is typically 10% or less. 

I TUNING FUNCTION 

I I 
Figure 15 

I TUNING FUNCTION I 

L I 
Figure 16 



3.6 SUDD~Y Sensitivitv Results 

The supply sensitivity is characterized in a similar 
fashion to the thermal stability. The supply is varied over 
the operating extremes while the frequency is being 
recorded. Like the thermal stability measurements, the 
frequency and voltage are measured with respect to time, 
and then correlation is made between the time and 
voltage axis. As is seen in Figures 17 and 19, this 
method captures any transient effects, which may occur. 
Figure 18 shows the Voltage vs. Time function. Note 
that in each case for 5 and lOMHz the transient behavior 
is greater in magnitude than the static frequency offsets. 

1 SUPPLY SENSITIVITY I 
I 5 MHz 220 SC I 

I 1 

Figure 17 
I I 
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Figure 19 

3.7 Aging Test Results 

Aging test results for 5 and lOMHz 220 series 
oscillators are shown below in Figures 20 and 2 1. The 
average initial aging rates for 5MHz 220 series units are 
less than 2e-lotday over the first 30 days. lOMHz types 
have and average value for the same period of less than 
5e- l0iday. 

AGING RESULTS 

Curve Fit to y=a+bx a=-1.9317046e-09 b=-3.2873147e-11 

5 MHz 220 SC 

-7e-09 4 
0 25 50 75 100 125 

Time in Days  

Figure 20 

1 I 

Figure 18 



I AGING RESULTS 

I Curve Fit to y=a+bx a=-1 481 132e-09 b=-6.2878135e-11 
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Figure 21 

4. CONCLUSION 
The data presented gives a brief overview of the 220 

series product performance. Results collected over the 
past 2 years show that oscillators with a small physical 
size can equal or exceed performance obtained with much 
larger products of the past. The reduced complexity and 
lower component stresses help greatly in the goal of 
improving failure rates as well as reducing overall 
production costs. 
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Abstract. 
This paper is an attempt to study a problem of 

degradation of short-term stability (STS) of OCXO 
based on the directly heated resonators (DHR) due to 
variations in the heating power. The carried out 
research allowed development of the means for 
designing DHR with STS better than 5E-12 per 1 s, 
which is comparable to the best results attainable 
with the conventional technique of heating the 
crystal. 

crystal plate. The DHR construction (Fig.2) contains 
inside the vacuum holder the crystal plate with the 
film heaters and the thermistor manged on its 
surfaces. The thermocontroller circuitry can be 
partly or entirely located inside the resonator volume 
[3, 41. Effective thermal insulation of the heated part 
of the DHR from environment is used to minimize 
the heating power consumption. For the described 
circuit the power through the film heaters in the 
steady state can be expressed as: 

1. LNTRODUCTION. 
Ps = Ec Is Ka ARt I 4R1, (1) 

The directly heated resonator (DHR) technology 
provides significant reduction in warm-up time, size, 
and power consumption of OCXO thanks to 
employing thin film heater and thermistor directly 
deposited on the crystal surface [I]. Frequency 
stability of such devices, however, is essentially 
dependent on the temperature gradients over the 
crystal plate. The gradients are produced by power 
dissipated in the film heaters. Variations in the 
ambient temperature andlor supply voltage cause 
variations in the power dissipated by the heaters, 
which in turn leads to thermal mdients variation. 
This effect results in degradation of temperature 
and/or supply voltage frequency sensitivity of the 
OCXO. Periodic or random variations of the heating 
power caused by changes in external conditions or 
noise in thern~ocontroller circuitry translate into 
fluctuations of the DHR frequency through 
themlodynamic sensitivity of the crystal plate. That 
leads to degradation of STS and close-to-the-carrier 
phase noise performance of the OCXO employing 
such resonators. 

A goal of the present paper is theoretical and 
experimental analyses of the influence of the 
thermodynamic effects on STS of the DHR, which 
would ultimately lead to the development of effective 
means of their prediction and improvement. 

2. MODEL OF THE HEATING POWER 
FLUCTUATIONS 

where Ec - voltage on the themo-sensitive bridge; 
Ka - the amplification coefficient of the circuit; ARt 
- the bridge misbalance providing the steady 
heating current Is, R1 - resistance of the bridge 
resistors. 

The power dependence on the 
themocontroller parameters and ambient 
temperature can be found as a derivation of (1): 

where a- temperature coefficient of the thermistor 
resistance; dTc - temperature variation of the 
thermistor; a dTc=dARt. 

As one can see from the expressions the 
power variations are dependent on the thermistor 
temperature and on the input voltage changes. The 
power variations decrease with reduction of steady 
state heating current and of the amplification 
coefficient. The input voltage changes are translated 
directly into the power fluctuations. So effective 
voltage regulator should be used with the thermo- 
sensitive bridge to eliminate influence of the voltage 
supply on the DHR frequency. 

To understand an origin of the heating current 
fluctuation in the DHR lets consider its construction 
along with the thermocontroller circuit used to 
accurately control the crystal telnperature. The 
themlocontroller circuit is shown schematically in 
Fig. 1. It consists of a themlo-sensitive bridge, an 
amplifier and a regulating trrmsistor governing the 
current tluough the heater resistor deposited on the 

4 
Fig. 1. 



Tl~em~ocontrolle~ Cqstal plate 
substrate / 

Fig. 2 

The temperature fluctuations in the 
themlistor result from environmental temperature 
fluctuations. Electrical network simulating the 
temperature variations of the crystal versus the 
ambient tenlperature deviations is shown in Fig 3 

Fig. 3. 

In this model r l  - is an electrical equivalent 
of the thernlal resistance between the holder and the 
environment, r2 - is an equivalent of the thermal 
resistance between the crystal and the holder, c l ,  c2 
- are electrical equivalents of the thermal capacity of 
the holder and the crystal plate respectively; U1 - 
simulates ambient temperature variation dTa(R) with 
frequency R ;  U2- simulates the temperature 
variation of the crystal f l c (R) .  

From the model one can find the crystal 

stiffness coefficients. Due to non-uniform 
distribution of the vibration anlplitude over the plate 
the resulting frequency deviation of the crystal is a 
function of both fields interaction. To define the 
frequency shift of the crystal under the stress field 
let's consider the energy balance equation of the 
plate vibrating in the thickness-shear mode: 

Kmax = Prnax, (4) 

Knlax is maximal kinetic energy while the -\libration 
period: 

Kmax = o p j u2 (s.z)sin2(mny/2h)ds 

and the nlasimal potential energy: 

Here u (2;. z) - is a distribution of the 
thickness-shear mode displacements over the crystal 
plate; p - density of quartz, m - overtone number of 
the vibrating mode. q - effective coefficient of 
elasticity for the vibrating mode under the stresses: 
2h - thickness of the plate. 

Substituting expressions for Krnax, Pmax in 
(3) and taking that q = qo + dq(x,z), and o = o o  +Am 
(where qo - the effective coefficient of elasticity in 
absence of the stress field; dq(x,z) - variation of the 
elasticity coefficient under the stress field o(x,z), o)o- 
resonance frequency of the crystal in the absence of 
the stress field, Aw - the frequency change due to the 
stress field, we get the balance equation for the 
crystal vibrating under the stress field: 

tenlperature variation uTc(R) versus amplitude and 
frequency of ambient temperature &a(R) changes: p ( o o + ~ o ) '  A' (s.z)ds = 

(n1/2h12 J (qo + dq(x. 2)) A2(x, z) ds, 

where z l  = c l*  r l ;  22 = c2*r2; 712 = cl*r2, 
Hence from expression (3) the crystal 

temperature fluctuations decline with the 
inlprovement of the effectiveness of the thermal 
insulation and with the increase of frequency of the 
temperature variations. Substitution of expression (3) 
in (2) allows determination of the heating power 
fluctuations versus ambient temperature variations, 
the thermocontroller parameters and the DHR 
thermal properties. Next stage of the work 
detemunes frequency changes induced by the power 
fluctuations in the crystal plate. 

3. GENERAL EQUATION FOR STRESS- 
INDUCED FREQUENCY CHANGES OF 
THE CRYSTALS 

It's known that temperature gradients in the 
crystal plate produce non-uniform mechanical stress 
field resulting in frequency shift via variation of the 

A(x,z)=exP(-x2/a2-z2ib2), 

where a, b - active area sizes along x and z axis of 
the crystal plate. 

Since (QO+AW)' = coo2 + 2Ao00, and wo = 
( ~ m / 2 h ) ' ( ~ o l ~ ) ,  expression (4) can be written as: 

p ( o ~ 2  + 2Ao UO) j A'(x,z) ds = 
(nd2h) '  1 dq(x,z)~'(x;z)ds + QOJA'(X,Z)~S 

Solving the equation for the frequency shift 
A o  yields: 

Aw = (n n1/2hw0)'~d~(x,z)~~(x.z) ds / (2pi~ ' (s ,z)  ds 

Dividing the equation by o o  we come to tile 
expression for fractional frequency changes: 

AO/WO = I dq(x,z) ~'(>;,z)ds I (2qo j A~(x,z) ds) ( 5 )  



The crystal plate can be imagined as a 
composition of small areas ds with coordinates x, z 
being under the uniform stresses of o(x,z) value 
(within ds) which produce the frequency change 
c?o/wo due to the elasticity coefficient variation: 

where Ka(s,z) - coefficient equaled to the frequency 
change produced by the uniform stresses of o(x, z) 
along axis x or z. Then equation (5) can be written 
as : 
Amla = ./ Ko(x,z) o(x,z) A2(x,z) ds / 
.i A?(X,Z) ds ( 6 )  

Obtained equation allows calculation of the 
crystal frequency changes produced by arbitrary field 
of mechanical stresses o(x,z) whch in its turn can be 
a result of different factors imposed on the crystal, 
such as: non-uniform plate heating field, 
acceleration, mounting stress relaxation, etc. 

In case of the circular crystal plate under the 
symmetrical (about the plate center) stresses field 
equation (6) can be written as 

AmIm = Ko J ~ ( r )  A2(r) dr / IA2(r) dr, (7) 

where Ko - integral frequency-stress coefficient 
dependent on the crystal cut only. For the case of 
non-uniformly heated plate the thermal stress field 
o(r) is a linear function Y of the thermal gradient 
field dTl&. Thus, equation (6) can be written as: 

For the similar boundary conditions and the san~e 
plate geometry following equation is valid: 

where f l l l ax ,  3TZIax - thermal gradients produced 
by some temperature fields T l(x) and T2(x). 

4. THERMAL GRADIENTS IN THE PLATE 
AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE CRYSTAL 
FREQUENCY 

Typical designs of the DHR crystal plate are 
shown in fig. 4. The crystal plates can be circular or 
rectangular with the film heaters deposited on the 
peripheral. In the rectangular plates the thermal 
power flows from the heaters into the central part of 
the plate along one axis only. So, a one-dimensional 
model can be used for detemlination of the ther~nal 
gradient pattern. The thermal gradient in the circular 
plate with sufficient accuracy can be estimated as a 
superposition of two one-dimension solutions in t l~e 

square plate with thermal flows along x and z ases 
(fig. 4 c). 

At ambient temperature noise the power variation in 
the heater is a sum of periodical functions: 

AP=C APoi cos ( n i  I), 

where APoi, Qi-amplitude and frequent!. of i- 
component of the power variations. 

For one-dimensional model the temperature field 
is described by the differential equations: 

at the boundary conditions: 

AP = % APoi cos(Qi t) at x = 1, 
AP = - % APoi cos(Qi t) at x = - 1, (1 1) 

where T, AP - conlplex temperature and the po~ser 
variations respectively; R - thermal resistance of the 
plate equaled to l/(hlAx) (Ax-thermal conductivity of 
quartz crystal along x-axis); C = cophl (co - thermal 
capacity of the plate). 

Solution of system (lo),  (1 1) about the 
temperature gradient (dTlds) yields: 

where z l  = a(1-x) + jp(1-x). 22 = a1 + jpl? 
a = p =  3ncop/2;i  

Calculation of the temperature gradients 
over a SC-cut plate with 10 m n ~  width and 0.55 mm 
thickness in dependence on the fluctuation f?equenc!- 
Q is shown in Fig. 5. 

Distance from the center, mm 

Fig. 5 .  



. As one can see the tenlperature gradients 
reach maximum at the plate edges and fall to zero in 
the plate center. The gradients decrease with raise of 
frequency Q: for low L2<0.1 Hz the gradients are 
linearly distributed over the plate while for higher R 
the gradients decrease essentially in the plate center 
region. 

Functions Y(tT.I&) in (8) is the most 
difficult for detenllination as being dependent on a 
1,ariet.c. of the DHR parameters, i.e, the crystal plate 
cut and geometry. the heater configuration, as well as 
of the manufacturing imperfections. That makes 
theoretical definition of the function hardly practical. 

To avoid calculation of Y we used 
experimental method of determination of 
them~odynanlic sensitivity of the crystal plates based 
on measurement of "overshoot" of their frequency 
during warnling-up. The "overshoot" phenomena is 
well studied at comparatively slow heating speeds - 
below than l0C/s. We studied fast heating process at 
about 10"CIs for SC-cut and modified SC-cut 
((p=23'25'; 0=34O) cqstals p i g .  6). 

Fig. 6 

As it's seen form the curves sign and 
amplitude of the "overshoot" are different for these 
crystals. The "pure" SC-cut crystal "overshoot7' is 
negative with 4-8 ppnl amplitude while the modified 
SC-cut has positive sign with the range of about 2 to 
5 ppm. Obviously, "zero-overshoot" cut must be 
oriented at about 23O00'. 

Analysis of the warnzing-up process reveals 
that t l~e  "overshoot" is caused by thermal gradients 
between the plate center and its edges (where the 
tllernlistor is located) appeared by the nlonlent when 
tenlperature of the thermistor reaches a preset value. 

Process of heating the crystal plate at the start-up 
is governed bj7 the differential equation of thermal 
conductivity: 

at the boundary conditions: 

\vhere Po - start power in tlle heaters 
Solution of equatlon (13) for time t>pcol'/li 

(about 2 s for tlle 3rd overtone 10 MHz cqstdls) 
allows determnatlon of the gradlent values resulting 
in the frequencjr "overshoot" 

Then the frequency "overshoot" can be 
found from (1 1): 

On the other ha1d, frequency deviation due 
to heating power fluctuations can be expressed as: 

(Aolw)p = 1 Ka(s.z) Y(x, z)p A2(x, z) dsl 
A2(x,z) ds, (16) 

where Y(x, z)p is the function of thermal gradients 
(8T/&)p produced by power fluctuations in the 
heaters and governed by equation (12). 

Talung into account (9) equations (15), (16) 
along with expressions for (6T/&)p and (aT/&)ov 
allow determination of frequency deviations caused 
bjr the heating power variations: 

where N(x)= Jsh (zl)/sh (22)l. 
Function N(x) at small x (near a center of 

the plate) can be approxin~ated b?7 a linear function: 
N(x)=N(a)(x/a), where a - is a size of an active area 
of the plate. Integrating (17) we obtain simple 
expression for the frequency fluctuations versus the 
heating power variations: 

Substituting equations (2). (3) into (18) one 
can calculate the frequency fluctuations versus 
ambient temperature \ariations: 

(A.o/m)t = (Am1a)ov N(a) (lla) Is Ka Ec a ATa(Q)/ 
(L2' 7172 4R1 Po) (19) 

The cqstal frequency deviation dependence on 
the temperature fluctuations frequency was 
calculated (table 1) for 10 MHz 3d overtone SC-cut 
DHR with the following properties: thermal 
insulation resistance 500 WW; frequency 
"overshoot" (Aa/m)ov = 3 ppm; z l  = 70 s: Ka = 

20; Ec = 8V; a=lKOhmsl°C and ATa = 0. 1°C). 
From the data one can see that noticeable 

(above 1E- 11) DWR frequency deviations take place 
only at slow ambient temperature variations - below 
0.01 Hz. tests of OCXO based on different types of 



DHR, however, show noticeable variation of their 
heating current (within 0.005 - 0.0 1 mA) resulting in 
considerable degradation of the STS. The most likely 
reason for the current fluctuations is noise in the 
thermocontroller circuitry components, primarily in 
the themlistor. 

To calculate dependence of the DHR 
frequency on the heating current fluctuation 
expression (19) can be transformed by substituting 
APsi = 2Isi Rh d s  and Po = IO'R~: 

Table 1 

Equation (21) allows prediction of the DHR 
frequency fluctuations on the basis of the heating 
current fluctuation measurements regardless of its 
origin. It was applied for calculation of STS of 
different types of DHR. The results are shown in 
Table 2 in comparison with experimental data 
obtained for the OCXO built using different types of 
DHR. Denotation of the table: 
A. Glass packaged AT-cut DHR, 5' overtone, 10 
MHz 
B Glass packaged DHR, modified SC-cut, 31d 
overtone, 10 MHz 
C. TO-8 packaged RT. modified SC-cut, 3 1 ~  
overtone, 10 MHz. 

Temperature 
, fluctuation frequency, 

Table 2. 

Crystal frequency 
deviation, Aflf 

As one can see the theoretical results are 
close to the experimental data. For the OCXO based 
on the AT-cut DKR design the STS is 20-30 times 
worse as compared with that of the SC-cut DHR that 
results from significant them~odyn;unic sensitivity OF 
the AT-cut crystals and considerable power 

deviations and inherent noise in the thermocontroller 
can be proposed: 

1. Reduction of power consumption of the DHR is 
the most effective way to improve STS. It 
effectively shields the crystal from transfening 
the ambient temperature variations. The result is 
proportional reduction in heating current 
fluctuation. 

2. The translation of the crystal temperature 
deviation into the heating power fluctuations can 
be reduced by reduction of the themlocontroller 
amplification coefficient, the thermistor 
coefficient a and the themlo-sensitive bridge 
input voltage Ec. These methods however are 
limited by possible degradation of the DHR 
temperature stability. 

4. Themlo-dynamic sensitivity of the crystal plate 
should be minimal, whch  denlands application 
of SC-cut plates with optimized configuration of 
the heaters. Moreover the jh overtone crystals 
are preferred over the 3d overtone ones \vhile the 
later have better STS in comparison with the 
fundamental mode crystals. 

5 Low-noise components of the thermocontroller 
circuitry should be used to minimize its inherent 
noise resulting in fluctuations of the heating 
current. 
As concluded above, the most effective way to 

improve DHR STS is a reduction of the heating 
power by improvement of the thermal insulation. 
We've developed ultra-low consumption SC-cut 
DHR packaged in TO-S vacuum holder. Its themlal 
insulation resistance is about 1000 WIK, which 
results in 5 rnA steady state current and thermal 
power dissipated in the crystal of about 1 mW. The 
STS of such designs is measured at about 5E-12 per 
Is, the Single Side Band Phase Noise Power Density 
at 1 Hz offset is below -90 dBc/Hz. 
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dissipated in the heaters. 
On the basis of above consideration following 

means of reduction in the DHR frequency 
fluct~~ations caused by the ambient temperahlre 
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Abstract 
The electrostatic charge distribution 

in the dipole-basis is presented. The 
benefit properties of this basic solution 
are an electrostatic end-effect reduction 
and a possibility of using the 
transversal filters theory and the linear 
programming in a synthesis problem. 

Introduction 
The exact solution for a 

two-dimensional electrostatic field of a 
finite inter-digital transducer (IDT) 
[1,2] was modified for the effective 
numerical calculation in [3,4]. 
However, this solution is not suitable 
for using the transversal filters theory 
and the linear programming in the 
synthesis problem. 

In order to use linear 
programming for the IDT topology 
calculation, the transform function of 
IDT was performed as multiplication 
of an element factor and an array factor 
[5,6,7,8,9,10]. The widespread 
interpretation of the weights of the 
array factor as an electrodes overlaps 
becomes incorrect for SAW filters with 
high requirements to a shape factor, a 
pass band, a delay variation and a 
stop-band attenuation, especially for 
tilted IDT topologies because of the 
uncompensated electrostatic end-effect 
[6,11,12]. The electrostatic field model 
with the given charges on electrodes of 
the infinite periodic grating [13] is 
more appropriate for the real IDT 
characteristics synthesis and 
prediction. In this paper the 
interpretation of the weights of the 
array factor as an electrostatic field 

displacement flux values through the 
gaps between the neighbor electrodes 
as well as the definition of the 
respective element factor are 
suggested. In this case the end-effect is 
approximated much better and 
calculated easier. The definitions of the 
voltages in the dipole-basis and of the 
element factor in frequency domain are 
presented. 

Idea 
Let us consider an infinite periodical 

electrode sequence, where electrodes 
are enumerated from -co to +m. All the 
electrodes excluding the zeroth one 
and the first one are isolated. The 
zeroth and the first electrodes are 
connected to an external source of 
static electrical voltage U, (Fig. 1.). So 
the zeroth and the first electrodes are 
charged and other electrodes keep zero 
charge. Let the zeroth electrode's 
charge be equal to +1 and the first 
electrode's charge be equal to -1. Let 
us consider sum of the electrostatic 
charges on the electrodes numbered 
from -m to n. This sum is equal to +1 
for n=0, and is equal to zero for n#O. 
So, we consider this sum of the 
electrostatic charges as a basic function 
and this structure as a basic structure. 
This basic structure was described in 
[13]. Defining the IDT response 
through superposition of such basic 
structures characteristics, we 
approximate the field in the uncharged 
free space outside the IDT by the field 
of isolated electrodes. Despite the fact 
that there are no isolated electrodes 
outside the real IDT structure, this 



approach approximates the 
electrostatic end-effect with high 
precision and at the same time allows 
to use the transversal filters theory and 
the linear programming in the 
synthesis problem. 

The problem formalization 
To formalize the electrostatic 

problem we admit the following 
assumptions. 

The infinite periodical sequence 
of the parallel electrodes is placed 
in (X, Z) - plane. The intervals 
occupied by electrodes along 
X-axis are (a,b,). The electrode's 
width equals w, w= b,-a, , and the 
grating period equals p, p= b , -b ,~ .  

The upper half-plane is the 
vacuum with the dielectric 
permittivity go and the lower 
half-plane is a dielectric material 
with the effective dielectric 
permittivity 6,. 

The electrodes are infinitely 
long in Z-direction, so the 
electrostatic problem becomes 
two-dimensional in (X, Y) - plane. 

The electrodes have zero 
thickness and zero electrical 
resistance. 

e The electrodes are enumerated 
from -oo to +a .  

All the electrodes excluding the 
zeroth one and the first one are 
isolated. 

The electrostatic voltage applied 
between the zeroth and the first 
electrodes is such that the zeroth 
one is charged with +1 and the first 
one is charged with -1. 

We call the structure formalized 
with such assumptions as 
"dipole-basis" (Figure-1). 

The problem is to find a function of 
the charge distribution density on the 
electrodes in the dipole-basis. + 

In other words, the problem is to find 
the two-dimensional electrostatic 
intensity function satisfying the 
boundary conditions along axis X and 
the associated potential satisfying 
Laplace's equation in the upper 
half-space and in the lower half-space. 
By Gauss's law the free charge 
distribution density is equal to the 
jump of the electrostatic field 
displacement discontinuity on the 
metal space. The free charge density 
must be zero in the gaps between the 
electrodes, the potential on each 
electrode must be uniform, and the 
induced charge on electrodes must 
satisfy the dipole-basis definition. 1.e. 
the summary free charge must be equal 
to +1 on the zeroth electrode, to -1 on 
the first one and to zero on the others. 
The condition of zero summary free 
charge is satisfied for the whole 
dipole-basis. 

Electrostatic solution. 
The charge distribution density 

p,(x) satisfying the dipole-basis 
boundary conditions is written by the 
following equation: 

X (am ,bm ) 

where : 
m - is electrode number, 
9= nq, 
q is a metallization ratio, 7 = w/p , 
w is an electrode width, 
p is a grating period, 

L 

P, (x) - is the Legendre function. 





Transform function 
An arbitrary sequence {A(n)) of an 

electrostatic field displacement flux 
values through the gaps between the 
n-th and the (n+l)-th electrodes is 
obtained by the superposition of the 
dipole-basis electrostatic fields shifted 
by np and weighted with A(n). So, the 
charge distribution density for such an 
IDT is expressed by superposition: 

The frequency spectrum of the 
SAW acoustic potential qa(W) on the 
left port of the radiated transducer is 
expressed through the Fourier 
transform of the charge distribution 
density p(x) as a multiplication of the 
element factor and the array factor [6], 
i.e. 

where 
r, is a constant, that depends on the 

piezoelectric material and cut; this 
factor is a measure of the piezoelectric 
coupling of the substrate material. 

j is an imaginary unit; 
is a cycle frequency; 
is a wave number, K = w / V ;  

y is an effective SAW velocity; 
is a grating period; 

N is a amount of overlaps of 
electrodes in an IDT structure; 
is a number of grating period 
(n-th electrode and gap); 

E,  (K) is an element factor; 
A(n) is an n-th weight of an array 

factor. 

If we consider the SAW device 
consisting of two SAW transducers, 
one of which operates as a radiator and 
the other operates as a receiver, the 

device response is proportional to the 
multiplication of the characteristic 
SAW IDT responses H1(o)H2(w). To 
analyze devices, it is convenient to 
define Hl(w) and H2(m) SO, that both 
of them would be written in the similar 
way H(w) [6]. In our case the H(w) is 
written using the expression (5) for the 
charge distribution density, i.e. 

where 
Ut is a voltage applied to the SAW 

transducer. 
W is a width of the propagated 

SAW front. 

This definition of the SAW IDT 
frequency response H(w) is suitable for 
using the transversal filters theory and 
the linear programming for the IDT 
topology synthesis. In this case the 
electrostatic end-effect of an 
implemented IDT topology is 
negligibly small. 

Conclusion 
The dipole-basis for the regular 

electrode grating is presented. The 
simple expressions for the calculation 
of the associated potentials on 
electrodes and voltages on gaps 
between electrodes in the dipole-basis 
structure are found. The electrostatic 
problem for the regular electrode 
grating with an arbitrary sequence of 
an electrostatic field displacement flux 
values through the gaps between 
electrodes is obtained by the 
superposition of the dipole-basis 
electrostatic fields. The usage of the 
basic solution for the approximation of 
an electrostatic end-effect in a finite 
IDT topology allows to calculate 
charge distribution, voltages and 
frequency characteristics with high 
precision. At the same time the 
frequency response of the SAW IDT is 



written in a transversal filter form, so 
this approach allows to use the 
transversal filters theory and the linear 
programming in the synthesis problem. 
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Absrtact. 
A two-dimensional synthesis of 

filter characteristics considering an 
external circuit influence (500hm 
load), when the insertion loss is one of 
the goal parameters, is presented. The 
problem is formalized as a non-linear 
programming problem. 

Introduction. 
The SAW design is considered as a 

triple problem: optimization, 
implementation and prediction. That 
means the implementation with the 
predictable characteristics is a criterion 
of the combined optimization 
procedure. So, the optimization 
procedure 

tries to reduce the amount of 
small overlaps with behavior that is 
hard to predict. Such effects as 
diffraction and distortions around 
apodisation gaps along electrodes 
might be ignored, when there are 
few small overlaps in the apodised 
inter-digital transducers (IDT). 

corrects the electrostatic 
end-effect, especially for the tilted 
topology, constructing the 
non-symmetric geometry of guard 
electrodes; 

chooses an appropriate (i.e. the 
most predictable and physically 
feasible) pair of functions for 
IDT-1 and IDT-2 for the goal 
frequency characteristics 
decomposition; 

takes into account a behavior of 
the IDT complex acoustic 
conductivity and an external circuit 
influence (for example, 50 Ohm 
load); the insertion loss is one of 
the goal parameters. 

The apodisation functions and 
apertures of IDT-1 and IDT-2 are the 
output parameters of the optimization 
procedure. In order to ignore the SAW 
velocity dispersion, an appropriate 
electrode thickness is chosen. 

Goal Function. 
The goal function for the main 

signal of desired insertion loss is used for 
the combined optimization procedure. It 
takes into consideration the external circuit 
influence. The goal frequency spectrum 
A(@) of the SAW filter loaded with 
external circuits, is written in form [I]: 

where 
the function Hsc is a 

short-circuit response defined as[l] 

HI( ) and H2( ) are the transform 
functions of the IDT-1 and IDT-2 
respectively; 
SIr is the multi-strip coupler (MSC) 
characteristics; 
T12 is the SAW delay between 
IDT-1 and IDT-2; 

Functions Y1 and Y2 are the 
complex acoustical conductivity of the 
IDT-1 and IDT-2 respectively, 

CI and C2 are the static capacity of the 
IDT- 1 and IDT-2 respectively; 

Functions Ycl and Yc2 are the 
complex conductivity of the external 
circuits connected to IDT-1 and 
IDT-2 respectively. 



Optimal Decomposition. 
If the transition band and near 

stop band are the most critical areas to 
predict, we need to design both IDT 
characteristics having the same pass bands 
and the same transition bands. I.e., for 
example, to obtain the stop band of 
15.00MHz on the level 50dB, both of 
IDT-1 & IDT-2's stop bands of 15.OOMHz 
on the level 25dB should be built. In this 
case the transition area characteristics are 
the most predicted. 

Figure-1 shows schematically the 
topology implementation of SAW 
filter built using MSC. The apodisation 
functions for IDT-1 and IDT-2 
implementations are performed on 
Figure 2. Special apodisation for 
electrodes, which are coated with glue, 
is used in order to reduce an 
electrostatic end-effect. 

Topology Implementation. 
It is assumed, that the goal 

topology structure meets the following 
conditions. 

The filter consists of two IDTs 
and MSC. 

Both of IDT are of apodised 
structures. 

Apodisation functions have few 
small overlaps, so the diffraction 
and distortions along electrodes 
might be ignored. 

In order to reduce RF leakage, 
the apodisation functions have a 
big number of long grounded 
electrodes near the MSC. 

The tilted topologies have the 
benefit property. They have a 
smoothed acoustical conductivity. 
However, this feature is not a 
criterion of the synthesis. The 
desired smoothing of the acoustical 
conductivity is achieved by 
enlarging of the electrode overlaps. 
Moreover, the criterion of smooth 
multiplication (Y1+Yc j(Y2+Yc2) is 
used in the design. 

If we consider the anti- 
symmetrical structures, the big 
number of long hot electrodes is 
placed on the opposite side of each 
IDT. It may lead to big parasitic 
charge distribution end-effect. In 
order to reduce this unwanted 
effect, the IDT topology function 
has a non-symmetric component 
that enlarges length of grounded 
electrodes in both sides of the IDT. 

Figure 1. Schematic SAW filter topology 
designed using two apodised transducers 
and MSC. 

Gllm 
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Figure 2. Apodisation functions for IDT-1 
and IDT-2 implementation. 

SAW velocity. 
The additional problem of the 

development of the vestigial transition 
band filters, which are built with optimal 
decomposition, is the SAW velocity 
dispersion. Analysis model is in need of 
account a dependency of SAW 
velocity on electrical load (i.e. on 
apodisation function) and frequency. 
This effect becomes essential for 



narrow transition zones and band pass 
more than 15% of the center 
frequency. This effect might be 
ignored when both of the apodisation 
functions have few small overlaps and 
thickness of electrodes is chosen so 
that the SAW velocity is not changed 
in the pass band frequency area. 

Step by Step Algorithm. 
The step-by-step algorithm may 

be separated conditionally on the 
stages of following meaning. 

The two-dimensional synthesis (or 
weighting with decomposed weighting 
function)[2] is used. This optimization 
is based on the criterion of the IDT 
characteristics predictability (i.e. 
optimal decomposition and topology 
implementation conditions). 

The two-dimensional synthesis 
for (Yl+YcS(Y2+Yc2) is used (in 
particular case, Ycl=YC2=l/R, R=50 
Ohm). 

The procedure, that takes into 
consideration the external circuit 
influence (50 Ohm loading), where 
insertion loss also is one of goal 
parameters, finds optimal aperture 
and corrects the apodisation 
function. 

Results. 
One of the principal benefits of 

using of the combined optimization 
procedure is the fact, the desired 
frequency characteristics may be 
reached without additional tuning. And 
if, nevertheless, we would like to use 
external circuit tuning, the pulsation in 
the frequency characteristics band pass 
is not increased dramatically because 
the acoustic conductivity as well as 
multiplication (Yl+Yc j(Y2+Y,Z) is 
smoothed. 

The SAW filter with the 
relative pass-band B(3dB)lFo of 
about 14.5% and insertion loss of 
24.5dB was accomplished using this 

technique. The frequency 
characteristics shape factor 
B(-40dB)/B(-3) equals 1.065, 
peak-to-peak pass band pulsation is of 
0.7dB and delay variation is of 30nsec, 
stop band attenuation is of 56dB. The 
pulse characteristics is predicted down 
to -60dB level. (All the measurements 
were performed without additional 
circuits tuning.) 

The calculated frequency 
characteristics of this SAW filter are 
performed on the figure-3, figure-4, 
figure-5, figure-6, figure-7. The group 
delay variation and the amplitude 
pulsation in pass band is shown on 
Figure-4. Big unwanted signal in the 
far zone from the pass band (Figure-5) 
is the result of the overlaps enlarging 
procedure. So, the overlaps enlarging 

Figure 3. SAW Filter characteristics 
in the 50% area span. 

is limited with specified requirements 
in the far frequency area. Detailed 
shape form is shown on Figure-6. 
Figure-7 demonstrates the result of the 
two-dimensional optimization of the 
multiplication (Yl+YcI)(Y2+Yc2), where 
the criterion of this optimization was 
the smoothing of the pulsation in the 
pass band. This is a principal feature of 
the combined optimization procedure. 



Figure 4. The delay variation and 
amplitude pulsation in the pass band. 

Figure 7. Gal and Ga2 are the real parts of 
acoustical conductivity for IDT-1 and IDT-2. 
A(w) is the frequency spectrum of the SAW filter 
loaded with external resistance of 50 Ohm. 
Inter-behavior of Gal and Gaz is the result of the 
two-dimensional optimization procedure using the 
band pass pulsation smoothing as a criterion to 
approach. 

Conclusions. 
This optimization procedure is 

a step-by-step algorithm of sequential 

O 10 m J ) 4 = . , ~ ? 3  m m r m ~ m l p , I j o l a  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  approach to the goal function. Usually - m w  these calculations take about 500 hours 

Figure 5. The SAW filter frequency 
characteristics in the 200% area span. 

Figure 6. The SAW filter shape form. 

(i.e. three weeks) running on PC based 
on the Intel Pentium-I11 450MHz 
processor. So, this technique may be 
successfully used for commercial 
design of SAW filters with high 
requirements to the shape factor, pass 
band, delay variation and stop-band 
attenuation. 
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ABSTRACT design has to consider the reflection factor in each 
electrode of gratings and transducer. 

This paper describes a new equivalent circuit model At first, total circuit model is studied, which is 
analysis which holds stored energy effect in the transit shown in Figure 2. A two-port admittance matrix (Y,,) 
angle for UHF SAW resonators, and re-examinations of of the grating is expressed as follows 
circuit parameters of reflection factor and stored energy 
effect by experiments in UHF range. Then the new ( Yo, ) = - ( 1 )  
equivalent circuit model is verified by experiments. B -1  A 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many researches and developments on Surface 
Acoustic Wave devices (SAW devices) have been 
performed to achieve better frequency characteristics 
and miniaturization of electric equipments. Especially 
SAW resonators are now widely adopted as narrow 
bandpass filters, like ladder filters or IIDT filters for 
RF and IF bands in Mobile Telecommunication 
Systems.[l][2]. 

However many subjects have been remained for 
practical design of UHF SAW resonators, and they are 
mainly caused by their narrow electrode-width. The 
electrodes are generally fabricated thick to avoid 
increase of insertion loss, which is due to finger 
resistance[3]. And the conventional equivalent circuit 
model for VHF SAW resonators, which includes the 
stored energy effect as a shunt susceptance in the 
transmission line, has been found in such fabrication 
case that the model is not sufficient for experimental 
results in UHF range. 

This paper describes a new equivalent circuit model 
analysis which holds stored energy effect in the transit 
angle for UHF SAW resonators, and re-examination of 
reflection factor and stored energy effect by experiments 
in UHF range. Then the new circuit model is verified by 
experiments. 

2. NEW CIRCUIT MODEL 

2.1 Admittance Matrix of SAW resonators 
An electrode constitution for a two-port SAW 

resonators is shown in Figure 1. W o  grating reflectors 
are located on the outer sides of the input and output 
interdigital transducers, and high resonant Q can be 
obtained due to confine surface wave energy at the 
intervals of these grating reflectors. Then resonator 

Here A, B and D are F parameters of the grating, which 
are obtained from cascade connections of each F matrix. 
(Fn) and N are F matrix of the n-th electrode and total 
electrode number in the grating respectively. 

IOT tOT Graling - - Grating 

Fig. 1 Electrode constitution of a two-port 
SAW resonator 

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit model of a two-port 
SAW resonator 

Grating - I DT I DT Grating 

(DIxI(U; ) I< CYi 
I I I I 

i. (YGr) L'J~ - -$ 



Admittance matrix (Ys) of free space between the 
transducer and the grating is expressed as follows. 

Here 0 s ,Ls and vo are the transit angle , the space 
distance and surface wave phase velocity in the free 
surface respectively. 

Three-port admittance matrix (Y,) of the interdigital 
transducer has been already obtained[4]. And transit 

angle 6 s has to be considered on propagation loss a 
[ 5 ] ,  then it is replaced as follows. 

Besides, bulk wave conversion loss f i  [61 i s added 
to transit angle on the metallized surface. 

Here, h and h are electrode thickness and wavelength 
of surface acoustic wave respectively. And conductive 
loss caused by electrode resistance is considered as a 
lumped finger resistance Rf in the equivalent circuit 
model. Then the frequency characteristics S,, is 
obtained by the whole two-port admittance matrix (Y) 
of the resonator with source impedance Zs and load 
impedance Z1. 

2.2 Stored Energy Effect 
Reflection and stored energy factors are key design 

parameters inherent to SAW resonators. Relection is 
caused by characteristics impedance discontinuities of 
surface wave propagation path. Reflection factor & 
is defined by free surface impedance Zo and metallized 
surface impedance Zm [7]. 

And stored energy effect, caused temporarity at step 
discontinuities on the grating reflectors and transducers, 
brings about wave velocity decrease for fundamental 
operation. ' The factor B is defined by the resonant 
frequency fp and its frequency shift A f [8]. 

At the first stage, I calculated the frequency 
characteristics with the conventional equivalent .circuit 
model [8] and the design parameters [9][10] in the 
VHF range, but it could not explain the experimental 
results well. Therefore these parameters are 
experimentally looked over again in the UHF range. 

Many samples with various electrode thickness are 
examined. Then the parameters are determined by the 
following new equivalent circuit model, because in the 
conventional model I could not obtain suitable values 
of the parameters which satisfy stopband-width and 
stopband-frequency of frequency characteristics. 

The new design parameters are shown in Figures 3 
and 4. As to reflection factors both previous and new 
values agree well in the range of thin electrodes, but 
they differ greatly each other in the range of thick 
electrodes. The reason is considered that the previous 
values were calculated by neglecting higher order terms 
on reflection, moreover cross sections of examined 
samples with thick electrodes are trapezoidal. 

2 ?; 0.OllC I 

0.02 0,025 0.03 0.035 
THICKNESS h/X 

Fig. 3 Influence of electrode thickness 
on reflection 

THICKNESS hlX 

Fig. 4 Influence of electrode thickness 
on stored energy effect 



Meanwhile on the stored energy factor, the new 
values relatively agree with the previous values after 
consideration of the measuring accuracy ( 2  2x10'~). This 
stored energy effect had been introduced before as a 
shunt susceptance B in the transmission line model [8], 
which is shown in Figure 5. This model has been 
available when the electrodes are relatively thin and the 
stored energy factor B is smaller than the reflection 
factor, then in such a case previou calculation explained 
experimental results well. But another reflection, which 
arises at the shunt susceptance, is added to reflection 
caused by characteristics impedance discontinuity when 
the electrodes are relatively thick in UHF SAW 
resonators. 

So a new equivalent circuit model whose transit 
angle holds the store energy effect has been 
investigated, which are shown in Figure 6 for the 
grating reflectors and in Figure 7 for the interdigital 
transducers. 

Substrate 

Fig. 6 New circuit model 
( grating reflector ) 

This model can avoid the reflection from the shunt Substrate 
susceptance and satisfies the resonant frequency shift 
and stopband characteristics, at that time the reflection 
from impedance discontinuities has been only 
considered. 

The n-th F matrix of the new model (Fn) is 
expressed as follows. 

cose; 
On)= 

Here, L and Lm are the length of free surface and 
electrode width. Besides the lumped finger resistance 
Rf is considered at the electrical ports in the interdigital 
transducers. 

. L 
.I. L m  

L// /.~l~ccod.e'//// 
Substrate 

Fig. 5 Conventional circuit model 
( grating reflector ) 

Fig. 7 New circuit model 
( interdigital transducer ) 

2.3 Verification of New Model 
A UHF SAW resonator for the CATV 2"d local 

oscillator, whose resonant frequency is 668 MHz, is 
studied for verification of the new equivalent circuit 
model. The 60 pairs unapodized interdigital transducers 
and the 500 finger electrodes for grating reflectors are 
constituted on ST-X quartz. These electrodes are 
fabricated with thickness of 104 nm and metallization 
ratio of 45 %. The efficacy of the new circuit model is 
verified in Figure 8(a) and 8(b), which compare 
calucated and experimental values. The new model 
can explain not only the details of passband 
characteristics but resonant Q, stopband frequency and 
outband suppression. 

3. CONCLUSION 

A new equivalent circuit model for UHF SAW 
resonators is studied. Reflection and stored energy 
factors are experimentally looked over again. 
And it is found that reflection factors in UHF range 
differ from reflection factors in VHF range, particular 
when the electrodes are thick. 



The new equivalent circuit model, whose transit 
angle holds stored energy effect, has been proposed, 
and it is verified by experiments. The new model is 
adopted for the design of the UHF SAW resonator at 
668 MHz in CATV 2nd local oscillator. 

M I  0 1 I I 
663 665 667 669 671 673 

FREQUENCY (MHz) 

(a) with conventional circuit model 

701 I 
I I I 

663 665 667 669 671 673 
FREOUENO (MHz) 

(b) with new circuit model 

Fig. 8 Comparison between calculated 
and experimental values 
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1. ABSTRACT 

A simple 5 MHz phase locked oscillator has been 
used to evaluate the possibilities to reduce the 
effects of external shocks by mechanical absorbers. 
The acceleration maximum has been 160 m/s2 and 
the initial shock duration 500 ps. Two different 
frequency shift types have been recorded. 
Alternatively the crystal shows a quasi-permanent 
frequency step of 5*10-' lasting for about 400 ms or 
a sharp excursion of 2*l0-' however having a 
duration of 10 ms and followed by a decaying 
ripple below level for 500 ms. The XOR-based 
phase lock circuit employed together with its loop 
filter tolerates a reference loss or frequency jump 
up to 130 ms and starts an erratic correction if the 
reference de-tuning caused by an external shock 
lasts more than 320 ms. Once started, the re- 
settling may take over 3 seconds. The combined 
phase lock electronics may under less fortunate 
conditions, if a longer frequency step occurs, turn 
thus totally unstable. A slight change in the 
mechanical arrangement e.g. by immersing the 
oscillator unit into a viscous fluid moves the natural 
frequencies or adjusts the damping factor reducing 
the tendency to long-lasting frequency shifts. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Shocks and vibration are stated to be the worst enemy 
of precision oscillators [l] and are nowadays very 
obviously encountered in a portable environment such 
as in mobile phones and various military gear [2]. 
Typically a relative frequency change of e.g. 5 * 1u6 
is specified or tolerated but very little has been 
documented about the specific correlation between 
applied acceleration and induced frequency shifts 
particularly for complete phase locked circuits. 

The purpose of this evaluation was to test the 
performance obtainable with a simple unprotected 
oscillator system having both an internal crystal unit 
and analog phase lock circuitry and to find out if it is 
feasible to try and redesign the mechanics in such a 
way which prevents excessive stresses fiom getting to 
the quartz or other acceleration sensitive 
(microphonic) parts. Tuning of the phase locking time 
constants together with or solely by a an electronic 

refinement of the low-pass filter in the phase 
comparator circuit might be able to limit the effects of 
the problem but it obviously affects the spectral 
(electrical) performance of the unit in steady state 
conditions as well. The main applications possibly 
benefiting form these results include several vehicle- 
mounted synthesizers and various portable gadgets. 

3. DIFFERENT LOAD CASES DUE TO 
MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS 

Practical efforts to find an optimal mechanical 
construction or system to damp vibrations or even just 
to insulate the critical components properly in a 
vehicle environment is a complex problem. The exact 
values of the forces, which are transferred from road 
and tyres to the vehicle's fuselage, are difficult to 
determine exactly in different circumstances. Further 
when a vibration spectrum is collected by using 
practical measurements during a test period it is 
difficult to generalize these results to cover all the 
load cases. It is also important to notice that the 
mechanical properties of a phase locked crystal 
oscillator construction should be adjusted with the 
properties of the vehicle's spring suspension and 
shock absorber system. These problems will be double 
as difficult if vibration problems should be solved not 
only in vertical but also simultaneously in the 
horizontal plane. In practice, this means firstly a 
selection of encapsulating materials [3] (E.g. cast 
irons have extremely good damping properties if their 
allowed yielding stress is not the critical property) and 
secondly optimising procedure to fmd the most 
appropriate combination of spring constants and 
damping factors of the oscillator's mechanical 
construction. 

However, if the surface properties of the terrain can be 
estimated and fUrther presented in a mathematical 
form it is relatively easy to derive the relationship 
between the roads shape XI and the corresponding 
displacement or amplitude X2 of the vehicles hselage 
as shown in Eq. 3 [4]. In this most simplified example 
we have assumed that the surface shape of the road 
can be presented in a mathematical form presented in 
Eq. 2 (see also Fig. 1). If needed the complete solution 
could be derived from the basic differential equation 
presented in Eq. 1. If these simplified assumptions are 



acceptable the maximum force F,, transmitted to the 
vehicle's fuselage can be calculated fiom Eq. 4. 

m i  + c i  + kx = m w 2 x 1  cos wt (Eq. 1) 

2Rs 
XI = XI cos - 

L 

where c i s  relative damping factor (=c/2 dim) and the 
other symbols are as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

I. A "2 

Fig. 1. One possible simple presentation of the road's 
surface shape and the mechanical modelling of the 
vehicle's spring suspension and shock absorber 
system. 

In this particular case, if the force transferred fiom the 
vehicle's fuselage to the electronics is F,, and the 
maximum effective force is Fo we can present the 
relationships between these forces, corresponding 
amplitudes (XI&), relative damping factor (0 and 
frequency ratio r (showing the relative difference 
between the frequencies of the impacting force and 
the mass which is vibrating r = w / ~ )  as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. These kinds of figures are usekl when 
designing the mechanical construction and especially 
its dynamic behaviour. 

Fig. 2. Basic diagram for designing spring suspension 
and shock absorber systems [5 ] .  

4. UTILISATION OF COMPUTER AIDED 
VIRTUAL ENGINEERING (VE) 

As justified above the exact mathematical solution of 
these kinds of practical vibration problems can be 
awkward and multi-level optimisation procedures are 
typically necessary. During this research we have 
found it more reasonable try to find the first 
acceptable mechanical solutions by using computer 
aided virtual engineering (VE). 

Firstly we have 3D-modelled the encapsulating and 
secondly the adjustable spring mounting system and 
thirdly all the electrical components. Because the 
components are known exactly it is easy to include 
real mass properties into the model. The 3D- 
presentation of the final construction is shown in Fig. 
3. If the 3D-model is produced in DXF- or even in 
IGES-format it is compatible in several software 
applications for dynamic analysis and further on for 
dynamic simulation. 

Fig. 3. During this research 3D-modelled construction 
which is compatible for VE simulations if it is 
produced in a proper file format. Electrical 
components expect the connectors are cut out from the 
model to illustrate the mechanical construction more 
clearly. 



In our case we have decided to use standardized 
miniature springs which makes it much easier to 
ulilize virtual simulating on a computer screen 
because no modelling or calculations for the spring 
itself are needed. According to our opinion VE gives 
practical advantages in cases where several load types 
should be examined and the final mechanical 
construction is most probably a compromise of 
different variables. 

5. SOME TEST ARRANGEMENTS 

The basic quartz concept and the low-cost crystal unit 
were taken as such from [6] .  A simple PLL circuit 
was connected between the crystal unit and a 
communications receiver FM demodulator which 
provided the stable reference through our cesium- 
based T&F transmitter. Due to historical reasons, 1 
kHz was used as the comparison frequency. On the 
mobile platform a second, ovenized oscillator fiom 
Telequartz was used as a measuring reference for 
short term stability tests. Some of the laboratory 
installation is shown in Fig. 4 in which the high speed 
time interval analyzer is located near the left corner. 
The simple crystal oscillator - this time alone without 
any damping structures - is better visible in Fig. 5 
with an acceleration transducer fastened above the 
cover. There was no way of reducing the commercial 
G-transducer's cable thickness, which caused a 
number of tedious re-runs during the measurements. 

Fig. 4. The initial laboratory test arrangement 
includes the oscillator assembly (front), a time 
interval counter, a modulation domain analyzer (left) 
and a digital oscilloscope (right) which records the 
acceleration data. 

Initially the phase lock time constants were 
extensively tested to obtain a background for the 
possible requirements set to the mobile crystal's 
vibration performance. 

mounted above the oscillator housing. The RF  cable is 
in the lower right corner. 

In an attempt to reduce noise and random 
fluctuations, the PLL low pass filter was designed to 
be quite slow which causes unavoidably a sluggish 
behaviour if one of its inputs is temporarily lost. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the experimental case 
was set up by disconnecting one of the inputs for 300 
ms. As can be seen on the recording, the re- 
stabilization takes more than three seconds. Naturally 
the lock aquisition time depends on the relative 
accumulated error during the disturbed state and if the 
lock was completely lost for some reason, bringing the 
phase voltage to its extreme, the process was 
measured to last 16.8 seconds. Apparently every effort 
should be thus taken to prevent a prolonged loss of 
reference. 
2 kHz1div 1 s Idiv, delta T 2.6 s 

Fig. 6.  If the reference signal of the PLL is 
momentarily lost or its frequency jumps, the circuit 
will loose lock. In our case a frequency deviation 
lasting about 300 ms is enough to cause a 3 s 
disturbance. 

6. SHOCK TESTS 

Two kinds of shock tests were carried out. First the 
performance of the crystal unit was measured without 
any absorbing mechanisms and later on extensive 
tests were carried out with the same electronics 



supplemented by a number of alternative damping 
structures. The worst of the three major crystal 
orientations was selected for all tests in order not to 
show a "typical" performance but rather to give an 
estimate of worst case figures. However, the applied 
acceleration was kept well below the destructive force 
limit found earlier by breaking a couple of samples. 
Figure 7 shows the shock pattern used in our tests. It 
has a 500 ps wide first half cycle, which extends 
down to - 16 G. 
4 Gldiv 5 ms Idiv, delta T 18.2 ms 

Fig. 7. When zoomed in, the details of the shock 
pattern observed in a typical vehicle installation 
reveal both a 100 - 400 Hz and a several kilohertz 
component. They decay in the test assembly within 20 
ms. 

Two different phenomena have been observed in the 
frequency characteristics of the basic oscillator. 
Alternatively the fwst impulse causes a rapid change 
in the oscillator frequency for about 10 ms as is 
illustrated in Fig. 8 or there may appear a more step- 
wise change which can last up to 400 ms as is plotted 
in Fig. 9. The relative frequency difference compared 
to the nominal value stays fairly repeatable, typically 
around lo-'. Taking into account the previous 
evaluations of the PLL we easily note that the 
fi-equency step will induce a most severe disturbance. 
0.25 Hzldiv 4 Gldiv 50 ms Idiv 

Fig. 8. This plot demonstrates the coupling between 
acceleration and reference oscillator fi-equency when 
the mechanical damping is disabled. The upper trace 
shows deviation from 5 MHz. 

0.125 Hzldiv 100 ms Idiv 

Fig. 9. Another type of primary oscillator behaviour 
was occasionally observed. Just one shock lasting only 
500 ps can cause a stepwise change in frequency if 
there is no mechanical protection. 

Several mechanical arrangements were tried ranging 
from miniature metal spirals and rubber tapes up to a 
viscous geel. As we were not so much interested in the 
possible spectral residuals caused by high frequency 
vibration but more concerned about the single-shot 
shocks, the dimensioning of the floating arrangement 
was done accordingly. Applying the same test impulse 
as during the preceding measurements we note in Fig. 
10 a clear improvement in the fi-equency 
characteristics of the oscillator. The disturbed state 
lasts for about 120 ms. The respective situation, as 
seen at the PLL output is illustrated in Fig. 11. 

0.25 Hz/div 50 ms Idiv 

rig. lu. 1 he step-llke bequency deviation of the 
crystal unit has disappeared aRer the introduction of a 
mechanical damping structure and thus the PLL no 
more gets disturbed for long periods of time. 

As a supplement some general vibration tests were 
conducted, too. Quite apparently this type of stress is 
most often encountered e.g. in military wheeled 
vehicles going through rough terrain. The test signal 
was a 6 Hz sinewave with a maximum peak 
acceleration of 3 G - again along the most sensitive 
crystal axis. Figure 12 demonstrates the PLL output, 
which shows a nearly square nature and the recorded 
simultaneous platform acceleration. 



25 mHz/div 50 ms ldiv 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Fig. 1 1 .  The PLL output reacts with some delay to the 
crystal excursion but within 200 ms everything is 
over. 

4 Gldiv 25 mHz/div 50 ms ldiv 

Fig. 12. The lower trace shows the PLL eequency as a 
knction of time whereas the upper curve is the 
platform-mounted acceleration transducer output. 

It seems fairly reasonable to improve the performance 
of phase locked crystal oscillators by adding suitable 
mechanical shock damping structures. Without being 
involved in the spectral behaviour of the combined 
quartz unit - which would be the case if e.g. an 
intervention in the loop filter were made - we are able 
to push most of the slow vibrations caused by 
mechanical shocks outside the critical range of the 
mass system. The submerging approach gives thermal 
benefits, too, by stabilizing the spatial temperature 
gradients and giving some additional lag. 
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We recently reported on new experiments and a num- 
ber theoretical understanding of the intermodulation 
spectrum in a superheterodyne receiver. Close to 
baseband a transition from white to l / f  power spec- 
trum was observed. This was interpreted from a sta- 
tistical analysis of the so-called Franel-Landau Si = 
l i ln - pi/q,(, where the fraction pi/qi results from the 
finite resolution experiment and is the truncation of 
the continued fraction expansion of input oscillators 
frequencies; bi is the amplitude at mode i and mea- 
sures the distance of rationals to the equally spaced 
graduation; and n is the number of resolved modes. 

The Franel-Landau shift follows from the mode de- 
composition of the inverse zeta function l l < ( ~ ) ,  with 
%(s) > 1. This can be explained physically if one looks 
at ('(s) as the partition function of a "Riemann gas" 
with energies quantized on a logarithmic scale. ((s) 
already plays a role in the black body radiation where 
it defines the exponent of the temperature dependence 
in thermodynamic quantities. When properly general- 
ized to the whole complex plane, the complex variable 
function ((s) shows a pole at s = 1, trivial zeros at 
negative even values of s (this is related to quantum 
noise) and, according to Riemann hypothesis, infinitely 
many zeros on the critical line s = 112 + it. 

Looking at the inverse zeta function the non trivial 
zeros are infinitely many poles. In the high frequency 
range the power spectral density is found to be flat 
(white noise) at the critical line and shows the l/ f 
dependence close to  it (l/ f noise). There are peaks in 
the low frequency range of the p.s.d. a t  f, = fo logm 
with m = p l ,  1 integer and p prime. The first low 
frequency peaks are at 2, 3, Z 2 ,  5, 7, Z3, 32, 11, 1 3 . .  .. 
This is related to  the definition of total energy when 
((s) is viewed as a partition function. 

This confirms our earlier announcement of a con- 
nexion etween intermodulation dynamics and Riemann 
hypothesis. In addition to the understanding of low 
frequency noise the work will have applications in the 
field of digital modulation and coding. 

1 Introduction 

In his early study of electric noise J.B. Johnson[l] al- 
ready found a large amount of voltage noise S,(f) 
KV2/  f of the flicker type in addition to thermal noise 
Sv ( f )  = 4kRT. The l/f noise has K T I N ,  with 
N the number of carriers in the sample and y in the 
range to loF8. This is generally attributed to  
different scattering mechanisms, by the crystal lattice 
or the impurities, leading to mobility fluctuations of 
the electrons. ' These findings point to a nonlinear 
origin of the l/ f noise. Fine structure revealing 
the interaction with bulk and surface phonons in sev- 
eral solid-state physical systems were found by Mihaila 
[Z]. On the theoretical side a quantum electrodynam- 
ical theory was developed by P. Handel based on the 
infrared divergent coupling of the electrons to  the elec- 
tromagnetic field in the scattering process [4]. 

More recently the nonlinear approach has been re- 
vitalized in a series of new experiments performed at 
the LPMO [5] ,[6]. The basic nonlinear electronic 
set-up is a Schottky diode mixer cascaded with 
a low pass filter. The frequency of the beat signal is 
defined from a diophantine approximation of the fre- 
quency ratio of input oscillators. The amplitude results 
from the position of resolved fractions with respect to 
the equally spaced graduation. For the frequency fluc- 
tutions a transition from white frequency noise to llf 
frequency noise is observed close to baseband [6]. 

The distribution of energy among the modes is 
known in mathematics as the Franel-Landau (FL) con- 
jecture and is equivalent to Riemann hypothesis (RH). 
RH relates on the distribution of zeros of the Riemann 
zeta function <(s) [3]. This function ((s) = C,,>, n - ' 
with X(s) > 1 already plays a role in the of 
blackbody radiation laws l. The number of photons 
per unit volume is proportional to ((3) and the en- 
ergy to ((4). Similarly in a Bose-Einstein condensate 

'1n black body radiation laws the Riemann zeta function 
m ,a-1 

reads'[(s) = &So dx with n = %(s) > 1 and 

r ( s )  = ~ ~ - ~ e - " d u ,  is gamma function and r ( s )  = ( s  - I)! if 
s is an integer. 



the number of modes is proportional to <(3/2) and 
the energy to <(5/2). Thus the parameter in the zeta 
function also defines the exponent in the temperature 
dependence [7]. 

A first extension to lower than 1 values of %(s) 
is required if one wants to model, as <(-3), the 
Casimir (vacuum) energy between two parallel con- 
ducting plates [8]. This is achieved thanks to the con- 
nexion of C(s), with s a relative integer, to Bernoulli 
numbers: they are defined from the coefficients in the 
algebraic expansion of the Planck factor x/(ex - 1). 

2 The inverse Riemann zeta function 

One can looks at C(s) as a partition function (this was 
emphasized by B. Julia [9] in 1994) of some Riemann 
gas with energies Eo log q (instead of qhv in the con- 
ventional quantum harmonic oscillator). Since ther- 
modynamical quantities such as the total energy are 
proportional to  the inverse of the partition function, 
the zeros of C(s) should play a dominant role in the 
dynamics. To consider the problem in its full general- 
ity it is thus necessary to extend analytically ((s) to 
the full complex plane s '. 

The zeros of <(s) are of two types. They may be 
located on the negative real axis at 

s = -21, 1 a positive integer (1) 

and are called trivial. They are physically connected 
to the Fock space formulation of quantum mechanics 

[lo]. 
All known non trivial zeros (they are infinitely 

many) are on the critical line 

The original statement of RH is that all non trivial 
zeros are of the form (2). 

2.1 The partition function 
If one puts E, = Eo logq, the "log" gas exhibits 
the partition function Z = C,,, exp(-PE,) = 

C,21 exp(-PEo log q) = q-' = C(S) with the 

20ne  analvtical continuation 131 of the Riemann zeta function 
e - z i r s r  

L 2 

is C(s)  = 2i71(1-S) JC - dz where the path of integration 
C begins at +w, moves to the left down the positive real axis, 
circles the origin in the counterclockwise direction and returns 

parameter s = PEW According to the classical formal- 
ism of thermodynamics the energy is E = -- = 

~ 0 % .  Also 

where R(q) is the van Mangolt's function, that is 
R(q) = logp, if q = p1 (p prime and I integer) and 
R(q) = 0 otherwise [3]. 

2.2 The Franel-Landau shift 
The inverse zeta function is related to the Franel- 
Landau formulation of RH. One uses 

with p(q) the Mobius function, that is p(q) = 0 if q 
is divisible by a square and p(q) = (-1)' otherwise, 
where r is the number of distinct factors in the prime 
decomposition of q. 

According to Riemann hypothesis the domain of va- 
lidity of equ(4) is %(s) > 112 [3]. 

One formulation of RH is M(q,ll,x) = EX"="; p(q) = 
C?J;~~X) cos(2nE) = o(~:/:$') for all a > 0. 

Here q is the denominator of an irreducible fraction 
and q,llax relates to the resolution of the frequency mix- 
ing experiment mentioned at the beginning of this pa- 
per and @(q,llax) -- $q:lax is the number of resolved 
fractions. 

An equivalent formulation which also follows from 
equ(4) is in terms of "amplitudes" (or the so-called 
Franel-Landau shifts: see Fig. 1): 

The statement equivalent to RH is S(q,,,) = 

c:':"'~~' Si = 0(4:!,"$') . In our previous publications 
[6] we have identified Ji with the amplitude on the 
mode pi/qi corresponding to the nonlinear interaction 
between the frequencies pi fo and qifl (fo and f l  are 
respectively the frequencies of the R F  signal and of 
the LO signal at the input of the mixer-filter element) 
leading to the beat signals 

up the positive real axis to +w. It is analytic at all points of the Equs. (6) ,(5) describe in a compact way the intermod- 
complex plane s except for a single pole at s = 1 with residue 1.  

Since<(-n) = ( - l ) n B n + l / ( n + l )  with the B,'s the Bernoulli 
ulation dynamics in the stationnary regime 

numnbers, they are trivial zeros at <(-21), 1 a positive integer. 3If one rewrites equ. (6) by llormalizillg it with respect to 
In addition Riemann hypothesis asserts that they are infinitely the RF signal frequency jo we get 
manv no11 trivial zeros all located on the critical line s = 1 +it. 

L '  

with t N 14.134, t N 21.002, t N 25.011, . . .. p,Pi ~ 9 %  = Pi 
q i l ~  - - I  

4i 
( 7 )  



position i 

Figure 1: The Franel-Landau shift Si versus the posi- 
tion of the fraction pz/qi. 

Time fluctuations of the beat signal fi were recorded 
[6]. Using Allan deviation of the relative fre- 
quency y = 6 f , / (  f i ) ,  we found oy (7) = (that 
is white frequency noise) away from baseband 
and ay (T)  = Cte (that is l /  f frequency noise) 
close to baseband. 

This is related to the FL measure as ~(q,,,) = 

S(ql,,,,)/q,,,,, = ~ ( q & , i ~ + ~ ) ,  if one identifies the inte- 
gration time T with the denominator q,,, of the bigger 
resolved fraction. 

In the conventional approach all Farey fractions up 
to the denominator q,llax are present. Close to base- 
band it is more reasonable to use the truncation at the 
partial quotient ai+l = a,,, in the continuous frac- 
tion expansion since from diophantine analysis we have 

1 1~ - :I i ai+l q: (with u = f l /  fo the frequency ra- 
tio of the RF  and LO signals). In such a case the FL 
measure reads ff(a,,,) = S(a,,,)/a,,, = O(1) from 
numerical experiments. 

From this form it is expected tha t  the device will product a 
rational approximationpi/qi of the real number u = f l /  fo with 
the error pPt,q$ = f f i 'q2/ f0  The approximation accounts for 
the finite resolution of the mixing and filtering process. It has 
been found that  it is of the diophantine type (in contrast to a 
decimal approximation), tha t  is corresponds to a truncation a t  
some level i of the  continued fraction expansion 

v = [ao; a l ,  az ,  ... ai  ...I = ao-tl /{al  + I /{  a z +  .... +l/{ai+.. .)));  

(8) 
and the a t ' s  are positive integers (called partial quotients) which 
are readily obtained from the formulas: a0 = [u] , CYO = {u} and 
if i 2 1, ai  = [ l / a i - l ]  ,cri = { ~ / c Y ~ - ~ ) ,  where [v] denotes 
the integral part of u and {v) = u - [u] is its fractional part. 
Successive best approximants of u, tha t  are convergents pi/qi 
are obtained by truncating the expansion a t  some stage i. The 
best fit of the intermodulation experiments [6] has been obtained 
by truncating the CFE a t  the partial quotient a,,,, instead of 
qlnax as would suggest the Franel-Landau formulation of the  Rie- 
lnann hypothesis. A full constructive account of fractions with 
a bounded partial quotient atnax can be found in [ l l ] .  

C 
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Figure 2: Time series of the modulus Z-l(t) 
at the critical line 

3 l/C(s) and the transition from white to ll f 
noise 

The inverse zeta function may be decomposed in polar 
coordinates as 

1 
= 2-' (t) exp(iB(t)) 

C(i + 7 + it) (9) 

where 77 is a shift parameter indicating the proximity to 
the critical line and t is physically the time. At the crit- 
ical line there are the (Riemann-Siegel) approximating 
formulas [3] : 

From now we consider the discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) of waveforms as follows 

~ - 

s,-I (f)  = Z 1 ( t )  exp(2ir f t )  (10) 

and similarly for the DFT of the phase B(t). The 
following results are obtained by using the fast Fourier 
transform (FFT): 

(a) Sz ( f )  = Cte at the critical line = 0: 
this is white noise, see Fig.2 (time series) and 

Fig.3 (FFT). 
(b) Sz(f) = Ctel f close to the critical line 7 # 0 

this is l /  f noise, see Fig.4 (time series) and Fig.5 
(FFT) . 

In addition there are main low frequency peaks in 
the noise which are located at f = fo logq, with q = 
pl, p prime and 1 integer. The first peaks are a t  q = 
2,3,2', 5 , 7 ,  Z3, 3', 11 ,13 . .  .. We remind that they are 
related from equ. (3) to the logarithmic derivative of 
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Figure 3: Power spectral density of ll/((1/2 + i t ) \  (at 
the critical line). This looks like a white noise in the 
high frequency region. 
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Figure 4: Time series of the modulus Z-'(t) close to 
the critical line at Q = 0.52 
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((s) and to the Van Mangolt's function appearing in 
the expression for the total energy. 

Similarly for the phase we get Se(f) = 0(fP2)  at 
the critical line 7 = 0 and Ss(f)  = ~ ( f - ~ )  away from 
it. Converting the phase spectrum into the frequency 
spectrum by using Sb(f) = f 'Se(f) we see that white 
frequency noise converts to  llf frequency noise close 
to  baseband. 

The frequency analysis of ((-: +,) using FFT 2 7 
thus confirms the statistical analysis which 
made use of the FL shift. 
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ABSTRACT 

Investigations of the phase modulation (PM) noise 
in quartz crystal resonators are presented. A study of 
the phase noise in 10-MHz BVA quartz crystal 
resonators is given. Two methods are investigated to 
classify the phase noise of the resonators. Comparison 
between these approaches and a model of frequency 
stability of ultra stable quartz oscillator is given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The first carrier suppression techniques to measure 
PM and amplitude noise (AM) noise were 
demonstrated by K.H. ~ a n n '  in 1968. Recently several 
teams have used these techniques along with some 
modifications and 

In this paper, a study of the phase noise in 10-MHz 
BVA quartz crystal resonator pair is given. The 
measurements of the phase noise of the quartz crystal 
resonators are obtained with a crystal resonator tester7. 
This unit uses carrier suppression based on the bridge 
technique8. This system allows one to measure the 
inherent phase stability of quartz crystal resonators in a 
passive circuit without the noise usually associated with 
an active oscillator. 

Measurements of phase noise of a quartz crystal 
resonator pair are given according to the dissipated 
power of the quartz crystals. Two methods are 
investigated to classify the phase noise of the 
resonators. Comparison between these approaches and 
a model of frequency stability of ultra stable quartz 
oscillator is given. 

2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Fig. 1 shows the principle of the carrier suppression 
technique. The carrier signal of the driving source (DS) 
is split into two equal parts to drive both devices under 
test (DUT). The DUTs can be resistors (to measure the 
noise floor of the system) or crystal resonator pairs. The 
resonant frequency of each arm of the bridge is tuned to 
the DS frequency with a series capacitor. The carrier 
signal is partially canceled when the two signals are 
combined 180" out of phase. Because phase noise is 
defined relative to the carrier power, reducing the 
carrier has the effect of amplifying the phase noise of 

the DUT. The output signal is amplified and then 
detected by the phase noise detector. 

DUT 

DUT 

Fig. I :  Carrier suppression principle. 

Calibration of the measurement system is obtained 
by injecting a known amount of phase noise on one of 
the arms of the bridge. This known noise source (KNS) 
is calibrated independently and relative to the carrier 
level on one arm of the bridge. The noise source is 
turned on to measure the sensitivity of the measurement 
system and is then turned off to measure the noise of 
the DUT. The noise of the DUT, as seen on the fast 
Fourier transform analyzer, is corrected using the 
calibration factor determined when the noise source 
was on. This calibration is done for each measured 
frequency and gives a very precise calibration of the 
system. 

The struggle in using this system was to get enough 
carrier suppression to get a good measurement of the 
noise of the resonators without saturating the output 
amplifiers with the noise of the KNS. Because the KNS 
is only on one arm of the bridge, it doesn't get any 
suppression before it sees the full gain of the output 
amplifier string. 

3. MEASUREMENTS 

Fig. 2 gives the power spectral density of the phase 
fluctuations (PSD) of DS, used in these measurements. 
It has a noise of -1 10 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz, -138 dBc/Hz at 
10 Hz and a noise floor around -150 dBcIHz. 

The noise floor of the measurement system is given 
in Fig. 3. This measurement was obtained using two 
91-C2 resistors. The measurement results are given in 
terms of the single sideband power spectral density of 
the phase fluctuations, Z+(Q. We achieved a system 



noise floor of approximately -149 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz and 
-153 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz. 

increase. These measurements are fit with a trend line 
using a 4' order polynomial approximation. 

Fig. 2: Power spectral density of the phasejluctuutions 
of the driving source. 

0.10 I .@I 10.00 100.00 

Fourier Frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 3: Noisefloor of the system, 

Noise from two 10-MHz SC-cut BVA quartz 
crystals 5103 and 5123 is given in Fig. 4. We can 
observe the llf attenuation of the quartz crystal noise. 
The power applied to the quartz crystal is about 
200 pW. If the noise of the DUT is above the 
calibration noise source, calibration is obtained with an 
unknown noise. This phenomenon appears below 
0.2 Hz. The results are therefore not calibrated. 

Fig. 4: Phase noise of the 10-MHz SC-cut BVA quartz 
crystal resonators. 

-140 - 

Fig. 5 shows the single sideband power spectral 
density at 1 Hz following the power applied to the 
quartz crystals. We can observe a decrease of the phase 
noise when the power applied to the quartz crystals 

Fig. 5: Phase noise of the resonator versus the input 
power. 

The generalization of this polynomial 
approximation requires further measurements with 
another crystal resonator pairs. 
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4. PHASE NOISE CHARACTERIZATION OF 
THE RESONATORS 

, , , , , , , , 
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4.1 Resonator in an oscillator 

Short-term stability usually is given in the time 
domain with an Allan variance. The Allan variance is 
computed Erom the Fourier frequency and Erom the 
power spectral density of the frequency fluctuationsg: 

with f the Fourier frequency. 
The standard Allan variance cannot be calculated 

Erom the phase noise of the resonator unless one knows 
the loaded quality factor of the resonator. Fig. 6 gives 
the loaded quality factor of the resonators QL obtained 
in the measurement system. The curve is obtained with 
the resonators 5123 and 5103. 

Fig. 6: Loaded quality factor QL of the resonators 
inserted in the PM measurement bench. 



We evaluate the loaded quality factor with the 
relation6: 

In this case, vo = 10 MHz and QL = 1.1. lo6. 

The equations below show how oy(z) is calculated. 
The resonator is considered as a low pass filter1'. 

Here, S&f) is the measured phase noise of the 
resonator and Sy(f) is the power spectral density of the 
frequency fluctuations of the resonator. The flicker 
phase in So(f) gives flicker frequency in Sy(f). 

As expected oy(z) is independent of z for flicker 
frequency noise1', oy(z) is: 

Thus the Allan variance is: 

With both resonators 5123 and 5103, 
So(lHz) = -128 dBc/Hz. The same noise is assigned to 
the both measured resonators, thus S4(f) of one 
resonator is equal to the measured %$(f). Standard 
deviation is computed at 2.13.10-l3 in the flicker floor. 

The standard deviation calculated this way 
represents the standard deviation of an oscillator 
containing the test resonator in which the only source 
of flicker frequency noise is the test resonator. This 
oscillator has the same resonator loaded Q that the 
measurement system. 

4.2 Resonator uoint of view 

The Allan variance is computed from the Fourier 
frequency and from the power spectral density of the 
phase fluctuations following Eq. (1). 

We consider that the resonator is submitted to a 
perfect sinus wave (Fig. 7). 

Quartz crystal 

Fig. 7: Phase noise of the resonator. 

In term of power spectral density of the phase 
fluctuations we have the following equation: 

Equation (1) becomes: 

Standard deviation is computed at 4 .10"~  at I s 
following the previous results (Fig. 4). The numerical 
integral calculus of the oy(ls) is obtained with integral 
limits equal to 0.0001 Hz and 1000 Hz. The power 
spectral density of the phase fluctuations S@(f) which is 
used in this computation is a l/f approximation of the 
previous results. It is an asymptotic curve including 
eight hundred points in a frequency decade and this 
particular value: S$(lHz) = -128 dBc/Hz. In this case 
the resonators are qualified without an oscillator. 

This point of view is more interesting because the 
resonator becomes independent of the oscillator where 
it will be inserted. This standard deviation can be 
considered as a characteristic of the resonator. This 
calculus depends on the upper frequency of the 
numerical integral because of the slope in f -' of the 
phase noise. The same value of this upper limit of the 
integral must be used to compare the resonators each 
other. 

4.3 Com~arison with an oscillator auuroach 

An improved moclell2 of the frequency stability 
behavior of the oscillating loop is used to predict the 
phase noise performances of an oscillator which 
contains our test resonator. In this model, the transfer 
functions of the loop are entirely described. Fig. 8 
shows the oscillating loop. 

Fig. 8: Oscillating loop model. 

g(t) denotes the impulse response of the loop 
amplifier (G(f) is its associated transfer function). h(t) 
denotes the impulse response of the quartz resonator 
(H(f) is its transfer function). h ( t )  and h ( t )  are the 



amplifier and resonator phase noise respectively close 
to the oscillator frequency. 

The transfer function H(f) which models the quartz 
resonator obviously depends on its loaded quality factor 
QL. The amplifier represented by G(f) has a quality 
factor rarely larger than 10'. Thus the quality factor 
ratio H(f) and G(f) allows to simplify the model. 

Considering that G(f) does not depend on f close to 
vo, the schematic loop in Fig. 8 is slightly transformed 
in Fig. 9 where &(t) becomes the sum of equivalent 
resonator noise and amplifier noise close to the 
oscillator frequency vo. In our case we consider that the 
phase noise h( t )  is only due to the resonator. - 

G is the normalized transfer function. 

Fig. 9: Simplified oscillating loop. 

The output power spectral density of the phase 
fluctuations of the oscillator can be expressed as follow: 

in dBc/Hz, with 

( f )  = l o L o g  H(vo) + 1 + % ( f  ) (10) 

To take into account the spectrum in each side of vo, 
the computation uses single sideband power spectral 

densities 5$,,(f) and qo (- f ) .  These single 

sideband PSDs are given by the Eq. (1 1): 

In accordance to the previous result (Fig. 4), the 
PSD of the resonator noise can be considered as follow: 

sp ( f )  = 10-12.8 . f -1 + 10-17.3 0 
res f (12) 

in dBc/Hz with f > 0 

The f 0  term is considered as the thermal noise. The 
transfer function H(f) is given in Fig. 10, the resonator 
is loaded by a resistor. RL is chosen in order to obtain 
the loaded quality factor of the resonator inserted on the 
oscillator. 

Fig. 10: HCfl transferfunction. 

Fig. 11 shows the PSD of an oscillator containing 
the test resonator in which the only source of flicker 
frequency noise is the test resonator with a loaded 
quality factor equal to 1.1.10~. 

Fig. 11: PSD of the phasefZucruations of the oscillator 
containing the test resonator. 

The performances of the oscillator will be affected 
by the noise of the resonator. With a given loaded Q 
factor, better oscillator cannot be obtained with these 
test resonators. Standard deviation is given using 
Eq. (7) for the resonator and the oscillator (Fig. 12). 
The maximum frequency for the integral in S@(f) is 
1000 Hz. 



We can see that a standard deviation for the 
resonator equal to 4 . 1 0 " ~  is necessary to obtain a 
standard deviation for the oscillator equal to 2.13.1 @ I 3 .  

Fig. 12: Standard deviations of the resonator and the 
oscillator containing the test resonator. 

In term of standard deviation, the measurement 
system presents a floor of the oscillator noise at 1 s 
equal to 2.10.'~ with a loaded QL = 1 .10~  and a 
resonator floor equal to 8 .2~10"~  with a Fourier 
frequency maximum at 1000 Hz. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Phase noise of a quartz crystal pair is obtained. This 
phase noise is measured according to the dissipated 
power of the quartz crystal. The measured phase noise 
decreases when the power increases. We expect a noise 
floor around 200 pW. 

In the time domain, the characterization of the 
resonator noise can be given following two ways. The 
first one, the standard deviation is calculated for an 
oscillator in which the only source of the noise is the 
test resonator. The second one allows to qualify the 
standard deviation of the resonator alone. The loaded Q 
is not necessary but the result depends on the upper 
frequency of the integral calculus. These both points of 
view seem to be complementary to interpret the phase 
noise measurement of a quartz crystal resonator. 

We can predict the contribution in term of phase 
noise of an oscillator which contains a resonator. The 
best performances in term of phase noise of the 
oscillator are given by the numerical model. This model 
allows us to anticipate the future phase noise of the 
oscillator with a good precision. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the work the methods that produce good quality 
estimates of ADEV and TDEV in rather short 
calculation time are presented. The methods consist in 
the reduction of the amount of data used for calculation 
for long observation intervals. The processes of the data 
reduction consisting in the creation of a new data 
sequence that represents the old one are described. The 
results of ADEV and TDEV calculations made on the 
raw and modified data series are presented and 
compared. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Allan deviation ADEV and time deviation TDEV are 
the parameters, which describe the quality of 
synchronization signals in the telecommunication 
network. The assessment of the parameter estimates is 
performed using the sequence of time error samples 
measured at some network interface. The amount of 
time error samples necessary for the reliable estimation 
and the complication of the estimator formulae result in 
rather very long time of the estimate calculation. 
In the paper the methods of data reduction for the 
ADEV and TDEV calculation for long observation 
intervals are presented. Because of estimation accuracy 
reason the data reduction is only allowed for rather long 
observation intervals. The process of reduction is not a 
simple short cut of the measurement time. The short cut 
is unacceptable, because the telecommunication 
standards require the duration of measurement time 
twelve times longer than the longest observation 
interval taken into consideration. The reduction of data 
consists in the creation of a new data sequence that 
represents the old one. The methods of the creation of 
the new sequence based on the averaging, decimation 
and median searching of the data subset are presented in 
the Section 3 of the paper. The reduction of the data 
sequence used for estimate's calculation causes an 
obvious reduction in calculation time. 
Presented methods of ADEV and TDEV estimates 
assessment were analyzed in the respect of the accuracy 
of calculated estimates. The modifications of the raw 
data set affect the quality of ADEV and TDEV 
estimates. The influence depends on the statistical 
behavior of the data. The results of ADEV and TDEV 
calculation made on the several time error sequences are 
presented in the Section 4. Some of the analyzed time 
error sequences were taken from the measurements of 
real several timing signals the others were obtained 
from the simulation process. The results of calculations 

performed on the modified data sets are compared with 
the results of calculations made on the raw data sets. 

2. ADEV AND TDEV ESTIMATION 

In order to calculate ADEV and TDEV time error (TE) 
is measured first. The results of measurement are taken 
with the interval TO and stored in the data file. In the 
telecommunication standards [I]  some conditions for 
the measurement of time error are specified. Time error 
shall be measured using an anti-aliasing filter with the 
cut-off frequency fO. The minimum observation interval 

z,in must be three times greater then maximum 

sampling time TO and the anti-aliasing filter cut-off 

frequency fo must be equal fO=llzmin. The minimum 
measurement period T for time deviation calculation 
shall be twelve times longer then the observation 
interval T. 
In telecommunication standards the formulae for the 
estimators of the Allan deviation ADEV and the time 
deviation TDEV are defined: 

(2) 
where: 
{xi) - sequence of N samples of time error finction x(t) 

taken with interval TO; 

z=nq - observation interval. 

3. MODIFICATION OF DATA SET 

In order to reduce the calculation time of ADEV and 
TDEV estimates for long observation intervals the 
modification of the time error set is proposed. The 
modification allows reducing the length of the time 
error sequence. As mentioned in the Section 1, the 
reduction is not the simple short cut of the measurement 
time. The reduction of data consists in the creation of a 
new data sequence that represents the old one. The three 
methods of the new data set creation are described 
below. 
The reduction in the amount of data in each method for 
long observation intervals T taken into consideration in 



the parameter calculation is performed. The first step of 
the reduction is made when the observation interval is 
greater than 30020. In this case the amount of data is ten 
times smaller than the amount of samples in the raw 
data set. The second step of the reduction is performed, 
when the observation interval exceeds 3000~0. The 
number of values in the new data set in this case is 
hundred times smaller than the number of samples in 
the raw data set. The next steps of the data reduction can 
be performed for the observation intervals greater than 
3 0 0 0 0 ~ ~  or 300000z0, if necessary. 
The first method of the raw data set modification 
consists in the averaging of the time error samples [2]. 
The time error sequence is divided into the subsets of 
ten samples in the first step of data reduction. The new 
data set contains the average values of each subset. 
Similar operation is performed in the second step of 
reduction. The items in the modified data set are the 
average values of the subsets containing a hundred time 
error samples each. The operation of averaging can be 
performed in the next steps of the data reduction for the 
observation intervals greater than 30000~0 or 300000~0, 
if necessary. 
The second method of the raw data set modification 
consists in the decimation of the time error samples. The 
new data set contains every tenth samples from the raw 
data sequence in the first step of the data reduction. In 
the second step the new data set contains every tenth 
samples from the data set created in the first step of the 
reduction. 
The third method consists in the searching the median 
of the data subsets. The time error sequence is divided 
into the subsets of ten or hundred samples, depending 
on the reduction step, like in the first method. The 
modified data set contains of the median values found 
for each subset. 

4. EXPERIMENT 

The time of calculation and the accuracy of calculated 
estimates were analyzed in the experiment. Several time 
error sequences with different types were used in the 
experiment. Three sequences were obtained from the 
measurement process [3]. The first time error sequence 
(denoted as MSG, Fig. 1) was obtained from the 
measurement of the oscillator being the part of the 
timing signal measurement system. The GPS disciplined 
oscillator served as a reference. The second sequence 
(denoted as GPS, Fig. 2) resulted from the comparison 
of two different oscillators controlled by the GPS 
signals. The third sequence (denoted as DCF, Fig. 3) 
was obtained from the measurement of the oscillator 
controlled by the DCF signal with the GPS disciplined 
oscillator as a reference. The time error samples were 
taken with the sampling interval z0=1/30 s. The 
measurement period was 4000 s. 
Other sequences were artificially created. These 
sequences represent the typical noises for the timing 
signals: white phase modulation (WPM), flicker phase 
modulation (FPM), white frequency modulation (FPM), 
flicker frequency modulation (FFM) and random walk 

frequency modulation (RWFM). The length of these 
sequences is the same as the length of the measured 
sequences. 

Fig. 1. Time error of the MSG signal measurement 

Fig. 2. Time error of the GPS signal measurement 

1500 1 TE [ns] 

Fig. 3. Time error of the DCF signal measurement 

In the experiment the 81 values of ADEV and TDEV 
estimate were computed. The observation interval 
varied from z=0.1 s to 1000 s. 
In the Table 1 and Table 2 the time of ADEV and 
TDEV calculation for the time error sequence measured 
during the time of 12000 s is presented. In the Table 1 a 
and Table Ib the time of calculation for the whole range 
of 81 values of ADEV and TDEV and for the decade 
subranges of the whole range is presented. In the 
Table 2a and Table 2b the time of calculation for some 
chosen observation interval is given. The format of the 
time is as follows: minutes:seconds. The time of 
calculation using the modified data is the same for all 
modification methods. The PC computer with Pentium 
I1 450 MHz processor was used for all calculations. 

Table 1. Time of ADEV and TDEV calculation for the 
range of observation intervals 



Table 2. Time of ADEV and TDEV calculation for 
some chosen observation intervals 2qDl 

20 
10 -' 

I 
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averaging - - - - - - decimat~on - - - - - median 

Fig. 7. TDEV relative error for the MSG sequence (the 
relative error for the decimated data exceeds 200%) 

The time of calculation with data modification is 
approximately ten times smaller for the observation 

The relative error of the ADEV assessment for the MSG 
sequence is not greater than 60%. Satisfied results were 

intervals between 10 s and 100 s. It is about hundred obtained for the decimated data. The relative error in 
times smaller for the intervals greater than 100 s. Thus 
the calculation time of the whole range of the this case not exceeds 15% for the observation intervals 

parameter's estimate can be about two times smaller for 
smaller than 100 s. The error is about 22% for the 
observation interval of 200 s. Satisfied results of TDEV 

the modified data. assessment for the MSG sequence were obtained for the 
The results of ADEV and TDEV calculations for the averaged data. The relative error is about 1%. The 
MSG time error sequence are presented in the Fig. 4 and calculations using other two modified data sets give the 
Fig. 6. The relative error of the calculations with data results with the error greater than 200%. 
modification is presented in the Fig. 5 and Fig 7. The results of ADEV and TDEV calculations for the 

ADEV(r) [E- 1 1] 
10000 , I 

0 1 1 r t s l  
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1000 

Fig. 4. ADEV for the MSG sequence 
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Fig. 5. ADEV relative error for the MSG sequence 
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Fig. 6. TDEV for the MSG sequence 

GPS time error sequence are presented in the Fig. 8 and 
Fig. 10. The relative error of the assessment is presented 
in the Fig. 9 and Fig 11. The results of ADEV and 
TDEV calculations for the DCF time error sequence are 
presented in the Fig. 12 and Fig. 14. The relative error 
of the assessment is presented in the Fig. 13 and Fig 15. 

ADEV(7) [E-1 1] 
10000 -I 

Fig. 8. ADEV for the GPS time error sequence 
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Fig. 9.  ADEV relative error for the GPS sequence 

The ADEV assessment results for the GPS and DCF 
sequence were acceptable for the decimated data. The 
relative error not exceeds 10% for the GPS sequence 
and 5% for the DCF sequence. Satisfied results of 
TDEV assessment were obtained for the averaged data 
and median data. The assessment relative error for the 
sequences was not greater than 5%. 
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Fig. 10. TDEV for the GPS sequence Fig. 15. TDEV relative error for the DCF sequence 
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Fig. 11. TDEV relative error for the GPS sequence 

Fig. 12. ADEV for the DCF sequence 

The relative error of the ADEV and TDEV assessment 
performed for the WPM, FPM, WFM, FFM and RWFM 
sequences is presented in the Fig. 16-25. 
The results of ADEV assessment for WPM and FPM 
sequences were satisfied using the decimated data. The 
relative error was not greater than 5%. The results of 
TDEV assessment for these sequences were acceptable 
using the data modification with averaging. The relative 
error not exceeds 1%. Satisfied results of ADEV and 
TDEV assessment were obtained for all modified data 
for the WFM, FFM and RWFM sequences. The ADEV 
assessment relative error was about 1%. The TDEV 
assessment relative error not exceeds 2%. 

ADEVrelatlve error [%I 

60 --------------------' 
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ADEVrelative error [%] Fig. 16. ADEV relative error for the WPM sequence 
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Fig. 13. ADEV relative error for the DCF sequence averaging - - - - - - declmat~on - - - - - medlan 

Fig. 17. TDEV relative error for the WPM sequence 
(the relative error for the decimated data exceeds 200%) 
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Fig. 18. ADEV relative error for the FPM sequence 
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Fig. 14. TDEV for the DCF sequence 
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Fig. 19. TDEV relative error for the FPM sequence 
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Fig. 20. ADEV relative error for the WFM sequence 
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Fig. 2 1. TDEV relative error for the WFM sequence 
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Fig. 22. ADEV relative error for the FFM sequence 
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Fig. 23. TDEV relative error for the FFM sequence 
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Fig. 24. ADEV relative error for the RWFM sequence 
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Fig. 25. TDEV relative error for the RWFM sequence 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to shorten the time of finding the ADEV and 
TDEV estimate some modifications of the raw data are 
suggested. The modification results in some error of the 
parameter estimates. For some data sequences the error 
can be quite considerable. In general, it is not possible 
to point out the preferable procedure of the raw data 
modification. When we are interested in TDEV estimate 
it seems than the averaging is recommended. The 
decimation of the raw data can be recommended for the 
ADEV estimate assessment. 
As an expected possibility of reducing the assessment 
error changing the number of the samples in the subset 
(for which the representative is established according to 
applied procedure) more often and with smaller step 
should be considered. 
The methods proposed can be used for the ADEV or 
TDEV estimation, when the series of the parameter's 
values for the different observation intervals should be 
calculated. The time used for the data modification and 
single parameter value calculation can exceed the 
calculation time using direct method. 
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ABSTRACT 

The appearance and the development of the 
new generation of frequency standards, based on 
atomic systems, with frequency stabilities of the order 
of 1x10 -I2 ( z =1 s) and better, imply the existence of 
the measurements systems able to measure frequency 
stabilities, at least, of the order of 1 x 10 -I4 (z=ls). 

This paper propose a method for the measurements 
of time domain stabilities of frequency and time 
standards based on the dual mixer time difference 
system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The measurements of the frequency stabilities 
could be done as well in the frequency domain as in the 
time domain. Time domain in contrast to frequency 
domain deals with the effects of averaging over 
different values of time, z. Time domain 
characterization conventionally. uses statistics 
computed from a discrete time series of average 
frequency samples obtained from a digital counter 
which is used to measure the beat note between the 
oscillator under test and a reference oscillator or the 
time difference between zero crossing of these beat 
supply by two identically channel. The conventional 
method used in time domain characterization is to 
heterodyne the original signal down to an arbitrary low 
beat frequency by mixing a reference signal with one 
or two other test signals. The low frequency beat signal 
reproduces faithfully the original frequency 
fluctuations of the test signals, which is typically 
measured with a digital counter. The commercial 
counter devices have "dead time" which destroys the 
opportunity to get to "true" time fluctuations. Also 
when making measurements between a pair of 
frequency standards or clocks is desirable to have less 
noise in the measurement system than the composite 
noise in the pair of standards being measured. The 
measurement system proposed in this paper has the 
advantage to satisfied these requirements. 

2. DUAL MIXER TIME DIFFERENCE 
SYSTEM 

The DMTD (Dual Mixer Time Difference) system 
proposed by D.W.Allan and H.Daams [I] is a system 
vary comfortable when we want to measure the 
frequency stability of the quasi-synchrone signals. The 
system described in this section open the door to 
making measurements of the frequency stability for 
sample times as short as a few milliseconds as well as 
for longer sample times and all without dead time. 
Unlike the system proposed by D.W.Allan and H. 
Daams we are made some modifications: 
- We use two phase shifters with complementary 

action on the beat signals instead the high 
frequency phase shifter which could be o source of 
medium and long term drift ; - We interposed a second order filter, with cut 
frequency f, = 12 Hz, between the phase shfter 
and the zero crossing detector on each channel. 

A block diagram of the dual mixer time difference 
system is shown in Figure 1. The signals from the 
Oscillators 1 and 2 go to the ports of a pair of double 
balanced mixers MX1 and MX2 (DBM166). The 
signal from the reference oscillator go to a power 
splitter, the two identically signals obtain are fed to the 
remaining other two ports of the pair of double 
balanced mixers. This common oscillator's frequency 
is offset by a desired amount, from the other two 
oscillators, producing the same beat frequencies with 
Oscillators 1 and 2. These beats will be out of phase by 
an amount proportional to the time difference between 
Oscillators 1 and 2 when running as clocks and will 
differ, in frequency, by an amount equal to the 
frequency difference between Oscillators 1 and 2. 
Two phase shifters was inserted as illustrated in Figure 
1 to adjust the phase so that the two beat frequencies 
are nominally in phase: this adjustment sets up the 
condition that the noise of the common oscillator tends 
to cancel when the time difference is determined - 
depending on the level and the type of noise as well as 
the sample time involved as described below. 
The DMTD system has two identically channels. To 
simplify the explanation will be given only for one 
channel. 



The beat signal go to the input of a preamplifier P with 
a gain Ap =23 dB. The amplified signal is fed to a 
phase shifter which adjust the phase by using a 
reference voltage VR1 (Vm) By construction the 
reference voltage VR2 = -VR~ which leads to cp;? = -TI. 
After that the output signal go to a low pass filter and 
to zero crossing detector. The time interval between the 
two beat signals is measured with a time interval 
counter. The start port of a time interval counter is 
triggered with the zero crossing of one beat and the 
stop port with the zero crossing of the other beat. If the 
phase fluctuations of the reference oscillator are small 
during this time interval as compared to the phase 
fluctuations between Oscillators 1 and 2 over a full 
period of the nominal beat frequencies, the noise of the 
reference oscillator is insiflicant in the measurement 
noise error budget, which means the noise of this 
oscillator can be worse than that of either Oscillators 1 
and 2 and still not contribute ~ i ~ c a n t l y .  The above 
condition will exist if the following equation is 
satisfied: 

The experimental verification confirmes the 
rejection of the noise of the local oscillator. In a real 
configuration the time difference 6t between 
Oscillators 1 and 2 vary because the frequency 
differencies between oscillators under test. For short 
measure times (z - few seconds) this supposition is 
confirmed but not in the case of long measurement 
time. In order to mend this problem we synchronized 
the reference oscillator with one of the test signal. 

The electrical diagram of our DMTD is shown 
in Figure 2. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

By using a low - frequency signal generator 
( r3-110 ) as reference oscillator and by feeding the 

same signal from the atomic frequency standard HP 
5071A, to the ports S1 an S2, we estimated the 
measurement noise introduced by the system itself. The 
low frequency signal generator was synchronized, all 
the time, with a signal of 10 MHz from the atomic 
frequency standard HP 5071A. The lMHz signal from 
the signal generator was multiplied by 10 and fed to the 
port LO. To the ports S1 and S2 go the same signal, 10 
MHz, from the same atomic frequency standard HP 
5071A. 

The time interval between two beat signals 
was measured with a time interval counter HI? 53 132A. 
A computer using an RS-232 interface and a one's own 
program collects the data. The subsequent process of 
the data was also made with a one's own program. The 
measurements are made with a nominal frequency of 
10 MHz and the period of the beat was of 0.1 s, 0.2 s, 
0.5 s and 1s. 

We made the measurement in two 
configurations: using the operational amplifier OP27 
and respective LT1028 as preamplifier P. The results 
are shown in Figure 3. The trendline for measurements 
made with OP27 (1) is: 

a,(r) = 3 x 1 0 - l 2  r-o'89 and R2= 0.978. 

The trendline for measurements made with LT1028 (2) 
is : 

a, (r) = 2x1 0 - 1 2  . rn'99 and R2 = 0.987. 

The trendline indicate an approximate 
dependence r -' for the noise floor measured with the 
low noise operational amplifier ET1028. This result 
confirms the necessity that a very good operational 
amplifier with small noise for low frequency must 
follow the double balance mixer. 

Figure 4 shows the noise floor for the 
measurements made with the same nominal frequency 
(10 MHz) but with a beat period of 5 s. The symbols 
for the curves were maintain, l(OP27) and 2 (LT1028). 
The tredline for both measurement points is : 

-0.96 a, (r)  = 3x1 0 - l 2  r and R' = 0.999. 

This result suggests that the noise of the 
DMTD system be due fully to the type of the double 
balance mixer used. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The dual mixer time difference system allows, 
without doubt, better results. In future experiments we 
will use other mixers with less noise, especially for the 
flicker and phase noise. The dual mixer time difference 
system offer the greatest degree of flexibility in data 
analysis if the time difference can be measured with 
adequate precision. 
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Figure 2 The electrical diagram of our dual mixer time system 



Figure 3. The stability foor measured at 10 MHz ( TB= 1 S )  
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ABSTRACT 

A method of evaluating the Type A standard 

uncertainty for the time error, meeting the ISO's 

Guide, is presented in this paper. The evaluation 

of measurement uncertainty for the time error 

according to the standard remains so far an open 

issue. This is due to the fact that the time error is 

generally a function of time. Almost all 

oscillators display a superposition of deterministic 

and random variations in the time error. Any 

deterministic components must be removed prior to 

the computation of standard deviation. With a 

typical clock model, the random error is obtained 

with the removal of phase offset, frequency offset, 

and frequency drift. The resulting error is then 

used to compute the Type A standard uncertainty in 

this work. Using a high-performance cesium as a 

device under test, the uncertainty computed is 

6.71 x lo-" /hour,  while that of computed from the 

Allan deviation is 6.66 x lo-" 1 hour . The two 

results are almost the same. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a method for evaluating 

Type A standard uncertainty for the time error. 

Uncertainty, a parameter associated with the result 

of a measurement, which characterizes the 

dispersion of values that could reasonably be 

attributed to the measurand [I]. Specifying an 

uncertainty for a physical quantity of a 

measurement is important when reporting a result 

with its level of reliability. As an example, a 

national standard laboratory must provide source 

with specified uncertainty for traceability [2]. It is 

thus important to have guide to follow for testing 

andlor calibration laboratories. The guide 

specified in [l]  only provides general rules for 

evaluating and expressing uncertainty rather than 

detailed, technology-specific instructions. For 

example, it does not take the time-varying 

characteristics into account. The ISO's Guide 

treats each measurand as an independent variable. 

However, a physical quantity of measurement is in 

general correlated with its adjacent values, 

especially from long-term point of view. The time 

error between two clocks is a good example. It is 

generally varying with time with values determined 

by a linear frequency offset and a linear frequency 

drift [3] and hence cannot be independent over time. 

This is why in timing community the expression of 

measurement uncertainty becomes difficult. Due 

to the importance of specifying uncertainty in 

timing laboratories [4], this needs to be solved in 

the near future. 

I Corresponding author 



A method of evaluating the Type A standard 

uncertainty for the time error is presented in this 

paper. This can be used as an extension of the 

ISO's Guide to this specific field. Using a 

high-performance cesium as a device under test, 

the uncertainty computed is 6.7 1 x lo-'' 1 hour , 

while that of computed from the Allan deviation is 

6.66 x lo-'' /hour . The two results are almost the 

same. 

2. TYPE A STANDARD UNCERTAINTY 

AND ITS EVALUATION 

If the observation of a random variable is 

uncorrelated over time, the best estimate of the 

uncertainty is its standard deviation of the mean [I]. 

In this case, the expectation value pc1 of a 

quantity q is the average q of the n 

observations under the same conditions of 

measurement: 

The variance of the observations is given by 

This quantity characterizes the variability of the 

values q,% , or more specifically, their dispersion 

about their mean 7 .  The variance of the mean is 

given by 

The quantity s( if)  is called the standard deviation 

of the mean. This quantifies how well g 
estimates the expectation py of q ,  and may be 

used as a measure of the uncertainty of q . Thus, 

for an input quantity X, determined from n 

independent repeated observations , the 

standard uncertainty u(x , )  of its estimate 

x, = x, is u ( x , )  = ~ ( 2 , )  , with s 2 ( X , )  

calculated according to (3). For convenience, 

u(x,) = s ( F , )  is called a Type A standard 

uncertainty [I]. It is obviously from ( 3 )  that the 

quantity u ( x , )  is reducing as & . 
When the observations of a quantity are 

correlated, the mean and standard deviation of the 

mean may be inappropriate estimators. In this 

case, direct application of the statistics given by 

(1)-(3)  cannot be appropriate for evaluating the 

uncertainty and, instead, special methods are 

required. The time error between two clocks can 

be described by [3 ]  

where x, is the time offset, yo is the linear 

frequency offset, D is the linear frequency drift, 

and ~ ( t )  is the random deviation. It is clear 

from ( 4 )  that the measurements represented by 

x( t )  cannot be uncorrelated over time. Hence, 

special methods are required to treat measurements 

of this kind. Intuitively, the removal of xo , y o ,  

and D in (4), i.e., the deterministic parts of the 

time error, may result in a series of uncorrelated, 

randomly varying measurements. Thus, the 

uncertainty of the measurement x( t )  is a result 

based on some statistical analyses of the random 

error ~ ( t )  as described in (4 ) .  Although it may 

not be useful in practice, since the parameters xo , 

yo , and D need to be estimated, this is the 



intuitive method of expressing the uncertainty 

meeting the ISO's Guide. 

The Allan variance [3] is a method of describing 

the dispersion about the estimator: 

where Ti is the average frequency offset at time i. 

However, the use of Allan variance or the like only 

removes the components caused by the frequency 

offset [5], [6], [7], i.e., the first-order term in (4). 

Systematic components caused by the linear 

frequency drift cannot be filtered using similar 

approaches. Fortunately, many oscillators only 

exhibit frequency drift in some long-term 

measurements. It was stated in [4] that the 

uncertainty resulting from the long-term 

measurements can be ignored for simplicity. Due 

to this fact, by relating the Allan variance or the 

like to the statistical analysis mentioned above, a 

Type A standard uncertainty for the time error can 

also be determined from the Allan variance or the 

like. The relationship between the confidence 

interval and the Allan deviation can be found in [8]. 

It has been shown that the 68% confidence interval 

Itz  or error bar for a Gaussian type of noise of a 

particular value 0, (z) obtained from a finite 

number of samples is 

o 0, ( z ) K ~ ~ - " ~  for n > 10 (6) 

where n is the total number of data points in the 

estimate, a is the identification of the noise types, 

K, = K ,  =0.99 , K, =0.87 , K-, =0.77 , and 

K - ,  = 0.75. Moreover, based on the definition of 

the Type A standard uncertainty of the same 

dimension with the time error can be determined by 

0, (Z) = 70, (Z) . 

3. ILLUSTRATIONS 

Firstly, to see if the noises meet the desired 

property for evaluating the uncertainty, we compute 

the standard deviation of the mean for the five 

different types of noises: white PM (WPM), flicker 

PM (FPM), white FM (WFM), flicker FM (FFM), 

and random walk FM (RWFM). Fig. 1 shows the 

standard deviations of the mean for each type of the 

noises as a function of n, the number of samples 

used in the estimate. It can be seen that only the 

RWFM has values not reducing with A. This 

tells that most of the noises do not violate the 

desired property in evaluating the uncertainty. 

Secondly, the time error between the master 

clock derived in our lab and a high-performance 

cesium standard is used to demonstrate the 

consistency of the two methods mentioned in 

Section 2. Fig. 2 shows 650 points of the data. 

Fig. 3 shows the averaged frequency of the time 

error after the removal of the phase offset, 

frequency offset and the frequency drift. The 

standard deviation computed from this data is 

1.7 18 x lO-I3 I hour , and the standard uncertainty is 

6.71 x 10-l5 /hour . Fig. 4 shows the averaged 

frequency computed directly from the time error. 

The Allan deviation in this case is 

1.714 x 10-l3 1 hour and a = 1 is found by using 

~table32'. Thus by using (6) with K, = 0.99 and 

n = 650, the standard uncertainty is found to be 

6.66 x lo-'' 1 hour . Note that the latter is close to 

the former. 

0; (Z) = Z'o;  (Z) (7) 
2 

A software package developed by NIST. 



2 " 
100 200 300 400 500 

Number of samples 

Fig. 1 Standard deviations of the mean for each 

types of noises. Fig. 4 Averaged frequency computed directly 

from the phase data. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A method of evaluating the Type A standard 

uncertainty for the time error is presented in this 
-3.12E-Oh 

o loo 200 300 100 500 (ioo 700 paper. With a removal of the deterministic 
TII~C (lieu:.\) 

components in the time error, the residual of the 

Fig. 2 A set of time error for evaluating the error is used to compute the Type A standard 

uncertainty. uncertainty. Using a high-performance cesium as 

a device under test, the uncertainty computed is 

Fig. 3 Averaged frequency computed after the 

removal of the phase offset, frequency offset, and 

frequency drift. 

6.71 x lo-'' / hour, while that of computed from the 

Allan deviation is 6.66 x lo-'' /hour . The two 

results are almost the same. 
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ABSTRACT 

The phase noise measurement of Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator( VCO ) free running has become increasingly 

important to ensure the performance of some advanced 

instruments or mobile phones which use VCO as a 

signal generator. In the phase noise measurement of 

VCO fiee running, a DC tuning voltage is needed to 

bias the tuning varactor of VCO. The noise coupled 

with the DC voltage will degrade the performance of 

VCO in the phase noise measurement. To minimize 

the effect of noise, the battery source is often used to 

afford the DC voltage. However, it is not convenient to 

use a battery source to afford a continuous variation of 

DC voltage in the measurement. This paper presents a 
method for suppressing the noise coupled with the DC 

power supply output to measure the phase noise of VCO 

free running. We connected a resistor to the DC bias 

input port of VCO tuning varactor in series. Then we 

separately measured the phase noise of VCO free 
running which was biased by the battery source and the 

DC power supply. We found the phase noise of VCO 

free running biased by the DC power supply had been 

improved more than 10 dB due to connecting a resistor 

in series. In some offset frequency bands, a 20 dB 

improvement was seen. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The DC power supply is the main power source to 

afford a DC voltage to bias the tuning varactor of VCO 

in the phase noise measurement of VCO free running. 

The output of DC voltage from the DC power supply is 

often coupled with the output of noise. The noise 

contains the harmonic components of power line 

frequency and a few spurs [I], [2]. The noise coupled 

with the output of DC voltage will make a degradation 

of performance in the phase noise measurement of VCO 

free running. To avoid the effect of noise, the battery is 

substituted for the DC power supply to afford a DC 

voltage. In the phase noise measurement of VCO free 

running, a few different values of DC voltage are 

needed to bias the tuning varactor of VCO for the 

different frequency output. It is not possible to use a 

battery to afford a few different values of DC voltage. 

The battery is not a convenient DC voltage source. 

This paper presents a method to suppress the noise 

coupled with the output DC voltage of DC power 

supply in measuring the phase noise of VCO free 

running. We connected a resistor to DC bias input port 
of VCO tuning varactor in series. The phase noise of 

VCO free running biased by the DC power supply can 

be lowered sharply due to connecting a resistor in series. 



2. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

In our experiments, we separately used a battery and 
a DC power supply to afford a 1.48 DC voltage to bias 
the tuning varactor of VCO. Fig. 1 shows the phase 

noise of VCO free running biased directly by the DC 
power supply. Fig. 2 shows the phase noise of VCO 

free running biased directly by a battery. 

VCO FREE RUNNING TEST 

Fig. 1 : The phase noise of VCO free running biased 
directly by the DC power supply. 
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Fig. 2: The phase noise of VCO free running biased 
directly by a battery source. 

To suppress the noise coupled with the DC voltage 
output of a DC power supply, a resistor was connected 
to the DC bias input port of VCO tuning varactor in 
series. The block diagram of connecting a resistor to the 
DC bias input port of VCO tuning varactor in series is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Resonator z6$:e pi.J 
1 h output 

Frequency 
Amkfler 

Fig. 3: The block diagram of connecting a resistor to the DC 
bias input port of VCO tuning varactor in series. 

We separately used 10 ohm, 100 ohm, 1000 ohm and 
100,000 ohm resistors in measurements. The measuring 
results of connecting the different resistor to the DC bias 
input port of VCO tuning varactor in series are shown in 
Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ,  and Fig. 7. 

VCO FREE RUNNING TEST 
L<f> mclM 

Fig. 4 : The phase noise of VCO free running biased 
b i a  DC supply with a 10 ohm resistor in 
series. 

VCO FREE RUNNING TEST 
L<r> dB&,. 

Fig. 5 : The phase noise of VCO free running biased 
by a DC power supply with a 100 ohm resistor in 
series. 



VCO FREE RUNNING TEST 

Fig. 6 : The phase noise of VCO free running biased 
by a DC power supply with a 1000 ohm resistor in 
series. 
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Fig. 7 : The phase noise of VCO free running biased by 
a DC power supply with a 100,000 ohm resistor in 
series. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The degradation of noise coupled with the DC power 

supply output is obvious in the phase noise 
measurement of VCO free running shown in Fig. 1. In 

Fig. 1, it shows the sharp degradation caused by a few 
harmonic components of power line frequency between 
1 kHz offset and 10 kHz offset. The degradation 

caused by the harmonic components of power line 

frequency is not appeared between 1 kHz offset and 10 
kHz offset in Fig. 2 which shows the phase noise of 

VCO free running biased directly by a battery. The 

degradation caused by the noise coupled with the DC 

power supply output has been improved by connecting a 

10 ohm resistor to the DC bias input port of VCO tuning 

varactor in series shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the 

degradation caused by the harmonic components of 

power line frequency still appears between 1 kHz offset 

and 10 kHz offset. The 10 ohm resistor has a 
suppressing effect on the noise of high frequency 

coupled with the DC power supply output between 10 

kHz offset to 1 MHz offset. When an 100 ohm resistor 

was connected to the DC bias input port of VCO tuning 

varactor in series, the suppressing effect of the noise 

coupled with the DC power supply output is obvious in 

Fig. 5. 
The phase noise level has 15 dB lowered at 1 kHz 

offset by connecting an 100 ohm resistor to the DC bias 
input port of VCO tuning varactor in series. We also 

separately connected an 1000 ohm and an 100,000 ohm 

resistor to the DC bias input port of VCO tuning 

varactor in series to measure the phase noise of VCO 

free running. The suppressing effects are similar 

between connecting an 1000 ohm resistor and an 
100,000 ohm resistor shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The 

phase noise has sharply lowered by connecting a resistor, 

which resistance is more than 100 ohm in our 

experiments, to the DC bias input port of VCO tuning 

varactor in series. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It is an easy method to connecting a resistor to the 

DC bias input port of VCO tuning varactor in series. 

The suppressing effect of noise coupled with the DC 

power supply output is sharply obvious by connecting a 

resistor in series. When the resistance is more than 100 

ohm in our experiments, the phase noise of VCO free 

running is lowered more than 10 dB. Some high 

frequency spurs are also suppressed by connecting a 
resistor in series. It has lowered the phase noise 20 dB 

at 1 kHz offset by connecting an 1000 ohm or an 

100,000 ohm resistor in series in our experiments. 

From the experimental results, the noise coupled with 

the DC power supply output is not a problem in the 
phase noise measurement of VCO free running. The 

interference caused by the noise coupled with the DC 

power supply output can be moved by connecting a 

resistor in series. The DC power supply can afford any 

value of DC voltage without degradation of noise due 

to connecting a resistor in series for the phase noise 



measurement of VCO free running. 
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ABSTRACT 

A 5.4 GHz frequency reference with low phase noise 
has been realized by means of a 100 MHz quartz 
oscillator followed by a frequency multiplier. This 
microwave frequency reference is intended for use as a 
low phase noise reference source for an optical 
frequency comb generator in the near infrared with a 
potential collapse frequency in excess of 10 THz. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the fields of time and frequency metrology, 
communications, and navigation systems very low 
phase-noise frequency references at around 10 GHz find 
useful applications. 

In the case of frequency metrology it is extremely 
important to compare and measure frequency standards 
at different wavelengths from the ultra-violet to the 
microwaves [I]. Several non-linear techniques and 
devices are used to realize these frequency connections 
and they typically cover frequency differences up to 
some terahertz (i. e., Metal-Insulator-Metal structures, 
optical-comb generators). With this last device to obtain 
such high-frequency difference measurements it is 
therefore necessary to realize high-order frequency- 
multiplication factors starting with an extremely pure 
oscillator (ultra-low phase-noise source) to be able to 
perform high-accuracy measurements [2, 3 J. 

Quartz oscillators at 100 MHz (OCXO) with phase- 
noise levels of -170 dBclHz at 1 kHz from carrier 
(typical corner frequency value) are now available 
which could guarantee a coherent output at a few 
terahertz if a low phase noise frequency synthesizer is 
built. 

In this paper a low noise frequency multiplier from 
100 MHz to 5.4 GHz is described. Efficiency and phase 
noise measurements of the realized systems are also 
reported. 

2. THE FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER CHAIN 

In order to obtain the x 54 frequency multiplication 
factor, the realized circuit is composed by three 
different non-linear stages. From the scheme reported in 
Fig. 1 it is possible to recognize the different stages: a 

x 3 multiplier based on Schottky-diode clipper 
(100 MHz to 300 MHz) followed by a high-power 
linear amplifier (class A), a passive band-pass filter at 
300 MHz, an active doubler using class C configuration 
(300 MHz to 600 MHz), a passive band-pass filter at 
600 MHz, and a final stage composed by a step- 
recovery-diode (SDR) placed inside a microwave 
copper-resonator in order to select the output at 
5.4 GHz. 

i _ . . . _ _ . . _ _ . . _ . . ^ . . . . -  - - -  
1 3 d B m  , 4-5 dBm 2 0  dBm 

100MHz , 300 MHz 300 MHz 

300 MHz 8 - 
' x9 X2 - - SRD -- 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the frequency multiplier. 

Starting with an input signal of 13 dBm at 100 MHz 
(typical output power level of a commercial low phase 
noise crystal oscillator), 12 dBm at a frequency of 
5.4 GHz have been obtained at the resonator output. In 
order to completely characterize the whole system, 
intermediate conversion efficiencies have been 
measured. Particular attention was given to the design 
of the third harmonic stage (reported in Fig. 2) to reduce 
additive phase noise degradation [3]. According to [4] 
this circuit is designed to exhibit a low conversion from 
amplitude to phase modulation. 

Figure 2. Schematic design of the third order multiplier. 



The output power at 5.4 GHz for different values of the 
available power at 600 MHz is reported in Table 1. 

Table 1. Output power at 5.4 GHz versus input power at 
600 MHz. 

Pi, @ 100 MHz [dBm] 

3. PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS 

Figure 3. Output power at 300 MHz as a function of the 
100-MHz input power. 

The achieved third harmonic efficiency is reported in 
Fig. 3 as a function of the 100 MHz input power. In 
order to further reduce the spurious harmonic 
contributions, the 300 MHz output has been filtered 
using a fifth order pass-band Chebycheff network 
(insertion loss and bandwidth of 1.7 dB and 23 MHz, 
respectively). 

The 300 MHz to 600 MHz conversion has been 
realized using a class C doubler (Fig. 4) followed by a 
fifth order 600MHz pass-band Chebycheff filter 
(insertion loss and bandwidth of 2.3 dB and 65 MHz, 
respectively). An output power of 22 dBm at 600 MHz 
has been obtained using 14 dBm at 300 MHz. 

Input 
Matching 
Network 

' t 

1 
Figure 4. Schematic design of the class C doubler. 

The last stage of the multiplier is based on a SRD 
placed inside a coaxial microwave cavity. The adopted 
scheme is reported in Fig. 5. The resonance frequency 
can be tuned around 5.4 GHz by means of a teflon 
screw. 

In L I Resonator 
--F. Cc ni ,, 
5 

Figure 5. Schematic design of the step recovery diode 
multiplier. 

In order to characterize the phase-noise degradation 
introduced by the multiplier, a second multiplier chain 
until 600MHz has been realized. Using a 
double-balanced-mixer, the phase noise degradation due 
to the multipliers has been measured using the phase 
discriminator technique (Fig. 6) both at 300 MHz and 
600 MHz. 

Figure6. Phase noise measurement based on 
discriminator technique. 

At the mixer inputs the two RF voltages can be 
represented by 

= A, (1 + aol + a,)  cos [2nv0t + hl + 4,l 
(1) 

V2 = A2 (1 + aO2 + a2)  cos [2nvOt + bO2 + 42 + B]  

where aoi and hi are the amplitude and phase noise 
processes at the multiplier output, induced by the 
common input signal, 4i and ai are the additive phase 
noise and amplitude noise, respectively, produced by 
the frequency multipliers and B is the imposed phase 
difference between Vl and V2 in order to obtain an ideal 
phase quadrature between Vl and VZ. Under usual 
conditions 4i << 1 and 4oi << 1, and the IF output signal 
of the mixer is 

where K,,, is the conversion loss of the adopted mixer, 
n 

90 = 8 +i is the quadrature residual error, and 



1 AV T 
K d  = - K , A , A ,  =-- 

2 At 277 represents the phase noise 

discriminator sensitivity, which can be measured 
through the slope of the beat note of period T produced 
by two close input frequencies. In this way the power 
spectral density of the output voltage observed by a 
spectrum analyzer is mainly determined by 

where S4 is the phase noise spectral density. 
If the quadrature is not perfect and different AMIPM 
conversion effects are taken into account, the following 
additional contributions have to be considered 

where Sam and S d m  are the additive and input 
amplitude spectral densities and K, is the AM to PM 
conversion factor of a multiplier. 

The adopted measurement set-up is reported in 
Fig. 7. By means of a synthesizer phase locked to a 
10 MHz crystal oscillator the phase discrimination 
coefficient was measured at 300 MHz and 600 MHz, for 
a beat frequency of 1 kHz, as reported in Table 2. 

Table 2. Phase discrimination slope sensitivity. 

10 MHz X 10 Pass-Band Attenuator Amplifier 
Crystal HP multiplier Filter 

Synthesizer 

Low-Frequency 

FFr Scope 

Figure 7. Phase-noise measurement set-up. 



From the measurements at both 300MHz and 
600 MHz (Fig. 8), a -156 dBc1Hz at 100 MHz phase- 
noise pedestal has been measured at 1 kHz from the 
carrier. This white phase-noise level corresponds to a 
-121 dBc/Hz at 5.4 GHz. With this phase noise levels 
and with a typical bandwidth of 23 MHz for the band- 
pass filter at 300 MHz it is possible to reach a collapse 
frequency of 1.5 THz. The collapse frequency is related 
to the total phase noise power, 4P, by the relation 

where vo is the central frequency of the oscillator, ncO' is 
the collapse integer factor, and the phase noise is 
defined as 

Figure 8. Phase-noise degradation measurements. 
If a commercial high-quality factor 300 MHz band-pass 
filter is used (Q = 1000) the collapse frequency will be 
further increased near 13 THz. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS 

Efficient x 54 frequency multiplication from 
lOOMHz to 5.4 GHz has been obtained. From the 
characterization of phase noise degradation due to the 
100 MHz to 600 MHz multiplier a collapse frequency in 
excess of 10 THz could be achieved. 

In addition a novel design for a low-phase noise 
reference at frequencies of 9 GHz, 10 GHz and 11 GHz 
based on a low phase-noise Surface Acoustic Wave 
VCO at 1 GHz (RFM HO-4001) is now in progress. 
This more agile system consists of a linear power 
amplifier (Miteq AMF-4B-010020-20-33P), a step- 
recovery-diode (Herotek GClOOORC), and a tunable 
microwave cylindrical cavity. Moreover, by means of 
an harmonic mixer and of a 100 MHz low phase-noise 
crystal it is therefore possible to lock the VCO against 
the reference oscillator and reduce the VCO phase noise 
near the carrier. 
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Abstract and the voltage a t  node X: 

Chua's circuit is a non-linear electronic cir- 
cuit stripped to its basic elements: a parallel 
LC circuit connected though a resistor to a 
parallel CN circuit, N being a non-linear con- 
ductance. Chua's circuit displays a complex 
evolution: period doubling pattern from a pe- 
riodic oscillation to a chaotic behavior as one 
of the parameters of the circuit increases. We 
have decided to study statistical properties of 
the "instantaneous" frequency and amplitude 
signals when the inductor parameter L evolves. 

We performed a large number of simultane- 
ous frequency and amplitude data acquisitions 
which were validated by plotting the bifurca- 
tion diagrams as well as the standard and the 
Allan deviation. 

1 Introduction 

We studied the simultaneous evolution of the frequency 
and amplitude noise characteristics in a chaotic elec- 
tronic circuit. The advantage of studying an electronic 
circuit, in addition to  the fact that such circuits can be 
used for data transmission, is that a large number of 
samples can easily be obtained and thus statistically 
significant values can be computed. Chua's circuit 
strips a chaotic electronic circuit to  its basic elements, 
and isolates the bifurcation parameter to  a single com- 
ponent. We will here briefly describe the electronic 
circuit and the three coupled differential equations de- 
scribing its behavior, the experimental setup we have 
developed in order to  obtain experimental data, the 
method used for validating the data we recorded and 
finally the signal processing techniques we applied to  
these data. 

1.1 Description of Chua's circuit 

where RL is the internal resistance of the inductor. 
In our circuit RL zt 3.3 R, Cl E 20.3 nF, Cz cz 1847 nF  
and R E 1.46 kR. 

As opposed to the equations leading t o  Rossler or 
Lorentz attractors [4, pp. 77 and 1311 in which the non- 
linearity is included as an explicit product between two 
of the differential equations variables, the only non lin- 
earity in this system comes from the equation including 
g(uCl)  which describes the current t o  voltage response 
of the non-linear conductance N. A simulation of the 
current to  voltage relation IN = ~ ( V N )  is given in fig- 
ure 1 (bottom) [ 5 ] :  

X, , Y 

"N 

Fig 1: Schematic of Chua's circuit (top) and Spice 
simulation of the current to  voltage characteristic of 

the non-linear element N (bottom). 

We used a simulated inductor described by Weldon 
11): it is less voluminous and its value is defined by a 

Chua's circuit is composed of two parallel circuits LC1 ;&able resistor and thus can be computer controlled1 
and C2 N (N being a negative conductance character- 
ized by two slopes, cf figure 1) connected by a resistor 1.2 Data acquisition circuit 
R (figure 1). The three variables in Chua's circuit are the voltages 

Chua's circuit is thus described by three coupled at the two capacitors and the current running through 
differential equations as follows. They are obtained by the inductor. We have chosen for convenience t o  mea- 
describing the intensity at nodes X and Y in figure 1 sure the voltage of one of the capacitors. 

'The inductor's value L is related to that of the variable resistor R,,,, which is the parameter shown in the figures of this article, 
from the relation L = RL x (Rvar + 30000) x 0.1 x 10W6 (30000 is the value of a resistor and 0.1 x that of a capacitor).[l] 
With 0 < R,,, < 24 kR this leads to L N 13.5 mH (& 4 mH). 



The parameter we have chosen to vary is the in- 
ductor's value L. Our circuit includes an operational- 
amplifier based simulated inductor whose value is de- 
fined by a computer controlled variable resistor. This 
parameter is thus much simpler to modify than the 
capacitors' values. The circuit also evolves more 
smoothly by shifting the L value rather than the R 
value. The behavior of the oscillating circuit does not 
seem to have been perturbed when replacing the me- 
chanical variable resistors with electronic, computer 
controlled variable resistors (they are usually used for 
remote controlled audio systems). We have been care- 
ful in separating the various power supplies (for Chua's 
circuit, analog signal pre-processing card, computer 
and data acquisition cards) and to insert buffers where 
the probes were reading the voltages. 

We first attempted to  estimate the oscillation fre- 
quency of Chua's circuit in its first periodic mode by 
replacing the non linear element N by a linear negative 
resistor of value RN (RN N_ -1300 R). By addition- 
ally assuming that the internal resistance of the induc- 
tor is null (RL = 0) we obtain a variable frequency 

f = L  2 s  Jw, CI(CI+C~ versus L (figure 5,  bottom). Nu- 
merical application with the values given previously, 
and for a value of the parameter L = 14 mH, gives 
f 2 760 Hz, in close agreement with the observed val- 
ues. Adding the term that was a t  first neglected makes 
the literal solution much more complex (after solving 
using the software Maple V) and does not change the 
numerical estimation of thefrequency. 

The electronic circuit used for shaping the ana- 
log signals includes a follower circuit, followed by a 
comparator (for frequency measurements) and a peak 
holder (for amplitude measurements) made of a germa- 
nium diode (so as to minimize the voltage loss), a high 
value capacitor and an analog switch (so as to  be able 
to discharge the capacitor and the reset the amplitude 
measurement). 

foilower cornperator analog tlrtect(iur offset and 
switch holder +I2 amplification 

IIKlk PI 

112 TL074 

Fig 2: Schemat ic  of t h e  circuit  used for measuring 
instantaneous frequency and  t h e  ampli tude of  the  

s a m e  period. 

while S is high, wait 
wait the end of the current period 

set the "AND' '  gate triggering the frequency counter 
get ready for a measurement 

while S is low, wait 
end of the low half-period 

while S is high, wait 
end of the high half-period, measurement in progress 

read amplitude and frequency measurements 
data acquisition 

capacitor reset 

Measurement  algorithm ( this  loop i s  executed for  each 
n e w  period t o  be measured)  

We now understand that an acquisition only occurs 
when both the level of the voltage from Chua's circuit 
is higher than a given preset level (output S of the 
comparator) and the computer is ready for a new ac- 
quisition (second input of the "AND" gate set by the 
parallel port). 

We have been able to verify, using a digital stor- 
agescope, that we indeed observed the expected signal: 
both amplitude (fig 3, top) and frequency (fig 3, mid- 
dle) are measured on a single period. Amplitude must 
be read quickly, before the frequency, in order to avoid 
noise due to leakage currents coming from the analog 
switch (fig 3, bottom). 

Fig 3: Storagescope ou tpu t s  resulting f rom o u r  data 
acquisition algorithm: top ,  the  height o f  a pulse 

chosen randomly a m o n g  t h e  quasi-periodic signal i s  
indeed proportional t o  t h e  ampli tude of th is  s a m e  
period. Middle: t h e  trigger pulse o f  t h e  frequency 



counter is  indeed defined by the voltage going above a 
given preset value. Finally, bot tom figure, the slow 
shift of the amplitude at the input  of the analog to  

digital converter due t o  the leakage current leaving the 
analog switch. T h e  conversion t i m e  during a n  actual 

acquisition is  7 0  t imes  shorter than  this pulse. 

TVe found interesting that an experimental error 
lead to an optimized sweep of the value of the parame- 
ter L. As the computer controlled variable resistors we 
selected only allowed a choice of 64 resistance values, 
w7e decided to connect in series two variable resistors of 
different maximum values (10 and 50 kR) connected in 
parallel with fixed resistors so that the range of one of 
the variable resistors (10 kR) matches one step of the 
other variable resistor (50 kR). However, the composi- 
tion law of resistors connected in parallel removes the 
linearity of adding the values of the two variable re- 
sistors connected in series. Hence, the composition of 
the successive values of the two variable resistors does 
not increase the resolution of each steps as expected, 
but gives a better distribution of the values taken by L 
than would have been obtained by connecting the two 
variable resistors in series, as shown figure 4. 

Fig 4 :  Difference between two  successive values of the 
parameter L (as the s u m  of the resistance of the two  
variable resistors, each of which is  in parallel with a 

constant  resistor): comparison between various 
sweeping modes. T h e  5 0  k R  variable resistor always 
sweeps a range from 0 t o  39 k R  i n  5 0  linearly spaced 

steps (each of 780 R), while the 1 0  k R  variable 
resistor sweeps either logarithmically (increases by 1, 

2, 4 ,  8, 16  and 32 steps, resulting in 50 x 7 = 350 
files) o r  linearly (10 kR increase in 64 steps, resulting 

i n  50 x 64 = 3200 files). T h e  curves shown o n  this 
figure result from varying the 1 0  k R  variable resistor 
( l in  or  log) and the value of  the resistance connected 

i n  parallel wi th this variable resistor (390 R - 
designed t o  611 the range between two  steps of the 50 

k R  variable resistor - o r  850 R - for which two  
successive ranges overlap and hence requiring some 
processing i n  order t o  put  the files in the increasing 

values of  R,,,. W e  plotted here the resistance 
difference of R,,, between two  steps of the 1 0  kL? 

variable resistor versus the index  of the step. 

2 Results 
We graphically validated the data acquisition method 
(figure 5) by plotting the values taken by the ampli- 
tude and frequency time series versus the value of the 
L parameter. One can observe the first bifurcation, 
followed by the chaotic behavior. The widening of the 
frequency curve to the right of the graph (for large val- 
ues of L) characterizes the transition from a Rossler- 
like attractor to a double scroll attractor, for which our 
measurements are harder to interpret (the separation 
of each period by the voltage crossing a reference level 
is no longer possible in this kind of oscillation mode as 
it was in the periodic regime). 

1100 
Frequence (Hz) 

Fig 5: Bifurcation diagrams both in amplitude (top) 
and frequency (bot tom).  Each t i m e  series (plotted for  

a given abscissa corresponding t o  a value of the L 
parameter) includes 1000 points 
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2.1 Statistical results 

As could be expected, the standard deviation quickly 
increases after the first bifurcation. This quick increase 
is partly due to our data analysis method as we do 
not separate various branches of the values taken by 
the time series (either in frequency or in amplitude) as 
such a distinction is no longer possible once the chaotic 
region is reached. 
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Fig 6: Evolution of the standard deviation with 
increasing values of the L parameter. Top: standard 

deviation of the frequency. Bottom: standard 
deviation of the amplitude. 

An automatic measurement of the slope of Allan 
variance [3], although quite inaccurate, always gives 
an average value of -0.5, whatever the oscillation mode. 
This result means that the frequency noise is a white 
noise. However, this result must be interpreted as 
showing that our data acquisition algorithm randomly 
chooses a period in the oscillating signal - depending 
on the communication time of the GPIB interface be- 
tween the frequency counter and the computer - rather 
than the statistics of the signal itself. We will see later 
that different results are obtained when studying con- 
tinuous time series (including all periods in a given 
time interval) rather than values chosen randomly in 
the oscillating signals (figure 8). 

2.2 Sequential results 
While processing the data obtained statistically, we 
have developed a frequency-counter able to measure 
frequencies around 1 kHz with a 15 mHz resolution, 
and most importantly to send the result to  the com- 
puter in less than half a millisecond (duration of half 
a period), allowing the measurement of the properties 
of all the consecutive periods in a given time lapse. 

Obtaining data on all the periods in a given time 
lapse shows clearly the acquisition noise due to a cou- 
pling of Chua's oscillator with the 50 Hz signal from 
the electric mains. Bifurcation diagrams obtained with 
this new data acquisition mode are noisier than those 
obtained previously. 

Obtaining all the periods in a given time lapse was 
confirmed by drawing the return maps for various 0s- 
cillation regimes (figure 7). 

I 

,cm somtm <,' 'I #,& ~"k ,"A - >,;-, 2sk 1- 
Fig 7: Return maps drawn for various oscillation 
regimes (from left to right and top to bottom, the 
R,,, parameter is equal to 21254 R,  21484 R ,  

21711 R, 21933 R and 22151 R (which correspond 
respectively to values of 16.91 mH, 16.99 mH, 

17.06 mH, 17.14 mH and 17.21 mH of L), and zoom 
on the bifurcation diagram's zone for which these 

return maps were shown 

Allan variance is usually defined on frequency data. 
As we were not able to  measure this variable quickly 
enough at the moment, we supposed as a first approx- 
imation that the behavior of the amplitude is similar 
to that of the frequency (as graphically shown by the 
bifurcation diagrams of fig. 5, although this hypothe- 
sis is still to  be demonstrated). A first estimate of the 
slope of Allan variance versus the bifurcation param- 
eter was thus computed on the sequential amplitude 
data (figure 8). We here expect, without being able to 
check this hypothesis, that the behavior of the ampli- 
tude noise is similar to  that of the frequency noise. 

-0.8 )C * 

-0.9 
5000 I0000 15000 20000 

Fig 8: Evolution of the slope of Allan variance 
(computed on the experimental amplitude data) 

during the evolution from a periodic oscillation to a 
chaotic regime. 

We observe a continuous evolution of Allan vari- 
ance from a mean value of -0.5 (white frequency noise 
of thermal origin) to a slope of -1 when the circuit is 
in a chaotic regime. A slope of -1 of the Allan variance 
characterizes a noise spectrum of slope +l or +2 (we 



have not yet been able to  distinguish between the two 
regimes), originating respectively from electronic noise 
in the oscillator or an external white noise [3]. 

3 Conclusion 
We have successfully built a circuit for statistically 
measuring instantaneous frequency and amplitude of 
Chua's circuit. We checked the validity of our results 
by plotting the bifurcation diagrams, and analyzed the 
standard deviation of the time series. 

We then modified the acquisition algorithm in or- 
der t o  measure all instantaneous amplitudes in a given 
time lapse. Such measurements enable the evaluation 
of Allan variance. We showed that its slope evolves 
from -0.5 t o  -1 during the evolution of the behavior 
from periodic t o  chaotic. We furthermore displayed 
the return maps of the amplitude for various values of 
the bifurcation parameter. 

Our future work includes completing a fast fre- 
quency counter. It will be combined with the fast 
frequency acquisition algorithm for simultaneous am- 
plitude and frequency measurements of all periods in 
a given time lapse. 

Another future research idea is to  study the ability 
of neural networks, or simpler derivated algorithms, to 
effectively predict the evolution of the measured pa- 
rameters (frequency and amplitude) of the chaotic cir- 
cuit. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present the results of optimal filtering of time er- 
ror, frequency, and frequency aging of the crystal 0s- 
 illa at or based on the Kalman filter matched with the 
oscil!atm time model by its three-dimensional algo- 
rithm, and on the reference timing signals provided by 
Motorola GPS UT+ Oncore receiver. We consider the 
oscillator timing model, the filter equations, and re- 
gression approach for definition of the coefficients. We 
compare the estimates provided with those obtained by 
direct measurement based on the rubidium oscillator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fast and accurate optimal Kalman filtering of time 
error, frequency, and frequency offset of slaved 
sources (crystal and rubidium) is extremely important 
to create frequency and time standards looked after 
GPS timing signals. It is known that excellent accuracy 
10*12 is obtained in practice by smoother approximately 
through 24 hours, and it is the reason why efforts are 
now underway to create the fast Kalman algorithm and 
obtain the same accuracy for the minimal processing 
time. Allan and Barnes have showed in [I] that the 
filtering effect strongly depends on a measuring time 
interval A that should be of 100.. . lo00 sec for GPS 
timing signals. Later, series of reports had been de- 
voted to the Kalman filters application especially for 
the phase, time errors, and frequency real-time esti- 
mates with prediction [2-51. The papers are based on 
the Kalman fundamental approach [6] for the discrete- 
time optimal estimates with a white Gaussian noise and 
developed later by many authors in [7-81, for instance. 

The report addresses the results of the three- 
dimensional Kalman algorithm to be used to estimate 
the synchronization time errors based on the timing 
signals of Motorola Oncore UT+ Receiver. While 
studied, we dealt with many measured and estimated 
fbnctions of the time error, frequency, and aging re- 
lated to the OCXO and rubidium standard. It allowed 
comparison and selection the appropriate optimal filter 
structure separately for each type of an oscillator and 
for measurement and synchronization tasks. As it was 
expected, different algorithms gave different filtering 
errors. Only when the frequency drift showed a quasi- 

stationary nature then it had not been important what 
type of the Kalman filter was used. On the contrary, in 
the non-stationary case, only an optimal filter provided 
sufficient accuracy being matched with an oscillator 
time model. Hence, the major point is the timing model 
of the steered source. One must expect with this that a 
rubidium source of frequency may be disciplined by 
GPS signals with relatively smaller fractional error 
with respect to that of a crystal oscillator because of its 
better prediction of the phase behavior in time. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 

AN OSCILLATOR TIMING SIGNAL 

Let us consider a generalized oscillator timing model 
[lo]. in the ideal case, the total phase Qid(t) of an ideal 
timing signal is presented by 

where v,,, is called nominal frequency. Correspond- 
ingly, total instantaneous phase model of actual timing 
signals Q(t) is modeled as: 

where: Qo is the initial phase offset, yo is the fractional 
frequency offset from the nominal value v,,, (mainly 
due to finite frequency settability of the clock); D is the 
linear fractional frequency drift rate (basically repre- 
senting oscillator aging effects); q(t) is the random 
phase deviation component. Based on the definition of 
time error and the above model (2), the following 
model for time error x(t) results: 

Assuming that for the measurement of x(t) the inde- 
pendent clock configuration applies and that the refer- 
ence clock is properly chosen (i.e. all its degradation 
sources yo,,,f , D,,r , and qreAt) are negligible as com- 
pared to those of the clock under test), the x(t) model 
reduces to: 



When the synchronized clock configuration applies 
and all slave clocks involved in the distribution of 
timing (including the clock under test) are operating in 
locked mode, y ~ , , ~ f  = yo and DXf = D can be assumed; 
the x(t) model then reduces to: 

We will use the model (4) to create correspondent 
Kalman filter. 

3 DISCRETE-TIME KALMAN FILTER MODEL 

The oscillator or clock discrete-time equations are 
given by observation and state vectors [9] 

5, = HvXV + uV +no,, (6) 

Xv = Av-llv-l +nlv, (7) 
where v = 0, 1, 2, ... corresponds to discrete-time t, 
and measuring time interval A = t, - t,., , 5, = {(t,) is 
m-dimensional observation vector formed by the refer- 
ence short-term noisy GPS timing signals and the 0s- 
cillator, 5 = X(t,) is n-dimensional oscillator state 
vector (time, phase, frequency, aging, . . .), H, = H(t,) 
is mxn dimensional measurement matrix, u, = u(t,) is 
m-dimensional vector contains the control signals, A, = 

A(t,) is nxn dimensional state transition matrix, no, = 
no(tv) and nhv = nx(tv) are jointly independent vector 
white noises with zero expectations and covariance 
matrixes V, = V(t,) and Yv = Y(t,) are of mxm and 
nxn dimensions, respectively 

v, = E{nO,n;,) 9 (8) 

YV = E{n,,n;,). (9) 
As usually, they deal with single observation and es- 

timate some states of an oscillator or clock. It means 
that if m < n then one may use the following algorithm 
of linear Kalman filtering based on (1) and (2) 

i, = Av-lXv-l + Kv(Sv -uv - H V A v - ~ ~ , - ~ )  3 (10) 

R, = (I - K,H,)R,, 
w 

(1 1) 

R, = A,-~R,- ,A~-~ + Y v ,  (12) 

K, = R,H;(H,R,H; +v,)-I, (13) 

where iv = X(tV) is a vector of oscillator state esti- 

mates, I is unit matrix, and R, = R(t,) is the error co- 
variance matrix. Solution (10) is justified for a com- 
mon case and may not be simplified, as a rule. 

3.1. Regression A~proach for Parameters Estimation 

Major difficulties with the optimal Kalman algo- 
rithm design are caused by the problem of accurate 
definition of the necessary parameters in each step 
point in accordance with (8) and (9). The filtering error 
rises for small signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the pos- 

sible way here is based on the regression estimates, 
knowing, that, strictly speaking, it is also the quasi 
optimal ones 

where 5 = E{gi) and i = E{t,) are means of 5, and 

t i ,  respectively, o: = E{({, - El2 ) and 

o: = E{(ti - t )2)  are correspondent variances, and 

PSI = { (  - is correlation coefficient. 
opt 

Procedure (14) takes first m points of the process to 
define the filter parameters by the following way. We 
put dawn h(0) = A,-, = ym,  then find out 

dg, = 6 ,  - y, and obtain 

Do, = E{dSt) (15) 
We take further the variance of the regression hnc- 

tion (14) as 02, = M{(y, - Y ) ~ )  and get 

D&, = D~ + ~ 2 , '  (16) 

where D, is expected variance of an oscillator fre- 

quency. Let us note that fhnction D,, depends on the 

regression function slope that results in the filter dy- 
namic properties (inertia and inaccuracy). Finally, we 
take the initial value = Dh. 

3.2. Three Dimensional Kalman Algorithm 

Based on the oscillator timing model (4), one may 
expect the best filtering effect as both the model and 
the filter dimension are matched. To show it, let us 
decompose the time error function x,, into the series, 

and write 
x, =xv-, + yv-,A+0.5av-,A2 +nXv,  (17) 

where yv = y,-, + a,-,A + n, is a frequency, and 

a, = + nay is a linear component of a frequency 

aging. This yields for (7) 

1 A b 2 / 2  

and, respectively, for the observation equation (6) 
s V = [ g v ] , ~ , = [ l  0 0],noV=[nov]. (19) 

The Kalman filter equations are defined by (1 O H 1  3), 
where for independent and non correlated noises we 
get 



yv=E{nhvnfn)= 

where Y, ,, = S,,A + S,A~ I3 + SUVA5 120 ; 

Y3,, = YI3, = SUVA3 16 ; \ f l j Z V  = YZ3, = S a v ~ 2  12 ; 
S,, = N x v / 2 ,  S, = N , / 2  and Sap = N u v / 2  
are correspondent two-side spectral densities of the 
continuous noises depending on the time interval A in a 
general case. If to account an aging noise only then the 
matrix (2 1) yields 

A A12 

(22) 
The prediction equations are obtained by the above- 

considered algorithm being based on the estimates of 
iY,  jv , and &, as follows 

- 
x,+, = i, + ;,A + 0 . 5 & , ~ ~ ,  - 

YV+l = j v  + &vA 7 - (23) 

a,+, = a, 
The equations (23), in bottom, are the working ones for 
the holdover operation mode of the slaved oscillator 
when GPS signals are not available [I 11. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We bring the results of the three-dimensional Kal- 
man algorithm (1 O H 1  3) use for the synchronization 
errors estimation. We consider the OCXO phase (time 
error) measured for A = 100 sec based on the GPS 
timing signals of the Motorola ONCORE UT+ Re- 
ceiver. Here digital sequence x, (the oscillator phase 

reduced to the time interval error) is the initial time 
error data that is processed by the Kalman filter 
(10)-413). As a result, we get the estimates i v ,  jv ,  
and &,. Frequency estimate jv is compared also with 

its accurate magnitude obtained by direct measurement 
with the use of the reference time signal of lsec of the 
rubidium standard in the same'time scale. 

Figure 1 shows the initial observation (time error) 
xv jointly with its Kalman estimate iv and expected 

error calculated as the difference E, = x,, - :,, . Flow- 

ing from the physical sense, spectral density of the 
fluctuation of the aging speed within the noise matrix 
(22) is taken as S,, = 0.5Na,A = 4 lo-" H Z ~  for the 

process. With this, the expected root-mean-squire time 
deviation (TDEV) and maximal time interval error 
(MTIE) are estimated as o, = 282.711s and 

LLX,, = 3968011s. Thus, in principle, we get possibil- 

ity to reduce the time error by digital PLL to 
Ax,,,,, / o, G 140 times. 

Figure 2 exhibits the measured function of the rela- 
tive frequency behavior of the same OCXO jointly 
with the Kalman estimate. If to take the measured data 
as the reference ones then the difference function may 
be taken as the error function, which TDEV equals 
o, = 146 - 1 0-l2 for the considered case. Correspond- 

ingly, TDEVs of the measured and estimated curves 
are o, = 325 and o, = 286.10-12. Hence, the 

expected frequency control effect yields 
a, = oy lo, = 1.96 and am = oYm /a, = 2.4 with 

respect to the measured and estimated data corre- 
spondingly. 

Finally, Figure 7 shows estimates obtained for the 
frequency aging. Mean value of a, equals 
- 
a, = E{a,}  = -2.7. lo-'' IS upon the observation inter- 

val. TDEV for a, is equal to oa =3.4.10-'~/c, and 

the ratio of the two statistical estimates is 
oalEv = 12.4 that is caused by the extremely small 

SNR<<l. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have considered the three-dimensional matched 
Kalman algorithm intended to estimate the time error, 
frequency, and frequency aging of the slave crystal 
oscillator based on the Motorola GPS Oncore UT+ 
Timing Receiver. General findings of the studies are 
following. 

The best results of the parameter estimation are ob- 
tained if the filter is matched with the timing model of 
the oscillator. Thus, selection of the proper Kalman 
algorithms has to be done at the early stage of the fil- 
tering to get the best effect. We may note here to con- 
clusion that three-dimensional ~ a l m a n  algorithm is 
most efficient for rubidium oscillator and brings less 
good results for the crystal one as the aging function of 
the OCXO has the complex nature and is less predict- 
able. 

Three-dimensional matched Kalman filter exhibits 
small inertia (negligible dynamic error) and high accu- 
racy jointly with prediction the time error for the 
holdover operation mode. Nevertheless, for our opin- 
ion, with respect to the crystal oscillators, the studies 
must be done to obtain the robust extended Kalman 
algorithm to reduce the errors caused by the frequency 
jumps and insufficient prediction of the aging. We plan 
to present the results of these studies in future. 
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Figure 2. GPS-based three-state Kalman estimates of the frequency offset j, and directly measured data 
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Figure 3. GPS-based three-state Kalman estimates of the frequency aging rate &" 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents wideband surface mount 
hybrid modules with SAW filters for 146-174 
mobile transceivers: the receiver modules with RF 
amplifier (RFA) having a fractional bandwidth of 3- 
7 %. These modules were mounted in the 
16x7.3x2.6 mm SMD packages. The low-loss 
wideband three-transducers SAW filters using 
unidirectional IDTs on U-shaped MSCs on 128'YX, 
64%, 41% LiNb03 were used. The modules 
were connected between a low impedance 
antenna and high impedance mixer in the receiver 
section of the mobile transceivers and used for the 
local oscillator frequency and image frequency 
suppressions. The modules contained two 
weighted SAW filters: the first filter with low 
inputloutput impedances, the second filter with 
high inputloutput impedances, connected across a 
low noise RFA on the one bipolar transistor. The 
155, 165, 169 MHz samples of the surface mount 
hybrid SAW modules with RFA have shown an 
amplitude ripple of 1 dB within a 3-dB bandwidth of 
4.65-11 MHz, 16 dB gain, suppression about 80 
dB at * 12 - * 25 MHz offsets from the center 
frequency. A low noise and high intermodulation 
selectivity were provided with low power 
consumption. The new hybrid SAW modules have 
a wide bandwidth, small size and are compatible 
with SMT. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently the surface mount hybrid SAW 
modules (functional devices combining the low- 
loss SAW filters, amplifiers, phase shifters in the 
SMD packages) were developed for simplifying 

SAW module with R FA 

Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the SAW module with 
RFA 

and miniaturizing the 146-174 MHz mobile 
transceivers [I]. However these hybrid SAW 
modules have a narrow fractional bandwidth 
(below 2 %). The SAW modules with the wider 
passband are required for many applications of the 
146-174 MHz mobile transceivers. This paper 
presents wideband surface mount hybrid modules 
with SAW filters: the receiver modules with RFA 
having a fractional bandwidth (Af/fD) of 3-7 %. The 
modules contained two wideband low-loss SAW 
filters connected across low noise RFA and were 
connected between an antenna and mixer in the 
receiver section (Fig. 1). These modules are used 
for the local oscillator frequency and image 
frequency suppressions. 

2. RFA FOR HYBRID MODULE 

A feature of the RFA is that it is connected 
between a low impedance antenna and high 
impedance mixer. Currently the high impedance 
mixer (an input impedance of 100-200 Q) is used 
for simplifying IF section of the 146-174 mobile 
transceivers. Also a gain of the front-end stage 
must be no more than 20 dB [I]. In the 
development of the RFA it is necessary to execute 
these requirements and also to provide a minimum 
mismatch with the SAW filters, to obtain a low 
noise. Besides it is necessary to use a 
comparatively simple circuit with the minimum 
parasitic couplings and with a possibility of the 
control of the RFA characteristics by the feedback 
elements and the regimes of the active elements. 
A previously developed wideband amplifier [ I ]  on a 
common-emitter bipolar transistor 2T3132 with a 

vcc 

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of RFA 



Out 

Fig. 3 Schematic layout of three-transducer SAW 
filter with U-shaped MSCs 

cut off frequency of 7.5 GHz, collector capacitance 
of 0.7 pF, low noise factor, high gain under a low 
collector current (0.5-3 mA) was used for the 
hybrid module (Fig. 2). In this case a gain of 15-20 
dB with low phase slope, noise factor of 1 dB, low 
current consumption of 1-3 mA and supply voltage 
of 5 V were achieved in the frequency range up to 
800 MHz by choosing the collector current and the 
feedback elements of a transistor T. Under these 
conditions the amplifier inpuUoutput impedances 
were close to real values of 40-70 and 100-1 80 n, 
respectively. 

3. SAW FILTERS FOR MODULE WlTH RFA 

For the module we used previously developed 
wideband three-transducer SAW filters with a 
insertion loss of I dB and fractional bandwidth of 
3-8 % on 128%, 64%, 41% LiNb03 (Fig. 3) 
[2]. The low insertion loss is achieved by using 
unidirectional input interdigital transducers (IDTs) 
with U-shaped multistrip couplers (MSCs). 
Weighting of the central IDT provides sidelobe 
suppression in the frequency response. A 
construction does not require matching networks 
because it provides the specified real inputloutput 
impedances in the passband by self-matching 
when a static capacitance of the IDT is 
compensated by radiation susceptance. Moreover 
this construction allows to change the inputloutput 
impedances in sufficiently large limits by of a 
variable metallization ratio in the center IDT and by 
choosing the apertures of the lDTs (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 
shows the frequency response of 165 MHz SAW 
filter on 41 'YX LiNbOs. All IDTs have an aperture 
of 76A ( A  is a SAW wavelength at a center 
frequency). The central IDT was with Hamming 
phase weighting and with an increased 
metallization ratio (k,,,>0.5). This increased 
metallization ratio is used for an equalization of the 
input and output impedances in the filter [2]. At a 
center frequency of 165 MHz the inputloutput 
impedances of the filter are close to real 
magnitudes of 75 n. In a 7 5 4  system the filter has 

Frequency, MHz 

Fig. 4 Measured frequency response of the 165 
MHz filter with 7 % fractional bandwidth on 
41 %( 

shown an insertion loss of 1.8 dB, 3-dB bandwidth 
of 11.2 MHz with a ripple of 0.3 dB, stopband 
attenuation of 35-40 dB at i 25 MHz offset from 
the center frequency. Chip size was 3.8x3.8x0.7 
mm. This filter is connected to the input SAW 
module with RFA. The input impedance of the filter 
increase up to a magnitude of 100 0, and the 
output impedance - up to a magnitude of 180 
with decreasing apertures of the IDTs to a 
magnitude of 57A and hS0.5 in the central IDT. 
The frequency response of such filter practically 
does not change and repeates a form showed in 
Fig. 4. Evidently it is appropriate to connect this 
high impedance filter (after prior replacing input by 
output) to the output of the RFA (Fig. 1) for 
matching with a high impedance mixer. Similarly a 
method can be shown for realization of the filters 
for the module with a fractional bandwidth of 3 and 
4 %. For this purpose the three-transducer filters 
with U-shaped MSCs on 128'YX, 64% [2] can be 
used. 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF WIDEBAND 
SURFACE MOUNT HYBRID SAW 

MODULES WlTH RFA 

The hybrid module contained two SAW filters: 
the first filter with low inputloutput impedances (Z,), 
the second filter with high inputloutput impedances 
(Z2), were connected across RFA (Fig. 1). An 
optimization of a SAW filter-amplifier-SAW filter 
system was provided using a computer simulation 
on a basis of an equivalent circuit model. The 
equivalent circuit of a filter- amplifier-filter system is 
shown in Fig. 5. Here [PI], [P3] are the mixed 
matrixes of the central IDTs for the first filter Z1 and 
second filter Z2 respectively; [P2], [P4] are the 
mixed matrixes of the IDTs with U-shaped MSCs 



Fig. 5 Equivalent circuit of the wideband SAW 
module with RFA 

for the first filter Z1 and second filter Z2 
respectively; [A] - an A matrix of the amplifier; Z - 
characteristic impedance of a medium between 
IDTs, V- SAW velocity. 

Much attention was given to achieving low 
ripple in the passband of the module. For this 
purpose the minimization of SAW filter and RFA 
mismatch was carried out. In this case the 
inputloutput impedances of RFA were fitted to the 
inputloutput impedances of the filters or 
conversely. The computer simulation 
demonstrated that this minimization is 
conveniently carried out with the first method by a 
careful selection of the feedback elements and 
regime of a transistor in RFA circuit. Fig. 6 shows 
the simulated normalized frequency response of 
155 MHz filter-amplifier-filter system (prototype 
module) with in a 3 % fractional bandwidth with 

Frequency, MHz 

Fig. 6 Simulated frequency response of the SAW 
module within passband 

SAW filters on 128%. A plot 1 is the frequency 
response of the prototype module when the SAW 
filters are mismatched with RFA inputloutput. A 
plot 2 is the frequency response of the prototype 
module after a optimization of a RFA circuit when 
the SAW filters and RFA are minimal mismatched 
in the inputloutput impedances. As will be seen 
from Fig. 6 (plot 2) the passband ripple of the 
prototype module is not more than 0.2 dB. Fig. 7 
shows the simulated normalized frequency 
response of the prototype module in the wide 
frequency band. The 100 dB stopband attenuation 
is obtained. Below the design of the hybrid SAW 
modules is shown. The modules were mounted in 
a 16x7.3x2.6 mm SMD packages with a12.2x4.8 
mm mounting pad. The maximum depth of a 
paskage was 1.5 mm. So it is necessary to use a 
printed board with a thickness of 0.3 mm for RFA 
and special modernizated version of a transistor 
2T3132 - A 871 with a package thickness and 
diameter of 0.7 and 2.15 mm respectively. This 
transistor is sticked on a 3.6x4.8 mm printed board 
with the evaporated resistors and SMD capacitor 
and is bonded by the gold wires. The module 
topology optimization was provided to achieve high 
stopband attenuation closed to a simulated 
magnitude of 100 dB (Fig. 7) by selection of a 
arrangement of SAW filters, RFA and ground bond 
wires in a SMD package. A combination of the 
wideband weighted SAW filters with low and high 
impedances has provided good matching with an 
antenna, inputloutput RFA, input of the mixer in the 
wide frequency range and allowed to obtain a high 
selectivity and to house optimally these 
components in the SMD package (Fig. 8). A 
photogragh of the SAW hybrid module in the 
16x7.3x2.5 mm SMD package presented in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10 shows a normalized frequency response of 
165 MHz hybrid module the SAW filters on 41%. 
This module has shown an amplitude ripple of 0.8 

Frequency, MHz 

Fig. 7 Simulated frequency response of the SAW 
module in the wide frequency band 
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Fig. 8 Construction of the hybrid SAW module with 
RFA 

dB with in a 3-dB bandwiidth of 11 MHz (Af/fo=7 
%), 16 dB gain, suppession of 80 dB at * 25 MHz 
offset from the center frequency in a measurement 
system with an input load of 75 n and output load 
of 100 Q. A noise factor of 2 dB and 
intermodulation selectivity of 70 dBpV were 
provided with a low current consumption of 2 mA 
and supply voltage of 5 V. An inadequate 
suppression (about 70 dB) in a low part of the 
response (131 MHz) and high part of the response 
(240 MHz) caused by Rayleigh SAW and bulk 
wave emitted by IDTs on 41% LiNb03 
respectively. 64% LiNb03 with zero value of 
electromechanical-coupling coefficient for Rayleigh 
SAW allowes to eliminate one of these defectes. 
The normalized frequency response of 169 MHz 
hybrid module with the SAW filters on 64% is 
presented in Fig. 11. The module has provided an 

Frequency, MHz 

Fig. 10 Measured normalized frequency response 
of the 165 MHz SAW module with 7 % 
fractional bandwidth 

Fig. 9 Photograph of the surface mount hybrid 
SAW module with RFA 

amplitude ripple of 0.6 dB within a 3-dB bandwidth 
of 6.7 MHz (Af/fo=4 %), 16 dB gain, suppression of 
80 dB at k 21 MHz offset from the center frequency 
in a measurement system with an input load of 75 
0 and output load of 100 R. As will be seen from 
Fig. 11 the 80 dB suppression is provided in the 
entire low pait of the frequency response of the 
module. However the module has an inadequate 
suppression (about 70 dB) in high part of the 
response (243 MHz) as well as for module on 
41%. This effect caused by a bulk wave 
emission. In this connection use of 128% LiNb03 
minimized a bulk wave emission is very efficient. 
Fig. 12 shows the normalized frequency response 
of 155 MHz hybrid module with SAW filters on 
128%. In a measurement system with an input 
load of 50 R and output load of 100 i2 the module 
has shown an amplitude ripple of 0.3 dB within a 3- 

Frequency, MHz 

Fig. 11 Measured normalized frequency response 
of the 169 MHz SAW module with 4 % 
fractional bandwidth 



Frequency, MHz 

Fig. 12 Measured normalized frequency response 
of the 155 MHz SAW module with 3 % 
fractional bandwidth 

dB bandwidth of 4.65 MHz (Af/fo=3 %), 17 dB gain, 
suppression of 80 dB at * I 2  MHz offset from the 
center frequency. As will be seen from Fig. 12 the 
parasitic peaks in the low and high parts of the 
stopband are absent. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We developed new surface mount hybrid SAW 
modules for 146-1 74 MHz mobile transceivers with 
wider bandwidth than the previous ones [I]. To 
extend the bandwidth the three-transducer SAW 
filters using unidirectional IDTs on U-shaped MSCs 
on 1284(X, 64%, 41% LiNb03 are used. These 
modules provided 16 dB gain within a fractional 
bandwidth of 3-7 %, stopband attenuation about 80 
dB. We shall use them in the wideband front-end 
stages of the 146-1 74 MHz mobile transceivers for 
the local oscillator frequency and image frequency 
suppressions. 
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Abstract-The Total variance approach has been developed for in- 
creasing the confidence of the estimation of the classical Allan variance 
(AVAR), particularly for large integration time values. This method is 
based on a procedure of extension of the original data sequence called 
the mirror-reflection which increases the equivalent degrees of freedom 
of each Allan variance estimate. Recently, we applied this approach to 
the ,Modified Allan variance (MVAR) and proved that, in this case, an- 
other procedure of extension of the data sequence should be used: the 
reflectiondnly extension. 

In this paper, we propose a criterion to select the most appropriate 
extension procedure for a given structure function (i.e. variance). This 
criterion is based on the sensitivity of a structure function to the linear 
and quadratic drifts, or, and this is equivalent, on the convergence of 
this structure function for the different types of noise. 

This method and this criterion will be illustrated by its application to 
the "pulsar variance", which is insensitive to the quadratic and linear 
phase drifts, and converges from f - 4  FM to f +* FM. 

The estimation of the long term stability of oscillators 
(particularly very long term) is more difficult than the es- 
timation of the short term stability. As a consequence, the 
random walk and flicker FM noise levels, which are likely 
to dominate at long term, are always less precisely estimated 
than the other noise levels. Nevertheless, the low frequency 
noise levels contain the statistical information of the future 
behavior of an oscillator, which is essential for extrapolating 
its performances [l]. 

Obviously, this lack of knowledge is due to the length of 
the time sequence which is often insufficient for insuring the 
preeminence of the low frequency noises. For ultra stable 
quartz oscillators, a data sequence of at least one day length 
must be used to distinguish the flicker FM from the white 
FM, and 5 to 10 days may be necessary for detecting the 
random walk FM. Moreover, the uncertainty of the estimates 
increases with the integration time. For example, with the 
Allan variance (AVAR) and considering a T-length time se- 
quence, the longest integration time is r = T/2.  Its cor- 
responding estimate is chi-square distributed with only one 
degree of freedom. This means that the standard deviation 
of such an estimate is fl times greater than its expectation. 
Furthermore, the distribution is negatively skewed with val- 
ues twice as likely to be below the actual noise level than 
above. AVAR is also sensitive to linear frequency drift which 

tThis author is with the Laboratoire d'Astrophysique de 
I'Observatoire de Besanqon (LAOB), UPRES-A C N R S  6091; E-mail: 
francois@obs-besancon.fr 

$This author is with the Time and Frequency Division; E-mail: 
dhowe@nist.gov. 

must be removed, thus additionally suppressing the actual 
low frequency random noise levels. To be safe. the T / 2  es- 
timate is ignored, and the longest integration time is limited 
in practice to T/4  or less. Therefore, a data run of length 
20 to 40 days must be used to provide sufficient confidence 
for detecting the presence of, say, random walk FM, let alone 
estimating its level. When long enough data runs become im- 
practical to obtain, Total variance (Totvar, or its usually re- 
ported square-root Totdev) is recommended as an improved 
estimator of long term stability [2]. 

The goal of the concepts in this paper is to increase the 
confidence of long term frequency stability estimates with- 
out increasing the length of a data run for other classes of 
variances. Additionally, it is often important to distinguish 
white PM from flicker PM, unlike the Allan variance. To ac- 
complish this, we apply the Total variance approach [3] to 
structure hnctions [4]. This is motivated by two issues. 

The first issue involves defining a suitable variance from a 
combination of order and family of structure hnctions such 
that the variance is sensitive to all expected types of noises 
while it is insensitive to particular types of drift. This avoids 
the complication of removing drifts before applying the vari- 
ance and consequently avoids suppression and underestima- 
tion of actual random noise level at long term. 

The second issue involves retrieving the maximum infor- 
mation from the data run itself by using the Total variance 
approach. This approach is based upon a periodic exten- 
sion of data sequences [ 5 ] .  Obviously, this doesn't permit an 
increase of the integration time beyond a variance's normal 
upper limit, but the uncertainty interval of the correspond- 
ing long term estimates is significantly reduced by using the 
Total approach. 

From our experience in constructing an improved estima- 
tor of the modified Allan variance (called Mod-Totvar), sev- 
eral types of data extensions can be considered [ 6 ] .  This pa- 
per gives cnteria for the extension type selection according to 
the variance which is obtained from the order and family of 
structure hnctions. Section 2 illustrates how the Total vari- 
ance model is implemented on the modified Allan variance 
to obtain the best "Modified Total" variance. Section 3 de- 
fines relevant structure hnctions. Section 4 gives criteria for 
selecting a data extension type for these structure hnctions 
and ends with an example of the Total approach applied to 
the pulsar variance. 



Fig. 1. The four types of data extensions 

2.1 Bias and equivalent degrees of freedom 

The Total variance approach involves periodically extend- 
ing a data sequence beyond its normal measurement dura- 
tion and in such a way that a particular time statistic is ex- 
pected to have the same value with extended data as without. 
For those statistics which estimate components of broadband 
noise processes, the approach can significantly reduce the 
spread or uncertainty in the result. 

We use two quantities to check the efficiency of the 
method: 

the bias defined as the percentage of error between the 
classical variance estimate and the Total variance esti- 
mate; 
the equivalent degrees offreedom (edf) defined, assum- 
ing a X 2  distribution of the estimates, as 

2 [~ean(estimates)]~ 
edf = 

Variance(estimates) ' 
(1) 

2.2 Types of data extension 

Denoting T as the length of the calculation sequence (for 
example, T = 2 r  for AVAR, T = 3 r  for MVAR, . . . ), four 
types of extension have been used (see figure 1): 

1. 2T-periodic uninverted or even mirror-reflection, 
2. 2T-periodic sign-inverted or odd mirror-reflection, 
3. T-periodic straight duplication, 
4. T-periodic duplication with end-to-beginning connec- 

tions. 
Obviously, other extension types could be used, but these 
types summarize essential properties of interest. 

Sequence extensions were originally tested with the Allan 
variance. The type 2 extension was found to be optimum and 
is used in defining Totvar [5],[7]. Since Totvar, like AVAR, 
doesn't distinguish white PM and flicker PM noises, the ap- 
proach was generalized to the time variance (and time de- 
viation) [8] and to the modified Allan variance [6]. These 
variances are specially designed for estimating the level of 
the phase modulation noise types (white PM, flicker PM, and 
random walk PM) as well as the frequency modulation noise 
types (flicker FM and random walk FM). In this case, the 
type 1 extension should be used in order to avoid a huge bias 
in the presence of high frequency (or PM) noises. This is be- 
cause the type 2 extension modifies the mean of a sequence 

TABLE I 

EDF MODEL DEFINED I N  (2) AND BIAS FOR MOD-TOTVAR. 

at each end-to-beginning connection, inducing a step in the 
subestimates and causing the overall mean of the Total ap- 
proach to be biased very high (see figure 2 and ref. [6]). 

2.3 Modeling edf and bias 

Howe and Greenhall defined an empirical model for edf of 
Totvar [5]: 

T 
edf [Totvar(r, T ) ]  = b- - c. 

7- 
(2) 

where the coefficients b and c were estimated for each type 
of noise from a Monte-Carlo method. 

Using the same model (2) for Mod-Totvar, we obtained 
the coefficients b and c given in Table I, which also lists per- 
centage bias of Mod-Totvar relative to classical MVAR for 
its range of noise types. 

2.4 Practical im~lementation of Mod-Totvar 

Let us consider a sequence of N time error data { x ( t i ) ) ,  
with a sampling rate TO. Let us denote T the length of the 
total sequence: T = N ro. 

The integration time r may be defined as r = mro where 
m is an integer and m 5 N. The length of the calculation se- 
quence of MVAR is 3 r ,  which will be called a subsequence, 
one of all possible consecutive sequences of 3r length. 

Z 
-0.05 

-384 -256 -128 0 128 256 384 
Time shift of the subestimate 

Fig. 2. Bias of the subestimates for a type 2 extension applied to a white 
PM noise and using MVAR. Shown are MVAR mean values and associated 
standard deviations (by the error bars) computed at f time-shifts of 1 0 ~ 0 ,  
that is, shifts in the extended sequence of 0 ,  f 10, f 20, ... f 384. Each 
mean value is an average of 1000 estimates. The middle mean value is at a 
null-shift (0) which corresponds to the classical MVAR result. 



In order to calculate the Mod-Totvar for one given value 
r = mro, one would: 

1. extract all 3m data subsequences from the whole se- 
quence {x (ti ) ) ; 

2. remove their linear phase drift; 
3. extend them at both ends by the type 1 even mirror- 

reflection to form 9m data subsequences; 
4. calculate MVAR for each of these 9m subsequences; 
5. average all these MVAR results. 

2.4.1 2-r and 3-r extension 

There are two cases for which MVAR can be computed. In 
case 1, MVAR subsequences can have a span of 27. if three 
successive  ti)) values form a second-difference and con- 
secutive second-differences spaced by TO are subsequently 
averaged for integration time r = mro. Resulting values 
are then squared and averaged to compute MVAR. In case 
2, MVAR subsequences can have a span of 37- if three suc- 
cessive r-averaged {x(ti)) values form a second-difference 
whose squared value is then averaged with all other possi- 
ble squared second difference values. Since case 1 yields 
the same answer as case 2, the question arises, "Should we 
extend 2 r  (case 1) or 3 r  (case 2) subsequences?' Using sim- 
ulation studies, we compared both cases, extending each sub- 
sequence to form a 2 r  version and a 37 version of Modified 
Total variance. The 2 r  version had significantly more neg- 
ative bias than the modest bias of the 3 r  version shown in 
Table I. Moreover, the edf showed a reduction by 20% to 
35% corresponding to f C 2  FM to f - 2  FM. These results 
show conclusively that the 3 r  version is superior to the 2 r  
version, hence 3 r  subsequences are used in all formulations 
of Modified Total variance. 

2.4.2 Taking advantage of symmetries 

Figure 3 shows an example of time-shifted MVAR means 
(and standard deviations of 1000 simulation trials) and ex- 
hibits 2 axes of symmetry located at time-shift -384~0 and 
$384~0 for a r value equal to 256~0 .  This means that redun- 
dancies allow us to only calculate the subestimates for time- 
shifts contained between -384~0 and $384~0.  The average 
of these subestimates is thus exactly the same as a complete 
calculation of Mod-Totvar, i.e. averaged from time-shifts 
-768~0 to $768~0. 

Denoting sk as the subestimate obtained for a time-shift 
equal to kro , it can be demonstrated that S-Qm+k = S-k and 
S3m+k = S3m-k. 

Consequently, 

6 if m is even, we just have to calculate the subestimates 
from S-3rn+Sm/2 to s3,+sm/2 (6m subestimates) ; 

r if m is odd, we just have to calculate the subestimates 
from S-3m+(3m+1)/2 to S3m+(3m-1)/2 (6m - 1 subes- 
timates). 

The of the subsequence is equal to 9mro (i.e. 9r)  
but, thanks to the symmetries, we only have to consider 6m 
subestimates. 

Time shift of the subestimate 

Fig. 3 .  Time-shifted MVAR mean and corresponding 10 standard deviation 
of the mean (by the error bars) after extending a simulated subsequence by 
even reflection (type 1) for subsequencenoise types white PM. The axis of 
symmetry are located at -384 and +384 for a I- value equal to 25670. 

The concept of structure functions is an extension of the 
variance approach to nth difference operators [4]. 

The structure function a;,,(r) is characterized by its or- 
der of difference n and its family m, expressing the "smooth- 
ness" (rectangular, linear, quadratic, . . . shapes) of its se- 
quence calculation (see figure 4). 

The properties of a structure function a;,,(r) may be 
summarized by: 

r a;,,(r) is insensitive to phase drifts up to t n ;  
r a; ,, ( r )  converges for low frequency noises from f -2n 

FM ; 
r u;,,(r) converges for high frequency noises up to 

f t 2 m - 2  FM 

It may be noticed that the convergence for low frequency 
noises and the insensitivity to phase drifts are linked. This 
property is known as the moment condition [9], [lo]: it may 
be demonstrated that the insensitivity to a tn frequency drift 
(tnf phase drift) yields the convergence up to f -2n-2 FM. 

For example, we may choose the structure function 
a;,,(r), called the pulsar variance [ l  11, [12], because it 
converges for all types of noise and it is insensitive to the 
quadratic phase drifts. 

4. CRITERIA FOR THE EXTENSION TYPE SELECTION 

We checked 
r 4 structure functions: the Allan variance ( ~ y , ~ ( r ) ) ,  the 

modified Allan variance (a:,1 (r)),  the Picinbono vari- 
ance (T)), the Pulsar variance (a:,, (r)),  

r with the 4 extension types described above, 
r with or without removal of the linear or the quadratic 

phase drift (3 cases), 
i.e. 48 different estimators. 

We applied all these estimators to 100 simulated realiza- 
tions (16384 data) of each of the 5 noise types (from f - 2  

FM to f +2 FM), i.e. 500 noise sequences. 
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cubic 
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Fig. 4. The different classes of structure functions. The left figures in each box represent the calculation sequences for time error data and the right 
figures represent the calculation sequences for frequency deviation data. From top to bottom, the order of difference increases, yielding convergence for 
lower frequency noises and insensitivity to higher order polynomial drifts. From left to right, the different families yield convergence for increasingly 
higher frequency noises. 

4.1 Results: 

r extension types 1 and 2 are better than 3 and 4 (bias 
smaller and edf higher); 

r extension type 1 is better than 2 from f  -' PM to white 
PM; 
as mentioned above, extension type 2 must be avoided 
for f  + PM and f t 2  PM; 

r removing the quadratic phase drift decreases the edf. 

4.2 Criteria: 

1. since 1 S t  family structure fuqctions don't converge for 
f + l  PM and f+' PM, the type 2 extension should be 
used; 

2. the type 1 extension must be used for the structure func- 
tions of the 2nd family and higher; 

3. since the 1" order difference (and higher) structure 
functions are insensitive to linear phase drift, this drift 
must be removed over each subsequence of length 2r 
(lower bias); 

4. since the 2nd order difference (and higher) structure 
hnctions are insensitive to quadratic phase drift, this 
drift must be removed over the whole sequence (lower 
bias) but not over each subsequence of length 2r since 
this would decrease the edf (see last result above). 

4.3 Examples: 

Total variance (Totvar): extension type 2, no removal of 
drift; 

Modijied Total variance (Mod-Totvar): extension type 1 ,  
removal of the linear drift over each subsequence; 

Total Picinbono variance: extension type 1, removal of 
the linear drift over each subsequence, removal of the 
quadratic drift over the whole sequence; 

Total Pulsar variance: extension type 2, removal of the 
linear drift over each subsequence, removal of the 
quadratic drift over the whole sequence. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the classical Allan variance and the Total Pulsar 
variance. These curves were obtained from 400 frequency measurements of 
a quartz oscillator, with a sampling rate equal to Is. 
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Figure 5 shows the results obtained with the classical Al- 
lan variance compared to the results obtained by the Total 
Pulsar variance applied to the same real sequence. Despite 
its lower integration time limit (r,,, = T/4 for PVAR and 
r,,, = T/2 for AVAR), only the Total Pulsar variance is 
able to show the positive slope for large r values, correspond- 
ing to the detection of the random walk frequency noise. It 
may also be noticed that for T = T/2, AVAR gives a result 
5000 times too low. 

By using the Total approach on different variances, the 
equivalent degrees of freedom of the estimates at and near 
the longest averaging time r = T/2 (T is the total duration 
of the data sequence) increases by a factor of between 2 and 
4 relative to the corresponding classical variance. The con- 
fidence interval over each variance estimate using the Total 
approach is then reduced from 70% to 50% relative to the 
classical variance estimate. Thus, the noise levels are more 
precisely determined (and this could be crucial, see for exam-' 
ple ref. [I]) and the use of a Total variance over a sequence of 
duration T may be equivalent to the use of the corresponding 
classical variance over a sequence of duration 2T. 
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ABSTRACT 

A study has been undertaken, examining the 
treatment of correlated noise within a clock 
ensemble. The aim of this work is to enhance NPL's 
clock algorithm so as to optimise the clock 
weighting process in the presence of correlated 
noise. A detailed description of the underlying 
analysis is presented along with preliminary results 
using simulated clock data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NPL has recently been developing a clock algorithm 
to generate a composite timescale from NPL's 
ensemble of commercial caesium clocks and active 
Hydrogen Masers [I]. The aim of the work is to 
improve both the stability and the integrity of the 
UK National Time scale UTC(NPL). 

NPL is particularly interested in generating a time 
scale with high medium term stability ( 7 = 1 day) 
against which to compare NPL's caesium fountain 
clock which is presently under construction [2]. 
Although in the process of purchasing a third active 
hydrogen maser, NPL presently operates only two 
masers. To achieve the required frequency stability 
from a composite timescale, NPL must include data 
from active hydrogen masers remote from NPL. 
There have been significant recent improvements in 
satellite time transfer techniques, in particular the 
development of geodetic GPS time transfer [3]. This 
has resulted in time transfers with sufficient 
precision to allow clock data from distant active 
hydrogen masers to be usefully incorporated into a 
time scale optimised for medium term stability. The 
first results have been reported in [4]. Many active 
hydrogen masers are routinely compared using 
geodetic GPS time transfer, including those in the 
GPS network processed by the University of Berne 
[5], and many International GPS Service (IGS) 
stations. A major concern when combining clock 
data from remote locations into a composite 
timescale is the effect of correlated noise. This may 
arise from the clocks and more likely from the time 
transfer systems providing the inter-comparisons. 

In this paper, a study is performed on the effects of 
correlated noise within a clock ensemble. The aim of 
the work is to enable NPL to develop an algorithm 
that would generate an optimum composite time 
scale from an ensemble of clocks in the presence of 
correlated noise. 

2. ANALYSIS OF CORRELATED CLOCK 
NOISE 

Initial work in studying correlated clock noise has 
been reported by Tavella and Premoli [6,7]. Let xi 
be a vector representing a sequence of m equally 
spaced phase 1 time records of a single clock i. The 
m by n matrix X where 

contains a complete set of phase records for the 
whole ensemble of n clocks. Each value of m 
represents a separate epoch. R is the n by n clock 
covariance matrix formed from the vectors xi, and so 
describes the noise distribution within the ensemble. 
The use of the classical variance in forming a clock 
covariance matrix R is uncommon, as most noise 
types found in time series analysis are non- 
stationary. Often a Allan variance, time variance or 
variance based on a forward error prediction is used. 

Direct measurements of the absolute phase needed to 
determine the variance of individual clocks are not 
possible (we can only measure clock differences). 
Hence it is not possible to determine R directly. The 
variance of comparisons made between pairs of 
clocks may however be directly determined. The 
Tavella and Premoli analysis uses a reference clock 
against which all other clocks are compared [6,7]. A 
(n-1) by (n-1) measurement covariance matrix S is 
formed from these clock difference measurements. 
The reconstruction of the clock covariance matrix R 
from the measurement matrix S is a highly under- 
determined problem, and there may be an infinite 
number of possible solutions for R. A "best 
estimate" of R is obtained by finding a solution for 
R that minimises the "global correlation" [6,7]. 



The Tavella and Premoli approach has been ( - W I  . . .. .. 1-wn)  
reformulated so that the measurement covariance 

X and Y are related by: 
NPL's clock algorithm, like the NIST AT1 algorithm 
on which it is based [8,9], does not use a reference yT = H X ~  
clock. Each clock is compared against the composite 
timescale. Correlations between the individual where H is the n by n transformation matrix 
clocks and the composite time scale are correctly 
treated by the algorithm, but correlations between 1 -w2 .. 

matrix S is an n by n matrix formed from the 
difference between each clock and the composite 
timescale, rather than choosing an individual clock 
as a reference. This formulation has a major 
advantage that the symmetry between each clock is 
maintained. The composite timescale should be 
more stable than any contributing clock. The 
measured covariance matrix S will be dominated by 
the noise of the individual clocks and so show strong 
correlation with the clock covariance matrix R, and 
so form a good basis for estimating the individual 
elements of R. 

individual clocks are not [6].  The algorithm applies 
weights w to each clock assuming that there is no 
correlation between individual clocks. The aim of 
this work is to find a series of weights o that 
correctly minimises the variance of the composite 
timescale in the presence of correlated noise. 

The steps in NPL's analysis are as follows: 
1) Compute a measurement covariance matrix S 

from (composite timescale - individual clock) 
values, using existing clock algorithm weightings 
to determine the composite. 

2) Obtain a single (non-unique) solution for the 
clock covariance matrix R. 

3) Determine the solution space for all possible 
solutions of the matrix R. 

4) Use a suitable constraining function D to 
distinguish the realistic solutions from the 
unrealistic solutions and obtain a "most likely" 
estimate for R. 

5) Determine the clock weights from the estimation 
of the clock covariance matrix R and then use 
these weights in the computation of the 
composite timescale. 

- Wn 

- W I  1 - w z  . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

Let yi be a vector representing a sequence of m 
equally spaced records of the phase I time 
differences between the i th clock and the composite 
timescale. The m by n matrix Y where 

and x w i  = 1. 4 is the weight of the i th clock 

assuming no correlation. The weights are easily 
obtained using NPL's existing clock algorithm. The 
covariance matrices S and R are related by [6,7]: 

Because the sum of the column vectors of H is 0, H 
is a singular matrix. There may be an infinite 
possible solutions for R given a matrix S. We wish 
to choose the solutions that is most likely to a good 
approximation to the clock covariance matrix R. 
This requires adding constraints to distinguish likely 
solutions from unrealistic solutions. 

The covariance matrix S is symmetric and positive 
semi-definite [lo]. Because of this it is possible to 
Cholesky factorize the matrix S. The matrix R may 
also be factorised as shown below (not necessarily 
Cholesky factors). 

The matrices U and V are related by: 

Because H is singular, it does not have an inverse. 
However using a QR factorization of H [lo], a 
pseudo inverse (H)+ may be determined, from which 
a solution for V and hence R may be determined. 
This solution turns out to be unrealistic. The 
matrices U and V may be considered to be 
composed of a group of column vectors ui and vi. If 

containing a complete set of phase differences for is a particular solution then (vi + yiq) is also a 
the whole ensemble. The elements of yi may be solution where [lo]. 
determined from actual measurements. The matrices 

Hq=O 



clock ensemble is given by oT where: 
In this example the vector q is the unity vector 1. By 
adding the matrix lyT to the matrix V it is possible 
to generate all possible solutions for R simply by 
adjusting the elements of the vector Y. 

A simple iterative procedure has been established to 
determine the most suitable values for the vector Y. 
and hence a physically realistic solution for the 
matrix R. Unrealistic solutions may be considered as 
those where there is strong correlation running 
through all of the data, or where large negative 
correlations are present between individual clocks. 

The minimisation of the "global correlation" has 
been examined, both by applying the Tavella and 
Premoli function [6,7], and also by minimising C 
where: 

The approach being proposed in this paper is to 
exploit the similarity between the covariance 
matrices S and R, and minimise a function D that 
has been formed from elements of S and R. In the 
case of no correlation between clocks the covariance 
matrices R and S may be related as 

Assuming that the correlated clock noise may be 
treated as a few small 1 medium amplitude Rij terms. 
These Rij terms will then add an additional values to 
the Sij tems of Sij* where: 

By considering other relationships between the 
Matrices R and S and adjusting several free 
parameters a first estimate of a constructing function 
D was obtained where: 

where K = C( (S, + wiSii+ w*Sk)ISii 
k 

o is a vector containing the weights of individual 
clocks, and R is the clock covariance matrix. 
Weights need to be determined so that the variance 
of the clock ensemble o~ is rninimised, Non 
normalised weights o' are initially determined 
where: 

The i th normalised weight oi is given by: 

To create an iterative and adaptive algorithm the 
weights o are regularly recalculated as the elements 
of the covariance matrix S change. 

3. EFFECT OF CORRELATED NOISE ON 
NPL'S CLOCK ALGORITHM 

NPL's clock algorithm will overweight correlated 
clocks. This is due to two effects: 

Firstly, correlation between individual clocks will 
result in a larger than anticipated correlation 
between the individual clocks and the composite 
timescale. The noise of an individual clock then 
appears to be less than its true value when 
determined by comparisons against the composite. 

Secondly, wholly correlated noise between two 
clocks A and B will add linearly so that the total OT 
is given by: 

whereas non-correlated noise will add as: 

Adding clocks with correlated noise therefore results 
in a larger contribution to the variance of the 
composite timescale oT2. Assuming that an accurate 
estimate can be made of the clock covariance matrix 
R the weights GI determined in the presence of 
correlated noise will be lower for clocks 
demonstrating strong correlations. 

Having obtained a suitable estimate of the 
covariance matrix R the next stage in the analysis is 
to determine an estimate of the clock weights o in 
the presence of correlated noise. The variance of the 



4. SOLUTIONS USING SIMULATED DATA. 

Simulations of correlated time series may be easily 
generated. The actual value of the clock covariance 
matrix R may be determined in these simulations. 
This is not possible when performing studies using 
real data. A measurement matrix S is easily 
generated. Examples are shown below for a series of 
six clocks numbered sequentially from one to six: 

Figure 1: Simulated clock covariance matrix R 
(arbitrary units). 

In this simulation there are only minimal correlations 
(off diagonal covariance terms) involving clocks one 
and two. There are significant correlations between 
clocks three to six. 

The associated measurement matrix S may be 
formed from the data set knowing the weights w of 
the clocks determined assuming no correlations 
(Figure 2). 

Similarities between the measurement covariance 
matrix S and the clock covariance matrix R may be 
observed. The variance (leading diagonal) terms are 
generally lower for the matrix S, due to correlations 
between the individual clocks and the composite 
timescale. Large covariance (off diagonal) terms in 
R map to lower but still significant covariance 
values in S. Small covariance (off diagonal) terms in 
R map to negative values in S. These effects are 
also due to correlations between the individual 
clocks and the composite timescale. These trends 
may be exploited in estimating the clock covariance 
matrix R from the measurement covariance matrix S .  

' 8.84 - 1.21 - 3.43 - 3.44 -4.83 - 3.14' 

- 1.21 9.65 - 3.24 - 354 -5.20 - 3.72 

-3.43 -3.24 7.94 0.43 6.09 -3.79 

-3.44 -354 0.43 12.42 -5.12 253 

-4.83 -5.20 6.09 -5.12 21.19 1.78 

(-3.14 - 3.72 -3.79 253 1.78 15.81 j 
Figure 2: Measurement matrix S, calculated from 
the clock covariance matrix R (arbitrary units). 

Several possible techniques for the reconstruction of 
the clock covariance matrix have been examined. 
Minimising the Tavella and Premoli function was 
not succesful. 

Figure 3: Clock covariance matrix R, reconstructed 
by minimising the global correlation. 

Minimising the global correlation CR, ' 
also did not produce a good approximation for R 
(Figure 3). The variance of clock 3 is under- 
estimated, and whilst large covariance (off diagonal) 
terms are generally identified, they are heavily 
underestimated. False correlations may also be 
observed, for example between clocks one and two. 

The reconstruction based on the use of the 
reconstruction function D was more successful. 
Strong covariance (off diagonal) terms are present at 
slightly below their true value. Further work is 
required to improve this reconstruction technique. 

f 9.76 - 0.47 - 1.06 - 1.05 - 0.47 -0.35) 

-0.47 10.17 - 1.07 1.35 - 1.05 - 0.42 

- 1.06 - 1.07 11.74 4.90 11.87 -0.85 

- 1.05 1.35 4.90 16.26 0.67 7.48 

-0.47 - 1.05 11.87 0.67 28.96 8.69 

(-0.35 -0.42 -0.85 7.48 8.69 21.86) 

Figure 4: Clock covariance matrix R, determined by 
use of the reconstruction function D. 

[0.244 0.233 0.185 0.138 0.083 0.1161 
Figure 5: Initial weights used in the computation of 
the measurement matrix S.  

[0.196 0.182 0.235 0.159 0.099 0.1281 
Figure 6: Weights wT calculated assuming no 
correlated noise using the measurement matrix S 
shown in figure 2. 

[0.316 0.308 0.239 0.049 -0.040 0.1271 
Figure 7: Weights oT calculated assuming correlated 
noise using the reconstruction of the covariance 
matrix R shown in figure 1. 



The weights wT, calculated from the measurement 
covariance matrix S assuming no correlated noise 
and weights oT calculated assuming correlated noise 
from the clock covariance matrix R (figure 1) are 
shown above. The weights oT of the clocks one and 
two which have low correlations with other clocks 
are increased at the expense of clocks three to six 
which display strong correlations. 

[0.302 0.298 0.252 0.096 -0.028 0.0791 
Figure 8: Weights oT calculated assuming correlated 
noise using the reconstruction of the covariance 
matrix R shown in figure 4. 

The weights oT calculated in figure 8 using the 
reconstruction of the clock covariance R obtained 
using the reconstruction function D was also 
encouraging. There were increases in the weights of 
clocks one and two and reduction of the weights of 
the other clocks when compared with determining 
the weights assuming no correlated noise. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A study has been performed on the treatment of 
correlated noise within a clock ensemble. An 
improved method of estimating the clock covariance 
matrix R and of weighting the clocks in the presence 
of correlated noise has been demonstrated. Further 
improvement is required before this method may be 
successfully used in a clock algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT 

The precise and accurate characteristic on time and 
frequency is extremely important in telecommunication 
and electric power systems. We have begun to 
investigate time transfer via optical fiber, and a test 
system has been built since 1998, either. One of the 
unused overhead bytes in each SONETISDH frame is 
employed to transfer a time reference pulse. The test 
system was divided into three parts such as controller, 
timing board and transceiver. The transceiver is based 
on Odetics LIMO SONETISDH OC-3 interface adapter 
to access the SONET overhead data. The controller is 
used to set and control the LIMO. The timing board is 
designed to transfer the time pulse generated by the 
atomic clock and to access the time pulse received via 
LIMO. The test system was configured for a loop-back 
test. A short-term stability of less than 10 ps has been 
achieved through short-distance (about 5m) single mode 
fiber. Another 25km loop-back test has been done in 
air-conditioned laboratory and the room temperature 
was maintained within 23 25  "C. The propagation delay 
variation was about 1.4 ns. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

hardware allows time transfer over short distance with 
stabilities less than 10 ps. In this work, the two-way 
time transfer using SDWSONET OC-3 transceivers 
through conventional single mode fiber (SMF) is tested. 
The transmission distance considered ranges from 
several meters to tens of kilometers. The stability of the 
time transfer system configured in the Loop-back mode 
is better than 3x 10-14 at measurement times longer than 
one day. 

2. TWO-WAY TIME TRANSFER 

Two-way time and frequency transfer [2] is generally 
used to compare two geographically separated clocks. 
The clocks at each end of a link that joins them transmit 
the time of the local clock and simultaneously receive 
the time of the remote clock. Each clock then measures 
the difference between the local clock and the remote 
clock. If the time difference data from the remote clock 
are different from that of the local clock, then the path 
delay effects can be removed, assuming that the path 
from the remote node to the local node is reciprocal 
with the path form the local node to the remote node. 
The time of the remote clock (clock B) relative to the 
local clock (clock A) can be written as [3]: 

Precise time information is indispensable for time Time(A) - Time(B) = [TIC(A) - TIC(B)I+ [T,(A) - R,(A)I- [Tx(B) - R,(B)1 

synchronization both in telecommunication and electric 2 

power systems. Most laboratories transfer time using 
measurements of the GPS time-code observed where 
simultaneously at two different locations. Study of time 
and frequency transfer using optical fiber was started by TIC(i) = Time between transmitting and receiving 
Kihara - [ l ] , -  who reported -on accurate time and 1 PPS at node i 

transfer method using bi-directiOnal T, ( i )  = Transmitting delay through hardware at node i 
wavelength division multiplex (WDM) transmission. 
The ~a t iona l  Institute of standards and Technology R, ( i)  = Receiving delay through hardware at node i 
(NIST) has built a two-way time transfer device which 
uses the unused bytes in the Synchronous Optical 
Network (SONET) 1 Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 
(SDH) overhead to effect the time transfer [2]. The 
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Timing 
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Figure 1. Block diagram of two-way time transfer system in loop-back mode 

3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

Figure 1 shows the Loop-Back configuration of the 
two-way time transfer system. In this system, We utilize 
the unused overhead bytes in each SONETISDH frame 
to transfer a reference pulse. The transmitted and 
returned pulses employ different overhead bytes. The 
system uses Odetics Inc. SONETISDH OC-3 (155.52 
Mbps) interface adapter, called LIMO, to access the 
SONET overhead data. We also design two devices, one 
is the controller board used to setup and control LIMO, 
the other is the timing transfer board provided to 
transfer a reference pulse generated by an atomic clock 
to LIMO and access the timing data from LIMO. The 
timing transfer board can also generate the pulses as the 
start and stop commands for the time interval counter. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the first experiment, the length of the used single 
mode fiber is 5 m. Because the fiber is too short, one 
can expect that the delay is mainly influenced by the 
hardware but not by the fiber path. The propagation 
delay is shown in Figure 2(a), and its variation is within 
850 ps. The frequency stability [4], a, (z) , is plotted in 

Figure 2(b). The counter error due to the Time Interval 
Counter (Stanford Research Systems; model SR620) is 
also plotted. The experiment result shows that the 
frequency stability is better than 3 x 1 ~ ' ~  over a 
measurement period of one day. 

In the second experiment, we use a single mode fiber 
with 25 km in length for the loop-back c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n .  
The whole system is set and placed within the 
laboratory. Under such a small room the temperature 
usually varies slightly. The propagation delay data is 
shown in Figure 3(a). The variation range of 
propagation delay is 1.3 ns, which is much larger than 
the former result in the first experiment. The thermal 

coefficient of the bare fiber on delay is 37 ps I0C/ km [5]. 
Thus, the delay variation will be increased when the 
fiber link distance increases. Fortunately, the variation 
due to the transmission path can be cancelled in the 
two-way configuration if the path is well symmetrical. 
The stability in the test is shown in Figure 3(b). The 
result exhibits frequency stability in the long-distance as 
good as that in the short-distance. Accurate time transfer 
requires the absolute magnitudes of the delay to be 
small; but accurate frequency transfer only requires the 
delay to be stable. These results show that our two-way 
time and frequency transfer system has a capability of 
frequency stability to 3 x 1 ul4. 

The time deviation performance o,(z) is indicated in 
Figure 4. One can observe that the short-term stability is 
better than 10 ps for short-distance. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We operate the time transfer system in loop back 
mode, and demonstrate the frequency stability at 1 day 
of 3 x 10-l4 approximately. These results show that the 
integral two-way time transfer system has a capability 
of transferring time and frequency accurately. 
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Figure 2. The loop-back test of two-way time transfer system with 5 m SMF link. 
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Figure 3. The loop-back test of two-way time transfer system with 25 krn SMF link. 
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Figure 4. The time deviation performance of two-way time transfer system with SMF link. 
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ABSTRACT proficiency tests has been about 1.10-l1 in Finland. The 
distance between Helsinki and Tallinn is about 80 km. 
The connection is provided via ferries, see maps in Figs. 

A common view frequency comparison via Finnish TV 1 and 2. 
broadcast signal was successfully accomplished between 
METROSERT and VTT Automation, Measurement 
Technology. The distance between laboratories is about 
80 km over sea and both labs can receive Finnish TV1- 
program from Espoo. TV-synchronisation signals are 
locked to rubidium oscillator. Both direct frequency and 
phase comparison methods were utilised. Phase com- 
parison method gives better results but suffers from un- 
known phase jumps requiring rather long comparison 
time. An inaccuracy of 1.10-l2 at best was obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Estonia is establishing its own accreditation system and 
its own national standards laboratories. METROSERT Fig, A map showing Estonia and Finland 
in Tallinn takes care of the most accurate calibrations in 
the field of electricity. METROSERT is accredited by 
Finnish accreditation system (FINAS). Accredited 
quantities are DC voltage and DC resistance, but 
METROSERT plans to add some new quantities to its 
scope, including frequency. A common view frequency 
comparison via Finnish TV broadcast signal was suc- 
cessfully accomplished between METROSERT and 
VTT Automation, Measurement Technology in Septem- 
ber-October 1999. 

MIKES VTT, Electricity and Time Metrology is the 
National Metrology Institute (NMI) of Finland. It was 
separated from VTT Automation at the end of the year 
1999, after this comparison. MIKES maintains time and 
frequency by comparing four Cs standards to each other 
and to GPS receivers with a monitoring system 131. 

MIKES has a portable rubidium clock, which is used for 
frequency proficiency tests in Finland (111). Usually the Fig. 2: A map showing locations of the co-operating 
clock is used for short distances (less than 1 hour) with a laboratories 
car and powered from the car's battery, because the ac- 
credited laboratories are situated in the vicinity of 
MIKES. The frequency uncertainty level of this kind of 



The expected uncertainty level for a one-day visit of the 
Rb-clock via a ship would be larger than 1.1U". Be- 
cause of the relatively good equipment level of 
METROSERT (four Rb clocks, a high-resolution fre- 
quency comparator and a GPS receiver, manufactured 
by EKTA) a better level was desired (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3: The frequency traceability of METROSERT 
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To check the performance of the TV-comparison 
method, a short baseline (7.2krn) test was done first in 
Finland and Allan FVAR was calculated from the phase 
record, Fig. 5. In this case both reference standards were 
Cs-clocks. Allan FVAR plot shows, that an uncertainty 
of 1.1U" can easily be attained in less than one hour 
and 1.10-l2 is possible within office hours. phase detector, 
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The 15.625 kHz line frequency and other synch. signals 
of the TV transmissions of the Broadcasting company of 
Finland are based on a very stable Rb oscillator, moni- 
tored by the NMI. The line frequency has been the basis 
of frequency traceability in the accredited calibration 
laboratories in Finland. 121. Up to the spring 1999 the 
overall quality of the line frequency was excellent. From 
that on the quality of the line frequency deteriorated due 
to the new digital links which contain picture memories 
and reproduce the line frequency after every link. The 
24h average has been of good quality, but with shorter 
integration times there are slower (hours) and faster 
(minutes) variations, as can be seen from the Allan vari- 
ance of the line frequency in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5: The Allan variances of TV common view, 
baseline test, between two Cs-clocks 

Because METROSERT did not have a phase measuring 
system for TV-synch. pulses, a direct frequency meas- 
urement was tried first. To accomplish this, a TV- 
frequency standard 121 was sent to METROSERT, see 
Fig. 6. It contains a simple crystal oscillator and phase 
lock circuitry to lock into 15625 Hz line frequency of 
any TV-set. 
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Fig. 4: The Allan FVAR of the Finnish TV line fre- 
quency 

Fig. 6: The TV frequency standard of MIKES 

METROSERT has a high resolution frequency com- 
parator, ie. the dominating noise originates from TV- 
signal and above-mentioned phase-lock circuitry. As a 
first method 10 s readings were taken manually at 30 s 
intervals during one hour, see Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7: The direct frequency comparison method 
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As a second method a long term phase measurement was 
11 

UTC hour of Sapt. 17,1999 

carried out utilising the linear phase comparator in- 8 MIKES + Metrora 

cluded in the TV-frequency standard, see Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9: The direct frequency comparison result 

Fig. 8: The frequency comparison method via phase 

MIKES monitors TV line frequency via a video recorder 
as a TV receiver, a frame sync. separator for video and a 
surveillance system (131) which measures all clocks, in- 
cluding 50 Hz frame pulses against the PPS pulses of the 
Cs main clock of MIKES. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 9 shows the results of simultaneous frequency 
measurements at both ends. The common sinusoidal 
frequency variation of 3.10.~ (pp) comes from the digital 
links explained earlier. Instability (SD) of each reading 
was 0.4.10.~ and the final inaccuracy of the comparison 
was 3.10." (SD). The result, dflf = (1.6 + 3).10.11, was 
not satisfactory, therefore we continued with phase 
measurements. 

Raw phase plots at both ends, Helsinki and Tallinna are 
shown in Fig. 10. There are some non-coincident phase 
jumps we cannot explain. Probably they originate from 
TV-frequency standard which may lose phase-lock due 
to bad signal, noise or power line problems. 
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Fig. 10: The raw phase data at both ends 

The phase plot is depicted in Fig. 11 after the elimina- 
tion of obvious phase jumps. It contains a strange 700 
ns,, phase variation in the middle of comparison period. 
At the beginning of the period the linear behaviour turns 
into parabola due to warming-up phenomena (probably 
TV-set). When applying linear regression to the whole 
curve, a frequency difference seems to be - 2 0 . 1 ~ ' ~  with 
the standard error of 1,3.10-12. The observed frequency 
difference seems to decrease towards the end of com- 
parison. Last two hours of the comparison period were 
quite free from phase jumps and above-mentioned ther- 
mal drifts. The best 2.5 hour piece of the phase differ- 
ence gives a frequency difference of -1,3.10.12 with A- 
type uncertainty of 0,5.10.12. The corresponding Allan 
FVAR is shown in Fig. 12. 

At the time of frequency comparison there was no air 
conditioning in the METROSERT frequency laboratory. 
In addition, a window, looking towards south-east, was 
near the frequency standards. Therefore, the laboratory 
temperature may have varied several degrees during the 
comparison. The rubidium frequency standards and fre- 
quency comparator were installed in the open rack one 



upon the other, a thermal design which may cause 
problems. 
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Fig. 11: The corrected phase data at both ends and their 
difference 
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Fig. 12: The Allan FVAR and TVAR of the "best 
piece" phase difference 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Phase comparison method is superior compared to direct 
frequency measurement. It suffers, however, from un- 
known phase jumps, which are not related to common 
signal source. In addition, environmental conditions 
were not in control during the comparison, leading to 
phase drifts, which makes the results difficult to deci- 
pher. It seems that the results were more stable towards 
the end of the five hour measurement period. 

METROSERT was clearly less than 1.10-" during the 
comparison. By utilising longer comparison times (up to 
several days) bad phase records could be rejected and an 
uncertainty of 1 . 1 ~ ' ~  should be easily attainable by 
using the described method. 
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The frequency comparison was successful. 
METROSERT stated the frequency deviation of their 
reference clock. It was compared to the reference fre- 
quency of MIKES via TV common view comparison. 
The difference between the stated (METROSERT) and 
measured (MIKES) reference frequency deviation of 
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STUDIES ON CBLLISIONAL FREQUENCY SHIFTS IN CAESIUM ATOMIC 
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Currently, the collisional frequency shift in fountain type frequency standards is a 
matter of vivid interest. Collisions in a thermal gas and a thermal atomic beam have 
been discussed now and then. Only recently one of the authors (M.K.) pointed to the 
fact that under the experimental situation prevailing in an atomic clock with a thermal 
beam having a narrow axial atomic velocity distribution and very low transversal 
velocities, a shift might be expected which should even at moderate atomic densities 
in the beam be comparable in magnitude with the uncertainty of such standards. 

In PTB's caesium frequency standard CSX the density of atoms contributing 
to the detector signal has been varied by about one order of magnitude, up to about 
2.10~1cm~, in such a way that all known frequency shifts should have remained 
constant. Frequency measurements were performed between February and July 
1999 with reference to PTB's primary clocks CS1 and CS2, and to UTC(NIST) and 
UTC(USN0). 

n,, (1 o61cm3) n, (rel. units) 

In the figures, the average result of all frequency comparisons (X) is plotted as a 
function of the atomic density, and the measured relative frequency instability 
1 (A), obtained from hydrogen maser comparisons. Each data point 
corresponds to typically 10 days of measurement. The results (A) prove shot-noise 
limited performance of the CSX for all atomic densities employed. 

A linear fit to the frequency shift data (X) gives Ayc,,,/An, = - 2,5.10"~/(10~ 
atomslcm3) with 2,3-10"~ as the I a - standard uncertainty of the slope. This result 
would have to be multiplied by (-48) to agree with M. Kajita's theoretical predictions 
(unpublished). The difference may be due to the modelling of the atomic density and 
the transversal velocity distribution in the theoretical calculations, which may be too 
simple to reflect the real situation in the frequency standard. 

In the contribution we will explain details of the experiment, of the data 
analysis and of the theory which predicts the frequency shifts. 
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ABSTRACT 

Several Polish governmental, scientific and commercial institiltions arc equipped with caesium 
frequency standards, which until recently were isolated and cornpat-ed only occasiun;iily one 
with another. The total nunrbcr of' standards approaches ten; lnost ore type WP5071 A. 
Development by the Astrogcodyrlal~ricnl Observatory (AOS), in coopcrntion with thc Burcall 
International des Poids et Mest~res (BIIJM), of a cheap multi-channel time-transfer systc~n 
(TTS-2) based on a Motorola GPS module has nllowed thc,qc laboratories to quickly cstablish 
a system of time links. Most o f  tile institutions are now linkcd through the TTS-2 to  the 
Central Oflice of Measures (GUM) i n  Warsaw on an operational basis. 

The TTS-2 conlprises a Motorola VP Oncore multi-channel GPS CIA-codc modulc, a 
dedicated personal computer, and sohware for common-view comparisons. The soflware uses 
raw pseudo-range measurements and rigoroirsly follows stnndnrds dcvctopcd by thc CGGTTS 
(CCTF sub-group on GPS and GLONASS Time Transfer Standards), This ncw system enables 
the observation of scvcral sat.ellites simultaneously. Another of its advantages is that the data 
obtained are compatible with the earlier single-chnnnel stn.ndard recommcndcd by thc CCTF. 
The multi-channel mcthod irnproves the stability of the time transfcr in comparison to the 
classical single-cllantlel cc~mrnon-view mode. The rcsults of suclr compiirisons between several 
laboratories are presented. 

Data from Polish liecluency standards, comparcd by tneans of TTS-2s, are used to establish the 
Polish Atomic Time Scale 'SA(PL). Based on about ten caesiun~ frequency stnndnrds, this will 
be much more stable than either of  the existing scales generated by a single laboriltot-y When 
hlfy operational, this time scale will help to tnsintain two Polish renlizcltions of U'L'C, 
UTC(GUM) and U'I'C(AOS), to within 100 ns of  UTC. 
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ULTRA PRECISE TIME DISSEMINATION SYSTEM 
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ABSTRACT The operating temperature range has now been 

Last year at the Joint Meeting of the 13th European extended from 15°C to 35°C. 

Frequency and Time Forum and the IEEE International The path variation range can be as high as several 

Frequency Control Symposium in BesanGon (FIIANCE) nanoseconds and the synchronisation process is maintained 

12- 16 April, 1999, we presented an Ultra Precise Time in the picosecond range. 

Dissemination System reporting the possibility of INTRODUCTION 
performing time transfer between two areas separated by 
few kilometers with an accuracy of a few picoseconds.We 
demonstrated the ability to synchronize remote systems 
within 10 to 30 picoseconds over a temperature variation 
of 4°C. We have already performed the following 
improvements as announced in our previous paper: 

Our previous work has shown the architecture of the 
system.[5] 

The figure 1 shows the setup used in order to validate 
the system. 

We perform a transit time measurment between a 
master clock system and remote slaves sub-systems, after 
computation of the transit time measurement by the master 

BIDIRECTIONAL OPTICAL TRANSMISSION VIA A SINGLE fl8ER 
70 rneewn on# cornpeorole path  length shonger ond dr;flr 

i 
MASTER I - I I I I 

B I T i P * O r O d r e  I>-96 - - 

Figurel: Setup used to validate the system computer, data are transfered to slave equipment to acco- 



modate and compensate time differences and drifts. 
To ilnprove the results presented last year regarding 

temperature we had to work in two areas. 
- Increasing the corrections efficiency of the delay 

generator over the 15 - 35 "C telnperature range. 
- Increasing the transit time measurement accuracy 

over the 15 - 35 "C temperature range. 

Corrections of the delay generators 
.2 I , J 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
The siinplified slave sub-system schematic is given by n.ae mesure 

the figure 2: Figure 3: non-linearities of the analog interpolator 

case of the non-linearities is in the middle of the delay 
range (about 3.5 11s) and it is 16 to 17 picoseconds.We can 
see that such a curve is easy to approximate by polynomial 

programmable delay generator 
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Figure 2: Simplified schematic of the slave sub- 
system. 

The optical signal is demodulated, decoded and then 
transmitted to a programmable delay generator. The signal 
is also sent back through the optical link to the master. 

The programmable delay generator is a two-stage 
delay generator. The first stage is digital and consist of a 
synchronous counter clocked by the 155.52 MHz clock 
signal providing a 6.4 ns resolution and a loops range. 

The second stage is an analog interpolator providing a 
resolution of 400 femtoseconds and a delay range covering 
the 6.4 ns clock period. 

The combination of these two stages allows to have a 
delay range of 100 ps and a resolution better than 1 picose- 
cond. 

The digital stage has no identified non-linearities. 
The analog stage has some non-linearities over the 

period range of 7 ns. 
The figure 3 shows the non-linearities of the analog 

interpolator over the 7 ns. We can observe that the worst 

interpolation to iinplelnent the appropriate correction. 
The figure 4 shows the residual non-linearities after 

the application of the correction over the delay range of the 
analog delay generator. 

Figure 4: residual non-linearities after correction 
range: 0 to7ns 

We represent the difference between the programmed 
delay and the measured delay at the output (TO, TOC) of the 



We represent the difference between the programmed This variation of 70 ps of the ininimum delay over the 
delay and the measured delay at the output (TO, TOC) of the temperature range is also compensated by polynomial 
delay generator for programmed delays from 10.001 ps to interpolation. 
10.007 ps by step of 1 ns. The figure 7 shows the difference between a pro- 

We can appreciate that the residual non-linearities are grammed delay of 50 ps and the measured delay at the out- 
on the order of 5 picoseconds peak to peak. puts (TO, TOC) of the delay generator for the ambient 

The figure 5 shows the residual non-linearities after temperature varying from 15°C to 35°C. 
the application of the correction over the delay range of 100 
ns to 100 ps sl~owing the residual non-linearities of the 
whole delay generator including both digital and analog 
stage. 

Figure 5: residual non-linearities after corection 
range: 100 ns to100 ps 

We can appreciate that the residual non-linearities of 
the complete delay generator in the range of 100 ns to 100 
ps is also as low as 5 picoseconds peak to peak. 

We will discuss now about another source of errors in 
our timing system and especially due to the delay gene- 
rator. 

Even if we set the two stages of the delay generator to 
zero the effective delay will not be equal to zero, the delay 
generator due to transmission time in electronics of the two 
stage has a minimum delay. 

This minimum delay is not constant over temperature. 
The figure 6 shows the minimuin delay variation over 

an ambient temperature varying from 15°C to 35°C. 

Errstrr de linearit6 da I rrclsue, VOlE 1 
5 . . . . . . . . -  

Figure 7: Minimum delay compensation over tem- 
perature. 

The lower curve shows the errors between the pro- 
grammed delay and the effective measured delay. We can 
see that the peak to peak variation is 10 picosecondes. 

The upper curve show the temperature of the time 
interval meter. 

We can see that the two curves area correlated, we 
believe that temperature on the time interval meter as a 
significant influence on the accuracy of the results when we 
are working below ten picosecondes. 

4 

Transit Time Measurement Accuracy 

....................................................................... - 

To perform an accurate synchronisation process 
between two remote equipment after having implemented 
an accurate delay generator, we should implement an accu- 
rate transit time measurement method. 

The method already existed [1,2,3,4,5] but we worked 
to increase the accuracy of this method over the tempera- 
ture range 15°C - 35°C. 

The figure 8 shows the slave ambient temperature 
variation and its influence on the transit time measurement 
accuracy. 

Figure 6 :  Minimum delay variations over tempera- 
ture. 
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Figure 8: Temperature variation on the slave and 
its influence on transit time measurement accuracy. 

We can see a peak to peak variation of 100 picose- 
conds. 

The temperature on the master has the same influence 
on the the transit time measurement accuracy. 

We should have a correction for the slaves temperature 
and the lnaster temperature. 

The figure 9 shows the variation of the delay pro- 
grammed between two remote slaves when the ambiant 
temperature of one of the slave is varied from 15°C to 
35°C. 

We have programmed a delay of 50 ps between the 
outputs of the two slaves and we measured the difference 
between this two slaves and we represent the difference 
between the programmed and the measured delay. 

Figure9: variation of the delay programmed 
between two remote slaves versus temperature. 

We can see that the we have a maximum variation of 
15 picoseconds peak to peak between two remotes slaves. 

The master and one of the slaves are at room tempera- 
ture and the ambient temperature of the other slaves varies 
from 15OC to 35OC. 

One of the slaves is linked to the lnaster by 100 in of 
optical fiber and the other one is linked by 5001n. 

The 500 m of fiber optic is also exposed to the tempe- 
rature variation; this represents a 2 ns transit time variation 
that is fully compensated by the system. 

From last year we inade a significant improvement in 
our system. 

Last year we demonstrated that we were able to deliver 
over a wide area time epochs synchronous in a few picose- 
conds range implementing a suitable compensation for 
time propagation variation delay over 4°C temperature 
variation. 

Now we have improved temperature corrections of the 
electronic sub-systems; we maintain the same timing per- 
formances (1 0 to 15 ps) over a temperature variation of 15 
OC to 35 "C of the equipment. 

The equipment are now in production and will be deli- ' 
vered to our customer in the next months. 

The main challenge for the future is to increase the 
time performances, our goal is to have a synchronisation 
process between two remote equipment down to 5 picose- 
conds. 
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ABSTRACT 

During the past year NPL has developed a clock 
algorithm to combine data from three active hydrogen 
masers and three commercial caesium clocks. The 
algorithm was initially based on the NIST AT1 
algorithm but has been adapted to meet NPL's own 
requirements. It has been implemented to process firstly 
simulated clock data, then actual clock data. First results 
are presented in this paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An ensemble time scale combining measurements from 
a group of clocks has many uses [I]. Firstly its increased 
integrity is useful when considering that NPL has to 
maintain the UK's national time scale : UTC(NPL). 
Many National Metrology Institutes (NMI) nowadays 
implement an ensemble time scale for generation of 
UTC and for internal laboratory use. The stability of 
NPL's existing timescale needs to be improved to 
achieve best possible comparisons with the new 
Caesium fountain presently under construction. The 
evaluation of NPL's new Caesium fountain will require 
the use of a highly stable reference time scale, which 
may be provided by a clock algorithm. Short term 
stability may be provided by a good Active Hydrogen 
Maser clock. Longer term stability will be provided by 
TAI. An ensemble time scale may be extremely good in 
the medium term, enhancing the performance of the 
individual Hydrogen Masers. 

With these aims, the NPL has developed an algorithm to 
combine three masers and three commercial caesium 
clocks. The third maser is being purchased. At present 
the NIST(AT1) algorithm [2] has been used for several 
reasons. The long operational run of this algorithm at 
NIST is an excellent proof of the integrity and stability 

problem of missing data (after a temporary clock 
disruption) is addressed. Results are presented using 
both simulated and real data. Finally, some 
improvements are discussed including use of the 
statistical tool called the variogram. 

2. NIST(AT1) CLOCK ALGORITHM 

The principle of the operation of a clock algorithm is to 
predict the future values in both phase and frequency for 
each clock, then determine the prediction error from 
which the weight of each clock is calculated. The 
ensemble time scale is calculated using these weighted 
values. In the case of the NIST algorithm, predictions 
are made of (Clock - ensemble) phase and frequency. 
For other algorithms a single clock is usually used as a 
reference. 

A 

Firstly an estimate of the phase difference xi between 
the clock and the ensemble time scale is calculated using 
the previous value of the phase xi(t) and the frequency 
~ i ( t )  : 

A 

xi ( t  + Z )  = xi ( t )  + yi  ( t )  X 7 .  (1) 
This result is used to determine the true value of 
(clock - ensemble) using every measured value xi, 
between clocks, and a weight wi estimated for each 
clock i with equation (10) : 

(2) 
It allows us to calculate an estimate value of the 

A 

frequency yi  for the clock i using the updated phase 

data (x,  = Clock - ensemble) and its previous value : 
A xi ( t  + Z) - xi ( t )  
y i  ( t  + z )  = 

T 
. (3) 

of the algorithm. The algorithm does not treat any single 
C 

At this stage one can improve the estimation of the clock as the master. This is useful in the case where the 
frequency taking into account a known frequency drift 

reference clock fails, when a second clock may then 
automatically replace the bad clock. Finally, the ~~b~ calculating yi  : 
algorithm can be made to operate in real-time or in a - 
post-processed mode. The quality of the results may be y i  ( t  + T )  = yi ( t )  + z . D i .  
improved by post processing.' 

(4) 

We can then calculate a value of the frequency yi with a 

In this paper, the principle of the algorithm NIST(AT1) filter using a time constant mi, at time t+z : 

and its implementation at NPL are described. Then, the 



The time constant of the frequency filter is calculated 
with the averaging time zmin,i corresponding to the 
minimum value of the Allan deviation on a standard 
Allan deviation representation (o,(z) against t) of the 
clock. This gives an estimation of the level of white 
frequency noise in comparison with the level of 
frequency random walk of the clock. 

(70 being the algorithm step size). 

A tricky part of the process occurs when the relative 
weights (wi) of each clock are estimated. This must 
come from an estimation of its prediction error Ei. The 
forward prediction error in the extrapolation of 
(clock - ensemble) is used to estimate the performance 
and hence weight of each clock. It is calculated with the 
difference between the estimate phase of 

A 

(clock - ensemble) ( x i  ) and the true value xi .  If for 

example the error becomes very high because of an 
outlying bad point (it could come from a time step), the 
weight of the clock becomes very small. To avoid this 
kind of behaviour, the average value of the error 
estimator is filtered [3]. 

(7) 
A correction factor (Ki) is introduced to take into 
account the correlation between the clock and the 
ensemble time scale. It is updated with equation (12). 

Then an average value of the forward prediction error is 
filtered using a filter time constant N,. Since the noise 
characteristics of a clock may not be stationary, previous 
values are deweighted. The value of the filter time 
constant is chosen to represent the time during which 
one expects the white frequency noise level to be 
constant [3]. 

(8) 
The forward prediction error of the ensemble Ex is 
calculated as : 

with the condition 

Then the correction factor is updated using the new 
value of the weight : 

This equation order is used for the implementation. The 
algorithm cycle begins with the determination of the 
prediction of the phase for each (clock - ensemble) at 
time t+z using previous phase value, the weight and the 
frequency calculated at time t ant the measurement value 
x~ recording at time t+z. Then the (clock - ensemble) 
frequency at time t+z is determined with the new phase 
value. Finally a forward prediction error is estimated 
giving a weight for each clock at t+r, which will be used 
for the calculation of the phase at time t+2z. 

3. MISSING DATA PROBLEM 

A major problem in the algorithm's operation occurs 
when data from clocks are not recorded during a known 
time duration. Some clocks are removed from the time 
scale and are then reinstated. 

The solution required depends on the duration of the 
outage. There is a possibility to interpolate data if only a 
few data points are missing as long as the weights are 
not disturbed. If the gap is bigger, one has to estimate a 
new value of the frequency and phase data using the 
previous values obtained when the clock was 
operational. Setting the weight of this missing clock to 
zero does not disturb the remaining ensemble time scale. 
It allows us to calculate a new value of xi in the absence 
of new data from the missing clock using equation (2). 
This new value of xi allows us to determine a new 
estimation of the frequency yi using equation (3). Then 
the returned clock can take part in the ensemble 
prediction error. 

This process has been applied in the chart below. The 
clock weights and the resulting time scale are not 
disturbed. 

N being the number of clocks. 
So it allows us to determine the weight of each clock i : 
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Figure 1 : Weight behaviour of the algorithm operating 
on four Caesium clocks (data supplied by USNO). Clock 
4 is missing between MJD 49360 and 49364. The 
weight of the other clocks increases to keep a consistent 
ensemble time scale (through equation (10)). 

4. RESULTS WITH SIMULATED AND REAL 
DATA 

The first implementation of this algorithm was 
undertaken using simulated data. It is straightforward to 
generate standard noise types (white phase noise and 
white frequency noise, random walk, flicker frequency 
and linear frequency drift), and examine the results 
knowing the initial noise types. In this process, 5 clocks 
have been simulated using a combination of white phase 
noise and white frequency noise. The behaviour of the 
weight of each clock during the time series is shown in 
Figure 2. 

0.1 

51,600 51,805 51,610 51,615 51,620 51.025 
MJD Date 

1 Clock 1 * Clock 2 . Clock 3 . Clock 4 Clock 5 1 

Figure 2 : Weights of five clocks during a 35 day 
simulation (zo = 3600 s). Clocks 1 and 5 are removed at 
MJD 51600 and 51620. The weights of all other clocks 
rapidly readjust to stable values. 

A very important consideration is the definition of initial 
conditions. The choice of initial values will dramatically 
affect the early stages of the algorithm operation. 

Firstly, an initial frequency for each clock must be 
determined. This could be done by calculating a 
difference between two phase readings from the clock. 
The problem is to choose a suitable interval between 
these two readings. We can simply use the equation : 

x, ( n z )  - x, (0)  
Yi  (0)  = n'c (13) 

where xi, is the measured phase value between the 
clock i and a clock chosen as a reference for this stage 
of the process. n must be chosen sufficiently large to 
characterise the true frequency of the clock. 

Filter time constants (mi, filter for the frequency and No 
filter for the prediction error) does not change during the 
process. So it is important to have some good estimates. 
For large values of N, there could be some transient 
effect in the behaviour of the prediction error due to 
initial conditions. But if N, is too low, the scatter of the 
prediction error is larger because the filter is not really 
efficient. So there is a compromise to find. This is 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 : Processing of real data (clock readings from 
USNO) showing weight behaviour using 2 different N T  

values (40 days for the top chart and 20 days for the 
bottom chart). The long term structure is about the same 
but some short term structures have been added in the 
bottom chart. 



Figure 4 shows the stability of the clocks and the 
ensemble time scale through the Allan deviation 
representation. The three-cornered hat method is 
applied. However the problem of correlation between 
the ensemble time scale and individual clocks and 
between individual clocks has not been taken into 
account. 

The short term stability of the ensemble time scale is 
better than any contributing clock. But in principle one 
can notice that in the long term, the stability of the 
ensemble time scale is worse than some of the 
contributing clocks. Figure 4 indicates that this may be 
happening. This is due to the fact that the prediction 
error is optimised for one step ahead averaging time. 
Prediction errors depend on levels of white frequency 
noise. But long term stability depends on levels of 
random walk frequency noise which may be different. 

3 5  4 4 6  5 5 5  6 8 5 
Loel08 C) 

( Clock 1 r Clock2 *. Clock3 -clock4 -r~nsernble] 

Figure 4 : Result of the processing of 4 Caesium clocks 
(data supplied by USNO) using the three-cornered hat 
method. The Allan representation for each clock and the 
ensemble time scale show a clear improvement in the 
stability of the ensemble time scale in comparison with 
any contributing clock. 

5. IMPROVEMENTS 

There are a few stages of the implementation that could 
be improved. 

There is a possibility of improving the evaluation of 
several algorithm parameters. A statistical tool called the 
variogram [4] may allow us to estimate the level of noise 
of the clock frequency : white noise, random walk and 
possible linear frequency drift as shown in Figure 5. 
After applying these estimators in clock data, the time 
constant filter (as the frequency filter) can be replaced 
by a more suitable parameter that can change during the 
process. For example it could be the case of the 
frequency filter (mi) that depends on the relative level of 
white noise and random walk. 

The variogram has been applied using simulated 
frequency data as shown in Figure 5. 

time (arbitrary unlt) 

I white noise FM -random walk FM -flicker noise FM -hear  drift -real clock] 

o t o a ~ a ~ m m m w ~ w  
time (arbltnry unit) 

[,--white noise FM -random walk FM -Flicker noise FM -linear drill --real clock/ 

Figure 5 : Variogram applied in some simulated noise 
frequency data shown in the first plot. The Variogram 
and the fitted corresponding shape give estimations of 
the clock noise. 

If a clock is very stable, the calculated weight is very 
high in comparison with the other clock's weight. It 
could be advantageous to put an upper value to prevent 
this clock contributing too heavily to the stability of the 
ensemble time scale. In this case, the continuity and 
integrity of the time scale is compromised if that clock 
was to fail. 

The time scale can be calculated in real time. It allows 
NPL to have a new estimation of the ensemble time 
scale at every epoch chosen. It could be possible to 
implement the algorithm in a post-process mode. In this 
case, some better estimation of the clock stability against 
the ensemble time scale can allow us to improve the 
real-time processing. 

The correlation between the clock and the ensemble 
time scale is taken into account in the calculation of the 
bias in the error estimates (Ki). But correlation among 
clocks may have a major influence on the result as well. 
That is why some work on clock correlation is being 
performed at NPL [ 5 ] .  



Finally, it could be possible to extend the laboratory 
time scale to a national time scale. In this case, some 
other good clocks may be integrated provided that there 
is a good time transfer link between the laboratory and 
the NPL. So after evaluating the stability of the clock 
and the noise generated from the time transfer link, it's 
possible to integrate it in the ensemble time scale. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The work on a ensemble time scale at NPL is in 
progress. The AT1 algorithm from NIST has been firstly 
implemented. Tests have been performed using both 
simulated and real data (supplied by USNO). Finally 
some improvements such as better estimation of the 
noise of each clock using the statistical tool, the 
variogram, will be implemented with the aim to meet 
NPL's requirements. These requirements are mainly to 
have a better comparison for the frequency standard 
(Caesium fountain) under construction at NPL. 
Moreover, a national time scale combining clocks, other 
than NPL clocks, could be more reliable for UTC(NPL) 
users. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of electronic commerce and of the 
secure electronic document exchange also requires that 
a trusted date and time information is included as a part 
of the digital signature of the documents exchanged. 
To meet the requirements of the Time Stamping 
Authorities (TSA) that are going to be established in 
Italy, the IEN is implementing a trusted time distribution 
service for the remote certification of these authorities 
that must have their time sources traced to UTC(lEN) 
within 1 second. 
The approach followed, is based on the accreditation for 
the time field of each TSA as a secondary centre in the 
Italian Calibration System (SIT), and the use of secure 
dial-up connections with the IEN Time and Frequency 
laboratory for a periodical certification of their date and 
time. 
This paper describes the communication protocol that 
should be adopted and the equipment setup proposed, 
both at the IEN and at a TSA side. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The great increase in the use of Internet that has been 
seen in last years, is beginning to change the society. 
Many every day operations in fact, are now possible 
using Internet and this is changing the way of living of 
the people. Already now, it is possible to buy whatever 
you want in every part of the world staying at home and 
using a personal computer, and e-mail is substituting the 
use of fax and telephone. Many people are already 
working at home exchanging their work through the net 
and even more so will do it in the future. 
Nevertheless this new way of communicating has some 
problems to be solved yet, in fact the electronic 
exchange of documents is affected by security problems. 
As in the case of other ways of document exchange, it 
has to ensure integrity, authenticity, conjYdentiality 
and non repudiation of the information. To comply with 
these requirements, it is essential if one wants to use 
Internet for e-commerce or electronic exchange of 
documents having legal value. 
A way to grant security, liability and identity is to use 
the electronic signature within a Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI); the advantage of public key 
cryptography consists in that it allows the confidential 

transmission of information in open networks where one 
doesn't know in advance or share secret key 
information. 
Many working groups around the world are studying 
and proposing systems dedicated .to the digital 
signature starting from the USA where it is already 
widely used [I]. Also in Europe the use of the digital 
signature is spreading over, and some studies and 
standardization projects have are undergoing [2,3]. 
The electronic signature has to grant the identity of 
contractors, the integrity and authenticity of the 
documents but also its legal value, so it is necessary to 
have a trusted time reference. A PKI is composed by 
some Certifcation Authorities that manage the 
cryptographic keys and by Time Stamping Authorities 
to provide the necessary trusted time reference. 

2. PUBLIC KEY IMRASTUCTURES 

The use and the exchange of electronic information in 
the global information society undoubtedly requires 
services to ensure the security of information and the 
identities of the participants in electronic events 
(transactions, administrative acts,...). These services are 
mainly provided by the PKIs. A PKI is an open public 
cryptographic system and addresses issues as 
important as: 

- Integrity of information 
- Authentication 
- Confidentiality 
- Non-repudiation 

It is primarily composed by: 

- Certification Authority (CA), a trusted third party that 
issues digital certificates to its subscribers, binding their 
identities to the key pairs they use to digitally sign 
electronic communications: 

- Time Stamping Authority (TSA), the entity that 
manages the time used by the CA or by the users to 
sign the documents. It must keep a trusted time related 
to an internationally accepted reference of time such as 
UTC ; 

- Registration Authority (RA), an integration of the CA 
and manages the registration of the users, users identity 
verification, etc. 



In a PKI scheme, every user owns two cryptographic 
keys, one called Public Key and the other called Private 
Key. One has to keep jealously the private key, while the 
public key must be published so that everyone can read 
it. For this reason it is necessary a sort of list where all 
the public keys and the identity of their owners are 
published. This is made by the CA that certificates the 
correspondence between users and public keys. 
The important property of the keys used is that they are 
asymmetric, in the sense that it is only possible to 
decode the message encrypted with the public key using 
the corresponding private key and vice-versa, but it is 
not possible to extract the private key (Fig. I). 

Figure 1 - Asymmetric keys criptography. 

In the context of digital signatures (Fig. 2) a signer uses 
a "hash" function to create a compressed form of the 
message to be sent. This "message digest" is unique to 
that message and can be used subsequently to verify 
the authenticity of the document once received. Before 
sending the document electronically, the signer applies 
the private key to the message digest, thereby 
encrypting it and creating a secure digital signature. The 
document may then be sent, (encrypted with the 
receiver's public key) along with the digital signature. 

User B( 

I 

Figure 2 - Digital signature operational scheme. 

Upon receipt, the digital signature can be decrypted with 
the signer's public key and the message digest can be 
used to verify the contents of the electronic document. 
In this scenario, the only need is to assure that the 
document arrives to destination in a reliable way, but in 
the case of commercial transactions and administrative 
documents, it is necessary to add also a trusted time 
stamp to the electronic signature. To solve this problem 
the TSA has the duty to generate a trusted time 
signature and this time tag must be traceable to a legal 
reference of time. 

3. ZEN PROPOSAL FOR A TRUSTED TIME 
SERVICE 

In Italy it's going to be developed a method to exchange 
electronic documents with the Public Administration, 
and a recent regulation [4] established the Italian CAs 
and stated that the TSA time reference must be within 1 s 
from UTC(IEN), that is traceable to the international time 
scale UTC. 
IEN already has some time dissemination services like 
the telephone time code (CTD), a radio dissemination 
service (RAI - SRC), the Internet Network Time Protocol 
(NTP) stratum 0 server, but none of them is compliant to 
the requirements of a trusted time reference for TSAs. 
Therefore it has been studied a new dissemination 
service, to provide a trusted time reference to the TSAs 
and for the future activities that will use electronic 
exchange of information. 
The approach proposed by IEN assumes that a TSA will 
have some sources of date and time synchronized e.g. 
by GPS, DCF77, RAUSRC, IENICTD, to have the 
necessary redundancy, and will call some times a day 
the IEN trusted time service by a secure dial-up 
connection, to have a certification of its time information 
traceable to UTC as shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3 - Traceability of TSA time reference. 

Operating according to this protocol, the TSA can also 
become a centre accreditated for time dissemination in 
the frame of the Italian Calibration Service (SIT), and 



consequently have the international recognition by the 
European cooperation for Accreditation (EA). With the 
solution proposed, IEN will be also able to measure the 
rate of TSAs clocks and to provide a certification of their 
time error. 
An additional feature can also permit the IEN to assess 
the compliance of the CA trusted time mark; this could 
be accomplished asking the TSA the signing of a 
document carrying the IEN time information, as can be 
done by regular user over the Internet connection. 
In this scheme, the TSAs will have to implement a 
sofhvare similar to the NTP daemon to manage all the 
possible sources of time with suitable drivers then, 
using an additional software they will have to call the 
IEN Trusted Time Service some times per day to get the 
certifications of their time references. The same should 
be done in case of clocks failures The IEN Trusted Time 
Server (TTS) will be made of two identical systems as 
shown in Fig. 4, one serving as backup and will be 
connected to the UTC(1EN) via CTD time generators; it 
will be reachable by dedicated lines and cellular phone 
for redundancy. 

Figure 4 - EN proposed Trusted Time Service. 

The protocol of communication between a TSA and the 
IEN TTS is under development and will be sent to the 
AIPA (Authority for the Information exchange in the 
Public Administration) for the approval. In what follows 
is presented a draft version of the protocol. 
The IEN trusted time server will use dial-up connections 
to overcome two main problems: delays estimation and 
security. 
The first problem is due to the fact that, using Internet 
connection, it is very difficult to estimate link delays 
because of the asymmetry of network routing; any data 
packet in fact can follow different routes to reach its 
destination; 
The second is even most relevant, because using 
Internet many hackers attacks are possible and there is a 
chance that some of them could also shut down the 
service. 

Telephone connections have instead a higher security 
and, except for intercontinental calls, have substantially 
symmetrical transmission delays. It is therefore possible 
to evaluate the one way trip delay dividing by two the 
round trip delay. 
The proposed data string for the communication of TSA 
date information to IEN, is showed in Fig. 5 and it is 
based on the format of the European Telephone Time 
Code as reported in the ITU-R TF.583.4 
Recommendation 

Figure 5 - Proposed TSA data string. 

The communication protocol flowchart is showed in Fig. 
6. The TSA shall call the IEN TTS at least once a day 
and after the modem connection the time certification 
begins following these steps: 

A: Identity Verification: 

- TSA sends its certificate to IEN, 
- IEN sends its certificate to TSA, 
- TSA generates a session symmetric key @g. 3DES), 
signs it with its private key and encrypt it with the IEN 
public key, 
- IEN receives and decrypts the session key and sends 
an acknowledge to the TSA. 

- B: Line delays calibration: 

- TSA goes in LOOP mode, 
- IEN begins to send a special character to the TSA 

that sends it back immediately, 
- IEN records the RTT (Round Trip Time) and after 

some measures (eg. 10) stops the process, 

- C: TSA time verification: 

- TSA begins to send its time according to the data 
string format, 

- IEN makes a series of measurements gg. 10) and 
computes every second the time difference with the 
resolution of the server clock (-50 ms) and records 
them, 

- If UTC(1EN) - Time(TSA) is less than 1 second the 
IEN confirms the TSA time and certificates its validity. 



Figwe 6 - TSA - XEN TTS communic;?;tion prot~tocoi. 



The data string used for the transmission of the time and 
date is derived from the CTD format and the data 
exchange will be made using a connection as if it was 
like an ASCII terminal program. 
The proposed data string contains, apart from the date 
and UTC time, also the difference between the legal local 
time and UTC because in most countries the legal time 
differs from an integer number of hours from UTC. The 
previous information is followed by: 

an identifier of the TSA that is transmitting the string, 
twenty characters to indicate the actual number of time 
stamp performed, 
four characters where it is indicated the version of the 
data string for future releases. 

At the end, like in the CTD code a character "*" is 
present followed by a carriage return (CR) and line feed 
(LF) to mark the starting of the time information 
indicated in the data string. 
In the data exchange between TSA and IEN TTS, the 
first 57 characters will have to be encrypted with the 
session KEY while <*,CR,LF> characters will be 
transmitted in clear form. The encryption in fact adds 
bytes to the information, so the time tag must be in clear 
form to avoid added delays. 
The total lenght of the data string is 60 characters, that 
could be transmitted in clear form using a 1200 bitis 
modem (150 bytets) but, using the encryption, a 
standard 9600 bitls modem connection (1200 bytesls) 
will be more suitable. 
A possible cryptographic algorithm already widely used 
could be the 3DES one described in [6 ] .  

Some preliminary tests have been made at IEN, to check 
the possibility of using telephone lines and the 
computer time base to evaluate the telephone lines 
delay. In Fig.7 are presented the results of a 
measurement session of a 5Okm phone call round trip 
time (RTT) using a software developed at IEN. The two 

lines represent the RTT measured with the internal PC 

timer and using an external counter. It can be seen that 
the bottom line shows the quantization effect of the 
limited resolution on the PC internal counter (-50ms). As 
regards the difference between the means values.of the 
curves it is due to additional hardware and software 
delays of the two measurement set-ups. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A proposal for the trusted time dissemination service 
(TTS) that will serve the Italian companies involved in 
digital time stamping and e-commerce has been studied 
at IEN. In the next months it is planned to implement the 
solutions presented and to test the new service in the 
field. 

[I] A. Gidari, J.P. Morgan, P. Coie "Suwey of state 
electronic & digital signature legislative initiatives" 
ILPF (Internet Law and Policy Forum) 12 September 
1997. 

[2] "European Electronic Signature Standardization 
Initiative (EESSI)" Final Report of he EESSI Expert 
Team 20 July 1999. 

[3] Draft ETSI "Electronic signature standardization 
for business transaction "ES 201 733 v1.1.3 (1999-09). 

[4] DPCM 8/2/1999 "Regole Tecniche per la formazione, 
la trasmissione, la consewazione, la duplicazione, la 
riproduzione e la validazione , anche temporale, dei 
documenti informatici ai sensi dell'art. 3 comma 1, del 
decreto del Presidente della Repubblica I0  Novembre 
1997 n.513". 

[S] J. Levine "Authenticating Time and Frequency 
signals " Joint Meeting EFTF 13-16 April 1999 pp. 304- 
308. 

[6] U.S. Department of Commerce /National Institute of 
Standards and Technology "DATA ENCRYPTION 
STANDARD (DES) " FIPS PUB 46-1999 October 25. 

Figure 7 - Round T r i ~  Time ( 50 !an link). 
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ABSTRACT 

Present time transfer systems are based on microwave 
signals. The most popular remote clock synchronisation 
method is currently based on the Global Positioning System 
constellation (GPS). Its "common view" configuration 
guarantees accuracy of a few nanoseconds. Optical carriers 
could increase this timing accuracy for a number of reasons, 
such as the bandwidth or the nearly absence of ionospheric 
effects. In 1989 an ESA promoted experiment using a special 
geostationary satellite showed the potentiality of laser timing 
[I], [2]. Nowadays that spacecraft is no more available, but a 
Japanese one, named Ajisai, could offer the opportunity to 
use optical signals. 

This satellite, of spherical shape, orbiting at 1500 km of 
altitude, is fitted by 318 mirrors plus I20 arrays of 
retroreflectors. With a suitable laser emission scheme and 
with the detection of the light reflections from the mirrors, it 
is foreseen to realise both a one or a two-way optical link 
between remote ground laboratories. 

This note is a progress report. The possibility to perform 
a time synchronisation using this peculiar satellite is 
examined. Preliminary steps are the redaction of precise 
satellite ephemeris, including also attitude information, spin 
rate, spin axis orientation, mirror identipcation, etc. Using 
the Sun light reflections as input signals, some data were 
collected and will be presented. Ajisai common visibility and 
svnchronisation windows are determined considering some 

L. 

European laser ranging stations. Meanwhile, the link budget 
is evaluated for the same stations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to improve current accuracy, time and frequency 
community is investigating new remote clock comparison 
systems. Although the microwave domain is still of interest, 
in the last decades also the optical region has been analysis. 
With the TWSTFT (Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency 
Transfer) microwave system, for instance, which is under test 
since some years, better values of accuracy respect to the 
GPS common view configuration can be reached 131, [4]. 

Synchronisation techniques in the visible range, on the 
other hand, seem to be the best candidate to guarantee 
measurement accuracy of sub nanosecond level with the 
smallest theoretical effort. The T2L2 (Time Transfer by Laser 
Link) project is probably the most popular proposal currently 
under investigation [5], [6]. Its link scenario is based on an 
optical receiverltransmitter onboard a spacecraft, with the 
second station based on the Earth. 

satellite Ajisui [7 ] .  A complete passive two-way synchronisation 
can therefore be realised (Figure 1). 

The optical solution, besides its high potentialities, presents 
also drawbacks and disadvantages that can extremely limit its 
applicability to synchronisation purposes, especially if clock 
comparisons are frequently and periodically needed. 
Furthermore, in case of optical applications performed inside 
the atmosphere, weather conditions, scattering, turbulence and 
refraction effects should also be taken into account. 

Figure 1. A possible European two-way link 
scenario via a passive satellite (optical domain). 

In the specific case of the considered scenario, moreover, 
the links are feasible only when the mirrors are correctly 
oriented. Connections, in fact, can fail due to the spin 
stabilisation of the satellite. The consequence is that both the 
satellite orbit and attitude must be accurately investigated and 
predicted in order to determine exactly when and where the 
laser signals must be fired. 

To analyse the synchronisation repeatability of the chosen 
technique, it is also necessary to examine the various passages 
of the satellite over a same site, in order to determine the 
common visibility windows (i.e. the time intervals during which 
two or more remote stations can view contemporaneously the 
satellite). During a single common visibility window, another 
subset of time intervals must be considered: the synchronisation 
windows (i.e. the intervals during which the mirrors are 
correctly oriented to establish the link). 

Finally several comparisons, also during the same satellite 
passage, are mandatory to perform a statistical analysis to infer 
stability and uncertainty of the synchronisation link. 

The hereafter considerations, however, refer to the 
possibility of performing laser time transfer between two 
remote ground clocks using the mirrors onboard the geodetic 



(Figure 2). The sphere is I m in radii and is completely 
passive. Its surface is fitted only by CCR (corner cube 
retroreflectors) and minors having a curvature that represents 
a larger mirror sphere of 9 rn in radii [8]. The orbital plane is 
inclined of -50°, whilst the orbit shape is almost circular 
(e,,age=0.0011364). The satellite revolution period is 
T,,,ag,=l 15,716 rnin (the orbit is -1 500 km high). 

Because the position of the satellite and its relative velocity 
respect to the observer were known, by counting the pixefs 
impressed by the two sun reflections it was possible to roughly 
estimate the time interval of the two flashes. Also the time 
separation between them was determined in a similar way. For 
the considered photo, it was obtained 11,7 ms and 9,98 ms for 
the flashes, whilst the measured separation time was 274,43 ms 
[Il l .  

Flgure 2. EGP (Experimental Geodetic 
Payload) satellite (Ajisai is its nickname). 

To perform the proposed optical lmk, a prediction of the 
satellite motion is needed. Both gravitational and non 
gravitational effects must be considered and kept into account 
[9], [lo]. In the case of Ajisai, the Earth oblateness is the 
dominant perturbation source and, for secular effects on Ajisai 
orbital plane, it is sufficient to consider only the Jz coefficient. 
For this satellite, the main Earth gravitational perturbation 
causes the following effects [l 11: 

* RAAN (Right Ascension of the Ascending Node) 
precession (-3.074 '/solar day). 

Argument of the perigee motion (+2.547O/solar day). 

For accurate orbit prediction, it is obvious that Jz cannot 
be the only factor to be considered. The basic step, however, 
in the satellite position determination is the availability of 
precise and update orbital elements. For geodetic satellites (as 
Ajisai) the SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) world-wide tracking 
campaign permits to have very accurate orbital elements that 
can be used in the orbit prediction software. Very short term 
prediction, therefore, are sufficiently precise even in the case 
that only the main perturbation effects are taken into account. 

A previous verification of the estimated Ajisai position 
was performed using Sun light reflections. Figure 3 shows the 
photo obtained at the astronomical observatory of Pino 
Torinese (I) where two adjacent sun flashes were detected (see 
arrows in figure). The stars are circular in shape due to the 
Earth motion compensation of the telescope. The exposition 
time was 1 min, the telescope field of view was 1 Ox1 0 arcsec, 
and the CCD was composed by a matrix of 1152~1296pixels. 

To link successfully two remote stations, however, also the 
satellite attitude perturbation must be modelled. The long term 
effects are the Ajisai spin axis precession, its nutation and the 
spin rate decrement due to the Eddy current generation. Short 
term effects are also present and are currently under 
investigation. The attitude prediction is essential to know when 
the mirrors reach the right orientation to perform the link. Sun 
light can be usell  also in this analvsis. 

Figure 3. Sun reflections fiom the Ajisai mirrors detected at the 
Astronomical Observatory of Pino Torinese (I). 

Detection of the Sun reflections from the Ajisai mirrors were 
executed. At each received flash was associated the detection 
time. In such a way the time interval between flashes is easily 
computed. If the time between two adjacent flashes generated by 
the same mirror is considered, the Ajisai rotation period can be 
evaluated. Figure 4 reports the various estimations obtained 
during a single Ajisai passage over the laser ranging station 
located in Cagbari (I). Note that the reported data in this figure 
represent the measured values without keeping into account the 
relative motion of Ajisai respect to the observer. 
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Figure 4. Raw data measured in Cagliari July 12" 1999. 

Considering this effect, it was possible to determine that the 
Ajisai spin is clockwise for a celestial north pole observer and 
that the detected average rotation period was 1806.32 ms. 



Because the time separation between adjacent reflections 
depends on the Ajisai spin axis orientation, it is also possible 
to estimate such disposition. It is sufficient to compare the 
measured values with the time interval evaluations that arise 
from geometrical consideration. The satellite axis parallel to 
that of the Earth was the configuration that gave the lowest 
residuals. 

The measured rotation period of 1806.32 ms is compliant 
with the Ajisai spin rate secular decrement of -0.00145 
rotation per midday proposed by some Japanese researches 
[12], [13]. Figure 5 shows this secular decrement (dash line) 
and the spin estimations proposed by Kubo and Otsubo, 
together with the obtained value of 1806.32 ms (33.21 
rotations per minute). 

Note that the detected short term decrement during the six 
minutes of the Cagliari acquisition is much higher: -1.2535 
rotation per min/day. Also this value is compliant with the 
instant values measured by the Japanese colleagues [12]. 

Figure 5. Ajisai spin rate secular decrement 

A possible explanation of such a difference between the 
secular and the instant decrement can be found in the thermal 
transients suffered by Ajisai entering in (or exing out from) 
the Earth shadow (hyphotesis under investigation). 

3. COMMON VISIBILITIES 

Due to the Earth rotation, the Ajisai ground coverage 
areas are not constant in time. As a consequence also the 
common visibilities between two fixed stations change in 
time. Fortunately a particular time interval exists for each 
orbiting satellite, after which the coverage area repeat 
themselves. This satellite pen'odiciry represents the time 
necessary to a chosen passage to repeat identically, i.e. the 
time interval necessary to the satellite ground tracks projected 
on the Earth surface, to return and to pass exactly over the 
previous tracks. In the case of Ajisai, it was determined a 
periodicity of [l 11 : 

This value keeps into account the Jz Earth perturbation 
effect. During this period a number of Ajisai passages can be 
used to realise the synchronisation. Considering some specific 
European SLR stations it can be determined that &om a single 
site there are from 68 to 82 passages during which Ajisai can 
be seen with a maximum elevation angle greater than 30' 
[ll]. Coupling two by two the considered sites, always in the 
obtained repetition time, there are &om 65 to 75 common 
visibilities during which the satellite can be seen f?om the two 

sites with an elevation angle greater than 30" contemporaneously 
[Ill.  

These figures represent the useful Ajisai passages that were 
determined disregarding the distinction between night time and 
day. Although during daylight the acquisition of the return pulse 
is more critical than at night, current photodetectors are able to 
detect such signals. Furthermore, a selected passage will be 
detected during daylight or at night depending on the chosen 
reference orbit. However, remind that daylight acquisitions 
request for very good weather conditions and only the state of the 
art SLR stations can justify this assumption. 

4. SYNCHRONISATION WINDOWS 

The Ajisai common visibilities give the period during which 
a potential time transfer can be performed once the two remote 
stations are selected. To determine exactly when the 
synchronisation can be realised, it is necessary to find out the 
time windows during which the mirrors are correctly oriented. 

Depending on which row of mirrors over Ajisai is 
considered, their width changes. The largest are those at the 
border with the satellite equator (191.355 min). This value 
represent the average value between the two basis of the 
trapezoid which describes the mirror. The smallest ones in width 
are those covering the satellite polar zones (80 mm). Taking into 
account the average rotation period of 1806.32 ins a solar flash 
(or consequently a synchronisation window) can last from 5.11 8 
ms to 12.222 ms [I 11. Note that the flash durations obtained with 
the pixel analysis of the Figure 3 are compliant with these values. 

The obtained synchronisation intervals are simply average 
values. Besides the dependence from the satellite passage, which 
selects the mirror usefid to the link, it is necessary to stress again 
that the Ajisai rotation period changes continuously due to the 
attitude perturbations. In the case of the detected passage, for 
instance, the time windows change &om 12.2221 ms (beginning 
of passage) to 12.2242 ms (end of passage). However current 
laser signals are 100 ps long, the oscillator delays are below the 
tens of microsecond and the additional atmospheric delays are of 
some tens of nanoseconds, therefore the windows duration 
oscillation is totally negligible. 

The basic aspect concerning the optical hk, however, is the 
a priori knowledge of when a mirror will assume the right 
orientation to permit the link. Because each single mirror 
position can be described respect to an ideal reference meridian, 
it is possible to associate a rotation phase to the mirrors. In such 
a way, the futture position prediction can be performed once an 
initial disposition has been detected. In the case of the Cagliari 
acquisition, the instant, at which the first sun flash was detected, 
was taken as reference datum in order to predict the subsequent 
flashes. For the mirrors belongings at the same row, the 
prediction was acceptable (only few milliseconds of 
hcrepancy). Although these results are encouraging, this 
discrepancy becomes unacceptable when the prediction is 
extended to the following Ajisai passage. Furthermore, problems 
arise when predicting the position of mirrors in different rows 
(discrepancy of tens of millisecond). 

Such discrepancies are still under investigation and the main 
sources are probably connected to the attitude perturbation, the 
thermal transient and the not yet resolved displacement between 
the two rotation axes of the Earth and of Ajisa~. Future 
acquisitions are scheduled in accordance with the satellite 
passages in order to deeply investigate these aspects. 



5. LINKBUDGET 

The considered link scenario implies the necessity to 
localise an object in the sky with angular dimension of less 
than a microradiant, in a telescope field of view of less than a 
hundred of microradiants. Furthermore the reflected signal is 
foreseen to be very weak although the transmitted powers are 
high. A link budget estimation is therefore essential to 
understand if the proposed link is feasible. 

Besides the fiee space attenuation, the optical pulses 
during the forward and return propagations are perturbed by 
the atmosphere. Not only weather condition must be kept into 
account, also effects such ad scattering and turbulence 
degrade the transmitted beam divergence [ll]. From the 
synchronisation point of view, the refraction effect must also 
be considered either by modelling the atmosphere (for instance 
with the Marini &Murray model) or by measuring the effects 
with two-colour acquisitions. 

Furthermore, a number of different parameters must be 
considered in the budget estimation. Each one presents a high 
impact level on the received signal. The hereafter results must, 
therefore, be considered as examples of possible situations, 
but they do not represent a general situation. A case by case 
computation is mandatory. The received photon number at 
photodetector level (i.e. after the optical receiver but previous 
of the signal conversion), is given by [14]: 

The expression 4 d ?  represents the sphere surface on which 
the optical power distributes at a distance Ri fiom an isotropic 
transmitter. The gain given by the telescope in focusing the 
beam is described by the factor GT as in the microwave 
domain applications. The transmission efficiency 7~ describes 
the signal attenuation inside the transmitter. The factors TA,~ 
and T,I represent respectively the one-way atmosphere 
transmissivity and the one-way cirrus trasmissivity from one 
station to the satellite. Analogously, factors TA,~  and T,2 
represent the atmosphere effects on the link from the satellite 
towards the second station. The transmitted energy is 
represented by ET, the signal wavelength is A, the Planck 
constant is h, the velocity of light is c, s is the mirror cross 
section, T,B the receiver efficiency, AR the collecting area of the 
receiver 1141. The received photon number, therefore, must be 
alwavs associated to the considered weather conditions. to the 
apparatus parameters and to the sites position. 
Also the used detector (PMT, APD, SPAD) play an important 
rule [15]. Not all the received photons that reach the 
photodetector, in fact, are really detected. The quantum 
efficiency of the receiver must also be taken into account. 
Depending on the detector, current quantum efficiencies 
belong to the range (0.08 - 0.4). 

To estimate the received signal in a realistic situation two 
scenarios (within the same Ajisai passage) were considered. 
As reference SLR sites were chosen Grasse (F) and Sun 
Fernando (S). The two different satellite positions were: 

Rising situation for Grasse (elevation angle=30°) and 
corresponding elevation angle of 36' for Sun Fernando 
(according to the selected Ajisai passage). 

Zenith situation for Grasse (elevation angle=86') and 
corresponding elevation angle of 40' for San Fernando 

(according to the same selected Ajisai passage of the previous 
case). 

Note that, if another satellite passage is considered, the 
elevation angles related to Sun Fernando can change 
significantly even in the case that those for Grasse remains 
identical. 

Nowadays SLR apparatus can be described as follows: 
beam divergency 5 arcsec 
Transmission ejjciency 0.6 
Receiver e# (with interjerometricjlter) 0.3 
Transmitted energy 80 ml 
Nominal wavelengfh 532 nm 
Transmitted photons per pulse (average) 3 10" 
Telescope radius 30 cm 
Transmitted divergency 5 arcsec 
(also the case 10 arcsec is considered) 

The Ajisai mirrors are described by: 

Mirror rrj7ettivity 
Mirror cross section 

To describe the atmosphere, the case TA=T,=O.~ for a zenith 
direction (elevation angle 90') was chosen. The corresponding 
values for the considered elevations were determined and 
reported in [ I l l .  The second case of TA=T,=O.~ (zenith 
direction) was considered to emphasise the dependence ftom the 
atmospheric conditions. The situation TA=0.8 represents a 
visibility at sea level of about 20 km. TA=O. 6, instead, describes a 
visibility of 8 km. The value Tc=0.8 corresponds to the 
attenuation caused by an average cirrus layer of 1.34 km high. 

By substituting these values in the previous formula, the 
expected received photons in the considered scenarios are 
reported in Table I .  As a consequence, when weather conditions 
are acceptable, current photodetectors are able to detect such 
signals. Remind that Table 1 values refer to a particular 
configuration. Real return signals can be even stronger due to 
better atmospheric conditions or different satellite positions or 
different stations with better performances than the one 
considered in this example. 

Table 1 Average number of photon expected for the considered scenario. 

Analogous energy budget estimations were performed also 
for other European SLR stations. The obtain results were of the 
same order of magnitude of those reported in Table 1 and are not 
explicitly reported in the present note. 

Considered 
Ajisai positions 
Satellite at zenith 
Rising satellite 

6. CONCLUSION 

This progress report illustrates the current situation 
c o n d g  the possibility to perform a remote two-way 
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synchronisation via a passive satellite. The Ajisai attitude was 
determined considering the sun light reflections detected in 
Torino (4 and Cagliari (I). The satellite spin rate, its spin axis 
orientation and its rotation were estimated and verified. The 
repetition period, the common visibilities and the synchronisation 
windows were investigated. An energy budget was also 
calculated. 
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orientation and its rotation were estimated and verified. The 
repetition period, the common visibilities and the 
synchronisation windows were investigated. An energy 
budget was also calculated. 

The average rotation period obtained by the analysis of 
sun reflections from the onboard mirrors was 1806.32 ms 
(i.e. 33.21 rotations per minute). This value is compliant 
with the spin secular decrement of -0.00145 rotations per 
min/day detected by some Japanese researchers [12], [13]. 

The obtained short term perturbation, instead, was 
-1.2535 rotations per min/day. Also this value is compliant 
with those obtained by the Japanese researchers during their 
acquisitions in 1989 and 1997 [12]. The corresponding 
increment of the rotation period: in the 6 min of the 
observation, was +0.284 ms (i.e. 68.2 ms/day), with a 
relative variation of AT/t=O. 788.10-f A possible explanation 
concerning the difference between the secular and the short 
term perturbations, although not yet confirmed, is connected 
to thermal transients suffered by the satellite during the exit 
(or the entrance) from (or in) the Earth shadow. 

The analysis and the corrections of the raw data also 
permitted to estimate that the Ajisai spin axis is parallel to 
that of the Earth and the rotation is clockwise for a north 
celestial pole observer. 

The satellite attitude determination permitted the 
synchronisation windows evaluation. The obtained average 
values belong to the range ( 6  ms, 12 ms). Analogous values 
were obtained analysing the photos realised at the Pino 
Torinese astronomical observatory (Italy). 

Investigating the main Ajisai orbit perturbations, a 
repetition period of 1 5 ~ ~  l g h  43" 14" was obtained. During 
this period and according to the selected stations there are 
several Ajisai passages useful for a remote synchronisation. 
For the considered European SLR station there are from 65 to 
75 common visibilities within the repetition period. 

The expected number of photons are detectable, although 
they depend on a number of parameter. Considering state of 
the art systems and good weather conditions, it is foreseen to 
receive even a few hundreds of photons for each transmitted 
pulse. 

From the synchronisation point of view, the accuracy 
obtained in the mirror position prediction is still not 
sufficient. A detailed investigation of the attitude 
determination is under progress. Currently the single mirror 
identification permitted the determination of a rotation phase, 
essential step in the attitude prediction. A small displacement 
between the Earth rotation axis orientation and the Ajisai 
one, is probably the main cause of the prediction errors. 
Further acquisition are planned during next months in 
accordance with the Ajisai passages. 

In conclusion The optical link via Ajisai mirrors seems 
really feasible. 
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ABSTRACT 

A test based on the Chi-Squared distribution is 
described and applied to series of frequency deviations 
corresponding to several clocks contributing to an 
average time scale. This test allows to evaluate the 
hypothesis of independence usually supposed, helping 
even to detect a deficient operation in a clock. 

Keywords: Test of hypothesis of independence, Chi- 
Squared distribution, average time scale, contingency 
table, level of sign@cance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When an atomic time scale is based on the weighted 
average of the contributing clocks, it is usually 
supposed that the clocks are independent. Many efforts 
are realised by the laboratories to avoid the influence 
between clocks, but always doubts exist about the 
consideration of independence. 

A non-parametric procedure can be applied to test the 
hypothesis of independence between pairs of clocks. It 
is based on the comparison of the probabilistic 
distributions of the fractional frequencies deviations of 
two clocks measured versus a third reference one, more 
stable than the two ones under test. The observed 
fractional frequencies deviation of each clock are 
organised into classes and arranged in a two- 
dimensional array. For each cell of the table the 
observed probability is compared with the theoretical 
probability expected if clocks were independent: "The 
joint probability density of independent variables must 
be equal to the product of the two marginal probability 
densities". 

The statistical test on the comparisons between 
observed and expected probabilities for every cell can 

2 be accomplished by using a X random variable. 

This technique has been led to the practice on 
experimental data of frequency deviations measures of 
clocks maintained at the Real Instituto y Observatorio 

de la Armada "ROA" (referenced to UTC), coming out 
that correlation can be detected in some cases, 
particularly in case of aged clocks or "old generation" 
Cesium beam standards. 

In the same way, some preliminary results were reached 
applying this method on rates series (referenced to TAI) 
of some contributing clocks to the TAI computation. 

The presented method cans therefore helps in validating 
the assumption of clock independence. 

2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

The test of independence, supported by the use and 
analysis of r x c tables, r by c tables or contingency 
tables, in which data are tallied into a two-way 
classification having r rows and c columns, is based on 
the sampling from a population and posterior 
classification of each item with respect to two (usually 
qualitative) categories, in several classes inside each 
criterion of classification. The rows represent levels or 
classes of criterion 1, and the columns represent the 
levels or classes of criterion 2. 

For this particular application, each sample constitutes a 
two-dimensional random vector associated with certain 
instant t o ,  obeying each component to the frequency 
deviations measures -for an integration time z -, 
relative to a third more stable device (scale, clock, ...), 
of the ith and jth clocks respectively. 

Once arranged the data into the contingency table, the 
Null hypothesis Ho (independence of both criteria of 

classification) could be proved by comparison of how 
the frequency deviations are distributed into classes of 
the variable 1 (first criterion of classification) for each 
class of the variable 2 (second criterion of 
classification), or vice versa. If the statistical frequency 
distribution of the variable 1 is kept similar for each 
class of the variable 2, it is logical to think that both 
components of the two-dimensional random vector are 
independent. If on the contrary, distributions for each 



Table 1. Test of independence, > 13.28 means dependence between pairs of clocks (a = 1%) 

class of the variable 2 are different enough, it is by no overcoming the test), and r and c the number o 
reasonable to think that the hypothesis of independence rows and columns of the contingency table (number o 
is not completed (Alternative hypothesis). classes of the variables 1 and 2 respectively). 

f 
The Null hypothesis could be expressed analytically as The level of significance should not be excessively 
follows: small, because it would affect negatively to the 

probability that a Type I1 error is committed: probability 
Ho: P ~ ~ = P I . . P . ~  (1) that the Null hypothesis is accepted when the hypothesis 

of independence is false. 
Being p,  the probability that an outcome belongs to the 

row th and column jth, while pi. and are the The values usually assigned to the coefficient a are: 
0.05 and 0.01. 

probabilities that an outcome belongs to the row th and 
column jth respectively. 

When the observed value is such that X 2  2 x it 

If the Null hypothesis is completed, the expected is said that the observed value indicates a significant 
statistical frequency for any given cell e0 may be disagreement. If the boundary is established at 0.01, 

obtained by multiplying the totals of the column and the then it could say that the disagreement is & 
row to which it belongs, and then dividing by the total simificant. 

number of samples n: 
3. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Pi. ' P. j e . .  =- , n 

Now, the problem has been simplified to determine if 
the expected statistical frequencies represent to their 
corresponding observed oij . If agreement between both 

values exists, the deviations oij  - eij must be small. If on 

the contrary, the deviations are high, the independence 
hypothesis must be refused. 

A reasonable indicator of the agreement between the 
observed and expected distributions will be: 

So that this test type Chi Squared could apply with 
success, the following hypothesis should be verified: 

The n samples or random two-dimensional vectors 
implied in the test should be independent. 

The expected statistical frequency for each cell 
should be next to 5 or higher. 

The number of cells of the r x c table should be 
equal or higher than 4. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

2 = F , f ; ( o i j  - e J 2  
(3) In a first experience, data of phase-time deviations 

i= l  j=l eij (referenced to UTC -Annual Report of the BIPM Time 
Section, 1996 and 1997-) of seven Cesium beam 

The Null hypothesis will be rejected if the value of this standards belonging to the ROA, during the years 1996 
2 and 1997, were taken. Starting from these data, 

exceeds that I -  for - frequency deviations were determined (time of 
- [(r - 1)+ (c - l)] = (r - 1). (c - 1) degrees of freedom integration z 4 d ) .  

dof Being a the level of significance, that is: the 
probability of committing a T~~ I error (probability Since the predominant noise in Cesium beam standards 

that completing the null hypothesis, it has been rejected is white frequency type, the of 



Table 2.1. Test of independence applied to some USA HP 5071 hp Cs Standards, X 2  > 6.63 means 

sln 173 
sln 765 
sln 408 
sln 101 
sln 164 
sln 167 
sln 226 
sln 279 
sln 394 

dependence between pairs of clocks (a = 1 %) . 

Table 2.2. Test of independence applied to some Occidental Europe HP 5071 hp Cs Standards, X 2  > 6.63 

means dependence between pairs of clocks (a = 1 %) . 

[sin 173 (AMC) 

Table 2.3. Test of independence applied to some Central Europe HP 5071 hp Cs Standards, X 2  > 6.63 means 

dependence between pairs of clocks (a = 1 %) . 

independence of samples will be assured. The other The number of dof is four, which added to the selected 
~revious hypotheses are completed distributing the level of significance a = 0.01, leads to Xi.99 = 13.28 . 
frequency deviations in three classes for each clock. 

sln 765 sln 408 sln 101 sln 164 sln 167 sln 226 sln 279 sln 394 sln 1097 
(AMC) (NIST) (USNO) (USNO) (USNO) (USNO) (USNO) (USNO) (USNO) 

7.82 
1.32 
1.04 
3.71 
7.82 

7.95 14.97 17.54 9.71 1.72 7.95 0.36 

sIn408 

sln 167 4.59 4.91 1.65 1.73 

sln 279 
sIn394 0.15 

sIn765 
13.28 

sln 101 

0.65 

sln 164 

3.28 
9.03 

1.63 

----- 9.71 

4.91 
9.24 

0.88 

4.74 

0.41 
0.26 

5.31 

3.29 2.39 

6.25 
13.28 

0.17 
0.87 
0.01 

3.28 
pp 

0.11 



Table 2.4. Test of independence applied to some Asia HP 5071 hp Cs Standards, X 2  > 6.63 means dependence 

between pairs of clocks (a = 1 %). 

sln 715 sln 732 sln 908 sln 224 sln 459 sln 523 sln 474 sln 1012 
(CRL) (CRL) (CRL) (NRLM) (NRLM) (NRLM) (TL) 

I (TL) I sln I12 (CRL) 1 15.38) 18.06) 0.01 1 9.371 18.061 0.031 0.261 4.57) sln 112 1 
1 sln 715 

sln 1012 1 

I sln 523 

Table 2.5. Test of independence applied to some H Masers, X 2  > 6.63 means dependence between pairs of 

clocks (a = 1 %) . 

21.30 
sln 732 

Table 1 displays the seven clocks arranged from high to 
low stability. Their type (two digits) and serial number 
in the type identify the clocks. The codes for the types 
are similar to those employees for the table 13A in the 
Annual Report of the BIPM Time Section. Each bin 

sln 908 

1.96 
sln 474 

contains the obtained result X 2  for each pair of 

0.96 
0.43 

considered clocks. Once applied the test, if dependence 
between clocks is deduced, the bin is pointed out with a 
grey background. 

0.12 
sln 224 

1.92 
2.93 

By a glance to this table, it seems obvious that the 
obtained results for the clocks serial number 113 and 
422 are abnormally high. The first clock (an 
OSCILLOQUARTZ Mod.: 3200) failed definitively, 
stopping its contribution to the TAI on march 1998. 
The second clock (a HP5061B Opt. 4) is the older 
(eight years old) and the less stable of that laboratory, 
although it is still in operation. This is indicative that 
the behaviour has degenerated, due surely to the 
approaching to the limit of beam tube life. 

15.23 
12.98 

s/n 459 
sln 523 
s h  474 

obtained was 81, the data series have been grouped in 
accordance with criteria of model of clock and 
geographical vicinity into five tables. 

0.03 
12.98 

Unfortunately, due to the optimisation time interval of 
the EAL was reduced to one month in January of 1998, 
the maximum number of available rate data ( r  = lm ) 
was 25. This is a reduced number in order to take out 
definitive conclusions, but they could give us a 
qualitative idea on possible dependence between pair of 
clocks contributing to TAI. 

14.55 
17.63 

0.99 

Although the flicker and random walk of frequency 
noise begins to be present, it has been considered that 
the hypothesis of independence between samples is still 
valid. We distributed the rates into two classes. The 
number of dof is one, and Xi,99 = 6.63 for a = 0.01 . 
With great difficulty it could have completed the second 
previous hypothesis: minimum expected statistical 
frequency. 

2.16 
1.21 

In a second experience, data of mean clock rates Nevertheless, tables 2.1 to 2.5 display the obtained 
relatives to TAI for one-month intervals from January preliminary results, showing those pair of clocks in 
1998 to January 2000 were used. These series were which an effect of correlation is suspected (grey 
obtained from the Annual Report of the BIPM Time background). In these tables, their serial number and the 
Section (1998) or downloaded via ftp 62.161.69.5 user laboratory of ownership identify the clocks. 
anonymous. The total number of complete data series 

1.99 
0.99 

0.32 

0.26 
0.04 

0.07 
0.32 

9.00 sln 459 

0.24 
6.17 

sln 908 
sln224 

7.00 
9.00 

s/n 715 
sln 732 



It is emphasised that the obtained results are not 
definitive. In future works, when longer series of data 
are available, the results then obtained will be reliable 
enough. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A test based on the Chi-squared distribution, simple of 
applying and useful in order to detect correlative effects 
between pair of clocks, has been introduced. 

Results obtained using experimental data of clocks 
maintained at the ROA warned of the faulty operation 
and predicted the death of a clock. 

Also, initial results on clocks that contributing to the 
TAI were obtained, but these results are only of 
orientation. In a work later on, definitive results will be 
obtained to validate or not the usual supposed 
independence hypothesis. 
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ABSTRACT 

The optimisation of the stability of an average time 2. OPTIMAL WEIGHTS 

scale obtained with correlated clocks is considered, by 
deriving the optimal clocks weights and by examining, 2.1 General formulation 
by means of simulated clocks, which is the impact of When we have at disposal N measures Y concerning Q 
the use of those optimal weights. unknowns X  related by a known relationship, the 

measurement equation can be written in the matricial 
form 

1. INTRODUCTION Y = M . X + e  (1) 

Correlation between clocks, mainly due to 
environmental conditions but not only, can often be 
detected in T&F laboratories. In the last years, a certain 
effort was devoted to the estimation of correlation 
besides the usual estimation of the clock variances 
[l-51. Once a correlation is detected and estimated, the 
subsequent step is the possible use of such additional 
information. In particular, in the ensemble time 
algorithms, clocks are usually assumed as independent 
and each clock is weighted as inversely proportional to 
its variance. If a correlation exists, this weighting is no 
longer optimal for minimising the instability of the 
ensemble time. A different weighting has to be used 
which takes into account the variance of each clock and 
also the covariance, or cross-correlation, with any other 
clocks. The optimal weight in this case can be obtained 
by using the general theory of least squares. Also the 
common belief that with N clocks, the stability of the 
ensemble time is improved by a factor 11 N is 

where Y  is the (Nxl) vector containing the measures, X  
is the (Qxl) vector containing the unknowns and the 
(NxQ) matrix M contains the relationships between X  
and Y. The vector e  contains the error of the measures 
Y. The measures Y  are supposed to be unbiased, 
therefore E[e] = 0 and the covariance matrix of the 
measurement error is called R: 

The term r,, on the main diagonal is the variance of the 
i-th measurement, while the term off-diagonal r ,  i # j 
is the covariance of the i-th and j-th measurement. The 
least square best estimator X of the unknown X  is 
given by the Gauss-Markov theorem [6]: 

appropriate only if clocks are independent, if not the 
stability of the ensemble has a more general expression where COV[X] is the covariance matrix of the estimates - 
containing also clock covariances. In this paper, we x and it is given by: 
present the matricial formulation of the least squares to 
calculate the optimal weights in case of correlated or Cov[X] = ( M ~  . R-I  . M)-' (4) 
uncorrelated clocks. Then, by the aid of simulated 
clocks, we examine the impact of this weighting In case the observation Y  are all independent and with 
procedure on the instability of the ensemble time when the same variance o ~ ,  the matrix is diagonal written 
correlation is appropriately taken into account or in the 
case it is neglected, The problem of bow a correlation as: R= o2 '1 where 1 is the unit matrix. Then (3) and 

can be estimated from real clock data is also addressed. (4) are reduced to: 



2.2 Weighted average 
Let's suppose to have at disposal N measures of clock 
readings hi. They measure the same quantity, the 
"atomic time" TA (Q=l), therefore the model (1) may be 
written as: 

The vector containing N elements equal to 1 is called u. 
By applying (3) and (4), we find that the best estimation 
of the TA is given by: 

and its covariance matrix reduces to one element that is 
the variance of TA 

Since the quantity (uT .R-' .u )  is a scalar, (8) may be 
written as: 

where the most common writing has been introduced 
with a vector of weights. In the next section, an 
example will illustrate the content of these equations. 

In this case, it should be pointed out that R is the Allan 
covariance matrix for the selected time interval s to 
optimise, and therefore, the variance of the ensemble 
time TA in (9) is referenced to the same observation 
time. 

An alternative derivation of the optimal weight is given 
by the more "traditional" procedure of minimisation of 
the ensemble time instability with appropriate 
constrains. In such a case, the TA is defined as: 

N 
TJ = coihi 

i = l  

and the weights mi are chosen in order to minimise the 
instability of TA. To this aim, the weights have to verify 
the following equation system: 

deduced by minimizing the expression of the variance 
of the ensemble time scale, i.e. 

subjected to the constraint 

The optimal weights, written in compact form, appear to 
be: 

as introduced in (10). This writing is in agreement with 
another derivation recently presented [7] .  

Let's suppose that only the diagonal term of the matrix 
R are used in the weight definition, i.e, the covariance 
terms are neglected. Thus the complete matrix R is 
approximated by the diagonal RD. By the use of 
matricial algebra, it can be demonstrated that the new 
weighs are: 

and the resulting TA has variance equal to: 

For any other weight definition, the variance of TA has a 
structure similar to (1 3). 

2.2.1 Example of weighting 
Let's suppose to have N independent clocks with 
variances o,! . The matrix R is diagonal, written as: 

Eq. (10) and (9) becomes the commonly know 
definition of the ensemble time and its instability given 
by: 

N 1  



Let's now suppose to have N=2 clocks not independent 
and not with equal variance: the most general case. The 
covariance matrix R is written as: 

where o,, = o,, by definition of covariance. In this 
case, (9) and (10) give: 

3 APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

3.1 Case 1 : Strong correlation between clocks 
In Fig. 1, the stability of four simulated clocks is 
represented by dotted lines. The sampling time .to is 1 
day. Initially, the predominant noise is white FM. The 
four clocks have a predetermined amount of Allan 
deviation, which was chosen to be: s y ( 2  days) = 

= 1, 2,2,15 respectively. The estimates of Allan 
deviation have been determined by means of the 
overlapping estimation process. 

FREQUENCY STABILITY, R,=O 7 

Time rnterval r, d 

Figure 1 

The clocks were simulated not independently but with a 
certain correlation that corresponds to a correlation 
coefficient between pairs of clocks equal to pij = +0.7 . 

The average time scale TA is computed with two 
different sets of weight. In the first case, clocks are 

supposed independent and, therefore, their covariance 
matrix R is approximated by RD and the weights are 
given by (12). The resulting stability of TA is depicted 
(dashdot line with circles) in the same Fig. 1 

In a second step, the correlation between pairs of clocks 
is considered and the matrix R is hl ly  used. The 
weights are defined by (11). The stability of the 
resulting TA, is in Fig. 1 (solid line). 

The obtained TA stabilities are in agreement with the 
expected values given in (1 3) and (9) respectively. 

The selected time interval to optimize both average time 
scales is 7 = 2 . Therefore matrix R is evaluated for 
this integration time. 

The Fig. 2 shows the same four clocks and the 
corresponding average time scales when the 
optimization interval is 7 = 64 days. The dominant 
noise is, at this z, random walk FM. The predetermined 

values of Allan deviation are o,(64 days) = 2, 2,1, 

and 20 respectively. 

FREQUENCY STABILITY. n,=O 7 

Time interval d 

Figure 2 

The cross correlation coefficient between pairs of data 
series maintains the value of pij = +0.7 . %P 

Some conclusions: 
1. The average time scales obtained when 

independence among data series is supposed, is 
usually less stable than the one obtained by means 
of the full use of the covariance matrix R and 
therefore of the optimal weights. 

2. If covariances are neglected, the average time scale 
can be less stable than some of the individual 
clocks. 

3. When the weights are evaluated with their optimal 
definition (1 I), some of them may assume negative 
values. This is a typical situation also observed in 
the gain of the Kalman filter, where "weights" lose 



their intuitive meaning due to the presence of 
correlation. 

In this simulated case, the complete matrix R is known 
and therefore it is possible to evaluate its impact in the 
weight definition. In reality, the covariance matrix of 
individual clocks is not known because only comparison 
measures are possible. This is the so-called "N cornered 
hat" problem. Recently [3-51, some solutions were 
proposed for the N cornered and they are here examined 
with the aim of giving examples on how the matrix R 
can be estimated and used in the definition of the 
average time scale. Here we use the techniques 
developed by USNO [4] and ROA [5]. The matrix R is 
estimated by R and it is used to define the weights. 
Again we consider the full R or its approximation R D. 

According to the treatment leading to (12) and (13), the 
weights are then defined by: 

and the stability of the average is given by: 

Fig. 3 and 4 show the stability associated with the 
different time scales optimized for z = 2 and z = 64 
days respectively. The full use of the estimated 
covariance matrix is represented by means of 
continuous lines, making use of the dotted lines when 
the only information considered is that of the diagonal 

of R .  

FREQUENCY STABILIV, AVERAGE TIME SCALES ln,=0.7) 

Figure 3 

Some comments can be added: 
1. When the covariance matrix R is estimated, results 

are worst than those reached using the true matrix 
R .  This is mostly justified by the fact that the N 
cornered techniques developed at USNO, as well as 
at ROA, minimize the quadratic sum of clock 
covariances and correlations respectively. This 
hypothesis is not valid now because a strong 
correlation was imposed in the simulation. 

2. The ROA algorithm gives very small off-diagonal 
terms, therefore using the approximate R, or the 

complete R doesn't make a substantial difference. 
3. The ROA algorithm reaches a good estimate of the 

individual Allan variances (diagonal of R), leading 
to an ensemble time scale very similar to the one 
obtained considering only the diagonal of R . 

FREQUENCY STABILITY AVERAGE TIME SCALES (p,=O 71 

Figure 4 

3.2 Case 2: Weak correlation between clocks 
The same procedure was repeated with four simulated 
clocks with small correlation, p i j=O. l .  The 

corresponding stabilities are showed in Fig.5 to 8. 

The most important appearing feature is that, in this 
case of small correlation, there is no significant 
difference between the use of the full estimated 
covariance matrix, or only of the diagonal elements in 
the weight definition, as expected. 

Main conclusions: 
1. The best results are obtained using independent 

clocks. It is very important to assure, whenever it is 
possible, the independence of the measured clock 
deviations. 

2. When independence between pair of clock 
measures is not assured, the covariance values 
should be estimated. This information must be used 
to calculate the weighs for optimizing the average 
time scale. 

3. If the correlation between couple of clocks is low, 
the stability of the ensemble time is not 
dramatically affected by the approximation of the 



FREQUENCY STABILITY, R,=O 1 

FREQUENCY STABILITY, R,=O 1 

FREQUENCY STABlLlN AVERAGE TIME SCALES (p,=O 1) 

Figure 5 Figure 7 

Time inlelyai, r, d 

Figure 6 

matrix I? with its diagonal form. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The optimal weighting of correlated clocks in the 
definition of an average time scale is obtained according 
to the least squares theory. The effect of the correlation 
in the definition of optimal weight is discussed with the 
aid of some simulated clocks showing that, in case of 
not negligible clock correlation, the stability of the 
average time scale is optimised only if the complete 
definition of weights, considering also covariance, is 
used. 
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Abstraa 

GLONASS P-code has two main advantages for precision time synchronization. First, GI ,ONASS 
P-code has a chip l e n ~ t h  that is 1110t11 orGLONASS C/A-code chip length and about 1/5th olGPS 
C/A-code chip length. This allows GLONASS P-code pscudo-range measurements to be 
wnsickrably more precise than colnparalrlc GYS or GLONASS CfA-code measurements. Sccond, 
OLONASS P-code Is vat~srniued on both Ll and L2 frequencies, without Anti-Spoofing (AS) 
encryption. The absence of AS encryption allows GLONASS P-code nleasurements to bc used for 
high-precision ionospheric mensrrrcmcnts. 

GLONASS data arc subject to a receiver bias which may be different for cach GZONASS 
frq\~ct)cy, Thc spread of these biases across satellites can reach 1 S nar~oseconds and therefore 
n~ask otlw noise sources. Based on the d u i ~  availabte so far, GLONASS frequency biases appear to 
be a funciian of teinpe1,aturt: and relate to sgccific receiverst But once calibraled with respect to a 
reference rcccivcr, ard yn)viJed that tempcra~ures are maintained via Itlbora!oiy air-conditioning 
together with a tellpcra1u1.e stabilized antenna set-up, those values reniain pretty constanr and can 
therefore bc compcnsaicd in the software. 

In this paper we dcscribe a test of Iol~g distat,cc 1ir11u transfer using GLONASS P-code 
nlultich~nne! common-view xikasurenlents betwccn some US and some t h e  
laborat~rics~ At both sites ten1ycratut.e stabilized antennas wcrc used, and GLONASS frquency 
biases were determined by means of a portable rcrcrcsce rwiver .  l r  is shown the1 lhe use of IGEX 
GLONASS prccise ephemerides yl.eaily irrtproves tlie long distance GLONASS P-codc tirnc 
transfer: its pe~formancr: is at least as good as that of CiPS used with prcciso ephemerides. 
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ABSTRACT 

The short-term ( I 1 s ) and long term (up to 3.10~ s) 
stabilities of the crystal oscillators used in five different 
commercial GPS receivers were studied. A special set- 
up was designed and evaluated for the short-term meas- 
urements, otherwise a counter was used. Sampling inter- 
vals were from 1 ms to 10 minutes. A Cs clock was used 
as a time and frequency reference. Analyses of this study 
were carried out by using Allan variances (FVAR and 
TVAR), power spectra and noise estimation by standard 
deviation. The results show that Allan frequency vari- 
ances are nearly constant at integration times between 
10 ms and 100 s. After 100 s they begin to fall about 1.5 
decadesldecade of integration time, reaching 5.10*14 at 3 
day integration time. The respective Allan time variance 
above 1 s integration time is better than 100 ns. Power 
spectra point out that in the short-term case the noise 
floor of one of the receivers is lower than the others. 
Stability properties of the studied GPS receivers do not 
notably differ from each other. The results show that 
thermal design is important factor affecting the short- 
term stability and overall performance of the GPS re- 
ceivers: 

studies are included in this article because they facilitate 
the understanding of the changes observed in the short- 
term vs. long term behaviour of in a receiver. 

Our motivation and main interest in this study was the 
short-term stability of the crystal oscillators used in 
commercial GPS receivers down to 1 ms (the length of 
CIA code), especially their Allan variances with inte- 
gration times below 1 s. Another reason for these re- 
searches was the lack of relevant knowledge of the 
short-term stability of the practical, cheap or modest 
price, commercial XOs and TCXOs (temperature com- 
pensated crystal oscillators). Our measurements covered 
integration times from 1 ms up to 300 000 s. A special 
set-up was designed for the measurements. To avoid 
loading the crystal, sensitive capacitive probes without 
galvanic contact were used. The noise bottom level for 
the set-up was determined, too. The oscillators were also 
tested by cooling them with short, local ventilation 
pulses while measuring the PPS pulse and the short-term 
crystal phase. The results were mostly omitted to keep 
the paper within the allowable size of the proceedings 
articles, and to be published later. 

2. SET-UP 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The last decade has been the time of intensive studies of 
GPS receiver technologies all over the world. Scientific 
and economic opportunitities concerning the timing, 
positioning and navigation activities seem to create huge 
scenarios for the future. Due to the expanding range of 
GPS receiver applications with e.g. more stringent 
positional accuracy demands manufacturers have to 
concentrate more and more on the performance of inter- 

., nal clocks of GPS receivers. The R&T unit of Nokia 
Mobile Phones has also made these studies in co- 
operation with VTT ('' Automation, Measurement Tech- 
nology. Tests were started in spring 1998, have a non- 
stop characteristic and reach for long term applications 
of GPS receivers, aiming to achieve comparable infor- 
mation and results of the overall performance of differ- 
ent GPS technologies. Some results of the long term 

The used short-term measurement set-up is shown in 
Fig. 1. The probe signal was mixed down to about 
100 kHz IF-signal using a stable local oscillator. IF- 
signal was fed to a phase detector together with another 
stable 100 kHz signal. The resulting phase signal was 
filtered with a 3 kHz low pass filter to a saw-tooth- 
shaped phase difference voltage, which was AD- 
converted, and after appropriate scaling Allan variances 
were calculated from it. The Allan frequency noise bot- 
tom level of the measurement system was determined to 
be about 5-10-' at 1 ms and drops in proportion to T ' . ~  up 
to 0.5 seconds. Above 0.5 s the slope is slower reaching 
1. 1@12 at 5 s. Above 5 s a fast time interval counter with 
Cs reference was used. The respective bottom level for 
short-term phase measurements is at best about 10 ps. 



Fig. 1: Short-term measurement set-up 

3. MEASURED GPS-RECEIVERS 

The measured GPS receivers are given in Table I. 
Moreover, the Cs-monitored Motorola Oncore receiver 
of the NMI (National Metrology Institute) was used as a 
reference, see Fig. 3. The studied GPSs used their own 
antennae, which were installed on a flat roof. Because 
the antenna cables were short, a special installation 
housing had to be built inside, beneath the roof. All 
measurements were done by VTT at Espoo. 

Table I: The measured GPS receivers. 

Garmin 1 LP, chip set/OEM 
Rockwell I chip set 
Trimble I SK8, chip set 
Ashtech I G8 chip set/OEM 

( SiRF I SiRFstar, LX, chip set/OEM I 

4. ANALYSIS METHODS 

Sampling intervals were from 1 ms to 10 minutes. Due 
to a limited number of measurement channels in use, all 
GPS receivers were not measured at the same time. In 
this study short-term sampling intervals from 1 ms to 40 ~ 

ms were applied to provide 8000 values for each time 
series. 

Analyses of this study are focussed on some generally 
known parameters and functions e.g. on Allan variance 
(FVAR and TVAR), power spectrum and noise esti- 
mated by standard deviation of the PPSs. By FVAR and 
TVAR, the Allan frequency variance and Allan time 
variance is meant, respectively. Power spectra were 
computed by Maximum Entropy Method (MEM). The 
same methods were applied to time series of each Sam- 
pling interval. Short-term data had to be preprocessed 
due to the fact that e.g. the output voltage of the phase 
detector was a (0 to 5 V) saw pulse train, and scaled into 
monotonous phase variable (in microseconds). 

5. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 

In the beginning the noise bottom level components of 
the measurement set-up were measured and analyzed. 
The resulting FVAR and TVAR are in Figs. 2a, 2b. 
HP 507 1 Cs specifications are added for reference. 

0 Wl 0.01 0 1 10 100 1 
lmqration tins, s 

e AD-uxh~tW + HP 5071 CS spec. * Efr R~t4diun 0 10 MHz ref 

Fig. 2a: Allan FVAR bottom levels for fast Allan vari- 
ance measurement set-up 

OW1 0.01 0 1 1 l a  
integration tim. s 

9 PDcwmri~3 S HP5071 Cs spec. tt Efr Rhidiun B 1OMHz ref 

Fig. 2b: Allan TVAR bottom levels for fast Allan vari- 
ance measurement set-up 



The Allan W A R  of the Motorola Oncore GPS receiver 
is depicted in Fig. 3. No short-term measurements were 
done to it. The Allan FVAR of a SiRF GPS receiver is 
depicted in Fig. 4, including short-term results. The dif- 
ference between the two short-term results is due to the 
ambient temperature, which causes parabolic phase 
variations to longer time series. The difference at 1 s is 
caused by the PPS phase correction, which is not visible 
to the short-term measurement. 

1 10 100 1000 1M)M) IOOMX) 

lntegration time, s 
I 

Fig. 3: Allan FVAR for Motorola Oncore GPS-receiver 

0.0001 0.01 1 100 1 m  1 m o  
Integration time, s 

Fig. 4: Allan FVAR for SiRF GPS-receiver 

ror filter. The raw data for 5a is taken from short-term 
measurements (8000 points, 10 ms sampling), for 5b 
from 10 rnin interval measurements. The absolute ori- 
gins (0 dB) of the vertical scales are not the same in 
Figs. 5a, 5b due to different averaging processes of the 
sampled data series. 

Fig. 5a: Power spectra of GPS receiver crystal phases; 
maximum entropy method (MEM); M = 500 

Fig. 5b: Power spectra of GPS receiver PPS pulses; 
maximum entropy method (MEM); M = 50 

The Allan variances of all measured GPS receivers 
together with noise bottom levels and a few high-quality 
oscillator specifications from litterature are collected 
into Figs. 6a, 6b. 

One oscillator was tested by cooling it with short, local 
ventilation pulses while measuring the PPS pulse and 
the crystal phase. The immediate relative frequency 
changes varied from 2-10.' to 1.10.~. The frequency re- 
covered with about 30 s time constant. 

The short-term and long term power spectra for the 
measured receivers are depicted in Figs. 5a and 5b, re- 
spectively. The results are calculated by maximum en- 
tropy method (MEM). M is the length of prediction er- 
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Fig. 6a: Noise bottom levels and all Allan FVARs 

w 
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Fig. 6b: Noise bottom levels and all Allan TVARs 

Moreover, noise powers were estimated by standard 6. CONCLUSIONS 
deviation (SD / variance) from randomly chosen sam- 
ples (1 s and 10 s). The results agreed within a reason- The noise bottom level of the short-term set-up and five 
able scale with the values achieved by Allan variance GPS receiver crystals were measured. The results show 
calculations (Figs. 6a, 6b). that all crystals stayed below the noise bottom level of 



the set-up up to 5 ms integration time. Above 5 ms the 
observed Allan frequency variances remained near the 
value of 1 . 1 ~ ~ .  The observed differences were probably 
caused by short term environmental changes, especially 
temperature. The observed behaviour at integration 
times <<1 s is mainly due to the crystal itself. In the 
locked mode above 1 s the behaviour is increasingly 
dominated by the control loop of the GPS receiver. 

The Allan frequency variances (Figs. 6a and 6b) are 
nearly constant at integration times between 10 ms and 
100 s. After 100 s they begin to fall about 1.5 dec- 
adesldecade of integration time, reaching 5 . 1 ~ ' ~  at 3 
day integration time. The respective Allan time variance 
above 1 s integration time is better than 100 ns. Stability 
properties of the studied GPS receivers do not notably 
differ from each other. Their short-term stability is a 
couple of decades poorer than the specifications of 
OCXOs (oven controlled crystal oscillators) from lit- 
terature. Effective temperature compensation is probably 
hardly ever used in the crystals of GPS receivers. 

One oscillator was cooled with short, local ventilation 
pulses while measuring the PPS pulse and the crystal 
phase. The immediate relative frequency changes varied 

.from 2.10'~ to 1.10-~. The frequency recovered with 
about 30 s time constant. It did not necessarily return to 
the value it had before the cooling. 

The results show that careful mechanical and electrical 
construction and thermal design are important factors 
affecting the short-term stability and overall perform- 
ance of the GPS receivers. 
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ABSTRACT 

To participate in the international synchronization 
network based on INTELSAT 706 satellite, a VSAT 
station designed for a two-way communication system 
operating in the Ku-band frequency range, has been 
completed at the IEN. A MITREX (Microwave Timing 
and Ranging Experiment) modem, modified for remote PC 
control, has been integrated in the measurement system 
together with a signal switching unit that will allow to 
monitor the station delays at each measurement session. 
The whole measurement set-up can be automatically 
controlled by a customized software that also provides a 
data file output in agreement with the ITU-R 
recommended standard. 

A characterization of the noise associated with the 
measurement setup of the modem transmit and receive 
delays, by a suitable cross-connection of 3 modems and 
a statistical noise decoupling technique, was also 
performed. 
The paper reports on what described above and gives 
some preliminary synchronization results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1997 IEN began to set-up a two-way station to 
participate in the international synchronisation network 
based on INTELSAT 706 satellite between European and 
American timing laboratories. Plenty of literature on this 
experiment and on the related activities 

Figure 1 - IEN TWSTFT station set-up. 



within the TWSTFTICCTF Working Group is available 
in [I]. 
After some preliminary tests, the VSAT station had a 
failure so the work was stopped until the transmitter part 
was repaired. In the meantime contacts were made with 
the INS (Institute of Navigation University of Stuttgart) 
to modify the MITREX modem available at IEN to 
implement a remote PC control, allowing to automatize 
the measurement process. 
At the beginning of 1999, all the parts were ready to 
operate, so the construction work was restarted and the 
TWSTFT station and the associated software were 
completed. During 1999, all the necessary tests to obtain 
the authorisations to transmit form the Italian Ministry 
of Communications, and the contacts with Telecom 
Italia, the Italian INTELSAT provider, were established 
and a completely new automatization and data analysis 
software were developed. A fully operative status of the 
station has been reached at the beginning of 2000. 
In the followings are given detailed descriptions of the 
equipment set-up at IEN, of the software developed and 
are reported some results obtained in the stability 
characterisation of the instrumentation used. To test the 
performance of the IEN station, some measurement are 
being performed with the Technical University of Graz ; 
some first experimental results are also reported. 

2. THE IEN TWSTFT STATION 

The IEN TWSTFT station setup is shown in Fig. 1 and is 
composed by: 

- SSE Technologies transceiver mod. ASAT1214lAB; 
- 1,8m offset antenna Prodelin mod. 1 194; 
- MITREX modem mod 2500A-PC modified version; 
- 386 PC using MsDOS for MITREX control; 
- Stanford Research mod. SR620 Time Interval Counter 

PIC); 
- Pentium PC using Windows95 for the station control; 
- Environmental data acquisition system; 
- 10 MHz signal distribution amplifier; 
- signals switching unit (PC controlled). 

Apart from the VSAT station, all the equipment is placed 
in the IEN Time and Frequency laboratory where the 
temperature is stabilised within 2°C. 
The VSAT station operates in the 14 / 12 GHz band and 
can be remotely controlled by the station main TW PC 
via a serial interface. Its oscillators are locked to an 
external 10 MHz reference and the operating frequency 
can be set with a lkHz resolution. The transmitting 
power is adjustable by a programmable attenuator and 
the maximum output power is 4W. 

The 1,8m offset antenna can be manually pointed and 
has a transmission gain of 45,2 dBi and a receiving one 
of 46,7 dBi. 
The MITREX 2500A-PC modem is a modified version of 
the widely used MITREX modem allowing to have a 
remote PC control. This MITREX version, shown in Fig 
2, modified by the INS doesn't have any keypad and 
display, but only a flat cable connection direct to a PC 
ISA card. 

Figure 2 - MITREX-PC interfacing block diagram. 

In this way, using a dedicated software written in Pascal 
and running under MsDOS [2], it is possible to have a 
remote control of the modem. This software permits also 
to interface the MITREX-PC to the TW main station 
controller by a serial port, thus controlling also the 
modem configuration changes needed during the 
measurement sessions. Nevertheless, to simplify the 
developed software, it has been necessary to dedicate a 
second 386 PC to interface the MITREX-PC to the main 
TW controller by a simple serial link. 
The measurement system of the station includes a time 
interval counter SR620 interfaced to the TW main PC 
controller by an IEEE488 card. 
All the operations of the TW station are controlled by a 
Pentium 100 PC running Microsoft Windows95 and the 
software has been developed with the Visual ~ a s i c ' ~  
programming language. 
The PC internal clock is synchronised to UTC(1EN) by a 
serial connection to the IENJCTD (telephone time code) 
generator to provide the necessary timing for all the 
operations during the measurement sessions. 
The environmental data (external temperature, rel. 
humidity, pressure) are collected using the Time and 
Frequency Laboratory data acquisition system. 
Also the MITREX modem and the SR620 TIC are locked 
to the UTC(1EN) 10 MHz reference through a 
distribution amplifier. 
A switching unit controlled by the main TW PC via the 
parallel port, to manage all the signals involved in the 



two-way measurements and future delays measurement 
satellite simulator, completes the set-up. 

3. TWSTFT SOFTWARE 

The TWSTFT network, Fig.3, is based on measurement 
sessions of two minutes, where couple of laboratories 
compare their clocks using a different code from the 8 
available in the spread spectrum modems. In this way 
several couples of laboratories can make measurements 
at the same time. 

Figure 3 - TWSTFT INTELSAT 706 network. 

To do that, it is necessary to program the TW station to 
operate the transceiver, to change the modem 
configuration every 2 minutes, to acquire the 1s time 
interval data from the counter and the environmental 
data of the session. 
To have the possibility to make the suitable changes for 
the different kind of measurements, a TW software must 
be configurable for all necessary parameters and 
operations. 
To respond to these requirements it has been developed 
a dedicated automatization software using Microsoft 
Visual Basic and running under Windows95. It has been 
choose because of the easy user interface, also if many 
timing and crashing problems due to the operating 
system had to be solved. 
The TW software is similar to a command interpreter, in 
fact it reads a scheduling file where a sequential list of 
commands to be executed and the associated time is 
reported. All the configurations and scheduling files are 
in text form, so it's easy to change everything with a 
simple text editor. The main window of the software 
shows all the TW station parameters like operating 
frequencies, VSAT status, MITREX status and, in a 
monitor window, are reported the command executed 
and the results obtained. Some programmable flags 
permit to use the program in test mode and to change 
the days of measurement. At the end of every 2 minutes 
session the collected data are saved according to the 
ITU-R format. 

Thanks to the signal switching unit commanded via the 
parallel port, the software can also measure the MITREX 
PPS(TX) - UTC(1EN) delay and report it in the data file. 
The PC internal clock is synchronised to U T C O  
before starting the usual TW session at 14 UTC in order 
to execute the commands at the right time and assure the 
correct time tagging of the data acquired from the 
counter. 
At the end of a TW session it is necessary to analyse 
the measured data, calculate the quadratic fit and 
generate a data report according to the ITU-R format. 
For this purpose another software that reports in a 
graphic form the measured data, computes the residuals 
of the experimental data and the quadratic fit, eliminates 
the data outliers and generates the IEN TW file has been 
developed. Moreover, with another function it is 
possible to calculate the differences between the clocks 
of the laboratories. For this last computation it is 
necessary to exchange the TW result file with the other 
laboratory using e-mail or FTP. A firture release of the 
software will permit to manage the FTP files exchanges 
as an internal function without using external software. 
At the moment the analysis software uses the complete 
TW formula [3] to compute the clock differences but 
doesn't use all the data like ionospheric and or 
troposferic delay corrections yet. 

4. EQUIPMENT CTKRACTERIZATION 

During the implementation of the station, the 
characterisation of the equipment used has been 
performed. 
In the context of a degree thesis in 1997 [4], were 
investigated the instabilities of three electronic counters 
mod. SR620, of a 2500A MITREX modem and some 
distribution amplifiers. 
As far as the TIC characterisation is concerned, in Fig 4 
a typical Modified Allan Deviation of 120 measurements, 
1s apart, of the delay of a coaxial cable is represented. It 
can be seen that the instability is < 2.10'" . T - ' ~  mostly 
due to a white phase noise. 

Figure 4 - TIC SR620 instability. 



The investigations about the MITREX, concerned the 
instability of the PPS(TX) output versus UTC(1EN) delay 
for measuring times from 100 s to 2,5 days and the 
results are shown in Fig. 5. The effects of the 
temperature versus the 70 MHz station IF loop is 
reported in Fig.6; it can be seen that there is a correlation 
evaluated at level of - 0,l nsJ0C. The temperature effect 
is probably due to the outside part of the cable 
connections, since the temperature coefficient of the 
MITREX only was of the order of 0,02 nsI0C. 
This fact confirms the necessity of calibrating the 
differential delays of the station at every TW session. 
In 1999, the chance of having three MITREX 2500A 
modems available in the laboratory, allowed to measure 
the transmitting and receiving delays by suitable cross- 
connections between the modems. Since the 
measurement scheme didn't allow the estimation of the 
separate Tx and Rx delays, using a noise de-coupling 
technique similar to the known N-cornered hat method, 
the separate instabilities of the receiving and 
transmitting sections were evaluated only. The most 
interesting finding was that the receiving delay 
(TDEV[F~S] - 70ps) is more stable than the transmitting 
one (TDEV[2 =Is] - 150ps), probably because of the 
presence of a 70 MHz band pass filter in the transmitting 
chain. 

To characterise the whole station behaviour, some 
investigations were performed in February 2000 and, in 
Fig 7, it is reported the MDEV of the residuals of the 
ranging measurements respect to a quadratic fit, 
obtained changing the transmitted power. Practically it is 
showed, as expected, that the stability of the station is a 
function of the signal to noise ratio of the received 
signal. 
As regards to the 10 MHz distribution amplifiers, the 
measured instability was 5 + 10 times lower than that of 
the MITREX modems. 

Figure 7 -TW station instability vs. SIN  ratio. 

Modified Allan Deviation (T=ls)  

5. P R E W A R Y  RESULTS 

Thanks to the collaboration of the Technical University 
of Graz, some measurements were made since November 
1999 to test all the station set-up and to check and 
debug the software. 
In Fig 8 are reported the first results of these 
comparisons between UTC(1EN) and UTC(TUG) using 
the TW method, the GPS-CV and the BIPM Circular T 
data. To compute the TW differences, the parameters of 
the quadratic regression found in the TW data files, 
have been entered in the ITU-R complete formula but, 

Figure 5 -MITREX time reference instability. corrections were applied for Earth Rot. Corr. and Re$ 
Delays only. It can be seen that the agreement between 
the Circular T data and the GPS-CV computed at IEN is 
very close meanwhile there is a systematic difference 
versus the TW data due to the fact that no correction for 
the stations delays has been applied. A first estimate of 
its differential value has been performed considering 
three TW time differences between IEN and TUG in 
coincidence with the Circular T standard dates, namely 
MJD 51494 (1999 Nov. 12) , MJD 51534 (1999 Dec. 22) , 
MJD 51569 (2000 Jan. 26) and computing their mean 
value and the standard deviation that has been found of 
262,9 ns + 2,4 ns (lo). 
The TW results of Fig. 8 have been consequently 

~i~~~~ 6 - TW station 70 M H ~  IF loop delay vs. outside corrected to obtain the coincidence with the Circular T 
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Figure 8 - UTC(1EN) vs. UTC(TUG) via GPS, TW 
and BIPM Circ. T Povember 2, 1999 - March 6, 
2000). 

The same set of data with the time offset (-659,3 ns) and 
rates (-4,O nsld) between the two clocks removed, are 
shown in Fig. 9. 
Finally, applying the same interpolation criteria used by 
BIPM in the monthly reports [6], the residuals of the 
differences between the TW and the Circular T data 
have been computed and a mean value of -0,3 ns with a 
standard deviation of 1,7 ns has been found. 

Figure 9 - UTC(1EN) vs. (UTC(TUG) corrected for 
the estimated TW differential delay. 

UTC(IEN) - UTC(lUG) regression) 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
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The IEN TWSTFT station is now ready to be operative 
and it is to add in the near future the necessary 
hardware to monitor the differential station delays. 
Next April it is foreseable that the ornologation and 
approval of the station will be finished, so that the IEN 
can join on a regular basis to the international TW 
measurement network. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report on the progress of the transatlantic GeTT 
campaign for time and frequency transfer by GPS 
Carrier Phase (GPS CP). This experiment lasts al- 
ready for almost two years and will probably be ex- 
tended another year. The comparisons with other, 
independent time transfer methods, namely TW- 
STFT and data from Circular T ,  have been con- 
tinued. The sine-variation of the difference between 
GeTT and TWSTFT reported last year could, how- 
ever, not be confirmed. To overcome the day bound- 
ary problem, we describe an alternative data pro- 
cessing technique, involving overlapping batches of 
data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

GPS Carrier Phase (GPS CP) has been presented 
several years ago as new technique for time and fre- 
quency transfer with considerable potential to im- 
prove the results of GPS Common View (GPS CV) 
[I]. Numerous groups are now studying various as- 
pects of the technique such as local delays variations 
or short term stability over small and medium base- 
lines [2,3,4]. Hardware issues are addressed and dif- 
ferent software packages are used to process the data. 
The interest in GPS CP as time transfer method has 
also lead to the joint pilot project of the BIPM and 
the International GPS Service (IGS) [5]. 

The Astronomical Institute of the University of 
Berne (AIUB) and the Swiss Federal Office of Metrol- 
ogy (OFMET). AIUB and OFMET have been work- 
ing on GPS CP time transfer for some years already 
and developed a technique under the name Geodetic 
Time Transfer (GeTT). Local delays and their vari- 
ations were the main interest in former studies [6]. 
Another important aspect, especially for time trans- 
fer, is the long term behaviour of the method. For 
this purpose, OFMET and AIUB have initiated a 
GPS CP experiment between the Physikalisch Tech- 
nische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig, Ger- 

Figure 1: The locations of the stations forming the 
small subnet for the time transfer experiment 

many and the US Naval Observatory (USNO) in 
Washington DC. The campaign has been set up in 
summer 1998 and first results have been presented at 
the EFTF 1999 [a]. Here we report on the progress of 
the work and new insights after 20 months of almost 
uninterrupted operation. 

Section 2 briefly recalls the main aspects of a 
GeTT campaign. Updated results of time transfer 
are presented in section 3. In section 4, finally, we 
discuss the so called day boundary problem of GeTT. 

2 GETT TERMINAL AND PROCESSING 

For a GPS CP time transfer campaign a geodetic 
type receiver is installed on every participating site. 
For the GeTT experiment modified ASHTECH 212 
T receivers were used. The modification allows to 
replace the internal clock by an external reference 
(20 MHz signal and 1 PPS). These receivers are in- 
tegrated in a dedicated time transfer terminal. The 
central part of the terminal is a thermally stabilized 
box in which the receiver and auxiliary electronic 
boards are placed to minimize the changes of the in- 
ternal delays due to temperature variations. A com- 
mercial temperature control regulates the tempera- 
ture to within 1 K. Another important part of the 
station is the data acquisition PC. Automated pro- 
cesses are scheduled to download the observations 
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Figure 2: Comparison between time transfer by GPS 
CP and time transfer by TWSTFT between USNO 
and PTB. 

from the receiver every day and to send them by In- 
ternet to the processing center (see below). The PC 
is also logging various temperatures such as antenna- 
, receiver- or room-temperature. GeTT terminals 
are also equipped with a UPS to ensure continuous 
recording of the observations during power failures. 
Two terminals are involved in the transatlantic cam- 
paign. A third terminal is assembled and currently 
tested at OFMET. More details on the GeTT termi- 
nals can be found in [6] .  

The processing of the data is carried out at the 
AIUB which hosts the Center for Orbit Determina- 
tion in Europe (CODE) for IGS. According to the 
IGS policy, data are sent by the observing stations 
to the data centers. Once a day all stations submit 
all observations by FTP in RINEX format (Receiver 
INdependent Exchange format). AIUB computes 
for each epoch the difference of the clock reading 
of a given station with regard to an arbitrarily cho- 
sen reference station, taking full advantage of IGS 
products, such as precise orbits or ionospheric de- 
lays. For most of the work presented here PTB was 
chosen as reference station. Those results are deliv- 
ered in the RINEX-clock format [7]. Rapid products 
become available on the day following the observa- 
tions, final CODE results are provided with a delay 
of 5 days. 

For the time transfer experiment, a small subnet 
of IGS stations has been defined at the AIUB. The 
locations and the IGS labels are depicted in Fig. 1. 

3 TIME TRANSFER 

Early results of the transatlantic GeTT campaign 
have been published at last year's EFTF [8]. Here 
we concentrate on the long term character of the ex- 
periment. In particular, it is of interest, how the 
results compare to those of other, independent meth- 
ods. As both, PTB and USNO, participate in Two 

MJD 

Figure 3: Comparison between time transfer by GPS 
CP and the Circular T published by BIPM. Squares 
show the raw data, for the circles the new ionospheric 
correction has been taken into account for all data 
points. 

Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TW- 
STFT) sessions on a regular basis (each week on 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 14:22 UTC), the 
results of GPS CP can be compared with those of 
the TWSTFT link. 

In Fig. 2 we show A6 = GGeTT - bTWSTFT VS, MJD 
where 6i =UTC(USNO) -UTC(PTB) as measured 
by method i. Data outages stem from the absence 
of results from one or the other method. As far 
as GeTT is concerned, the most important gap of 
data was introduced around MJD 51420 when the 
firmware of the receivers had to be upgraded. 

Note that there is no calibration of the differential 
station delay available for the two GeTT terminals. 
This explains the important offset between the two 
methods and, thus, that A6 is not close to zero. We 
focus therefore not on the value of A6 but on its 
stability throughout the 20 months of operation. 

In Fig. 2 we can distinguish two different regimes 
for A6. For the first half year of the campaign, the 
difference between the two methods seems to exhibit 
a seasonal variation. It is possible to fit a sine-wave 
through these data points having a period of 330 days 
and an amplitude of 2.7 ns. As already discussed in 
[8], the temperature dependent delay variations of 
GeTT are not sufficiently large to explain the or- 
der of magnitude of the sine-wave. Beyond MJD 
51300 this behaviour is no longer observed, but at 
the same point the spread of the difference increases. 
At present, it remains unclear whether the sine vari- 
ation can be ascribed to one of the methods and cor- 
relates with another observable or is simply noise. 
As far as GeTT is concerned, no hard- or software 
modification that could explain the suppression of 
the seasonal term occurred around MJD 51300. 

With the help of a third method one could possibly 
identify the source of variations. As both data sets 



are reduced to the local UTCs, we have tried to check 
the results with the Circular T data published by 
BIPM [9]. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between time 
transfer by GeTT and time transfer by Circular T 
(squares) over the same period than displayed in the 
previous figure. 

Again, the unknown differential delay calibration 
for the GeTT-terminals gives rise to an important 
offset between the two results. The spread of the 
data is unfortunately too large to rule out a sine 
variation of the difference GPS CP - Circular T with 
an amplitude of 2.7 ns. On this basis, it is there- 
fore not possible to  incriminate or exclude GPS CP 
as source of the seasonal term. But another, unex- 
pected step was detected by this difference. On MJD 
51364 BIPM modified the ionospheric correction for 
the link between America and Europe. For the com- 
parison PTB - USNO this adjustment amounts to 
9 ns. As no change was introduced for the process- 
ing of the GeTT data, a step is clearly visible at 
this particular MJD. For Fig. 3 we have taken into 
account this correction also for comparisons before 
MJD 51364 (circles). The corrected data set shows 
no structure but is unfortunately too noisy to draw 
any conclusions about the 'sine term'. 

No clear structure can be made out in this new set 
of data, but unfortunately the results are too noisy 
would hide a possible sine-dependence with time. 

4 DAY BOUNDARY PROBLEM 

For the processing of GPS data both, pseudorange 
and carrier phase observations are used. While the 
latter give the high resolution of the increment of the 
clock reading between two adjacent epochs, the for- 
mer help mainly to determine the absolute level of 
the estimated clock parameters. In the Bernese Soft- 
ware a least square adjustment is performed for all 
parameters estimated, including those of the clocks. 
Continuous data analysis such as e.g. using the 
Kalman filter approach is, therefore, not possible. 
Every day has to be analyzed separately, indepen- 
dent from the preceding days. Depending on the 
noise of the pseudorange observations, the absolute 
level of the estimated clock parameters can vary 
slightly from one day to the next. This translates 
into steps at the day boundaries. 

To investigate possible solution to this day bound- 
ary problem, we have processed two weeks of Febru- 
ary 1999 in two different ways. First, as for the rou- 
tine processing, batches were formed with all obser- 
vations from 0 h to 24 h UTC of a given MJD. For 
the second processing, the batches were regrouped 
to contain all observations between 12 h of MJD and 
12 h of MJD + 1. The results of both calculations 
are represented in Fig. 4. The lighter gray shows 
the results of the batches 12 h to 12 h, the 0 h to 

51220 51222 51224 51226 51228 51230 51232 51234 
MJD 

Figure 4: Processing with batches regrouping obser- 
vations between 0 h and 24 h UTC and with batches 
grouping observations between 12 h of day MJD and 
12 h of day MJD + 1 

24 h solutions are given by the dark dots. Analyzing 
the same observations twice, regrouping being the 
only difference, one would expect similar results. In 
reality, small offsets are observed between the two 
solutions as the absolute value of the clock parame- 
ters are determined by the noisy pseudorange obser- 
vations. For the chosen interval, the offsets remain 
well below the 1 ns limit. 

We are currently testing to what extend a combi- 
nation of the two solutions could reduce further the 
steps a t  the day boundaries. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Three units for time and frequency transfer by GPS 
CP-also known as GeTT terminals-are now opera- 
tional. Two of these stations have been used success- 
fully in a long term experiment lasting for more than 
20 months. The campaign is still ongoing. The ter- 
minals are fully automated and require a minimum 
operator interaction. 

Throughout the campaign, frequent comparisons 
between GPS CP on one side and TWSTFT on the 
other have been performed. The annual term in 
the difference of time transfer by GPS CP and time 
transfer by TWSTFT observed over the first year 
of operation could not be confirmed. The agree- 
ment between these two independent methods re- 
mains within a few ns. 

The comparison with Circular T shows clearly the 
9 ns step caused by the adoption of a new ionospheric 
correction scheme for the values published by BIPM. 

To improve even further the quality of the results, 
especially at the day boundaries, a different approach 
for the data processing, involving overlapping time 
series is currently under investigation. 
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1. Introduction 

There are two forces which laser light field exerts on atoms: the scattering force and the 

optical dipole force. The scattering force is given by the transfer of photon momentum 

when photons are absorbed or emitted by atoms. I t  is not a conservative force and has 

mainly been used for laser cooling. The combination of laser-Doppler cooling and 

polarization-gradient cooling can reduce atomic temperature to less than 10 pK.' With this 

combination of methods, however, the temperature cannot become lower than the photon 

recoil energy. To reach temperatures lower than the photon recoil energy, researchers have 

developed the velocity-selective coherent population trap (VSCPT)2 and Raman cooling.' 

The scattering force is also used to accelerate the laser-cooled atoms.4 

The optical dipole force is caused by the interaction between an induced atomic dipole 

moment and a light electric field. I t  makes a potential, called optical potential. The 

optical potential has been mainly used for atomic trapping. Using far-detuned lasers the 

heating effect of the spontaneous scattering can be reduced5. 

In this paper we describe a new method to reduce the velocity components transverse 

to the laser beam using the optical potential. Because the optical dipole force is a 

conservative force, it is not possible to reduce the phase space volume. However. it is 

possible to obtain an narrower velocity distribution at  the expense of broadening the 

position distribution. If the laser is switched off when the broadening of the position 

distribution is maximum, a narrow distribution of velocities can be obtained. When a far- 

detuned laser is used, it is possible to obtain the sub-recoil temperature using a simple 

apparatus. 

As an example, we have calculated the distribution of the velocity components of cesium 

atoms after irradiation by the collimating laser. I t  is shown that the velocity component 

transverse to the laser beam can be reduced to several mmls. 

2. Analysis with a One-Dimensional Model 

The potential (U(x,y,z)) provided by the interaction between an induced atomic dipole 

moment and a light electric field (optical potential) is described by 



u(x , y ,  2) = uo I ( ~ , Y ?  z )  (1) 

Uo = - a E ; / 2 ,  (2) 

where a is the atomic polarizability and E, is the amplitude of the light electric field at the 

center of beam. When the laser frequency is in the infrared (IR) region, a can be 

approximated by the stat,ic value (for a Cs at,om, 59.6 A3).3 I(x,y,z) denotes a power density 

distribution in which the laser light propagates in the z-direction and U, is the depth of the 

optical potential. Here, we discuss a case when l(x,y,z) is given by 

The equation of motion for the atom is then described by 

where Mis  the atomic mass. 

Here we consider the case in which the laser is switched on a t  0 < t < Tand is switched off a t  

T > 0. The temporal changes of x and v, (velocity component in the x-direction) are 

described by 

v,( t )=v,(~)coswt-x(0)wsinwt ( O < t _ < g  

= vx ( T )  (t' I ) ,  (5) 

x(t)  = X ( O )  cos w t + - V O ( o )  sin w t  (0 < t 5 
0 

= X(T)  + V, ( ~ ) ( t  - T )  (t' I) (6) 

At T= d2q v,(l) is -x(O)w. When $0) is zero, v(g becomes zero with any value of v(0). 

Here, we perform the numerical calculation of Eq. (4), with the following parameters: 

Ax= 1.5 mm, T= 0.1s (w= 2.x x 2.5 radianls). (7 )  

Figure 1 shows v,(q as a function of v,(O) for $0) = 0 mm and f 0.5 mm,. I n e n  the 

optical potential is given by the harmonic potential, v,(I) (= - 4 0 ) ~ )  is 0 mls when 40)  = 0 

mm and is T 7.8 mm/s when $0) = +_ 0.5 mm. Actually, this approximation is valid when 

v,(O) < 1 cmls. when v,(O) is sufficiently small the atomic motion is harmonic oscillation at  

O < t  I T 

Figure 2 shows the dist,ribution of kinetic energy after the IR-laser pulse is applied under 

the conditions specified in Eq. (7). Here, we assume the following distributions of v,(O) and 

x(0) : 

Sv = 1.8 cm/s (corresponds to 2.6 pK ) 



6x= 0.25 mm. (8) 

The distribution of the kinetic energy is not in thermal equilibrium, but is approximately 

described by the temperature 110 nK. This corresponds to the approximate estimation by 

w6x= 3.75 mm/s (110 nK). 
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Fig. 1: Atomic velocity after the IR laser is applied under t,he conditions specified 

in Eq. (7). 0: do)=  0 mm 0: 4 0 )  = 0.5 mm A: x(0)= -0.5 mm. 
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Fig. 2 : Solid line indicates the kinetic energy dstribution after the IR laser is  applied 

under the conditions specified in Eq. (7), with t,he one-dimentional model. Dotted line 

indcates the initial kinetic energy distribution (2.6 pK) 



3. Analysis with a Two-Dimensional Model 

I t  is convenient to describe the equation of motion with cylindrical coordinates (r,B,z), 

when a two-dimensional model is used. Here we assume that the laser power density 

distribution is described as 

When the centrifugal force is taken into account, Eq. (4) must be revised as 

L = XV,, - yv, (angular moment,um). (10) 

Note also that L cannot be changed by the optical potential field, which gives only t,he 

central force. The kinetic energy K( t )  is given by 

where v, (= ( xvx+ yv-)lr) is the velocity component in the radial direction. Figure 3 shows 

the K(7) distribution'calculated with t.he following parameters: 

Ar= 1.5 mm, T= 0.1 s (GO= 27t x 2.5 radianls). (12) 

The distributions of v,JO) and 40)  are given by 

6v = I.. 8 cmls ( thermal equilibrium with 2.6 pK ): 

Sr = 0.25 mm. (13) 

The distribution of K(I) is roughly described by the thermal equilibrium with temperature 

180 nK, which is lower than the photon recoil energy (200 nK). When a two-dimensional 

model is used, the kinetic energy is not reduced as much as when a one-dimensional model is 

used, because of the centrifugal force. 
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Fig. 3: Solid line indicates the kinetic energy distribution after the IR laser is applied 

under the conditions specified in Eq. (12) with the two-dimentional model. Dotted line 

indicates the initial kinetic energy distribution (2.6 pEi). 

4. Discussion 

In this paper we describe a new optical method for obtaining a sub-recoil kinetic energy 

in one or two directions. VSCPT and Raman cooling3 have been used to get sub-recoil 

kinetic energies. but VSCPT can only be used for atoms with a certain quantum energy 

structure and Raman cooling requires a complex apparatus. Using a single IR-laser beam, 

we can obtain a sub-photon recoil kinetic energy with a simple apparatus. As the optical 

potential by the far-detuned laser does not depend on the quantum energy structure of 

atoms, this method can be used for any type of atom. 

Equations (4), (5) ,  and (6) are valid when U, is larger than the initial kinetic energy. 

To get a significant U,, we require a large laser power. For example, the conditions 

specified in Eq. (12) (Udk, = 2.3 pK) hold for cesium atoms when the laser power is 360 W. 

The laser line does not have to be a single laser line, as the optical potential does not depend 

on the laser line itself. 

5. Application to the atomic fountain frequency standard 

It  is useful to apply this method to reduce the horizontal velocity component of the 

launched atoms in the atomic clock based on the atomic fountain4. After the launching, the 

diameter of the atomic cloud increases (at 3.6 cmls when the atomic temperature is 2.6 pK). 

When the atomic cloud passes through the hole (diameter is typically 10 mm) of the 

microwave cavity at the second time (1 sec after the launching), the diameter is as large as 

36 mm. Therefore only 8 % of the atoms can pass through the microwave cavity and fall 



into the detection region. If the collimating laser is applied under the conditions specified 

in Eq. (12), the mean horizontal velocity component is reduced from 1.8 cmls to 4 mmls, 

while the diameter of the atomic cloud is expanded from 0.5 mm to 3 mm. The diameter of 

the atomic cloud is 11 mm when it passes through the microwave resonator; in this case 

more than 80% of launched atoms fall into the detection region and the signal-to-noise ratio 

of the spectrum is improved. There is no light frequency shift because the collimating pulse 

ends before atoms have their first interaction with the microwave field. 
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Results will be presented from two new Rb atomic clocks under develop- 
ment: the double-bulb rubidium maser (DBRM) and a coherent population 
trapping (CPT) clock. The DBRM consists of connected quartz chambers: 
one for optical pumping of rubidium atoms and one where active maser 0s- 
cillation can occur on the 87Rb hyperfine transition. The bulbs are coated 
and have no buffer gas, allowing the Rb to effuse from the pumping cell to 
maser cell as has been recently observed. The novel design of the DBRM 
will effectively eliminate the optical pumping light shift and buffer gas pres- 
sure shift that limit conventional rubidium frequency standards. The DBRM 
may provide short term frequency stability superior to that  of a room tem- 
perature hydrogen maser, but in a smaller and more robust unit. Current 
investigations incIude the effects of wall-coatings on the decoherence rates for 
the Rb atoms. The CPT clock places the 87Rb atoms into a superposition of 
hyperfine states using a laser modulated at a subharmonic of the hyperfine 
frequency and coherently resonant with either the D l  or D2 transition on 
both hyperfine levels. The atoms are pumped into a dark state in which 
there are no light shifts. Unlike in conventional optical pumping, the atoms 
directly radiate microwave power to a resonant cavity from the dark state. 
Present studies are of a CPT clock employing coated quartz cells. 
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1 ABSTRACT 

The line-shape of an atomic transition is one of its most 
important attributes for high resolution spectroscopy 
and if a non Lorentzian shape is found a deep study of 
the physics of the system is required. In the experiments 
done on a resonant A scheme applied to alkali atoms in 
a cell with buffer gas, significant modifications and 
asymmetries have been found on the line-shapes of the 
Dark Line and of the CPT maser emission profile, as a 
h c t i o n  of the lasers power and detuning. In this paper 
we analyze different experimental conditions and a tight 

formalism. With reference to the theory developed in 
[8], we have: 

I 

P state 

2 
S states 

7: 
I 

comparison between theory and experiments is reported 
for the cases of Cesium and Rubidium in a buffer gas. Figure 1 - Three level scheme representing the A transition in alkali 

atoms, typical values of the relaxation parameters are: r0/2n a 

700 MHz and y ,  m yl 3 500 s" 
2 r n O D U C T I O N  

In recent years the possibility of using atomic three 
level systems to realize a new generation of atomic 
fkequency standards [l-2-31 or other measurement 
instruments such as magnetometers [4] has been 
proposed by several groups. In the practical 
implementation of a high resolution atomic reference all 
those effects that may lead to shifts or asymmetries in 
the line shape are of crucial importance. In this paper 
we analyze both theoretically and experimentally 
several effects that may affect the atomic response to a 
A excitation scheme. 
The observation of a A transition in an alkali vapor cell 
with buffer gas is a straightforward experiment, in fact 
only a single laser modulated at half the hyperfine 
transition frequency is required in order to excite the A 
transition and to produce a coherent superposition of the 
ground atomic states (Coherent Population Trapping or 
CPT). 
When the coherence is established two main effects 
appear: the Dark Line in the fluorescence spectrum (an 
Electromagnetic Induced Transparency effect) [5] and 
the coherent microwave emission due to the hyperfine 
coherence created in the ground state (CPT-Maser) [6] .  
The theory of these systems has been widely examined 
[7-8-91. Here we will recall fist some theoretical results 
in order to go into a more detailed theoretical analysis of 
the line-shape. 
In particular the effects of the laser beam profile and of 
the asymmetries of the excitation process on the line- 
shape will be considered and compared with the 
experimental results. 

3 THEORY 

The evolution of the three level system of figure 1 may 
be analyzed in the ensemble averaged density matrix 

where we have indicated with: A the population 
difference in the ground states (A=pZ2-pll), OR* and  OR^ 
the Rabi frequencies of the optical transitions, r the 
lifetime of the excited state taking into account all the 
relaxation processes (spontaneous decays, collisions 
with the buffer gas, etc), yl and y2 the population 
inversion and coherence relaxation rates of the ground 
state, Q, the detuning between the laser radiation 
difference and the hyperfine transition fiequency and 
with A. the detuning of the laser carrier fkom the optical 
line "center of gravity". 

For the off diagonal terms of the density matrix 
(coherences) we have assumed solutions of the form: 

To obtain the system (1) the following physical 
assumptions have been done: 
1) the, saturation of optical transitions is small, 
OR, ,aw <<r8; 



2) the Rabi frequency of the generated microwave is 
small compared to the atomic linewitdth and its effect 
on the system can be neglected [lo]; 
3) the microwave detuning is small compared to the 
optical linewidth. 
In [8] it was discussed in details the case where the 
optical coupling between the two ground state and the 
excited state are equal Let's summarize 
the main results there reported with respect to the 
population in the excited state and the coherence in the 
ground state. 
The optical fluorescence is directly proportional to the 
population in the excited state p33; solving the system 
(1) in the stationary condition ( a /  at = 0 )  we have: 

where r ' = y , + w ~ l l - * .  
It can be observed from (3) that a Dark Line appears in 
the fluorescence spectrum when the f?equency 
difference of the two laser radiations equals the 
hyperfine splitting of the ground state. The line-shape of 
the Dark Line is given by: 

and the linewidth of the Dark Line is: 

The coherence term in the ground state is then given by: 

This coherence produces an oscillating magnetization as 
discussed in [8] at the angular frequency (a1-m2), that 
acts as source of a microwave field when the atomic 
ensemble is coupled to a microwave cavity; the power 
dissipated in the cavity Pdiss and the emission profile of 
the CPT-maser turn out respectively: 

In expression (7) N is the total number of atoms coupled 
by the A scheme, QL is the quality factor of the loaded 
microwave cavity, do, is the detuning between the 

cavity and the atomic line, k stands for the number of 
emitted microwave photons per atom per second; the 
expression of k is given by [8]: 

where po is the vacuum permeability, p2, is the 
magnetic dipole moment of the transition, q' is the 
filling factor of the cavity and V, is the volume 
occupied by the atomic vapor interacting with the laser 
field. The linewidth of the maser emission profile is 
given by (5) also in this case. 
According to theory both phenomena, Dark Line and 
maser profile, show Lorentzian shapes. We will discuss 
in the following paragraphs the experimental situation 
and the conditions which can lead to a different line- 
shape. 
At low laser intensity the intensity of the transition 
instead is proportional to w;/l-* for the Dark Line, and 

to (o i /~*) i  for the CPT maser; this difference is not 
surprising because of the different origin of the two 
signals: the Dark Line originates from an incoherent 
fluorescence, while the CPT Maser is generated by a 
coherent microwave emission. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The experimental set-up is shown in figure 2, we have 
done experiments based on the Dl and D2 optical 
transition of " ~ b  and on the D2 optical transition of 
1 3 3 ~ s .  

Figure 2 - Experimental set-up. 

There are three main parts in the experimental set-up: 
the optical system, the physical package and the 
microwave generation and detection apparatus. 
The optical part provides the radiations necessary to 
excite the A transition: it is realized starting from a 
single laser diode, frequency modulated at half the 
hyperfine frequency splitting of the ground state; in 
such a way, when the laser carrier is set to the line 
"center of gravity" of the transition, the frrst modulation 
sidebands correspond to the exciting radiations. The 
laser center frequency is locked to a saturated 
absorption signal obtained with an external absorption 
cell and its spectrum is monitored with a Fabry-Perot 



cavity used as optical spectrum analyzer. The 
polarization of the beam is made circular with a W4 
wave-plate before being sent to the microwave cavity, 
so the selection rules allow to excite only one of the 
possible A transitions; the laser intensity is 
approximately 200 j ~ ~ l c m ~  for each sideband. 
An acusto optic modulator is placed along the laser 
beam to act as an optical switch and to allow a precise 
frequency tuning with respect to the atomic optical 
reference. 
The physical package consists of a sealed quartz cell 
inside a TEoll cylindrical microwave cavity that at its 
turn is contained inside a magnetic shield. The cell 
containing the alkali vapor and a buffer gas (N2 at a 
pressure of 19 Torr with Cs and 32 Torr with Rb in our 
experiments) is thermally controlled; the operating 
temperature is around 45 "C when using Cs and around 
60 OC when using rubidium. We operated with a cell 
volume of 3 cm3 and a quality factor of the Ioaded 
cavity QL of 3 000 in the Cs case, and with a cell 
volume of 6 cm3 and a QL of 10 000 in the Rb case. 
A hole, covered with a layer of metal-mesh, is present 
on the cavity front end-cap allowing a laser beam 
diameter up to 2 cm inside the maser active region 
without destroying the cavity mode. 
Finally a microwave synthesizer was used to modulate 
the laser carrier and a high sensitivity spectrum analyzer 
was used as heterodyne detector. 
For the observation of the Dark Line, the experimental 
set-up was basically the same, but the detection was 
done with a photodiode by observing the laser 
transmission through the atomic vapor cell and the 
microwave cavity was absent. 

5 LASER GAUSSIAN PROFILE EFFECT ON 
THE LINE-SHAPE 

It is interesting to analyze how the shapes of the dark 
line and of the CPT-maser are modified by the laser 
profile used in the excitation process; these kind of 
effects were also studied in [lo]. We assume in the 
following that the laser radiation has a Gaussian profile 
(TE& mode); then the pumping rate ~ ~ ~ f l "  is a 
k c t i o n  of the radial position across the laser beam, we 
assume moreover to deal with an optically thin medium 
and that the light absorption along the z axis is 
negligible. 
We can define the laser beam profile utilizing 
cylindrical coordinates as: 

and, assuming no spatial variation along z the line-shape 
can be obtained by a double integration of the profiles 
expressed by (4) and (8) over the cylindrical coordinates 
P and cp. 
The new profiles are then obtained in the two cases as: 

1 - arctg n < 
c 1 + n + r 2  

where we have defined: 

2 

,=-EEL and ( = Q , l y 2  
y2r* 

We are interested to the limits of the expressions (1 1) 
and (12) in the case of low and high pumping rate 
( n + 0, or n + a, ), they can be obtained as: 

-- 

n2 
lim nDLIM (a , )  = +In- = +In yzr* 
n+m 1 + c 2  

( 1 4 ~ )  

The low power approximation gives again a Lorentzian 
shape in both cases, and the linewidth can be always 
expressed by (5). 
The line shape described by (14 c) on the other hand is 
quite different fiom a Lorentzian shape and the 
linewidth turns out smaller than that described by 
equation (5) for an equivalent value of pumping rate: 

The description of the experimental data with these 
profiles is quite satisfactory as can be seen by the fitting 
curves of figure 3. In particular, in figure 3a we report 
the experimental emission profile of the maser at low 
saturating power fitted with a Lorentzian curve, in 3b 
the profile of the dark line observed at low saturation 
power fitted with a Lorentzian curve, and in figure 3c 
the emission profile of the maser excited with a high 
intensity laser beam, fitted with equation (14 c). 
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Figure 3 - 3a) Dark line signal in "Rb (D2 line): oR2/r* ~ ; r  72 (low 
pumping rate). 3b) Maser emission profile in "Rb (Dl line): 
%'K* w y2 (low pumping rate). 3c) Maser emission profile in "'CS 

(D1 line): ak2/r* -10 72 (high pumping rate). 

6 LASER ASYMMETRIES IN THE 
EXCITATION PROCESS 

Up to now we have assumed to excite the A transition 
with a perfectly symmetric spectrum utilizing atoms 
with symmetric dipole coefficients and with a laser well 
tuned with respect to the atomic levels. 
In the present paragraph we will investigate what 
happens to the line-shape when these conditions are not 
respected anymore. 
It is worth to notice that since in the equations appear 
only the optical Rabi fiequency fiom the mathematical 
point of view it is the same to have an asymmetry in the 
spectrum or in the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In fact 
the Rabi fiequency is defined as the product of the 
applied field t h e  the transition dipole moment 
( W R ,  = dI3 / A ,  W R ~  = EO2 dz3 /A ); the higher 

symmetry degree is one of the reasons why it is 
important to use the Dl line; another reason that leads to 
the choice of the Dl line is the absence of cycling 
transitions that could lead to strong differential 
absorption of the two radiations. 
When O R ~ # O R ~  and A&O simultaneously it is still 
possible to derive an analytical solution of the system 
(1) [9],even if quite complex mathematical expressions 
are obtained not transparent to a physical interpretation; 
it is possible in any case to analyze them numerically. 
Such analysis gives us two different behaviors for the 
Dark Line and the CPT maser. 
When @R120~2 and &O, in the fluorescence spectrum 
appears a Raman type transition that can distort the line- 
shape, without moving the minimum of the profile, 
while the maser emission is shifted in eequency but its 
line-shape is not affected by the Raman transition. 
This difference is due to the fact that while the CPT 
maser emission is a phenomenon related only to the 
coherence in the ground state, the Dark Line is observed 
trough the Electromagnetic Induced Transparency and 
then is sensitive to all those effects that affect the 
excited state population. 
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Figure 4 - 4a) and 4b) Calculated value of pa and 1612 P respectively: 
laser asymmetry 85%, carrier detuning 320MHz, y2 500 s", OR"* = 
560 s-I. 4c) Calculated value of p,: rn2/r* = 16000 s'l, other 
parameters as before specified. 



In figure 4 are reported the calculated profiles when a 
carrier detuning of 300 MHz is present (Apr.12) 
together with a laser asymmetry of 85%. 
As it can be seen the maser emission profile is a 
Lorentzian shifted by 200 radfs while the Dark Line is 
distorted, but the minimum of p33 remains always at 
Q,=O. 
With a very strong asymmetry it is possible to enhance 
the Raman transition, but the minimum always remains 
at zero detuning (figure 4 c). 
Experimental observations confirm these results with 
respect to the line-shapes: in order to excite the A 
transition with a strongly asymmetric radiation it is 
possible to use the carrier and the second harmonic of 
the modulation kequency instead of the two first 
sidebands. In figure 5 some experimental profiles are 
reported for the Dark Line and for the CPT maser. 

1 9  1 I I I I I 1 
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Figure 5 - 5a) Dark line signal in "Rb @2 line): laser power 
(coR2/y2T*) - 5, carrier detuning 350 MHz. 5b) Maser emission profile 
in "Rb (Dl line): ( ~ R ~ I Y ~ T * )  - .5 in the excitation process the two fist 
sidebands are used (curve c) or the carrier and the second harmonic 
(curve a and b) with an asymmetry above 50%, laser detuning 100 
MHz.  

It is confirmed that the maser emission profile is always 
Lorentzian no matter which is the laser detuning and 
which is the laser asymmetry, while the shape of the 
Dark Line is sensitive to the above mentioned 
parameters. 
The measure of the shift of the CPT-Maser profile is a 
more complex problem, in fact as it was discussed in 
[12] the total light shift (accounted for in the static 

Hamiltonian operator, such as other shifting effect like 
for example buffer gas and static Zeeman shift) is a 
complex function of the modulation index and of the 
carrier detuning. It is then extremely difficult to 
distinguish between the static light shift and the 
dynamic one described above with the set-up used for 
the experiments described in this paper. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

We have investigated the line-shape of the Dark Line 
and of the CPT maser emission profile observed in 
rubidium and in cesium vapors with buffer gas. In 
particular a non-Lorentzian line shape is determined by 
the joint effect of a Gaussian laser field profile and a 
high pumping rate. Moreover the unbalance of the 
optical Rabi frequencies in the A scheme together with a 
detuning of the laser carrier kequency with respect to 
the "center of gravity" of the optical transitions 
produces a significant asymmetry in the line-shape of 
the dark line and a shift of the maser emission profile. 
All the above mentioned effects have been theoretically 
explained in the kamework of a three level system and 
found in good agreement with the ex erimental results 
taken on the optical transitions of "&s (4 line) and 
* ' ~ b  (Dl and D2 lines). 
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1 ABSTRACT pinholes. The power density of the trapping beams is 
around 3 m ~ l c m ' .  

At lstituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale "Galileo Fenaris" The repumping light is obtained from a second DBR 
works are in progress in order to realize a cesium laser diode frequency locked to the F=3-+F'=3 
fountain to be eventually used as the Italian Primary transition with a first order saturated absorption 
Frequency Standard. A characterization of the atomic teclmique; tlus laser is then blue shifted to F=3-+F'=4 
source is given. transition by mean of an AO; this procedure is 

necessary because we use the repumper light also in the 
2 PHYSICAL PACKAGE DESCRIPTION detection region and we need a fast optical shutter. 

2.1 Laser svstem 2.2 Physical package 

Four laser &odes are used in the optical system as 
shown in figure I. A DBR laser diode (master laser) 
mounted in a low feedback configuration in order to 
hrther reduce its line-width, is frequency locked with a 
Pound-Drever-Hall techque, upon need between 150 
and 170 MHz red of the F=4-+F'=5 cesium D2 
transition. 

- 
Master 1 ", kh I A O ~  
7- - ~ete&ion Beams 

Lock Y Beam 
I 

--- 2-1 Beam 

7 PM Fiber 
I R ~ P U ~ P ~  +m \p 

Beam 
Figure 1: Laser wolmg and detection system 

The light of the master laser (approximate output 50 
mW) is then used to injection lock two other laser 
diodes (slave lasers) and to realize the detection beams; 
this last beam is shifted back with its own acousto-optic 
modulator (AO) running at the same frequency of the 
master one. 
The two slave lasers (150 mW each) are used to a m p l e  
the master laser light and generate the X and Y cooling 
beams and the Z? and the 2.1 beams respectively. Three 
A 0  (one for the X and Y beams and the other two for 
the Z beams) driven by independent synthesizers, 
locked to a common reference, are used to blue shift the 
laser light near to resonance. 
The Z& beam is delivered to the vacuum system through 
a polarization maintaining fiber, while the other 
trapping beams are spatially filtered by means of 

The physical package (designed m collaboration w~th 
NIST) is composed by four man regons: trapping 
region, lower and upper detection regon. nucrowake 
cavlty and drift tube figure 2. 

2.1 Beam 

Lower detedian 

U Z ~ .  Beam 
Fijpre 2: Cs f o m i n  phyimf p a h g e  



Only this latter region is magnetically shielded: four 
layers of molybdenum-Permalloy cylindncal shlelds 
surround the cavity, the dnft tube and the C-field 
bobbin. Two n~icrowave cavities separated by 10 cm of 
below cutoff cylindncal waveguide are used. one for 
doing state selection and the second for the clock 
Ramsey interaction. The microwave cavities are part of 
the vacuum structure and are described in [ I ] .  
No magnetic shields are used in the trapping and 
detection regions; instead compensation coils are 
used in the trapping region in order to improve 
cooling and tossing efficiency. A static quadrupole 
magnetic field is also present in the trapping region 
when the system is operated as magneto-optical trap 
( a ~  / az = 10 Gausslcm) . 
In  the upper detection regon two dstinct detectors are 
used to make a differential measure of the population in 
the state F=3 and F=4 after the Ramsey interaction [ 2 ] ;  
a non-imaging optical system is used and a fluorescence 
detection efficiency of 17% is achieved. 

The present beams configuration ( X Y Z  with light 
reflection on the X and Y )  does not allow us to further 
increase the oven temperature and to complete the 
transition to a complete gas loahng of the trap, in fact 
light absorption on the X and Y axis produces a strong 
imbalance in the standng-ivaves, creating a conlpeting 
heating mechanism. At 40°C absorption of 15% of the 
X and Y beams is measured. 

At the time of the conference the cavities are being cs temperature ('c) 

2500-  
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1500- 
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installed and we will report later on the first Rarnsey 
signals. Figure 3: Signal intensity as a hndion ofthe source temperature 

. .. .. 
MOT load~ng tlme 800 ms ... . . 

. *. 

2.3 Control system 

A PC operating in Windows system superintends to all 
h e  control and acquisition hct ions.  Three National 
Instruments boards are used: pattern generation, AD 
converter, and GPIB cont~ol. 
The pattern generation is done with a board providing 
32 VO TTL channels; the accurate timing of the 
sequences is guarantee by an autonomous clock on the 
board, the minimum time interval that can be 
programmed is of 1 ps and continuous operation is 
guaranteed by double buffering. 
The A D  converter has a resolution of 16 bit and a 
sampling speed of 100 kS/s; it can be programmed to 
digitize up to 8 distinct channels. 
The PC will measure the area of the time of flight 
signals, through the GPIB board will modulate the 
interrogating microwave signal and eventually lock the 
synthesizer on the central Ramsey fringe. 

Not only the number of atoms but also the loadmg time 
is a function of the oven temperature as can be seen in 
figure 5. 

1 

0 200 400 600 800 
Loading t~me (ms) 

Figure 4: Signal intensity versus MOT loading time 

3 TRAP CHARACTERIZATION 
600- 

3.1 Loadmg of the trq  E S o o :  - 
m 

We have done a series of experiments to characterize 400- 

the behavior of the cold atom source. 
The loading of the MOT/molasses is done out of a low = i 300- 

collimated beam, which however create also a E 
0 g 200- background gas in dynamical W i b r i u m  with the -1 

graphite getters present in the vacuum chamber. 
If we analyze the number of atoms loaded as a function 
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of the Cs source temperature we can see a smooth 15 20 25 30 35 40 

transition from the beam loadmg to the gas loadmg in T,, ("C) 

the temperature range between 10 and 30 O C  (figure 3). Figure 5: MOT loading time amstant as a 
f h d i o n  of the Cs source temperature 



The estimated number of atoms gathered at a 
temperature of 33OC is around lo7. 

3 .2  Post cool in^ seauences 

As i t  is well h o t m  sub-Doppler molasses are required 
to push Cs temperature down to the pK region. Sub- 
Doppler cooling mecharusm is achieved by optical 
pumping between Zeeman sub-levels of hyperfine 
structure: polarization gradients and magnetic field 
control are required in the molasses area. Two hfferent 
polarization configuration are effective in sub-Doppler 
cooling: counter-rotating polarization (o'-o-) and linear 
perpenhcular polarization (linllin) [3]. 
Relations between molasses temperature and laser 
parameters are similar in both configurations: if laser 
intensity is well below saturation (I << Is) and the 
detuning is larger than the line width ((61 >> T) we have 
a simple relation between temperature and laser 
parameters. 

Low temperature in sub-Doppler molasses requires low 
intensities and large detunings: these conditions are not 
suitable to capture large numbers of atoms so we first 
load a Doppler molasses or a MOT, we then 
adiabatically change laser parameters, optimizing sub- 
Doppler conditions (Post-Cooling technique). 
During the postcooling sequence the laser detuning is 
changed from r to 10r and simultaneously the laser 
power is weakened by 40 dB, well below saturation. 
Parameters change is done, by the pattern generator 
through programmed sequences. 
The efficiency of the post-cooling sequence was tested 
measuring molasses temperature with a standard Time 
Of Flight (TOF) analysis. Temperature measurements 
are then related to laser power and detuning; 
measurements confirm theory predictions, showing 
linear relations between power, detuning and 
temperature (figure 6) .  

Figure 6: Relations between molasses temperature, 
iasa attenuation ((oRZ/(oR02) rmd det+g @/lor) 

Obviously the better performances are obtained when 
intensity and power ramps are active at the same time: 
In figure 7 is plotted the atomic temperature versus the 

light shift parameter - 
( 1  ;;r) , 

Figure 7: Molasses temperature versus light shift parameter 

Figure 8 shows a TOF signal obtained with an 
optimized o+-o- molasses the measured temperature is 
T=1.5(.5) pK. 

Time of flight (s) 

Figure 8: TOF signal corresponding to a 1.5 pK moiasses temperature 

3.3 Friction coefficient measurement 

Another characterizing parameter of a molasses is the 
sub-Doppler friction coefficient a 
The cooling and postcooling processes can be 
represented through a friction force of the type: 

where a is related to damping time constant z of the 

thermal velocity by a = 2 % ~  . 
7 

Qur measurements of a were carried out by changing 
the laser power from a high value, consistent with 
Doppler cooling, to a low value, consistent with sub- 
Doppler cooling. Postcooling duration was varied to 
study the transient behavior of the atomic t e m p e w e  



upon a variation of the laser power. The friction 
coefficient can then be obtained (figure 9) by fitting the 
measured velocities achieved at different time of 
transient response with the theoretical hnction 

+ ! I - 
0 100 200 300 400 

Post-Cooling Time (ps) 

Figure 9: Post-cooling transient 

The result obtained (a=6.0(8).10'~~ kg/s) is in agreement 
with the values reported in [4]. 

3.4 Atom launch and detection 

The launch of the atoms is done with the usual moving 
molasses technique. The trapped atoms are temporary 
released switching off all the laser beams, the two 
synthesizer driving the Z A 0  are frequency shifted (in 
opposite) k t i o n s  by kAv, and then the atom are 
cooled again in the moving frame, the speed of the new 
frame is 

After the acceleration atoms are cooled with the post 
cooling sequence below 2 pK, and then all the beams 
are switched off leaving the atoms in a free ballistic 
flight inside the gravitational field 
Because of structure limitations up to now we were 
limited to a maximum launch speed of 2.4 mls 
corresponding approximately to a toss height of 30 cm, 
with a maximum TOE of 600 ms. 
As can be seen in figure 10 the atom loss is hlgher of 
what it can be estimated by the thermal cloud 
expansion This is mainly due to two reasons: 

1) inadequate vacuum level 
2) vertical alignment of the vacuum structure respect to 

gravity force. 
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Figure 10: TOF signals corresponding to increasing toss speeds 

0 rnls 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we described the new developments of IEN 
Cs fountain. 
Our optical system was improved and fully prepared 
and is now ready for routine operation. A PC based 
control system was installed, giving a complete 
automation of the fountain sequences (capture, post- 
cooling launch and detection). 
We characterized sub-Doppler cooling by measuring 
molasses temperature as a h c t i o n  of laser power and 
detuning. Postcooling transient was also investigated 
and a measurement of sub-Doppler friction coefficient 
was obtained. Atoms were cooled to 1.5 p K  and 
launched to obtain a 600 ms TOF. 
l lus  work is performed in the frame of a scientific 
agreement between EN, NIST and the Politecnico di 
Torino. 
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Both problems are of easy solution and will be 
hopefully solved in the near future. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Rabi transition probability of cesium atoms 
interacting with microwave fields produced in 
TE01N(N=1,2,3) cylindrical cavities is first calculated. 
Then, we consider a small optically pumped 
frequency standard operating with these cavities. 
We determine the operational parameters which lead 
to both the better short term frequency stability and 
the cancellation of the cavity pulling frequency shift. 

Finally, we estimate the first order Doppler 
frequency shift which, in the Rabi cylindrical 
cavities, is the main shift. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that multi wavelength 
cylindrical cavities present attractive features such 
as the ease of construction for small and inexpensive 
Cs beam frequency standards. In this paper we 
consider the possibility of using TEoll, TEo12, TEo13 
cylindrical cavities for the excitation of microwave 
transitions in a Cs beam. The three considered 
cavities have the same interaction length L=90 rnm. 
The Rabi transition probability is first calculated for 
a monokinetic atom through Bloch equations. Then 
this probability is weighted on the atomic beam 
velocity distribution. The result depends on both the 
frequency detuning and the Rabi angular frequency 
b. In operating conditions, the microwave field 
frequency is square wave modulated with a given 
modulation depth o,. The operational parameters b 
and om are set as to provide the maximum slope of 
the frequency discriminator as well as to cancel the 
cavity pulling frequency shift. Such operational 
parameters are then used to evaluate the frequency 
performances of small optically pumped frequency 
standards operating with these cylindrical Rabi 
cavities. The first evaluation concerns the short term 

frequency stability when the predominant source of 
noise is the noise of the optical detection system. 

The second evaluation is devoted to the 
calculation of the shift due to the first order Doppler 
effect which in the Rabi cylindrical cavities is the 
main shift. This calculation needs the knowledge of 
the microwave magnetic field variation along the 
cavity axis. 

1. CAVITY FIELD DESCRIPTION 

The 3 considered cavities resonate on the TEoll, 
TEo12, modes respectively, at the cesium 
frequency. When these cavities are weakly coupled 
on one hand and have negligible losses on the other 
hand, the microwave magnetic field of pulsation o is 
longitudinal close to the cavity axis z .  Its profile 
along the z axis is well represented by the sine 

(NT 1 where N = 1, 2, 3 is the number function sin - 

of modes in the cavity (fig. 1). 

Z axis (mm) 

Fig. 1 Magnetic field amplitude versus longitudinal 
cavity z axis. 



It is judicious to introduce the variable 
z - z o  e=- in which zo is the abscissa at the entrance 

v 
of the cavity, v is the atomic velocity. 8 represents 
the interaction time with the microwave field. Let us 

L T 
define T = - and z = - . T appears to be the 

v N 
whole interaction time in the cavity while z is the 
interaction time in one mode. Therefore, we may 
introduce a dimensionless interaction time variable 

8 5=-  . 5 varies from 0 to N in the cavity TEolN, with 
z 

N =  1 , 2 o r 3 .  

2. RABI TRANSITION PROBABILITY IN A 

TWO LEVEL SYSTEM 

The time evolution of the atomic quantum state 
is described by a set of three differential equations 
[I]. 

L 
with 2, = - . a is the most probable velocity in 

aN 
the cesium beam. 

Finally we get : 

3. OPERATING CONDITIONS 

The microwave field frequency is square wave 
modulated with a modulation depth w,. The 
operational parameters o,T, and bzl are set in order 
to optimize both the short and long term frequency 
stability. T1 is a peculiar value of the transit time T 
in the cavity for atoms with velocity a. 
For purpose of optimizing the short term frequency 
stability, it needs to obtain the largest slope for the 
error signal, that is : 

max 

5 ) Moreover, the long term frequency stability can 
a l ( S ) + -  br'sin(n5)'a3(5) = (I 'b) 

be improved if the frequency shift due to cavity a5 
5 1 pulling is cancelled. This is achieved when : 

bz.sin(nt).a2(E,) + 7 = 0 (1 .~1  
I "5 XI = 0 (6) 

abzl bT, ,qJ, 
a, and a2 are the hyperfine coherence terms while a3 
is the population difference between the 2 states The values of the operating parameters bzl and 
with an energy separation Amo, b is the maximum o,T1 which give the largest value of the slope with 
value of b(&). the condition (6) satisfied are gathered in table 1. 

The set of equations (1) is numericallv solved 

At the output of the cavity the transition Table 1 Values of bzl and w,Tl which give the 
probability P ( ~ = N  On the of maximum of he signal when the 
parameters which are ', and the condition (6) is satisfied for the 3 considered 
detuning Qo=w-oo. cylindrical cavities. 

We have to take into account the distribution f(z) 

using a Runge ~ u t t a  method. We are inteiested in 

of the interaction time. When the resonator is 
optically pumped with a single laser, f(z) has the 4. SHORT TERM FREQUENCY STABILITY 

following expression [2] : 
In most cases, the predominant source of noise in 

an optically pumped cesium beam resonator is the 
noise of the optical detection system. It then results 

51 
(3) [3] that the Allan variance of the relative frequency 

a&) which is related to the transition probability 
by: TEoll 6.55 3.26 0.115 

~ ( b z ,  ,%T, 

0.523 



fluctuation is given by : 

for an averaging time T 2 1s. F is the noise factor of 
the atomic detection, I. is the atomic flux. H"~ 
caracterizes the short term frequency stability; it is 
inversely proportional to the slope of the error 
signal. 

It appears from table 1 that the TEolz cavity gives 
the best short term frequency stability. 

This result agrees with the conclusions obtained 
by comparing resonators designed with Ramsey 
cavities which deliver a signal with either a 
maximum or a minimum at resonance [2]. Finally 
the TEOl3 cavity gives the worst result. 

5. FREQUENCY SHIFT DUE TO THE FIRST 

ORDER DOPPLER EFFECT 

Up to now, we deal with ideal cavities in which 
the Rabi frequency b(5) is a sinusoidal function of 5. 

Actual cavities exhibit wall losses on one hand 
and imperfections due to coupling to the main line 
on the other hand. In this case, the Rabi angular 
frequency can be approximated by the following 
expression : 

The numerical treatment of equations (1 1) 
requires the knowledge of the residual phase $ as a 
function of the position on the beam axis in the 
cavity. The magnetic field of a real cavity coupled 
by holes has been calculated by our colleagues of 
IRCOM using a finite element method [4]. 

A first result is given in figure 2 for two modes 
cavity TEOL2 coupled by means of 2 slots. Large 
phase variations are observed. They are probably 
due to an inadequate coupling. 

The frequency offset is extracted from the 
transition probability curve by simulating the 
operation of the servo system in modulation regime. 

The program searches for the value of Qo which 
satisfies P ( R ~  + a , ) =  p(Qo -om).  

Figure 3 shows the result of this calculation as a 
function of the modulation depth. In standard 
conditions of operation defined by a,T1 = 2.29 and 
bzl = 2.88, the frequency shift is AF = -1.397 Hz. 

z axis (mm) 

b(5) = b. sin(~5)e-'"~) (9) fig. 2 Residual phase versus cavity z axis. 

$(5) is the residual phase of the microwave field. 
-1.25 

8 0  845 850 855 860 865 870 875 880 

It follows that : 

b(5) = b, (5)+ ib2 (5) 

with : 

b, = b. sin(z5) cos(+(()) 

b, = -b, sin(n5) sin($(C)) (lO.b) .1.55 
Modulation depth (Hz) 

fig. 3 First order Doppler frequency shift versus 
The set of equations (1) becomes the Set of modulation depth, 
equations (1 1). 



As a matter of fact, this large offset is not 
surprising if we observe that a large phase difference 
A$=lOmrad occurs between the magnetic fields at 
z=U4 and z=3L/4 on z axis. 

A second result concerns the same two modes 
TEolz cavity coupled by a sophisticated and well 
balanced system feeding the two above mentioned 
slots. The calculated frequency shift amounts now to 
-1.41 mHz in standard operating conditions. It is 
very small in this case and this fact may be related to 
the very small value of the phase difference 
previously defined A$ = 5 prad . 

In a small cesium beam resonator, the relative 
frequency offset due to Doppler effect could be 
reasonably of the order of a few lo-'*. The previous 
calculations allow us to set an order of magnitude of 
A@= 100prad. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have studied the performances 
of an optically pumped Cs beam clock in which a 
multi lambda cylindrical Rabi cavity has been 
implemented. We focus our attention on the short 
and medium terms frequency stability as well as first 
order Doppler shift. 

These two features were estimated through 
numerical evaluation of the Bloch equations 
governing the atom field interaction. For this 
purpose, finite elements methods applied to actual 
cylindrical cavities provide us with the necessary 
amplitude and phase of the microwave field. 

Such estimates are quite encouraging regarding the 
possible use of the TEoI2 cylindrical cavity in a small 
Cs bean resonator. However, the practical 
realization of the cavity coupling must ensure a 
value of A$S100 prad, which is quite feasible. 
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Abstract - As a continuation of our 
eflort to implement scientijc time and pequency 
metrology in Brazil, we report several 
improvements to our clock which aflow us to 
increase the short-term stability by two orders of 
magnitude. An analysis of the Ramsey pattern 
allows the determination of the Rabi Pequency 
and main ships (Doppler and cavity ships). The 
obtained results are within the expected values. 

1) Introduction 
For the last three years we have 

made considerable efforts towards the 
establishment of a laboratory for the 
development of scientific time and frequency 
metrology. As an initial step we have 
constructed the first atomic clock in Latin 
America. It is an optically pumped cesium 
clock, which has been already presented in 
details [I]. During our first evaluation we 
identified some frequency shifts and 
obtained a short term stability of 
(1.2 & 0 . 1 ) ~  lo-' . The relatively high value 
obtained had been attributed to several 
causes: thermal isolation in the rf-chain, 
mechanical and thermal noise in the room 
and a limited signal to noise ratio. With 
several improvements and the establishment 
of our own evaluation system (see details in 
section V) we were able to improve the short 
term stability by two orders of magnitude 
and started implementing techniques to 
analyze the clock signal. 

In this work we present the new 
evaluation of our clock together with an 
analysis of the Ramsey fringes, which allow 
us to obtain the Rabi frequency, the second 
order Doppler shift and the cavity shift for 
our present clock conditions. 

brief, it is an optically pumped Cs-beam 
clock. Before getting into the rf-cavity, 
atoms are prepared in the 6s (F = 3) ground X 
state level. After passing through the rf- 
cavity, they are detected using a laser 
resonant with the 6S, (F = 4) -, 6P (F' = 5 )  X X 
transition. Collecting optics and detectors 
allow the fluorescence observation in each 
region (preparation and detection). The 
microwave cavity has a U-shape with 19 cm 
between the two zones. The 9.192 GHz 
synthesizer was built by Dr. F. Walls (NIST 
- Boulder - USA), using an external 
oscillator (Stanford DS345) to frequency 
modulation. The control of the clock is done 
by a Labview0 program implemented by 
our group [I]. An auxiliary system, 
composed by a GPS and a commercial clock 
allow constant evaluation of the clock 
performance. 

111) Magnetic Field Inhomogeneity 
When observing the Ramsey Eringes 

it is known that the Rabi pedestal depends on 
the sum of transition probabilities in each of 
the zones [2]. Since those probabilities 
depend on the Zeeman shift of each 
transition, it is expected that the Rabi 
pedestal be shifted from the central fringe 
when inhomogeneities are present. This shift 
is well noticed in the obtained spectrum, 
shown in fig. 1, where all the seven 
transitions, from 6S, (F - 3) -+ 6P1 (F = 4) A - X 
sublevels, are seen. 

11) Brief Description of the Clock 
The Brazilian atomic clock has been 

fully described in a recent publication El]. In 
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Figure 1 - Observation of the seven transitions 
before system demagnetization. 

The inhomogeneity causing the shift 
observed in fig. 1 can be analyzed following 
Shirley et a1 [3]. In their procedure, the shift 
in the Rabi pedestal for each of the seven 
transitions is plotted as a function of m (the 
Zeeman sublevel quantum number). The 
result presented in fig. 2 shows that the 
pedestal shift is linear with m, showing that 
indeed it is associated with magnetic field 
inhomogeneity and not cavity pulling or even 
Rabi pulling. For comparison the last two 
shifts are also represented in the same 
diagram of fig. 2. 

Magnetic Reld 
Inhomogeneity A 

2 
0 Cavity Pulling 

4 Rabi Pulling 

I I I I I I I 

4 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3  
Zeeman Line (m) 

Figure 2 - Pedestal shifts for the seven &man 
lines as a function of m 

After a full procedure of 
demagnetization the pedestal shift observed 
in the transitions is fully removed, as 
observed in fig. 3. The control of the 
magnetic field inhomogeneity is one of the 
most important aspects for the improvement 
in the short term stability recently obtained 
for our clock (see section V). 

Figure 3 - Seven transitions after 
demagnetization 

IV) Analysis of the Ramsey pattern 
After having optimized the clock, we 

used the analysis procedure proposed by 
Makdissi et a1[4] to determine the values for 
the Rabi frequency, the second order 
Doppler shift and the phase shift in our Cs- 
beam clock. 

A. Determination of the Rabi frequency 
The output signal in a cesium beam 

standard is the Ramsey probabilrty averaged 
over the time of flight (TOF) for all atoms. 

If the frequency detuning is small, 
compared with the Rabi frequency, the 
observed signal can be written as 

m 

s(o.b) = ~~sin2(bz)cos(aor)f(r)dz + c,(b), (I) 
0 

where o is the detunning from the atomic 
resonance, b is the Rabi angular frequency, z 
is the TOF for one atom from the velocity 
distribution across one arm of the Ramsey 
cavity, f(z) is the TOF distribution, a is the 
ratio of the drift region length L to the 
excitation region length 1 and C@) is an o- 
independent b e t i o n  of b [2]. 

Using the cosine transform operator 
for the function f(z), defined as 

we can rewrite eq. (1) as 
1 

s(m,b)= - ~ ( a o ) *  
2 

where 6(0) is the Dirac delta function and 
(*) represents the convolution operation. 

Equation (3) shows that the Ramsey 
pattern can be seen as the convolution of 



F(ao) with three Dirac pulses located at 
ao=O, ml=-2b/a, wl=2b/a. Estimating the 
relative positions of these Dirac pulses we 
are allowed to determine the Rabi angular 
frequency in the microwave cavity as 

b = a  (a1 - @ - I )  
4 

(4) 

To experimentally determine b we 
use a derivative method. The second 
derivative of s(w) with respect to w is 

which can be written as 

Here Fz(aa) is the cosine transform 
of ~'.f(z/a). The multiplication of f(z) by 2' 

causes a broadening in the z domain, 
therefore F2(ao) is narrower compared to 
F(aw), allowing better determination of the 
peak position in the frequency domain. Fig.4 
shows the Ramsey pattern and Fig. 5 its 
second derivative. The interval between the 
two peaks in ~ , ( w )  corresponds to 2b. In our 
case we obtain b = 12957rad/s, a value that is 
consistent with the used operational 
parameters. 

Frequency Dduning (Hz) 

Figure 4 - Ramsey pattern 

B. Second-order Doppler shift and 
Cavity phase shift 
Using a slow modulation frequency a, 

the second-order Doppler shift can be 
obtained by: 
* D  - a 0  = 

where c is the speed of the light, w~ and coo 
are the shifted and rest transition frequencies, 
respectively [4]. 

Fig. 6 shows the relative frequency 
shift versus the modulation amplitude om for 
two different temperatures of the Cs-oven. 
The obtained values for the Doppler shift are 
consistent with the velocity distribution of 
the atoms previously measured in our 
system. 

' ' 4 " ' m ' '  
200 rm sm 8m rmo 

Modulation Amplitude (Hz) 

Figure 6 - Second-order Doppler shift 

The relative frequency shift due to 
the cavity phase difference 4 is given by the 
cavity phase shift and its value can be 
obtained from 

a +  - a 0  - 4 )I,.,. (8) 
f.0 0 -- 

m = m ,  

where k(w) is the Hilbert transform of s(w) 

PI. 
Fig.7 shows the relative frequency 

shift versus the modulation amplitude om for 
several employed power levels. Here PI is 
our typical operation power (30mW). 

Figure 5 - Second derivative of the Rarnsey 
pattern of Fig. 1 



Modulation AmpWude (Hz) 

Figure 7 - Cavity phase shift for different power 
levels. 

V) New Evaluation of the Clock 
Performance 
As reported in a previous work [I], 

we were working on the improvement of an 
evaluation system. 

Our present evaluation system 
comprises a GPS receiver (Model 9390-6000 
- Datum), a commercial atomic clock 
(HP5061B - HP), a counter (SR620 - 
Stanford) and a computer, to store the data 
reading. Using one of the reference sources 
(GPS receiver or commercial clock) and the 
signal coming from our cesium beam atomic 
clock, we compare these signals in the 
SR620 counter and store the data in a 
computer connected by a GPIB interface. 

With the HP5061B as a reference, 
we measure the stability of our clock. Using 
the Allan standard deviation ~ ( r )  we obtain 
the results presented in fig. 8. 

1 (6) 

figure 8 - Man standard deviation ~ ( r )  for the 
Brazilian cesium beam atomic clock The clock 

signal is compared with a HP5061B as a 
reference source. 

The data fitting of Fig. 8 results in 
O(T) = (1.78 f 0.2) x lo-'' 2-(0.49'0.02) . The value 
for the short term stability is two orders of 
magnitude better than our previous 
evaluation [I], showing that the changes in 
our system really had improved it. 

Several facts can be associated with 
the obtained improvement. The better control 
of magnetic field inhomogeneity (section 
III), the 50 times improvement of the signal 
to noise ratio as well as a complete digital 
amplification scheme. 

VI) Conclusion 
In this work we report a sequence of 

improvements which allow us to obtain two 
orders of magnitude improvement for our 
Cs-beam clock. Using an analysis of the 
Ramsey pattern we obtain the values of Rabi 
frequency, the Doppler shift and the cavity 
shift for the power levels in the rf-field. 

Our present clock is undergoing a 
series of modifications and about one more 
order of magnitude improvement is expected. 
With this, we will then have reached the 
limits of our designed clock. 

We are planning to use the presented 
evaluation procedure techniques for our 
atomic fountain presently under construction. 
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ABSTRACT 

TE,,, mode of a small sapphire loaded dielectric 

cavity for a spaceborne hydrogen maser is analyzed and 

its design principle is discussed. The analysis shows that 

the frequency stability is optimized when the ratio of the 

outer diameter of the dielectric tube to the inner 

diameter of the cavity cylinder is between 0.7 and 0.5. 

The weight of the physics package is minimized when 

the diameter and the height of the cavity cylinder are 

equal to each other. The diameter or the volume of the 

cavity cylinder is determined by the frequency stability 

required in the application program. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a spaceborne H-maser (SHM), reduction in size 

and weight is crucial issue, and a sapphire cavity is very 

effective for this problem without degrading the 

excellent stability of maser. A few analyses of a 

sapphire cavity for SHM have been reported [I, 21. In 

the analyses, however, the used dielectric loss is 

inaccurate or even neglected, and there is discrepancy 

between the cavity quality factors obtained by the 

analyses and by the theoretical formula when the 

thickness of the sapphire is zero. 

We have solved the Maxwell's equations analytically 

for TEoIl mode of a sapphire cavity, and calculated the 

the calculation using the measured dielectric loss of 

sapphire, which is 1x10.~ at 1.42GHz and smaller by one 

order magnitude than the value reported. 

2. ANALYSIS 

For design of a sapphire cavity for SHM that is shown 

in Fig. 1, four design parameters are necessary. They are 

a, b, c, and h, or p p 2, a, a. In this section, it is 
discussed how to optimize these design parameters from 

viewpoint of stability and weight of the maser. 

volume 

e tube 

ic wall 

Fig. 1 Structure of a sapphire cavity 

By solving the Maxwell equation under appropriate 

boundary conditions for TEo,, mode of the sapphire 

cavity, the following characteristic equation is obtained. 

parameters such as the cavity quality factor Q, and the 

filling factor 77 ' for various shape and volume V, of the =- 

cavity as well as the frequency stability of maser S ~ J ~  ( Y ) + ~ o ~ o  (Y) plX J ~ ( P ~ x ) N ~  (x)-Jl ( ~ ) N ~ ( P ~ X )  

a ,( z ). From these parameters, the design principle of a 
so = ' 11 ( ~ 1 ~ 2 " ) ~ o  ( ~ 2 4  - JO ( ~ 1 ~ 2 " )  Y ( ~ 2 4  (lb) 

sapphire cavity for SHM is discussed in this paper. P~ " 
Based on the design principle, a sapphire cavity has (p ) ( ) 

0  0  1  2" J1 p2y -Y ~l(plp2") JO ( ~ 2 ~ 1  (lc) 
been made and its measured Q, agreed very well with Pl " 



where p l=bla, P 2=cIb, x=a l' 0, y=b l' 1 

k:= w p ,, E i, l' i=k:-( n /h)' (i=0,1) 

By solving Eq. (la), the field in the cavity is obtained, 

and the cavity dimensions are determined. From Fig.2, 

which shows the volume of a sapphire cavity V, for 

various shape of sapphire tube, one sees that inserting a 

sapphire tube is very effective to reduce the cavity 

volume. p represents the thickness of the sapphire 

tube, and p 2=1 means that the thickness of sapphire 

tube is zero. As P decreases, or the sapphire tube 

becomes thicker, the cavity volume sharply decreases. 

One should also notice that larger p gives smaller V,. 

Fig.2 Volume of a sapphire cavity( a =2) 

In order to calculate Q,, the dielectric loss of sapphire 

tan 6 and the skin depth of the cavity wall 6 , should 

be known. We have measured tan 6 of a sapphire at 

13.5GHz and deduced tan 6 at 1.4GHz, using the 

relationship of tan 6 /+constant. The deduced tan 6 at 

1.4GHz is 1 .O X lo", which is smaller by one order 

magnitude than the value reported in the Ref.[l]. Fig.3 

15 
X Ref. 1 

+Deduced from 
Ref.3&4 

Measured value 

0 5 10 
FREQUENCY (GHz) 0 Deduced from 

measured value 

shows the frequency dependency of tan 6 of sapphire, 

and shows that the above tan 6 agrees very well with 

tan 6 at 1.4GHz deduced from the data in Ref.3 and 4 . 
6 , is estimated to be 3.5 X 10'1 61 m fkom the measured 

Q of cavity without sapphire. 

Though Q, calculated using the above tan 6 and 6 , 
greatly depends on p 1, as shown Fig.4, it converges to 

the theoretical Q, of the cavity without sapphire at 

V,= 16.91. The detailed investigation revealed that the 

dielectric loss in the sapphire is so small that Q, 

mainly depends on the wall loss. Though smaller p 

gives higher Q,, it gives larger V,. Thus, some 

compromise is required. 

0 5 10 15 20 

Cavity Volume Vc (liter: 

Fig.4 Calculated Q, of a sapphire cavity ( a =2) 

As shown in Fig.5, 17 ' increases as V, decreases, and 

reaches to a maximum at a certain value of V,, 17 ' 
decreases very sharply if V, becomes smaller than this 

value. 17 ' also depends on p and the condition of p 

=0.5 gives the largest maximum value of v I, which is 

0.5 and slightly larger than the filling factor of 

0 5 10 15 2 0 

Cavity Volume Vc ( l i ter)  

Fig.3 Frequency dependency of tan 6 of sapphire Fig.5 Filling factor of a sapphire cavity ( a! =2) 



Cavity Volume Vc (liter) ( ( ~ ~ 2 . 4 :  

Cavity Volume Vc (liter) ( ( ~ ~ 2 . 0  

Cavity Volume Vc (liter) ( (YZ1.4 

Fig.6 Stability of SHM with a sapphire cavity 

conventional full size cavity. 

Fig.6 shows the calculated frequency stability of an 

SHM with the sapphire cavity at averaging time of 

1,000s for various a .  p between 0.7 and 0.5 gives 

the best frequency stability, which is almost same for all 

a . Thus, the first design parameter p can be 

determined. Smaller V, gives worse frequency stability, 

and the stability becomes worse very sharply if V, 

becomes smaller than about 2 liter. Thus, there should 

be a certain compromise between the frequency stability 

and the cavity volume, and the minimum V, can be 

determined by the stability required in the application 

program of SHM. As shown in Fig.6, the cavity can be 

as small as 1 liter, if the stability requirement is only 5 X 

lo-'' for z =1,000s. Once V, is fixed, the second design 

parameter p can be determined from Fig.2. 

The third design parameter, a ,  can be determined 

from the viewpoint of minimum weight of SHM. Since 

the cylindrical parts outside the sapphire cavity such as 

magnetic shields and vacuum envelope account for large 

proportion of total weight of SHM, it is very important 

to minimize their weight. The weight of a thin 

cylindrical shell with endplates can be minimized when 

the diameter equals with the height if the volume of the 

shell is constant. If the radial and vertical spacings 

between the cavity and the magnetic shield outside the 

cavity are same to each other, the weight of magnetic 

shield is minimized when a =2. 

The fourth design parameter, a, can be easily obtained 

from V, and a .  

3. EXPERIMENT 

Based on this analysis, a sapphire cavity which is 

shown in Fig.7 has been fabricated. Its dimensions are 

shown in Tablel, and the volume is 3.3 liter. 

Table2 shows the calculated and measured 

parameters of the cavity. The temperature coefficient of 

the resonance frequency df,/dT is calculated using the 

Fig.7 The fabricated sapphire cavity 



measured temperature coefficient of E of sapphire, 

which is 1.06 X IO'~/K. As shown in Table 2, the 

measured loaded Q agrees very well with the 

calculated one when the above tan 6 and 6 , is used in 

the calculation. 

Table 2 Calculated and measured 

Table 1 Dimensions of the sapphire cavity 

2a 

2b 

parameters of the sapphire cavity 

As already mentioned in the analysis, tan 6 of sapphire 

is small enough that Q is only slightly affected even if 

tan 6 is doubled. Q is more affected by 6 ,. Two types 

of metallic walls were tested. The cylindrical surfaces of 

both types and the endplates of the first type were 

chemically silver-plated without brightening agent, 

while the endplates of the second type is with the agent. 

The first type gives the loaded Q of 55,900, while the 

second type gives only 36,600. 

161.9mm 

87.42mm 

calculated 

df,/dT 

dfclda 

4. CONCLUSION 

measured 

TE,,, mode of a small sapphire loaded dielectric 

cavity for an SHM has been analyzed and it has been 

shown that the design parameters of the sapphire cavity, 

p ,, p 2, a , and a can be optimized £rom the 

viewpoint of frequency stability and weight of SHM. 

Based on the analysis, a sapphire cavity was fabricated 

and its QO, dfJdT, and dfclda were measured. They well 

agreed with the analysis using tan 6 of 1.0 X 

which is smaller by one order magnitude than the value 

reported. 

2c 

h 

-80kH~'K 

-6.7MHzlmm 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to realize an automatic Ramsey cavity phase 
tuning in a cesium beam frequency standard, the 
cesium beam velocity and the cavity phase control 
characteristic have been investigated. Our calculation 
using beam orbit simulation showed that velocity 
peaks 120 d s ,  170 mfs, and 210 d s  were obtained by 
the 4-pole magnet of maximum fields at the pole piece 
0.4 T, 0.6 T and 0.8 T, respectively. The phase 
difference between the both ends of Ramsey cavity 
conducted by a small loop antenna using varactor 
diode and a screw of 5 mm diameter at the antinode of 
magnetic field on the E-plane of TE,, mode waveguide 
was investigated. It became evident that the loop 

antenna which was located at 1.25 h, away from the 
cavity T-feed center. increased the phase of both ends 
to about 0.7 degree and made the phase difference of 
15 % between the both ends. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A vertical cesium beam experimental standard has 
been under construction',' at Kinki University to 
develop new basic technology to obtain the accuracy 
of 7 ~ 1 0 - ' ~ .  

In this paper the beam velocity calculation and the 
preliminary experiments for an automatic Ramsey 
cavity phase tuning are reported. 

2. CESIUM BEAM VELOCITY 

cesium beam velocity by phase difference between 2 
microwave interaction regions in a Ramsey cavity. We can 
set the beam velocities by changing the coil current of 4-pole 
magnet and measure the frequency dependence to detect and 
control the phase difference of Rarnsey cavity. 
Figure 1 shows the structure of cesium beam system and the 

Ramsey microwave cavity. The beam velocity distribution is 
calculated by using beam orbit simulation3, as shown in Fig.2. 
The parameters 0.4 T, 0.6 T, 0.8 T are the maximum 
magnetic field intensity at the pole piece, respectively. From 
the simulation data of Fig.2 the frequency stability is 
estimated as shown In Table 1. The stability is not so much 
dependent on the beam velocity. The stability using 2 
Frequency optical pumping and magnetic energy selection 
jointly is 1 order better than that by using magnetic energy 
selection. 

Table 1 Beam characteristic and frequency stability. 
/ Magnetic field of 4-pole / 

--4 I I 
Detected atom 1 5.3 1 10.8 1 14.1 

(ds)  
Resonance width / 140 / 190 1 210 

number (X lo') 
Mean velocity 

Frequency stability 
( X lo-,*/ 7 li?) 

150 1 190 

The cavity phase shift is proportional to the product of 

220 

Frequency stability by 
2 Frequency optical 6.2 6.7 6.6 
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3. MICROWAVE PHASE IN RAMSEY 
CAVITY 

The tuning of Ramsey cavity S parameter S,, phase by 
means of a variable capacitance diode placed in a loop 
antenna and a screw is tested. The measurement setup in an 
even mode cavity is shown in Fig.3. The loop antenna is 
connected through a 181 semi-rigid coaxial cable with the 
external dc bias smpline using a capacitance and a short 
termination. The varactor diode is tip size commercially for 
UHF and SHF tuner The capacitance is 3.85 pF and 0.74 pF 
by dc bias 2 V and 25 Y respectively. 

At fast the phase change through a straight waveguide by 
loop antenna and screw is measured as shown in FigA. The 
loop antenna is the same ofthe left one in Fig. 3. 
Figure 5 shows the loop antenna characteristic at the 

position of 1.25 h, away fiom the T-feed center for different 
output ports. The influence on the opposite end is larger than 
that on the same side end. Figure 6 shows the left antenna 
effect at the position of 3.25 h, away fiom the T-feed center. 
In this case the effect on the same side end is large, but a 
small quantity The right loop antenna effect on the same and 
opposite end is almost the same. The Merent effect may be 
due to the small difference between dc bias stripline circuits 
of left and right antenna. 
Figure 7 shows the phase change due to the screw insertion. 

This amount is about 1.5 times larger than that In Fig.4. In the 
case of loop antenna is also about 1.5 times larger than that in 
Fig.4. The effect of screw insertion on the same side and 

opposite side end is same within the measurement errors. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We examined the possibility of an automatic cavity tuning 
for the cesium beam fiequency standard. It becomes clear that 
the beam velocity is changeable i?om 120 m/s to 210 m/s and 
the cavity phase control of about 0.1 deg. may be possible by 
means of a variable capacitance diode placed at the position 
of 1.25 1, away from the T-feed center on the E-plane inside 
Ramsey cavity 
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ABSTRACT 

It is well establish, that passive frequency standards 
operated in pulsed mode suffer a degradation of their 
frequency stability due to the frequency (Fh4) noise of 
the Local Oscillator (LO). 

In continuously operated frequency standards, it has 
been shown that a similar degradation of the frequency 
stability may arise, depending on the used modulation- 
demodulation scheme. In this paper, we report a 
theoretical analysis on the possible degradations of the 
frequency stability of a continuous fountain due to the 
LO FM noise. A simple model is developed to evaluate 
whether or not aliasing persists. This model is based on 
a continuous frequency control loop of a frequency 
standard using a Ramsey resonator. 

From this model we derive a general formula, valid 
for all usual modulation-demodulation schemes, for the 
frequency fluctuations of the LO due to aliasing in 
closed loop operation. We demonstrate that in an ideal 
situation and for all usual modulation waveforms, no 
aliasing occurs if the half period of modulation equals 
the transit time of the Ramsey cavity. We also deduce 
that in the same condition, square-wave phase 
modulation is expected to cancel stronger the instability 
of the LO in closed loop operation. Finally, we show 
that the "Dick formula" for the specific case of the 
pulsed fountain can be simply recovered from the 
model by a sampling operation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In passive frequency standards operated in pulsed 
mode, like ion traps or cold atom fountains, it has been 
experimentally demonstrate [I] that this particular 
mode of operation leads to a degradation of the 
frequency stability. In this kind of devices the 
frequency (FM) noise of the Local Oscillator (LO) 
around harmonics of the pulse rate is downconverted 
by aliasing into the bandpass of the frequency control 
loop. This mechanism, called "Dick effect" in the 
literature because it was first predicted and described 

by Dick at JPL [2], limits the achievable stability even 
with state-of-the-art quartz local oscillators. 

In continuously operated frequency standards, a 
similar degradation of the frequency stability may arise. 
It depends on the scheme of modulation-demodulation 
used to generate the error signal wich controls the LO 
and on the value of the modulation frequency. This 
mechanism, the so called "Intermodulation effect" was 
first pointed out by Kramer [3], then described in detail 
by Audoin [4] in the case of a passive cell standard in 
the quasi-static approximation (interrogation frequency 
much smaller than atomic resonance linewidth). 

We are interested in possible degradations of the 
frequency stability of a continuous Ramsey resonator 
due to the LO FM noise. In this type of standards, 
atoms are continuously interrogated and any phase step 
in the LO will be detected and will produce an error 
signal. It is expected that this absence of dead times 
will constitute a significant advantage over the pulsed 
fountains, where aliasing is unavoidable. 

A generalisation of the Dick formalism for pulsed 
Ramsey resonators to the continuous case was proposed 
in [5,6], and briefly addressed in [7]. Our approach is 
complementary to [6,7] in that we start out with the 
error signal generated in the continuous case and derive 
the "Dick formula" as a particular case where the 
atomic detection is gated. 

To evaluate whether aliasing nevertheless persists, 
we consider a simple model, described in section 2, of a 
continuously operated frequency standard using a 
Ramsey resonator. In section 3, the error signal of the 
frequency control loop is derived in a general case 
involving any modulation-demodulation waveform. 
Then, we calculate in section 4 the frequency spectrum 
of the error signal in closed loop operation from the 
knowledge of the power spectral density S?(f) of 

fractional frequency fluctuations of the LO. Finally, we 
deduce from it the power spectral density S?(f) of 

fractional frequency fluctuations of the Locked Local 
Oscillator (LLO) due to aliasing. The result constitutes 
a generalisation to continuous or modulated fountain 
Ramsey resonators of the Dick formula, wich was 



derived specifically for pulsed resonators. To end, we 
show in the last section that it is possible to recover 
from the model the "Dick formula" for the specific case 
of the pulsed fountain by a sampling operation. 

2. MODEL OF FREQUENCY CONTROL LOOP 

In the present derivation of the frequency stability 
limitation of the LLO, we focus our attention on 
passive frequency standards using a continuous Ramsey 
interrogation scheme. A sketch of the considered 
continuous fountain frequency standard is represented 
in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Block-diagram of the continuous fountain 
frequency standard 

We assume a conventional quartz crystal oscillator 
characterised by its power spectral density of fractional 
FM noise s:( f )  . The atomic resonator is supposed to 

be an ideal Rarnsey resonator with two infinitely short 
Rabi interactions. The signal at the output of the 
resonator is synchronously detected at modulation 
frequency fM . Then, after lowpass filtering, it forms 

the continous error signal used to control the LO. We 
still assume that the frequency synthesizer, the 
synchronous detector and the modulation generator add 
no noise to the error signal. 

3. ERROR SIGNAL OF THE FREQUENCY 
CONTROL LOOP 

The signal at the output of the assumed resonator is 
given, in a good approximation, by [8] : 

1 
I(t) = I, + - I,, (1 + COS[@(~,T)] ) 

2 
(1) 

for monokinetic atoms and optimum power. (P(t,T) is 
the apparent phase difference of the interrogation signal 
between the two pulses and T is the transit time 
between these pulses. If we suppose that no permanent 
phase difference exists between the two cavity arms 
and that there is no detuning between the carrier 

frequency of the interrogation signal and o, the 

resonance angular frequency of cesium atoms, the 
remaining apparent phase difference is composed of 
two terms : 

The first one is due to the generated frequency (or 
phase) modulation : 

where &(t) is assumed to be an odd and periodic 

function of period TM . 4, is the phase modulation 

depth and c(t,T) is a periodic function of period 

TM containing odd harmonics only, such that the 

maximum of Ic(t ,~)l  is unity. The second term in eq. 

(2) is a random component due to the frequency (or 
phase) fluctuations of the LO : 

I 

= JbLo(7)  dr  
I-T 

where b L o ( t )  is a random function representing the 
angular frequency fluctuations of the LO. With these 
assumptions, the signal at the output of the resonator 
reads : 

= & . .  I(') + -11 + cos [ 4 M c ( t , ~ )  + 64Lo(t ,~)1 1 ( 5 )  
I, 1, 2 

With the actual LOs, the standard deviation of 
6eLO (t,T) is much smaller than the modulation depth 

4, wich is usually of the order of d 4 ,  that is : 

Then we can expand the above expression limited 
to the first order to get : 

- = -  I(') Ib + {I + cos [@Mc(t ,~) ]}  
1, 10 

This signal is then synchronously detected at 
f M  and lowpass filtered with cut-off frequency 

f, << f M  . Since the spectrum of the periodic function 



c( t ,T )  contains only odd harmonics, it follows that the 

Fourier series expansion of cos [ $ M c ( t , ~ ) ]  and of 

sin [q&,c(t,~)] contains only even and odd harmonics 
respectively. Therefore, only the third term of eq. (7) 
will provide the error signal. 

If d ( t )  denotes the demodulation waveform of the 
synchronous detector, the error signal wich controls the 
LO is given by : 

1 
e(t> = - : K 6@,,(t,T) sin [ $ M c ( t , ~ ) ]  d ( t )  (8) 

where K is a constant wich depends on the 
synchronous detector gain. Eq. (8) is the basic 
relationship of our simple model and will be analysed 
below in order to find the power spectral density of the 
frequency fluctuations of the LLO. 

4. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF THE LLO 

We are now interested to calculate the spectrum of 
the error signal defined by eq. (8). It is composed of 
two parts : 

a random part G@,, ( t ,  T) depending on the angular 

frequency fluctuations 6wLo(t)  of the LO. We 

assume in the following that the process 60,,(t) is 
stationary and of zero mean value. 

a deterministic part sin [ @ , c ( t , ~ ) ]  d ( t )  wich 
depends on the used modulation-demodulation 
scheme. 

Let us start by calculating the two-sided power 
spectral density ( f )  of the random part 

6@,,(t,T) given by : 

where the symbol * stands for convolution and h( t )  is 
a rectangular impulse equal to 1 for 0 5 t  5 T and 0 
elsewhere. The autocorrelation function R#u ( z )  of 

6@,, ( t ,  T )  is given by : 

The two-sided power spectral density is obtained by 
taking the Fourier transform of R&m ( z )  , we get : 

H( f )  is the transfer function of h( t )  and sL, ( f )  is 

the two-sided power spectral density of the angular 
frequency fluctuations of the LO. 

Let a( t )  be the deterministic part of the error 
signal : 

a ( t )  = sin [ @ , c ( t , ~ ) ]  d ( t )  (12) 

As the demodulation waveform d ( t ) i s  assumed to 
contain only odd harmonics of the frequency of 
modulation f M  , a( t )  will contain even harmonics 

only. Its autocorrelation function R,(z) is then the 
following : 

where a,, b, are the Fourier components of the Fourier 
series of a( t )  . These coefficients are in principle 
calculable from the knowledge of the modulation and 
demodulation waveforms. The two-sided power 
spectral density follows immediately : 

with 6 (  f )  the Dirac impulse function. 

The autocorrelation function of the error signal is 
given by : 

since 6$,, ( t ,  T )  and a( t )  are two independent variables 

[9]. The two-sided power spectral density S: ( f )  of the 
error signal is then readily obtained : 

where RSOu ( z )  is the autocorrelation function of 

60'0 0)  



This spectrum is composed of two parts. The first 
one wich contains ( f  ) corresponds to the error 

signal that actually controls the frequency fluctuations 
of the LO. The second one , wich contains all the even 
multiples of f, , corresponds to a spurious error signal 
generated by down-conversion of frequency 
fluctuations of the LO at higher harmonics of the 
frequency of modulation, this is the aliased part of the 
spectrum. 

In closed loop operation, the LLO frequency 
spectrum is readily obtained from that of the error 
signal in open loop. It is the power spectral density of 
the LO divided by the open loop gain plus the aliased 
part of the spectrum of the error signal, into the 
bandwith fc of the frequency control loop. If we 

assume that f, << f, wich is usually the case in 

synchronous detection and introducing one-sided power 
spectral densities, the LLO frequency spectrum is then 
given by : 

We are interested here only in the aliased part of the 
spectrum. Introducing the expression of the transfer 
function H( f )  and evaluating the aliased part of the 
spectrum at f = 0 , we obtain finally the following 
expression for the power spectral density of fractional 
frequency fluctuations of the LLO due to aliasing : 

where sin,(x) is the cardinal sine function and 

S y (  f) the power spectral density of fractional 

frequency fluctuations of the LO. This formula is the 
basic relationship to analyse the effect of any type of 
modulation-demodulation scheme on the stability of the 
LLO frequency. 

Without considering any particular scheme of 
modulation-demodulation, we can already point out 
some general features of the result (18). We can see 
immediately that if the half period of modulation 
T, 12 is equal to the transit time T , the power 

spectral density S? (f) of the LLO vanishes, because 

the term involving the ratio T I T ,  is equal to zero. 
This is true for all usual modulation-demodulation 
schemes, since the latter intervenes in the formula only 
through the Fourier coefficients a, and bk . This result 

has already been obtained by Makdissi [7] in the 
context of an extension of the sensitivity function [2] 
from the pulsed to the continuously operated resonator. 

Moreover, we can see easily that for the same 
condition, square wave phase modulation is expected to 
cancel stronger the instability of the LLO due to 
aliasing, since in this case the Fourier coefficients a, 

and bk of a ( t )  are all equal to zero ( k  f 0 ), the 
function a( t )  being a constant. This fact will probably 
be a good feature in actual cases with atomic velocity 
distribution and finite Rabi interactions. 

We can summarize these results in few words in 
saying that, in these cases, the sensitivity of the LLO 
frequency to frequency fluctuations of the LO is a 
constant over the time. 

5. REDUCTION TO THE PULSED CASE 

It is interesting now, before analysing further the 
model, to compare it to the well-known case of the 
Dick effect appearing in the pulsed mode operation of a 
cesium fountain frequency standard. In this kind of 
device, the error signal is not always available to 
control the LO but only at periodic instants, inherent to 
the pulsed operation of the fountain itself. 

In order to reduce to this case, we assume that the 
function a ( t )  is periodic of period Tc , where T ,  is the 
period of one cycle. 

The periodic availability of the error signal can be 
taken into account in our model by sampling the 
assumed constant atomic beam intensity in such a way 
that it would be different from zero only at periodic 
instants, Tc apart in time. The error signal takes then 
the following form : 

where u(t )  is a Dirac comb given by : 



Within these assumptions and doing again the 
spectral analysis of the so defined error signal, we find 
for the power spectral density of fractional frequency 
fluctuations of the LLO : 

This formula corresponds exactly to the well-known 
"Dick formula" in the case of a pulsed fountain. Indeed, 
the cardinal sinus term is equal to the ratio g; / g; of 
the Fourier coefficients of the Fourier series 
development of the sensitivity function g( t )  , as 
defined in [I]. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A simple model of an ideal assumed continuously 
operated fountain frequency standard has been 
developed to investigate possible degradations of the 
frequency stability of the LLO. This model has shown 
that if the half period of modulation T, 12 is equal to 
the transit time T , no frequency instability due to an 
aliasing effect appears. This is true for all usual 
modulation-demodulation schemes. The case of a 
pulsed frequency standard can be recovered by 
sampling the continuous atomic beam at the cycle 
frequency, leading to the well-known "Dick formula". 

The extension of the model, to take into account the 
effects of a velocity distribution of atoms and the finite 
Rabi interactions, is under investigation. We expect 
that these effects will introduce only a small 
degradation of the frequency stability, not preventing 
from reaching the "shot noise" stability limit with a 
conventional quartz crystal oscillator and state-of-the- 
art frequency chain. 

This model also sets a solid basis for future 
experimental investigations. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the present work is to develop a 
theory of higher-order Sbrk cKec1 and blackbod3 
radiation shift in Cs atoms. We have calculated the 
scalar and tcnsor dipok polarixabililics (a )  and 
hylyperpolarizabilities ( y  ) of the ground and excited 
states of cesium. Our theory includes both fine- and 
hyperfine structure eFTects. Semiemplrical and accurate 
electron-correlated wave fimctions have been used to 
determine the static values of ( a )  and ( y ) .  
Numerical calculations are carried out using sums of 
oscilator strengths and, alternatively, with the Green 
function for the excited valence electron including 
integral over continuum for the radial matrix 
elements. The results are compared with high- 
precision measurements and theoretical data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cs atom is used in a number of important 
applications including atomic clocks . laser cooling, 
parity violation experiments, the search for a 
permanent electron dipole moment, atom 
interferometrv, etc. Precise measurements of Stark 

ways. We consider the problem of the hfs in the 
prcscnce of a unifornf clcclric ficld using rather 
general angular momentum arguments to show how 
Lhc diffcrcnl hfs-intcraclions conlribulc (magnetic 
dipole contact interaction, magnetic dipole orbital 
inlcraolion, magnclic spin-dipolar inlcraction and 
clatric cpdrqmlc intcmctjon). It is shown .in 

particular, that the BR shift appears in the third- and 
fifth orders of permbation theory, where the electric- 
ficM interaction is taken 2 times @rlariz&iIities) and 
4 times (hqperpolnrs'?abilities) and the hypefine 
interaction is taken only once. 

We employ two alternative calculating approaches 
based on the sums of oscillator strengths and on the 
Green' fmction method in the lirunework of the Fues' 
model potential approximation. The results are 
compared with experiments 12,3] and with 
calcuIations by other authors [I]. 

In the second part, we considered the dc hyperfine 
Stark shifts on 6Px excited state in Cs both 
theoretically and experimentally using specially 
designed cesium cell with a resolution on the level 
lo-". 

2. FORMULATION OF METHOD 

effect information about susceptibilities of 
atomic states t h t  are important for describing of The dipole moment induced in an atom by a 

atomic properties including van der Waals constants uniform electric field F is for most purposes 

and dielectric constants , anticrossings of atomic expressed as a linear function of F , but higher terms 

levels omring in the Stark splitting of multiplet at an in F may become impdant when the field strength 

electric field becomes su£liciently large. The induced dipole 

The interaction between Cs atoms and the electric moment d, is given by 

fields of blackbody radiation (BR) produces the Stark 
effect on the hfs of sublevels for the ground state [I], 1 
which leads to a shift in the Cs frequency standard d,= aF+-y  F ~ +  ..., 
[2,3]. It is important to note, that BR shift is one of 

6 

the dominant &certainty t e r n  which could limit the in which a is the electric dipole polarizability, and 
accuracy of this kind of the frequency standards. 

The main goal of this paper is to analyze the the y represents the deviation from a linear 

higher-order Stark effect on hfs -commnents of Cs polarization law. The paramter y is often termed the 
atoms both in the ground and excited s k s  as well as electric dipole hyperpolarizability. Such a deviation 
the temperaturedependent shift of 6S1/2 hfs spiitting from linearity corresponds to fourth-order terms in F 
due to the BR. Tht: contents of the present paper can in the phenomenogcal expression 
roughly be divided into two main parts. 

The first part contains the general theory of higher- E - E o =  AE= - a F 2 / 2 ! -  y p / 4 ! - , . . ,  
order Stark effect including hyperfine s t r u m  
effects. We modify and ezWnd the theory in several 



where Eo is the field-free energy. 
The polarizability a n w ~  and hyperpo1ariaability 

YnWM are conveniently expressed in terms of the 
second-order through forth-order matrix elements of 
the atomic dipole moment 

Here 

and 

is il~e rcduced Green funclion or l11f: aloln with the 
cncrgy EnW : the state I n u  > being cxcludcd from 

the sum over the complete set of Irn > . D is the z - 
component of the electric dipole mon~ent of the atom. 

The structure of a n W ~ ,  y,, and methods for 
the nuttlerical dcdations were discussed in delail in 
our previous paper 141. After the angular integration, 
with the help of standard methods of the theory of 
angular momentum the static hyperpolarizability 
tensor may be resolved into irreducible parts, 

Here the standard designations for Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients are used. It should be noted that the 
general expression for hyperpolarizability is similar to 
that of the polarizability, which can be written in 
terms of the scalar ( s ) and tensor ( d ) parts 

The irreducible parts of hyperpolarizability are non- 
zero by only three invariant atomic parameters. First 
of thea y , ( n u )  .corresponds to the scalar paat of 

hyperpolarizability, y2 (nLJ) corresponds to the rank 

2 tensor part of hyperpolarizability, y , ( n u )  
determines the tensor part of the rank 4. 

Finally, the hypespolarizability Y,,,, can be 
represented in a general form 141 

Since the zero-field separation between fine-structure 
components is essentially less than the energy 
sepmtions between states with different principal 
andor orbital quantum numbers, degenerate 
perturbation theory should be used for determining the 
energy shift. 

Thus, the energy shift A Em = E - ,Fun is 
the solution of the m d a r  equation 

When determining the energy corrections up to the 
fourth order in F ,  we have to calculate the matrix 
elements in this equation to the same order. The 
second- and fourth-order corrections to the diagonal 
matrix elements are determined by the polarizabdity 
ad IyperpolarizabiIity tensors. For the off-diagonal 
matrix element V which is of second order in F , 
it is sufficient to take into account only the first 
nonvanishing term of the corresponding power series 
because it appears in the secular equation always in a 
product with another mndiagonal matrix element. 

Accurate calculations of the reduced matrix 
elements for the components of the polarizability and 
hyperpolarizability require reliable wavefunctions 
which should give correct values for both of the 
quantities. The calculations of the atomic 
susceptibilities were carried out using a swn of 
oscillator strengths. We have used precise relativistic 
single-double calculations af reduced dipole malrix 
elements [5 ] .  To control the results we have also 
carried out similar calculations with the Fues' n d e l  
potential method A simple analytical presentation for 
the model-potential Green function enables us to 
evaluate the contribution of the high-n terms 
(including continuum) which are neglected in the 
finite-sum approach. 

3. FUES' MODEL POTENTIAL METHOD 

The Fues' model potential (l?MP) for describing the 
states of a valence electron in a many-electron atom k 



a rather useful tool for simple and straightforward 
calculations of the optical transition amplitudes in any 
order of interaction between an atom and an external 
electromagnetic field. It was proposed first by Simons 
[6] as analytically solvable example of atomic 
pseudopotential which may be used in generating 
valence and Rydberg orbitals for calculating oscillator 
strengths and ionization amplitudes specifically for 
atoms with a single valence electron. 

However, it was noted, that the method, giving quite 
accurate results for excited states, failed to do so for 
the transitions involving the ground-state wave 
functions. In this communication we have used a new 
approach for determining the parameters of the FMP 
providing accurate numerical results in calculating 
static opt~cal characteristics without resorting to any 
other kind of a wave function for the states of atom 
P I .  

The FMP method is based on the Rydberg formula 
for the energy of an atomic level [nl> with the 

effective principal quantum number vnl : 

where is the charge of the residual ion. 
Corresponding radial wave function of the state has 
the hydrogen-like form, 

and depends on the choice of the radial quantum 
number nr , which in its turn determines the effective 
angular momentum quantum number, 
At = vnl - n, - 1 (a smooth dependence of Al on 
cncrgy of the lwel in most cascs may bc ncglceted). In 
order to make complete the set of valence electron 
shies wilh ll~c gjvea angular mort~cnlun~ I, obscmd 
in experiments, the value af n, =O was usually taken 
for the lowest state with given 1 , consecutively 
increasing by unity for higher states. This definition 
caused substantial inaccuracy (about 50% in absolute 
value, with an opposite sign in some cases) of the 
radial matrix elements < pd/rr' /dl'> with L =l. 

That is why the nodeless radial wave functions were 
rcplaccd by tllc one-nod=c wave functions. Sucll a 

replacement is quite equivalent to another definition of 
the radial quantum number, i.e. 0, = 1 for the ground 
state and the effective angular momentum 
A = v, - 2 .  This definition implies the existence of 

an additional "imaginary" state with the effective 
principal quantum number A,, = v, - 1 ,  but the 

"imaginary" state cannot provide significant 
contributions ta the optical transition amplitudes. The 
value of k = 72 - n, - I - 1 should be taken in the 

phase factor (- in accord with the phase of 
corresponding "hydrogenlike" wave function. 

In the present paper, we used the analytical 
representation of the Green function for the Fues' 
model potential for summing over the intermediate 
states by resolving into the infinite series over the 
spherical-harmonic basis [4] : 

where 6 = r'l r is the unit vector, and the 
coefficients of these series are the radial Green 
functions, which in their turn may be resolved into 
Sturm-function series, as follows 

and x=ZZrlv ,  v = z / ( - 2 ~ ) " '  , L:(x) is 

the Laguerre polynomial, r(x)is  the gamma- 
function. 

To illustrate our method of calculation, we give in 
Table I the numerical values of reduced dipole matrix 
elements relevant to contributions to the 
polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities for the cases 
considered in this paper. The data in the third row 
were obtained using relativistic singledouble 
approximation [5 ]  in which single and double 
excitations of Dirac-Hartree-Fock wave function are 
included to dl-orders in perturbation theory. As seen 
from the Table I, our results given in second row are 
in good agreement with these data and measwed 
values (fourth row). 

Our results for polarizabilities and 
hyperpolarizabilities are collected in Table II 



TABLE I. Comparison of reduced dipole matrix 
elements (a.u.) for Cs with other theoretical values and 
with experiment. 

Table 11. Stark polarizabilities and 
hyperpolarizabilities in Cs, a.u. 

An agreement with the experimental results of 

Tanner and Wiemam ([S], a = - 262.4 * 1.5) as well 
as with theoretical data of Zhou and Norcross ([9], 

as= 1638.3, at  = -261.7) and of Safronova et al 

([5], as (6S)= 399.3) is satisfactory. Thus, for Cs 
atoms a Fues' model potential method is apparently 
quite a good approximation for the purposes of 
calculating high-order Stark effect in this atom. We 
intend to use our method in future study of hyperfine 
structure effects on excited Cs atom. 

4. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE EF'F'ECTS: 
APPLICATION TO BLACKBODY 
RADIATION SHIFT 

The Stark effect in hyperfine structure (hfs) occurs 
as a result of perturbation of enera levels under the 
interaction between bound electron and nuclear 
magnetic dipole moment ,u as well as the interaction 

with external electric field F . The Stark effect leads 
to a shift of sublevels with different values of 
f = I + J (I is the nuclear spin, J i s  the total 

electron momentum), and to a splitting AE frnY 

along the projection my of the total momentum f 
in the direction of the field F . Here we give the 

results of calculation of A  E f m f  taking into 

account first time the parameter y m  for the Cs 
atoms. 

The non-relativistic Hamiltonian of hfs interaction 
including the dipole contact interaction, the magnetic 
dipole orbital interaction, the magnetic spindipolar 
interaction and electric quadrupole interaction, has the 
form 

Taking into account the hfs interaction to the first 
order, and the interaction with the electric field F 
to the second order of perturbation theory, the 

leading energ correction A'" E fin can be 

expressed by 

The corresponding equation for A'" Efml [lo] has 

the similar, but more complicated structure and has 
been omitted here for brevity. In >denotes the 
coupled wave function of the electron wave function 
Ym and the nuclear wave function QIM, . 

The most accurate atomic frequency standards are 
based on hyperfine tiansition frequencies in Sl/2 
ground stated, such as in 1 3 3 ~ s  and g 7 ~ b  employing 
laser- cooling techniques. As it was pointed out in 
Introduction, the BR Stark shift of the hyperfine 
splitting could limit the accuracy of this kind of the 
frequency standards. In this paper, we estimate the 
temperaturedependent shift induced by an BR electric 

field (E') = (83 1.9V / ~ ) ' [ T ( K )  / 300r on the 

~ = 6 S , , ~ ( f  = 3 , M f  ~ 0 ) - ( f  = 4 , M f  = 0 )  
clock transition. 

The theoretical approach have been described above 
so we shall only outline results of calculations here. 
We have used the third-order perturbation expression 
for the scalar part of hfs Stark shift as well as fifth 
order contributions (hyperpolarizabilities). We have 
calculate the radial matrix elements using exact 
analytical methods including continuum spectra. 
Including an effect of separation in frequency between 
BR spectnun and the transition frequency of the Dl 



and the D2 line in ' 3 3 ~ s  [I] the frequency shift Sv is 
given by 

The last term connected with contribution to the 
cesium static hyperpolarizability from the contact and 
the spin-dipolar interaction. This result is in good 
agreement with precise measurements based on the use 
the Cs atomic fountain frequency standards [2,3] 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

To measure the Stark effect we develop an 
experimental set-up according to the following 
drawing: 

u2 T Cs cell 

ounter 

Cs cell A 

PD 

\ // 

internal 
HT source electrodes 

LL PD 

BS 

Figure 1 : Experimental setup: M- mirror, PD- 
photodiode, BS-beamsplitter 

electrodes we may count the frequency difference 
again and calculate the value of the Stark effect for a 
given transition. It is proposed that the sensitivity to 
the fractional frequency shift is of the order of lo-" 
and the accuracy is evaluated by the value 10% and 
restricted mainly due to the uncertainty in determining 
the value of electrical field in the cell. 

The preliminary results of measurements demand a 
separate examination and will be discussed in our 
forthcoming work 
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The idea of the experiment is the following: Two 
diode lasers DL arc lockcd via automatic frcqucncy 
control loop AFC to the neighboring saturation 
absorption packs in Cs vapors. The frequency 
Merence is measured via caunter. After high tension 
somcc HT is applicd lo the ecll with internal 
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ABSTRACT 

The microwave cavity of the PTB caesium fountain 
clock is designed to achieve a low transversal phase 
variation across the cavity opening and, at the same 
time, a low temperature sensitivity of its resonance 
fiequency. This design is described and theoretically 
analysed. The theoretical studies confuln the validity of 
the design concept and will be discussed in some detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cylindrical microwave cavities with the field 
oscillating in the TEOll mode have been used in 
fountain clocks 11-31 hitherto. This TEOll mode has 
especially low losses (high intrinsic Q) which means 
that there is little field phase dependence on the 
position of the atom passage. Further reduction of the 
phase dependence could be achieved by symmetrically 
coupling at two diametrically situated positions. Then, 
in case of perfect coupling symmetry, the radial energy 
flow is zero in the center of the cavity which means 
that the phase dependence on the position is purely 
quadratic. 

In the fountain clock of the LPTF (France) [I], high 
coupling symmetry has been achieved exciting the two 
equally sized small coupling areas in the cavity by two 
mutually decoupled cables. Additional measurements 
serve to equalize the amplitudes and phases of the 
waves running in the direction of the coupling areas. 
The requirements on the equality are the higher the 
stronger the coupling of the feeds to the cylindrical 
cavity is. Reasonable requirements can be met for weak 
couplings (e.g. loaded Q = 15000). In this case, the 
narrow resonance requires the stabilization of the 
temperature of the cavity, if the center frequency of its 
resonance shall be held in coincidence with the 
caesium fiequency to get stable power in the cavity. 

In PTB's fountain clock [2,4] we have chosen a 
different arrangement to feed the coupling slits of the 
cavity. Fig. 1 shows the principle. A coaxial line is 
tightly coupled with a waveguide which splits into two 

branches in an E-plane T. Each branch guides the wave 
via a circularly bent waveguide to its coupling slit 
resulting in symmetrical excitation on both sides. In 
contrast to the LPTF construction the excitation at both 
coupling sites is done not with decoupled but with 
coupled feeds. This guarantees that in the lossless case 
a pure standing wave field occurs in the cavity and in 
the bent waveguides, so that the dependence of the 
phase on the location vanishes even if the symmetry of 
the cavity arrangement is disturbed. In case of losses 
one expects that the position dependence of the phase 
inside the cylindrical cavity will be small for symmetry 
inaccuracies. Moreover, this design allows a stronger 
coupling between the cylindrical cavity and the feeding 
waveguides. 

E-plane T 

Cylindrical cavity 

Coaxial line Coaiial line 

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the cavity arrangement. Excitation IS 
achieved by two mutually coupled bent waveguides which are fed 
symmetricdly by an E-plane T. 

In our case we prepared the coupling so that the 
loaded Q-2000. Therefore, the large width of the 
resonance guarantees that small temperature changes 
will not change the RF power in the cavity. Thus, any 
temperature stabilization can be avoided. Moreover, an 
adjustment of the installed cavity is not necessary. The 
cavity arrangement is adjusted before installation and is 
never changed. Additional advantages are that only one 
feed cable fiom outside has to be installed, and that 
separated adjustments of magnitude and phase of the 
coupling fields across the slits are not necessary. The 
disadvantage is that experiments, where one wants to 



change the phase dependence on the position of the 
atomic transit through the cavity, are not possible. 

In the following chapter we will theoretically analyze 
the phase dependence on the position for the 
arrangement described in Fig. 1 with a simplified 
model for the case when the symmetry (coupling and 
lengths of the feeding waveguides) is disturbed. The 
results of this chapter are used to design our fmal 
cavity arrangement. 

2. A SIMPLIFIED MODEL 

In our simplified model the cylindrical cavity is 
replaced by a rectangular waveguide cavity (Fig. 2) 
which is excited in the TE201 mode. 

E'E d Coupling slit 

Coupling I I 
E-plane T 

Fig. 2: Simplified model for the arrangement shown in Fig. 1.  The 
cylindrical cavity is replaced by a rectangular waveguide cavity 
oscillating in TI3201 mode. 

Z_ 
- - - -  

I 

Fig. 3: Equivalent circuit for the cavity of Fig. 2. Hhl and Hh2 are the 
waves r u ~ h g  towards the cavity. bl and b2 are the relative 
susceptances for the coupling. 

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The 
waveguide cavity has the complex propagation 
coefficient yc = ac+$?, where ac means the damping 
factor, p = 2nlh, and A, is the waveguide wavelength. 
The damping factor is chosen to be ct'c = 0.5-10" mm-' 
so that the unloaded Q of the cavity is Qc = 25000 and 
is equal to that of the cylindrical cavity. The magnitude 
of the relative susceptances bl and b2 is a measure for 
the coupling between the waveguides and the cavity. 

The length L is defined so that the cavity is in 
resonance at the caesium frequency (9 19263 1770 HZ) 
for the symmetrical case (bl = bz = b). Some 
Calculations [5] give b = ( ~ , & r ) ' ' ~  = 25 (for Qload = 
2000) and /3& = 2~ + arctan(21b) which determines L. 
Po is the value of /3 in resonance. 

Hhl and HhZ are the transversal magnetic field waves 
running towards the cavity defined at its coupling slits. 
We are interested in the phase q(z) of the transversal 
magnetic field inside the cavity near z = 0. The 
transversal magnetic field described by H(z) can be 
expressed as superposition of two counterpropagating 
waves 

Hh and HI are the complex amplitudes of the waves at z 
= 0. Thus, one gets the relation 

where 6 is half the phase difference between the wave 
H, and the wave Hh at z = 0. For the cases relevant to 
ours the calculation shows that this phase difference is 
<<0,01 so that it can be set to zero. Using the 
approximations e x p ( a ~ ) =  1 +acz and exp(-acz)* 1 -acz 
and neglecting acz compared to 1 in the first term of 
the above equation one gets 

where 

Equation (1) shows that the influence of the 
asymmetry (1IV) and of the losses (ac) in the cavity 
can be linearly superposed. V can be interpreted as a 
standing wave ratio. In case of asymmetry one has IHII 
f lHhl and therefore 1IV # 0. 

1/V is a function of the variables bl, b2, ycL, yll, yZ2, 
and 19. The line lengths I I  and 12 are explained in Fig. 2. 
y is the complex propagation coefficient y = &$? of 
the lines with a = 1.5.10'~ mm-' (for copper) and P the 
same value as mentioned when discussing the cavity. 
The angle 9 is calculated fiom elements of the 
scattering matrix of the E-plane T and can be 
interpreted as follows. At some distance a = 194 from 
the reference planes 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) towards the 



symmetry axis of the E-plane T one finds the reference 
planes 1' and 2', where independently of the 
termination we have HI. = HZ.. 

It is our task to calculate the factor 1/V as a function 
of certain asymmetries. Fig. 4 shows 1/V for different 
line lengths (Il # 12) with A1 = (I1-12)/2 = 2 mm but 
equal couplings (b, = b2 = 25) as a function of the 
average line length 1 = (I1+l2)/2. The shape of the curve 
shows remarkable features. First, l/V shows resonant 
increases (discontinuous regions) at I = 3 1.190 mm and 
54.456 mm. Second, l/V vanishes at I = 42.823 mm. 
Both features can be interpreted physically. Assuming 
symmetry (Hhl = Hu, bl = b2) and oc = 0, one frnds 
two reference planes E' (Fig. 2) at smalI distance (d = 
0.3 mm) from the coupling slits where the reflection 
coefficient is equal to +1 in case of resonance and -1 
far away from resonance. Now, the length I' between 
the planes E' and the earlier introduced reference 
planes 1' and 2' of the E-plane T (Fig. 2) has to be 
chosen to n.Ag/2 (in our case n = 2) to get the length I = 
42.823 mm where l/Vvanishes (second feature), 

If one increases or decreases the length I, calculated 
with Eq. (3), by hg/4, one arrives at values of 1 at which 
1/V resonantly increases so that the phase shows the 
unfavorable discontinuous shape (first feature). 

l l m m  

Fig. 4: 1/V as a function of the average waveguide length I for the E- 
 lane T. Remarkable features are the zero crossing at l = 42.823 mm 
k d  the resonant increase at I = 31.190 mm and 54.456 mm. The 
parameters are bl = b2 = 25, and Al = (ll-lzY2 = 2 mm. 

Fig. 5 shows 1/V as a function of the average line 
length I for the case bl # b2 but l1 = 12. We have taken 
b l = b + A b = 2 5 + 2 . 5 a n d b 2 = b - A b = 2 5 - 2 . 5 . T h e  
shape of the curve in Fig. 5 shows a mostly constant 
course which changes resonantly at the now well- 
known lengths I = 3 1.190 mm and 54.456 mm. 

More extended calculations [5] of 1/V lead to the 
following conclusions which hold in the complete 

variation region of I, excluded the above mentioned 
crucial regions: 

The two cases considered, A1 # 0 and Ab f 0, Ean be 
superposed linearly, 

in both waveguides the damping (a) practically does 
not play any role, and 

the shape of the curve for 1/V is not changed 
significantly by changing the frequency up to a few 
multiples of the resonance bandwidth. 

l l m m  

Fig. 5: 1/V as a function of the average waveguide length I for the 
parameters 11 = h = 42.515 mm and Ab = (bl-b2)/2 = 2.5. Significant 
deviation from zero can be seen at the length 1 = 31.190 mm and 
54.456 nun. 

3. THE REALIZED CAVITY ARRANGEMENT 

We were forced by the actual dimensions of our 
fountain clock to use the more compact solution of Fig. 
6. The coaxial line is coupled directly into the arms. 
The location of the coaxial line probe (length 7 rnm, 
diameter 1 mm) is shifted by hg/4 out of the symmetry 
center so that the difference of the arm lengths is 1, - 12 
= hJ2. This guarantees the desired inphase excitation 
(6, = Hu) of the cavity coupling slits. The tennination 
walls are placed not directly behind the coupling slits, 
instead shifted by approximately Ad2 behind the slits. 
This does not make a fundamental difference. 

For this arrangement we have calculated 1/V and 6 as 
functions of I where we have modelled the cylindrical 
cavity by the TE201 waveguide cavity as before. We 
have chosen the same asymmetries A1 and Ab as used 
in the E-plane T .arrangement. Because of the 
difference of h42 between the lengths of the arms we 
use11 =l+AIand12=I-AI-hg/2 .  

We found that the shapes of the curves for 1/V are 
similar to those of the E-plane T (Figs. 4,5) not only 
qualitatively but also quantitatively. That means, the 
difference of the arms by hg/2 has practically no 



influence on the results. Therefore, all the conclusions 
of chapter I1 can be used here. Especially, two planes 
1' and 2' can be defined where H I S  = -Hz. . These 
planes are positioned symmetrically to the probe at a 
distance of a = hg/4 in the bent waveguide. The 
distances I' (arm I) and 1'-Ag/2 (arm 2) are the distances 
between the reference planes E' near the cavity and the 
planes 1 ' and 2', respectively. Choosing I' = d g / 2  (n = 
1,2, ...) corresponds to the length I where 1/V crosses 
zero. Contrary to this, I' = nhJ2 + hg/4 corresponds to 
the length for the resonant increase of 1/V. 

( Cylindrical cavity - I ?  

holes for the atomic passage (diameter 10 mm) in the 
caps shift the TMI 11 resonance by 390 MHz to lower 
ffequencies [2]. 

4. DISCUSSION 

On the basis of our simplified model, we will discuss 
the requirements on the symmetry of the arrangement. 
One requirement can be that the phase minimum 
should not be shifted by more than 1 mm relative to z = 
0. From this a limitation for 1/V follows. For small z 
we have tan@) ,f3z so that p(z) (1/V + aCz) pz . 
This equation represents a quadratic parabola shifted by 
zo = 1/(2aCV) relative to z = 0. With ac = 0.5.10-~ mm-' 
and the requirement zo < 1 mm we get 1/V < . Fig. 
5 shows that this is almost fulfilled even for large 
coupling asymmetries as it is for (bl-b2)lb = 0.2. Length 
asymmetries can be neglected if the average line length 
I is chosen corresponding to I' = d J 2 .  

waveguide 

Fig. 6: Schematic view of the realized cavity arrangement. One 
coaxial cable feeds the bent waveguide. The feed is shifted by h$4 so 
that both waveguide arms differ by &/2. The shorts at the end of the 
waveguides are shifted by &I2 to ease the mechanical construction. 

These results were used to determine the dimensions 
of the waveguide. Measurements showed that the 
planes E' lie d = 1.5 mm before the center of the 
coupling slits. Therefore, the whole length between 
both slits is I' + (I' - Ag/2) + 2a + 2d = 2*4/2 + Ag/2 + 
2*A,/4 + 2*1.5 mm = 2hg + 3 mm. The value of h, is 
determined by the width (here 22.8 mm) and to a 
certain small amount by the curvature of the bent 
waveguides. One calculates A, = 46.72 mm [6] .  This 
value refers to the middle of the waveguide height (10 
mm). Starting with the dimensions of the bent 
waveguide arms and taking the wall thickness (1.5 
mm) for the cylindrical cavity into account, one gets 
the inner diameter (48.4 mm) of the cavity. From this 
one calculates a height of the cavity of 28.62 mm if the 
cavity is unloaded. In the loaded case = 2000, slit 
length 10,s mm, width 2 mm) the length has to be 
smaller (28.12 mm). The experimental determination of 
the length of the cavity (the tuning to the Caesium 
frequency) has to be done with the finally used coaxial 
line including the isolator installed outside the vacuum 
enclosure. The unloaded Q of the cavity is 28450 and, 
therefore, smaller as compared to the maximum 
possible Q of 30924 which could be achieved for 
smaller diameters of the cavity. One should mention 
that choke slits (width 0.6 mm, depth 5 mm) and the 

Let us dicuss now what follows if the same demand 
20 < 1 mm (resp. 1/V < 10-7 is posed on the 
arrangement with decoupled feeds. The discussion is 
restricted to the case that the coupling into the cavity is 
symmetric (bt = b2) and that the waves Hhl and Hh2 
(Fig. 3) at the coupling slit are in-phase (as in the ideal 
case) but deviate in the amplitudes. A calculation [5] 
gives 

For QIod=2000 and l l /~1<10-~ this means 

11 - I H , ,  I / I H , ,  I < 0.013 which is not easy to fulfill. 

However, with Q I , ~  = 15750 the amplitudes have to 
agree only to about 10% for the same demand zo < 1 
mm, but the narrow resonance would require 
temperature stabilization which in our case can be 
avoided. 
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ABSTRACT long base line interferometers (VLBI) for radio 
astronomy, laboratory reference standards for 

Since first hydrogen masers for laboratory use in metrology, frequency standards for satellite position 
China were constructed at Shanghai Astronomical system, navigation, radio communication and time 
Observatory in the 70's, rugged and easily transportable 

I 

engineering hydrogen masers have been developed to be 
used in an increasing number of demanding 
applications. In recent years, we delivered about thirty VACUUM ENCLOSURE 

hydrogen masers. Hydrogen masers with the cavity auto C-FIELD 50LENOID 

tuning system, as well as the intelligent monitor and 
OVENS 

control system were developed. Typical performance 
, parameters of the engineering hydrogen maser are CAVITY  

shown in this paper. STORAGE BULB 

For an attempt to design small, lightweight and 
inexpensive hydrogen masers, we have studied the 

COUPLING LOOP 

subcompact electrode-loaded cavity and the TElll V A R A C T O R  

septum cavity, The maser equipped with the electrode- 
loaded cavity produced sustained oscillation, with the Q 
electronically enhanced from 3000 to 170000. Its MAGNETIC SHIELDS 

preliminary test results are described. The small-sized 
TEl 1 1 septum cavity without a separated storage bulb is 
predicted to be able to meet the maser oscillation 

ION PUMP 

condition. We observed inductive radiation with the S T A T E  SELECTER 

TElll  mode maser, but could not achieve self- 
oscillation. The system supports oscillation when the DISCHARGE BULB 

cavity is placed in an external feedback loop. 

1. DEVELOPMENT OF ENGIGEERING 
HYDROGEN MASER 

The high-stability hydrogen maser based upon 
quantum transitions in hydrogen atoms plays roles in 
science, technology and commerce. It is the most stable 
commercial frequency standard currently available for 
averaging intervals from 1 second to lo4 seconds. 

Shanghai Astronomical Observatory began to cany 
out the research on hydrogen masers in 1970. The first 
traditional hydrogen maser for laboratory use in China 
was built two years later. 

In 1987, a new engineering active hydrogen maser, 
illustrated in Figure 1, was developed successfully. The 
entire maser is self-contained in a single standard-sized 
rack cabinet. It is a relatively lightweight, rugged, and 
easily transportable standards. 

Our hydrogen masers are used in an increasing 
number of very demanding applications, including very 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of engineering hydrogen maser 

keeping. Zn twelve years, we manufactured and 
delivered about thirty hydrogen masers to domestic 
military and civil customers, and one of them was 
exported to Australia. Meantime, improvements of 
hydrogen masers have continued for special 
applications: 

For time keeping, the cavity auto tuning system is 
applied in the hydrogen maser . It greatly improves the 
long-term stability of the maser, with little perturbation 
of their short-term stability, due to the introduction of 
the injected signal of the cavity auto-tuner. 

To meet the need of convenient operation and 
remote control, hydrogen masers with intelligent 
monitor and control system were developed in 1998. 
The system uses single-chip-microcomputer as the core, 
with the RAM, VO expanded circuit and outward circuit 
including the A/D module, interface module, serial 



Table 1 Typical performance parameters of the engineering hydrogen maser 

communication module, digital clock module. It serves 
the functions of automatic start-up and shutdown, 
multiplexed external monitoring, operating status 
diagnosis, alarming, selection of output frequencies, 
standard time generation, as well as communication 
with the remote terminals. 

Typical performance parameters of the engineering 
hydrogen maser [I] are shown in the table 1. 

Temperature Sensitivity (22-3 1°C) 

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
FOR SMALL HYDROGEN MASERS 

Specifications 

Physical 
Specification 

However, in some degrees, conventional hydrogen 
masers are limited in their usage where there are severe 
size and weight constraints (especially as the 
spaceborne frequency standards). Designing small, 
lightweight and inexpensive hydrogen masers is in 
demand. 

The cavity dimensions determine the minimum 
size and weight of a hydrogen maser. A typical 
cylindrical TEOll-mode cavity utilized in a 
conventional maser is about 28 cm both in diameter and 
length. In order to reduce the size of the cavity, different 
types of the compact cavity were developed. 

Since the end of the go's, we have studied two 
kinds of compact hydrogen masers with the electrode- 
loaded cavity and the TE 1 11 septum cavity respectively. 

2.1 Electrode-loaded cavity [2] 
This design employs metal electrodes placed 

inside a cylindrical cavity as loading structures. The 

Magnetic Field Sensitivity (O.4Gauss) 
Barometric pressure Sensitivity (25mmhg) 

Size 

Weight 

dimensions of the inductive electrodes and the 
capacitive gaps between them are selected to give the 
desired cavity resonant frequency of 1420.405MHz. 

The schematic diagram of the cavity is shown in 
Figure 2. Four copper electrodes, with the length of 
12cm and the gap of 7.8cm, are attached to the outer 
surface of the quartz storage bulb by low-loss epoxy. 
The bulb, lOcm diameter by lOcm long, is coated 
internally with Teflon, and is supported by a lcm high 
quartz glass tube attached to the cavity cylinder bottom. 
The cavity cylinder of 15cm diameter x 0.5cm wall x 
14cm long is made of aluminum, the loaded Q of which 
is measured about 3000. 

1.1E-13 / Gauss 
1E-14 

54x74~ 111cm 

140 kg 

/ / / / / / J ' / / / / /  
C A V I T Y  

E L E C T R O D E S I L I  

S T O R A G E  BULB 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of electrode-loaded cavity 

In order to make the system break into 
oscillation , we fed back a small portion of the 
amplified maser output into the cavity to enhance the 



2.2 TE 1 11 sentum cavity [3] 

cavity Q. 
Table 2 Physical characteristics of two metal cavities 

For an attempt to develop the active hydrogen maser 
with a small-sized cavity without the separate quartz 
storage bulb, E. Mattison, M. Levine, R. Vessot 
developed a cylindrical TE 1 1 1 -mode septum cavity [4]. 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of rf magnetic field 
in the TElll  septum cavity. A Teflon sheet in the 
longitudinal axis of symmetry divided the cavity into 
two areas of oppositely directed oscillating magnetic 
field. Hydrogen beam in the higher hyperfine energy 

Material 

Cu 
A1 

9 
HY DROGEN BEAM 

Fig.4 Distribution of magnetic field for TE111 cavity 

The phase shifter and the attenuator are adjusted for level is separated into two parts when it enters the 
propagation delays and the amount of the feedback, cavity, making radiative transitions in each region. 
respectively. When the feedback signal coheres with the The resonant wavelength corresponding to the 
electromagnetic field in the cavity in phase, the TEl 1 l-mode cavity is as follow [5 ]  : 
oscillation condition is met (The Q is enhanced to 1 
170000). 

(1) 

Nevertheless, the feedback loop is actually a part of 
= /m - - the resonant system, which is susceptible to phase shift 3.41R 

in the feedback loop as well as environmental Then, 
fluctuation. It is therefore necessary to have a cavity 
auto-tuning system. Additionally, the feedback loop and ( D )  = ( + ( )  (2) 

the front of the maser electronics are placed into an To avoid existing different resonant modes in one 
isothermal box, which is contributed to reduce the cavity, should be far less than 0,95 (when m1 is 
thermd flIlctuation and to the long-term the prime mode in the cylindrical cavity), But it should 
performance. not be too little to ensure the high cavity Q. We chose 

The preliminary test results are shown in Figure 3. D 
The apparent degradation in the short-term stability - = 0.8. For f = 1420.406MHz, D = 15cm, 

I 
could be attributed to enhanced thermal noise in the 1 = 18.75cm ne dimensions of the 
cavity. approximate to the half the size of the TEOll-mode 

cavity. 
1 0 “ O  The maser oscillation condition for a septum cavity 

can be represented by the inequality: - s 16" - 2 5 . 9 ~  lo3 (3) 

c l + P  
2 
m 5 loi2 
m 
> TEFLON SHEET 
0 
Z 

2 10l3 METAL CAVITY 
W 

5 
16" 

16' 10' 10' 1 o2 10' 14 lo5 
R F  M A G N E T I C  FIELD 

AVERAGING TIME ~ ( s )  

Fig. 3 Preliminary frequency stability data 
T E F L O N  C O A T I N G  

Weight 
(kg) 

17 
5 

Where the parameter So is the product of Qo, the 
unloaded cavity Q, and q', the storage-bulb filling 
factor. p is the external coupling factor of the cavity. 

According to the SO curve for TElll-mode cavity, 
SO for the cavity with such size is above 13x lo3 , When 

Conductivity 
01 (stm) 

5 . 5 ~  lo7 
3 . 2 ~  lo7 

Skin 
depth 
Wpm) 

1.8 
2.3 

unloaded Q 

3.1x lo4 
2.3X lo4 

Cavity frequency 
temperature sensitivity 

(kHz/"C) 
-23.6 
-32.7 



p = 0.15, = 11.103, twice the threshold valve. So 
1 + D  2.3 Other activity 

this type of the resonant cavity should oscillate by the We have also made an approach to the passive 
theoretical evaluation. small hydrogen maser, where the atomic resonance is 

From equation (I), we derive the coefficients of wed as a bandpass 

frequency sensitive to the length, radius and temperature Now we are going a step further to develop the 
of the caviw When the length or the radius adds to  mall IllaSer to a commercial frequency standard. It 

1 mm, the frequency lowers 2 . 4 m  and 12.9 would be used widely in the future of China. 

MHz respectively. 
The whole cavity consists of four parts. The Teflon 

sheet is clamped tightly with screws of the left and right 
halves to form the two atoms-confining regions. While 
the two parts perpendicular to the axis are pressed with 
six bolts. The small quartz domes cover coupling loops 
in the cavity, and the outside surface of the domes as 
well as the other interior surface of the cavity is coated 
with Teflon. Thus, no materials but Teflon is impacted 
with hydrogen atoms, which is helpful to decrease the 
loses of hydrogen atoms. The physical characteristics of 
two metal cavities in our experiments are shown in 
Table 2. 

The resonance frequency is roughly set by 
machining the cavity to the proper size, then regulated 
during operation by adjusting the maser's thermal 
control circuits to vary the cavity temperature according 
to the calculated sensitivities of cavity frequency. 

In the first-step experiment, the cavity is made of 
Oxygen-Free High Conductive copper to ensure 
relatively high Q. Its cavity QI is measured about 25000. 

When the pulse signal of 1420.406MHz is injected 
into the cavity tuned to the resonant frequency, atoms 
with F=l, mp=O are at the state of stimulated radiation. 
Adjust various of parameters such as discharge source, 
flow of atoms, and C field until the signal is the 
strongest. But after the pulse is removed, the inductive 
radiation signal is attenuated and the system could not 
remain oscillating. 

We think, when curing the Teflon coating of the 
cavity under the high temperature of 320°C, the OFHC 
copper could not avoid being oxidized, although we had 
taken measures such as separating the cavity from the 
oxygen and filling the nitrogen into the oven. The 
oxidized copper decreases the high conductivity of the 
metal, and the Teflon-coated surfaces seem not be 
satisfactory. In addition, interfaces of dividing planes 
probably lead to RF leakage. These factors cause that 
the cavity Q1 drops to about 20000. The cavity loses are 
such that the maser oscillation condition is difficult to 
meet in our experiment. Therefore, further work has to 
be done on construction, material and coating method of 
the cavity. 

To apply the Q-enhanced technique (the Q itself 
needs not be very high), we meantime fabricate a 
lightweight aluminum cavity, which is easy to coat the 
Teflon. The Q is risen from 11800 to 142000. The maser 
achieves self-oscillation after the pulse is removed. 
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Abstract- We aim t o  build a compact atomic clock 
by means of cold atoms. We briefly remind the set-up 
used for this purpose, and its two main features: the 
isotropic cooling and the temporal scheme of the clock. 
The largest number of cold atoms and the lowest tem- 
perature we obtained from our cold atoms source are 
reported. These first measurements are used to predict 
the frequency accuracy and the frequency stability, tak- 
ing into account the temporal scheme of the clock. The 
means to improve the frequency performances are also 
pointed out. Two effects have been evaluated particu- 
larly, the flrst-order Doppler shift and the so-called Dick 
effect. The first-order Doppler shift have been evaluated 
to a few 10-l5 and the relative frequency stability t o  a few 
10-1?,~-1/2. 

HORACE (HOrloge A Refroidissement d7Atomes 
cn CEllulc) is an innovative project whcrc wc usc cold 
atoms in order to make a very compact clock. Instead 
of using the low velocity of cold atoms to perform long 
ir~terrogatiori tirnes, we take advarltage of it to reduce 
the size of the microwave cavity [I], [2]. Moreover7 we, 
group all the functions of a regular atomic resonator 
within the microwave cavity itself: cooling, atomic 
preparation, microwave interrogation and detection of 
the clock signal take place in the microwave cavity. The 
sine of the resonator is as small as. 40 mm. The atoms do 
not travcl thc wholc cavity anymorc, and cvcry function 
applied to them follows a temporal scheme. Hence, it 
is easy to change the interrogation scheme. We can 
thus play with the interrogation time, the dead time 
between the two Ramsey-pulses, the duty cycle and the 
cycle-time that is impossible to do in a regular atomic 
clock. With this original context of a temporal scheme, 
we are presenting here the numerical calculation of the 
first-order Doppler shift versus the interrogation time 
and the estimation of the Dick effect versus both the 
ititerrogation time and the duty cycle. 

On the other side, we are showing here the featilres 
of our cold atoms source. In previous papers, we have 
already demonstrated that, we must use isotropic cooling 
for HORACE [I], [2]. In the first section of this paper, 
we will report on the temperatures and the numbers of 
cold atoms we succeeded to measure with this technique 
in our configuration. Thc following section arc dcdicatcd 
to the expected frequency performances of HORACE. 

11, ISOTROPIC COOLING: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Isotropic cooling has already been demonstrated 
to be efficient with diffusive and reflective cells 111, [31. 
We succeeded to cool down cesium atoms below 50 
pK in these two cases. In order to determine the best 
configuration for HORACE, we have begun a complete 
experimental study of isotropic cooling, varying the 
cell geometry, the number, the position and the type 
of the fibers. We restrict our discllss to the present 
set up in Horace: the polished up copper cylinder has 
an axis of revolution symmetry perpendicular to the 
axis of gravity. We use 4 multimode fibers, set up in 
the median plane of the cylinder. We let the atoms 
fa,ll in the gravity field, and we detect them nearly 
250 millimctcrs bclow with a probc lascr bcam by a 
single Time Of Flight (TOF) technique. \Ve cannot 
then distinguish between the widening of the TOF 
distribution due to  the spatial extension of the cold 
atoms cloud, and the widening due to the temperatme 
of the atoms. So every temperature we indicate here is 
given assuming that the atomic cloud is a point, and 
is then strongly overestimate. A probe beam perpen- 
dicular to the rrlediar~ plarie of t,he cylir~der rriakes it 
possible to measure the density of thermal atoms in the 
middlc of thc ccll and thus thc loading timc (scc figurc 1). 

We observed single peak TOF. The maximum number 
of cold atoms measured in t,he TOF signal is 3.7 x lo7 
when thc dctuning is 6 = -1.6r (6 is thc dctuning of 
the laser frequency compared to the atomic transition 
frequency, and I' is the natural width of the atomic 
transition). For this detuning, the temperature we 
measure is less than 15 ILK. The temperature decreases 
with increasing detuning. The lowest temperature we 
measure is below 7 kk' and is reached when the detuning 
is 6 = -2.0r. 

We measured also the loading time of the cold atoms 
(see figure 2). This curve is an exponential function with 
a time constant of roughly 60 ms. After 200 ms of cool- 
ing tiine, we do not cool m y  more atoms. With 20 ms 
cooling time, 30 percent of t,he maximum cold atoms are 
coolcd down. Thcsc rathcr short durations arc promising 
because they colild allow us to reduce the cooling time 
after the first sequence and hence improve the duty cy- 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the experiment. 

cle of the sequence. Moreover, one can assume that the 
atoms are not significantly heated during short laps of 
tirrie in the order of 10 111s. Thus, for short irlterrogatior~ 
time; the cooling time may be as short as a few 10 ms, 
and the duty cycle near 0.5. 

111. EXPECTED FREQUENCY PERFORMANCES 

In order to astimatte t,he frequency accuracy and 
the frequency stability of such a frequency standard as 
HORACE, we have performed numerical simulations 
based on the calculation of the transition probability 
of an atom in interaction with a microwave mag- 
netic field [4]. U'e have evaluated two effects. The 
first one is the first-order Doppler shift, that will be 
corrlpared to the collisio~lal shift. The secorld one 
is the so-called Dick effect [6] which can dramatically 
lirnit the short-term frequency stability of a pulsed clock. 

A. First-order Doppler ah,ifh 

Every perturbatiorl of the xr~icrowave field gives 
residua.1 progressive waves and so a phase gradient, in the 
three directions of space. The atoms travelling in this 
phase gradient see their frequency shifted by Doppler 
effect. We have numerically calculated the first-order 
behavior of this effect. As we are using cold atoms, the 
second order Doppler shift is negligible. 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 504 

T h e  (ms) 

Pig. 2. Number of cold atoms versus the cooling time in  the 
cylindrical reflective cell. The maximum number of cold atoms 
is reached within 200 ma. The load time is  roughly 50 ms.  30 
percent of the naaximum number of cold atoms are cooled with a 
20 ms cooling time. 

Thc arnplitudc and thc phasc of thc rnagnctic ficld 
have been calclllated a,t IRCOM (Limogas, France) by 
means of a finite elements method. Along the axis of 
revolution symmetry of the cylinder, which is parallel to 
the gravity axis, the phase gradient is evaluated about 
-1.12 x rad.17~-l from the center to the end of the 
microwa.ve cavity, i.e. a tot,al length of 21.5 millimeters. 
The numerical calculation was a Monte-Carlo simula- 
tions run with 10>000 cold atoms within a distribution 
temperature of 50 pK, and which are falling down along 
the gravity axis. We have assurned here that the atomic 
cloud was a 5 mm sphere with a gaussian dist,rihut,ion. 

HOR.4CE is operated with a temporal sequence so 
that the interrogation scheme may be either a Rabi-like 
interrogatio~l or a Ra,msey-like interrogation, since we 
can vary the intera,ct,ion d~ra~ t ions  71 and .rz and the 
dead time T. We calculate t,he first-order Doppler shift 
in these two schemes (Figure 3). 

These curves exhibit a relative frequency shift of less 
than 9.0 x 10-l6 when the total interrogation tinie is 
65 ms long. We did not run the calculation for longer 
durations, because an atom which would start from the 
center of the microwave cavity in HORACE with a null 
velocity would'begin to leave the cavity and the signa'l 
to noisc ratio would dramatically dccrcasc. On thc 
cont,rary we can t,ake advant,age of t,he t,emporal scheme 
of HORACE operating with short cycle times and short 
interrogation times but with a high frequency rate. We 
could thus reach first-order Doppler shifts smaller than 
1.0 x 10-15. 

The first-order Doppler shift may be compared with 
the frequency shift due to collisions between cold atoms. 
We currently measure about 3.7 x lo7 cold atoms in 
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Pig. 3. Relative frequency shaft due to the first-order Doppler 
effect. The triangles are for the Rabi-like interrogation and the 
circles are for the Hamsey-like interrogation. P'or the Hamsey-like 
interrogation, the ratio between the sum of the two interrogation 
durations 71 and 7 2  and the dead-time T is  constant and is  roughly 
0.2.  

the Time Of Flight signal. Varying the number of 
cold atoms in the cell, we have calculated a collisional 
shift between -5 x 10-l4 and -5 x lo-'' (71, [8]. 
Thus, collisions between cold atoms and the first-order 
Doppler sliift sl~ould limit the inaccuracy of HORACE 
in the few 10-l5 range [7]. 

B. Dick effect : Frequency stability l imit  

As the at,omic signal is sampled a t  a ra,te which 
is the inverse of the cycle time T,, it gives spectrum 
aliasing in the Fourier-space. The noise at  Fourier 
components different from zero and multiple of the 
sampling frequency f, = l/Tc contributes to the fre- 
quency stability degradation of the atomic frequency 
standard [5]. The Dick effect decreases first when the 
the ir~terrogatior~ tirue irlcreases, arid secorld when the 
duty cycle increases and tends towards 1. As for the 
first-order Doppler shift, and thanks to our large number 
of cold atoms; we could t,ake advantage of a shorter 
cooling time in order to increase the cycle frequency. 
However, we might not operate with too high cycle 
frequency because the frequency noise spectral density 
start,s to increase at  a few Hertz [9]. There is thus an 
optimal configuration to  minimize the product of the 
frcqucncy noisc spectral dcnsity of thc oscillator and thc 
Fourier components of the sensibility function. 

We hhve estirrlated the limit, of the short-terrn 
frequency st,ahilit,y dne to t,he Dick effect,, using the 
link between the power spectral density of the relative 
frequency fluctuations of the locked local oscillator and 
both the Fourier components of the sensibility function 
g(t) and the frequency noise spectral density of the 
free-running local oscilla,tor a t  Fourier frequencies k f, (91: 

We have calculated the sensibility function g(t) for 
infinitesimally small phase steps of the oscillator signal 
a t  the time t. We assume that the stoms undergo a 
b m s e y  interrogation scheme with two interaction tlimes 
rl and 72, and a dead-timc T. It  is important to noticc 
that the atoms starting from the center of the cavity 
are falling down into the lower part of the microwave 
cavity, and that the power of the second pulse is weaker 
t,han the first, one for t,he same input microwave power. 
So the second interaction duration must be longer than 
the first one in order to provide two n/2 pulses. The 
sensibility function exhibits then the regular shape [9]. 
Moreover, we car1 srnootl.i the Fourier corrlporier~ts of 
the sensibility function using other shapes of pulses 
(c.g. gaussian shapes). Whcn thc shapc is smoothcr, 
the sensibility function series vanishes more quickly and 
thus the Dick effect is reduced. 
The Dick effect obviously depends on the spectral purity 
of the U.S.O. (Ultra Stable Oscillator) in use. VTe 
compute the stabilit,~ for two kinds of U.S.O.: a regular 
local oscillator on one hand, and an ultra low-noise 
oscillat.or from Oscilloquartz on the other hand. Their 
spect,ral derisities of relative frequency fluctuations are: 

for the first one, and: 

for the last one. For this last one, the limiting noise is 
the flicker phase noise of the U.S.O. [9]. 

Interrogation time (s) 

Fig. 4. Frequency stubility for 7 = 1s veruus the in2errogutiun 
time computed for two oscillators. The circle are for the ultra 
low-noise oscillator from Oscilloquartz and the triangles are for 
the regular oscillator we currently use. 1He Dick effect decreases 
wh>en the interrogation t ime increases. 



In order to overestimate the relative frequency sta- 
bility, we run the calculation with a cycle time of 250 
ms, according to the whole loading time of the molasses 
that is about 200 ills long [7]. Then the relative 
frequency sta,bilitsy limit for 1 s is about 5 x 10-l2 
with the first U.S.O., and is about 4.8 x with the 
best U.S.O., for TI = 3.5 ms, TZ = 7.5 ms and T = 55 ms. 

However, the duty cycle may be enhanced (cf figure 5). 
If we decrease t,he cooling time t,o 100 ms (corresponding 
to a load of 80 percent of the maximum cold atoms) [7], 
and taking into account the probe time and the dead- 
times, we increase the duty cycle to 0.35, and the relative 
frequericy stability for one secorid rriay he 4x 10-13. U'itt~ 
a cooling duration of 50 ms (corresponding to a load of 
50 percent of the maximum cold atoms), the duty cycle 
is then 0.5, and the relative frequency stability for one 
second may be 3 x 10-13, with a 65 ms interrogation 
time. 

0 1  , , , , , , , , , , b 

0,0 02  0,4 0,6 08 18 

Duty cycle 

Fig. 5 .  Relative frequency stability for one second versus th,e duty 
cycle computed in the case of the best oscillator. 

The short-term stability limit due to the Dick effect 
may be compared with the frequency ~t~abil i ty given by 
the Allan standard deviation for a pulsed clock where 
the only limiting effect would be the S/N ratio (eqnation 
4) : 

where Av is the FWHM (Full Width at  Half hilaxi- 
11m1ri) of the clock signal, vo is the microwave frequency, 
S/N is the signal t,o noise ratio and T is t,he integration 
time. 

We state that SIN = l/m: where Arat is the 
number of atoms which contributes to the clock signal. 
We ha,ve ca,lcula,ted the frequency sta.bilit*y uy (7) at one , 

second by varying the number of &oms contrib~t~ing 
to the clock signal whcn thc cycling timc is 250 ms 
long. The frequency st,ahilit,y will be limited by t,he 
Dick effect at 4.8 x 10-l3 level when Nat > 3.0 x lo4. 
As we cool down a large number of atoms, the Dick 
effect may be the main limit t o  the stability of HORACE. 

Itre demonstrate that we have obtained cold atoms 
with isotropic cooling in a quartz cell surrounded by a 
coppcr cavity whcn thc gravity axis is pcrpcndicular to 
t,he fiber plane. In this case, t,emperattures lower t,han 10 
pK have been measured. The HORACE clock presents a 
potentially good short-term frequency stability, mainly 
limited by the Dick effect. The temporal scheme of 
HORACE will allow us to improve experimentally the 
short-term frequency stability playing with the duty- 
cycle, the cycle time, and the shape of the interrogation 
pillses. The inaccuracy may be as well improved. Since 
the best parameters for the short-term stability are 
not the same that the ones for the accuracy, there is 
a trade-off het,ween acnlracy and short,-tterm frequency 
stability for HORACE. But HORACE may also favor 
accuracy against stability (or the contrary) depending 
on the frequency performances one wants for its own 
application. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cesium fountains are now being implemented as 
primary fiequency standards in many important 
metrological laboratories in the world. Results 
demonstrating 10 ' '~  relative fiequency accuracy have 
been obtained. The nearly monokinetic velocity 
distribution of the atoms and the high Q of the atomic 
resonator facilitate the accuracy evaluation of the 
standard. 

Furthermore, in the Cs fountain scheme, C-field 
evaluation is considerably easier compared to the 
classical Cs beam standards because the static magnetic 
field uniformity can be measured by using the atomic 
cloud as a spatial probe of the magnetic field. 

An old method using low fiequency AF=O, A m ~ l  
transitions is proposed as a different way for C-field 
mapping. Results obtained with the NIST-F1 Cs 
fountain apparatus are here reported. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A few years ago the technique of laser-cooling was 
presented to the scientific community as a possible 
solution to overcome the limits of Cs fiequency 
standards based on continuos thermal beams. 

Presently Cs atoms can be cooled down to a few 
microkelvin thanks to sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms 
which allow velocities of the order of cmls and long 
interaction times with the microwave interrogating 
signal. As a matter of fact neutral atom manipulation 
opened a new way to reach accuracies in the low 10-l5 
range. 

In the early 90's LPTF preliminary evaluations [1,2] 
gave excellent results encouraging several laboratories 

in the world to start projects in atomic fiequency 
standard field. 

Time and Frequency Division of NIST has recently 
completed the realization of a Cs fountain. The 
prototype has now operated as a fiequency standard and 
preliminary results were presented during the 1999 
Joint Meeting EFTF-IEEE FCS Conference [3]. 

This project is inserted in a collaboration program 
between NIST (USA), Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale 
"G. Ferraris" (Italy) [4] and Politecnico di Torino 
(Italy). 

2. FOUNTAIN SETUP OVERVIEW 

A full analysis of the NIST fountain can be found in 
several papers proposed in the past [5,6] with a 
schematic diagram of the main subcomponents. Only a 
short description will be presented in this section. 

NIST F-1 fountain uses a pure optical molasses to 
capture and cool atoms to a few pK in a low pressure 
vapor cell connected to a simple Cesium oven. This 
relatively high Cs pressure region is separated fiom the 
drift zone by a graphite getter which allows very low Cs 
pressure in the upper vacuum tank where atoms perform 
the ballistic flight for Ramsey interrogation process. 

Atoms are accelerated upwards by detuning the 
vertical beams symmetrically by Av: a moving fiame is 
created in order to launch the atoms at velocity v=Av .il 
in the laboratory fiame. 

Thereupon the intensity and fiequency of the lasers 
are controlled by acousto-optical modulator performing 
a post-cooling process. ARer the loading-launching 
sequence atoms enter a shielded region where a first 
microwave cavity is used as state selection. 

A n-pulse at 9.192GHz moves the atoms in the 
G. A. Costanzo and A. De Marchi are affiliated with Institute Nazionale di Fisica 
della Materia (MFM), Torino, Italy 



lF=4,m~=O> to the (3,0> state. All the remaining atoms 
in IF=4, mF#O> are then pushed away applying an 
optical pulse. 

Only atoms in (3,0> state move to the second 
cylindrical cavity where the Ramsey interrogation 
process is accomplished thanks to the parabolic flight of 
the atomic sample. 

The state selection cavity, Ramsey cavity and drift 
zone are magnetically shielded by four moly-Permalloy 
cylindrical tubes. An innermost cylinder is used to 
sustain the C-field coil necessary to provide the 
quantization field along the parabolic flight in the 
Rarnsey region. A highly stable current supply is used to 
obtain the appropriate magnetic field. 

Atoms detection and normalization is finally achieved 
after the detection of the jF=4> and /F=3> populations 
in a scheme similar to that used in LPTF fountain. The 
population of both the hyperfine levels is measured and 
Ramsey pattern is given after normalization which 
reduces signal variations due to shot-to-shot atom 
number fluctuation. 

The error signal is obtained as difference of 
normalized signals measured when the microwaves are 
switched fiom one side of the central fkinges to the other 
side. 

3. C-FIELD RELATED SHIFT 

In a Cs beam frequency standard the main source of 
fiequency shift is due to the static magnetic field. The 
latter is necessary to remove the degeneracy of the 
magnetic substates in the Cs atom. 

The Zeeman effect causes a fiequency shift of the 
order of lo-'' when thermal beams are used and the 
obtainable field uniformity along the microwave 
interaction zone is often a limit to the accuracy of the 
standard. 

Of course lowering the field helps to reduce this shift 
but the effects due to the existence of neighboring 
transitions can be huge because the Rabi pedestal is very 
wide. These effects are Rabi and Ramsey pulling as well 
as Majorana transitions which are difficult to be 
evaluated in classical frequency standard. Finally the 
chosen value of the field in the classical thermal beam 
fkequency standard is a trade-off between opposing 
requirements. 

However in fountain the shift is much smaller due to 
the small (10-'~) C-field strength used and the Rabi 
pedestal is of the orders of 100Hz, two order of 
magnitude smaller than in the optically pumped Cs 
standards. 

From Breit-Rabi formula the clock transition shift has 
a second order coefficient of 4 2 7 . 1 0 ~ [ ~ z / ~ ~ ] .  At a field 
value of about O.1pT as normally used in NIST F-1 
standard this shift is of the order of 4 . 1 ~ ' ~  in terms of 
relative units. The uncertainty due to this shift must be 

less than 1% when accuracy in the low lo-'' level is 
required. 

The uncertainty ascribed to the quadratic terms of 
Zeeman effect comes fiom three distinct contributions: 

1.random errors in the measurements of the static 
magnetic field, 
2.magnetic field inhomogeneity, 
3.magnetic field instabilities. 
First an uncertainty in the measured magnetic field 

causes an uncertainty in the correction which can be 
calculated as 

when the uncertainty 6B on the measured magnetic field 
is taken into account. In order to evaluate this shift the 
temporal average of the magnetic field as seen by the 
atoms is measured by a comparison of the central 
Ramsey fiinge for the clock transition with the m ~ = l  
linearly dependent transition. 

The second type of uncertainty in C-field evaluation 
arises fiom the magnetic field inhomogeneity. The 
resonance signal fiom AF=l, m ~ = l  transition is a good 
test in order to evaluate the average magnetic field 
along the trajectory of the atoms. Moreover the fiinges 
contrast is a measure of the field homogeneity as 
sampled by the atoms. 

The third uncertainty arise from temporal instabilities 
of the C-field. The central fkinge of the field dependent 
transition can be used to lock the fountain and to infer 
the magnetic field fluctuations inside the standard 
through the fiequency stability measurements. 

4. C-FIELD MEASUREMENTS USING LOW 
FREQUENCY AF=O, A m ~ = l  TRANSITIONS 

In the past low eequency transitions were used as a 
method to monitor the homogeneity of the C-field along 
the beam path [7]. This technique is an useful tool 
which permits C-field uniformity evaluation and also a 
simple check for the beam tube because a low frequency 
resonant signal can be obtained. The main limit to the 
measurements were the rather broad resonance signal 
and the bias induced by Millman effect. 

We use a different approach during an accuracy 
evaluation for mapping the magnetic field. A field map 
is generated by measuring the fiequency from the 14,0> 
to the 14,1> magnetically sensitive transition. 

Low frequency excitation is induced by using coils 
parallel to the flight path. These coils generate a 
magnetic field normal to the C-field direction. The low 
frequency field causes Am=l transitions when the 
frequency and field strength are properly adjusted. By 
applying the low fiequency pulse symmetrically about 
apogee the Millman effect can be suppressed. Figure 1 
shows a typical resonance signal (dotted curve) of the 



rotary field method when LF power is set to the fiinge position, a plot of the time average magnetic field 
optimum level. At higher power level a resonant signal is necessary. 
broadening is observed (triangle). 

Thanks to the relatively high interaction time of the 
atoms probe with the LF excitation a lOHz (FWHM) . . * o ~  

linewidth is obtained. These data, after numerical C . o m . *  

interpolation, are used to evaluate the magnetic field 5 
shape at different heights above the Ramsey cavity. 

5 // 

Figure 1: low fiequency transition when LF power is set 
to the optimum (circle) or higher (triangle) values. 

The C-field is mapped during each evaluation. The 
results of one such measurement are shown in Fig.2. 
The effects of the field leakage fiom the holes in the end 
caps can be clearly seen (above 80cm), as can the effect 
of the highly permeable vacuum feedthroughs on the 
microwave cavities (state selection cavity and Ramsey 
cavity). 

5. RESULTS 

MST F-1 fountain uses the low fiequency transition 
as a check to the field homogeneity which, in general, 
can be measured in two different manners. 

The first one is the so called antenna method which 
uses a lOms long microwave pulse to excite the atomic 
transition when the atoms are at the apogee of their 
parabolic flight above the Ramsey cavity. 

The freqyency difference between the clock transition 
and the field sensitive transition is measured. The C- 
field value is inferred fiom the fiequency difference and 
a map is gvgerated by varying the launch height. 

The wqnl method uses a looms long low fiequency 
pulse in qflpif. to excite the atoms at their apogee. The 
frequeny ~f tHi$ transition has a sensitivity with the 
magnetic M d  of about 35OkHz/gauss. 

The magnetic field inhomogeneity causes the central 
fiinge on the magnetically sensitive transition to be 
displaced from the center of the underlying Rabi 
pedestal. In order to evaluate the second-order Zeeman 
correction and to unambiguously recognize the central 

Helpht above Ramsey caviw 

Figure 2: magnetic field map inside the C-field region. 

Figure 3 shows the fiinges position measured by 
different tossing height above the Ramsey cavity. The 
dots are the position of various Ramsey fiinges &om 
mF=l hyperfine transition at different distance above 
Ramsey cavity. The continuous line is the predicted 
position of the central fiinge from the time integral of 
the magnetic field measured through the low frequency 
transition excitation as shown in Fig.2. 

. . . . * . , . . . . ,  . . . .  , . . . .  j 

He~ght abOve Rarnsey CavW (Cm) 

Figure 3: fiinges position of the field dependent 
transition (dotted line). 

The agreement is quite good for apogee more than 
40cm above the cavity. We believe that the 
disagreement for distances between lOcm and 40cm is a 
result of a lack of knowledge of the magnetic field 
between the Ramsey cavity and the top of the cutoff 
waveguide. 

6. SUMMARY 

We described a new method for C-field homogeneity 
measurements which are necessary to evaluate one of 
the most important shift in atomic fountain frequency 
standard. Low fiequency resonant signals are induced 
by using coils parallel to the flight path. Measurements 
of C-field homogeneity obtained with this method were 
reported. 
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ABSTRACT 

The method described in [I] as a mean to study the 
local oscillator noise transfer in Rb-Cell frequency 
standards, with square wave frequency modulation 
of the interrogation signal, is here generalized for 
analyzing different modulation schemes. The dy- 
namic analysis shows a strong dependence of the 
noise transfer on the operational parameters of the 
cell, while the quasi-static analysis of [2] does not. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Different approaches have been used, in the last 
few years, to  describe the transfer of the local 0s- 
cillator (LO) frequency noise, a t  even harmonics of 
the modulation frequency, to the output of a passive 
frequency standard [2, 3, 41. Both theoretical analy- 
sis [3, 41 and experimental data [5] suggest that the 
aliasing effect could be reduced by using a square- 
wave modulated interrogation signal. However, at 
fast modulation frequencies, large discrepancies be- 
tween theoretical models, developed using the quasi- 
static approximation, and experimental data have 
been found [3, 51. This means that, for an effec- 
tive optimization of a passive frequency standard, 
the dynamic behavior of the atomic system, and its 
dependence on the operational parameters of the cell, 
should be considered. 

In this work, we briefly describe a dynamic model 
of a cell frequency standard, based on the density 
matrix formalism and on signal analysis methods, 
which is suitable to analyze different modulation 
schemes. Although several simplifications have been 
introduced in the model, the basic behavior of the 
cell should not be significantly altered. The model is 
here developed for a Rb-cell frequency standard, but 

it can be easily modified to describe a Cs-cell stan- 
dard. Unfortunately, currently available experimen- 
tal data are not sufficient for a complete validation 
of the model. 

2. THE CELL MODEL 

The evolution of an atomic system can be calcu- 
lated by means of the density matrix formalism. The 
rate equations for the density matrix of an optically 
pumped Rb-cell are derived in [6]. In [I] the rate 
equations were modified to take into account, as a 
perturbative term, the frequency noise of the local 
oscillator. That model was then applied for ana- 
lyzing the aliasing effect in a square-wave frequency 
modulated Rb-cell standard. Here the model is gen- 
eralized in order to describe the response of the cell to 
an arbitrary waveform (phase and frequency) mod- 
ulation. The basic assumptions used in the develop- 
ment of the model are: 1) The operating conditions 
of the cell are supposed to be uniform over its entire 
volume; 2) The cell contains a buffer gas; 3) Opti- 
cal pumping is assumed to take place on the Dz line 
between levels 5 & p ,  F = 2 and 5PSl2; 4) The con- 
tribution to the optical signal coming from Zeeman 
sublevels with rnp # 0 is negligible; 5) Zero light 
shift. 

The ensemble of atoms is described by means of 
the density matrix p = [pij], which is an 8 x 8 her- 
mitian matrix. By means of condition I), the matrix 
elements are functions of time but not of space. Con- 
dition 4) means that the optical signal is proportional 
to p ~ 7  - p33. The microwave interrogation signal is 
supposed to be phase modulated at  frequency f, 
with phase q5(t). The angular frequency of the car- 
rier is w ,  and the LO phase noise is represented by a 
random process Sq5(t). The description of parameters 



used is given below. 

Parameter Description 
wo Rb clock angular frequency 
r optical pumping rate 
71 longitudinal relaxation rate 
7 2  transversal relaxation rate 
Fl = 71 + F/2 total longitudinal relaxation 

rate 
r z  = 7 2  + r / 2  total transversal relaxation 

rate 
FWHM linewidth (includes 
power broadening) 
modulation frequency 
LO angular frequency 
LO signal phase 
LO phase noise 
LO angular frequency noise 
angular detuning 
Rabi angular frequency 
Saturation factor 

It  can be shown that with the following change of 
variables 

the rate equations can be put in the compact matrix 
form 

where 

and 

Figure 1: Block diagram of a vapor-cell frequency 
control loop. 

The matrix a( t)  is periodic with frequency f,. Since 
the LO noise 6w is assumed t o  be small, equa- 
tion (2) can be solved by means of perturbation 
theory, by expanding x(t)  in series of Sw, as in 
x(t) = xo(t) + Sw x l  (t). By substituing the latter 
in equation (2), and equating separately terms up to 
the first order in Sw, the following two differential 
equation are obtained for xo and Sx = Swxl 

The components of xo(t), which are periodic at fre- 
quency f,, and of Sx(t), which are random pro- 
cesses, are 

Equation (5) can be solved for arbitrary modulation 
waveform by means of FFT techniques, and an ap- 
proximate solution to  equation (6) is found in [I]. 

By means of assumption 3), the optical signal 
a t  the output of the cell is proportional to z(t) = 
zo(t) + 6z(t). In a frequency standard, this signal 
is synchronously demodulated at frequency f,. The 
demodulated signal is then used to voltage control 
the LO frequency, as shown in the block diagram of 
figure 1, which represents a typical frequency control 
loop of a cell frequency standard. 

The cell is represented by the block marked 
L(w - wo), and 6z(t) is its response to the LO 
noise. The modulation and demodulation wave- 
forms, which are periodic with frequency f,, are 
m(t)  and d(t),respectively. The LO fractional fre- 
quency instability is yo(t) = Gw(t)/w, while y(t) is 
the output fractional frequency instability. Let ,LL~ 

and , L L ~  be the Fourier coefficients of d(t) and uo(t), 



respectively. It is shown in [I] that the power spec- 
tral density of the output frequency noise S,(f) can 
be written as 

where 

~. 
and S,, ( f )  is the power spectral density of yo(t). 

Usually, only odd harmonics of the modulation fre- 
quency appear in d(t) and uo(t). This is sufficient to 
have a, = 0 if r is odd. In this case the contri- 
bution of the white noise term W to the short-term 
frequency instability of the clock was written in [5 ,  3j 
as 

00 

where the Car coefficients are simply related to the 
a2, coefficients of equation (10) by the following for- 
mula 

d ~ f m  C2, = - 2r azr 
W o  

(12) 

3. RESULTS 

The model described in section 2 is here used to 
analyze the cases of square-wave and sine-wave fre- 
quency modulations, both with sine-wave demodu- 
lation. Preliminary investigations [I] have shown a 
strong dependence of the aliasing effect on the work- 
ing conditions of the cell. The latter must be known 
in order to compare any experimental result with this 
theoretical analysis. Unfortunately, this was not the 
case for the experiment described in [ 5 ] ,  since the 
operating conditions have not been reported. 

Figure 2 shows the first aliasing coefficients as a 
function of modulation frequency for square-wave 
frequency modulation and sine-wave demodulation. 
Figure 3 shows the same for sine-wave frequency 
modulation and demodulation. This analysis has 
been carried out with the following parameters: 
yl = 300 s-l, y2 = 290s-', r = 850s-', and 
b = 880 rad/s which gives a saturation factor S E 2 
and a linewidth Av 21 400 Hz. These are the same of 
a typical cell described in [6], although large changes 
should be expected from case to case. 

Figure 2: First aliasing coefficients as a function 
of modulation frequency for square-wave frequency 
modulation and sine demodulation. Coefficients cal- 
culated in the quasi-static approximation are shown 
as dashed lines, for comparison. 

Figure 2 shows that, for low modulation frequen- 
cies, the aliasing coefficients converge toward the val- 
ues given by the quasi-static analysis of [2, 31, but at 
about the Rabi frequency a strong peak appears. Far 
and above the Rabi frequency the aliasing coefficients 
are close again to the quasi-static values. Moreover, 
it appears from figure 2 that dynamically calculated 
aliasing coefficients are greater than those calculated 
with the quasi-static approximation. Although this 
could be expected, it should not be taken as a general 
behavior, as it was shown in [l] with different param- 
eters. The same Rabi resonance is shown in figure 3, 
where the coefficients have been calculated by using 
sine-wave modulation. It can be seen that the coef- 
ficient C2 is slightly greater with sine-wave modula- 
tion than with square-wave modulation, but higher 
order coefficients become negligible very quickly with 
sine-wave demodulation. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The dynamic analysis of the cell behavior shows a 
strong dependence of the aliasing effect on the op- 
erational parameters of the cell, while quasi-static 
analysis does not. In particular, aliasing coefficients 
greatly increase when the modulation frequency is 
close to the Rabi frequency of the cell, which is unfor- 
tunately what it's usually chosen to be. Furhermore, 
coefficients a, don't vary if both the modulation fre- 
quency and the Rabi frequency are changed, keeping 
their ratio constant. This means that further inves- 
tigations, both theoretical and experimental, should 
be done before deciding which is the best modula- 



Figure 3: First aliasing coefficients as a function of 
modulation frequency for sine-wave frequency mod- 
ulation and demodulation. 

tion scheme for high stability vapor-cell frequency 
standard. 
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detection light optical fiber) have power servos closed 
1. ABSTRACT around the fiber path to reduce amplitude noise at the 

atoms. We can operate with up to 30 mW of laser light 

We are pursuing a prdgram that will integrate per and launching beam. 

atomic fountain-based clocks into the USNO Master 
Clock. We will present data from our atomic fountain, q 

including initial measurements of our device relative to 
an active hydrogen maser. As this maser is part of the 

!+Pump 

USNO timing ensemble, we can easily relate the 
frequency stability of the fountain to any of our clocks 
or internal timescales. We will also present several 
possible continuous operation strategies for the 
incorporation of this new class of clock into the local - 2 meters 

clock ensemble. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
i 

The last decade has seen advances in laser 
I 1 I 

cooling and trapping that have allowed the practical 
construction of atomic fountain frequency standards. 

I 
These devices are now producing results at several 
national standards institutions [I]. i i I 

We have undertaken a program to integrate 
atomic fountain clocks into the timing ensemble at the I ,m, 

U. S. Naval Observatory (USNO). The mission of the I 
' I 

Observatory does not require that any of our standards I 

be accurate realizations of the second, only that they be 1 :  

stable and run continuously. Our goal is to have several i 
atomic fountain standards running with a short term ~ 
stability of 1 - 2 x l 0 - ' ~ 2 - " ~  and a statistical floor of 1- I 

3x10-16. ! 

i i  1 1  
, , ~ i I ' 

I 

3. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT 
The physical layout of our fountain is shown in 

Figure 1. In addition to the small optical table that 
houses the vacuum chamber, there is a larger table that 
houses all of the lasers, with optical fiber coupling of all 
light onto the table with the vacuum chamber. All 
background pressures in the vacuum chamber are below 
4x10'~ Pa. 

We collect atoms in either a MOT or molasses 
and launch them in a ( l , l , l )  geometry. The laser light 
for the upward and downward directed laser beams are 
generated by two injection seeded tapered amplifiers. 
The light is then transported to the vacuum chamber 
with optical fibers. Both of these beams (and the 

I I 1  
I I 1 I J 1 

Figure 1: Cutaway mechanical view of the 
fountain. 

The atoms are launched in two phases. The 
first phase applies a violent acceleration for 1.4 
milliseconds with an average detuning from resonance 
of 6 MHz. A second phase follows immediately with an 
average detuning of 50 MHz for 0.8 milliseconds, half 
the laser intensity, and a linear ramp of the intensity to 
zero at the end of the launch. We measure launch 
temperatures of 1.6 (0.2) pK by monitoring the vertical 
width of the launched cloud when it passes the detection 
region both on the way up and on the way down, which 
allows us to remove effects of the initial cloud size. 



Inmediatel!- after launch, the atoms are 
purr.?ed into the F = i  hyperfine levels with a vertical 
repxiping beam tuned to the F=3 to F'=4 transition. 
The atoms are state selected at the detection zone. They 
arc: :sposed to a 3 millisecond long shaped pulse of 9.2 
GHz microwaves from an axial loop antenna inside the 
\.aczum chamber. This pulse transfers the F=4, mF=O 
atorns to the F=3, ~ F = O  state. The remaining F=4 atoms 
are remo\.ed from the atomic sample with a transverse 
rrai-ding Jvave laser beam in the lower detection zone. 

The microwa\.e cavity and drift region are 
tem?erature stabilized to 0.1 OC and enclosed in a set of 
rhre: magnetic shields. The shields are made from 1.6 
m r  rhick rnol!, permalloy (MIL-N-14411 B, "comp 1") 
and .?a\-e an axial shielding factor of 30,000. Details of 
rhe :onstruction of the shields have been provided 
preIiousl! [ 2 ] .  An asial solenoid provides a 230 nT 
m a s e t i c  field for the cavity and free precession 
regisns. 

After making nvo transits of the microwave 
caviy the atoms return to the detection region. The 
upper detection zone monitors the F=4 population, and 
rhe non-rerroreflected laser beam removes these atoms 
f r o s  the sample. The second detection zone monitors 
rhe f=3  population by collecting fluorescence with both 
F==4 to F'=5 resonant light and F=3 to F'=4 repumping 
ligh: present. The signals are collected, background 
leveis are subtracted from each signal, and the F=4 
signal is normalized by the sum of the F=3 and F=4 
signds. 

Y4-e run the fountain with a total cycle time 
behveen 1.1 and 1.9 seconds. 

3. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows a microwave Ramsey 
rescnance pattern from our fountain. The local 
osci:lator is an active hydrogen maser from our clock 
ensemble. The microwave frequency chain is locked to 
a 1 O? MHz output of the maser. 

The signal to noise at the fringe half height 
poicts is roughly 40, while the signal to noise at the 
fringe peaks is 140, indicating that ure are limited by 
techical  and not shot noise. One possible cause of this 
nois: is the long run (approximately 100 meters) of 
cab]? beween the maser and our frequency chain. In 
the near future, we plan to move a maser to the same 
room as the atomic fountain. 

U'e have also collected data while sitting on 
one side or hopping between sides of the central 
microwave fringe. The transition probability can be 
easily converted to a fractional frequency measurement 
of the local oscillator. The local oscillator for this 
measurement was an active hydrogen maser from our 
timing ensemble. Figure 3 shows the Allen deviation 
fror, a typical data set. The maser is more stable than 
the fountain on all time scales for this data set. 

.1W -50 0 M 1 W 
Frequency delunlng [Hz] 

Figure 2: Normalized microwave resonance 
pattern with no averaging. Cycle time is 1.4 
seconds and the FWHM fringe width is 0.95 Hz. 
Lines connect data points only. 

Because the maser is also monitored by our 
measurement systems, we can reference our frequency 
measurement of the maser to any other clock or average 
within our ensemble. This will also allow us to easily 
reference the long term stability of our fountain to any 
other time scale, such as TAI or local realizations of 
UTC, that we monitor with our time transfer efforts. 

Figure 3: Stability of the fountain measured 
relative to an active hydrogen maser. The solid 
line is ~ o - ' ~ T - ' ~  and is intended for reference 
only. 

5. OPERATIONAL POSSIBILITIES 

We are considering several possible ways of 
running our fountain as a continuous clock. The first is 
to directly steer a high quality quartz crystal. The short 
term stability of our best crystal will require us to close 
our steering control loop in 2 to 4 seconds. The steering 
interval also sets the time scale over which the fountain 
can be allowed to not steer the local oscillator. 

We are planning on a using a different method 
of producing a steered, continuous output that employs 
an active hydrogen maser as a local oscillator. This 
would allow a steering time of roughly one hour for the 



class of masers at our disposal. The steered output 
would be monitored by our local measurement systems 
and would be introduced into our timescales in an 
identical manner to all other classes of clocks at the 
USNO. We anticipate that with our expected fountain 
performance and the measured drift rates of the masers 
in our ensemble, that the fountain should be steering out 
the maser drift starting at 1 to 20 days. The longer 
steering interval greatly reduces the stress on the 
operating duty cycle of the underlying atomic fountain 
at the addition of considerable cost for the maser and 
steering generator. In addition, the medium term 
stability of the unsteered maser is much better than that 
of an unsteered crystal. 

It is our intention to build one more research 
device with rubidium atoms and to then produce up to 
five atomic fountains for operational use at the USNO 
and our alternate master clock facility in Colorado. We 
will use rubidium-based devices due to the dramatically 
smaller cold collision frequency shift [3]. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, we have observed reasonably high signal 
to noise microwave fringes in our atomic fountain. We 
have presented preliminary stability measurements of 
the device relative to an active hydrogen maser from our 
clock ensemble and outlined potential strategies for 
moving this class of device into continuous operation at 
the USNO. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) is a 
scientific project of the European Space Agency (ESA) 
on-board the future International Space Station (ISS). It 
consists mainly in two atomic frequency standards, a 
Space Hydrogen Maser (SHM) and a cold atom cesium 
clock called "PHARAO (for "Projet d'horloge 
atomique a refroidissement d'atomes en orbite"). 
Optical and Microwave links to Earth clocks will also be 
included into ACES. 

The low ISS orbit at a nominal altitude of 450 km 
produces a nominal average rotation period around the 
Earth of 5610 s. As a baseline, the duration of each pass 
over an Earth station is assumed to be 350 s. After a few 
consecutive passes, the ISS will remain invisible from 
that Earth station before the next pass, which will start 
after a complete rotation of the ensemble [ISS + Earth] 
in an Earth reference system. Each session will be 
separated from the next one by a changing dead time 
much larger than the session itself. This situation calls 
for a specific processing strategy of the future data. 

The first step is a gathering of the measurements 
based on their respective durations or analysis periods: 
Short Term Data (one continuous pass), Middle Term 
Data (a few consecutive passes separated only by one 
ISS rotation), or Long Term Data (one day or more). As 
a second step, assuming different phase noise 
modulations issued from the comparison mean, a 
spectral density analysis or an Allan variance analysis is 
proposed on the Short Term Data, taking into account 
the dead times or other effects when necessary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) [ l ]  is 
a scientific project of the European Space Agency 
(ESA) on-board the future International Space Station 
(ISS). It consists mainly in two atomic standards, a 
Space Hydrogen Maser (SHM) [2] and a cold atom 
cesium clock called "PHARAO" (for "Projet d'horloge 
atomique a refroidissement d'atomes en orbite") [3]. 
The means to compare these clocks to any clock on the 
Earth will also be included: a Time Transfer by Laser 
Link (T2L2) [4], and a Microwave Link (MWL) [5]. 

The low ISS orbit at a nominal altitude of 450 km 
will be one of the major issues for the frequency 
comparisons between the ACES clocks and any Earth 
clock. The ISS nominal average rotation period around 
the Earth is 5610 s, about 93.5 min, and, as a baseline, 
the duration of each pass over an Earth station is 
assumed to be 350 s. Moreover, it is expected that after 
a few consecutive passes the ISS will remain invisible 
from that Earth station for about one day before the next 
pass, which will start after a complete rotation of the 
ensemble [ISS + Earth] in an Earth reference system. 
Each session where a frequency comparison between an 
ACES clock and an Earth clock could be achieved 
following the outstanding MWL requirements [5] will 
be separated from the next one by a changing dead time 
much larger than the session itself. This situation calls 
for a specific processing strategy, which is described in 
this first approach report. 

The following lines are based on the input that the 
measurements will rely on phase difference readings. It 
is assumed that the Noise Modulation brought by the 
MWL in the clock comparisons will be limited to either 
a Whte Phase Noise, either a Flicker Phase Noise, or a 
Random Walk Phase Noise. There could be some 
periodic terms appearing in the phase measurements. It 
is assumed that no ambiguity compensations are needed. 

The first step is a data gathering based on their 
respective analysis periods: over each continuous pass, 
over a few consecutive passes separated only by one ISS 
rotation period, or over one day or more. As a second 
step, assuming the phase noise modulations issued from 
the comparison mean, a spectral density analysis or an 
Allan variance analysis is proposed on the Short Term 
Data, taking into account the dead times or other effects 
when necessary. 

2. DATA GATHERlNG 

Following the ISS orbit considerations, the first step 
of any processing will be a gathering of the 
measurements based on their respective durations or 
analysis periods. Therefore, the data are separated into 
three different domains, or three different groups. 

The first group of data is limited to each single 
session duration without any dead times due to the ISS 



orbit. These data are phase differences between the 
system [MWL + clock] on-board and the system [MWL 
+ clock] on the Earth, measured during each ISS pass 
over the same Earth station on a continuous basis. The 
sampling period is called zo. The total duration of each 
session is called dfSs. This first group is referred to as 
"Short Term Data". 

Figure 1. Time diagram of the Middle Term Data. 

The second group of data is made by gathering a few 
consecutive sets of data of the first group. Here the word 
"consecutive" means separated by only one rotation 
period of the ISS. Each consecutive session is assumed 
to be of equal duration dlss. The starting date of two 
consecutive sessions is supposed to be separated by 
exactly one ISS orbit duration Tlss, assumed to remain 
constant over the analysis period. Therefore, the dead 
time between two consecutive sessions is simply equal 
to Tlss - dIss. The figure 1 shows such a set of "Middle 
Term Data". It could be assumed TIss = 16 x dlss . 

,, Middle Term Data \, 

Time 

F i w e  2. Time diagram of the Long Term Data. 

The third group of data is obtained from the Middle 
Term Data as it is shown on the figure 2. It could appear 
as a new sampling of the phase or frequency deviations 
by a long term analysis period DpSS + Earth]. One 
"average" phase or frequency difference value is set at a 
"middle" date of each sequence of consecutive ISS 
passes, separated by one complete rotation of the 
ensemble [ISS + Earth] in the Earth reference frame. 
The words "average" and "middle date" are depending 
on the noise modulation affecting the "Long Term Data" 
over the considered analysis period. 

3. SHORT TERM DATA PROCESSING 

The n phase differences are given as an ensemble 
= x(ti), for i = 1, .. ., n, affected each by a phase noise 
modulation oxi(zo). The analysis is carried on a period z 
= (n - 1) x 70, where T i dIss The variance analysis is 
based on the noise modulation assumptions. Assuming a 

noise degradation of 20 % due to the MWL in the clock 
readings, the Short Term Data requirements are [5]: 

ox(z = 350 s) 10 .3  ps (1) 
o,(T= 350 s) 1 2 . 1  x (2) 

3.1. White Phase Noise Modulation. 
Assuming a White Phase Noise Modulation over the 

entire Short Term Data set, the phase noise modulation 
associated with each sample xi has the same value: 
oxi(zo) = ox(to). In this case, it can be shown that the best 
average frequency estimate is given by the weighted 
mean square linear regression over the phase difference 
ensemble [ 6 ] .  The average frequency deviation y(7) is 
then given for z = (n - 1) x zo by: - - 

where K, is a function of n given by: 

Kn = 
12 

(n+l)xnx(n-I)  
(4) 

The variance o;(z = (n - 1) x zo) associated to this 
average frequency deviation y(z) is obtained as: 

The White Phase Noise Modulation could be 
considered as being averaged out when this variance 
fulfils the requirements (2) for z = 350 s. 

It is very easy to show that the average frequency 
estimate would be less precise by simply integrating 
between the first and the last phase differences of the 
ensemble. In this case the variance of the average would 
be given by: 

These variances in (5) and (6 )  are equal for a number of 
samples n which are solving the equation: 

(n-2)x(n-3)=0 (7) 
For n = 2, there is one single straight line between two 
points. For n = 3, the average slope between the samples 
is the same, only the origins of the straight lines are 
different. As soon as n > 3, the weighted mean square 
average is a more precise estimation. 

3.2. Flicker Phase Noise Modulation. 
In the presence of a Flicker Phase Noise Modulation, 

the Time variance o,2(2) is characterized on a bi- 
logarithmic diagram by a slope 0 which does not depend 
on the analysis period. It means that averaging over the 
set will not improve the precision, given by: 

ox ( r  = ( n - ~ ) x ~ ~ ) = o , ( z ~ )  (8) 

3.3. White and Flicker Phase Noise Modulations. 
It could happen that both phase noises would 

modulate the phase differences. In the usual case of the 



power law model, the White Phase Noise would 
modulate up to an analysis period z I 71, with t, = p x 
.so, immediately followed by the Flicker Phase Noise 
Modulation for the longer analysis periods z 2 z,, as it is 
shown on the figure 3. 

Ox(z)f White Phase Noise 
Modulation 

Firmre 3. Time Standard Deviation in the case of a 
White Phase and a Flicker Phase Noise Modulation. 

~ ~ ( 7 0 )  . . . . 
.." 

In this case, what is recommended is to compute the 
average frequency over the ensemble of phase 
differences by a weighted mean square linear regression. 
However, the computation of the variance following the 
equation (3) has to be limited to the analysis period over 
which the White Phase Noise Modulation is 
preponderant, which means for z = zl, or in other words 
for a function K,, instead of K, in (4), given by: 

Flicker Phase Noise 
, . . \. 4 Modulation 
... : ....................... 

b 

3.4. Random Walk Phase Noise Modulation. 
It happens from the definition of the instantaneous 

phase deviation x(t) and frequency deviation y(t) that a 
Random Walk Phase Modulation affecting the phase 
differences is equivalent to a White Frequency Noise 
Modulation affecting the frequency. However, a White 
Frequency Noise Modulation is very close to what is 
expected from the SHM, or even from PHARAO over 
an analysis period corresponding to one single pass [ 5 ] .  
It means that a Random Walk Phase Noise Modulation 
could not be averaged out if the level of noise is not 
lower than the anticipated clock noise. The best estimate 
of the average frequency is given by the simple 
frequency mean, affected by a noise given by the usual 
Two-sample or Allan variance (AVAR) computed with 
overlapping estimates for 7 = m x zo [7]: 

where KID is equal to: 

3.5. A periodic signal in the phase deviation x(t). 
If a periodic signal of period To = l/fo appears in the 

measurements, its signature will decrease the precision. 

Such a signal can be described in the instantaneous 
fractional frequency deviation by: 

v( t )=axsin(2xzx f0 xt) (12) 
For a signal at a reference frequency v, this periodic 
term appears in the instantaneous phase deviation as: 

a 
x(t) = - xsin(2xzx f0 xt)  

2 x z x v  (13) 

The Power Spectral Density of such a signal is then [a]: - 
a 

s x ( f  )= d f  - f o )  
2x(2xzxv)2  

(14) 

From this, the Time variance is computed by [9, 101: 

One obtains for the Time variance: (16) 

This finction of the variable 7 reaches its first maximum 
for a value u~ defined by the equation: 

tan(uM ) = 3 x u~ (17) 
from where comes the analysis period z~ corresponding 
to this first maximum: 

UM = z x  ~ O X Z M  (18) 

The amplitude of this first maximum is given by: (19) 

Ficrure 4. The plot of the function g(u) given by (20). 

The variance (19) computed with the ACES 
parameters will show the noise limit allowed to any 
periodic term when compared to the requirements (1). 
Each following maximum appears as a bump on the 
Time Standard Deviation plot, for each analysis period 
given by (2k+l)To/2, but decreasing fast in amplitude as 
the analysis period increases. In the figure 4 is proposed 



for u varying from 0 to 10 the plot of the function g(u) 
given by: 

sin ( u )  
= - 

U 
2 

One can see that the second maximum is already ten 
times lower than the first one. A graphical resolution 
gives as first maximum: UM = 1.3242. 

4. HOW TO DETERMINE THE NOISE 
MODULATING THE SHORT TERM DATA 

All the developments made in the chapter 3 are 
based on the preliminary knowledge of the noise 
modulation. But when computing an Allan variance, the 
last possible term is for an analysis period roughly equal 
to half the interval duration (see (10)). For determining 
the preponderant noise modulation over the whole Short 
Term Data set, it is possible to join a few consecutive 
sessions together, and to take into account the effect of 
the dead times through Bias Functions. The use of the 
Total Time Variance (Total TVAR) to improve the 
confidence intervals on the computed values could help 
to discriminate between the noise modulations. 

4.1. The Bias Functions. 
Allan and Barnes have proposed to use three Bias 

Functions [ l l ] .  The two-sample variance 02(2, p, T, z) 
of p consecutive grouped sessions, separated by dead 
times T - z, can be corrected with the dead times 
collected at the end of the time interval, by: 

where r = T / z, and p is the exponent of the power law 
model zp of the variance. To determine p, an other Bias 
Function based on the ratio between the N-sample 
variance and the two-sample variance, is given by: 

The Bias Functions B,, B2 and B3 are tabulated in [ l l ]  
for the usual noise modulations of the power-law model. 

Vanier and Audouin, quoting Lesage, have also 
proposed one Bias Function 1121 which allows to relate 
the Allan Deviation of p consecutive sessions cry,& x z), 
separated by dead times T - z, to the Allan Deviation of 
the joined consecutive sessions with all the dead times 
collected to the end of the time interval oy(p x z): 

Note that this definition is based on standard deviations, 
and not on variances. B(p, T, z) is tabulated in [12] for 
the usual noise modulations of the power-law model. 

4.2. The Total Time Variance. 

The Total variance approach has been developed for 
increasing the confidence of the estimation of the 
AVAR, particularly for large analysis periods [13]. This 
method is based on an extension of the original data 
sequence called the mirror-reflection, which increases 
the equivalent degrees of freedom (edf) of each AVAR 
estimate. However, Total AVAR is not suitable for the 
Phase Noise Modulations analysis. 

This approach was generalized to the Time variance, 
the Total TVAR [I41 and to the Modified Allan 
variance, the Total MVAR [15]. These variances are 
specially designed for estimating the level of the Phase 
Noise Modulations. 

By using Total TVAR, the edf of the estimates near 
the longest analysis periods, limited to half the total 
duration of the data sequence (see (lo)), increases by a 
factor between 2 and 4 with respect to the classical 
TVAR. Since the edf are defined as : 

2 x ~ e a n [ e s t i m a t e ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  
edf = 

~ar iance[es t imate~VA~]  
the confidence interval over each Total variance 
estimate is reduced from 70% to 50% relatively to the 
classical variance estimate. Thus, the noise levels are 
more precisely determined and the use of Total TVAR 
over a sequence of duration T is equivalent to the use of 
classical TVAR over a sequence of duration 2T. 

5. MIDDLE TERM DATA PROCESSING 

The processing of the Middle Term Data will differ 
depending if the noise of the link would be averaged out 
or not at the end of the Short Term Data processing. 

5.1. The noise of the link is alreadv averaged out. 
In this case, the computation of the Short Term Data 

leads to the average clock frequency difference, which is 
anticipated in ACES to exhibit a White Frequency Noise 
Modulation. Therefore, the influence of the dead times 
or of the sampling can be completely neglected in the 
computation of the related Allan Variance. The Middle 
Term Data processing is reduced to a simple mean of 
the average frequency differences. 

5.2. The noise of the link cannot be averaped out. 
In the case the MWL would not satisfy the short term 

requirements (1) or (2), there will still remain some 
Phase Noise Modulation in the average short term 
frequency differences. The time distribution of the 
measurements could lead to a Tlss-sampling aliasing 
effect on the Power Spectral Density, written as: 

where Sy(f) is the Power Spectral Density of the 
measurements, and SyLMr1(f) is the Power Spectral 
Density of the Middle Term Data. The high cut-off 
frequency for this signal is 1 / dlss . 



As it is well known, such a T-sampling effect may, 
for analysis periods long enough, which means for 
frequencies low enough, lead to a constant value 
depending on dlss and TIss In other words, the sampling 
may lead to a White Frequency Noise Modulation in the 
average frequency differences. What remains to be 
computed is the level of this Noise Modulation. This 
should lead to a comprehensive study of the Long Term 
frequency comparisons between the ACES clock and 
any Earth clock. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The outstanding requirements of ACES, in direct 
relationship with the ISS low orbit, are calling for a 
specific fine processing of the hture measurements. 
Some of the numerous options are presented here. 

What is already clear is that the Short Term Data 
processing will be based on the knowledge of the 
preponderant Phase Noise Modulation. Assuming that, 
the average frequency difference will be most of the 
time given by a weighted mean square linear regression. 
The associated Standard deviation will however look 
different depending on the noise modulation. The 
detailed computation includes the limits produced by a 
periodic term in the phase measurements. 

The potential complexity of the Middle Term Data 
processing will rely on the results of the Short Term 
Data processing. Either the noise of the MWL can be 
averaged out, and the processing is reduced to a simple 
mean of the frequency differences affected by a White 
Frequency Noise Modulation, or the noise of the MWL 
cannot be averaged out. In this case, what could be 
anticipated is that the dead times, much larger than the 
measurement session durations, would produce aliasing 
in the Power Spectral Density. This still remains to be 
investigated more deeply. 

The Long Term Data processing will merely be 
considered as a new sampling of frequency differences. 
This too requires some more investigations before the 
start of the ACES flight scheduled today for 2005. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report on an accurate phase-locked 3:l division 
of a 843.06 nm optical frequency. The divider is 
achieved by using a continuous-wave, diode laser 
pumped, doubly resonant optical parametric 
oscillators (DRO) ( 3 w 2 a + a ) ,  based on 
periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN). The idler 
output (Ai=2.53 pm) from the DRO is externally 
frequency doubled and the resulting beat note with 
the signal wave (4=1.26 pm), used to phase-lock 
the divider. A fractional frequency stability of 2x 10- 
" of the division process has been achieved for 100 s 
integration time. The technique developed in this 
work can be generalized to the accurate phase and 
frequency control of any cw optical parametric 
oscillators. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past, optical frequency measurement were 
performed with harmonic frequency chains, which 
create successive harmonics from a primary 
frequency standard. A new generation of optical 
frequency measurement chains, much more flexible 
is under development. It combines the measurement 
of frequency intervals and the use of broad 
frequency combs, provided, for example by a 4 
stabilized high repetition rate femtosecond laser [I]. 
Recently, a difference frequency in the near infra- 
red, with a frequency gap as large as 100 THz has 
been bridged up with a wide-span femtosecond 
Ti:Sa laser comb generator [2]. Provided we are able 
to measure, in the optical spectrum, an interval 
between a,, and as,+ast/n (obtained by sum 
frequency generation in a non linear crystal) by an 
optical comb generator, we also measure a,,. Thus, 
the use of an optical division by n can considerably 
reduce the span required by the comb generator, and 
at the same time, reduces the (I noise requirement of 
the comb generator by n2. 

Continuous-wave optical parametric oscillators, 
are promising optical frequency dividers. Divide-by- 
two cw OPO's have been demonstrated [3,4]. For 
by-three division based on OPOs there are two 
methods. The first one makes use of an all-optical 
self phase-locking of the subharmonics to the exact 
3:l frequency ratio, by inducing their mutual 

injection locking via cascaded OPOlsecond 
harmonic generation interactions [5]. In the second 
method, the idler wave must be externally fkequency 
doubled. Then the RF beat between the signal and 
the doubled-idler waves is used to phase lock the 
device to zero or to an RF reference frequency [6,7]. 
The advantage of these OPO-based dividers is that 
they require only a single pump laser source to 
produce the subharmonics. Furthermore, the 
coherent nature of the division process leads to 
subharmonic linewidths even narrower than the 
pump one. They are ultimately limited by the phase 
diffusion noise stemming from the spontaneous 
parametric fluorescence. We report here on an 
accurate phase-locked optical frequency divider of a 
diode laser operating in the range 840-850 nm. We 
show that even with a weak beat signal level (- 
5OdBm typically) and without a fast electro-optic 
cavity length actuator, it is possible to achieve a very 
high fractional stability and long-term operation of 
the divider. 

1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The doubly resonant optical parametric oscillator 
(DRO) is pumped by a master-oscillator power 
amplifier (MOPA) AlGaAs diode laser which is 
optically injected by a home-made AlGaAs 
extended-cavity diode laser in the Littrow 
configuration. The pump wavelength is /2,=843.06 
nm. Its frequency, monitored by a 500 MHz 
resolution wavemeter, can be tuned over -1.5 GHz. 
The available power at the DRO input is 0.4 W. The 
nearly spherical DRO cavity consists of two highly 
reflective (at the signal and idler wavelengths) ZnSe 
mirrors. Their radius-of-curvature is R=50 rnm and 
the cavity length L=106 mm. The cavity length can 
be tuned using a 20-mm long piezoelectric 
transducer (PZT), separated into two sections (314 
and 114 of the length) that can be independently 
driven. A multi-grating periodically poled lithium 
niobate (OPO-PPLN) is the non linear crystal used 
to performed the 3 ~ ( 2 a 5 3 ) + ( a r  6) interaction. 
The 6 quantity ( 6 ~ ~ 0 )  represents the small radio- 
frequency mismatch from perfect division ratio. The 
19-mm long (aperture 0 . 5 ~ 1 1  mm2) PPLN crystal 
has eight different poling periods (A) ranging from 
A=22.4 pm to 23.1 pm. The experimental set-up is 
sketched Fig. 1. The oscillations threshold is 15 m W, 



which is comparable of the one reported by Lindsay 
et al. [8] for similar wavelengths. To increase the 
output coupling efficiency, limited to 200 pW of 
idler output power, we have inserted inside the DRO 
cavity a CaF2 Brewster plate. This yields an 
oscillation threshold increase, up to 65 mW. The 
available idler power to generate the second 
harmonic (SHG) of this wave is 3 mW, and the 
signal power 6 mW. We perform the SHG, outside 
the OPO cavity, in a second periodically poled 
lithium niobate sample (SHG-PPLN), having two 
different grating periods (34 pm and 35 pm). For 
both OPO and SHG interactions, the three waves are 
extraordinary polarized. The signal (2af6) and the 
doubled-idler ( 2 ~ 2 6 )  waves are mixed on a 7- GHz 
bandwidth avalanche photodiode. The resulting 36 
beat frequency signal is used to control the division 
ratio of the DRO. 

Sidelock 
servo 

idler 

j 20+6 

avalanche @ bcamJ, ), 
photodiode splitter 

Fig. 1. Type I [(3a+(2&6)+(a36),6<<a)] phase- 
locked DRO experimental set-up. FI : -40dB 
Faraday isolator, PBS : polarizing beamsplitter, 
LWP : long wave pass filter, CFP : confocal Fabry- 

Perot. The @ symbol refers to the beam polarization. 
The three interacting waves are extraordinary 
polarized (in the vertital plane of the figure). The 
fast photodiode detects the 36 frequency beatnote 
between the signal (2ak6) and the doubled idler 
(20~26) .  The CaF2 plate is almost at Brewster angle 
(0.1% reflection). The operating temperature is 
105OC with the A=22.9 pm grating for the OPO- 
PPLN, and 70°C with the A=35 pm grating for the 
SHG-PPLN. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DIFFICULTIES 

2.1 Mode   air selection and beatnote detection 
Since the thickness of the OPO-PPLN is only 500 
pm, to overcome diffraction losses, the OPO cavity 
is a nearly spherical resonator. Furthermore, the 
dispersion of the extraordinary index of refraction of 
lithium niobate from 2.53 pm to 1.26 pm is weak. 
This yields a signal and idler free spectral ranges of 
about 1.15 GHz, differing by only 1 or 2 MHz. Thus, 
this oscillator behaves as a type-I degenerate DRO. 
Frequent axial mode hops (a few GHz away) and 

cluster hops (a few tens of GHz) occur. The 
selection of the appropriate mode-pair (ie those 
giving a 36 frequency beat within the photodiode 
bandwidth) is rather difficult to achieve since more 
than 700 signal-idler mode pairs can experience 
similar gain within a cluster, for this cavity 
configuration. 

A standard side-of-fringe (sidelock) servo is 
first implemented. The error signal of this servo loop 
is built by comparing the signal wave power 
detected by an InAs photodiode to a reference 
voltage. It is then integrated and feeds back to the 
largest section (314 of the length) of the PZT 
transducer. The sidelock servo acts as a hybrid 
frequencyiintensity servo : under negligible pump 
frequency fluctuations, it maintains a constant cavity 
frequency detuning of the signal wave, by correcting 
OPO cavity length perturbations, while under pump 
intensity fluctuations, it updates the signal detuning 
so as to keep the intracavity power constant. 

Thanks to this sidelock servo, the DRO 
fortunately oscillates on a single mode pair during 5- 
15 minutes, which leaves enough time to proceed to 
the phase-locking. The mode pair selection is the 
first experimental difficulty we have to overcome. 
Fine tuning of the OPO-PPLN temperature and of 
the sidelock reference voltage have to be repetitively 
processed until a beat signal in the frequency range 
200 MHz-5 GHz is detected. This beat note is mixed 
with a microwave syntesizer and down converted to 
100 MHz. 

I I 1 ' 1 :  I j 
988.9 MHz Hz 

bRB '422 kHz UB 1.00 HHz 

Fig. 2. The 36 free running beatnote betwekn the 
doubled-idler ( 2 0 ~ 2 6 )  and the signal ( 2 ~ 6 )  at 
902.4MHz with a lOOMHz span and a 422kHz 
resolution bandwith. The center is at 900MHz. The 
vertical scale is 1 OdB1div. 

A typical detected beat note is shown on Fig. 2. 
Its signal-to-noise ratio is 30 dB in a 100 H z  
resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer. The 
beat signal frequency drift is less than 1 MHz per 
minute and its jitter, mainly caused by acoustic 
perturbations, less than 400 kHz. 

2.2 Beat note regeneration bv use of a tracking VCO 



The second experimental difficulty is a low beat 
note signal-to-noise ratio which prevents a direct 
accurate frequency counting. To solve it, a tracking 
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is phase locked 
to the beat note. This servo loop is denoted the 
tracking loop. Since the beat note amplitude noise is 
rejected and its phase noise filtered by this loop 
bandwidth, the signal-to-noise ratio of the beat 
signal at the VCO output is much higher than that of 
the input beat signal. Thus, division and counting 
without any false triggering of this beat note is 
practicable. A 1.15 MHz bandwidth is achieved for 
this loop. 

2.3 Phase lock bandwidth limitation 
The third experimental difficulty, and the less easy 
to solve, is to replace the sidelock servo by a phase 
lock, using the single PZT transducer, given the 
quite different nature of the information carried by 
their respective error signals. Furthermore, the 
mechanical resonance of the PZT will ultimately 
limit the loop bandwidth to a few kHz. Despite all 
these intensive difficulties, we shall demonstrate in 
the next section that is possible to control the 
relative phase and frequency of the DRO output 
waves to a high stability level, by use of an 
intricated electronic phaseifrequency loop. 

3. THE PHASE-COHERENT 3:l FREQUENCY 
DIVIDER 

The phase-coherent 3:l frequency divider is 
performed in two steps. First, we control the beat 
note frequency, and then its phase. Fig. 3 represents 
the whole developed phase-locking set-up, made of 
5 overlapping loops 

Fig. 3. The whole phase-lock loop. PPLN, 
periodically poled lithium niobate; PZT, 
piezoelectric transducer; SHG, second harmonic 
generation; BS, beam splitter; DBM, double- 
balanced mixer; VCO, 100 MHz voltage-controlled 
oscillator; PD, InAs photodiode. 

3.1 Freauencv locking the divider 
In first step toward the phase-locked divider, 

we pre-stabilize the beat note, by reducing its 
frequency fluctuations. This is achieved using a 
frequency lock, which will take over the sidelock. 
The varicap voltage of the VCO, which carries the 
beat frequency fluctuations, is summed to the 
sidelock error signal. The gain of the frequency loop 
is progressively increased, and when this loop is 
stable enough, the sidelock loop is disabled, thus, 
avoiding a long term conflict between these two 
servo loops acting on the same physical quantity 
(cavity length). The DRO tendency to mode hop is 
then reduced. 

In Fig. 4 we have plotted the Allan standard 
deviation deviation o,(.r) of the DRO, under sidelock 
(upper curve) and frequency lock (lower curve). The 
quantity y is the ratio between the mean value of 6, 
and the idler frequency v,=118.6 THz. The 
integration time is z. 

t " '  I j 
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Fig. 4. Allan standard deviation of the 3:l divider 
frequency noise, relative to the idler frequency under 
sidelock (circles) and.frequency lock (triangles). 

Under frequency lock, the beat fluctuations are 
reduced to the kHz level, in comparison to a few 
hundreds of Miz under sidelock. 

3.2 Phase-locking the divider 
In a second step, the phase control of the 

divider is performed. The 100 MHz signal at the 
VCO output is divided by 128, using a digital 
division circuit. A triangular response phase 
detector, compares the phase of this divided beat 
note with a 781 kHz reference synthesizer. In this 
set-up, each synthesizer and the frequency counter 
are synchronized to an H-maser, whose frequency 
stability is for one day integration time. By- 
128 division of the beat note, yields a reduced phase 
lock loop bandwidth, since the phase error signal has 
an 128.n peak-to-peak dynamic range. 

We have first unsuccessfully tried to phase lock 
the OPO divider by directly acting on the PZT 
transducer. Actually, the same transducer is used to 
correct the derivative of the phase (information 
obtained via the frequency loop) and the phase 



difference (information from the phase loop). Signs 
of the two corrections are not necessarily the same, 
and so, both information conflict. 

To implement a stable phase-locking, the 
correction signal must be applied to the VCO 
varicap voltage. This is the phase loop sketched in 
Fig. 3. The phase correction signal is built by 
filtering the phase error signal in a first order loop 
filter. As the frequency loop and the phase loop are 
overlapping via the VCO, gains of these both locks 
are optimized by minimizing, at low frequencies, the 
4 noise level, measured using a FFT spectrum 
analyzer. 

In a final step, a proportional phase loop is 
added. A small part of the phase error signal is 
proportionally amplified and directly feeds back the 
small part of PZT (114 of the length). The goal of 
this last loop is to increase the bandwidth of the 
whole phase locking set-up. However, as the gain of 
this loop needs to remain small to avoid conflicts 
with the frequency loop (both servos act on the same 
physical quantity), it reduces only a little bit the 
phase noise. 

This phase-frequency lock loop is extremely 
robust and can tolerate very large frequency jumps. 
When the phase goes out of lock, the frequency lock 
shortens 100 times the recapture delay of the phase 
loop. The device can remain phase-locked for up to 
one hour, and the 36 beat frequency is stabilized to 
the mHz level for 100s integration time. Fig. 5 
represents the excess phase noise of the OPO 
divider, compared to an ideal divider. A perfect by-n 
divider reduces the input signal phase noise spectral 
density by a factor n2. This spectrum shows the 
numerous mechanical frequency resonances of the 
device. 

lock loop gain to observe a coherent beat signal We 
deduced from Fig. 5, from a numerical integration, a 
1.2 rd2 total phase noise at the idler frequency (30% 
of the energy in a narrow coherent peak). Without 
the by-128 division, the residual phase noise exceeds 
the phase detector dynamic range. Phase-locking the 
device is then impossible. The achieved phase lock 
bandwidth is about 10 kHz. The obtained 3 6  beat 
note linewidth is -3 kHz. 

The corresponding measured Allan 
standard deviation of the 3: 1 optical divider noise, is 
plotted in Fig. 6. It is o , ( t )=2~10~ '~ / t .  This is the 
expected white phase noise behavior which 
demonstrates that no cycle slip occurs during the 
measurement. 

Fig. 6. Left axe : Allan standard deviation of the 3:l 
divider frequency noise, measured at the idler 
frequency, as a function of the integration time. 
Right axe : absolute Allan standard deviation. 

3.4 Model of the phase-lock loop 
This experimental phase locking loop has been 

modelized. The transfer function of the whole closed 
loop is expressed in equation 1. 

The phase noise of the locked divider ( @  (s)) 
depends of the phase of the free beatnote 
( re,,, >,(a) 1, of the free VCO ( @ ,,?, ,, (8) ) and of the 
reference synthesizer ( @,,,,.(s) ). The quantity s is 

fvw the defined by s = j27r.f , where f is the Fourier 
frequency. 

Fig. 5. Phase noise spectrum of the phase-locked 
divider, measured using a FFT spectrum analyzer for The fifth order transfer functions H,,,,(s) and 

the 6 freauencv beat note. H,,~,(S), respectively describe the divider behavior, 
A .  

with noise source stemming from the OPO and the 
VCO. With such a phase-frequency servo, all types 

To observe a coherent beat signal, the total of noise are eliminated, even high amplitude noises, 
phase noise has to be less than 1 rd'. Because of the the frequency lock avoiding large phase jumps. 
limited bandwidth due to the PZT mechanical The Bode diagram of the fifth order transfer 
resonance, we can not increase enough the phase fhction HREF(s) is plotted in Fig.7. It represents the 



relation between the reference fluctuation (input) 
and the locked divider (output). For high frequencies 
(s-+w), HREF(s) +O. Fast reference fluctuations are 
not corrected by this loop. Because of the division 
by 128, the transfer h c t i o n  value for low 
frequencies is 42dB (201og(128)) instead of OdB. 
The locked divider phase follows, for long time 
operation, the reference phase. 

fkequemy ( rd s )  

Fig. 7. Bode diagram of the transfer function 
between the phase of the reference synthesizer 
(input) and the phase of the phase-locked beatnote 
(output). 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have realized an optical frequency divide- 
by-3 of 843 nm light, using a doubly resonant optical 
parametric oscillator. A relative optical divider 
frequency stability of ~ X I O - "  for 100 s integration 
time, at the idler wave is achieved, which highlights 
the potential resolution of parametric dividers. A 
shorter OPO cavity, allowed by a thicker PPLN 
chip, would solve the inconvenience linked to the 
delicate mode selectivity and make easier the 
beatnote selection. To hrther increase the stability 
of this 3: 1 divider, it is possible to insert an electro- 
optic modulator in the DRO cavity as a second 
transducer, which would overcome bandwidths 
limitations associated to the PZT mechanical 
resonances. This PPLN-DRO can also generates a 
comb of frequencies (913, 2q,/3, 9 ,  4/39,  5 q 3 ,  
2 9 )  from various non-phase matched or higher- 
order quasi-phasematched up-and-down conversion 
mixings that occur within the chip. Measuring any 
interval between these sidebands leads to a simple 
detection of all frequencies of the comb. Compared 
with conventional methods, it could reduce by one 
third the required span of high repetition rate 
femtosecond laser. 
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ABSTRACT 

We propose a new method to measure the absolute 
frequency of '27~2-stabilized Nd:YAG laser at 
563.2 THzI532 nrn based on the frequency combination 
of two well known optical frequency standards 
C02/Os04 at 29.1 THzIl0.3 pn and LDIRb at 
385.3 THz1778 nm, previously measured against 
primary cesium clock at the BNM-LPTF [ l ,  21. We use 
two intermediate laser diodes operating in the near- 
infrared at 281 THz11.067 pn (LDI) and 
192.6 THz11.556 pm (LD2) linked to the previous OFS. 
In this paper, we report our preliminary results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several atomic and molecular radiations 
recommended by the Consultative Committee of Length 
(CCL) since the 17 '~  Conference Generale des Poids et 
Mesures, have been measured with respect to a well 
known Os04 frequency reference used to stabilize the 
C02 laser in the 10 pn spectral range: CH4 at 3.39 pm 
[3], Rb at 778 nm [2], I2 at 633 nm [4] and H at 389 nm 
[5]. We propose to measure the absolute frequency of 
the R(56), 32-0, ale iodine transition at 532 nm, which is 
commonly used for the stabilization of frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG lasers. This radiation is also 
recommended by the Comite International des Poids et 
Mesures (CIPM) for the mise en pratique of the 
defmition of the meter. This particular line is very 
promising as an optical frequency standard owing to its 
intrinsic frequency stability and reproducibility [6]. 
Nevertheless, its absolute frequency is known with an 
uncertainty of 7 x 1 ~ "  as reported in [7]. 

Our measurement involves two OFS. The first 
operates at 29.1 THzIl0.3 bm and is based on a sealed 
b2 laser, frequency stabilized on an Oso4 molecular 
transition known with 1.3 x uncertainty [I]. The 
second at 385.3 THzI778 nm uses a laser diode 
frequency locked on a two photon transition in rubidium 
which is known with 2.5 x 10-I2 uncertainty [8]. The 
later will determine the ultimate accuracy of the 
measurement of the OFS at 563.2 THzl532 nm. Thus, 
we expect to improve this accuracy by more than one 
order of magnitude with respect to the previous 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The frequency synthesis chain set-up is shown in 
Fig. 1. We employ two compact laser diode sources. 
The first one is an a-DFB (angled-grating distributed 
feedback) laser diode (tunable from 1.063 to 1.067 pm) 
operating in this case at 1.067 pn. It delivers up to 
500 mW cw output power. The second is a laser diode 
operating at 1.556 pm with an output power of 20 mW. 
This later is frequency doubled using a Periodically 
Poled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) crystal in order to phase 
lock its frequency on the LDIRb OFS, which uses the 
5S1,2, Fg=3 - 5Dsi2, F,=5 two-photon transition in 8 5 ~ b  at 
778 nm as frequency reference. 

On the other hand, the LDl laser is phase locked 
on the '27~2-stabilized Nd:YAG laser standard 
(1.064 pn). The 61 1 GHz frequency gap between LD 1 
and the Nd:YAG reference, is bridged using an 
harmonic mixing in a Schottky diode with a far infrared 
laser itself phase-locked against H-maser. The final step 
consisting of a difference frequency generation (DFG) 
in a AgGaS2 crystal will be achieved in a very near 
future. The theoretical generated power is reported 
further in this paper. The issued radiation from this 
nonlinear mixing at 3.39 pm will be compared to the 
light delivered by a 2 m long He-Ne transfer laser. This 
laser is linked to the third harmonic of Os04 standard 
using a MIM diode [9]. Finally, the fi-equency in the 
green will be determined as 

where 6 is the algebraic sum of all frequency beat notes 
involved in our chain. 

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

3.1 Bridging the 61 1 GHz freauencv IJQ 

The two laser beams issued from LD1 and Nd:YAG 
laser (FWHM - 5 kHz) are carefully superimposed with 
the same polarization before focusing into the point 
contact Schottky diode [9]. The total power reaching the 
Schottky diode was 65 mW. An optical fiber was used 
in order to ensure a good mode-matching between the 
two laser beams illuminating the Schottky diode. The 
resulting beat note between the two laser sources 

measurements. exhibits a linewidth of less than 50 kHz 



Optical Frequency Standard Optical Frequency Standard 
'2712-stabilized Nd:YAG laser 

2 x v,,, = 563.2 THz v,,,,= 385.3 THz 

v,,, = 281.6 THz 
( I  .064 pm) (0.778 pm) 

Schottky I 

281 THz 
(1.067 pm) 

PPLN SHG O2 
To '2712-cell MIM Diode 

Optical Frequency Standard 
R(10) CO,/OsO, laser 

Fig. 1 Frequency synthesis chain set-up 

In order to test the harmonic mixing behavior of the 
Schottky diode in the 1.06 pm range, the LD1 frequency 
was varied. As a preliminary result, we have been able 
to observe beat notes corresponding to optical frequency 
differences with harmonics of a 10 GHz radiation. We 
report in Fig. 2 the behavior of the Schottky diode as a 
function of the lasers frequency difference for three 
harmonics of the microwave radiation (k=l, 2, 3). The 
point k=O corresponds to SNR of the beat note between 
the two lasers with the RF synthesizer off. 

Frequency difference (GHz) 
between two laser sources around 1.064 pm 

Fig. 2 SNR of beat note between the reference laser and 
DL1 for different harmonics of 10 GHzIl.5 dBm 
radiation versus frequency difference between lasers. 

The response of the Schottky diode at 1.064 p 
(1 pA/mW) was found nearly the same to the one 
observed at 850 nm (3 pNmW) [9 ] .  In this range, a 
large frequency difference (up to 1 THz) was already 
observed. These results show the feasibility of the 
measurement at 61 1 GHz. However, this mixing needs a 
operation temperature of LDI (1.067 pm) around 45 O C .  

In this situation, the lifetime of the laser diode is 
strongly reduced. So that, we will use the Schottky 
diode only when all other parts of the chain will be 
ready. On the other hand, in order to overcome this high 
temperature operation, we plan to develop an optical 
frequency comb generator [lo, 111 around 
1.55 pm, in order to bridge the 6 1 1 GHz frequency gap. 

3.2 SHG at 1.064 urn in KTP at room temperature 
An interesting aspect of the laser diode (LD1) is its 

large wavelength tunability from 1.063 to 1.067 pm 
associated to its narrow linewidth and to the high output 
laser power (up to 500 mW cw). It can be usefully used 
to observe the iodine transitions over 2 THz in the green 
region with a high level of resolution. This frequency 
span is inaccessible with conventional frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG lasers. For these reasons, we have 
developed a setup for the frequency doubling as shown 
in Fig. 3. 

112 
Cavity 

Servo-loop I 

Fig. 3 Experimental set-up for the frequency doubling 
with a KTP crystal at room temperature in a ring cavity. 
The harmonic light at 532 nm is sent into an iodine cell 
placed in a Fabry-Perot cavity. 



The LD1 laser is isolated from feedback using two 
successive 45 dB-Faraday isolators. The beam is then 
mode-matched to the fundamental TEM,, mode of the 
doubling cavity, by means of two lenses. Our doubling 
cavity is a conventional ring-cavity of 90 cm total 
length with two curved mirrors (M3, M4) of 77.5 mrn 
radius of curvature and two flat mirrors (Mi, M2). The 
mirrors are tilted with an angle equal to 6'. The used 
non-linear crystal for the frequency doubling operation 
is a 3 x 5 ~ 1 0  mm a-cut KTP crystal (8=90°) with two 
faces antireflection coated for low loss at both 
fundamental and harmonic wavelengths. The KTP 
crystal is placed between M3 and M4 at the position of 
the cavity waist wCav=32 pm. We note that this value is 
quite close to the optimum waist for second harmonic 
generation (26 pm for 10 mm KTP crystal) [12]. The 
two curved mirrors and the flat mirror M2 have coatings 
that are highly reflecting at 1.064 pm (2 99.9%) with 
high transmission at 532 nm (T4=98%). The available 
input coupler has 1.4% transmission at 1.064 pm. 

A servo-loop monitors the length of the cavity via a 
piezoelectric ceramic glued on M2 so that we keep the 
cavity at resonance with the laser frequency. The cavity 
length is modulated at 80 kHz and the servo-loop 
bandwidth is 4 kHz, limited by the ceramic intrinsic 
resonance. The green light is filtered to eliminate the 
residual fundamental light at 1.064 pm before sending it 
into an iodine cell. 

The type I1 non-critical phase matching in the ring 
cavity is achieved by means of a half-wave plate inside 
the cavity since it compensates the rotation of the 
polarization due to the birefringence of the crystal [13]. 
This use allows us to overcome high temperature 
operation, needed to achieve a non-critical phase 
matching in a ring cavity [14]. A second half-wave plate 
before the cavity is used both to set the polarization at 
the input to 45' and to optimize this polarization taking 
into account the depolarization induced by the input 
coupler. 

When the non-critical phase matching condition is 
hlfilled, we measure both the second harmonic output 
power P2, and the fundamental incident power P,. In 
Fig. 4, we display the harmonic output P2, as a function 
of the incident infrared power P, (Fig. 4a) and the 
dependence of the total conversion efficiency q of the 
doubling cavity on P, (Fig. 4b), 

where ~ S H G  is the single-pass conversion efficiency, 
p=l% represents the total round-trip loss and p = 66% is 
the fraction of input light effectively coupled to the 
fundamental mode of the cavity (mode matching). The 
theoretical curves in Fig. 4 are derived by solving the 
third degree equation (1). The single-pass conversion 
efficiency ~ S H G  of the crystal, which is set to the value 
vsHG'l .3 W-I, is the only adjustable parameter. The 

maximum second harmonic power generated by the 
doubling cavity is 119 mW for an input infrared power 
of 350 mW, corresponding to 34% conversion 
efficiency at room temperature. 

To perform the iodine molecular spectroscopy , the 
green light is sent into a second Fabry-Perot cavity 
placed around a 120 mm long iodine cell. This allows to 
use a well defined laser mode minimizing then the line 
broadening due to first order Doppler effect. We have 
used an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to isolate the 
doubling cavity from the iodine cavity and also to 
compensate the power drift at 532 nm due to thermal 
effects in the KTP crystal. Let us note that the iodine 
saturated absorption has not yet been observed because 
of a quite important jitter of LD1. This frequency noise 
is converted in amplitude noise by the two cavities. To 
reduce this jitter, we plan to frequency lock LD1 on a 
stable external cavity following the Pound-Drever 
technique. 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Fundam1 incident power P,, (mW) 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Fmdamntal hident power P,, (mW) 

Fig. 4 (a) Second harmonic power P2',, as a function of 
incident infrared power P,, (b) Conversion efficiency q 
as a function of infrared incident power. The solid curve 
is derived from equation (1). 

3.3 SHG at 1.556 ,m in a PPLN crvstal 
To frequency lock the laser diode 2 (LD2) on the 

two-photon Rubidium standard, we frequency double 
LD2 in a 19 mm long PPLN crystal (multi-grating 
period from 18.6 to 20.4 pm). The sample is heated at 
65 OC to achieve the optimum second harmonic 
conversion at 1.556 p. This temperature operation 
corresponds to a 19.0 pn period grating. In these 
conditions, we obtain 6 pW at 778 nrn with 20 mW 
input power on the crystal. A 1.5% I W single-pass 



conversion efficiency has thus been achieved. The 
output beam will be separated from the fundamental 
with a dichrolc beam-splitter and then compared to the 
Rubidium standard. 

3.4 DFG in a t p e  I1 cut AgGaS2 crystal 
The final step of this work is to generate the 

frequency difference between LD1 and LD2 using a 
' 15 rnm long type I1 cut AgGaS2 crystal. We will 

generate the 88 THz13.39 pm frequency radiation which 
will be linked to the third harmonic of our 
29.1 THzll0.3 pm Os04 standard via a 10 mW 
intermediate He-Ne laser. Our calculation result is 
presented in Fig. 6. It shows that with 200 mW at 
1.067 pm and 20 mW at 1.556 pm powers, we can 
generate up to 4 pW of 3.39 pm radiation. That suffices 
to realize a beat note with the 88 THz intermediate laser 
locked with respect to the third harmonic of the 

. C0210s04 optical frequency standard. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
LD2 power at 1.556 p (mW) 

Fig. 6 Calculated power at 3.39 pm as a function of 
LD2 power for different values of LDl power. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that a Schottky diode can be used 
to measure large frequency difference between two 
lasers at 1.06 pm. The SNR that we have obtained for 
an harmonic mixing up to 30 GHz is almost the same as 
the one observed in the 850 nm range where gaps of 
more than 1 THz have been spanned in previous works. 
The Schottky diode confers in a simple way a very large 
frequency tunability to the frequency synthesis chain. 
We have achieved SHG from 1064 to 532 nm in a KTP 
crystal at room temperature and from 1556 to 778 nm in 
a PPLN crystal with respectively output powers of 
119 mW (34% conversion efficiency) and of 6 pW 
(1.5%W single-pass conversion efficiency). In the near 
future, we will generate the frequency difference in a 
AgGaS2 crystal and compare it to the third harmonic of 
the Os04 standard. In the mean time, we plan to develop 
the experimental setup for iodine spectroscopy. As soon 
as LD1 will be frequency locked on iodine transition, 
we will be able to measure both the absolute frequency 

of any OFS around 563.2 THzl532 nm and the iodine 
transitions in 2 THz frequency range. This opens the 
way to a new investigation of iodine spectroscopy, up to 
now inaccessible with conventional frequency doubled 
Nd:YAG lasers. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present results for the stabilization of a DFB laser 
diode to Doppler-free lines of acetylene. The fast 
linewidth of an standard DFB-laser diode was reduced 
by optical feedback from a partially reflecting mirror 
which allows to lock its frequency to a narrow linwidth 
build-up resonator. The method of cavity-enhanced 
noise-immune molecular spectroscopy (NICE OHMS) is 
used to detect the the saturated absorption lines with 
high signal to noise ratio. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Optical frequency standards in the 1.5 pm region are 
of major interest for metrology in optical 
telecommunication systems. In this wavelength region a 
number of molecular overtone lines are available as 
references. Because of their ro-vibrational structure they 
provide a grid of lines that can be very useful for the 
calibration of measurement equipment. The small 
molecular dipole moment leads to small pressure shift 
(1.5 kHzPa) and broadening (230 kHz/Pa) and to a 
narrow natural linewidth Av - 1 kHz. With high- 
pressure cells Doppler broadened lines are easily 
detectable. However, the attainable accuracy is limited 
by the linewidth and by the pressure shift. For a 
fractional frequency acslnacy of better than lo-' 
Doppler-free spectroscopic methods have to be used. 

Because of the small transition matrix elements of 
these molecules, high laser. intensities are required to 
saturate these transitions. As the saturation power also 
increases with pressure and to limit pressure shifts, it is 
necessary to work at pressures of a few Pa, which leads 
to very small total absorption in the usual length of the 
absorben cells. One way to overcome both problems is 
to use an separate resonator for power build-up and to 
increase the effective absorption length. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

2.1 Diode - Laser 
We use a DFM-laser diode with a freemming line 

width of 10 MHz. This fast line width is reduced to 

below 100 kHz by optical feedback from a partially 
reflecting mirror (R=15%) at a distance of 100 mm from 
the laser's output facet. The laser can be tuned over a 
few GHz by translation of the feedback mirror with a 
piezoelectric transducer (PZT). To allow for the 
correction of fast frequency fluctuations, an AR-coated 
LiNb03 crystal (25mm x 5 mm x 10 mm) acting as 
phase modulator (EOM) is introduced in the optical 
feedback path. 

10 MHz 

I I 
detuning 

1 'ufk lock-In , error sign. 

Fig. 1 : Experimental setup. 

2.2 Build-ut, resonator 
The build-up resonator of length L = 290 mm contains 

an absorption cell filled with 1.3 Pa of acetylene 1 3 c z ~ 2 .  

The resonator length can be tuned and modulated by two 
separate PZTs. An intracavity cell with Brewster 
windows is used to prevent contamination and to allow 
for operation as a sealed system while still be able to 
tune the resonator length. With the cell included the 
finesse is F = 300 and approximately 85% of the 
incident power (3 mW) can be coupled in the cavity's 
fbndamental mode. 



2.3 Stabilization 
The laser is locked to the build-up resonator using the 

Pound-Drever-Hall method [I]. The laser frequency is 
frequency-modulated at 10 MHz using the EOM inside 
the feedback path with a modulation index M n 0.2. This 
modulation creates sidebands on the laser spectrum. 
When the light consisting of carrier and sideband is sent 
to the resonator, the carrier is coupled in while the 
sidebands are reflected with amplitude and phase nearly 
independent of the actual frequency offset between 
laser- and resonator frequency. However the amplitude 
and the phase of the carrier leaking from the cavity 
strongly depend on that detuning. Therefore in the 
reflected light any detuning of the laser frequency is 
transformed to an imbalance between the frequency 
components and subsequently to an amplitude 
modulation (AM). After phase sensitive detection, this 
AM leads to an error signal suitable for locking the laser 
to the resonator. After integration and filtering the signal 
is applied to the PZT (low frequency part) and to the 
EOM (high frequency part). 

3. SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD 

While the locking of the laser to the build-up resonator 
would already allow to observe molecular absorption by 
monitoring the transmission of the resonator while 
tuning its eigenfrequency across the line, the achievable 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is severely degraded by 
residual amplitude and frequency noise of the laser. The 
resonator's narrow fringe effectively transforms 
frequency fluctuations to amplitude noise that directly 
affects the absorption signal. In addition, low frequency 
laser amplitude noise and geometry fluctuations that 
affect the coupling efficiency degrade the SNR. FM 
methods widely applied for high-resolution spectroscopy 
are not easily applicable because of the discrete 
resonance frequencies of the build-up cavity. One way 
to improve the SN-ratio is the use of an FM-type 
spectroscopy, where the modulation frequency is chosen 
to match the free spectral range of the build-up 
resonator. There, the sidebands are also resonant with 
the cavity and can serve as references for the detection 
of the nonlinear phase shift of the carrier due to the 
molecular absorption. In addition, frequency 
fluctuations between laser and resonator lead in first 
order to the same phase shift for carrier and sideband 
and therefor no conversion from FM to AM takes place. 
This noise immune cavity enhanced overtone molecular 
spectroscopy (NICE-OHMS) [3] was first introduced by 
Ye et al. for the detection of weakly absorbing 
molecular overtone lines. 

In our setup we use a external EOM, driven by a stable 
frequency of approximately 520 MHz to generate the 
sidebands. The frequency was generated by a 
synthesizer and adjusted by minimizing the noise around 

the modulation frequency as observed with a rf spectnun 
analyser. The modulation-index was 0.6 leading to 8% 
of the total power in the optical sidebands. The 
transmission signal of the cavity was detected phase 
sensitively with a fast InGaAs photodetector, an 
amplifier and a double-balanced mixer (DBM). This 
signal is sensitive to the phase difference between 
carrier and sidebands that is introduced by the linear and 
by the saturated dispersion of the absorber. As the 
modulation frequency is of the same magnitude as the 
inhomogeneous Doppler broadening, the signal also 
contains a broad background contribution from the 
broad dispersion curve. To reduce this background the 
resonance frequency of the build-up resonator and 
correspondingly the laser frequency was dithered at a 
frequency of 400 Hz and an amplitude of 2 MHz. 
Detecting the output of the DBM with a lock-in 
amplifier at the low-frequency modulation frequency or 
at twice the modulation frequency leads to a symmetric 
or antisymmetric background-free signal respectively. 
We have used the 2f-detection to derive a dispersion- 
like signal suitable for frequency stabilization. This 
approach corresponds to the 3f-detection widely 
employed for e.g. the frequency stabilization of iodine- 
stabilized He-Ne lasers. The signal of the Doppler 
broadened line, the Lamb-dip and the dispersion-like 2f- 
signal are shown in fig. 2. 

The error signal was then integrated and sent to the 
second tuning PZT of the build-up resonator to stabilize 
the laser frequency to the center of the molecular line. 

10 MHz -& 
1 MHz 

Fig. 2: Observed transmission signal around the 
Doppler broadened line (vl+v3) P(6) (top) and 
magnified central part showing the Lamb-dip (center 
trace). The dispersion-like 2f-signal is shown in the 
bottom trace. 



4. RESULTS 

To assess the stability of the laser frequency an 
interferometric wavelength comparison to an iodine- 
stabilized 633 nm He-Ne Laser was used. The length of 
an evacuated Fabry-Perot resonator was stabilized using 
the 1.5 ym radiation of the acetylene stabilized laser. An 
additional 633 nm He-Ne laser was also stabilized to the 
same resonator, using a standard 3f-locking method 
(fig.2). The frequency of this laser was in turn compared 
to an iodine stabilized He-Ne laser by counting the beat- 
frequency between both radiations. 

acetylene-stabilized 
1 . 5  pm diode laser 

evacuated Fabty-PCrot 
beat-signal lranvfer resonator, 

L = 240 mm 
stabilized to 1.5 prn diode laser 

Fig. 3: Setup for interferometric wavelength 
comparison between the acetylene-stabilized diode laser 
and an iodine stabilized He-Ne laser. 

The resulting Allan deviation of the frequency 
difference that is equal to the Allan deviation of the 1.5 
ym laser with respect to the iodine-stabilized laser is 
shown in fig. 3. Up to now this Allan deviation is nearly 
one order higher than the deviation between two He-Ne 
lasers, so the Allan deviation is mainly due to the 
acetylene-stabilized diode laser. 

t 1 .%.*... acetylene - lodne-stab laser 

i '.-.,. = 4 5 ,0-11 ,-I12 =. 

two lo&ne-stab lasers ' rp  
,= 7 5 10-12 s112 ,-l/Z -,.. - 1 , 

We assume that the stability is limited because of the 
mechanical stability of the setup and because of spurious 
feedback in the optical setup that leads to additional 
etalons that produces additional amplitude modulation at 
the employed FM modulation frequencies. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a DFB laser diode stabilized to 
saturated absorption lines of acetylene. The setup allows 
with only few mW of available power to achieve a good 
SNR and a stability of o, = 2 at 1000 s averaging 
time. With an improved optical and mechanical setup 
further improvements seem possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

Optical frequency discriminators employing 
Fabry-Perot cavities are analyzed studying their 
sensitivity to laser frequency fluctuations with particular 
attention to their amplitude-noise immunity. 
Comparisons between different schemes, with intensity 
noise compensation, based on transmission, reflection or 
a proper combination of both these signals have been 
performed, pointing out similarities and differences in 
their operation properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This contribution is concerned with the analysis of 
frequency-discriminator systems based on the use of 
Fabry-Perot resonators and of direct detection for the 
characterization of laser-source frequency fluctuations. 
Although frequency discriminators are provided of some 
compensation for amplitude fluctuations, they are not, 
however, completely insensitive to amplitude noise, 
which therefore must be independently measured and 
then subtracted from the output of the particular 
discriminator system used in order to know the actual 
frequency noise of the laser. 

The problem of evaluating the responses of 
discriminator schemes to frequency fluctuations 
associated to the signal impinging into the discriminator 
itself has been faced in the frequency domain in [I], 
extended in [2] and [3] by including the responses due 
to both frequency and amplitude noise, studied for three 
lunds of discriminator systems. 

On the other hand, to the same purpose, a time- 
domain analysis can be carried out. A few situations of 
responses to frequency-step variations have been 
discussed in [4], whereas the evolutions of the overall 
system response to amplitude steps has been studied in 
[5]. The method used in [4] uses a signal with an initial 
frequency until t = 0, then a new signal with a step 
frequency variation at t=O, introducing at t=O two 
transients inside the resonator at different frequencies. 
Moreover many approximations are necessary, even if 
reasonable, and when the responses are evaluated it is 
not clear whether the results of the time-domain analysis 
could coincide with those of the frequency-domain 
analysis. This coincidence is not mandatory in general 

because the transients start with signals already present 
in the resonator and relaxing in the system. 

In this work the response to frequency noise in the 
time domain has been studied through the evaluation of 
the transient determined by a phase step variation of the 
signal. The model works without introducing 
approximations, unless for the linearizations consisting 
in omitting noise contributions of higher orders. 
Therefore non necessary approximations introduced in 
[5] are here avoided. The use of the phase step and of 
the amplitude step shows directly that the two kinds of 
analysis, in the time and in the frequency domain, must 
give the same results, because there is just one transient 
even if the resonator is full of steady radiation at the 
time t = 0. Moreover insights in the system behaviors 
appear more direct with the time domain analysis. 
Numerical results confirm the uniqueness of the 
solutions for both the frequency discrimination and the 
amplitude noise immunity. 

2. FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATION 

The setups for measuring laser frequency 
fluctuations by using the discriminating effect of a 
Fabry-Perot are shown in Fig. 1 for the three 
configurations discussed in the following. The two 
schemes (a) and (b) are quite simple, they use the fringe 
side slope in transmission or in reflection, however the 
third (c), by using both reflection and transmission, has 
a higher sensitivity to frequency variations and a better 
rejection of amplitude noise as it will be shown later. In 
all the three cases the resonator is tuned so that the mean 
laser frequency oo is located on the side of a fringe; the 
source frequency fluctuations are therefore converted 
into amplitude fluctuations by the opposite slopes of the 
resonator transmission or reflection coefficients. 

A straightforward method to study a frequency 
discriminator turned out to be the application of a phase 
step to the input signal of the system, corresponding to 
an impulsive excitation of the input frequency. From this 
transient analysis it is possible therefore to evaluate the 
frequency response of the overall system, provided it is 
linear. A former non-linearity is the assumption that the 
photodetector responds linearly to the incident intensity, 
however linearization in the neighborhood of 
the operation point faces this problem without difficulty 



Fabry-Perot 

thinking that fluctuations are responsible for output 
variations. A latter non-linearity is determined in 
principle by the relation between phase variation and 
input signal, as it will be discussed in the following. The 
requirement to avoid this effect is that the phase step 
must be << 1 rad. This last condition, or the equivalent 
one about the total amount of phase noise << 1 rad2 , 
appears necessary to face this problem also with the 
method of the frequency-domain analysis. 

Let us consider the incident field into the Fabry- 
Perot resonator be represented by a sinusoidal electric 
field, Ei(t), evolving at the angular frequency oo and 
suffering a sudden phase jump Acp at t = 0, that is 

&(t) = Eo exdj(%t + q+,)) for t < 0 and 

E,(t) = E0 exp{j(q,t + qo + ~ p ) }  for t r 0 ; therefore 

the field Ei(t) is supposed to be made of a sinusoidal 
component, unaltered for t varying from -m to +m, and 
of an additional step-function variation at t = 0, namely 

4 (t) = 4 exd j(%t + +)){I + ~ ( t l e x d  j ~ v )  - 11) . ( 1 ) 

The main result to this point is that there is no 
relaxation at t = 0 of the energy trapped in the resonator, 
because there is just the transient determined by the step 
function. Moreover, if a linear relationship is sought 
between Acp and the output variation, Acp << 1 must 
hold. Following the procedure outlined in [4] and [5] ,  by 
using the mirrors amplitude reflection and transmission 
coefficients rk and tk (k = 1, 2 for the first and second 
mirror, respectively), it is possible to write the 
expressions for the transmitted (ET) and reflected (ER) 
fields, after the phase step Acp, as a function of the 
current number, n, of round trip time T 

Fig.1. Fringe-side discriminator set-up with a 
Fabry-Perot used in transmission a), in reflection b), 
with reference arms, and in reflection and transmission 
c). Differential outputs of photocurrents are used. (P)BS 
(polarizing) beam splitter, FR Faraday rotator, PD 
photodetector. 

E, (n z )  = 
t1t2 exp { j [mo(t  - $1 + P,]} 

I - rlr, exp (- j m o r )  Eo 

(3) 
and these expressions hold for n = 0, 1,2, 3,. . .etc. 

To carry out the transient evaluation of the system, 
after the phase step perturbation, the detected 
photocurrents are written according to the general 
relationship 

where 17 is the quantum efficiency, S the equivalent 
detector area, vo = 4J271, c the velocity of light, EQ the 
vacuum permittivity, e the electron charge and h the 
Planck constant. The factor ki, different in principle for 
each detector, transforms the incident light intensity into 
a detected photo-current. These current values when 
multiplied by the transimpedence gain of the detector 
electronics kv yield the detected voltages V applied by 
the discriminator channels to the two inputs of the 
differential stages. Assuming Acp << 1, the following 
expressions are obtained for V d n ~ )  and VR(n7): 



[[(r1r2)"+l sen( n + l ) w o r  - r:(r,r2)" sen n w o r I j  

where both k: = 1+(tir2)i -%r2 COqubr and 
2 2 2  p = q  +r2 -257. CO%?&Z depend on the operating 

conditions of the Fabry-Perot through the detuning 
Ro  = cy,-a, of the laser angular frequency cy, from the 
cavity resonance a. 

In the reference arms the electric field incident onto 
the detector are proportional to Eo through the 
coefficients k, or kb, according to the case (a) or (b), 
respectively. The steady field produces in these 
detectors the photocurrents iTar = ?h kiIr 1 k, 1 E~~ and 
iRtr = $4 ki,r 1 kb 1 E~~ and as a consequence the following 

1 detected voltages v , , = - k , 

2 t , r  V , r  lka l 2  E ;  and 

1 2 
VR,, = kiSr k, ,, lkb 1 E: , respectively. Taking into 

account the balance conditions before the step Acp, 
following the method widely described in [ 5 ] ,  the 
differential voltages are obtained for the circuits of 
Fig. 1. 

Considering that the phase step U(t)Acp corresponds 
to a frequency variation 6(t) Acp /27t, the expressions of 
the differential voltages are the transient responses 
determined by a frequency pulse of amplitude Acp I 2 7t. 
To obtain the discriminator frequency response we 
perform the Laplace transform of 27t AVIAcp, then jw = s 
is substituted. The time variable is present in the integer 
n and, for each n value, a constant output value is 
obtained in the time interval n r  5 B l  (n+l)r, where B  
is a continuous time variable shifted of amounts which 
account for delays in different arms. The evolution of 
the trigonometric functions is determined by Ro; in fact 
for cy,=ac, cos(ncy,r) = 1 is a constant independent of n. 
The Laplace transform of these series of constant values 
leads to geometric series which can be easily evaluated. 
The final expressions for these frequency responses are 

Fa ( j o )  = -Znk,,,k,,, U T E ;  exp(- jo r /2 )  s in (o5 /2 )  
k: W T / ~  

exp(az) sen n o r  

[I- ~xP{(P, - jw).r}]. [I - exp{(p2 - jo)r}] 

= -2~k,,Tkv,TE~fu (jw) (7) 

exp(ar) sen ~ , r [ l -  r: exp(- j a r ) ]  

- ~xP{(P, - j w ) ~ } ] .  [I - exp{(p2 - jw)z}] 

= - 2 d i , R k V , R E i f b ( j a )  (8) 

1 1 where n=a+jq,~=a-jQ,, a=-lnr,r2=--=-z.Av,, 
7 7 s  

Av, is the Fabry-Perot linewidth. The parameters k:, 

P2 and R o r  can be expressed in terms of cavity and 
operation parameters, (see [ 5 ] ) .  In usual operations on a 

2 2 
fringe side cosRor= 1, k p  <<I, and p <<I. 

The dia rams of the normalised responses I f,(iw) I ,  
I fb(iw) I , f f , ( i~ )  1 , are shown in Fig. 2, for equal and 
lossless mirrors with the particular values rl=r2=0.99, 

lt,l = lt21 = 0.14 and r =1.667 ns; according to this 

normalisation the three systems are compared at equal 
Fabry-Perot input fields and overall electronic gains. At 

10' 7, 

10"l ' ' " " " I  ' ' " " " I  ' " " " ' I  

10' 10' 1d 10' 

fl by 

Fig. 2. Normalized frequency-noise response for 
differential schemes operating in reflection, transmission 
or both. 

very low frequencies the ratio 1 fa(jw) I 11 fb(jm) I =1, 
whereas, according to expression (16) in [ 5 ] ,  



I fa@) I 1 1 f,(jo) I =T(jwo) the cavity power transmission 
dependent in general on the operation point adopted in 
system (c). In this last case T = ?h and system (c) shows 
its higher discriminating power as expected. In usual 
conditions the common factor sin (07 / 2 )  depends 

wz /2  

slowly on o as compared to the position of the complex 
conjugate poles, which on a fringe side can be 
substituted by [a+j(Go-a)] [a-j(Ro+o)] T ~ ,  and of the 
zeros of fb(jo) and fcuo). For the complex conjugate 
poles, the real part is directly linked to the Fabry-Perot 
characteristics and the imaginary part is dependent on 
the working point conditions (Go). For T=1/2, 
I cd 4 Go 1 , for T=0.75, I a1 =21 Go 1 . Their frequency cut- 
off is near to Av,  / 2. The zero offb(jo) is located, for 

equal mirrors, close to - a ,  therefore the 3 dB frequency 

is f3dB=AVcl 2 and the effect of one pole is 

compensated as it is shown in Fig. 2. As regards the 
expression (15) the zero is on the real axis for s = 2 a 
corresponding to f3&= A V, . 

3. AMPLITUDE NOISE SENSITIVITY 

The amplitude-noise immunity of each scheme has 
been studied by evaluating the transient response to a 
step variation in the amplitude of a steady excitation. To  
this purpose a steady signal has been considered with 
amplitude Eo at the angular frequency % and, at t = 0, 
an amplitude step hE << Eo has been applied while 
keeping q fixed. The transients in the reflected and 
transmitted signals have been studied according the 
procedure described in [5], but following the same 
method of Section 2 for the evaluation of the Laplace 
transform. After multiplication by s and the substitution 
jw= s, the frequency responses corresponding to output 
voltages AV(w) excited by U ( w )  are obtained. The 
results are 

These expressions show the same complex conjugate 
poles of Section 2 and two zeros. The former zero, 
common in each of the expressions, is at the origin, the 
positions of the latter, dependent on the set-up 
considered, is on the real axis of the variable s. Because 
o~ << 1, the values of the zeros are 

cos nor - exp (+ crr ) 
z, = - cr 

r exp (crr ) 
(13) 

for cases (a), (b), and (c), respectively. For these reasons 
it is possible to recognize a common behavior for the 
three functions as the angular frequency tends either to 
zero or to infinite. 
The amplitudes of the normalized functions how) are 
reported in Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of the Fourier 
frequency, f, normalized to the Fabry-Perot lineyidth 

AV, .  In Fig. 3 the amplitudes of how) in the case 

T=0.5 are shown for all the considered schemes and for 

the particular values r,=r2=0.99, It, / = It, 1 = 0.14 and 

-1.667 ns. The effect of the zero zb can not be seen on 
a normalized frequency scale up to 10 as it occurs 

approximately for f 1 A vc zFIn, where F is the resonator 

Finesse (in this case Fz156). The trend of I h,(jw)l 
k i , R k V , R  CUT H,(ju) = 2i- E ~ ~ ; ~ ~  exp (- iwr / 2)sin - appears more complex, namely as ( 1 ~ 0  the slope, 

ki 2 increased by the position of z, for < f lAvC < 10, 
r, cos n o r  - r2 + (r, cos nor  - r , ) exp(a r  - i u r )  again reaches 20 dB1decade for smaller value of 

[I- ~ X P  {( p1 - j u ) r ) ] .  [I - ~ X P  {( p2 - j w ) ~ ) ]  f IAV, , with a strong reduction of sensitivity to 

(1 1) amplitude noise. This advantage is lost for frequencies 
higher than the resonator linewidth, in a region, 
however, of reduced capabilities as a frequency 



discriminator. The high reflection, here no longer 
compensated by a too low transmission, transfers all the 
amplitude noise of this channel to the detector. The 
adoption of a reflection-transmission differential scheme 
is thus confirmed as a good solution both from the point 
of view of frequency discrimination sensitivity and from 
that of amplitude noise immunity. In Fig. 4 1 h,('ju) I and 
I hb('ju) I are compared for two values of T, namely the 
condition T=0.5 which exhibits a larger bandwidth as a 
discriminator and the condition T=0.75 which shows a 
higher sensitivity and a better immunity to amplitude 
noise. 

Fig. 3. Normalized amplitude-noise response for 
differential schemes operating in reflection, transmission 
or both. 

Fig. 4. Normalized amplitude-noise response for a) and 
b) schemes at different operating T levels. 

These evaluations on frequency-noise sensitivity and 
amplitude-noise immunity suppose that quantum and 
electronic noise in the system are lower than the noise to 
be measured. A short discussion including these kinds of 
noise is reported in [2],[3] and [5]. 

Frequency-noise measurements carried out with 
these discriminating circuits should be corrected for 
unwanted amplitude-modulation responses according to 
the results expressed by (lo), (1 I), and (12). Amplitude 
noise has to be measured independently, taking into 

account that the immunity is quite high for Fourier 
frequencies close to zero and rather low close to 
discriminator cutoff. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The frequency- and amplitude-noise responses of 
optical-frequency-discriminator systems based on 
Fabry-Perot cavities within an intensity noise 
compensating circuit have been analyzed, considering 
the effect of the resonator transient. In the adopted 
model mismatches between the incident field and the 
resonator mode have not been taken into account. From 
the point of view of frequency-fluctuations sensitivity 
and amplitude-noise immunity, systems based on 
transmission or reflection alone behave in a quite similar 
way within the discriminator bandwidth. Conversely, a 
proper combination of both the transmitted and reflected 
signals increases the frequency noise sensitivity by a 
factor of two and, furthermore, it allows for a higher 
rejection to amplitude noise. 
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ABSTRACT 

A novel high-power fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass quasi- 
monolithic microlaser operating in single-frequency at 
1.5pm has been developed. Due to the high 
performance in terms of available cw output power and 
to wavelength tunability, this laser source is attractive 
for a large number of applications and, in particular, for 
optical-fiber communications and electrooptical 
measurements in the 1530 nm-1560 nm wavelength 
region. Single-frequency output powers as high as 
60 mW have been achieved with 10% slope efficiency, 
as well as excellent linear polarization and spatial 
quality of the output beam. 

communications and near-infrared metrology. In fact, 
these all-solid-state lasers oscillate on a single mode at 
several milliwatt output power and exhibit very narrow 
linewidths with extremely wide wavelength tunability 
compared e.g. to single-frequency laser diodes. For both 
high-density wavelength division multiplexing 
(HDWDM) [3] and frequency metrology, absolute 
stabilization of the emitted wavelength(s) is of great 
interest. 

In this paper a description of the novel fiber-pumped 
Er-Yb:glass laser cavity is reported as well as new 
results achieved with this compact and reliable 1.5 pm 
solid-state laser. 

2. THE Er-Yb ACTIVE MEDIUM 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Miniaturized, practical, and efficient all solid-state 
lasers operating in the near infrared have become of 
increasing interest due to their extremely desirable 
operating characteristics such as high efficiency and 
high power, oscillation on a single longitudinal and 
transverse mode with linear polarization, narrow 
linewidth, enhanced frequency and intensity stability by 
active feedback loops. In fact, the combination of these 
characteristics makes these lasers attractive for a variety 
of applications, including spectroscopy and metrology, 
laser radars, optical communications and photonics. 

Since its first operation in the pulsed regime in 1965 
[I] the erbium glass laser has attracted much interest, in 
particular for range-finding applications, due to its 
emission at the eye-safe wavelength of 1530 nm. More 
recently, for potential use in the third optical 
communication window in the 1530 nm-1560 nm 
range, laser physicists have in particular been actively 
considering cw laser oscillators based on ~ r ~ +  doped 
glasses and optical fibers. Erbium-doped glasses, when 
operating in this wavelength range, act as a three-level 
laser system and, to decrease the threshold pump rate, 
codoping with ytterbium is generally used. The 
threshold reduction arises from an effective ytterbium to 
erbium transfer mechanism of the excitation energy. 

Diode-pumped Er-Yb:glass microlasers [2], at 
1.5 pm, are very interesting sources both for optical 

A simplified energy levels diagram of the Er-Yb:glass 
laser system pumped at 980 nm is shown in Fig. 1. The 
main processes involved include radiative absorption 
and emission, with absorption arising both from ground 
(GSA) and excited state (ESA), energy-transfer and 
non-radiative decay, cooperative up-conversion, ions 
pair formation and clusterization. Most of these 
processes have been investigated theoretically and/or 
experimentally in different glass hosts by several 
authors, to determine the corresponding rates. While a 

Figure 1. Energy levels diagram of the erbium-ytterbium 
system. The letters refer to the processes discussed in the text. 
The solid-line arrows refer to radiative phenomena, the 
dashed-dot arrows to Er-Yb energy transfer process and the 
dashed arrows to non-radiative transitions. 



complete rate-equation system turns out to be rather 
involved, it can be shown that a few phenomena can be 
neglected on the basis of their weak influence on the 
behavior of Er-Yb bulk laser devices, namely clustering, 
ion pair formations and ESA. The processes which are 
thus of major concern for modeling the Er-Yb laser 
systems are the following (refer to the numbering in 
Fig. 1): (1,2) Radiative absorption and emission of a 
pump photon from F712 and F5/2 ytterbium levels, 
respectively. (3) Spontaneous decay from F512 ytterbium 
level. (4) The Yb to Er, Yb(F712)+Er(I~512) 
+Yb(F512)+Er(11112), energy transfer process, that acts as 
indirect pumping of Er ions. (5) Erbium non-radiative 
decay from the IllI2 level to the 11312 upper laser level. 
(6,7) Stimulated emission and absorption between 
upper and IISl2 ground Er laser levels. (8) Erbium 
spontaneous decay from 113,~ level. (9) Cooperative up- 
conversion (UC) process between two excited Er ions 
that promotes one ion to the 1912 upper level, while the 
second ion decays to the ground level. The first ion then 
relaxes, through a fast non-radiative decay, to its 
original 11312 state so that the overall effect is the loss of 
one, 11312, excited ion. To further simplify the resulting 
set of rate equations, the following assumptions are 
introduced: (i) the and 19,~ levels areconsidered 
empty due to the fast non-radiative decays; the sum, 
NIEr+NZEr, of erbium populations in the lower and upper 
laser levels therefore reduces to the total Er 
concentration, NEr. (ii) The main pumping process of the 
upper laser level is the energy-transfer rate from Yb 
ions and the direct absorption of pump radiation by 
ground state Er ions is neglected. This yields two rate 
equations for the upper level populations of Yb and Er 
ions, respectively: 

where Nlyb, Nzyb, N ~ E ~ ,  N2Er are the populations of the 
F7/2, and F5/2 levels of Yb and of the Il5I2, 11312 levels of 
Er, respectively; Ca,yb, Oe,yb, Oa,Ert and are the 
absorption and emission cross sections for the F712-F512 
Yb pump and 11512-11312 Er laser transitions; ryb and z ~ ,  
are the lifetimes of the F712 and states of Yb and Er; 
FL and Fp are the total laser and pump photon flux; K 

and C are the energy-transfer and the UC coefficients. 
The K coefficient, to a first approximation, is assumed 
to be independent of Er concentration and ranges 
between 1x10-l6 and 5 x 1 ~ ' ~  cm3/s depending on Yb 
concentrationg. The C coefficient in phosphate glass was 
determined to be of the order of 1 x lo-'' cm3/s. 
Equations (1) and (2) are spatially dependent because 
the pump intensity and the pump and laser mode sizes 
change both with longitudinal and radial coordinates 
inside the active material. Nevertheless a simplified 
solution can be found analytically near threshold. From 
these calculations some important conditions to 
minimize threshold pump power were worked out, 
providing useful guidelines to laser design and 
optimization. Following an approach similar to that used 
for analyzing the fiber optical amplifier15, a numerical 
solution of the pump and laser field equations can be 
obtained by an iterative process using a Runge-Kutta 
method. To this aim, equations (1) and (2) are used to 
evaluate the local population inversion. The iterative 
solution can be simplified and the computational time is 
consistently reduced if we also assume two further 
approximations: (1) Negligible depletion of ground- 
state Yb population, so that the pump power is 
exponentially attenuated. (2) Negligible UC rate 
compared to the spontaneous decay rate (for C z l x 1 0 - ' ~  
cm3/s, we obtain that UC becomes negligible for Er 
concentration lower than 3x10 '~  ions/cm3). In this case, 
in fact, equations (1) and (2) give a second order 
characteristic polynomial. 

3. THE FIBER-PUMPED CAVITY DESIGN 

The schematic cavity configuration for these fiber- 
pumped Er-Yb microlasers is shown in Fig. 2. The 
active medium is a plane-plane, phosphate glass platelet 
doped with erbium and ytterbium ions with the first face 
coated as high-reflective mirror for the laser radiation. 
The output coupler is a spherical mirror with -20 rnm 
radius of curvature and 1% transmission at 1.5 pm. This 
mirror is mounted on an annular piezoelectric 
transducer (PZT) to allow for fine frequency tuning of 
the laser output. A 50 pm-150 pm thick BK7 etalon is 
inserted into the laser cavity to achieve single 
longitudinal mode oscillation whereas an additional 
Brewster plate will be adopted to steadily polarize the 
output beam. The pump radiation, coming from a fiber- 
coupled 1-W 980 nm laser diode (OptoPower, Mod. 
OPC H01-A001-FCIlOO), is focused into the active 
medium with a circular spot of 50  pm (radius) ensuring 
proper mode matching with the laser mode and hence 
oscillation on the fundamental transverse mode TEMoo. 
The new cavity configuration also provides for a double 
pass of the pump radiation within the active medium 
(being the second facet of the medium HR coated at 
980 nm , hence assuring for more uniform pump power 
absorption and increased average population inversion 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass microlaser. 

for the same length of the active medium (1-mm long as 
shown in Fig. 2). 

Precise drawings of the different mechanical parts 
needed to mount the optical resonator have been 
prepared and a self-contained aluminum block was 
constructed in order to hold the different optical 
components. 

4. LASER CONSTRUCTION 

A photograph of the adopted pump system is 
reported in Fig. 3. The 100 pm optic'al fiber carrying the 
pump radiation is shown as pointing to the following 
focusing optics. A 1:l imaging system, adopting simple 
antireflection-coated spherical lenses, was used in order 
to collect the pump radiation within the I rnm long - - 
Er-Yb doped glass platelet. In order to match the 
ytterbium absorption peak at 978 nm fine wavelength 
control of the emission spectrum is achieved by means 
of temperature tuning the pump diode. A single Peltier 
element is used to temperature stabilize the case of the 
OPC laser diode. 

The compact one-piece laser cavity is shown in Fig. 4 
where the aluminum block only takes up 4.5x5x4.5 cm3. 
The entrance aperture is 3x3 mrn2 wide and the 
Er-Yb:glass platelet is fixed to the aluminum holder by 
means of a thermal conductive glue with enough 
flexibility to allow for the glass thermal expansion. 

Output Coupler 
ROC=-20 mm 
R-0.99 @ 1.5 pm 

w+ 

Output 
1.5pm 

Figure 4. The novel Er-Yb laser. 

With this cavity configuration, pump threshold 
values as low as 85 mW and 45 mW have been obtained 
with maxima output powers of 60 mW (slope -12%) 
and 150 mW (slope -25%) in single-mode and multi- 
mode operation, respectively. The spatial quality of the 
1.5 pm output beam is diffraction limited with an M~ 
value of 1.14. These results were achieved using only 
50% of the available pump power in order to avoid 
thermal damage of the phosphate glass disc. 

Recent results in terms of laser portability opened 
the possibility for interesting international experiments 
where the narrow-linewidth and high power of these 
lasers can be exploited. 

5. INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

With the described laser system a powerful output 
beam with excellent spatial beam quality has been 
achieved at relatively low pump power levels. Figure 5 
depicts a measurement of the output beam transverse 

Figure 3. The fiber-coupled pump diode. profile showing a well-circular  fundamental mode. 
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Figure 5. Transverse profile of the 1.5 pm output beam. 

A beam divergence of Od<29 mrad was measured as 
well as an M~ factor below 1.2 (i.e. diffraction limited 
output beam). 

The input-output characteristics are shown in 
Figs.6a and 6b where the multimode and 
single-frequency output power at 1.5 pm is plotted as a 
function of the incident pump power. 
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The multimode output power reaches the remarkable 
100 mW level at approximately 600 mW of pump 
power and with a slope efficience of 20%. In 
single-frequency operation a maximum output power of 
60 mW was achieved with a pump power of 680 mW. 
This high pump power level, however, caused breaking 
the glass after a few hours of continuous operation. 
Henceforth, in the following experiments the pump 
power level was limited to 300 mW in order to avoid 
thermal problems while waiting for the availability of 
the new strengthened glass that should be able to 
whitstand up to 1 W of pump power in the adopted 
beams geomenry. The recorded input-output curve in 
single-frequency operation shows a 10% slope 
efficiency and 85 mW of pump power threshold. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass microlaser was 
developed. The compact cavity design allows for 
increased reliability and portability of this high-power 
and narrow-linewidth 1.5 pm laser source. Multimode 
output powers in excess of 100 mW have been achieved 
and efficient operation in the single-frequency regime 
was demonstrated. Power scaling of the present laser 
device needs the adoption of the lastly available 
ion-strengthened phosphate glasses. One of the two 
laser developed on this new design was delivered to the 
Tel-Aviv university in order to perform spectroscopic 
measurements and frequency stabilization experiments 
on atomic samples of potassium ( 3 9 ~  D2 transition at 
770 nm) and rubidium (two-photon transition at 
778 nm). 
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ABSTRACT 

The frequency noise and wavelength tunability of a 
novel diode-pumped Er-Yb:glass microlaser have been 
thoroughly investigated. Measurements of the spatial 
beam quality, linear polarization state frequency and 
amplitude noise have been performed. 

The frequency noise spectral density was measured 
with a high sensitivity Pound-Drever technique. On one 
side, the solid-state nature of the laser source combined 
with a low-noise diode pumping provides for negligible 
frequency fluctuations above a few hundred kilohertz. 
On the other side, the quasi-monolithic structure of this 
novel optical resonator strongly reduces the technical 
noise effects at low frequencies. In addition, due to a 
low-pass filtering action taking place in the Er-Yb 
codoped active medium, also the amplitude noise 
becomes negligible at Fourier frequencies above the 
relaxation oscillation frequency (typically 100-200 kHz 
for these lasers). This results in a very stable optical 
carrier useful for applications requiring analog 
amplitude modulation above 0.5 MHz. 

for optical communications and near-infrared 
metrology. In fact, these all-solid-state lasers oscillate 
on a single mode at several milliwatt output power and 
exhibit very narrow linewidth with extremely wide 
wavelength tunability compared e.g. to single-frequency 
laser diodes. 

In this paper a throughout characterization of the 
novel fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass laser is reported. The 
frequency and amplitude noise properties of this laser 
source are described in some detail looking for use of 
this solid-state laser source in a stable and accurate 
o tical frequency standard at 1.5 pm based on saturated 
1$2H2 absorptions 

2. Er-Yb LASER CHARACTERIZATION 

The novel fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass laser is shown 
in Fig. 1 (for further details on the construction of this 
laser device, refer to the specific paper in these 
Proceedings). For the first time a Brewster plate has 
been successfully inserted in the low-gain laser cavity 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Miniaturized, practical, and efficient all solid-state 
lasers operating in the near infrared have become of 
increasing interest due to their extremely desirable 
operating characteristics such as high efficiency and 
high power, oscillation on a single longitudinal and 
transverse mode with linear polarization, narrow 
linewidth, enhanced frequency and intensity stability by 
active feedback loops. In fact, the combination of these 
characteristics makes these lasers attractive for a variety 
of applications, including spectroscopy and metrology, 
laser radars, optical communications and photonics. 

Diode-pumped Yb-Er:glass microlasers [l], - - 
oscillating at 1.5 pm, are very interesting sources both Figure 1. The erbium-ytterbium microlaser. 



still allowing for several milliwatt of 1.5 pm output 
power. Due to the insertion of the Brewster plate within 
the optical cavity, excellent linear polarization has been 
achieved as shown in Fig. 2. A linear polarization purity 
of 632:l (-28 dB) was measured using a 
polarizerlanalyzer made of a polarizing cube 
beamsplitter (PBS) with a 30 dB extinction ratio. This 
means that the laser beam has itself a -30dB 
polarization extinction ratio, which is quite a record for 
these 1.5 pm optical sources. 

270 

Figure 2. Polar diagram of the measurement data showing the 
transmitted optical power through the PBS analyzer. 

A very wide continuous wavelength tunability of 
-1 THz or 7 nm (from 1532 nm to 1549 nm) was 
measured when tilting the intracavity etalon. Figure 3 
shows a typical spectrum of the laser beam showing a 
single line at an operating wavelength of -1532 nm. The 
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Figure 3. Output spectrum of the Er-Yb laser when operating 
at 1532 nm wavelength. 

typical output power in this wavelength range is in 
excess of 20 mW with an oscillation linewidth below 
50kHz over an observation time of 1 ms. Fine 
frequency tuning of the oscillation frequency is 
achieved by means of an annular piezoelectric 

transducer used to vary the optical cavity length with a 
sub-micrometric resolution. 

3. FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE NOISE 
MEASUREMENTS 

In order to measure the laser frequency noise, a 
Pound-Drever-Hall frequency stabilization setup was 
adopted and the voltage signals within this 
optoelectronic locking loop were analyzed. Figure 4 
shows the measured frequency noise spectral density as 
detected from the error and control signals in the 
Pound-Drever-Hall stabilization loop. From the control 
signal, curve labeled (P) in Fig. 4, a noise spectral 
density with a f -2 slope is visible for Fourier frequencies 
below 20 kHz whereas a higher, yet unexplained, slope 
is present above 20 kHz. 
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Figure4. Frequency noise spectral density for the Er-Yb 
microlaser: (E) for the stabilized laser; (P) for the free-running 
laser. 

In order to determine the laser sensitivity to pump 
power fluctuations, we experimentally characterized the 
laser transfer functions between a 980 nm amplitude 
noise stimulus and the corresponding 1.5 pm output 
response. A root mean square output signal of 100 mV 
is the reference output for low Fourier frequencies 
where the laser response is unitary (i.e. it is equal to the 
DC slope of the input output characteristic). Figure 5 
shows the amplitude response clearly indicating the 
relaxation oscillation peak located at -200 kHz. After 
this peak the amplitude noise decreases with a 
-40 dBldec. slope thus resulting in negligible 
contribution (shot noise limit) for Fourier frequencies 
above 1 MHz. 
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Figure 5. Amplitude response of the laser output, to pump 
power variations, as a function of the stimulus Fourier 
frequency. 

The measured phase response is reported in Fig. 6 
where a -180" phase shift is evident at the relaxation 
oscillation frequency. The additional -180" delay is due 
to a pole at a few kHz introduced by the Yb+Er energy 
transfer process and a high-frequency pole at -100 kHz. 
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Figure 6. Phase response of the laser output, as a function of 
the stimulus Fourier frequency, with respect to pump power 
fluctuations. 

4. THE ACETYLENE SATURATION 
SPECTROSCOPY 

In order to achieve narrow reference lines at 1.5 pm, 
saturated acetylene lines have proved [2] to be a useful 
candidate. This gas, in fact, is stable and does not show 
a permanent electric dipole moment allowing for good 
reproducibility of the absorption frequencies. An 
accurate optical frequency atlas of the C2H2 and 1 3 ~ 2 ~ 2  

lines at 1.5 pm was recently measured with an accuracy 
level better than 10.' [ 2 ] .  Unfortunately, the saturation 
intensity for the acetylene transitions in this spectral 
region is quite high, -1 w/mm2, and hence a power 
enhancement by means of resonant optical cavities is 
typically needed. Using the Fabry-Perot build up cavity 
depicted in Fig. 7, saturation spectroscopy of 1 3 ~ z ~ 2  

was successfully performed leading to the measurement 
results of Fig. 8. 
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Figure 7. Plano-spherical Fabry-Perot resonant cell containing 
a Brewster cell with at -4 Pa pressure. 

In the experiment, the frequency of the Er-Yb laser was 
locked to a resonance of the Fabry-Perot cavity and the 
PZT mounted on the Fabry-Perot cell was used to scan 
the molecular line. The transmitted power trough the 
gas cell was detected with an InGaAs photodiode. A 
saturation dip of -1 MHz width was observed within the 
-500 MHz Doppler line. 

Figure 8. Saturation spectroscopy of the ' 3 ~ 2 ~ 2  P(16) line at 
k1542.384 nm. The saturation line contrast is -3%. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The novel fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass microlaser was 
characterized in terms of frequency and amplitude 
noise, developed. For the first time, the use of a 
intracavity Brewter window provided for a single linear 
polarization with a -30 dB extinction ratio. Using this 
powerful and narrow-linewidth laser source at 1.5 pm, 
saturation spectroscopy of the acetylene molecule was 
performed achieving a saturation dip of -1 MHz with a 
3% line contrast. 

Frequency locking of the erbium laser to acetylene 
Doppler-free absorptions is saturated is in progress and 
the obtained frequency stability will be experimentally 



evaluated in order to establish a new optical frequency 
standard in this spectral region. 
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Several steps for better performance of the double-mode Transportable He-Ne/CH4 
Optical Frequency Standards,TOFS, stabilised over Saturated Dispersion (SD) resonances of 
resolved MHPS of the F2(2) line (h  = 3,39pm) are in progress. 

Previous absolute frequency measurements with the TOFS [I]  have shown that these 
systems demonstrate frequency reproducibility (for different devices) of 2* (200 Hz), 
frequency repeatability (for one device during several months) of 2* lo-", and frequency 
stability: 1 * 1 0-14 (for averaging time 1 03s), 1 * 1 0-l3 (for averaging time in the range 1 s -1 00s). 

The main restriction for the up-today reproducibility from our point of view is 
connected with different$eld structure in the telescopic part of the standards. (The telescopic 
part of the TOFS is united with the metnane cell). Now we introduced additional control of 
the spatial field distribution inside the telescope. We hope that repeatability of the field's form 
in the telescope will essentially decrease the frequency deviation between new types of the 
TOFS. 

One of the general approaches to improving an accuracy of the standard is increasing of 
the optical resonator Jinesse in the Telescopic laser. At present the typical value of total 
resonator losses in this laser is -50%. Just now it is real to decrease this value in about ten 
times. It should lead to cardinal changes of optimum parameters of the whole system and in 
particular to decreasing all types of asymmetry of SD resonances, connected with transverse 
effects, as all of them are proportional to the total losses. 

The new scheme for narrowing a spectrum of radiation. In a previous version of the TOFS 
a two channel (slowlfast)) feedback frequency loop, narrowing the spectrum of the Reference 
laser was based on two different physical references. The "slow" channel, (0 - 50) Hz, used a 
1st harmonic of modulation of the Saturated Absorption (SA) resonance of F2 12) CH4 line. 
The "fast" channel (50 Hz-10 kHz) used a direct signal of the Saturated Dispersion (SD) 
resonance of the same line. At present a 1st harmonics signal of the SA resonance is 
substituted for a 2nd harmonics of modulation of the SD resonance. The new scheme, based 
only on the SD resonance, doesn't lead to deterioration of Allan variance but has some 
additional advantages. The recording of the SD signal in the intermode beat frequency doesn't 
need so much power as the recording of SA resonance. Due to that we used more short 
resonator with higher finesse (the transmittance of the output mirror is changed from 15% to 
3%) and the LN cooled highly sensitive photodetector (used in previous TOFS in the "slow" 
channel) was substituted for small size room temperature photodiodes. 

All togerther these improvements promise that the new generation of TOFS started now 
will permit to decrease dimensionslweight parameters as well as to resolve the recoil doublet 
of methane line and to reach the repeatability of -10-14. 

1. 0 .  Acef, A. Clairon, G.D. Rovera, G. Kramer et al, "1998 absolute frequency 
measurements with a set of transportable He-Ne/CH4 optical frequency standards", 

M. A. Gubin, A S. Shelkovnikov, et al, "Present performance of transportable He-NelCH4 
frequency standards", in Proceedings of Joint Meeting of the 13th EFTF and 1999 IEEE 
Intern. Frequency Control Symposium. Besmon, France, April 13- 16, 1999. 
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ABSTRACT 

Preliminary results on absolute frequency stabilization 
of Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) diode-lasers with 
emission wavelength at 852 nm will be reported. As a 
frequency reference saturated absorption Dz lines of 
cesium atom have been adopted and to lock the laser 
frequency against the resonance the non-linear 
spectroscopy method of Modulation Transfer has been 
used. From the experimental analysis of the obtained 
signal to noise ratio a relative frequency stability in the 
order of =10''~.7-" should be achieved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to technology progresses in the fabrication of 
semiconductor lasers with low amplitude and low 
frequency noise levels, diode lasers are very promising 
optical sources to realize high-accuracy frequency 
standards in a wide electromagnetic spectrum, ranging 
from the visible to the near infrared regions [l ,  21. 
Moreover diode lasers find interesting applications also 
in high-resolution spectroscopy, as high-sensitivity 
sensors, and in optical communications. 

Experimental results on absolute frequency 
stabilization of Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) 
diode-lasers with emission wavelength around 852 nm 
are reported. As a frequency reference saturated 
absorption D2 lines of cesium atom have been adopted 
and to lock the laser frequency against the atomic 
resonance the non-linear spectroscopy method of 
Modulation Transfer (MT) has been used [3]. 

2. DBR LASER AT 852 nm 

Semiconductor lasers with good characteristics in 
term of power, amplitude noise, wavelength tunability, 
and emission linewidth, are recently available in the 
Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) technology. 

To further reduce the emission linewidth and to 
obtain fme tuning and control of the output laser 
frequency an optical feedback to the diode laser has to 
be realized (extended cavity topology). 

I C O N T R O L  I 
Figure 1. Extended cavity configuration. BS beam 
splitter, M mirror, CL reshaping optics, PZT 
piezoelectric actuator. 

The output face of the DBR diode is antireflection 
coated at 852 nm and the extended cavity is closed by a 
plane mirror with a reflectivity of 95%. In order to 
reshape the astigmatic diode beam, a focusing element 
(CL) was placed inside the cavity. The output laser 
beam comes from the cavity by a 50% reflectivity beam 
splitter. For tuning the output laser frequency a PZT 
ceramic was mounted on the cavity mirror to fine 
control the cavity length. 
A photograph of the practical realization of the extended 
cavity is depicted in Fig. 2. 

In our case, the extended cavity configuration Figure 2. Photograph of the extended cavity practical 
reported in Fig. 1 has been used for the DBR laser realization. 
(mod. ) at 852 nm. 



At a diode temperature of 32 "C and a pump current 
of 170 mA an output power in excess of 10 mW has 
been obtained at an emission wavelength of 852 nm 
with a linewidth lower than 1 MHz. 

3. MODULATION TRANSFER SPECTROSCOPY 
AND LASER FREQUENCY STABILIZATION 

As a frequency reference for laser stabilization at 
852 nm the saturated D2 line of the Cs have been 
selected. To lock the laser frequency against the D2 lines 
the Doppler-free spectroscopy method of the MT has 
been used. 

To describe the MT spectroscopy method a nearly 
degenerate four-wave-mixing effect approximation can 
be used [3, 4, 51. Indeed, by means of the non-linearity 
of the absorber (the third order susceptibility, f ' ) ,  the 
modulation of an intense pump beam can be transferred 
to a counter-propagating originally unmodulated probe 
beam [ 5 ] .  Only when the sub-Doppler resonance 
condition is satisfied, the modulation transfer takes 

place and, in this way, the lineshape baseline stability 
becomes nearly independent from the residual linear 
absorption effect. The generated sidebands in the probe 
field and the probe field itself collected to a 
photodetector combine generating a photocurrent at the 
modulation frequency (heterodyne detection). Using a 
phase detection scheme is therefore possible to recover 
the dispersion and the absorption components of the 
sub-Doppler resonance related, respectively, to the 
in-phase and to the in-quadrature demodulated 
component [3, 4, 51. These signals are odd functions of 
the frequency detuning between the laser frequency and 
the resonance center frequency. When the modulation 
frequency, 6, is lower than the sub-Doppler linewidth, 
both the absorption and dispersion signals have a high 
slope in crossing the center of the resonance (frequency 
discriminator) and they can therefore be used to 
accurately lock the laser frequency against the 
resonance center. For phase modulation index, P, lower 
than 1, the detected signal MT at the modulation 
frequency is given by [4] 

where Jo and J1 are the zero and first order Bessel 
functions, m a  is the angular frequency detuning, A is 
frequency shift between the pump and probe beams, y, 
is the decay time of the level a; and C, is a coefficient 
related to the angular moment and to the polarization 
directions of the optical beams. The explicit relation 
between the in-phase and in-quadrature components and 
the absorption and dispersion profiles of the resonance 
is given by 

where L, is the lorentzian function describing the 
absorption at the frequency of (m &+A+6) and Di is 
the first derivative of L,. 

The adopted experimental setup for laser frequency 
stabilization is reported in Fig. 3. The pump beam is 
phase modulated by means of an electro-optic 
modulator at a modulation frequency of 3.1 MHz and a 

phase index of -1.5. To reduce the optical feedback at 
the photodetector, the unmodulated probe beam is 
frequency shift by 80 MHz using an acoustic-optic 
modulator. The pump and probe beams were 
counter-propagating with orthogonal polarizations 
through the 2-cm long Cs cell with powers of 
approximately 0.5 mW and with beams diameter of 
about 2mm. With these polarization directions the 
re-emitted beams (Four-Wave Mixing effect [5 ,  61) 
combine with the probe at the photodetector to produce 
MT lineshape signals with enhanced efficiency only for 
the AF=O transition. With the usual modulation 
conditions and at a Cs cell temperature of 20 C, a slope 
at resonance center of the MT lineshape signal of the 
order of 0.25 V/MHz has been obtained. In these 
preliminary results the achieved signal to noise ratio is 
25 dB (in a measurement bandwidth of =lo kHz). When 
the laser frequency is stabilized using this signal as an 
error signal in an optical feedback loop closed at the 
PZT transducer, the residual white noise should set the 
optical frequency stability at a level of 
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Figure 3. PBS polarizing beam splitter, L lens, P polarize1 
acousto-optic modulator, PD photodiode, HVA high voltage 

An example of the MT lineshape signal is reported in 
Fig. 4. Due to the choice in the polarization directions of 
the pump and probe beams, the modulation transfer 
effect takes place only for the principal D2 line of the 
Cs, as it is shown in Fig. 4. 

-1 50 -1  00 -50 0  50 1 0 0  1 5 0  

Frequency Detuning [MHz] 

Figure 4. Modulation transfer lineshape recording. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS 

Preliminary frequency stabilization of DBR laser 
against saturated absorption DZ line of Cs at 852 nm has 
been reported. By means of the Modulation Transfer 
spectroscopy method a signal to noise ratio of 25 dB in 
a 10 kHz measurement bandwidth has been achieved. 
Using the modulation transfer lineshape as a frequency 
control signal, an estimated frequency stability of 
10-'~.2-" should be obtained. 

A second set-up has just been realized and in the 
next months we wili completely characterize the whole 
system with particular attention to the frequency 

P B S  

', U2 half wave plate, EOM electrooptic modulator, AOM 
amplifier, and 0 phase shifter 

stability and reproducibility by means of beat frequency 
measurements between the two independent systems. 
Moreover, by means of more accurate lineshapes 
recording (employing RF offset phase-locking 
technique) the sensitivity and the signal to noise ratios 
will be characterized for different modulation 
frequencies and modulation indexes. Furthermore, 
different configurations of the pump and probe beam 
polarizations (linear, and circular) will be adopted in 
order to evaluate modulation transfer efficiency. 

To our howledge, it is the first time that modulation 
transfer method is used in an experiment of atom 
spectroscopy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hyperfine optical pumping of a Cs vapor cell through a 
diode laser in frequency standards requires a high 
purity of the laser emission spectrum, and a high 
stability of the emission frequency. We present here a 
frequency locking scheme that is able to produce a 
discrimination signal without any modulation, by using 
the dichroism induced by a magnetic field on the 
atomic vapor. The larger line-width of the reference 
signal (Doppler broadened) is compensated by its 
larger amplitude, when compared with the saturated 
absorption signal. As a final result, the slope is similar, 
and the large line-width warrants a large locking range, 
making robust the lock against external perturbation. 
This error signal is used to lock the frequency of an 
External Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL), with a grating 
reflector in Littman configuration. A fast correction 
band is obtained by changing the cavity length through 
an intra-cavity Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The frequency stability of an alkali atom cell 
frequency standard, optically pumped through a Diode 
Laser (DL), requires and a high stability and a high 
spectral purity of the laser emission. 

The typical DL jitter can be strongly reduced by 
optical feedback, using a diffraction grating as a 
frequency-selective mirror in an Extended Cavity (EC) 
configuration [1,2]. By this way, a line-width as 
narrow as some hundreds kHz can be easily obtained 
over a time scale of the order of few ms. The EC laser 
is usually locked to the peak of a saturated absorption 
signal in a reference cell, in order to correct for 
mechanical and thermal fluctuations at longer times. 
Frequency stabilization of the EC is performed using 
conventional FM side-band technique by modulating 
the laser frequency through an Electro-Optic 
Modulator (EOM). A broader correction band can be 
achieved by sending the error signal directly on the 
laser injection current. In this way the laser line-width 
can be reduced further at some tens kHz level. 

In the following we will present a stabilization 
system, that uses the dichroism induced by a magnetic 
field on a reference vapor cell, as demonstrated by 
Corwin et al. [3] in the case of Rb. This technique 
gives a dispersion-like frequency error signal, which 

allows an efficient modulation-free locking of a diode 
laser to the D2 resonance line of Cs at 852.1 nrn. 

2. DIODE LASER FREQUENCY 
STABILIZATION 

It is well known that the frequency of a DL depends on 
the current and on the temperature, so these two 
parameters must be carefully controlled. The DL 
emission width can be reduced by optical feedback 
from a diffraction grating in Littrow or Littman 
configuration. The presence of the external cavity can 
force the DL to work at a frequency that is different 
from its bare central frequency. Line-widths of the 
order of one hundred kHz are reached, at short 
observation time (few ms). Over longer times, various 
noise sources (acoustic wave propagation, air 
movements, current instabilities of the DL driver, and 
mechanical and thermal drifts) contribute to broaden 
the line-width. A lot of methods have been exploited to 
stabilize at long term the frequency of EC systems to 
ultra-stable external reference cavities or to atomic 
resonance lines. These techniques can also allow a 
reduction of the fast laser frequency fluctuations, 
which are responsible for frequency jitter and laser 
line-width. This goal can be reached if the servo 
bandwidth is large enough, that is through fast control 
of the DL current or of the voltage of an intra-cavity 
EOM. 

The typical method for stabilizing the frequency of 
an ECDL to the Dl or D2 alkali lines makes use of the 
saturated absorption technique. The DL frequency is 
locked to one of the narrow saturated absorption peaks 
of an hyperfine component of the transition. A 
discrimination (dispersion like) signal can be obtained 
by a frequency modulation of the DL radiation, 
followed by phase sensitive detection. Conventional 
FM side-band Pound-Drever method can be adopted 
[4]: a fraction of the DL radiation travels through an 
external EOM, which produces frequency side-bands, 
without introducing serious amplitude modulation in 
the main laser beam. The saturated absorption signal is 
detected by a fast photodiode and demodulated in a 
double balanced mixer. The error signal is fed to the 
DL current driver for fast frequency control and to a 
PZT (which changes the length of the EC by moving 
the diffraction grating or the cavity mirror) for long 



term stabilization. The limits of the methods are related 
to the small capture range, of the order of 20 MHz. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND 
DAVLL TECHNIQUE 

An alternative method for laser frequency 
stabilization, called of Dichroic-Atomic-Vapor Laser 
Lock (DAVLL), was originally suggested for Rb by K. 
L. Corwin et al. [3]: we have adapted this method to 
the case of the Cs atom. The ECDL is a Littman 
configuration device, with a SDL 850-nm, 150 mW 
single mode DL as active source. The light beam is 
collimated, and sent at a large angle onto a diffraction 
grating. A PZT mounted mirror reflects the first order 
of diffraction back to the DL and can be employed for 
frequency tuning and for low frequencies corrections. 
The zero order of diffraction constitutes the output of 
the ECDL (about 30 % of the total power). An intra- 
cavity EOM, placed between the grating and the 
mirror, is used as fast actuator for the error signal. All 
the optical parts are positioned on a glass base, to 
reduce thermal drifts. The glass sheet lies on a sand 
layer to attenuate vibrations and the whole apparatus is 
enclosed in a double perspex-wooden box to shield 
from air turbulence and from acoustic waves. 

A small fraction of the output power is sent onto 
the reference Cs cell, set in a uniform magnetic field 

Optical 

M: Atcornax Ill magnet 
Fc: Jron poles 
C: Cs cell 
L: Lens 
h.14: Retardation plate 
I'D1, PIX: Photudiodcs 
PBS: Polxizing bean splitter 

collinear with the light. The linear polarization of the 
light can be considered as the coherent sum of of and 
o- circular polarization states of equal intensity. A 
Doppler-broadened profile is obtained when the laser 
beam is sent onto the Cs vapor cell and the frequency 
is scanned across an atomic resonance transition. The 
magnetic field splits the absorption of a' and 
d polarization components in the opposite directions. 
A discrimination dispersion-like signal is obtained by 
differentiating the two absorption profiles and can be 
used for locking purposes. In spite of the much larger 
line-width of this signal as compared with the saturated 
absorption signals (about 500 MHz and about 20 MHz 
respectively for the two cases), its slope is almost the 
same, due to the fact that the amplitude of the saturated 
absorption features is only a small fraction of that of 
the Doppler-broadened absorption. The large line- 
width of the error signal warrants a large locking 
range, making the lock robust against external pertur- 
bations. As we will see in the following, the stability of 
this kind of atomic reference depends on the 
temperature stability of the Cs cell, on the intensity of 
the magnetic field, and on the birefringence induced by 
the optical elements. In Fig. 1 the reference apparatus 
is shown: the magnetic field is produced by two 
permanents magnets of Alcomax I11 and the magnetic 
circuit is closed by two iron poles. In the center 
(position of the cell) the field is about 14 mT: this 
value has been chosen after an experimental study to 
maximize the slope of the discrimination DAVLL 
signal. At the same time we have observed a sensitivity 
of the locking frequency point of a DAVLL laser from 
the magnetic field (without special care in controlling 
the input polarization) of the order of 20 kJ3zIpT. The 
circuit and the cell are placed inside three concentric 
boxes of aluminum, polystyrene and wood in order to 
protect them from thermal variations and from acoustic 
perturbations. An iron box, which shield the external 
magnetic field perturbations, encloses the whole 
device. The Cs cell temperature is thermalized around 
43k0.1 'C, a value chosen to have a good vapor 
pressure and with a precision high enough to have no 
observable variations on the transmitted light level. 
The light transmitted by the cell is finally sent onto a 
circular polarization analyzer, composed by a hl4 
retardation plate, followed by a polarization beam 
splitter, with the axis at 45' with respect the retardation 
plate axis, like a Wollaston or a Rochon prism. The 
two polarization signals are differentially detected, and 
the resulting dispersion-like discrimination signal is 
used for DL locking at the central zero crossing. An 
experimental DAVLL line-shape, obtained by tuning 
the frequency around the D2 component leaving from 
F=4 ground hyperfine level is shown in Fig. 2. The 
zero in the frequency scale is set in correspondence of 
the F=4 + F'=5 hyperfine component. The Cs vapor 
temperature was set at 43 " C. 

Fig. 1 - The apparatus for DAVLL technique. 
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Fig. 2 - Experimental DVALL signal. The upper 
trace is a Doppler zero-field absorption profile 
with saturation Lamb-dips, recorded for 
calibration on a second Cs cell. 

It is possible to tune the locking point inside the 
capture range either by adding an electronic offset or 
by rotating the quarter-wave plate. This second optical 
method acts on the relative weight of one circular 
polarization in comparison with the other, and is more 
stable than the electronic offset. In this way the lock 
point is virtually insensitive to laser light intensity 
variations. However, some disturbance (small 
fluctuations of the offset level and appearance of 
asymmetries on the DAVLL signal) may arise from the 
temperature-induced birefringence on the various 
optical elements that must be protected as better as 
possible from environmental temperature drifts. In 
particular the use of good quality zero-order 
retardation plate is essential, in order to avoid large 
locking point instabilities. 
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Fig. 3 - Computed DAVLL signals for three 
increasing values of the magnetic field: 12 mT, 13 
mT, 15 mT. 

well aligned experiment, where the input radiation is 
perfectly linear polarized, and the detector is equally 
sensitive to the two circular polarizations, the expected 
absorption coefficient is shown in Fig. 3 as a function 
of the laser frequency, for different values of the 
magnetic field. The zero in the frequency scale is set in 
correspondence of the Sin + P3/2 transition, when 
Zeeman and hyperfine interactions are not considered. 
The field value that optimizes the error signal slope 
lies around 15 mT. In this hypothesis, the lock point is 
not sensitive to the laser intensity fluctuations, but 
demonstrates a weak sensitivity to the field value (of 
the order of 5 kHz/pT) and to the cell temperature, 
through the absorption Doppler width (of the order of 
300 kHz/'C). 

4. FREQUENCY STABILITY OF THE DAVLL 
SYSTEM 

The servo loop is composed of two separated stages 
that control two different actuators: the PZT mounted 
cavity mirror, which colrects frequency dnfts and low 
frequency noise (up to about 500 Hz), and the intra- 
cavity EOM for the highest frequency. Fig. 4a shows a 
measure of the spectrum of the error signal E(v) in the 
two cases of open and closed loop. E(v)isdefined as 
the Fourier transform of the instantaneous laser fre- 
quency shift from the locking point. In Fig. 4b we 
show the loop spectral gain G(v)=O(v)lE(v), where 
O(v) is the Fourier transform of the quantity p(t)+e(t), 
sum of the frequency shifting of the PZT and of the 
EOM. The bandwidth is presently limited to 40 kHz, 
due to electronic limitations in the preliminary 
detection circuit. New servo electronics has been 
projected, to extend the correction rate up to the 
maximum value allowed by the response characteristic 
of the EOM (about 1 MHz). 

An evaluation of the frequency drift of the system 
has been made observing on a spectrum analyzer the 
beat note between the frequencies of the DAVLL laser 
and of an EC laser in Littrow configuration. The 
DAVLL device was locked on the Cs D2 line, while 
the Littrow laser was locked by means of a 
conventional FM technique on a saturated absorption 
peak of an hyperfine component of the same line 
(cross-over F'=4 - F'=5 of the transition F=4 - F'= 3, 
4, 5). In the actual apparatus, the radiation from the 
Littrow system is frequency modulated, and it is thus 
impossible to obtain accurate evaluation of the short 
term stability (the laser frequency jitter can be roughly 
estimated to be less than 200-300 kHz). In any case, 
we can state a long term maximum drift lower than 1 
MHz over a 20 hours period. 

In order to evaluate the effect of the different 
parameters to the locking point, we have numerically 
computed the line shape of the DAVLL signal. In a 
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Fig. 4 - a) Open and closed loop error signal 
frequency spectrum; b) Spectral gain of the loop 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have applied the DAVLL technique to the 
stabilization of an EC Littman configuration diode 
laser, providing an atomic reference for the Dl and D2 
Cs resonance lines. This technique is particularly 
robust against mechanical perturbations, because of its 
large capture range. Besides it offers a series of 
advantages in comparison with the saturated absorption 
methods, requiring less optical and opto-electronic 
components and no FM of the DL current. 

This is a simple and inexpensive atomic reference 
scheme that is well suitable to realize a high stability 
diode laser source to be used for hyperfine optical 
pumping of a Cs vapor cell. Work is now in progress to 
better evaluate the frequency stability of the device 
over long time periods, and to increase the servo-loop 
bandwidth up to the MHz level. In this way it will be 
possible to improve the Signal to Noise ratio of the 
discrimination error signal and to reduce the laser 
source frequency jitter. 

We thank M. Francesconi for the realization of the 
opto-electronic servo-loop. 
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ABSTRACT 

Atomic frequency standards based on 
laser cooled cesium atoms typically require 
frequency-stabilized laser excitation of two 
hyperfine components of the Cs 6s 'sin - 6p 
2 ~ 3 n  resonance transition for cooling and 
repumping. In this contribution we describe a 
new advantageous technique to obtain an 
atomic reference signal for stabilization of the 
laser to the Cs repumping transition. A laser 
beam resonant with the F=4 - F'=5 cooling 
transition is passed through a room- 
temperature Cs cell. We observe the cross- 
saturation absorption signal that results if the 
frequency of a counter-propagating 
superimposed laser field is scanned through the 
F=3 - F'=4 repumping transition resonance. 
The observed cross-saturation absorption 
signal is significantly less perturbed by linear 
absorption than the conventional saturated- 
absorption signal. Our experimental 
observations indicate that similar Doppler-free 
cross-saturation signals can also be obtained if 
the saturating laser field is not tuned to the F=4 
- F'=5 transition but to other hyperfine 
transitions or crossover resonances. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The saturated absorption spectroscopy of 
cesium has been well ~tudied"'~). The 
application of saturated absorption is a 
commonplace in many laboratories for high 
resolution spectroscopic studies and as a 
frequency reference, Such references are 
widely used in many active research fields 
such as quantum optics, frequency standards 
etc. because of the development of diode lasers 
and narrowband laser sources technology. 

Atomic frequency standards based on 
laser cooled cesium atoms typically require 
frequency-stabilized laser excitation of two 
hyperfine components of the Cs 6s 'sin - 6p 
2 ~ 3 n  resonance transition. While the F=4 - F9=5 

component of this transition is excited for 
cooling, the F=3 - F'=4 component is excited 
for hyperfine repumping. Conveniently the 
frequencies of the employed lasers are 
stabilized to these transitions using saturated- 
absorption signals from Cs cells as frequency 
references. However, frequency stabilization to 
the F=3 - F'=4 saturated-absorption signal has 
the disadvantage that this signal is relatively 
weak and appears superimposed on a strongly 
frequency-dependent linear-absorption 
background. 

In this contribution we describe a new 
advantageous technique to obtain an atomic 
reference signal for laser stabilization to the Cs 
repumping transition. The observed cross- 
saturation absorption signal is significantly less 
perturbed by linear absorption than the 
conventional saturated-absorption signal. Our 
experimental observations indicate that similar 
Doppler-free cross-saturation signals can also 
be obtained if the saturating laser field is not 
tuned to the F=4 - F'=5 transition but to other 
hyperfine transitions or crossover resonances. 
We give a simple theoretical interpretation of 
these observations. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental setup is similar to the 
standard configuration for the hyperfine 
repopulation pumping with two diode laser as 
shown in Figure 1. The two diode lasers are 
home-made extended-cavity diode lasers. The 
linewidth of the lasers is below 1 MHz. The 
signal observed is from photodiode I, while 
photodiode II provides a reference signal in 
our experiment. The power of the two beams is 
at the level of 0.5 mW. The length of the 
cesium cells covered with magnetic shield is 
about 2 cm with a diameter of 2cm. 

The two laser beams are carefully aligned 
so as to overlap with each other over the whole 
length inside the cesium cell. The two 
windows of the cell are non-perpendicular to 
the laser beams for avoiding possible 



perturbations due to the reflection of the laser 
beams from the windows. 
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Fig.1. Experimental setup for the cross- 
saturation spectroscopy. ~ h i l e  the probe beam 
splitted from laser I is locked at the cooling 
transition ' s I ~ ( F = ~ )  to '~3n(F'=5), an absorption 
signal from PD 1 is observed by scanning the 
frequency of Laser iI over the transitions of 
'sln(F=3) to 'p3n (F'=2,3,4). The signal from PD II 
is used as a reference to determine the position of 
the peaks in the signal of PD I. In the figure, PD 
denotes photodiodes, BS beam splitters, M mirror. 

Figure 2. Cross-saturation and conventional 
saturation signals. The transmission signal is 
observed if the frequency of laser I is locked at the 
transition F=4 - F'=5, and the frequency of laser I1 
is scanned over the range of F=3 - F'=2, 3, 4 
components of the 852nm Cs 'sin - 'p3n transition. 
The dotted line denotes the conventional saturation 
signal from PD II, the full line is the cross 
saturation spectrum signal observed from PD I. The 
vertical dashed line shows the position of the F=3 - 
F'=4 transition. 

Fig. 3. Other cross saturation signals 
observed by locking the probe beam at different 
hyperfine or crossover transitions. The full line is 
the cross saturation spectrum from PD I, while the 
dotted line is the conventional F=3 - F'=2, 3. 4 
saturation absorption spectrum from PD 11. 

3. OBSERVATIONS AND THEIR 
INTERPRETATION 

The spectrum shown in figure 2 was 
recorded under the standard laboratory 
conditions. The negative peaks mean enhanced 
absorption. The reason for the enhanced 
absorption is the population accumulation due 
to the pumping effect of Laser 11. More atoms 
at level F=4 provide more effective absorption 
of the probe beam of Laser I. There is 
significantly less background disturbance 
because the probe beam is locked at a fixed 
frequency. 

Figure 3 shows the spectra observed when 
Laser I is locked at other different resonant 
transitions and crossover resonances of the C s  
' S I R  (F=4) - 2 ~ 3 n  (F9=3, 4, 5) transition. The 
position of the peak can be interpreted with the 
Doppler effect of different velocity groups. 
Taking the spectrum obtained by locking Laser 
I at the frequency of the 4 - 4 transition 
resonance for instance, we can see that the two 
peaks on the right hand (1 and 2) are shifted 
from the two peaks nearby (3 and 4) by 251 
MHz. This is because at this velocity group, 
the atoms see the Laser I at the transition of 4 - 



5. The frequency difference between the two 
peaks 1 and 2 is the same as that between 
peaks 3 and 4, namely 201 MHz. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A new experimental setup was 
demonstrated for to obtain strong and unshifted 
absorption structure which can be used for 
locking a laser to the F=3 - F'=4 repumping 
transition. This transition is needed in laser 
cooling experiments. The scheme is very 
simple and makes effective use of the F=4 - 
F'=5 radiation which is available in the optical 
setup anyway. Some new spectra were 
observed with the new experimental setup. A 
simple interpretation of the observed spectra 
was given. The interpretation is based on the 
population pumping effects and the Doppler 
effect, which predicts rather good the position 
and the sign of the observed resonances. 
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